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PREFACE.

In history we find frequeiit mention of those who have at-

tained high position in the State, through no other virtue than

superior attainments in the Art of Cookery. No title seemed

too noble, or emoluments too Tast,t.o mark^ie bestower's sense

of the value of a favorite and successful cook. Laying aside

his ladle, he has ruffled it with the noblest of the land. Royal

dames have delighted to do him honor ; while in the conclave

of statesmen, or in the cabinet of sovereigns, he has been

alike the accepted and well-approved confidant and adviser.

In these more modern days, although we do not go to such

extreme lengths in rewarding the^ professors of the culinary

art, yet are we by no means insensible to its importance, Or back-

ward in our appreciation of its results.

To be an able and successful cook should be the aim of

every prudent housekeeper, for we know of no surer mark of

sloth or negligence than an ill-served table. Tor if incapacity

and indifference be allowed to exist in the kitchen, need we be

snrpri.sed to find it in the parlor. Nor need we remind our

fair readers how often an ill-cooked dish is the source, not only

of bitter mortification, l>ut of domestic discord and unhappi-

ness. And is it not also equally true that many of the mental

and physical derangements of both mind and body are fre-

quently to be traced directly to the careless and imperfect pre-

paration of onr daily food.

A would-be frugal housekeeper, actuated by the best motives,

and really striving to " make bott ends meet," is perplexed at

her want of siiccess,and is anxiously looking abroad for causes

that she would find much nearer home. And what else is tho

(xxi)
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reason but that, notwithstanding an expensive outlay in pro-

visions, bad cooking spoils and renders uneatable a large

proportion ; and that which should have graced her table, and

delighted the palates of her household, becomes fit for naught

else than food for pigs, and is therefore consigned to the aU.

ready overgorged swill tub. In how many of onr households

is not this notoriously the case ? If thus the art of Cooking ex-

ercises so great an influence upon the health and happiness of

the community, we are sure we need no longer dwell upon the

importance, nor urge upon onr readers the necessity of a closer

study of this truly important branch of our domestic economy.

This volume is offered to the experienced housekeeper as

well as to the youtig beginner, as a faithful and intelligent

counsellor and guide, in whom they can place the fullest confi-

dence, and whose directions they can unhesitatingly follow.

Every recipe having been fully tested, is now presented to

them as the result of actual individual experience. They will

be found to be practical, dear and simple, readily understood

and as easily followed. So precise are the directions on every

page, that no novice, however unsophisticated, need be mis-

led. Appended to each recipe is a summary of the different

ingredients which it contains, with the exact proportions of

each and the precise time necessary to dress the whole : thus

showing at a glance its various requirements.

The directions for boning poultry and game are entirely

new, and also very exact ; while those pages devoted to explain-

ing the somewhat rare accomplishment of carving, and how to

set out a, table, will, we trust, be found equally acceptable and

instructive to our readers.

To our country-women, then, throughout the land we dedi-

cate this work in the fullest assurance that, in many households,

it will become a valued and honored servant, always ready

when needed, ever willing to advise; and whose counsels when

faithfully followed will tend to ?.dd to the gratifications of

many an American home.
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TABLE OP

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES,

Cy which persons not having scales and weights at hand may

readily measure the articles wanteu to form any receipt, with-

out the trouble of weighing. Mlowance to be made for an

extraordinary dryness or moisture of the article weighed br

measured.

WEIGHT AND MEASURE.

Wheat flour one pound is one quart

Indian meal one pound, two ounces, is one quart.

Butter, when soft one pound is one quart.

Loaf sugar, broken one pound is one quart.

White sugar, powdered one pound, one ounce is one quart.

Best brown sugar one pound, two ounces, is one quart.

Eggs ten eggs are one pound.

Flour , eight quarts are one peck.

Flour four pecks are one busliel.

LiaUIDB.

Sixteen large table-spoonfuls aie half a pint.

Eight large table-spoonfuls are one gill.

Four large table-spounfuls are half a gill.

Two gills are half a pint

Two pints are one quart.

Four quarts are one gallon.

A common-sized tumbier holds half a pint

A common-sized wine-glass , half a gill.

Twenty-five drops are equal to one tea-spoonful.

(xxxv"





MODERN COOKERY.

CHAPTER L

SOUPS.

INTRODUCTORY REHASE8.

The art of preparing good, wholesome, palatable soups, without great
expense, which is so well understood in Prance, and in other countries
where they form part of the daily food of all classes of the people, has
hitherto been very much neglected in England and America: it is one,
therefore, to which we would particularly direct the attention of the
cook, who will find, we think, on a careful perusal of the present chap-
ter, that it presents no difficulties which a common degree of care and
skill will not easily overcome. The reader, who may be desirous to

excel in it, should study the instructions given under the article Bouil-
lon, where the principles of this branch of cookery are fully explained.
The spices and other condiments used to give flavour to soups and

gravies should be so nicely proportioned that none predominate nor
overpower the rest ; and this delicate blending of savours is perhaps
the most difficult part of a cook's task : it is an art, moreover, not
easily acquired, except by long experience, unless great attention be
combined with some natural refinement of the palate.

A zealous servant will take all possible pains on her first entrance
into a family, to ascertain the particular tastes of the individuals she
serves ; and will be guided entirely by them in the preparation of her
dishes, however much they may be opposed to her own ideas, or to her
previous practice.

Exceeding cleanliness, both in her personal habits and appearance,
and in every department of her work, is so essential in a cook, that no
degree of skill, nor any other good qualities which she may possess, can
ever atone for the want of it. The very idea of a dirty cook is so
revolting, that few people will, be induced to tolerate the reality ; and
we would therefore most strongly urge all* employed in the culinary
department of a household, who may be anxious for their own success

* An active, cleanly, and attentive kitchen-maid will generally become an admirabla
eook

(37)
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in life, or solicitous to obtain the respect and approbation of their em-
ployers, to strive to the utmost against any tendency to slovenliness of

which they may be conscious, or which may be pointed out to them by

others.

Modern Copper Soip or Stock-Pot.

A FEW MRECTIONS TO THE COOK.

In whatever vessel soup is boiled, see that it be perfectly clean, and

let the inside of the cover and the rim be equally so. Wash tlie meat,

and prepare the vegetables with great nicety before they are laid into

it; and be careful to keep it always closely shut when it is on the fire.

Never, on any account, set the soup by in it, but strain it off at once

into a clean pan ; and fill the stock-pot immediately with water : pursue

the same plan with all stewpans and saucepans directly they are

emptied.

Skim the soup thoroughly when itfirst begins to boil, or it can never
afterwards be rendered clear ; throw in some salt, which will assist to

bring the scum to the surface, and when it has all been taken off, add
the herbs and vegetables; for if not long stewed in the soup, their

flavour will prevail too strongly. Remember, that the trimmings, and
especially the bones of fi-esh meat, the necks of poultry, the liquor in

which a joint has been boiled, and the shank-bones of mutton, are all

excellent additions to the stock-pot, and should be carefully reserved
for it.

^

Let the soup heat gradually over a moderate fire, and after it has
been well skimmed, draw it to the side of the stove and keep it sim-
mering softly, but without ceasing, until it is done ; for on this, as will

hereafter be shown, its excellence principally depends. Every good
cook understands perfectly the difference produced by the fast boiling,

or the gentle stewing of soups and gravies, and will adhere strictly to

the latter method.
Pour boiling water, in small quantities at first, to the meat and

vegetables of which the soup is to be made when they have been fried

or browned ; but otherwise, add cold water to the meat.
Unless precise orders to the contrary have been given, onions, escha-

lots, and garlic, should be used for seasoning with great moderation
always ; for not only are they very offensive to many eaters, but to per-
sons of delicate habit their effects are sometimes extremely prejudi-

cial ; and it is only in coarse cookery that their flavour is allowed ever
strongly to prevail.
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A small proportion of sugar, about an ounce to the gallon, will very

much improve the flavour of gravy-stock, and of all rich brown soups

;

it may be added also to some others with advantage ; and for this, direc-

tions will be given in the proper places.

Two ounces of salt may be allowed for each gallon of soup or broth

in which large quantities of vegetables are stewed ; but an ounce and
a half will be sufficient for such as contain few or none ; it is always
easy to add more if needfiil, but oversalting in the first instance is a
fault for which there is no remedy but that of increa^g the propor-

tions of all the other ingredients, and stewing the whole afresh, which
occasions needless trouble and expense, even when time will admit of
its being done.

As no particle of fet should be seen floating on your soups when they
are sent to table, it is desirable that the stock should be made the day
before it is wanted, that it may become quite cold, when the fet may be
entirely cleared off without difficulty.

When cayenne pepper is not mixed with rice-flour, or with any other

ttiickening, grind it down with the back of a spoon, and stir a little

liquid to it before it is thrown into the stewpan, as it is apt to remain
in lumps, and to occasion great irritation of the throat when swal-

lowed so.

Serve, not only soups and sauces, but all your dishes, as hot as pos-

sible.

TO THICKEN SOUPS.

Except for white soups, to which arrow-root is, we think, more appro-

priate, we prefer, to all other ingredients generally used for this purpose,

the finest and freshest rice-flour, which afl.er being passed through a
lawn-sieve, should be thoroughly blended with the salt, pounded spices,

catsup, or wine, required to finish the flavouring of the soup. Sufficient

liquid should be added to it very gradually to render it of the consis-

tency of batter, and it should also be perfectly smooth ; to keep it so, it

should be moistened sparingly at first, and beaten with the back of a

spoon until every lump has disappeared. The soup should boil quickly

when the thickening is stirred into it, and be simmered for ten minutes

afterwards. Trora an ounce and a half to two ounces of rice-flour will

thicken sufficiently a quart of soup.

Instead of this, arrow-root or the condiment known by the name of

tons les mois, which greatly resembles it, or potato-flour, or the French
thickening called roux (see page 92) may be used in the following

proportions:—Two and a half ounces of either of the first three, to foiir

pints and a half of soup ; to be mixed gradually with a little cold stock

or water, stirred into the boiling soup, and simmered for a minute.

Six ounces of flour with seven of butter,* will be required to thicken

a tureen of soup ; as much as half a pound is sometimes used ; these

must be added by degrees and carefully stirred round in the soup until

smoothly blended with it, or they will remain in lumps.

All the ingredients used for soups should be fresh, and of good quality,

particularly Italian pastes of every kind (maccaroni, vermicelli, &c.),

*We vroaM recommend any othei thickening in preference to tiiii, anwholesom*
mixture
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as tliey contract, by long keeping, a peculiarly unpleasant, musty,

flavour. s

Onions, freed from the outer skin, dried gradually to a deep brown,

in a slow oven, and flattened, will keep for almost any length of time,

and are extremely useful for heightening the colour and flavour of

broths and gravies.*

TO FRY BREAD TO SERVE WITH SOUP.

Cut some slices a quarter-inch thick, from a stale loaf; pare ofi' the

crust, and divide the bread into dice, or cut it with a deep paste-cutter

into any other form. For half a pound of bread put two ounces of the

best butter into a frying-pan, and when it is quite melted, add the

bread ; keep it turned, over a gentle fire, until it is equally coloured to

a very pale brown, then drain it from the butter, and dry it on a soft

cloth, or a sheet of paper placed before a clear fire, upon a dish, or on
a sieve reversed.

SIPPETS A Ul REINE.

Having cut the bread as for common sippets, spread it on a dish, and
pour over it a few spoonsful of thin cream, or of good milk ; let it soak
for an hour, then fry it in fresh butter of a delicate brown, drain, and
serve the sippets hot.

TO mi^ke nouillbs; (an elegant substitute for Vermicelli.)

Wet, with the yolks of four eggs, as much fine, dry, sifted flour

as will make them into a firm, but very smooth paste. Roll it out as
thin as possible, and cut it into bands of about an inch and a quarter in

width. Dust them lightly with flour, and place four of them one upon
the other. Cut them obliquely in the finest possible strips ; separate
them with the point of a knife, and spread them on writing paper, so

that they may dry a little before they are used. Drop them gradually
into the boiling soup, and in ten minutes they will be done.

Various other forms may be given to this paste at will. It may be
divided into a sort of riband maccaroni ; or stamped with small confec-
tionary cutters into difierent shapes.

VEGETABLE VERMICELLI
;
(vegetables cut very fine for Soups.)

Cut the carrots into inch lengths, then pare them round and round
in ribbons of equal thickness, till the inside is reached; next cut these
ribands into straws, or very small strips ; celery is prepared in the same?
way ; and turnips also are first pared into ribands, then sliced into
strips: these last require less boiling than the carrots, and attention
must be paid to this, for if broken, the whole would have a bad appear-
ance in soup. The safer plan is to boil each vegetable separately, till

tolerably tender, in a little pale broth (in water,- if this be not at hand),
to drain them well, and put them into the soup, which should be clear,
only a few minutes before it is dished. For cutting them small, in
other forms, the proper instruments will be found at the hardware-shops.

The fourth part of one of these dried onions (des rignons brul&s)^ of moderate is.'ze
\9 sufficient for a tureen of a. ip.
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touiLLON, (the CommonsSoup of France ; Cheap, and very Wholesome.')

This Boup, or broth, as we should

perhaps designate it in Eogland, is

made once or twice in the week, in

every family ofrespectability in Prance

;

and by the poorer classes as often as

their means will enable them to sub-

stitute it for the vegetable or maigre
soups, on which they are more com-
monly obliged to subsist. It is served

usually on the first day, with slices of

'^°EarttanS^,;^™ot.°''' untoasted bread soaked in it; on the

second, it is generally varied with ver-

micelli, rice, or semoulina. The ingredients are, of course, often other-

wise proportioned than as we have given them, and more or less meat
is allowed, according to the taste or circumstances of the persons for

whom the bouillon is prepared ; but the process of making it is always
the same, and is thus described (rather learnedly) by one of the most
skilful cooks in Europe :

" The stock or soup-pot of the French artizan,"

says Monsieur Carfime, " supplies his principal nourishment ; and It is

thus managed by his wife, who, without the slightest knowledge of

chemistry, conducts the process in a truly scientific manner. She first

lays the meat into her earthen stock-pot, and pours cold water to it in

the proportion of about two quarts to three pounds of the beef;* she
then places it by the side of the fire, where it slowly becomes hot ; and
as it does so, the heat enlarges the fibre of the meat, dissolves the

gelatinous substances which it contains, allows the albumen (or the

musc\ilar part which produces the scum) to disengage itself, and rise

to the surface, and the ozmazome {which is the most savoury part of
the meat) to be diffused through the broth. Thus, fi-om the simple

circumstance of boiling it in the gentlest manner, a relishing and nutri'

tious soup wiU be obtained, and a dish of tender and palatable meat

,

but if the pot be placed and kept over a quick fire, the albumen will

coagulate, harden the meat, prevent the water from jjenetrating it, and

the osmazome from disengaging itself; the result will be a broth with-

out flavour or goodness, and a tough, dry bit of meat."

It must be observed in addition, that as the meat of which the

bouillon is made, is almost invariably sent to table, a part of the rump,

the mouse-buttock, or the leg-ofmutton piece of beef, should be selected

for it ; and the simmering should be continued only urttil this is perfectly

tender. When the object is simply to make good, pure-flavoured beef

broth, part of the shin, or leg, witli a pound or two of the neck, will

best answer the purpose. When the bouilli (that is to say, the beef

which is boiled in the soup) is to be served, bind it into a good shape,

add to it a calPs foot, if easily procurable, as this much improves the

quality of the bouillon ; pour cold water to it in the proportion men-
tioned above, and proceed as Monsieur Careme directs, to iieat the soup

slowly by the side of the fire ; remove carefully the head of scum,

* This 19 a large proportion of meat for the family of a French artizan ; a pound to

the quart would be nearer the reality; hut it ia not the refuse-meat whicii would *M
purchased by persons of the same rank in England lor making broth.
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which will gather on the surface, before the boiling commences, and
continue the sliimming at intervals, for about twenty minutes longer,

pouring in once or twice a little cold water. Next, add salt in the pro-

portion of two ounces to the gallon ; this will cause a little more scum
to rise,—clear it quite off, and throw in three or four turnips, as many
carrots, half a head of celery, four or five young leeks, an onion stuck

with six or eight cloves, a large half tea-spoonful of pepper-corns, and

a bunch of savoury herbs. Let the whole stew very softly, without

ceasing, from four hours and a half to six hours, according to the

quantity : the beef in that time will be extremely tender, but not over

done. It will be excellent eating, if properly managed, and might
often, we think, be substituted with great advantage for the hard, half-

boiled, salted beef, so often seen at an English table. It should be

served with a couple of cabbages, which have been first boiled in the

usual way, then pressed very dry, and stewed for about ten minutes in

a little of the broth, and seasoned with pepper and salt. The other

vegetables fi-om the bouillon may be laid round it or not, at choice.

The soup, if served on the same day, must be strained, well cleared

from fat, and sent to table with fried or toasted bread, unless the con-

tinental mode of putting slices or crusts of untoasted bread into the

tureen, and soaking them for ten minutes in a ladleful or two of the
bouillon, be, fi-om custom, preferred.

Beef, 8 to 9 lbs. ; water, 6 quarts ; salt, 3 ozs. (more if needed)

;

carrots, 4 to 6 ; turnips, 4 or 5 ; celery, one small head ; leeks, 4 to 6

;

one onion, stuck with 6 cloves; pepper-corns, one small . tea-spoonful

;

large bunch of savoury herbs : (calf's foot, if convenient) to simmer
five to six hours.

Obs. 1.— This broth forms in France the foundation of all richer

soups and gravies. Poured on fresh meat (a portion of which should be
veal), instead of water, it makes at once an excellent consomm.ee, or

strong jellied stock. If properly managed, it is very clear and pale
and with an additional weight of beef, and some spoonsful of glaze,

may easily be converted into an amber-coloured gravy-soup; suited to

modern taste.

Obs. 2.—It is a common practice abroad to boil poultry, pigeons, and
even game in the pot-au-feu, or soup-pot. They should be properly
trussed, stewed in the broth just long enough to render them tender,
and- served immediately, when ready, with a good sauce. A small
ham, if well soaked, washed exceedingly clean, and fi-eed entirely from
any rusty, or blackened parts, laid with the beefwhen the water is first

added to it, and boiled from three hours and a half to four hours, in the
bouillon, is very superior in flavour to those cooked in water only, and
infinitely improves the soup, which cannot, however, so well be eaten,
until the following day, when all the fat can easily be taken from it: it

would, of course, require no salt.
'

CLEAK, PALE, GRAVY-SOUP OR STOCK.

Rub a deep stewpan or soup-pot with butter, and lay into it three
ouarters of a pound of ham freed entirely fi-om fat, skin, and rust, four
pounds of leg or neck of veal, and the same weight of lean beef, all
cut into thick slices; set it over a clear and rather brisk fire, until the
mrat is of a. fine amber-colour: it must be often movedi and closely
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watched, that it may not stick to the pan, nor burn. When it is equally
browned, lay the bones upon it, and pour in gradually foit' quarts of
boiling water. Take oiF the scum carefully as it rises, and throw in a
pint of cold water at intervals, to bring it quickly to the surface. When
no more appears, add two ounces of salt, two onions, two large carrots,

two turnips, one head of celery, a two-ounce faggot of savoury herbs, a
dozen cloves, half a tea-spoonflil of whole white pepper, and two large
blades of mace. Let the soup boil gently from five hours and a half, to

six hours and a half; then strain it through a very clean, fine cloth, laid

in a hair sieve. When it is perfectly cold, remove every particle of fet

from the top; and, in taking out the soup, leave the sediment un-
touched ; heat in a clean pan the quantity required for table, add salt to

it if needed, and a few drops of Chili or of cayenne vinegar. Harvey's
sauce, or very fine mushroom catsup, may be substituted for these.

When thus prepared, the soup is ready to serve : it should be accom-
panied by pale sippets of fried bread, or sippets d la reine. Rice, mac-
caroni in lengths or rings, vermicelli, or nouilles, may in turn be used,

to vary it ; but they must always be boiled apart till tender, in broth, or

water, and well drained before they are slipped into it. The addition

of young vegetables, too, and especially of asparagus, will convert it

into an elegant spring-soup ; but they, likewise, must be separately

cooked.

ANOTHER RECEIPT FOR GRAVT-SOtTP.

Instead of browning the meat in its own juices, put it with the onions
and carrots, into a deep stewpan, with a quarter-pint of bouillon ; set it

over a brisk fire at first, and when the broth is somewhat reduced, let

it boil gently until^it has taken a fine colour and forms a glaze (or jelly)

at the bottom of the stewpan ; then pour to it the proper quantity of
water, and finish the soup by the preceding receipt.*

Obs.—A rich, old-fashioned English brown gravy-soup may be made
with beef only. It should be cut from the bones, dredged with fiour, sea-

soned with pepper and salt, and fried a clear brown ; then stewed for

six hours, if the quantity be large, with a pint of water to each pound
of meat, and vegetables as above, except onions, of which four mode-
rate-sized ones, also fried, are to be added to every three quarts of the

soup, which, after it has been strained, and cleared from fat, may be
thickened with six ounces of fresh butter, worked up very smootTily

with five of flour. In twenty minutes afterwards, a table-spoonful of

the best soy, half a pint of sherry, and a little cayenne, may be added
to the soup, which will then be ready to serve.

* The juices of meat, drawn out with a small portion of liquid, as directed here, may
easily be reduced to the consistency in which they form what is called fflaze; for par-
ticulars of this, see Chapter III. The best method, though perhaps not the easiest, of
making the clear, amber-coloured stock, is to pour a ladleful or two of pale, but strong
beef-broth to the veal, and to boil it briskly until well reduced, thrusting a knife, wlum
this is done, into the meat, to let the juices escape ; then to proceed more slowly and
cautiously as the liquid approaches the state in which it would burn. It must be
allowed to take a dark amber-colour only, and the meat must be turned, and often
moved in it. When the desired point is reached, pour in more boiling broth, and let

the pan remain olf the fire for a few minutes, to detach and melt the glaze ; then shake
it well round before the boiling is continued. A certain quantity of deeply coloured
glaze, made apart, and stirred into strong, clear, pale stock would produce the desired
eSa-,t of this, witli much less trouble.
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vermiceijCjI soup; (JPotage au Vermicelle.)

Drop very lightly, and by degrees, six ounces of vermicelli, broken

ratlier small, into three quarts of boiling bouillon, or clear gravy soup;

let it simmer half an hour* over a gentle fire, and stir it often.. This ia

the common French mode of making vermicelli soup, and vi^e can

recommend it as a particularly good one for family use. In England it

is customary to soak, or to blanch the vermicelli, then to drain it well,

and to stew it for a shorter time in the soup : the quantity, also, must

be reduced quite two ounces, to suit modern taste.

Bouillon, or gravy-soup, 3 quarts; vermicelli, 6 ozs. ; 30 minutes.

Or, soup, 3 quarts ; vermicelli, 4 ozs. ; blanched in boiling water, 5
minutes; stewed in soup, 10 to 15 minutes.

SEMOULiNA SOUP
;
{Soupe a la Semoule.)

Semoulina is used in the sanig way as the vermicelli. It should be
dropped very lightly and by degrees into the boiling soup, which should

be stirred all the time it is being added, and very frequently afterwards

;

indeed, it should scarcely be quitted for a moment until it is ready for

table. Skim it carefully, and let it simmer from twenty to five and
twenty minutes. This, when the semoulina can be procured good and
fresh, is, to our taste, an excellent soup.

Soup, 3 quarts ; semoulina, 6 ozs. : nearly, or quite 25 minutes.

MACCARONI SOUP,

Throw four ounces of fine freshf mellow maccaroni into a pan of
fast-boiling water, with about an ounce of fresh butter, and a small

onion stuck with three or four cloves.| When it has swelled to its full

size, and become tender, drain it well, and slip it into a couple of quarts

of clear gravy-soup; let it simmer for a few minutes, when it will be
ready for table. Observe, that the maccaroni should be boiled quite

tender ; but it should by no means be allowed to burst, nor to become
pulpy. Serve grated Parmesan cheese with it.

Maccaroni, 4 ozs. ; butter, 1 oz. f 1 small onion ; 5 cloves ; three-

quarters of an hour or more. In soup, 5 to 10 minutes.

Obs.—The maccaroni for soups should always be either broken into

short lengths before it is boiled, or sliced quickly afterwards into small
rings not more than the sixth of an inch thick, unless the cut mac-
caroni be used ; this requires but ten minutes boiling, and should be
dropped into the soup in the same way as vermicelli. Four ounces
of, it will be sufficient for two quarts of stock. It may be added
to white soup after having been previously boiled in water or veal-
broth, and well drained from it: it has a rather elegant appearance
in clear gravy-soup, but should have a boil in water before it is thrown
into it

When of very fine quality, the vermicelli will usually require less boiling than
this.

tWe must hnre repeat our warning against the uso of long-kept marcnroni. ver-
micelli, or semoulina ; as when stale, they will render any dish into which they arc ia
troduced, quite untit for table.

J For White Soups, omit the onion
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POTAat i.VX NOVILLES, OR TAILLERINE SOUP.

Make intii nouille paste the yolks of four fresh eggs, and when ready
cut, drop it gradually into five pints of boiling soup ; keep this gently

stirred for ten minutes, skim it well, and serve it quickly. This is a
less common, and a more delicately flavoured soup than the vermicelli,

provided always that the nouilles be made with really fresh eggs. The
same paste may be cut into very small diamond squares, stars, or any
otiier form, then left to dry a little, and boiled in the soup until swelled

to its full size, and tender.

Nouille paste of four eggs ; soup, 5 pints : 10 minutes.

SAGO SOUP.

Wash in several waters, and float off the dirt from six ounces of

sag-o; put it into three quarts of good cold gravy-stoclj, and let it stew
gently from half to three quarters of an hour ; stir it occasionally, that

it may not burn nor stick to the stew-pan. A quarter-ounce more of

sago to each pint of liquid, will thicken it to the consistency of peas-

soup. It may be flavoured with half a wineglassful of Harvey's sauce,

as much cayenne as it may need, the juice of half a lemon, an ounce
of sugar, and two glasses of sherry ; or these may be omittgd, and good

beef-broth may be substituted for the gravy-soup, for a simple family

dinner, or for an invalid.

Sago, 6 ozs. ; soup, 3 quarts : 30 to 45 minutes.

TAPIOCA SOUP.

This is made in the same manner, and with the same proportions as

the preceding soup, but it must be simmered firom flfty to sixty minutes.

RICE SOUP.

In France this soup is served well thickened with the rice, which is

stewed in it for upwards of au hour and a half, and makes thus, even

with the common bouillon of the country, an excellent winter potage.

Pick, and wipe in a dry cloth, eight ounces of the best rice ; add it, in

small portions, to four quarts of hot soup, of which the boiling should

not be checked as it is thrown in. When a clear soup is wanted, wash
the rice, give it five minutes' boil in water, drain it well, throw it into

as much boiling stock or well-flavoured broth as will keep it covered

till done, and simmer it very softly until the grains are tender, but- still

separate ; drain it, slip it into the soup, and let it remain in it a few

minutes before it is served, but witljout simmering. When stewed in

the stock, it may be put at once, after being drained, into the tureen,

and the clear gravy-soup may be poured to it.

An easy English mode of making rice-soup is this : put the rice intt

plenty of cold water ; when it boils, throw in a small quantity of salt

let it simmer ten minutes, drain it well, throw it into the boiling soup

and simmer it gently from ten to fifteen minutes longer; some ric«

will be tender in half that time. An extra quantity of stock must bd

allowed for the reduction of this soup, which is always considerable.

WHITE RICE SOUP.

Throw four ounces of well-washed rice into boiling water, and in

Sve minutes after pour it into a sieve, drain it well, and put it into a
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couple of quarts of good white, boiling stock; let it stew till tender,

season the soup with salt, cayenne, and pounded mace ; stir to it three-

quarters of a pint of very rich cream, give it one boil, and serve it

quickly.

Rice, 4 ozs. : boiled 5 minutes. Soup, 2 quarts: three-quarters ofan

hour or more. Seasoning of salt, mace, and cayenne ; cream, three-

quarters of a pint : 1 minute.

RICB-IXOtlK SOUP.

Mix with a little cold broth, eight ounces of fine rice-flour, and pour

it into a couple of quarts of fast-boiling broth, or gravy-soup. Add
to it maCe, and cayenne, with a little salt, if needful. It will require

but ten minutes' boiling.

Soup, 2 quarts ; rice-flour, 8 ozs. : 10 minutes.

06s.—Two dessert-spoonsful of currie-powder, and the strained juice

of half a moderate-sized lemon, will greatly improve this soup : it may
also be converted into a good common white soup (if it be made of veal

stock), by the addition of three-quarters of a pint of thick cream to the

rice.

STOCK FOR WHITE SOUP.

Though a Knuckle of veal is usually preferred for this stock, part of

the neck will, on an emergency, answer very well. Whichever joint

be chosen, let it be thoroughly washed, once or twice divided, and laid

into a delicately clean soup-pot, or well-tinned large stout iron sauce-

pan, upon a pound of lean ham, freed entirely from skin and fet, and

cut into thick s'ices. Should very rich soup be wished for, pour in a

pint only of cold water for each pound of meat, but otherwise a pint

and a half may be allowed. When the soup has been thoroughly

cleared from scum, which should be carefully taken ofi; from the time

of its first beginning to boil, throw in an ounce of salt to the gallon

(more can be added afterwards, if needed), two mild.onions, a moderate-

sized head of celery, two carrots, a small tea-spoonful of whole white

pepper, and two blades of mace; and let the soup stew very softly from

five to six hours, if the quantity be large : it should simmer until the

meat fells from the bones. The skin of a calPs-head, a calfs-foot, or an
old fowl, may always be added to this stock, with good effect. Strain

it into a clean deep pan, and keep it in a cool place till wanted for use.

Ijoan ham, 1 lb. ; veal, 7 lbs. ; water, 4 to 6 quarts ; salt, 1^ oz.

(more, if needed) ; onions, 2 ; celery, 1 head ; carrots, 2 ;
pepper-corns,

1 tea-spoonful ; mace, 2 blades: five to six hours.

(

MUTTON-STOCK FOR SOUPS.

Equal parts of beef and mutton, with the addition of a small portion of

ham, or of very lean bacon, make excellent stock, especially for winter-
soups. The necks of fowls, the bones of an undressed calf's-head, or

of any uncooked joint, may be added to it with advantage. According
to the quality of soup desired, pour from a pint to a pint and a half of
cold water to each pound^of meat; and after the liquor has been well-
skimmed on its beginning to boil, throw in an ounce and a half of salt

to the gallon, two small heads of celery, three mild, middling-sized
onions, three well-flavoured turnips, as many carrots, a faggot ofthyme
and parsley, half a tea-spoonful of white pepper-corns, twelve clove^
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and a large blade of mace. Draw the soup-pot to the side of the fire,

and boil the stock as gently as possible for about six hours ; then strain,

and set it by for use. Be particularly careful to clear it entirely from
fat before it is prepared for table. One-third of beef or veal, with two
of mutton, will make very good soup ; or mutton only will answer the

purpose quite well upon occasion.

Beef, 4 lbs. ; mutton, 4 lbs. (or, beef or veal, from 2 to 3 lbs. ; mut-
ton, from 5 to 6 lbs.) ; water, 1 gallon, to IJ; salt, 1^ oz. ; mild turnips,

I lb. ; onions, 6 ozs. ; carrots, J lb. ; celery, 6 to 8 ozs. ; 1 bunch of
herbs; pepper-corns, ^ tea-spoonfiil; cloves, 12; mace, 1 large blade:
six hours.

Obs.— Salt should be used sparingly at first for stock in which any
portion of ham is boiled; allowance should also be made for its reduc-

tion, in case of its being required for gravy.

\ COMMON CARROT SOUP.

The easiest way of making this soup is to boil some carrots very
tender in water slightly salted ; then to pound them extremely fine, and
to mix gradually with them boiling gravy-soup (or bouillon), in the pro-

portion of a quart to twelve ounces of the carrot The soup should

then be passed through a strainer, seasoned with salt and cayenne, and
served very hot, with fried bread in a separate dish. If only the red

outsides of the carrot be used, the colour of the soup will be very

.

bright : they should be weighed after they are pounded. Turnip-soup
may also be made in the same manner. I

Soup, 2 quarts; pounded carrot, 1^ lb. ; salt, cayenne : 5 minutes.

COMMON TUENIP SOUP.

Wash and wipe the turnips, pare and weigh them ; allow a pound
and a half for every quart of soup. Cut them in slices about a quarter

of an inch thick. Melt four ounces of butter in a clean stew-pan, and
put in the turnips before it begins to boil ; stew them gently for three

quarters of an hour, taking care that they shall not brown. Then have
the proper quantity of soup'ready boiling, pour it to them, and let them
simmer in it for three quarters of an hour. Pulp the whole through a
coarse sieve or soup-strainer, put it again on the fire, keep it stirred until

it has boiled three minutes, take oif the scum, add salt and pepper, if
required, and serve it very hot.

Turnips, 3 lbs. ; butter, 4 ozs. : | hour. Soup, 2 quarts : J hour.

Last time : 3 minutes.

A QUICKLY MADE TURNIP SOUP.

Pare and slice into three pints of veal or mutton-stock, or of gooa
broth, three pounds of young mild turnips; stew them gently from
twenty-five to thirty minutes, or until they can be reduced quite to

pulp; press the whole througli a sieve, add to it another quart of stock,

a seasoning of salt, white pepper, and one lump of sugar ; simmer it a

minute or two, skim, and serve it. A large white onion, when the

flavour is liked, may be sliced and stewed with the turnips. A little

cream improves much the colour of this soup.

Turnips, 3 lbs. ; soup, 5 pints : 25 to 30 minutes.
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POTATO SOUP.

Mash to a smooth paste three pounds of good mealy potatoes, that

have been steamed, or boiled .very dry ; mix with them by degrees, two
quarts of boiling broth, pass the soup through a strainer, set it again on
the fire, add pepper and salt, and let it boil five minutes. Take ofi"

entirely the black scum that will rise upon it, and serve it very hot with
fried or toasted bread. Where the flavour is approved, two ounces of
onions, minced and fried a light brown, may be added to the soup, and
stewed in it for ten minutes before it is sent to table.

^
Potatoes, 3 lbs. ; broth, 2 quarts : 5 minutes. (With onions, 2 ozs.

:)
10 minutes.

APPLE SOUP ;
{Soiipe d la Bourguignon.)

Clear the fat from five pints of good mutton-broth, bouillon, or shin
of beef stock, and strain it through a fine sieve; add to it, when it boils,

a pound and a half of good pudding apples, and stew them down in it

very softly, to a smooth pulp
;
press the whole through a strainer, add

a small teaspoonful of powdered ginger, and plenty of pepper, simmer
tlie soup tor a couple of minutes, skim, and serve it very hot, accompa-
nied by a dish of rice, boiled as for curries.

Broth, 5 pints ; apples, 1^ lb. : 25 to 40 minutes. Ginger, 1 tea-
spoonful

; pepper, J teaspoonful : 2 minutes.

VEAI, SODP.

Take four pounds of a knuckle of veal, break, and cut it small, put

it into a stew-pan with two gallops of water ; when it boils, skim it,

and let it simmer till reduced to two quarts ; strain, and season it with
white pepper, salt, a little mace, a dessertspoonful of lemon juice, and
return it to the pot, adding two onions finely minced, a head of celery,

and a turnip cut in small pieces. Let it simmer about half an hour
longer, thicken it with a large tablespoonful of flour kneaded with an
ounce of butter.

WESTERFIBLD WHITE SOUP.

Break the bone of a knuckle of veal in one or two places, and put it

on to stew, with three quarts of cold water to five pounds of meat;
when it has been quite cleared from scum, add to it an ounce and a
half of salt, two ounces and a half of onions, twenty corns of white
pepper, and two or three blades of mace, with a little cayenne pepper.*-

When the soup is reduced one-third by slow simmering, strain it offj

and set it by till cold ; then free it carefully from the fat and sediment,

and heat it again in a very clean stew-pan. Mix with it when it boils,

a pint of thick cream smoothly blended with an ounce of good arrow
root, two ounces of very fresh vermicelli previously boiled tender in

water slightly salted and well drained from it, and an ounce and a half

of almonds blanched, and cut in strips;* give it one minute's simmer,
and serve it immediately, with a French roll in the tureen.

* We have given this receipt without any variation from the original, aa the soup
made exactly by it was much approved by the guests of the hospitable country gentle-
man, at whose elegant table it was served often for many years; but we would rattier

recommend tliat the aluioiids should be pounded, or mcrnly blaTiclied, cut in spikes,
stuck into the crumb of a French roll, and put into tite tureen, simply to give flavour
to the suup.
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Veal, 5 lbs. ; water, 3 quarts ; salt, IJ oz. ; onions, 2 J ozs. j 20
corns white pepper ; 2 large blades of raace : 5 hours or more. Cream,
1 pint; almonds, IJ oz. ; vermicelli, 1 oz : 1 minute. Little thicken-

ing, if needed.

Obs.—Cream should always be boiled for a few minutes before it ia

added to any soup. The yolks of two or three very fresh eggs beaten

well, and mixed with half a pint of the boiling soup, may be stirred into

tlie whole, alter it is taken from the fire. Some persons put the eggs
into the tureen, and add the soup to them by degrees ; but this is not so

well. If a superior white soup to this be wanted, put three quarts of

water to seven pounds of Veal, and half a pound of the lean part of a
ham ; or, instead of water, use very clear, weak, veal broth. Grated
Parmesan cheese should be handed round the table when white or mao-
caroni soup is served.

MOCK TURTLE, OR CALP's HEAD SOUP.

After having taken out the brain and washed and soaked the head
well, pour to it nine quarts of cold water, bring it gently to boil, skira

it very clean, boil it, if large, an hour and a half, lift it out, and put into

the liquor eight pounds of neck of beef, lightly browned in a little fresh

Dutter, with three or four thick slices, or a knuckle of lean ham, four

large onions sliced, three heads of celery, three large carrots, a, large

bunch of sweet herbs, the rind of a lemon pared very thin, a desertspoon-

ful of pepper-corns, two ounces of salt, and after the meat has been
taken from the head, all the bones and fragments. Stew the.se gently

from seven to eight hours, then strain off the stock, and set it into a very

cool place, that the fat may become firm enough on the top to be cleared

off easily. The skin and fat of the head should be taken oft' together

and divided into strips of two or three inches in length, and one in

width ; tlxe tongue may be cut in the same manner, or into dice. Put
the stock, of which there ought to be between four and five quarts, into

a large soup or stew pot ; thicken it when it boils with four ounces of

fresh butter* mixed with an equal weight of fine dry flour, a half-tea-

spoonful of pounded mace, and a third as much of cayenne (it is better

to use these sparingly at first, and to add more should the soup require

it, after it has boiled some little time)
;
pour in half a pint of sherry, stir

the whole together until it has simmered for a minute or two, then put

in the head, and let it stew gently from an hour and a quarter to an hour

and a half; stir it often, and clear it perfectly from scum. Slip into it,

just before it is ready for table, three dozens of small forcemeat-balls

;

the brain cut into dice (after having been well soaked, scalded,! and

freed from the film), dipped into beaten yolk of egg, then into the fine.'it

crumbs mixed with salt, white pepper, a little grated nutmeg, fine lemon-

rind, and chopped parsley fried a fine brown, well drained and dried ;

and as many egg-balls, the size of a small marble, as the yolks of four

eggs will supply. (See Chapter VI.) This quantity will be sufficient

for two large tureens of soup ; when the whole is not wanted for table

* When the butter isconsidered unobjectionable, the flour, without it, may be niiled

to the smoothest batter possible, with a little cold stock or water, and stirred briskly

into the boiling soup; the spices shou'd be blended with it,

tThe brain should be blanched, thn. iif, thrown into boiling water with a little salt in

it, and boiled from live t» eight ininuies ; then lifted out, and laid into cold water for

a quarter of an hour ; it iiiusL be wiped very dry before it Is fried.

3
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iit the samo time, it is better to add wine only ti so much as M^ill be re-

quired for immediate consumption, or if it cannot conveniently be di-

vided, to heat tlie wine in a small saucepan with a little of the soup, tc

turn it into thn tureen, and then to mix it with the remainder by stirring

tlie wliole gently after the tureen is tilled. Some persons simply put

in the culd wine just before the soup is dished, but this is not so

well.

Whole calf's head «fith skin on, boiled IJ hour. Stock : neck of

veef, browned in butter, 8 lbs. ; lean of ham, ^ to ^ lb. (or a knuckle);

onions, 4 ; large carrots, 3 ; heads of celery, 3 ; large bunch sweet

herbs ; salt, 2 ozs. (as much more to be added when the soup is made
as will season it sufBcieutly) ; thin rind, 1 lemon; peppercorns, 1 des-

sertspoonfiil ; bones and trimmings of head : 8 hours. Soup : stock, 4
to 5 quarts; flour and butter lor thickening, of each 4 ozs. ;

pounded

mace, half-teaspoonful ; cayenne, third as much (more of each as

needed); sherry, half pint: 2 to 3 minutes. Flesh of head and tongue,

nearly or quite, 2 lbs. : 1} to 1^ hour. Forcemeat-balls, 36; the brain

out and fried ; egg-balls, 16 to 24.

Ohs.—When the brain is not blanched it nfiist be cut thinner in the

tbrin of small cakes, or it will not be done through by the time it has

taken enough colour : it may be altogether omitted without much detri-

ment to the soup, and will uiaKe an excellent corner dish, if gently

stewed in white gravy for half an hour, and served with it thickened

with cream and arrow-root, to the consistency of good white sauce, then

rather highly seasoned, and mixed with plenty of chopped parsley, and
wme lemon-juice.

GOOD calf's head SOUP ; (not expensive.')

BoU down from six to seven pounds of the thick part of a shin of
necf with a little lean ham, or a slice of hung beef trimmed free from
the smoky edges, should either of these last be at hand, in five quarts

of water, till reduced nearly half, with the addition, when it first be-

gins to stew, of an ounce of salt, a large bunch of savoury herbs, om
large onion, a head of celery, three carrots, two or three turnips, twa
small blades of mace, eight or ten cloves, and a few white or black pep-
percorns. Let it boil gently, that it may not be too much reduced, for

six or seven hours, then strain it into a clean pan and set it by for use.

Take out the bone from half a calf's head with the skin on (the butcher
will do this if desired,) wash, roll and bind it with a bit of tape or twine,
and lay it into a stewpot, with the bones and tongue; cover the whole
with the beef stock, and stew it for an hour and a half; then lift it into

a deep earthen pan and let it cool in the liquor, as this will prevent the
edges from being dry or discoloured. Take it out before it is quite
cold ; strain, and skim all the fat carefully from the stock : heat five

pints in a large clean saucepan, with the head cut into small thick
slices or into inch-squares. As quite the whole will not be needed,
leave a portion of the fat, but add every morsel of the sidn to the soup,
and of the tongue also. Should the first of these not be perfectly ten-
der, it must be simmered gently till it is so; then stir mto the sonp
from six to eight ounces of fine rice-flour mixed with a quarter-tea-
spoonful of cayenne, twice as much freshly founded mace, half a wine-
glassfiil of mushroom catsup, and sufficient cold broth or water to render
>t of the consistency of batter ; boil the whole from eight to ten minutes

;
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take off the scum, and throw in two glasdus of sherry ; dish the soup and

slip iiito the tureen some delicately fried, and well dried forcemeat-balls

made by the receipt No. 1, 2, or 3 of Chapter VI. A small quantity of

lemon-juice or other acid can be added at pleasure. The wine and

forcemeat-balls may be omitted, and the other seasonings of the soup a.

little heightened. As much salt as may be required should be added to

the stock when the head first begins to boil in it : the cook must regu-

late also by the taste the exact proportion of cayenne, mace, and catsup,

which will flavour the soup agreeably. The fragments of the head,

with thi; bones and the residue of the beef used for stock, if stewed

down together with some water and a few fresh vegetables, will afford

some excellent broth, such as would be highly acceptable, especially if

well tliickened with rice, to many a poor femily during tiie winter

months.

Stock : shin of beeg 6 to 7 lbs. ; water, 5 quarts : stewed down (with

vegetables, &c.) till reduced nearly half. Boned half-head with skin on

stewed in stock, IJ hour. Soup: stock, 5 pints; tongue, skin of head,

and part of flesh : 15 to 40 minutes, or more if not quite tender. Rice-

flour, 6 to 8 ozs. ; cayenne, quarter-teaspoonful ; mace, twice as much

;

mushroom catsup, ^ wineglassful: 10 minutes. Sherry, 2 wineglasses-

ful, forcemeat-balls, 20 to 30.

WHITE OYSTER SOUP
;

{oT, OysteT Soup a la Reine.')

When the oysters are small, from two to three dozens for each pint

of soup should be prepared, but this number can, of course, be diminished

or increased at pleasure. Let the fish (which should be finely condi-

tioned natives) be opened carefully ; pour the liquor from them, and
strain it ; rinse them in it well, and beard them ; strain the liquor a

second time through a lawn-sieve or folded muslin, and pour it again

over the oysters. Take a portion from two quarts of the palest vea)

stock, and simmer the beards in it from twenty to thirty minutes. Hfat
the soup, flavour it well with mace and cayenne, and strain the st(x;lc

from the oyster-beards into it. Plump the fish in tlieir own liquor; uut

do not let them boil
; pour the liquor to the soup, and add to it a pint of

boiling cream
;
put the oysters into the tureen, dish the soup, and send it

to table quickly. Should any thickening be required, stir briskly to the

stock an ounce and a half of arrow-root, ground very smooth in a mor-
tar, and carefully mixed with a little milk or cream ; or, in lieu of this,

when a rich soup is liked, thicken it with four ounces of fresh butter

well blended with three of flour.

Oysters, 8 to 12 dozens; pale veal stock, 2 quarts; cream, 1 pint;

thickening, IJ oz. arrow-root, or butter, 4 ozs., flour, 3 ozs.

BROWN RABBIT SOUP.

Cut down into joints, flour, and fry lightly, two fill grown, or three

young rabbits; add to them three onions of moderate size, alscf fried to a
clear brown; on these pour gradually seven pints of boiling water,

throw in a large teaspoonful of salt, clear off all the scum with care as

it rises, and then put to the soup a faggot of parsley, four not very large

carrots, and a- small teaspoonfiil of peppercorns ; boil the whole very
softly from five hours to five and a half; add more salt if needed, strain

off the soup, let it cool sufficiently for the fat to be skimmed clean from
it, heat it afresh, and send it to table with sippets of fried bread. Spice,
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with a thickening of rice-flour, or of wheaten flour brcR'ned in the oven,

and mixed with a spoonfiil or two of very good mushroom catsup, or of

Harvey's sauce, can be added at pleasure to the above, with a few drops

of eschalot-wine, or vinegar; but the simple receipt will be found

extremely good without them.

Rabbits, 2 ftiU grown, or 3 small ; onions fried, 3, middling-sized;

water, 7 pints ; salt, 1 large teaspoonful or more ; carrots, 4 ; faggot oi

parsley ;
peppercorns, 1 small teaspoonful ; 5 to 5i hours.

PIGEON SOUP.

Take eight pigeons, cut down two of the oldest, and put them with

the necks, pinions, livers, and gizzards of the others, into four quarts of

water; let it boil till the substance is extracted, and strain it; season

the pigeons with mixed spices and salt, and truss them as for stewing;

pick and wash clean a handful of parsley, chives or young onions, and a

good deal of spinacii, chop them ; put in a frying-pan a quarter of a
pound of butter, and when it boils, mix in a handful of bread crumbs,
keep stirring them with a knife till of a fine brown ; boil the whole
pigeons till they become tender in the soup, with the herbs, and fried

bread. If the soup be not sufficiently high seasoned, add more mixed
slices and salt.

PHEASANT OK CHICKEN SOUP.

Half roast a brace of well-kept pheasants, and flour them rather

thickly when they are first laid to the fire. As soon as they are nearly
cold take all the flesh from the breasts, put it aside, and keep it covered
fcom the air ; carve down the remainder of the birds into joints, bruise

the bodies thoroughly, and stew the whole gently from two to three
hours in five pints of strong beef broth ; then strain off the soup, and
press as much of it as possible from the pheasants. Let it cool, and in

tlie mean time strip the skin from the breasts, mince them small, and
pound them to the finest paste, with half as much fresh butter, and half
of dry crumbs of bread ; season these well with cayenne, sufiiciently

with salt, and moderately with pounded mace, and grated nutmeg, and
add, when their flavour is liked, three or four eschalots, previously boiled
tender in a little of the soup, left till cold, and minced before they are
put into the mortar; moisten the mixture with the yolks of two or three
eggs, roll it into small balls of equal size, dust a little flour upon them,'
skim all the fat from the soup, heat it in a clean stewpan, and when it

boils tlirow them in and poach them from ten to twelve minutes, but
first ascertain that the soup is properly seasoned with salt and cay-
enne. Minced savoury herbs, and even grated lemon-rind, would,
perhaps, improve the forcemeat, as well as a small portion of lean-
ham, a thick slice of which might be stewed in the soup for the pur-
pose. We have recommended that the birds should be partially roasted
before they are put into the soup-pot, because their flavour is much
finer when this is done than when they are simply stewed ; they should
be placed rather near to a brisk fire that they be quickly browned on
the surface, without losing any of their juices, and the basting should be
constant. A slight thickening of rice-flour or arrow-roof can be added
to the soup at pleasure, and the forcemeat^balls maybe fried and slipped
into the tureen when they are preferred so. Haifa dozen eschalots
lightly browned in butler, and a sjnall head of celery may also be thrown
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in after the birds begin to stew, bnt nothing should he allowed to pre-

vail over the natural flavour of tlie game itself'; and this should be

observed equally with other kinds, as partridges, grouse, and venison.

Pheasants 2: roasted 20 to 30 minutes. Strong beef broth, or stock,

5 pints: 2 to 3 hours. Porcemeat-balls : breasts of pheasants, half as

much of dry bread-cmmbs and of butter, salt, mace, cayenne; yolks of

2 or 3 eggs (and at choice 3 or 4 boiled eschalots).

Obs.—The stock may be made ofsix pounds of shin of beef, and foul

quarts of water reduced to within a pint of half! An onion, a large car

rot, a bunch of savoury herbs, and some salt and spice should be added

to it: one pound of neck of veal or of beef will improve it.

PARTRIDGE SOUP.

This is, we think, superior in flavour to the pheasant soup. It should

be made m precisely the same manner, but three birds allowed for it

instead of two. Grouse and partridges together will make a still finer

one : tlie remains of roast grouse even, added to a brace of partridges,

will produce a very good efteet.

MUUiAOATAWNY SOUP.

Slice, and fry gently in some good butter three or four large onions,

and when they are of a fine equal amber-colour, lifl; them out with a

slice, and put them into a deep stewpot, or large thick saucepan ; throw
a little more butter into the pan, and then brown lightly in it a young
rabbit, or the prime joints of two, or a fowl cut down small, and floured.

When the meat is sufiiciently browned, lay it upon the onions, pour
gradually to them a quart of good boiling stock, and stew it gently from
three quarters of an hour to an hour; then take it out, and press the

stock and onions through a fine sieve or strainer. Add to them two
pints and a half more of stock, pour the whole intip a clean pan, and
when it boils stir to it two heaped tablespoonsful of currie-powder mixed
with nearly as much of browned flour, and a little cold water or broth

;

put it in the meat, and simmer it for twenty minutes or longer should it

not be perfectly tender, add the juice of a small lemon just before it is

dished, serve it very hot, and send boiled rice to table with it Part of
a pickled mango is sometimes stewed in this soup, and is much recom-
mended by persons who have been long resident in India. We have
given here the sort of receipt commonly used in England for muUaga-
tawny, but a much finer soup may be made by departing from it in

some respects. The onions, of which the proportion may be increased

or diminished to the taste, after being fi-ied slowly, and with care, that

no part should be overdone, may be stewed for an hour in the first quart

of stock with three or four ounces of grated oocoa-nut, which will im-

part a rich mellow flavour to the whole. After all of this that can be

rubbed through the sieve has been added to as much stock as will be

required for the soup, and the curyie-powder and thickening- have boiled

in it for twenty minutes, the flesh of part of a calPs head previously

stewed almost sufficiently, and cut as for mock turtle, with a sweet-

bread also stewed or boiled in broth tolerably tender, and divided into

inch-squares, will make an admirable mullagatawny, ifsimmered in the

Btf/ck until they have taken the flavour of the currie-seasoning. The
flesh of a conple of calves' feet, with a sweetbread or two, may, when
more convenient, be substituted for the head, A large cupful of thick
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crram, first mixed and boiled with a teaspoonful of flour or arrow-root

to prevent its curdling, and stirred into the soup before the lemon-juice,

will enrich and improve it much.

Rabbit, 1, or the best joints of two, or foul, 1 ; large onions, 4 to 6

stock, 1 quart: J to 1 hour. 2i pints more of stock ; currie-powder, 2

heaped tablespoonsful, with 2 of browned flour; meat and all simmered

together 20 minutes or more ; juice of lemon, 1 small ; or part of picklea

mango stewed in the soup.

Or,—onions, 3 to 6 ; cocoa-nut, 3 to 4 ozs. ; stock, 1 quart : stewed, 1

hour. Stock, 3 pints, (in addition to the first quart) ; currie-powder and

thickening each, 2 large tablespoonsful : 20 minutes. Flesh of part o)

calf's head and sweetbread, 15 minutes, or more. Thick cream, 1 cup-

ful ; flour, or arrow-root, 1 teaspoonful : boiled two minutes, and stirred

to the soup. Chili vinegar, 1 tablespoonful, or lemon-juice, 2 table-

spoonsful.

Obs. I.—The brain of the calf's head stewed for twenty minutes in

a little of the stock, then rubbed through a sieve, diluted gradually with

more of the stock, and added as thickening to the soup, will be found

an admirable substitute for part of the flour.

06s. 2.—Three or four pounds of a breast of veal, or an equal weight

of mutton, free from bone and fat, may take the place of rabbits or fowls

in this soup, for a plain dinner. The veal should be cut into squares of

an inch and a half, or into strips of an inch in width, and two in length;

and the mutton should be trimmed down in the same way, or into very

small cutlets.

Obs. 3.—For an elegant table, the joints of rabbit or of fowl should

always be boned before they are added to the soup, for which, in this

case, a couple of each will be needed for a single tureen, as all the in-

ferior joints must be rejected.

TO BOIL RICE FOR MUIXAGATAWNY SOUPS, OR FOR CURRIES.

The Patna, or small-grained rice, which is not so good as the Carolina

for the general purposes of cookery, is the sort which ought to be served

with currie. First take out the unhusked grains, then wash the rice in

two or three diiferent waters, and put it into a large quantity of cold

;

bring it gently to boil, keeping it uncovered, and boil it softly for fifteen

minutes, when it will be perfectly tender, and every grain will remain
distinct. Throw it into a large cullender, and let it drain for ten minutes
near the fire ; should it not then appear quite dry, turn it into a dish,

and set it for a short time into a gentle oven, or let it steam in a clean

saucepan near the fire. It should neither be stirred, except just at first,

to prevent its lumping while it is still quite hard, nor touched with
either fork or spoon ; the stewpan may be shaken occasionally, should the
rice seem to require it, and it should be thrown lightly from the cullender
upon the dish. A couple ofminutes before it is done, throw in some salt,

and from the time of its beginning to boil, remove the scum as it rises.

Patna rice, ^ lb. ; cold water, 2 quarts : boiled slowly, 15 minutes.
Salt, 1 large teaspoonful.

04s.'—This, of all the modes of boiling rice, which we have tried,

and they have been very numerous, is indisputably the best. The Caro-
lina rice even answers, well dressed, in tliis way. One or two minutes,
more or less, will, sometimes, from the « irying quality of the grain, ba
requisite to render it tender.
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ANOTHER RECEIPT FOR BOILING RICE
;

(_not SO good as the precluding one.')

Wash the rice thoroughly in several waters, and soak it for an hour;

drain and throw it into a large quantity of fest-boiling water. "Leave it

uncovered, take off the scum, and add salt when it is nearly done.

When it has boiled from fifteen to eighteen minutes, drain it well, heap
it lightly in a dish, and place it in a gentle oven to dry.

Obs.—^Rice is of far better flavour when cooked in so much water
only as it will absorb; but it cannot then so easily be rendered dry

enough to serve with currie, or with curried soups. One pint of rice,

washed and soaked for a few minutes, then wiped very dry, and dropped

by degrees into five half pints of water, which should boil quickly, and
continue to do so, while the rice is being added, and for a minute after-

wards, and then placed over the fire, that it may stew very softly foi

half an hour, or until it is tender, and as dry as it will become without

being burned, will be found very good. The addition of a couple ot

ounces of fresh butter, when it is nearly done, will convert it into a very

palatable dish of itself.

AN EXCELLENT GREEN PEAS SOUP.

Take at their fullest size, but before they are ofbad colour or worm-
tiaten, three pints of fine large peas, and boil them as for table (see

Chapter XV.) with half a teaspoonfiil of carbonate of soda in the water,

that they may be very green. When they are quite tender, drain them
well, and put them into a couple of quarts of boiling, pale, but ^ood
beef or veal stock, and stew them in it gently for half an hour, then
work the whole through a fine hair-sieve

;
put it into a clean pan and

bring it to the point of boiling; add salt, should it be needed, and a

small teaspoonful of pounded sugar, clear off the scum entirely, and
serve the soup as hot as possible, with small pale sippets of fried bread.

An elegant variety of it is made by adding a half pint more of stock to

the peas, and about three quarters of a pint of asparagus points, boiled

apart, and well drained before they are thrown into it, which should be
done only the instant before it is sent' to table: the fried bread will not
then be needed. •

Green peas, 3 pints : boiled 25 to 30 minutes, or more. Veal or beef
stocit, 2 quarts (with peas:) ^ an hour. Sugar, one small teaspoonful

;

salt, if needed.

Ohs.—When there is no stock at hand, four or five pounds of shin
of beef, boiled slowly down with three quarts of water to two, and well
seasoned with savoury herbs, young carrots, and onions, will serve in-

stead quite well. Athicksliceof lean, undressed ham would improve it.

Should a common English peas soup be wished for, make it some-
what thinner than the one above, and add to it, just before it is dished,

from half to three quarters of a pint of young peas boiled tender, and
well drained.

' GREEN PEAS SOUP, WITHOUT MEAT.

Boil tender, in three quarts of water, with the proportions of salt and
soda directed for them in Chapter XV., one quart of large, full grown
peas; drain and pound them in a mortar, mix with them gradually five

pints of the liquor in which they were boiled, put the whole again over
the fire, and stew it gently for a quarter of an hour; then press it

through a hair-sieve \a the mean time, simmer, in from three to four
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ounces of butter,* three large, or four small cucumbers, pared and

Bliced, the hearts of three or Four lettuces shred small, from one to four

onions, according to the taste, cut thin, a few small sprigs of parsley,

and, when the flavour is liked, a dozen leaves or more of mint, roughly

chopped : keep these stirred over a gentle fire for nearly or quite an

hour, and strewf over them a half-teaspoonful of salt, and a good season-

ing of white pepper or cayenne. When they are partially done, drain

them from the butter, put them into the strained stock, and let the

whole boil gently until all the butter has been thrown to the surface,

and been entirely cleared from it; then throw in from half to three-

quarters of a pint of young peas, boiled as for eating, and serve the soup

immediately.

When more convenient, the peas, with a portion of the liquor, may
be pressed through a sieve, instead of being crushed in a mortar ; and

when the colour of the soup is not so much a consideration as the fla-

vour, they may be slowly stewed until perfectly tender in four ounces

of good butter, instead of being boiled : a few green onions, and some
branches of parsley may then be added to them.

Green peas, 1 quart ; water, 5 pints ; cucumbers, 3 to 6 ; lettuces, 3

or 4; onions, 1 to 4; little parsley; mint (if liked), 12 to 20 leaves

;

butter, 3 to 4 ozs. ; salt, half-teaspoonful ; seasoning of white pepper or

cayenne: 50 to 60 minutes. Young peas, J to J of a pint.

Obs.—We must repeat that the peas for these soups must not be old,

as when they are so, their fine sweet flavour is entirely lost, and the

dried ones would have almost as good an effect; nor should they be of

inferior kinds. Freshly gathered marrowfats, taken at nearly, or quite

their full growth, will give the best quality of soup. We are credibly

informed, but cannot assert it on our own' authority, that it is often made
tor expensive tables in early spring, with the young tender plants or

halms of the peas, when they are about a foot in height. They are cut

off" close to the ground, like small salad, then boiled and pressed through

a strainer, and mixed with the stock. The flavour is affirmed to be ex-

cellent.

,A CHEAP GREEN PEAS SOVP.

Wash very clean, and throw into an equal quantity of boiling water,

salted as for peas, three quarts of the shells, and in from twenty to

thirty minutes, when they will be quite tender, turn the whole'into a
large strainer, and press the pods strongly with a wooden spoon. Mea-
sure the liquor, put two quarts of it into a clean, deep saucepan, and
when it boils add to it a quart of full grown peas, two, or even three

large cucumbers, as many moderate-sized lettuces freed from the coarser

leaves, and cut small, one large onion (or more if liked,) sliced ex-

tremely thin and stewed for half an hour in a morsel of butter before it

is added to the soup, or gently fried without being allowed to brown ; a
branch or two of parsley, and, when the flavour is liked, a dozen
leaves of mint. Stew these softly for an hour, with the addition of a
small teaspoonful, or a larger quantity if required, of salt, and a good
seasoning of fine white pepper, or of cayenne ; then press the whole of

the vegetables with the soup through a hair-sieve, heat it afi'esh, and

*Snme persons prefer the vegetables slowly fVied to a fine brown, then drained on a
tieve, and we]] dried before the lire ; but though more savoury so, they do not improve
-he colour of the soup.
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Bend it to table with a dish of small fried sippets. The colour will not

he so bright as that of the more expensive soups which precede it, but

it will be excellent in flavour.

Pea-shells, 3 quarts ; water, 3 quarts : 20 to 30 minutes. Liquoi

from these, 2 quarts; fall-sized green peas, 1 quart; large cucumbers,

2 or 3 ; lettuces, 3 ; onion, 1 (or more) ; little parsley ; mint, 12 leaves

;

Keas6ning of salt and pepper or cayenne : stewed 1 hour.

Obs.—The cucumbers should be pared, quartered, and freed from the

Feeds before they are added to the soup. The peas, as we have' said al-

ready more than once, should not be old, but taken at their full growth,

before they lose their colour : the youngest of the shells ought to be se-

lected for the liquor.

RICH PEAS SOUP.

Soak a quart of fine yellow split peas for a night, drain them well,

and put them into a large soup-pot with five quarts of good brown gravy
stock ; and when they have boiled gently forhalf an hour, add to the soup

three onions, as many carrots, and a turnip or two, all sliced and fried

carefully in butter ; stew the whole softly till the peas are reduced to

pulp, then add as much salt and cayenne as may be needed to season it

well, give it two or three minutes' boil, and pass it through a sieve,

pressing the vegetables with it. Put into a clean saucepan as much as

may be required for table, add a little fresh stock to it should it be too

thick, and reduce it by. quick boiling if too thin; throw in the white
part of some fresh celery sliced a quarter of an incli thick, and when
this is tender send the soup quickly to table with a dish of small fried

sippets. A dessertspoonful or more of currie-powder greatly improves
peas soup: it should be smoothly mixed with a few spoonsful of it, and
poured to the remainder when this first begins to boil after having been
Etrained.

Split peas, 1 quart : soaked one night. Good brown gravy soup 5
quarts : 30 minutes. Onions and carrots browned in butter, 3 of each

;

turnips, 2: 2^ to 3 J hours. Cayenne and salt as needed. Soup, 5
pints ; celery sliced, 1 large or 2 small heads : 20 minutes.

Obs.—When more convenient, six pounds of nStk of beef well scored

and equally, but carefully browned, may be. boiled gently with the peas

and fried vegetables in a gallon of water (which should be poured to

tliem boiling) for four or five hours.

COMMON PEAS SOUP.

Wash well a quart of good split peas, and float ofi" such as remain on
the surfece of the water ; soak them for one night, and boil them with
a bit of soda the size of a filbert in just sufficient water to allow them
to break to a mash. Put them into from three to four quarts of good
beef broth, and stew them in it gently for an hour ; then work the whole
through a sieve, heat afresh as much as may be'required for table, season

it with salt and cayenne or common pepper, clear it perfectly firom scum,
and send it to table with fried or toasted bread. Celery sliced and
stewed in it as directed for the rich peas soup, will be found a great im
provement to this.

Peas, 1 quart: soaked 1 night; boiled in two quarts or rather more
of water, 2 to 2^ hours. Beef broth, 3 to 4 quarts : 1 hour. Salt and
cayenne or pepper as needed : 3 minutes.
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PEAS SOUP WITHOTIT MEAT.

To a pint of peas, freed from all that are worm-eaten, and well

washed, put live pints of cold water, and boil them tolerably tender

;

then add a couple of onions (more or less according to the taste), a

coupie of fine carrots grated, one large or two raoderate-sized turnips

sliced, all gently fried brown in butter ; half a teaspoonful of black

pepper, and three times as much of salt. Stew these softly, keeping

thein often stirred, until the vegetables are sufficiently tender to press

through a sieve ; then rub the whole through one, put it into a clean

pan, and when it boils throw in a sliced head of celery, heighten the

seasoning if needful, and in twenty minutes serve the soup as hot as

possible, with a dish of fried or toasted bread cut into dice. A little

Chili vinegar can be added when liked : a larger proportion of vegeta-

bles also may be boiled down with the peas at pleasure. Weak broth,

or the liquor in which a joint has been boiled, can, when at hand, be
substituted for water, but the soup is very palatable as we have given
the receipt for it. Some persons like it flavoured with a little mush-
room catsup.

Split peas, 1 pint ; water, 5 pints : 2 hours or more. Onions, 2 ; ear-

rots, 2 ; large turnip, 1 ;
pepper, J teaspoonful ; salt, 1J teaspoonful : 1

to 14 hour. Celery, 1 head: 20 minutes.

OX-TAIL SOVP.

An inexpensive and very nutritious soup may be made of ox-tails,

but it will be insipid in flavour without the addition of a little ham,
knuckle of bacon, or a pound or two of other meat. Wash and, soak
three tails, pour on them a gallon of cold water, Iqt them be brought
gradually to boil, throw in an ounce and a half of salt, and clear off the
scum carefully as soon as it forms upon the surface ; when it ceases to

rise, add four moderate-sized carrots, from two to four onions, according
to the taste, a large faggot of savoury herbs, a head of celery, a couple
of turnips, six or eight cloves, and a half-teaspoonful of peppercorns.
Stew these gently from three hours to three and a half, if the tails be
very large; lift tliem out, strain the liquor, and skim off all the fat; cut
the meat from the tails ''or serve them, if preferred, divided into joints),
and put it into a couple of quarts or rather more of the stock ; stir in,

when these begin to boil, a thickening of arrow-root or of rice-flour
(see page 39), mixed with as much cayenne and salt as may be required
to flavour the soup well, and serve it very hot. If stewod down until
the flesh falls away from the bones, the ox-tails will make stock which
will be quite a firm jelly when cold; and this, strained, thickened, and
well flavoured with spices, catsup, or a little wine, would, to many
tastes, be a superior soup to the above. A richer one still may be made
by pouring good beef broth instead of water to the meat in the first

instance.

Ox-tails, 3 ; water, 1 gallon ; salt, 1^ oz. ; carrots, 4 ; onions, 2 to 4

;

turnips, 2; celery, 1 head; cloves, 8; peppercorns, ^ teaspoonful; fag-
got of savoury herbs : 3 hours to 3^. For a richer soup, 5 to 6 hours.
(Ham or gammon of bacon at pleasure, with other flavourings.)

Obs.—To increase the sdvour of this soup when the meat is not
served in it, the onions, turnips, and carrots may be gently fried until
of a fine light brown, before they are added to it.
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A CHEAP AND GOOD STEW SOUP.

Put from four to five pounds of the gristly part of the shin of beef
into three quarts of cold water, and stew it very softly indeed, with the
addition of the salt and vegetables directed for bouillon (see page 41),
until the whole is very tender; lift out the meat, strain the liquor, and
put it into a large clean saucepan, add a thickening of rice-flour or

arrow-root, pepper and salt if needed, and a tablespoonfiil of mushroom
catsup. In tlie mean time, cut all the meat into small, thick slices, add
it to the soup, and serve it as soon as it is very hot The thickening
and catsup may be omitted, and all the vegetables, pressed through a
strainer, may be stirred into the soup instead, before the meat is put

back into it.

SOUP IN HASTE.

Chop tolerably fine a pound of lean beef, mutton, or veal, and when
it is partly done, add to it a small carrot and one small turiiip, cut in

slices, half an ounce of celery, the white part of a moderate-sized leek,

or a quarter-ounce of onion. Mince all these together, and put the
whole into a deep saucepan with three pints of cold water. When the

soup boils, take off the scum, and add a little salt and pepper. In half

an hour it will be ready to serve with or without straining : it may be
flavoured at will, with cayenne, catsup, or aught else that is preferred.

It may be converted into French spring broth, by passing it through a
sieve, and boiling it again for five or six minutes with a handful of

young and nicely-picked sorrel.

Meat, 1 lb. ; carrot, 2 ozs. ; turnip, li oz. ; celery, J oz. ; onion,

i oz. ; water, 3 pints : half an hour. Little pepper and salt.

Obs.—Three pounds of beef or mutton, with two or three slices of
ham, and vegetables in proportion to the above receipt, all chopped fine,

and boiled in three quarts of water for an hour and a half, will make
an excellent family soup on an emergency; additional boiling will of

course improve it, and a little spice should be added after it has been
skimmed, and salted. It may easily be converted into carrot, turnip,

or ground-rice soup after it is strained.

VEAL OR MUTTON BROTH.

To each pound of meat add a quart of cold water, bring it gently to

boil, skim it very clean, add salt in the same proportion as for bouillon

(see page 41), with spices and vegetables also, unless unflavoured broth

be required, when a few peppercorns, a blade or two of mace, and a

bunch of savoury herbs will be sufiicient; though for some purposes

even these, with the exception of the salt, are better omitted. Simmer
the broth for about four hours, unless the quantity be very small, when
fi-om two and n half to three will be sufficient, A little rice boiled

down wit^ the meat will both thicken the broth and render it more nu-

tritious. Strain it off when done, and let it stand till quite cold, that

the fet may be entirely cleared fi-om it: this is especially needfiil when
it is to be served to an invalid.

Veal or mutton, 4 lbs. ; water, 4 quarts; salt. For vegetables, &c,
see page 39 ; rjce (if used), 4 ozs. : 4 hours or more.

MILK SOUP WITH VERMICELLI.
''

Throw into five pints of boiling milk a small quantity of salt, and
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then drop lightly into it five ounces of good fresh vermicelli ; keep the

millc stirred as this is added, to prevent its gathering into lumps, and
continue to stir it very frequently from fifteen to twent/ minutes, of

until it is perfectly tender. The addition of a little pounded sugar and

powdered cinnamon, renders this a very agreeable dish. In Catholic

countries, milk soups of various kinds constantly supply the place of

those made with meat, on maigre days ; and with us they are sometimes

very acceptable, as giving a change of diet for the nursery or sick room.

Rice, semoulina, sago, cocoa nut, and niaccaronimay all in turn be used

for them as directed for other soups in this chapter, but they will be

required in rather smaller proportions with the milk.

Milk, 5 pints ; vermicelli, 5 ozs. : 15 to 20 minutes.

CHAPTER II.

FISH.

TO CHOOSS FISH.

The cook should be well ac-

quainted with the signs of
freshness and good condition in

fish, as many of them are most
unwholesome articles of food

when stale, or out of season.

The eyes should be bright, the
gills of a fine clear red, the
body stifi^, the flesh firm, yet
elastic to the touch, and the
smell not disagreeable. When
all these marks are reversed,

Copper Fish or Ham Ketiie. and the eyes are sunken, the
gills very dark in hue, the fish itself flabby and of offensive odour, it is

bad, and should be avoided. The chloride of
soda, will, it is true, restore it to a tolerably
eatable state,* if it be not very much pver-kept,
but it will never resemble in quality fish that is

fresh from the water.

A good turbot is thick, and fiiU fleshed, ana
the under side is of a pale cream colour or yel-
lowish white; when this is of a bluish tint, and
the fish is thin and soft, it should be rejected.
The same observations apply equally to soles.

The best salmon and cod fish are known by
a small head, very thick shoulders, and a small tail; the scaleaof'the
former should be bright, and its flesh of a fine red colour : to be eaten
in perfection it should be dressed as soon as it is caught, before the curd
(or white substance which lies between the flakes of flesh) has melted
"4Vc have known this applied very successfully to salmon which from some hours keen-

ins III sultry weather had aajuireil a slight degree of taint, of which no trace remained
after it was dressed.

tjmall Fish Kettlf, called a
Mackerel Kettle.
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and rendered the fish oily. In that state it is really crimp, out con-

tinues so only for a very few hours ; and it bears, therefore a much higher

price in the London market then, than when mellowed by having been
kept a day or two.

The flesh of cod fish should be white and clear before it is boiled, whiter
Btill after it is boiled, and firm though tender, sweet and mild in flavour,

and separated easily into large flakes. Many persons consider it rather

improved than otherwise by having a little salt rubbed along the inside of
of' the back-bone and letting it lie from twenty-four to forty-eight hours

before it is dressed. It is sometimes served crimp like salmon, and must
then be sliced as soon as it is dead, or within the shortest possible time

atlerwards.

Herrings, mackerel, and whitings, lose their fi"eshness so rapidly,

ihiit unless newly caught they are quite uneatable. The herring may,
it !» said, be deprived of tlie strong rank smell which it emits when
broiled or fried, by stripping off tlie skin, under which lies the oil that

causes the d isagreeable odour. The whiting is a peculiarly pure flavoured

and delicate tiJi, and acceptable generally to invalids iirom being very

light of digestion.

Eels should be alive and brisk in movement when they are purchased,

but the " horrid barbarity," as it is truly designated, ofskinning and divid-

ing them while they are so, is without excusp "they are easily destroyed
" by piercing the spinal marrow close to cne oack part of the skull with a
sharp pointed knife, or skewer. If this be done in the right place all motion

will instantly cease." We quote Doctor Kitchener's assertion on this sub-

ject ; but we know that the mode of destruction which he recommends is

commonly practised by the London fishmongers. Boiling water also

will immediately cause vitality to cease, and is perhaps the most humane
» nd ready method of destroying the fish.

Lobsters, prawns, and shrimps are very stiff when freshly boiled, and

the tails turn strongly inwards; when these relax, and the fisli are

sutt anJ watery, they are stale; and the smell will detect their being

so instnntly even if no other symptoms, of it be remarked. If bought

alive, lobsters should be chosen by their weight and " liveliness." The
hen lobster is preferred for sauce and soups, on account of the coral

;

but the flesh of the male is generally considered of finer flavour for

eating. The vivacity of their leaps will show when prawns and

shrimps are fresh from the sea.

Oysters should close forcibly on the knife when they are opened : if the

Bhells are apart ever so little they are losing their condition, and when they

remain far open tlie fish are dead, and fit only to be thrown away. Small

plump natives are very preferable to the larger and coarser kinds.

TO CLEAN riSH.

Let this be done always with the most scrupulous nicety, for nothing

can more effectually destroy the appetite, or disgrace the cook, than

fish sent to table imperfectly cleaned. Handle it lightly, and never

throw it roughly about, so as to bruise it; wash it well, but do not leave

it longer in the water than is necessary, for fish, like meat, loses its

flavour from being soaked. When the scales are to be removed, lay

the fish flat upon its side, and hold it firmly with the left hand, while

tliey are scraped off with the right ; turn it, and when both sides aire

done, pour or pump sufficient water over to float ofi all the loose scales;
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then proceed to open and empty it. Be sure that not tbe slightest par

tide of offensive matter be leit in the inside ; wash out the blood en-

tirely, and scrape or brush it away, if needful, from the back-bone.

This may easily be accomplished, without opening the fish so much as

to render it unsightly when it is sent to table. The red mullet is

dressed without being emptied, and smelts are drawn at the gills.

When the scales are left on, the outside of the fish should be wel

washed and wiped with a coarse cloth, drawn gently from the head tc

the tail. Eels, to be wholesome, should be skinned, but they are

sometimes dressed without ; boiling water should then be poured upon

them, and they should be left in it from five to ten minutes, before they

are cut up. The dark skin of the sole must be stripped off when it is

fried, but it must be left on, like that of a turbot, when the fish is

boiled, and it should be dished with the white side upwards. Whitings

are skinned, and dipped usually into egg and bread-crumbs, when they

are to be fi-ied ; but for boiling or broiling, the skin must be left on.

TO KEEP FISH.

We find that all the smaller kinds of fish keep best if emptied and
cleaned as soon as they are brought in, then wiped gently as dry as

they can be, and hung separately by the head on the hooks in the ceil-

ing of a cool larder, or in the open air when the weather will allow.

When there is danger u. ..inl "^ing attacked by flies, a wire safe,

placed in a strong draught of air, is better adapted to the purpose.

Soles in winter will remain good a couple of days when thus prepared

;

and even whitings and mackerel may be kept so without losing any
of their excellence. Salt may be rubbed slightly over cod fish, and
well along the back-bone, but it injures the fiavour of salmon, the in-

side of which may be rubbed with vinegar, and peppered instead.

When excessive sultriness renders all of these modes unavailing, the

fish must'atonce be partially cooked to preserve it, but this should be
avoided if possible, as it is very rarely so good when this method is re-

sorted to.

ro SWEETEN TAINTED FISH.

The application of the pyroligneous acid will effect this when the

taint is but slight. A wineglassful, mixed with two of water, may be
poured over the fish, and rubbed upon the parts more particularly re-

quiring it ; it must then be left for some minutes untouched, and after-

wards washed in several waters, and soaked until the smell of the acid

is no longer perceptible. The chloride of soda, from its powerful anti-

putrescent properties, will have more effect when the fish is in a worse
state. It should be applied in the same manner, and will not at all

injure the flavour of the fish, which is not fit for food when it cannot
be perfectly purified by either of these means. The chloride may be
dUuted more or less, as occasion may require.

BRINE FOR BOILING FISH

Pish is exceedingly insipid if sufficient salt be not mixed with the
water in which it is boiled, but the precise quantity required for it vyiJl

depend, in some measure, upon the kind of salt which is used. Fine
common salt is that for which our directions are given ; but when the
Maldon salt, which is very superior in strength, as well as in its other
qualities, is substituted for it, a smaller quantity must be allowed.
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About four ounces to the gallon of water will be sufficient for small fish

in general ; an additional ounce, or rather more, will not be too much
for cod fish, lobsters, crabs, prawns, and shrimps ; and salmon will re-

quire eight ounces, as the brine for this fiah should be strong: the water
should always be perfectly well skimmed from the moment the scum
begins to form upon the surface.

Mackerel, whiting, and other small fish, 4 ozs. of salt to a gallon of

water. Cod fish, lobsters, crabs, prawns, shrimps, 5 to 6 ozs. Salmon,
8 ozs.

TO REPTOER BOILED FISH FIRM.

Put a small bit of saltpetre with the salt into the water in which it

is boiled : a quarter-ounce will be sufiicient for a gallon.

TO KEEP FISH HOT FOR TABLE.

Never leave it in the water after it is done ; but if it cannot be sent

to table as soon as it is ready to serve, lift it out, lay the fish-plate into

a large and very hot dish, and set it across the fish-kettle ; just dip a
clean cloth into the boiling water, and spread it upon the fish ; place a
tin cover over it, and let it remain so until two or three minutes before

it is wanted, then remove the cloth, and put the fish back into the ket-

tle for an instant that it may be as hot as possible ; drain, dish, and
serve it immediately : the water should be kept boUing the whole time.

TO BOIL A TURBOT.
In season all the year.

A fine turbot, in full season, and well served, is one of the most deli-

cate and delicious fish that can be sent to table ; but it is generally an
expensive dish, and its excellence so much depends on the manner in

which it is dressed, that great care should be taken to prepare it pro

perly. After it is emptied, wash the inside until it is perfectly cleansed,

and rub lightly a little fine salt over the outside, as this will render less

washing and handling necessary, by at once taking off the slime;

change the water several times, and when the fish is as clean as it is

possible to render it, draw a sharp knife through the thickest part of the

middle of the back nearly through to the bone. Never cut off the fins
of a turbot when preparing it for table, and remember that it is the

dark side of the fish in which the incision is to be made, to prevent the

skin of the white side from cracking. Dissolvfe in a well-cleaned tur-

bot, or common fish-kettle, in as much cold spring water as will cover

the fish abundantly, salt, in the proportion of four ounces to the gallon,

and a morsel of saltpetre ; wipe the fish-plate with a clean cloth, lay

the turbot upon it with the white side upwards, place it in the kettle,

bring it slowly to boil, and clear off the scum thoroughly as it rises.

Let the water only just simmer until the fish is done, then lift it out,

drain, and slide it gently on to a very hot dish, with a hot napkin neatly

arranged over the drainer. Send it immediately to table with rich

lobster sauce, good plain melted butter, and a dish of dressed cucumber.

For a simple dinner, anchovy, or shrimp-sauce is sometimes served with

ti small turbot. Should there be any cracks in the skin of the fish,

branches of curled parsley may be laid lightly over them, or part of the

inside, coral of the lobster, rubbed through a fiue hair-sieve, may be

sprinkled over the fish ; but it is better without either, when it is very

white, and unbroken. When garr.ishings are in fiivour, a slice ol
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lemon and a tuft of curled parsley may be placed alternately round the

edge of the dish. A border of fried smelts, or of fillets of soles, was
formerly served, in general, round a turbot, and "is always a very ad-

missible addition, though no longer so fashionable as it was. From
fifteen to twenty minutes will boil a moderate-sized fish, and fi:oin

twenty to thirty a large one ; but as the same time will not always be

sufficient for a fish of the same weight, the cook must watch it atten-

tively, and lift it out as soon as its appearance denotes its being done.

Moderate sized-turbot,' 15 to 20 minutes. Large, 20 to 30 minutes.

Longer, if of unusual size.

06s.—A lemon gently squeezed, and rubbed over the fish, is thought

to preserve its whiteness. • Some good cooks still put turbot into boiling

water, and to prevent its breaking, tie it with a cloth tightly to the fish-

plate ; but cold water seems better adapted to it, as it is desirable that

it should be gradually heated through before it begins to boil.

TURBOT A LA CREME.

Raise carefully from the bones the flesh of a cold turbot, and clear it

from the dark skin ; cut it into small squares, and put it into an ex-

ceedingly clean stewpan or saucepan; then make and pour upon it the

cream-sauce of Chapter IV., or make as much as may be required for

the fish by the same receipt, with equal proportions of milk and cream,

and a little additional fiour. Heat the turbot slowly in the sauce, but

do not allow it to boil, and send it very hot to table. The white skin

of the fish is not usually added to this dish, and it is of better appear-

ance without it; but for a femily dinner, it may be left on the flesh,

when it is much liked. No acid must be stirred to the sauce until the

whole is ready for table.

TO BROIL SALMON.

This is a good method of dressing a small quantity of salmon for one
or two persons. It may be cut in slices the whole round of the fish,

each taking in two divisions of the bone ; or the fish may be split, and
the bone removed, and the sides of the fish divided into cutlets of three

or four inches each : the former method is preferable, if done neatly

with a sharp knife. Rub it thoroughly dry with a clean rough cloth

;

then do each piece over with salad oil or butter. Have a nice clean

gridiron over a very clear fire, and at some distance from it. When
the bars are hot through wipe them, and rub with lard or suet to pre-

vent sticking ; lay on the salmon, and sprinkle with salt. When one
side is brown, carefully turn and brown the other. They do equally

well or better in a tin or flat dish, in an oven, with a little bit of butter,

or sweet oil; or they,may be done in buttered paper on the gridiron.

Sauce, lobster or shrimp.

TO BAKE SALMON.

If a small fish, turn the tail to the mouth, and skewer it; forcemeat
may be put in the belly, or, if part of a large fish is to be baked, cut it

in slices, egg it over, and dip it in the forcemeat. Stick bits of butter

about the salmon (a few oysters laid round are an improvement.) It

will require occasional basting with the butter. When one side be-

comes brown, let it be carefully turned, and when the second side is

brown, it is done. Take it up carefully, with all that lies about it in

Ibe baking dish. For sauce, molted butler, witli two ta^lsspoonsful of
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port wine, one of catsup, and the juice of a lemon, poured ovei tlie fish,

or anchovy sauce in a boat.

PICKLE SALMON.

Do not scrape oiFthe scales, but clean the fish carefully, and cut into

pieces about eight inches long. Make a stryig brine of salt and water

;

to two quarts, put two pounds of salt, and a quarter of a pint of vinegar

;

in all, make just enough to cover the fish ; boil it slowly, and barely as
much as you would for eating hot. Drain off all the liquor; and, when
cold, lay tlie pieces in a kit or small tub. Pack it as close as possible,

and fill up w,ith equal parts of best vinegar and the liquor in which the
fish was boiled. Let it remain so a day or two, then again fill up.
Serve with a garnish of fresh fennel. The same method of pickling
will apply to sturgeoUj mackerel, herrings, and sprats. The three lat-

ter are sometimes baked in vinegar, flavoured with allspice and bay
leaves, and eat very well ; but will not keep more than a few days.

TO BOIL SALMON.
In full senson from May to August: may be had much earlier, but is scarce and dear.

To preserve tlie fine colour of this fish, and to set the curd when it la

quite freshly caught, it is usual to put it into boiling, instead of cold

water. Scale, empty, and wash it with the greatest nicety, and he
especially careful to cleanse all the blood from the inside. Stir into the
fish-kettle eight ounces of common salt to the gallon of water, let it boil

quickly for a minute or two, take off all the scum, put in the salmon
and boil it moderately fest, if it be small, but more gently should it be
very thick; and assure yourself that it is quite sufllciently done, before

it is sgnt to table, for nothing can be more distasteful, even to the eye,

than fish which is under dressed.

From two to three pounds of the thick part of a fine salmon will

require half an hour to boil it, but eight or ten pounds will- be done
enough in little more than double that time ; less, in proportion to its

weight, should be allowed for a small fish, or for the thin end of a large

one. Do not allow the salmon to remain in the water after it is ready

to serve, fir both its flavour and appearance will be injured. Dish it on

a hot napkin, and send dressed cucumber, and anchovy, shrimp, or lob-

ster sauce, and a tureen of plain melted butter to table with it.

To each gallon of water, 8 ozs. salt. Salmon, 2 to 3 lbs. (thick)

\ hour : 8 to 10 lbs., IJ hour: small, or thin fish, less time.

Obs.—A fashionable mode of serving salmon at the present day is to

divide the larger portion of the body into three equal parts ; to boil

them in water, or in a marinade; and to serve them dished in a line,

but not close together, and covered with a rich Genevese sauce ; it ap-

pears to us that the skin should be stripped from any fish over which tlie

sauce is poured, but in this case it is not customary.

CRIMPED SALMON.

Cut into slices an inch and a half, or two inches thick, the body of a

salmon quite newly caught i throw them into strong salt and water as

they are done, but do not let them soak in it ; wash them well, lay them
on a fish-plate, and put them into fast-boiling water, salted, and well

skimmed. In from ten to fifteen minutes' they will be done. Dish

them on a napkin, and send them very hot to table with lobster sauce,

and plain melted butter ; or with the caper fish sauce of Chapter IV

4
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The water should be salted as for salmon boiled in the ordinary waj

and the scum should be cleared off with great care after the fish is in.

In boiling water, 10 to 15 minutes.

SU.MON A LA ST. MAKCEL.

Separate some cold boilfid salmon into flakes, and free them entirelj

from the skin ; break the bones, and boil them in a pint of water foi

half an hour. Strain off the liquor, put it into a clean saucepan and

stir into it by degrees when it begins to boil quickly, two ounces of but-

ter mixed with a large teaspoonfiil of flour, and when the whole has

boiled for two or three minutes add a teaspoonful of essence of ancho-

vies, one of good mushroom catsup, half as much lemon-juice or Chili

vinegar, a half teaspoonful of pounded mace, some cayenne, and a very

little salt Heat the fish very slowly in the sauce by the side of the

fire, but do not allow it to boil. When it is very hot, dish, and send it

quickly to table. French cooks, when they re-dress fish or meat of any
kind, prepare the flesh with great nicety, and then put it into a stew-

pan, and pour the sauce upon it, which is, we think, better than the

more usual English mode of laying it into the boiling sauce. The cold

salmon may also be re-heated in the cream sauce of Chapter IV. or in

the iVIaitre d'Hotel sauce which follows it; and will be found excellent

with either. This receipt is for a moderate sized dish.

Ohx.—We regret that we cannot give insertion to a larger number
of receipts for dressing this truly excellent fish, which answers for

almost every mode of cookery. It may be fried in cutlets, broiled,

baked, roasted, or stewed ; served in a common, or in a raised pie, or in

a potiito-pasty ; in a salad, in jelly ; collared, smoked, or pickled ; and
will be found good prepared by any of these processes. A rather fall

seasoning of savoury herbs is thought to correct the effect of the natu-

ral richness of the salmon. For directions to broil, bake, or roast it, the

reader is referred to Chapter VII.

TO BOIL COD FISH.

In highest season from October to the hpginning of February; in perfection about
Christinas.

When this fish is large, the head and shoulders are sufBaient for a
handsome dish, and they contain all the choicer portion of it, though not

so much substantial eating, as the middle of the body, which, in conse-

quence, is generally preferred to them by the frugal housekeeper.
Wash the fish, and cleanse the inside, and the back-bone in particular,

with the most scrupulous care ; lay it into the fish kettle and cover it

well with cold water mixed with five ounces of salt to. the gallon, and
about a quarter ounce of saltpetre to the whole. Place it over a mode-
rate fire, clear off the scum perfectly, and let the fish boil gently until

it is done. Drain it well* and dish it carefiiUy upon a very hot napkin
with the liver and the roe as a garnish. To these are usually added
tufls of lightly scraped horse-raddish round the edge. Serve well made
oyster sauce and plain melted butter with it; or anchovy sauce when
oysters cannot be procured. The cream sauce of Chapter IV. is also an
appropriate one for this fish.

Moderate sized, 20 to SO'minutes. Large, 4 to f hour.

*This should be done by setting the Ssh-iilate across the kettle for a miauut
or two.
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SLICES OP COD PISH FRlEr.

Cut the middle or tail of the fish into slices nearly an incn thick, sea-

son them with salt and white pepper or cayenne, flcur them well, and

fry them of a clear equal brown on both sides ; drain them on a sieve

before the fire, and serve them on a well-heated napkin, with plenty of

crisped parsley round them. Or, dip them into beaten egg, and then

into fine crumbs mixed with a seasoning of salt and pepper (some cooka

add one of minced herbs also,) before they are fried. Send melted but-

ter and anchovy sauce to table with them.

8 to 12 minutes.

Obs.—This is a much better way of dressing the thin part of the fish

than boiling it, and as it is generally cheap, it makes thus an economi-

cal, as well as a very good dish : if the slices are lifted from the frying-

pan into a good curried gravy, and left in it by the side of the fire for a
fewminutes before they are sent to table, they will be found excellent.

STEWED COD.

Put into boiling water, salted as usual, about three pounds of fresh

cod fish cut into slices an inch and a half thick, and boil them gently

for five minutes ; lift them out, and let them drain. Have ready-heated

in a wide stewpan nearly a pint of veal gravy or of very good broth, lay

in the fish, and stew it for five minutes, then add four tablespoonsful of

extremely fine bread-cnimbs, and simmer it for three minutes longer.

Stir well into the sauce a large teaspoonful of arrow-root, quite free

from lumps, a fourth part as much of mace, somethini; less of cayenne,

and a tablespoonful of essence of anchovies, mixed with a glass of white

wine and a dessertspoonful of lemon juice. Boil the whole for a cou-

ple of minutes, lift out the fish careftilly with a slice, pour the sauce

over, and serve it quickly.

Cod fish, 3 lbs. : boiled 5 minutes. Gravy, or strong broth, nearly 1

pint : 5 minutes. Bread-crumbs, 4 tablespoonsful : 3 minutes. Arrow-
root, 1 large teaspoonful ; mace, J teaspoonful ; less of cayenne ; es-

sence of anchovies, 1 tablespoonfiil ; lemon-juice, 1 dessertspoonful;

sherry or Madeira, 1 wineglassful : 2 minutes.

Ohs.—A dozen or two of oysters, bearded, and added with their

strained liquor to this dish two or three minutes before it is served, will,

to many tastes, vary it very agreeably.

STEWED COD FISH, IN BROWN SAUCE.

Slice the fish, take ofi' the skin, flour it well, and fi-y it quickly a fine

brown ; lift it out and drain it on the back of a sieve, arrange it in a

clean stewpan, and pour in as much good brown gravy, boiling, as will

nearly cover it ; add from one to two glasses of port wine, or rathei

more of claret, a dessertspoonful of Chili vinegar, or the juice of half

a lemon; and some cayenne, with as much salt as may be needed. Stew
the fish very softly until it just begins to break, lift it carefully with a
slice into a very hot dish, stir into the gravy an ounce and a half of but-

ter, smoothly kneaded with a large teaspoonful of flour, and a little

pounded mace, give the sauce a minute's boil, pour it over the fish, and

serve it immediately. The wine may be omitted, good shin of beef

stock substituted for the gravy, and a teaspoonful of soy, one of essence

of anchovies, and two tablespoonsful of Harvey's sauce added to fla»

vour it.
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TO BOIL SALT FISH. ™
When very salt and (5ry, this must be long-soaked jefore it is boiletj,

but it is generally supplied by tlie fishmongers nearly or quite ready to

dress. When it is not so, lay it for a night into a large quantity of cold

water, then let it lie exposed to the air for some time, then again put it

into water, and continue thus until it is well softened. Brush it very

clean, wash it thoroughly, and put it with abundance of cold water into

the fish kettle, place it near the fire and let it heat very slowly indeed.

Keep it just on the point of simmering, without allowing it ever to boil

(which would render it hard), from three quarters of an hour to a fijll

hour, according to its weight; should it be quite small and thin, less

time will be sufiicient for it; but by following these directions, the fish

will be almost as good as if it were fresh. The scum should be cleared

ofi' with great care from the beginning. Egg sauce and boiled parsneps

are the usual accompaniments to salt fish, which should be dished upon
a hot napkin, and which is sometimes also thickly strewed with chop-

ped eggs.

SALT FISH
;
(a la Mditre d'Hotel.)

Boil the fish by the foregoing receipt, or take the remains of that

which has been served at table, flake it off clear from the bones, and
strip away every morsel of the skin ; then lay it into a very clean

saucepan or stewpan, and pour upon it the sharp Mftitre d'Hotel sauce
of Chapter IV. ; or, dissolve gently two or three ounces of butter with
four or five spoonsful of water, and a halfteaspoonful of flour ; add
some pepper or cayenne, very little salt, and a dessertspoonfiil or more of
minced parsley. Heat the fish slowly quite through in either of these
sauces, and toss or stir it until the whole is well mixed ; if the second
be used, add the juice of half a lemon, or a small quantity of Chili vin-

egar, just before it is taken from the fire. The fish thus prepared may
be served in a deep dish, with a border of mashed parsneps or potatoes.

TO BOIL CODS SOUNDS.

Should they be highly salted, soak them for a night, and on the fol-

lowing day, rub off entirely the discoloured skin ; wash them well, lay
them into plenty of cold milk and water, and boil them gently from
thirty to forty minutes, or longer, should they not be quite tender. Clear
off the scum as it rises with great care, or it will sink, and adhere to
the sounds, of which the appearance will then be spoiled. Drain them
well, dish them on a napkin, and send egg sauce and plain melted but-
ter to table with them.

TO FRT cobs' SODNDS IN BATTER.

Boil them as directed above, until they are nearly done, then lift them
out, lay them on to a drainer, and let them remain till they are cold

;

cut them across in strips of an inch deep, curl them round, dip them
into a good French or English batter, fry them of a fine pale brown,
drain and dry them well, dish them on a hot napkin, and garnish them
with crisped parsley.

TO MAKE CHOWDER.
Lay some slices cut fi-om the fat part of pork in a deep stew-pan, mix

Bliced onions with a variety of sweet herbs, and lay them on the pork

;

bone and cut a fresh cod into thin 'slices, and place them on the pork,
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then put a layer of porit, on that a layer of biKcuit. Elien alternately tlij

other materials until the pan is nearly full, season with pepper and salt,

"fiut in about a quart of water, cover the stew-pan very close, and let it

stand, with fire above as well as below, for four hours ; then skim it

well, and it is done.

TO BOIL ROCK-FISH, BLACK-FISH, JIND SEA-BASS.

Clean the fish with scrupulous care, particularly the back-bone, then
lay the fish into the fish-kettle and cover it with cold water, strewing
in a handful of salt (and a small pinch of saltpetre, if you have it), and
place it over a moderate fire. Clean off the scum carefully, and let it

boil very gently till it is done ; then drain it, as directed &r cod-fish,

and dish it nicely— garnished with hard-boiled eggs, cut in halves.

Celery sauce, or anchovy sauce, is the proper kind for these fish, or

plain melted butter.

TO BOIL HALIBUT.

Take a small halibut, or what you require fi-om a large fish. Put i.

into the fish-kettle, with the back of the fish undermost, cover it with

cold water, in which a handful of salt and a bit of saltpetre, the size of

a hazle-nut, have been dissolved. When it begins to boil skim it care-

fiiUy, and then let it just simmer till it is done. Four pounds of fish

will require half an hour, nearly, to boil it. Drain it, garnish with

horse-radish or parsley—egg sauce, or plain melted butter, are served

with it.

FILLETS OP HALIBDT, BLACK-FISH, &C.

The word fillet, whether applied to fish, poultry, g*me, or butcher's

meat, means simply the flesh of either (or of certain portions of it),

raised clear fi-om the hones in a handsome form, and divided or not, as

the manner in which it is to be served may require. It is an elegant

mode of dressing various kinds of fish, and even those which are not

the most highly esteemed, afford an excellent dish when thus prepared.

The fish, to be filletted with advantage, should be large ; the flesh may
then be divided down the middle of the back, next, separated from the

fins, and with a very sharp knife raised clean firom the bones.* When
thus prepared, the fillets may be divided, trimmed into a good form,

egared, covered with fine crumbs, fried in the usual way, and served

with the same sauces as the whole fish ; or each fillet may be rolled up,

in its entire length, if very small, or after being once divided, if large,

and fastened with a slight twine, or a short thin skewer; then egged,

crumbed, and fried in plenty of boiling lard ; or merely well fioured and

fi-ied from eight to ten minutes. When the fish are not very large,

they are sometimes boned without being parted in the middle, and each

side is rolled from the tail to the head, after being first spread with but-

ter, a few bread-crumbs, and a high seasoning of mace and cayenne;

or with pounded lobster mixed with a large portion of the coral, and

the same seasoning, and proportion of butter ; then laid into a dish, well

covered with crumbs of bread and clarified butter, and baked from

twelve to sixteen minutes, or until the crumbs are coloured to a fine

brown in a moderate oven.

* A celebrated French cook gives the following inrtructions for ruiaing thpiie fillets

:

—'•Take them up by running your knife first betwfen the bones and the flesh, then

between the skin and the fillet; by leaning pretty ht.rd on the table they wil come off

very neatly."
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The fillets may likewise be cut into small strips or squares of uniform

size, liglitly dredged with pepper or cayenne, salt and flour, and fried

in butter over a brisk fire ; then well drained, and sauced with a good

bechamel, flavoured with a teaspoonful of minced parsley.

BAKED SOLES, HAMBUT AND CARP.

Clarify from two to three ounces of fresh butter, and pour it into the

dish in which the fish are to be served ; add to it a little salt, some

'

cayenne, a teaspoonful of essence of anchovies, and from one to two

glasses of sherry, or of any other dry white wine ; lay in a couple of

fine solns which have been well cleaned and wiped very dry, strew over

thern a thick layer of fine bread-crumbs, moisten them with clarified

butter, set the dish into a moderate oven, and bake the fish a quarter of

an hour ; we would recommend a little lemon-juice to be mixed with

the sauce.

Baked 1.5 minutes.

Obs.—The fish are, we think, better without the wine in this receipt.

They require but a small portion of liquid, which might be supplied by

a little additional butter, a spoonful of water or pale gravy, the lemon-

juice, and store-sauce. Minced parsley may be mixed with the bread-

crumbs when it is liked.

SOLES OR CARP STEWED IN CREAM.

Prepare some very fi-esh middling sized fish with exceeding nicety,

put them into boiling water slightly salted, and simmer them for two
minutes only; lift them out, and let them drain; l8,y them into a wide
stewpan with as' much sweet rich cream as will nearly cover them;
add a good seasoning of pounded mace, cayenne and salt ; stew the fish

softly from six to ten minutes, or until the fle^h parts readily from the

bones ; dish them, stir the juice of half a lemon to the sauce, pour it

over the soles, and send them immediately to table. Some lemon-rind
may be boiled in the cream, if approved ; and a small teaspoonfiil of
arrow-root, very smoothly mixed with a little milk, may be stirred to

the sauce (should it require thickening) before the lemon-juice is added.
Turbot and brill also may be dressed by this receipt, time, proportioned

to their size, being of course allowed for them.
Soles, 3 or 4 : boiled in water 2 minutes. Cream, ^ to whole pint,

salt, mace, cayenne : fish stewed, 6 to 10 minutes. Juice of half a
lemon.

TO BOIL STURGEON.

Take ofi' the skin, which is very rich and oily ; cut in slices ; season
with pepper and salt ; broil over a clear fire ; rub over each slice a bit

of butter, and serve with no other accompaniment than lemon ; or the
slices may be dipped in seasoning or forcemeat, twisted in buttered
white paper, and so broiled. For sauce, serve melted butter with catsup.
Gtarnish with sliced lemon, as the juice is generally used with the fish.

TO ROAST STURGEON.

A piece of sturgeon may be tied securely on a spit, and roasted.
Keep it constantly basted with butter, and when nearly done dredge
with bread crumbs. When the flakes begin to separate, it is done. It

will take about half an hour before a brisk fire. Serve with good gravy,
thickened with butter and flour, and enriched with an anchovy, a glass
of sherry wine, and the juice of half a Seville orange or lemon.
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TO STEW 8TURQE0N.

Take enough gravy to cover the fish ; set it on with a tablespoonful

of salt, a few corns of black pepper, a bunch of sweet herbs, an onion

or two, scraped horse-radish, and a glass of vinegar. Let this boil a
few minutes ; then set it aside to become pretty cool ; then add the

fish ; let it come gradually to boil ; and then atew gently till the fish

begins to break. Take it off immediately ; keep the fislr warm ; strain

the gravy, and thicken with a good piece of butter ; add a glass of port

or sherry wine, a grate of nutmeg, and a little lemon juice. Simmer till

it thickens, and then pour over the fish. Sauce, anchovy.

TO FRY STDRGEON.

Cut the fish into rather thin slices ; sprinkle it well with salt on both

sides; when the salt has drawn out all the moisture of the fish, roll it

in bread crumbs and egg, and fry it in hot lard. When done, take it

out and put a glass of water, a spoonfiil of vinegar, and a little lemon-

peel into the pan, give it a boil, cup and strain it over the fish.

TO BOIL WHITINGS ; {French Receipt.)

Having scraped, cleaned, and wiped them, lay them on a fish-plate,

and put them into water at the point of boiling ; throw in a handful of

salt, two bay leaves, and plenty of parsley, well washed, and tied to-

gether ; let the fish just simmer from five to ten minutes, and watch

them closely that they may not be over-done. Serve parsley and but-

ter with them, and use in making it the liquor in which the whitings

have been boiled.

Just simmered firom 5 to 10 minutes.

BASED WRITINGS A LA FRANCAISE.

Proceed with these exactly as with baked soles, page 70, or, pour a

little clarified butter into a deep dish, and strew it rather thickly with

finely-minced mushrooms, mixed with a teaspoonful of parsley, and

(when the flavour is liked, and considered appropriate) with an escha-

lot or two, or the white part of a few green onions, also chopped very

small. On these place the fish, after they have been scaled, emptied,

thoroughly washed, and wiped dry: season them well with salt, and

white pepper, or cayenne ; sprinkle more of the herbs upon them ; pour

gently from one to two glasses of light white wine into the dish, cover

the whitings with a thick layer of fine crumbs of bread, sprinkle these

plentifully with clarified butter, and bake the fish from fifteen to twenty

minutes. Send a cut lemon only to table with them. When the wine

is not liked, a few spoonsful of pale veal gravy can be used instead ; oi

a larger quantity of clarified butter, with a tablespoonful of water, a

teaspoonful of lemon-pickle and of mushroom catsup, and a few drops

of soy.

15 to 20 minutes.
TO BOIL MACEEREIi.

In full Beaeon in May, June, and July; may be had also in early spring.

Open the fish sufliciently to admit of the insides being perfectly

cleansed, but not more than is necessary for this purpose ; empty them

with care, lay the roes apart, and wash both them and the mackerel

delicately clean. It is customary now to lay these, arid the greater

number of other fish as well, into cold water when they are to be boiled

,

formerly all were plunged at once into fast-boiling water. For such as
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are small and delicate, it should tie warm, but not scalding ; they should

be brought gently to a soft boil, and simmered until they are done; the

scum should be cleared off as it rises, and the usual proportion of salt

stirred into the water before the mackerel are put in. The roes are

commonly replaced in the fish, but as they sometimes require more

boiling than the mackerel themselves, it is better, when they are very

large, to lay them upon the drainer by their "sides. From fifteen to

twenty minutes will generally be sufiicient to boil a full-sized macke-

rel : some will be done in less time, but they must be watched, and

lifted out as soon as the tails split, and the eyeo are starting.

Dish tliem on a napkin, and send fennel or gooseberry sauce to table

with them, and plain melted butter also.

Small mackerel, 10 to 15 minutes; large, 15 to 20 minutes.

TO BAKE MACKEREL.

After they have been cleaned and well washed, wipe them very dry,

fill tlie insides with the forcemeat. No. 1 of Chapter VI., sew them up,

arrange them, with the roes, closely together in a coarse baking-dish,

flour them lightly, strew a little fine salt over, and stick bits of butter

upon them ; or pour some equally over them,,after having just dissolved

it in a small saucepan. Half an hour in a^ moderate oven will bake
them. Oyster forcemeat is always appropriate for any kind of fish

which is in season, while the oysters are so, hut the mackerel are com-
monly served, and are very good with that which we have named.
Lift them carefully into a hot dish after they are taken from the oven,

and send melted butter, and the sauce cruets to table with them.

J hour.

Obs.—The dish in which they are baked should be buttered before

they are laid in.

PRIED MACKEREL ; {common French receipt.)

After the fish have been emptied and washed extremely clean, cut

off the heads and tails, split tlie bodies quite open, and take out tiie

backbones;* wipe the mackerel very dry, dust fine salt, and pepper (or

cayenne), over them, flour them well, fi:y them a fine brown in boiling

lard, drain them thoroughly, and serve them with the following sauce

:

Dissolve in a small saucepan an ounce and a half of butter smoothly
mixed with a tcaspoonful of flour, some salt, pepper, and cayenne, shake
these over a gentle fire until they are lightly coloured, then add by
slow degrees nearly half a pint of good broth, or gravy, and the juice
of one large lemon : boil the sauce for a couple of minutes, and serve
it very hot. Or, instead of this, add a large teaspoonfiil of strong-made
mustard, and a dessertspoonful of Chili vinegar, to some thick melted
butter, and serve it With the fish. A spoonful of Harvey's sauce, or of
mushroom catsup, can be mixed with this last, at pleasure.

iTiLLETS OF MACKEREL
; (JHed Or broiled.)

Take off the flesh quite whole on either side, from three fine macke-
rel, which have been opened and properly cleaned ; let it be entirely
free from bone, dry it well in a cloth, then divide each part in two, and
dip them into the beaten yolks of a couple of eggs, seasoned with salt

• We recnmrnend in iirefercnce Uial the flesh of the fish slioulil lie taken off Iba
bones as in ilie follovviiit; receitit
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and white pepper or cayenne ; cover them equally with fine dry crumbs
of bread, and fry them lilte soles ; or dip them into clarified butter, and
then again into the crumbs, and broil them over a very clear fire of a
fine brown. Dish them in a circle one over the other, and send them
to table with the Maitre d'Hotel sauce of Chapter IV., or with the one
which follows it. The French pour the sauce into the centre of the

dish , but for broiled fillets this is not so well, we think, as serving it in

a tureen. The roes of the fish, after being well washed and soaked,

may be dressed with them, or they may be made into patties. Mincea
parsley can be mixed with the bread-crumbs when it is liked.

BOILED FILLETS OF MACKEREL.

After having taken oif and divided the flesh of the fish, as above,

place it flat in one layer in a wide stewpan or saucepan, and just cover

the fillets with cold water ; throw in a teaspoonful of salt, and two or ,

three small sprigs of parsley. Bring the mackerel slowly to a boil,

clear oS" the scum with care, and after two or three minutes of slow

simmering, try the fillets with a fork ; if the thick part divides with a
touch, they are done. Lift them out cautiously with a slice ; drain, and
serve them very hot jvith good parsley and butter ; or strip off the

skin quickly, and pour a MS,itre d'Hotel sauce over them.

MACKEREL BROILED WHOLE
;
(on excellent receipt.')

Empty, and cleanse perfectly a fine and very firesh mackerel, but

without opening it more than is needful; dry it well, either in a cloth,

or by hanging it in a cool air until it is stiff; make, with a sharp knife,

a deep incision the whole length of the fish, on either side of the back-

bone, and about half an inch fi"om it, and with a feather put in a little

cayenne and fine salt, mixed with a few drops of good salad oil or cla-

rified butter. Lay the mackerel over a moderate fire upon a well

heated gridiron, which has been rubbed with suet; loosen it gently

should it stick, which it will do unless often moved ; and when it is

equally done on both sides, turn the back to the fire. About half an

hour will broil it well. If a sheet of thickly-buttered writing-paper be

folded round it, and just twisted at the ends before it is laid on the grid-

iron, it will be finer eating than if exposed to the fire ; but sometimes

when this is done, the skin will adhere to the paper, and be drawn off

with it, which injures its appearance. A cold MSitre d'Hotel sauce

(see Chapter IV.), may be put into the back before it is sent to table.

This is one of the very best modes of dressing a mackerel, which in

flavour is quite a different fish when thus prepared to one which is

simply boiled. A drop of oil is sometimes passed over the skin to pre-

vent its sticking to tlie iron. It may be laid to the fire after having

been merely cut as we have directed, when it is preferred so.

30 minutes ; 25 if small.

MACKEREL STEWED WITH WINE; (very gOOd.)

Work very smoothly together a large teaspoonful of flour with two
ounces of butter, put them into a stewpan, and stir or shake them round

over the fire until the butter is dissolved ; add a quarter-teaspoonflil of

mace, twice as much salt, and some cayenne
; pour in by slow degrees

three glasses of claret, and when the sauce boijs, lay in a couple of fine

markerel, well cleaned, and wiped quite dry; stew them very scftly
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from fifteen to twenty minutes, and turn them when half done ; Kft

them out, and dish them carefully ; stir a teaspoonfiil of made-mustard
(.0 the sauce, g've it a boil, and pour it over the fish. When more con-

venient, substitute port wine and a little lemon-juice, for the claret.

Mackerel, 2 ; flour, 1 teaspoonful ; butter, 2 ozs. ; seasoning of salt,

mace, and cayenne; claret, 3 glassesful; made-mustard, 1 teaspoonful:

15 to 20 minutes.

FILLETS OP MACKEREL STEVTED IN WINE; (fiXCelktlt.)

Raise the flesh entire from the bones on either side of the mackerel,
and divide it once, if the fish be small, but cut the whole into six parts

of equal size should they be large. Mix with flour, and dissolve the
butter as in the preceding receipt, and when it has simmered for a
minute throw in the spice, a little salt, and the thinly pared rind of
half a small fresh lemon ; lay in the fillets of fish, shake them over a
gentle fire from four to five minutes, and turn them once in the time;
then pour to them in small portions a couple of large glassesful of port

wine, a tablespoonful of Harvey's sauce, should it be at hand, a tea-

spoonful of soy, and one of lemon-juice ; stew the mackerel very softly

until the thinner parts begin to break, lift them out with care, dish and
serve them in their sauce as hot as possible. We can recommend the
dish to our readers as a very excellent one. A garnish of fi:ied sippets

can be placed round the fish at will. A teaspoonful of made-mustard
should be stirred to the sauce before it is poured over the fish.

Mackerel, 2; butter, 2 ozs.; flour, 1 teaspoonful; rind of ^ lemon;
salt, cayenne, pounded mace : 2 minutes. Fish, 4 to 5 minutes. Port
wine, 2 large glassesful; Harvey's sauce, 1 tablespoonful; soy and
lemon-juice each, 1 teaspoonful : 4 to 6 minutes. Mustard, 1 teaspoonful.

04s.—Trout may be dressed by this receipt.

TO BOIL HADDOCKS.
In the best Eeason in October, November, and Becemher.

Scrape the outsides very clean, open the fish, empty them, wash the
insides thoroughly, take out the gills, curl the haddocks round, fasten

the tails to the mouths, arrange them on a fish-plate, and lay them into

warm water salted as for mackerel, with a very small bit of saltpetre to

render them firm. Skim the water, and simmer them from seven to

ten minutes, according to their size. Send them very hot to table, with
a tureen of melted butter, and one of anchovy sauce.

7 to 10 minutes.

BAKED HADDOCKS.

After they have been cleaned, dry them thoroughly, then bake them,
as directed in the common receipt for pike, or fill them with oyster-
forcemeat, or with No. 1 of Chapter IV., if more convenient, and pro
ceed as for baked mackerel.

20 to 30 minutes ; longer if very l^rge.

TO BOIL PLAICE OR FLOUNDERS.
Plaice in season from May to January; flounders in September, October, and No

vemher.

After having emptied and well cleaned the fish, make an incision in
the back as directed for turbot ; lay them into cold spring water ; add
ualt, and siltnetre in the same proportion as for cod fish, and Ig; tbgHi
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just simmer for four or five minutes after the water first begins to Iwil,

or longer, should their size require it, but guard against their being
broken. Serve them with plain melted buljer.

4 to 5 minutes: longer if needful.

TO FRY PLAICE OR FLOUNDERS.

Sprinkle them with salt, and let them lie for two or three hours be-

fore they are dressed. Wash and clean them thoroughly, wipe them
very dry, flour them well, and wipe them again with a clean cloth ; dip

them into egg, and fine bread-crumbs, and fry them in plenty of lari
If the fish be large, raise the flesh in .handsome fillets firom the bones,

and finish them as directed for fillets of soles.

Obs.—Plaice is said to be rendered less watery by beating it gently

with a paste-roller before it is cooked. It is very sweet and pleasant in

flavour while it is in the best season, which is from the end of May to

about September.
TO ROAST, BAKE, OR BROIL RED MULLET.

In best season through the summer; may he had all the year.

First wash, and then dry the fish thoroughly in a cloth, but neither

scale nor open it ; wrap it closely in a sheet of thickly-buttered paper,

tie this securely at the ends, and over the mullet with packthread, and
roast it in a Dutch oven, or broil it over a clear and gentle fire, or

bake it in a moderate oven: from twenty to thirty minutes will

be sufiScient generally to dress it in either way, if it be only of mode-
rate size. For sauce, put into a little good melted butter the liquor

which has flowed from fish, a small dessertspoonfiil of essence of ancho-

vies, some cayenne, a glass of port wine, or claret, and a little lemon-
juice. Remove the packthread, and send the mullet to table in the

paper case. This is the usual mode of serving it; but it is dished with-

out the paper, for dinners of high taste.

20 to 30 minutes.

TO BOIL GREY MULLET.

This fish varies so much in size and quality, that it is difficult to give

exact directions for the time of cooking it. When quite young and
small, it may be boiled by the receipt for whitings, haddocks, and other

fish of about their size ; but at its finest growth it must be laid into cold

water, and managed like larger fish. We have ourselves partaken of

one which was caught upon our eastern coast, that weighed ten pounds,

of which the flesh was quite equal to that of salmon, but its weight was,

we believe, an unusual one. Anchovy, or caper fish sauce, with melted

butter, mav be sent to table with grey mullet.

TO FRY SMELTS AND OTHER SMALL FISH.

In season from beginning of November to May.

Smelts when quite fresh have a perfume resembling that of a cucum-

ber, and a peculiarly delicate and agreeable flavour when dressed.

Draw them at the gills, as they must not be opened ; wash and dry
• them thoroughly in a cloth ; dip them into beaten egg-yolk, and then

into the finest bread-crumbs, mixed with a small quantity of flour ; fry

them of a clear golden brown, and serve them very crisp and dry, with

good melted butter in a tureen. They are sometimes dipped into bat-

ter and then fried ; when this is done, we would recommend for them
the French ba tter of Chapte r IV. '

3 to 4 minutes.
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TO BAKE A SHAD.

Empty and wash the fish with care, but do not open it more than is

nocsssary, and keep on the head and fins. Then stuff it with forcemeat

No. 2, of Chapter VI. Sew it up, or fasten it with fine skewers, and
'

rub the fish over with the yolk of egg and a little of the stuffing.

Put into the pan in which the fish is to be baked about a gill of wine,

or the same quantity of water mixed with a tablespoonful of cayenne

vinegar, or common vinegar will do. Baked in a moderate oven I^ or

2 hours, according to its size.

TO BROIL SHAD.

This delicate and delicious fish is excellent broiled. Clean, wash,

and split the shad, wipe it dry, and sprinkle it with pepper and salt

—

broil it like mackerel.

SHAD, TOURAiNE FASHION
;
{Alose d la mode de Touraine.)

In season in April, May. and early part of June.

Empty and wash the fish with care, but do not open it more than is

needfiil ; fill it either with the forcemeat No. 1, or No. 2 of Chapter

VI., and its own roe ; then sew it up, or fasten it securely with very

fine skewers, wrap it in a thickly-buttered paper, and broil it gently for

an hour over a charcoal fire. Serve it with caper sauce, or with cay-

enne vinegar and melted butter.

We are indebted for this receipt to a Iriend who has been long resi-

dent in Touraine, at whose table the fish is constantly served, thus

dressed, and is considered excellent. It is likewise often gently stewed
in the light white wine of the country, and served covered with a rich

bechamel. Many fish more common with us than the shad might be
advantageously prepared in the same manner. The charcoal tire is not

indispensable : any that is entirely free from smoke will answer. We
would suggest as an improvement, that oyster-forcemeat should be sub-

stituted for that which we have indicated, until the oyster season ends.

Broiled gently, 1 hour, more or less, according to its size.

STEWED TROUT
; {good common receipt.)

In season from May to August.

Melt three ounces of butter in a broad stewpan, or well tinned iron

saucepan, stir to it a tablespoonful of flour, some mace, cayenne, and
nutmeg ; lay in the fish after it has been emptied, washed very clean,

and wiped perfectly dry ; shake it in the pan, that it may not stick, and
when lightly browned on both sides, pour in three quarters of a pint of
good veal stock, add a small bunch of parsley, one bay leaf, a roll of
lemon-peel, and a little salt: stew the fish very gently from half to

three quarters of an hour, or more, should it be unusually fine. Dish
the trout, skim the fat from the gravy, and pass it through a hot strainer

over the fish, which should be served immediately. A little acid can
be added to the sauce at pleasure, and a glass of wine when it is con-
sidered an improvement. This receipt is for one large, or for two mid-
dling-sized fish. We can reconlmend it as a good one, fi:om our own
experience.

Butter, 3 ozs. ; flour, 1 tablespoonful ; seasoning of mace, cayenne,
and nutmeg ; trout, 1 large, or 2 moderate sized ; veal stock, J pint

;

parsvey, smaM faggot ; 1 baj--leaf; Wl of lemon-rind ; little salt: J to

J hour.
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Obs.—Trout nxiy be stewed in equal parts of strong veal gravy, and
of red or white wine, without having been previously browned ; the

sauce should then be thickened, and agreeably flavoured with lemon
juice, and the usual store-sauces, before it is poured over the fish. They
are also good when wrapped in buttered paper and baked or broiled : if

very small, the better mode of cooking them is to fry them whole.

They should never be plain boiled, as, though a naturally delicious fish,

they are then very insipid.

TO FRY TROUT.

Clean and dry them thoroughly in a cloth, fi-y them plain in hot butter

,

or beat the white of egg on a plate, dip the trout in the egg and theii

in very fine bread-crumbs, which have been rubbed through a sieve

—

biscuit powder is better. Fry them till of a delicate brown ; it takes

but a few minutes, if the trout be small—serve with crisp parsley and
plain melted butter.

TO BAKE PIKE, OR TROUT
;
(common receipt.)

Pour warm water over the outside of the fish, and wipe it very clean

with a coarse cloth drawn from tha head downwards, that the scales

may not be disturbed ; then wash it well in cold water, empty, and
rlean the inside with the greatest nicety, fill it either with the common
forcemeat. No. 1, or with No. 4, of Chapter VI., sew it up, fasten the

tail to the mouth, give it a slight dredging of flour, stick small bits of

butter thickly over it, and bake it from half to three quarters of an
hour, should it be of moderate size, and upwards of an hour, if it be
large. Should there not be suSicient sauce with it in the disL plain

melted butter, and a lemon, or anchovy sauce may be sent to table with
it. When more convenient, the forcemeat may be omitted, and a little

fine salt and cayenne, with some bits of butter, put into the inside of

the fish, which will then require rather less baking. A buttered paper
should always be laid over it in the oven, should the outside appear
likely to become too highly coloured, or too dry, before the fish is done

;

and it is better to wrap quite small pike in buttered paper at once, be-

fore they are sent to the oven.

Moderate-sized pike, 30 to 45 minutes ; large pike, 1 to IJ hour.

TO BOIL PERCH.
I

First wipe or wash ofi^ the slime, then scrape off" the scales, which
adheres rather tenaciously to this fish ; empty and clean the insides per-

fectly, take out the gills, cut off" the fins, and lay the perch into equal
parts of cold and of boiling water, salted as for mackerel: from eight to

ten minutes will boil them unless they are very large. Dish them on a
napkin, garnish them with curled parsley, and serve melted butter with
them, or Mdilre d'Hntel sauce maigre.

Very good French cooks put them at once into boiling water, and
keep them over a brisk fire for about fifteen minutes. They dress them
also without taking off the scales or fins until they are ready to serve,

when they strip the whole of the skin off" carefully, and stick the red

fins into the middle of the backs; the fish are then covered with tlie

Steward's sauce, thickened with eggs.

(n warm water, 8 to 10 minutes, in boiling, 12 to 15.
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TO FRY PERCH OR TENCH.

Scale, anil clean them perfectly; dry them \\e\\ flour and fry them
in boiling lard. Serve plenty of fried parsley round them.

TO FRY EELS,

In season all the year, but not so well-conditioned in April and May as in otner
months.

First kill, then skin, empty, and wash them as clean as possible ; cut

them into four-inch lengths, and dry them, well in a soft cloth. Season

them with fine talt, and white pepper, or cayenne, flour them thickly,

and fry them a fine brown in boiling lard ; drain and dry them as direct-

ed for soles, and send them to table with plain melted butter and a

lemon, or the sauce-cruets. Eels are sometimes dipped into batter and

then tried ; or into egg and fine bread-crumbs (mixed with minced pars-

ley or not, at pleasure), and served with plenty of crisped parsley round,

and on them.

It is an improvement for these modes of dressing the fish to open

them entirely and remove the bones : the smaller parts should be thrown

into the pan a minute or two later than the thicker portions of the bodies,

or they will not be equally done.

BOILED eels; {German receipt.)

Pare a fine lemon, and strip from it entirely the white inner rind,

slice it, and remove the pips with care, put it with a blade«of mace, a
small half-teaspeonful of white pepper-corns, nearly twice as much of

salt, and a moderate-sized bunch of parsley, into three pints of cold

water, bring them gently to boil, and simmer them for twenty minutes

;

let them become quite cold, then put in three pounds of eels skinned,

and cleaned with great nicety, and cut into lengths of three or four

inches; simmer them very softly from ten to fifteen minutes, lift them
with a slice into a very hot dish, and serve them with a good Dutch
sauce, or with parsley and butter acidulated with lemon-juice, or with

vinegar.

eels ; (Cornish receipt.')

Skin, empty, and wash as clean as possible, two or three fine eels,

cut them into short lengths, and just cover them with cold water ; add
sufijcient salt and cayenne to season them, and stew them very softly

indeed from fifteen to twenty minutes, or longer should they require it.

When they are nearly done, strew over them a tablespoonful of minced
parsley, thicken the sauce with a teaspoonful of flour mixed with a slice

of butter, and add a quarter-pint or more of clotted cream. Give the

whole a boil, lift the fish into a, hot dish, and stir briskly the juice of

half a lemon into the sauce
;
pour it upon the eels, and serve them im-

mediately. Very sweet thick cream is, we think, preferable to clotted

cream for this dish. The sauce should be of a good consistence, and a
dessertspoonful of flour will be needed for a large dish of the stew, and
from one and a half to two ounces of butter. The size of the fish must
determine the precise quantity of liquid and of seasoning which they
will require.

By substituting pale veal gravy for water, and thin strips of lemon-
rind for the parsley, this maybe converted into a white fricasse of eels:

a flavouring of mace must then be added to it, and the beaten yolks of
two or ihree eggs, mixed with a couple of spoortsful of cream, must be
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Stirred into the sauce before the lemon-juice, but it must on no account
be allowed to boil afterwards. Rich brown gravy and port wine highly
spiced, with acid aa above, will give another variety of stewed eels.

For this dish the fish are sometimes fried before they are laid into the
sauce.

TO BOIL LOBSTERS.

In season fVom April to October.

Choose them by the directions which we have already given at the
commencement of this chapter, and tlirow them into plenty oifast-
boiling salt and water, that life may be destroyed in an instant. A
moderate-sized lobster will be done in from fifteen to twenty-five mi-
nutes: a large one in from half an hour to forty minutes; before they
are sent to table, the large claws should be taken off, and the shells

cracked across (he joints without disfiguring them ; the tail should be
separated from the body and split quite through the middle ; the wiiole

neatly dished upon a napkin, and garnished with curled parsley or not,

at choice. A good remoulade, or any other sauce of the kind that may
be preferred, should be sent to table with it ; or oil and vinegar, when
better liked.

To 1 gallon water 5 ozs. salt. Moderate-sized lobster, 15 to 25 mi-
nutes. Large lobster, 30 to 40 minutes.

LOBSTER FRICASSEED, OR AV BECHAMEL. (ENTREE.)

Take the flesh from the claws and tails of two moderate-sized lob-

sters, cut it into small thick slices or dice ; heat it slowly quite through
in about three quarters of a pint of good white sauce or bechamel ; and
serve it when it is at the point of boiling, after having stirred briskly

to it a little lemon-juice, just as it is taken fi"om the fire. The coral,

pounded and mixed gradually with a few spoonsful of the sauce, should

be added previously. Good shin of beef stock, made without vegeta-

bles (see page 53), and somewhat reduced by quick boiling, if mixed
with an equal proportion of cream, and thickened with arrow-root, will

answer extremely well, in a general way, for this dish, which is most
excellent, if well made. The sauce should never be thin ; nor more
than sufficient in quantity to just cover the fish. For a second course

dish only as much must be used as will adhere to the fish, which after

being heated should be laid evenly into the shells after they have been
split quite through the centre of the backs in their entire length, with-

out being broken or divided at the joint, and nicely cleaned. When
thus arranged, the lobster may be thickly covered with well-dried, fine,

pale, fi:ied crumbs of bread ; or with unfried ones, which must then be
equally moistened with clarified butter, and browned with a salamander.

A small quantity of salt, mace, and cayenne, may be required to finish

the flavouring of either of these preparations.

BUTTERED CRAB, OR LOBSTER.

In season during the same time as Lobsters.

Slice quite small, or pull into light flakes with a couple of forks, the

flesh of either fish
;
put it into a saucepan with a few bits of good but-

ter lightly rolled in flour, and heat it slowly over a gentle fire ; then

pour over and mix thoroughly with it, from one to two teaspoonsful of

made-mustard smoothly blended with a tablespoonful or more of com-

mon vinegar : add to it a tuIeraolB seasoning of cayenne. Grate in s
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little nutmeg, and when the whole is well heated serve it immediately'

either in the shell of the crab or lobster, or in scollop-shells, and serve

it plain, or with bread-crumbs over, as in the preceding receipt. A
spoonful or so of good "meat jelly is, we think, a great improvement to

this dish, for which an ounce and a half of butter will be quite suffi-

cient.

Crabs are boiled like lobsters.

TO STEW LOBSTERS.

A middling sized lobster is best : pick all the meat from the shells

and mince it fine ; season with a little salt, pepper, and grated nutmeg

;

add three or four spoons of rich gravy and a small bit of butter. If you
have no gravy, use more butter, and two spoonsful of vinegar ; stew
about twenty minutes.

LOBSTER COLD.

It is frequently eaten in this way, with a dressing of vinegar, mus-
tard, sweet oil, and a little salt and cayenne.

The meat of the lobster must be minced very fine.

TO COOK TERRAPINS.

This is a favourite dish for suppers and parties; and, when well
conked, they are certainly very delicious. Many persons in Philadel-

phia have made themselves famous for cooking this article alone. Mrs.
Rubicam, who during her lifetime always stood first in that way, pre-

pared them as, follows:—Put the'terrapins alive in a pot of boiling

water, where they must remain until they are quite dead. You then
divest them of their outer skin and toe-nails; and, after washing them
in warm water, boil them again until they become quite lender, adding
a handfiil of salt to the water. Having satisfied yourself of their being
perfectly tender, take oif the shells and clean the terrapins very care-

fiiUy, removing the sand-bag and gall without breaking them. Then
cut the meat and entrails into small pieces, and put into a saucepan,
adding the juice which has been given out in cutting them up, but no
water, and season with salt, cayenne, and black pepper, to your taste;

adding a quarter of a pound of good butter to each terrapin, and a hand-
fill of flour for thickening. After stirring a short time, add four or five

tablespoonsful of cream, and a half pint of good Madeira to every four

terrapins, and serve hot in a deep dish. Our own cook has been in the
habit of putting in a very little mace, a large tablespoonfiil of mustard,
and ten drops of the gall ; and, just before serving, adding the yolks of
four hard boiled eggs. During the stewing, particular attention must
be paid to stirring the preparation frequently ; and it must be borne in
mind, that terrapins cannot possibly be too hot.

—

Sanderson.}

OYSTERS.

In season from September to April.

The old-fashioned plan offeeding oysters with a sprinkling of oat-

meal or flour, in addition to the salt and water to which they were com-
mitted, has long been rejected by all genuine amateurs of these nutri-

tious and excellent fish, who consider the plumpness which the oysters
are supposed to gain from the process but poor compensation for the fla-

vour which they are sure to lose. To cleanse them when they first

come up from the beds, and to keep them in good condition for four or
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five days, they only require to be covered with cold water, with five

ounces of salt to the gallpn dissolved in it before it is pouretl on them

:

this should be changed with regularity every twenty-four hours. By
following this plan with exactness they may be kept alive from a week
to ten days, but will remain in perfect condition scarcely more than

half that time. Oysters should be eaten always the instant they are

opened. They are served often before the soup, in the first course of a
dinner, left upon their shells, and arranged usually in as many plates as

there are guests at table.

TO STEW OYSTERS.

A pint of small plump oysters will be sufficient for quite a moderate-

sized dish, but twice as many will be required for a large one. Let
them be very carefully opened, and not mangled in the slightest degree

;

wash them free from grit in their own strained liquor, lay them into a
very clean stewpan or well-tinned saucepan, strain the liquor a second

time, pour it on them, and heat them slowly in it. When they are just

beginning to simmer, lift them out with a slice or a bored wooden spoon,

and take off the beards ; add to the liquor a quarter-pint of good cream,

a seasoning of pounded mace and cayenne, and a little salt, and when it

boils, stir in from one to two ounces of good butter, smoothly mixed with

a large teaspoonful of flour ; continue to stir the sauce until these are

per.'ectly blended with it, then put in the oysters and let them remain

by the side of the fire until they are very hot : they require so little

cooking, that if kept for four or five minutes nearly simmering, they

will be ready for table, and they are quickly hardened by being allowed

o boil, or by too much stewing. Serve them garnished with pale fried

ippets. Fried bread, see Chapter IV.

Small plump oysters, 1 pint : their own liquor : brought slowly to the

point of simmering. Cream, ^ pint ; seasoning of pounded mace and

cayenne; salt as needed; butter, 1 to 2 ounces; flour, 1 large tea-

spoonful.

Obs.—A little lemon-juice should be stirred quickly into the stew

just as it is taken from the fire. Another mode of preparing this dish

is to add the strained liquor of the oysters to about an equal quantity of

rich bechamel, with a little additional thickening ; then to heat them
in it, after having prepared and plumped them properly. Or, the beards

of the fish may be stewed for half an hour in a little pale veal gravy,

and this, when strained and mixed with the oyster-liquor, may be brought

to the consistency of pream with the French thickening of Chapter VL,
or, with flour and butter, then seasoned with spice as above : the pro-

cess should be quite the same in all of these receipts, though the com-
position of the sauce is varied. Essence of ancliovies, or yolks of eggs

can be added to the taste.

TO SCALLOP OYSTERS.

Large coarse oysters should never be dressed in this way. Select

small plump ones for the purpose, let them be opened carefully, give

them a scald in their own liquor, wash them in it free from grit, and

beard them neatly. Butter the scallop shells and shake some fine bread-

crumbs over them ; fill them with alternate layers of oysters, crumbs

of bread, and fresh butter cut into small bits; pour in the oyster-liquor,

after it has been strained, put a thick, smooth layer of bread-crumbs on
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'.he top, moisten them with clarified butter, place tl e shells in a Dutch
oven before a clear fire, and turn them often till the tops are equally

and lightly browned : send them immediately to table.

Some persons like a little white pepper or cayenne, and a flavouring

uf nutmeg added to the oysters; others prefer pounded mace. Irench
cooks recommend with them a mixture of minced mushrooms stewed

in butter till quite tender, and sweet herbs finely chopped. The fish is

ijometimes laid into the shells after having been bearded only.

SCALLOPED OYSTERS A. LA REINE.

Plump and beard the oysters, after having rinsed them well in their

own strained liquor; add to this about an equal quantity of very rich

white sauce, and thiclien it, if needful, with a lialf-teaspoonful of flour,

mixed with a small slice of butter, or with as much arrow-root only;

put in the oysters, and keep them at the point of simmering for three

or four minutes; lay them into the shells, and cover the tops thickly

with crumbs fried a delicate brown and well dried ; or heap over them
instead, a layer of fine crumbs

;
pour clarified butter on them, and brown

them with a salamander.

OYSTER SAUSAGES.

Beard, rinse well in their strained liquor, and mince, but not finely,

three dozens and a half of plump oysters, and mix them with ten ounces
of fine bread-crumbs, and ten of beef-suet chopped extremely small

;

add a saltspoonful of salt, and one of pepper, or less than half the quan-
tity of cayenne, twice as much pounded mace, and the third of a small

nutmeg grated ; moisten the whole with two unbeaten eggs, or with
the yolks only of three, and a dessertspoonfiil of the whites. When
these ingredients have been well worked together, and are perfectly

blended, set the mixture in a cool place for two or three hours before it

is used ; make it into the form of small sausages or sausage-cakes, flour

and fi-y them in buttei? of a fine light brown; or throw them into boiling

water for three minutes, drain, and let them become cold, dip them into

egg and bread-crumbs, and broil them gently until they are lightly co-

loured. A small bit should be cooked and tasted before the whole is

put aside, that the seasoning may be heightened if required. The sau-

sages thus made are very good.

Small plump oysters, 3i dozens; bread-crumbs, 10 ozs. ; beef-suet,

lOozs. ; seasoning of salt, cayenne, pounded mace, and nutmeg; un-
.beaten eggs 2, or yolks of 3.

06s.—The fingers should be well floured for making up these sau-

sages.

TO FRY OYSTERS.

They should be large for this purpose. Simmer them for a couple

of minutes in their own liquor, beard and dry them in a cloth, dredge
them lightly with fiour, dip them in egg and fine bread-crumbs, and fry

them a delicate brown in boiling lard ; or make a thick batter with egga
and flour, season it with plenty of mace and white pepper, dip the oys-

ters in and then fry them.

OYSTERS XV GRATIN.

Take the best oysters you can find, and ^-y them on a napkin
;
you

then place them on a silver shell, made expressly for the purpose, or

fine, large, deep oyster shells, which should be well cleaned, placing ir
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them four or six oysters, according to their size ; season with talt, pep-

per, nutmeg, parsley, mushrooms hashed very fine, a small quantity of

bread-crumbs, with which the surface of the oysters must be covered,

placing on top of all a small piece of the best butter. Then put them
in a hot oven, and let them remain until they acquire a golden colour

Serve them hot.

BROILED OTSTERS.

The oysters should be the largest and finest you can get. Prepare

your gridiron, which should be a double one made of wire, by rubbing

with butter, and having placed your oysters so that they will all receive

the heat equally, set them over a brisk fire, and broil both sides without

burning them. Let them be served hot, with a small lump of fresh

butter, pepper and salt, added to them.

ANCHOVIES FRIED IN BATTER.

Scrape very clean a dozen or more of fine anchovies, and soak them
in plenty of spring water from two to six hours ; then wipe them dry,

open them, and take out the back-bones, without dividing the fish.

Season the insides highly with cayenne, close the anchovies, dip them
into the French batter of Chapter VI., or into a. light English batter,

and fry them a pale amber-colour : in from four to five minutes they

will be quite sufliciently done.

CHAPTER m.

GRAVIES.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

Gravies are not often required

either in great variety, or in abun-

dant quantities, when only a mode-

rate table is kept, and a clever cook

will manage to supply, at a trifling

cost, all that is generally needed

for plain femily dinners; while an Gravy Kettle,

unskilful or extravagant one will render them sources of unbounded
expense.* But however small the proportions in which they are mnde,
their quality should be particularly attended to, and they should be well

adapted in flavour to the dishes they are to accompany. For some, a
high degree of savour is desirable; but for fricassees, and other prepara-

tions of delicate white meats, this should be avoided, and a soft, smooth
sauce of refined flavour should be used in preference to any of more
piquant relish.

Instead of frying the ingredients for brown gravies, which is usunlly

done in common English kitchens, French cooks pour to thera at first a

* We know of .in instance of a cook who stewed down two or three pounds of
beef to make gravy for a single brace of partridges; atid who complainpfl of the
meanness of her employers (who were by no means affluent) because this was ulijuct-

ed to.
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small qu3,ntity of liquid, which is reduced hy rapid boiling to what is

technically called glaze ; particular directions for which will be found

ill the next receipt to this, and also at pages 43 and 90. When the

glaze has acquired the proper colour, boiling broth should be added in

small portions, and well shaken round the stewpan to deUch it entire-

ly ; the meat may then be stewed gently for three or four hours with a:

few mushrooms, should they be at hand, a bunch of parsley, and some

green onions.

A thick slice or two of an unboiled ham is an almost indispensable

addition to rich soup or gravy ; and to supply it in the most economical

manner, a large, highly cured one, or more, not over fatted, should be

kept for the purpose, and cut as required. The bones of undressed

meat will supply almost, or quite as good gravy-stock as the meat itself,

if well boiled down, particularly those of the loin, or neck of veal : and

as the flesh of these may be dressed m many ways advantageously

without them, the whole joint may be turned to excellent account by so

dividing it.

The necks of poultry, with the feet properly skinned, a few herbs, a
morsel or two of ham or of lean bacon, and such slight flavourings be-

side as the spice-box can supply, with a few drops of good mushroom
catsup, will of themselves, if well managed, produce sufficient gravy to

serve with the birds from which they are taken; and if not wanted for

the purpose, they should always be stewed down, or thrown into the stock-

pot, for which the shank-bones of legs of mutton, and all trimmings of

meat should likewise be reserved. Excellent broth for the sick or for

the needy, may also be made of them at little cost, when they are not

required for other uses.

To deepen the colour of gravies, the thick mushroom pressings of

Chapter V., or a little soy (when its flavour is admissible), or cavice,

or Harvey's sauce* may be added to it; and for some dishes, a glass of

claret, or of port wine.

Vermicelli, or rasped cocoa-nut, lightly, and very gently browned in

a small quantity of butter, will both thicken and enrich them, if about

an ounce of either ts the pint of gravy be stewed gently in it from half

an hour to an hour, and then strained out.

All the ingredients indicated at page 39, for giving consistency to

soups, will answer equally for gravies, which should not, however, be

too much thickened, particularly with the unwholesome mixture of flour

and butter, so commonly used for the purpose. Arrow-root, or rice-

flour, or common flour gradually browned in a slow oven, are much bet-

ter suited to a delicate stomach. No particle of fat should ever be per-

ceptible upon them when they are sent to table ; and when it cannot

be removed by skimming, they should be allowed to become sufficiently

cold for it to congeal, and be taken off" at once without trouble. It may
be cleared from such as have not been thickened, by passing them
through a closely woven cloth, which has previously been laid into, and
well wrung from, some cold water.

TO HEIGHTEN THE COLOUR AND THE FLAVOUR OF GRAVIES.

This is best done by the directions given for making Espagnole. An
* Ilnrneil'f sauce, cnvtr.e. anrl foy are very little- known in America; these flavoii rings,

when iiariifd, may lie iljF[j."iisecl witli, or pepper sauce" or tomato sauce isiibslituted
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ounce or two of the loan of unboiled ham, nit into dice and coloured
slowly ill a small stewpan, or smoothly tinned iron saucepan, with less

than an ounce of butter, a blade of mace, two or three cloves, a bay--

leaf, a few small sprigs of savoury herbs, and an eschalot or two, or
about a teaspoonful of minced onion, and a little young parsley root,

when it can be had, will convert common shin of beef stock, or even
strong broth, into an excellent gravy, if it be gradually added to them
after they have stewed slowly for quite half an hour, and then boiled

with them for twenty minutes or more. The liquid should not be mixed
with the other ingredients until the side of the stewpan is coloured of a
reddish brown ; and should any thickening be required, a teaspoonful of
flour should be stirred in well, and simmered for three or four minutes
before the stock is added : the pan should be strongly shaken round after-

wards to detach the browning from it, and this must be done often while

the ham is stewing.

06s.—The cook who is not acquainted with this mode of preparing

or enriching gravies, will do well to make Herself acquainted with it

;

as it presents no difficulties, and is exceedingly convenient and advan-
tageous when they are wanted in small quantities, very highly fla-

voured and well coloured. An unboiled ham, kept in cut, will be found,

as we have already said, a great economy for this, and other purposes,

saving much of the expense commonly incurred for gravy-meats. As
eschalots, when sparingly used, impart a much finer savour than onions,

though they are not commonly so much used in England, we would re-

commend that a small store of them should always be kept.

SHIN OF BEEF STOCK, {for Crravies.)

There is no better foundation for strong gravies than shin of beef

stewed down to a jelly (which it easily betomes), with the addition only

of some spice, a bunch of savoury herbs, and a moderate proportion of

salt; this, if kept in a cool larder, boiled softly for two or three minutes

every second or third day, and each time put into a clean, well-scalded

pan, will remain good for many days, and may easily be converted into

excellent soup or gravy. Let the bone be broken in one or two places,

take out the marrow, which, if not wanted for immediate use, should be

clarified, and stored for future occasions; put a pint and a half of cold

water to the pound of beef, and stew it very gently indeed for six or

seven hours, or even longer should the meat not then be quite in frag-

ments. The bones of calf's feet which have been boiled down for jelly,

the liquor in which the head has been cooked, and any remains of ham
quite freed irom the smoky parts, from rust and fiit, will be serviceable

additions to this stock. A couple of pounds of the neck of beef may bu

added to six of the shin with very good effect ; but for white soup or

sauces this is better avoided.

Shin of beef, 6 lbs. ; water, 9 pints ; salt, 1 oz. ; large bunch savoury

herbs ;
peppercorns, 1 teaspoonful ; mace, 2 blades.

RICH PALE VEAL GRAVY, OR, C0N80MMEE.

The French, who have always at hand their stock-pot of good houil'

Ion (beef soup or broth), make great use of it in preparing their gra-

vies. It is added instead of water to the fresh meat, and when this, in

Romewhat large proportions, is boiled down in it, with the addition only of

a bunch of parsley, a few green jiions, and a moderate seasoning of
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Bait, a strong and very pure-flavoured pale gravy is produced. When
the best joints of fowls, or of partridges have been taken for frieasseea

or cutlets, the remainder may be stewed with a pound or two of veal

into a consoramee, which then takes ths name of chicken or of game
gravy. For a large dinner it is always desirable to have in readiness

such stock as can easily and quickly be converted into white and other

sauces. To make this, arrange a slice or two of lean ham in a stew-

pan or saucepan with Ihree pounds of the neck of veal once or twice

divided (unless the thick fleshy part of the knuckle can be had), and

pour to them three full pints of strong beef or veal broth ; or if this

cannot conveniently be done, increase the proportion of meat or dimin-

ish that of the liquid, substituting water for the broth, throw in some
salt after the boiling has commenced, and the gravy has been well skim-

med, with one mild onion, a bunch of savoury herbs, a little celery, if

in season, a carrot, a blade of mace, and a half-saltspoonful of pepper-

corns ; stew these very gently for four hours ; then, should the meat be

quite in fragments, strain off the gravy, and let it become sufficiently

cold to allow the fat to be entirely cleared from it. A handful of nicely

prepared mushroom-buttons will much improve its flavour; and the

bones of boiled cairs feet, or the fresh ones of fowls will be found ex-

cellent additions to it. A better method of making it, when time and
trouble are not regarded, is to heat the meat, which ought then to be

free of bones, quite through, with from a quarter to half a pint of broth

only, and when on probing it with the point of a knife no blood issues

from it, and it has been turned and equally done, to moisten it with the

remainder of the broth, which should be boiling.

Lean of ham, 6 to 8 ozs. ; neck or knuckle of veal, 3 lbs. ; strong

broth, 3 pints, (or veal, 4 Ihg., and water, 3 pints) ; salt ; bunch of sa-

voury herbs ; mild onion, 1 ; carrot, 1 large or 2 small ; celery, | small

bead; mace, 1 large blade; peppercorns, ^ saltspoonful : 4 hours or

more. Or : ham, ^ lb. ; veal, 4 lbs. ; broth, third of a pint : nearly 1

hour. Additional broth, 3 pints; 3i to 4J hours.

RICH DEEP-COLOURED VEAI. GRAVY.

Lay into a large thick stewpan or saucepan, from half to three quar-

ters of a pound of undressed ham, freed entirely from fat, and from the

smoked edges, and sliced half an inch thick ; on this place about four

pounds of lean veal, cut from the best part of the knuckle or from the
neck (part of the fillet, which in Prance is often used for it instead, not
being generally purchasable here, the butchers seldom dividing the

joint) ; poKr to them about half a pint of good broth,* and place the pan
over a brisk fire until it is well reduced, then thrust a knife into the
meat, and continue the stewing more gently until a glaze is formed as

we have described at page 90. The latter part of the process must be
very slow ; the stewpan must be frequently shaken, and the gravy close-

ly watched that it may not burn ; when it is of a fine deep amber co-

lour, pour in sufficient boiling broth to cover the meat, add a bunch of
parsley, and a few mushrooms and green onions. A blade or two of
mace, a few white peppercorns, and a head of celery, would, we think,

* When there is no provision of this in the house, the q lantity required may be made
with a small quantity of beef, and the trimmings of ^ i veal, by the directions for
Bouillon, page 41,
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be very admissible additions to this gravy, but ft is extreijiely good with-
out. Half the quantity can be made, but it will then be rather more
troublesome to manage.

Undressed ham, 8 to 12 ozs. ; lean veal, 4 lbs. ; broth, i pint; 1 to 2
hours. Broth, 3 to 4 pints ; bunch of parsley and green onions j mush-
rooms, i to i pint : IJ to 2 hours.

GOOD BEEF OR VEAL GRAVY
;
(^English receipt)

Flour and fry lightly in a bit of good butter a couple of pounds of
either beef or veal ; drain the meat well from the fet, and lay it into a
small thick stewpan or iron saucepan

;
pour to it a quart of boiling wa-

ter ; add, after it has been well skimmed and salted, a large mild onion
sliced, very delicately fried, and laid on a sieve to drain, a carrot also

sliced, a small bunch of tliyme and parsley, a blade of mace and a few
peppercorns; stew these gently for three hours or more, pass the gravy
through a sieve into a clean pan, and when it is quite cold clear it en-

tirely from fat, heat as much as is wanted for table, and if not suffi-

ciently thick stir into it from half to a whole teaspoonful of arrow-root

mixed with a little mushroom catsup.

Beef or veal, 2 lbs. ; water, 2 pints ; fried onion, 1 large ; carrot, 1

;

small bunch of herbs; salt, 1 small teaspoonful or more; mace, 1 blade;

peppercorns, 20 : 3 to 3J hours.

A RICH ENGLISH BROWN GHAVY.

Brown lightly and carefully from four to six ounces of lean ham,
thickly sliced and cut into large dice ; lift these out, and put them into

• the pan in which the gravy is to be made; next, fry lightly also, a cou-

ple of pounds of neck of beef, dredged moderately with flour, and slight-

ly with pepper
;
put this when it is done over the ham ; and then brown

gently, and add to them one not large common onion. Pour over these

ingredients a quart of boiling water, or of weak but well-flavoured broth,

bring the whole slowly to a boil, clear off' the scum with great care,

throw in a saltspoonful of salt, four cloves, a blade of mace, twenty corns

of pepper, a bunch of savoury herbs, a carrot, and a few slices of celery

:

these last two may be fried or not, as is most convenient. Boil thu

gravy very softly until it is reduced to little more than a pint; strain,

and set it by until the fat can be taken from it Heat it anew, add more

salt if needed, and a little mushroom catsup, cayenne-vinegar, or what-

ever flavouring it may require for the dish with which it is to be served:

it will seldom need any thickening. A dozen small mushrooms prepared

as' for pickling, may he added to it at first with advantage. Half this

quantity of gravy will be sufficient for a single tureen, and the econo-

mist can diminish a little the proportion of meat when it is thought too

much.
GBAVT FOR VENISON.

If possible, let this be made with a little of the neck, or of any odd

trimmings of the venison itself. Cut down the meat small, and let it

stand over a slow fire until the juices are well drawn out; then to each

pound of it add a pint and a quarter of boiling water; throw in a, small

half-teaspoonful of salt, and eight or ten corns of pepper; skim it tho-

roughly, and let it boil two hours and a half; then strain it, let it cool.
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take off every particle of fat, give it a minute's simmer, and send it very

hot to table.

Neck, or other trimmings of venison, 1 lb. ; vraler, 1J pint ; salt, small

i teaspoonful; peppercorns, 8 or 10: 2^ hours.

SWEET SAtrCE, OR GRAVY FOB VENISON.

Add to a quarter pint of common venison gravy a couple of glasses

ofport wrine or claret, and half an ounce of sugar in lumps.

ESPAGNOLS (SPANISH SAUCE) ;
(a highlyflavovJred gravy.)

Dissolve a couple of ounces of good butter in a thick stevirpan or sauce-

pan, throw in from four to six sliced eschalots, four ounces of the lean

of an undressed ham, three ounces of carrot, cut in small dice, one bay

leaf, tvi'o or three branches of parsley, and one or two of thyme, but

these last must be small ; three cloves, a blade of mace, and a dozen

corns of pepper; add part of a root of parsley, if it be at hand, and keep

the whole stirred or shaken over a moderate fire for twenty minutes,

then add by degrees one pint of very strong veal stock or gravy, and

stew the whole gently from thirty to forty minute? ; strain it, skim off

the fet, and it will be ready to serve.

Butter, 2 ozs. ; eschalots, 4 to 6 ; lean of undresspd ham, 4 ozs. ; car-

rots, 3 ozs. ; bay leaf, 1 ; little thyme and parsley, in branches ; cloves, 3

;

mace, 1 blade; peppercorns, 12; little 'parsley root: fried gently, 20
minutes. Strong veal stock, or gravy, 1 nint : stewed very softly, 30 to

40 minutes.

GRAVY IN HASTE.

Chop fine a few bits of lean meat, a small onion, a few slices of carrot

and turnip, and a little thyme and parsley
; put these with half an ounc^

of butter into a thick saucepan, and keep them stirred until they are

slightly browned ; add a little spice, and water in the proportion of a

pint to a pound of meat ; clear the gravy from scum, let it boil half an
hour, then strain it for dse.

Meat, 1 lb. ; 1 small onion ; little carrot, turnip, thyme, and parsley

;

butter, i oz. ; cloves, 6; corns of pepper, 12; water, 1 pint: J hour.

CHEAP GRAVY FOR A ROAST FOWL.

When there is neither broth nor gravy to be had, nor meat of which
either can be made, boil the neck of the fowl after having cut it small,

in half a pint of water with any slight seasonings of spice or herbs, or

with a little salt and pepper only; it should stew very softly for an hour
or more, or the quantity will be too much reduced. When the bird is

just ready for table, take the gravy from the dripping-pan, and drain

off the fat frorr! it as closely as possible ; strain the liquor from the neck
to it, mixing them smoothly, pass the gravy again through the strainer,

heat it, add salt and pepper or cayenne, if needed, and serve it extreme-
ly hot. When this is done, the fowl should be basted with good butter

only, and well floured when it is first laid to the fire. Many cooks
always mix the gravy from the pan when game is roasted with that

which they send to table with it, as they think that this enriches the
flavour; but it is not always considered an improvement by the eaters.

Neck of fowl ; water, J pint
; pepper, salt (little vegetable and spice

at choice) : stewed gently, 1 hour ; strained, stirred to the gravy of the
roast, well cleared from fet
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ANOTHER CHEAP GRAVS FOR A FOWL.

A little good broth added to half a dozen dice of lean ham, lightly

browned in a morsel of butter, with half a dozen corns of pepper and a
small branch or two of parsley, and stewed for half an hour, will make
excellent gravy of a common kind. When there is no broth, the neck
6f the chicken must be stewed down to supply its place.

. QUITE COMMON BROWN GRAVY.

Cut a sheep's melt into slices half an inch thick, flour them ligtray,

and either fry them a pale brown, or dissolve a small slice of butter in

a thick saucepan, lay them in and shake them over a moderate fire until

they have taken sufficient colour ; then pour gradually to them between
half and three quarters of a pint of boiling water; add a not very full

seasoning of salt and pepper, and stew the gravy very gently for up-

wards of an hour and a half. Strain, and skim off the fat, and it will be
ready for table. When it is to accompany ducks or geese, brown a
minced onion with the melt, and add a sprig of lemon thyme. This,

though a very cheap, is a rich gravy in flavour ; but it would be infi-

nitely improved by using for it equal parts of neck of beef (or of beef
steak) and sheep's melt ; or the bone and the lean only of a thick mut^
ton cutlet A little catsup, or a very small quantity of spice, will like-

wise be good additions to it; and a slice or two of a root of celery, and
of a carrot, might be boiled down with the meat. A bit or two pf lean

ham will heighten greatly the flavour of all brown gravies.

1 sheep's melt ; butter, J to 1 oz.
;
parsley, 1 or 2 small branches

:

gently browned. Boiling water, ^ to J pint ;
pepper, salt : 1^ hour, or

more. Slowly stewed. (Onion, carrot, celery, mushroom catsup, little

spice, or bit or two of lean ham at choice.)

Obs.—Part of an ox's melt is sometimes used for gravy in common
cookery, but it is, we should say, too coarse for the purpose, and the fla-

vour is peculiarly, and we think disagreeably, sweet ; but a skilful cook,

may perhaps, by artificial means, render it more palatable.

06s. 2.—The best gravies possible, may be made with the bones of

all uncooked meat except pork.

GRAVY OR SAUCE FOR A GOOSE.

Mince, and brown in a small saucepan, with a slice of butter, two
ounces of mild onion. When it begins to brown, stir to it a teaspooriful

of flour, and in five or six minutes afterwards, pour in by degrees the

third of a pint of good brown gravy; let this simmer fifteen minutes;

strain it ; bring it again to the point of boiling, and add to it a teaspoon-

ful of made-mustard mixed well with a glass of port wine. Season it

with cayenne pepper, and salt, if this last be needed. Do not let the

sauce boil after the wine is added, but serve it very hot.

Onions, 2 ozs. ; butter, 1^ oz. : 10 to 15 minutes. Flour, 1 teaspoon-

ful: 5 to 6 minutes. Gravy, J pint: 15 minutes. Mustard, 1 tea

spoonful
;
port wine, 1 glassful ; cayenne pepper ; salt. See also Chris-

topher North's own sauce.

ORANGE GRAVY, FOR WILD FOWL.

Boil for about ten minutes, in half a pint of rich and highly-flavoured

brown gravy, or espagnole, half the rind of an orange, pared as thin as

possible, and a small strip of lemon-rind, with a bit of sugar the size of
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a hazel-nut. Strain it off, add to it a quarter pint of port or claret, the

juice of half a lemon, and a tablespoonful of orange-juice ; season it with

cayenne, and serve it as hot as possible.

Gravy, 4 pint; J the rind of an orange; lemon-peel, 1 small strip;

sugar, size of hazel-niit : 10 minutes. Juice of ^ a lemon : orangev

juice, 1 tablespoonful; cayenne. See also Christopher North's own
sauce.

MEAT JELLIES FOR PIES AND SAtTCES.

A very firm meat jelly is easily made by stewing slowly down equal

parts of shin of beef, and knuckle or neck of veal, with a pint of cold

water to each pound of meat; but to give it flavour, some thick slices

of lean unboiled ham should be added to it, two or three carrots, some
spice, a bunch of parsley, one mild onion, or more, and a moderate quan-

tity of salt ; or part of the meat may be omitted, and a calf's-head, or the

scalp ofone, very advantageously substituted for it, though the flavouring

must then be heightened, because, though very gelatinous, these are in

themselves exceedingly insipid to the taste. If rapidly boiled, the jelly

will not be clear, and it will be difficult to render it so without clarify-

ing it with the whites of eggs, which it ought never to require ; if very

gently stewed, on the contrary, it will 'only need to be passed through a

fine sieve, or cloth. The fat must be carefully removed, after it is quite

cold. The shin of beef recommended for this and other receipts, should

be from the middle of the leg of young heifer beef, not of that which is

large and coarse.

Middle of small shin of beef, 3 lbs. ; knuckle or neck of veal, 3 lbs.

;

lean of ham, | lb. ; water, 3 quarts ; carrots, 3 large, or 2 small ; bunch
of parsley; 1 mild onion, stuck with 8 cloves; 2 small bay-leaves; 1

large blade of mace; small saltspoonful of peppercorns; sa]t,| oz. (more
if needed): 5 to 6 hours' very gentle stewing.

Obs,—A finer jelly may he made by using a larger proportion of veal

than of beef, and by adding clear beef or veal broth to it instead of water,

in a small proportion at first, as directed in the receipt for consommee,
see page 85, and by pouring in the remainder when the meat is heated

through. The necks of poultry, any inferior joints of them omitted from

a fricassee, or other dish, or an old fowl, will further improve it much

;

an eschalot or two may at choice be boiled down in it, instead of the

onion, but the flavour should be scarcely perceptible.

A CHEAPER MEAT JELLY.

One calf's foot, apound and a half or two pounds of neck of veal or

beef, a small onion, a carrot, a bunch of "parsley, a little spice, a bit 01

two of quite lean ham, dr«ssed or undressed, and five half pints of water,

boiled very slowly for five or six hours will give a strong, though not a
highly flavoured jelly. More ham, any bones of unboiled meat, poultry,

or game will, in this respect, improve it; and the liquor in which fowls

or veal have been boiled for table should, when at hand, he used for it

instead of water. These jellies keep much better and longer when no
vegetables are stewed down in them.

GLAZE.

This is merely strong, clear gravy or jelly boiled quickly down to

the consistency of thin cream; but this reduction must be carefully
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managed that the glaze may be brought to the proper point without
being burned ; it must be attentively watched, and stirred without being
guitted for a moment from the time of its beginning to thicken ; when
it has readied the proper degree of boiling, it will jelly in dropping from
the spoon, like preserve, and should then be poured out immediately, or
it will burn. When wanted for use, melt it gently by placmg the ves-
sel whicli contains it (see article Glazing, Chapter VII.) in a pan of
ooiling water, and with a paste-brush lay it on to the meat, upon which
it will form a sort of clear varnish. In consequence of the very great
reduction which it undergoes, salt should be added to it sparingly when
it is made. Any kind of stock may be boiled down to glaze ; but unless
it be strong, a pint, will afford but a spoonful or two; a small quantity
of it, however, is generally sufficient, unless a large repast is to be
served. Two or three layers must be given to each joint. The jellies

which precede this will answer for it extremely well ; and it may be
made also with shin of beef stock, for common occasions, when no other
is at hand.

ASPIC, OR CLEAR SAVOUKY-JEI/LT.

Boil a couple of calf's feet, with three or four pounds of knuckle of
veal, three-quarters of a pound of lean ham, two large onions, three
whole carrots, and a large bunch of herbs, in a gallon of water, till it is

'educed more than half. Strain it off; when perfectly cold, remove
every particle of fat and sediment, and put the jelly into a very clean

Btewpan, with four whites of eggs well beaten ; keep it stirred until it

is nearly boiling ; then place it by the side of the fire to simmer for a
quarter of an hour. Let it settle, and pour it through a jelly-bag until

it is quite clear. Add, when it lirst begins to boil, three blades of mace,
a teaspoonful of white peppercorns, and sufficient salt to flavour it pro-

perly, allowing for the ham, and the reduction. French cooks flavour

this jelly with caragon vinegar when it is clarified : cold poultry, game,
and fish are served in, or garnished with it ; when it is to be moulded,
with slices of boiled tongue laid in the middle in a chain, or carved fowl,

or aught else, it will be well to throw in a pinch of isinglass; and hams
are often placed on a thick layer of it roughed, and then covered en-

tirely with more for large break&sts, or cold repasts. It is also used as

gravy for meat pies.

Calfs feet, 2 ; veal, 4 lbs. ; ham, j lb. ; onions, 2 ; carrots, 3 ; herbs,

.arge bunch ; mace, 3 blades ; white whole pepper, 1 teaspoonful ; water,

1 gallon: 5 to 6 hours. Whites of eggs, 4: 15 minutes.
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. CHAPTER IV.

SAUCES.

INTRODDCTORY REMARKS.

The difference between good

and bad cookery can scarcely

be more strikingly shown than

in the manner in which sauces

are prepared and served. If

well made, appropriate to the

dishes they accompany, and sent

to table With them as hot as pos-

Bain Marie, or Water Bath. eible, they not onlygive a height

ened relish to a dinner, but they prove that both skill and taste have

have been exerted in its arrangements. When coarsely or carelessly

prepared, on the contrary, as they too often are, they greatly discredit

the cook, and are anything but acceptable to the eaters. Melted butter,

the most common of all—the " one sauce" of England and America,

which excites the raillery of foreigners—is frequently found to be such

an intolerable compound, either oiled or lumpy, nr composed principally

of flour and water, that it says but little for the state of cookery amongst
us. We trust that the receipts in the present chapter are so clearly

given, that if strictly followed they will materially assist the learner in

preparing tolerably palatable sauces at the least. The cut at the com-
mencement of the chapter e.^bibits the vessel called a bain marie, in

which saucepans are placed when it is necessary to keep their contents

hot without allowing them to boil : it is extremely useful when dinners

»re delayed after they are ready to serve.

TO THICKEN SAUCES.

When this is done with the yolks of eggs, they should first be well
beaten, and then .nixed with a spoonful of cold stock, should it be at

hand, and with one or two of the boiling sauce, which should be stirred

very quickly to them, and they must in turn be stirred briskly to the
sauce, which may be held over the fire, and well shaken for an instant,

afterwards, but never placed upon it, nor allowed to boil.

To the rnux or French thickeijing (which follows,) the gravy or other
liquid which is to be mixed with it should be poured boiling, and in

small quantities, the saucepan being often well shaken round, and the
sauce made to boil up after each portion is added. If this precaution
be observed, the butter will never float upon the surface, but the whole
will be well and smoothly blended : it will otherwise be difficult to clear
the sauce from it perfectly.

For invalids, or persons who object to butter in their soups or sauces,
flour only, mixed to a smooth batter and stirred into the boiling liquid,

may be substituted for other thickening : arrow-root also, used in the
same way, will answer even better than flour.

FRENCH THICKENING ; OR, BROWN ROUX.

For ordinary purposes this may be made as it is wanted for use ; buf
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when it is required for various dishes at the same time, or for cookery
u])on a large scale, it can be prepared at once in sufficient quantity to

last for several days, and it will remain good for some time. Dissolve
with a very gentle degree of heat, half a pound of good butter, then
draw it from the fire, skim it well, give time for it to settle, pour it gen-
tly from the sediment into a very clean frying-pan, and place it over a
slow but clear fire. Put into a dredging box about seven ounces of fine

dry flour ; add it gradually to the butter, shake the pan often as it is

thrown in, and keep the thickening constantly stirred until it has ac-

quired a clear light brown colour. It should be very slowly and equally

done, or its flavour will be unpleasant. Pour it into a jar, and stir a
spoonful or two as it is needed into boiling soup or gravy. When the

butter is not clarified it will absorb an additional ounce of flour, the

whole of which ought to be fine and dry. This thickening may be

made in a well-tinned stewpan even better than in a frying-pan, and if

simmered over a coal fire it should be placed high above it, and well

guarded from smoke.

WHITE EOUX, OR FRENCH THICKENING.

Proceed exactly as for the preceding receipt, but dredge in the flour

as soon as the butter is in full simmer, and be careful not to allow the

thickening to take the slightest colour: this is used for white gravies

or sauces.

SAUCE TOURNEE, OR, PALE THICKENED GRAVY.

Sauce tournee is nothing more than rich pale gravy made with veal

or poultry (see consommee, page 85) and thickened with delicate white

roux. The French give it a flavouring of mushrooms and green onions,

by boiling some of each in it for about half an hour before the sauce is

served ; it must then be strained previously to being dished. Either

first dissolve an ounce of butter, and then dredge gradually to it three

quarters of an ounce of flour, and proceed as for the preceding receipt:

or blend the flour and butter perfectly with a knife, before they are

thrown into the stewpan, and keep them stirred without ceasing over a

clear and gentle fire until they have simmered for some minutes, then

place the stewpan high over the fire, and shake it constantly until the

roux has lost the raw taste of the flour; next, stir very gradually to it a

pint of the gravy, which should be boiling : set it by the side of the

Btove for a few minutes and skim it thoroughly.

Butter, 1 oz. ; flour, | oz. ; strong, pale gravy, seasoned with mush-

rooms and green onions, 1 pint.

06s. 3.—With the addition of three or four yolks of very fresh eggs,

mixed with a seasoning of mace, cayenne, and lemon-juice, this be-

comes German sauce, now much used for fi-icassees, and other dishes

;

and minced parsley (boiled) and cayenne vinegar, each in sufficient

quantity to flavour it agreeably, convert it into a good fish sauce.
'

BECHAMEL.

This is a fine French white sauce, now very much served at good

English tables. It may be made in various ways, and more or less

expensively; but it should always be thick, smooth, and rich, though

delicate in flavour. The most ready mode of preparing it, is to taka

an equal propbrtion of very strong, pale veal gravy, and of good cream
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(a pint of each, for example), and then by raj id boiling oyer a very-

clear fire, to reduce the gravy nearly half; next, to mix with part of

the cream a tablespoonful of fine dry fiour, to pour it to the remainder,

when it boils, and to keep the whole stirred for five minutes or more

over a slow fire, for if placed upon a fierce one, it would be liable to

burn ; then to add the gravy, to stir and mix the sauce perfectly, and

to simmer it for a few minutes longer. All the flavour should be given

by the gravy, in which French cooks boil a handful of mushrooms, a

few green onions, and some branches of parsley before it is reduced

:

but a good bechamel may be made without them, with a strong con-

sommee. (See pale veal gravy, page 85) well reduced.

Strong pale veal gravy (flavoured with mushrooms or not), 1 pint

:

reduced half Rich cream, 1 pint; flour, 1 tablespoonfiil : 5 minutes.

With gravy, 4 or 5 minutes.

06s.— Veloute, which is a rather thinner sauce or gravy, is made by

simply well reducing the cream and stock separately, and then mixing
them together without any thickening.

COMMON BECHAMEI..

Cut half a pound of veal, and a slice of lean ham into small dice, and

stew them in butter, with vegetables, as directed in the foregoing re-

ceipt : stir in the same proportion of flour, then add the milk, and let

the sauce boil very gently for an hour. It should not be allowed to

thicken too much before it is strained.

Obs.—Common bechamel, with the addition of a spoonful of made-
mustard, is an excellent sauce for boiled mutton.

RICH MELTED BUTTER.

This is more particularly required In general for lobster sauce, when
it is to be served with turbot or brill, and for good oyster sauce as well.

Salmon is itself so rich, that less butter is needed for it than for sauce

which is to accompany a drier fish. Mix to a very smooth batter a
dessertspoonful of flour, a half-saltspoonful of salt, and half a pint of

cold water; put these into a delicately clean saucepan, with from four

to six ounces of well-flavoured butter, cut into small bits, and shake the

sauce strongly round, almost without cessation, until the ingredients

are perfectly blended, and it is on the point of boiling; let it simmex-

for two or three minutes, and it will be ready for use. The best French
cooks recommend its not being allowed to boil, as they say it tastes less

of flour if served when it is just at the point of simmering.
Cold water, ^ pint ; salt, ^ spoonful ; flour, 1 dessertspoonful : 3 to 4

minutes. Butter ; 4 to 6 ozs.

MELTED BUTTER ; (fl good common receipt.")

Put into a basin a large teaspoonful of flour, and a little salt, then
mix with them very gradually and very smoothly a quarter-pint of cold

water ; turn these into a small clean saucepan, and shake or stir them
constantly over a clear fire until they have boiled a couple of minutes,

then add an ounce and a half of butter cut small, keep the sauce stirred

until this is entirely dissolved, give the whole a minute's boil, and serve

it quickly. The more usual mode is to put the butter in at first with
the flour and water ; but for inexperienced or unskilful cooks the safer

plan is to follow the present receipt.
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Water, J pint; flour, 1 teaspoonful: 2 minutes. lutter, IJoz: 1

minute.

Obs.—To render this a rich sauce, increase or even double tlie pro-

portion of butter.

FRENCH MELTED BUTTER.

Pour half a pint of good, but not very thick, boiling melted butter, to

the well-beaten yolks of two very fresh eggs, and stir them briskly as

it is added
; put the sauce again into the saucepan, and shake it high

over the fire for an instant, but do not allow it to boil, or it vsrill curdle.

Add a little lemon-juice or vinegar, and serve it immediately.

NORFOIK SAUCE, OR, RICH MELTED BUTTER WITHOUT PLOCR.

Put three tablespoonsful of water into a small saucepan, and when it

boils add four ounces of fresh butter ; as soon as this is quite dissolved,

take the saucepan from the fire and shake it round until the sauce

looks thick and smooth. It must not be allowed to boil after the butter

is added.

Water, 3 tablespoonsful ; butter, 4 ozs.

WHITE SIELTED BUTTER.

Thicken half a pint of new milk with rather less flour than is directr

ed for the common melted butter, or with a little arrowroot, and stir

into it by degrees, after it has boiled, a couple of ounces of fresh butter

cut small ; do not cease to stir the sauce until this is entirely dissolved,

or it may become oiled, and float upon the top. Thin cream, substi

tuted for the milk, and flavoured with a few strips of lemon-rind cut

extremely thin, some salt, and a small quantity of pounded maoe, if

mixed with rather less flour, and the same proportion of butter, will

make an excellent sauce to serve with fowls or other dishes, when no

gravy, is at hand to make white sauce in the usual way.

BURNT BUTTER.

Melt in a fiying-pan three ounces of fresh butter, and keep it stirred

slowly over a gentle fire until it is of a dark brown colour ; then pour

to it a couple of tablespoonsful of good hot vinegar, and season it with

black pepper, and a little salt. In France, this is a favourite sauce

with boiled skate, which is served with plenty of crisped parsley, in

addition, strewed over it

Butter, 3 ozs.; vinegar, 2 tablespoonsfiil; pepper; salt

,
• CLARIFIED BUTTER.

Put the butter into a very clean and well-tinned saucepan or ena-

melled stewpan, and melt it gently over a clear fire; when it just

begins to simmer, skim it thoroughly, draw it from the fire, and let it

stand a few minutes that the butter-milk may sink to the bottom ; then

pour it clear of the sediment through a muslin strainer or a fine hair-

sieve ; put it into jars, and store them in a cool place. Butter, thus

prepared, will answer for all the ordinary purposes of cookery, and re-

main good for a great length of time. In France, large quantities are

melted down in autumn for winter use. The clarified butter crdered

for the various receipts in this volume is merely dissolved with a gentle

degree of heat in a small saucepan, skimmed, and poured out for use,

leaving the thick sediment behind.
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VERY GOOD EGO SAVCE.

jBoil four fresh egga for quite fifteen minutes, then lay them intr

plenty of fresh water, and let them remain until they are perfectly cold

Break the shells by rolling them on a table, take them off, separate the

whites from the yolks, and divide all of the latter into quarter-incl-

dice; mince two of the whites only, tolerably small, mix them lightjy

and.stir them into the third of a pint of rich melted butter, or of whitt

sauce . serve the whole as hot as possible.

Eggs, 4: boiled 15 minutes, left till cold. The yolks of all, whitea

of 2 ; third of pint of good nielted butter or white sauce. Salt as

needed.

COMMON EGG SAUCE.

Boil a couple of eggs hard, and when they are quite cold cut the

whites and yolks separately; mix them well, put them into a very hot

tureen, and pour boiling to them a quarter-pint of melted butter : stir,

and serve the sauce immediately.

Whole eggs, 2; melted butter, J pint.

EGG SADCE FOR CAIf's HEAD.

This is a provincial sauce, served sometimes with fish, and with calf's

head also. Thicken to the proper consistency with flour and butter

some good pale veal gravy, throw into it when it boils from one to two
large teaspoonsflil of minced parsley, add a slight squeeze of lemon-juice,

a little cayenne, and then the eggs.

Veal gravy, 4 pint; flour, IJ oz. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; minced parsley, 1

dessertspoonful ; lemon-juice, 1 teaspoonfiil ; little cayenne ; eggs, 3 to 4.

ENGLISH WHITE SAUCE.

Boil softly in half a pint of well-flavoured pale veal gTavy a few very
thin strips of fresh lemon-rind, for just sufficient time to give their fla-

vour to it; stir in a thickening of arrow-root, or of flour and butter; add
salt if needed, and mix with the gravy a quarter-pint of boiling cream.

Good pale veal gravy, J pint ; third of rind of 1 lemon : 15 to 20 mi-
nutes. 'Freshly pounded mace, third of saltspoonful ; butter, 1 to 2 ozs.;

flour, 1 teaspoonfiil (or arrow-root an equal quantity) ; cream, J pint
06*.—^For the best kind of white sauce, see bechamek

VERT COMMON WHITE SAUCE.

The neck and the feet of a fowl, nicely cleaned, and stewed down in

half a pint of water, until it is reduced to less than a quarter-pint, with
a thin strip or two of lemon-rind, a small blade of mace, a small branch
or two of parsley, a little salt, and half a dozen corns of pepper, then
strained, thickened, and flavoured by the preceding receipt, and mixed
with something more than half the quantity of cream, will answer for

this sauce extremely well ; and if it be added, when made, to the liver

of the chicken, previously boiled for six minutes in the gravy, then
bruised to a smooth paste, and passed through a sieve, it will become an
excellent liver sauce. A little strained lemon-juice is generally added
to it when it is ready to serve : it should be stirred very briskly in.

DUTCH SAUCE.

Put into a small saucepan the yolks of three fresh eggs, the juice of
a large lemon,' three ounces of butter, a little salt and nutmeg, and a
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wineglassful of water. Hold the saucepan over a clear fire, and keep
the sauce stirred until it nearly boils : a little cayenne may be added.
The safest way of making all sauces that will curdle by being allowed
to boil, is to put them into a jar, and to set the jar over the fire, in a
saucepan of boiling water, and then to stir the ingredients constantly
until tlie sauce is thickened sufficiently to serve.

Yolks of eggs, 3; juice, 1 lemon; butter, 3 ozs.; little salt and nut-
meg ; water, 1 wineglassful ; cayenne at pleasure.

Obs.—A small cupful of veal gravy, mixed with plenty of blanched
and chopped parsley, may be used instead of water for this sauce, when
it is to be served witli boiled veal, or with calf's head.

FRICASSEE SAUCE.

Stir briskly, but by degrees, to the well beaten yolks of two large, oi
of three small fresh eggs, half a pint of common English white sauce;
put it again into the saucepan, give it a shake over the fire, but be ex-
tremely careful not to allow it to boil, and just before it is served stir in
a. dessertspoonful of strained lemon-juice. When meat or chickens are
fricasseed, they should be lifted from the saucepan with a slice, drained
on it from the sauce, and laid into a very hot dish before the eggs are
added, and when these are just set, the sauce should be poured on them.

BREAD SAUCE.

Pour quite boiling on half a pint of the finest bread-crumbs, an equal
measure of new milk ; cover them closely with a plate, and let the sauce
remain for twenty or thirty minutes

;
put it then into a delicately clean

saucepan, with a small saltspoonful of salt, half as much pounded mace,
a little cayenne, and about an ounce of fresh butter; keep it stirred con-
stantly over a clear fire for a few minutes, then mix with it a couple of
spoonsful of good cream, give it a boil, and serve it immediately. When
cream is not to be had, an additional spoonfiil or two of milk must be
used; and as the sauce ought to be perfectly smooth, it is better to

shake the crumbs through a cullender before the milk is poured to them

;

they should be of stale bread, and very lightly grated. As some will

absorb more liquid than others, the cook must increase a little the above
proportion, should it be needed. Equal parts of milk and of thin cream
make an excellent bread sauce : more butter can be used to enrich it

when it is liked.

Bread-crumbs and new milk, each ^ pint (or any other measure) •

soaked 20 to 30 minutes, or more. Salt, small saltspoonful ; mace, half

as much ; little cayenne ; butter, 1 oz. : boiled 4 to 5 minutes. 2 to 4
spoonsful of good cream (or milk): 1 minute. Or: bread-crumbs, ^
pint; milk and cream, each ^ pint; and from 2 to 4 spoonsful of either

in addition.

06s.---Very pale, strong veal gravy is sometimes poured on the

bread-crumbs, instead of milk; and these, after being soaked, are

boiled extremely dry, and then brought to the proper consistency with
rich cream. The gravy may be highly flavoured with mushrooms
when this is done.

BREAD SAUCE WITH ONION.

Put into a very clean saucepan nearly half a pint of fine bread

rrumbs, and the white part of a largo mild onion, cut into quarters,

6
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pour to these three quarters of a pint of new milk, and boil them very

gently, keeping them often stirred, until the onion, is perfectly tender,

which will be in from forty minutes to an hour. Press the whole

through a hair-sieve, which should be as clean as possible ; reduce the

sauce by quick boiling, should it be too thin ; add a seasoning of salt

and grated nutmeg, an ounce of butter, and four spoonsful of cream,

and when it is of the proper thickness, dish, and send it quickly to

table.

Bread-crumbs, nearly ^ pint; white part of 1 large mild onion ; new
milk, I pint: 40 to 60 minutes. Seasoning of salt and grated nutmeg;
butter, 1 oz. ; cream, 4 tablespoonsful : to be boiled till of a proper con-

sistency.

Ohs.—This is an excellent sauce for those who like a subdued fla-

vour of onion in it ; but as many persons object to any, the cook should

ascertain whether it be liked before she follows this receipt.

COMMON LOBSTER SAUCE.

Add to half a pint of good melted butter, a tablespoonful of essence

of anchovies, a small half-saltspoonful of freshly pounded mace, aiid

less than a quarter one of cayenne. If a couple of spoonsful of cream
are at hand, stir them to the sauce when it boils; then put in the flesh

of the tail and claws of a small lobster cul into dice (or any other form)

of equal size. Keep the saucepan by the side of the fire until the fish

is quite heated through, but do not let the sauce boil again : serve it

very hot. A small quantity can be made on occasion with the remains

of a lobster which has been served at table.'

Melted butter, J pint; essence of anchovies,* 1 tablespoonful
;
pound

ed mace, small j saltspoonfiil ; less than I one of cayenne ; cream (if

added), 2 tablespoonsful ; flesh of small lobster.

GOOD LOBSTER SAUCE.

Select for this a perfectly fresh hen lobster ; split the tail carefully,

and take out the! inside coral
; pound half of it in a mortar very smoothly

with less than an ounce of butter, rub it through a hair-sieve, and put

it aside. Cut the firm flesh of the fish into dice of not less than half

an inch in size ; and when these are ready, make as much good melted
butter as will supply the quantity of sauce required for table, and if to

be served with a turbot, or other large fish, to a numerous company, let

it be plentifully provided. Season it well witli cayenne, mace, and
salt; add to it a few spoonsful of rich cream, and then mix a small poi

tion of it very gradually with the pounded coral ; when this is suffi-

ciently liquefied, pour it into the sauce, and stir the whole well to-

gether
;
put in immediately the flesh of the fish, and heat the sauce

thoroughly by the side of the fire, without allowing it to boil, for if it

should do so its fine colour would be destroyed. The whole of the

coral may be used for the sa.yice when no portion of it is required for

other purposes.

GOOD OYSTER SAUCE.

At the moment they are wanted for use, open three dozens of fine

plump native oysters; save carefully and strain their liquor, rinse them

* Anchovies, fVom which this ewence is mnde, are amal] sea-fish, not known in
America Tiie flavouring iimat therefore be dispensed with.
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separately in it, put them into a very clean saut epan, strain the liquor
again, and pour it tj them ; heat them slowly, at d keep them from one
to two minutes at the simmering point, without allowing them to boil,
as that will render them hard. Litt them out and beard them neatly

;

add to the liquor three ounoes of butter, smoothly mixed with a large
dessertspoonful of flour ; stir tlieee without ceasing until they boil, and
are perfectly mixed ; then add* to them gradually a quarter-pint, or
rather more, of new milk, or of thin cream (or equal parts of both),
and continue the stirring until the sauce boils again ; add a little salt,
should it be needed, and a small quantity of cayenne in the finest pow-
der

; put in the oysters, and keep the saucepan by the side of the fire,

until the whole is thoroughly hot, and begins to simmer, then turn the
sauce into a well-heated tureen, and send it immediately to table.

Small plump oysters, 3 dozens ; butter, 3 ozs ; flour, 1 large desert-
spoonful

; the oyster-liquor; milk or cream, full ^ pint- little salt and
cayenne.

COMMON OYSTER SAUCE.

Prepare and plump two dozens of oysters as directed in the receipt
above; add their strained liquor to a quarter-pint of t/iicS: mdted butter
made with milk, or with half milk and half water; stir the whole untij

it boils, put in the oysters, and when they are quite heajed through,
send the sauce to table without delay. Some persons like a little cay-
enne and essence of anchovies added to it when it is served with fish

;

others prefer the unmixed flavour of the oysters.

Oysters, 2 dozens ; their liquor ; melted butter, \ pint (Little cay-
enne and 1 desertspoonfijl of essence of anchovies when liked.)

CREAM SAUCE FOR FISH.

Knead very smoothly together with a strong Waded knife, a large
teaspoonful of flour with three ounces of good butter; stir them in a
very clean saucepan or stewpan, over a gentle fire until the butter is

dissolved, then throw in a little salt, and some cayenne, give the whole
one minute's simmer, and add, very gradually, halfa pint of good cream

;

keep the sauce constantly stirred until it boils, then mix with it a dessert-

spoonful of essence of anchovies, and half as much vinegar or lemon-
juice. The addition of shelled shrimps, or lobster cut in dice, will con

vert this at once into a most excellent sauce of either. Pounded mace
may be added to it with the cayenne ; and it may be thinned with a

few spoonsful of milk should it be too thick. Omit the essence of an-

chovies, and mix with it some parsley boiled very green, and minced,

and it becomes a good sauce for boiled poultry.

Butter, 3 ozs. ; flour, 1 large teaspoonful : 2 to 3 minutes. Cream,

J pint ; essence of anchovies, 1 large dessertspoonful (more if liked)

;

vinegar or lemon-juice, 1 teaspoonful ; salt, J saltspoonful.

SHARP MAiTRE d'hotel SAUCE
;
{English Receipt.)

For a rich sauce of this kind, mix a dessertspoonful of flour with fom

ounces of good butter, but with from two to three ounces only for com-

mon occasions; knead them together until they resemble a smooth

oaste, then proceed exactly as for the sauce above, but substitute good

Dale veal gravy, or strong, pure-flavoured veal broth, or shin of beef

stock (which, if well made, has little colour), for the cream ; and wher
these have boiled for two or three minutes, stir in a tablpspoonful of
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common vinegar, and one of Chili vinegar, with as much cayenne as

will flavour the sauce well, and salt, should it b§ needed ; throw in

from two to tliree dessertspoonsful of finely-minced parsley, give the

whole a boil, and it will be ready to serve. A tablespoonfiil of mush-
room catsup or of Harvey's sauce may be added with the vinegar, when
the colour of the sauce is immaterial. It may be served with boiled

calf's head, or with boiled eels with good effect; and, as we have
directed in another part of this volume, various kinds of cold meat and

fish may be re-warmed for table in it. With a little more flour, and a

flavouring of essence of anchovies, it will make, without parsley, an ex-

cellent sauce for these last, when they are first dressed.

Butter, 2 to 4 ozs. ; flour, one dessertspoonful
;
pale veal gravy oi

strong broth, or shin of beef stock, ^ pint ; cayenne ; salt, if needed

,

common vinegar, 1 tablespoonful ; Chili vinegar, 1 tablespoonful. (Cat
sup or Harvey's sauce, according to circumstances.)

FRENCH MAITRE d'hOTEL,* OR STEWARD'S SAUCE.

Add to half a pint of rich, pale veal gravy, well thickened with the

white roux of page 93, a good seasoning of pepper, salt, minced parsley,

and lemon-juice ; or make the thickeaing with a small tablespoonfiil of

flour, and a couple of ounces of butter ; keep these stirred constantly

over a very*gentle fire from ten to fifteen minutes, then pour to thera

the gravy, boiling, in small portions, mixing the whole well as it is

added, and letting it boil up between each, for unless this be done, the

butter will be likely to float upon the surface. Simmer the sauce for a

few minutes, and skim it well, then add salt should it be needed, a tole-

rable seasoning of pepper or of cayenne, in fine powder, fi-om two to

three teaspoonsfiil of minced parsley, and the strained juice of a small

lemon. For some dishes, this sauce is thickened with the yolks of eggs,

about four to thfe pint. The French work into their sauces generally a
small bit of fresh butter, just before they are taken fi-om the fire, to give
them mellowness: this is done usually for the Maitre d'Hotel.

THE lady's sauce; (Jar fish.')

Pound to a very smooth paste the inside coral of a lobster with a small

slice of butter, and some cayenne ; rub it through a hair-sieve, gather it

together, and mix it very smoothly with flrom half to three-quarters of
a pint of sauce tournee, or of cream fish-sauce, previously well seasoned
with cayenne and salt, and moderately with pounded mace ; bring it to

the point of boiling only, stir in quickly, but gradually, a tablespoonful

of strained lemon-juice, and serve it very hot. When neither cream
nor gravy is at hand, substitute rich melted butter, mixed with a des-
sertspoonful or two of essence of anchovies, and well seasoned. The
fine colour of the coral will be destroyed by boiling. This sauce, which
the French call Sauce a I'Aurore, may be served with brill, boiled soles,

grey mullet, and some few other kinds of fish: it is quickly made when
the lobster butter of Chapter XIV. is in the house.

Coral of lobster, pounded ; cream-sauce, or sauce tournee (thickened
pale veal gravy), J to j pint; lemon-juice, 1 tablespoonfiil; salt, cay-
enne, and mace, as needed. Or : rich melted butter, instead of other
dance ; essence ofanchovies,2 dessertspoonsfiil ; other seasoning, as ibovu

* Tbe Mdiire d'Hotel is, properly, the House Stacard,
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Obs.-—The proportion of spices here must, of course, depend on che
flavouring whicli tlje gravy or sauce may have already received.

GENEVEVE SAUCE, OR SAUCE GENEVOISB.

Cut into dice three ounces of the lean of a well-flavoured ham, and
put them with half a small carrot, four cloves, a blade of mace, two or
three very small sprigs of lemon-thyme, and of parsley, and rather more
than an ounce of hutter into a stewpan, just simmer them from three-

quarters of an hour to a whole hour, then stir in a teaspoonful of flour

;

continue the slow stewing for about five minutes, and pour in by de-

grees a pint of good boiling veal gravy, and let the sauce again simmer
softly for nearly an hour. Strain it off, heat it in a clean saucepan, and
when it boils, stir in a wineglassful and a half of good sherry or Ma-
deira, two tablespoonsful of lemon-juice, some cayenne, a little salt if

needed, and a small tablespoonful of flour, very smoothly mixed with
two ounces of butter. Give the whole a boil after the thickening is

added, pour a portion of the sauce over the fish (it is served principally

with salmon and trout), and send the remainder very hot to table in a
tureen.

Lean of ham, 3 ozs. ; J small carrot; 4 to 6 cloves; mace, 1 large

blade ; thyme and parsley, 3 or 4 small sprigs of each ; butter, 1 to I4
02.: .50 to 60 minutes. Veal gravy, 1 pint: -| to 1 hour. Sherry or

Madeira, IJ glassful; lemon-juice, 2 tablespoonsful; seasoning of cay-

enne and salt; flour, 1 tablespoonful; butter, 2 ozs. : 1 minute.

Obs.—A teaspoonful or more of essence of anchovies is usually added
to the sauce, though it is scarcely required.

SAUCE ROBERT.

Cut into small dice four or five large onions, and brown them in a

Btewpan with three ounces of butter, and a dessertspoonful of flour.

When of a deep yellow brown, pour to them half a pint of beef or of

veal gravy, and let them simmer for fifteen minutes ; skim the sauce,

add a seasoning of salt and pepper, and, at the moment of serving, mix
in a dessertspoonful of made-mustard.

Large onions, 4 or 5 ; butter, 3 ozs. ; flour, dessertspoonful : 10 to 15

minutes. Gravy, i pint : 15 minutes. Mustard, dessertspoonful.

SAUCE PIftUANTE.

Brown lightly, in an ounce and a half of butter, a tablespoonful of

minced eschalots, or three of onions ; add a teaspoonful of flour when
they are partially done ;

pour to them half a pint of gravy or of good

broth, and when it boils, add three chilies, a bay-leaf, and a very small

bunch of thyme. Let these simmer for twenty minutes; take out the

thyme and bay-leaf, add a high seasoning of black pepper, and half a

wineglassful of the best vinegar. A quarter-teaspoonful of cayenne

may be substituted for the chilies.

Eschalots, 1 tablespoonful, or three of onions ; flour, 1 teaspoonfial;

butter, 14 oz. : 10 to 15 minutes. Gravy or broth, ^ pint; chilies 3;

bay-leaf; thyme, small bunch : 20 minutes. Pepper, plenty ; vinegar,

i wineglassflil.

KSCELLBNT HORSERADISH SAUCE ;
(to Serve hot or cold with roast beef.)

Wash and wipe a stick of young horseradish, gn te it as small as
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possible on a fine grater, then with two ounces (or a couple of large

tablespoonsful) of it, mix a small teaspoonful of salt, and four table-

spoonsful of good cream ; stir in briskly and by degrees, three dessert-

spoonsful of vinegar. To heat the sauce, put it into a small and deli-

cately clean saucepan, hold it over, but do not place it upon the fire,

and stir it without intermission until it is near the point of simmering,

but do not allow it to boil, or it will curdle instantly.

Horseradish pulp, 2 ozs. (or, 2 large tablespoonsful) ; salt, 1 teaspoon-

fijl
;
good cream, 4 tablespoonsful ; vinegar, 3 dessertspoonsfijl.

06s.—Common English salad-mixture is Often added to the grated

Horseradish when the sauce is to be served cold.

HOT HORSERADISH SAUCE
;
[to Serve with boiled or stewed meat, or fish.)

Mix three ounces of young, tender, grated horseradish with half a

pint of good brown gravy, and let it stand by the side of the fire until it

is on the point of boiling; add salt if required, a teaspoonful of made-

mustard, and a dessertspoonful of garlic or of eschalot vinegar, if at

hand; if not, twice as much common vinegar for it.

Some, cooks stew the horseradish in vinegar for ten minutes, and

after having d -ained it from this, mix it with nearly half a pint of thick

melted butter.

Horseradisli, grated, 3 ozs. ; brown gravy, J pint; made-mustard, 1

teaspoonful ; eschalot or garlic vinegar, 1 dessertspoonful (or common
vinegar, twice as much).

CHRISTOPHER NORTh's OWN SAUCE FOR MANY MEATS.

Throw into a small basin a heaped saltspoonful ofgood cayenne pep-

per, in very fine powder, and half the quantity of salt ; * add a small

dessertspoonful of well-refined, pounded and sifted ^gar; mix these

thoroughly ; then pour in a tablespoonful of the strained juice of a fresh

lemon, two of Harvey's sauce, a teaspoonful of the very best mushroom
catsup (or of cavice), and three tablespoonsful, or a small wineglassful,

of port wine. Heat the sauce by placing the basin in a saucepan of
boiling water, or turn it into a jar, and place this in the water. Serve
it directly it is ready with geese or ducks, tame or wild ; roast pork,

venison, fawn, a grilled blade-bone, or any other broil.. A slight flavour

of garlic or eschalot vinegar may be given to it at pleasure. Many
persons use it with fish. It is good cold ; and, if bottled directly it is

made, may be stored for several days. It is the better for being mixed
some hours before it is served. The proportion of cayenne may be

doubled when a very pungent sauce is desired.

Good cayenne pepper in fine powder, 1 heaped saltspoonful; salt,

half as much; pounded sugar, 1 small dessertspoonful; strained lemon-
juice, 1 tablespoonful; Harvey's sauce, 2 tablespoonsful; best mush-
room catsup, 1 teaspoonful ; port wine, 3 tablespoonsful, or small wine
glassful. (Little eschalot, or garlic-vinegar at pleasure.)

Obs.—This sauce is exceedingly good when mixed with the brown
gravy of a hash or stew, or with that which is served with game or

other dishes.

POOR man's sauce
;
{served with Turkey Poults.)

Mix with four tablespoonsful of minced onions, half a teaspoonfiil of

* CharacteristicaUy, the salt of this sauce ought, perhaps, to prevail more s ongly
over the suffar, but it- will be found for most tastes sullicieiitly piquant as it is.
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salt, nearly as much pepper, two tablespoonsful of Water, and three of
good sharp vinegar. Boil the sauce for a few minutes, and serve it

hot; or send it to table cold, when it is liked so. Vinegar may en-
tirely supply the place of the water in this case, and a spoonful or two
of oil may be mixed with it. A small desertapoonfiil of minced parsley
is likewise sometimes mixed with the onions. Their strong flavour

may be in some measure weakened by steeping them for an hour or
more in a pint of cold water after they are minced.

8\I.LAD DRESSING.

For a salad of moderate size pound very smoothly the yolks of two
hard-boiled eggs with a small teaspoonful of unmade mustard, half as

much sugar in fine powder, and a saltspoonful of salt. Mix gradually
with these a small cup of cream, or the same quantity of very pure oil,

and two tablespoonsfiil of vinegar. More salt and acid can be added at

pleasure ; but the latter usually predominates too much in English
salads. A few drops of cayenne vinegar will improve this receipt.

Hard yolks of eggs, 2 ; unmade mustard, 1 small teaspoonful ; sugar,

half as much; salt, 1 saltspoonful; cream or oil, small cupful; vinegar,

2 tablespoonsful.

Obs. 1.—To some tastes a teaspoonful or more of eschalot vinegar

would be an acceptable addition to this sauce, which may be otherwise

varied in numberless ways. Cucumber-vinegar may be substituted for

other, and small quantities of soy, cavice, essence of anchovies, or cat-

sup niay in turn be used to flavour the compound. The salad-bowl too

may be rubbed with a cut clove of garlic, to give the whole composition

a veiy slight flavour of it. The eggs should be boiled for fifteen

minutes, and allqjyed to become quite cold always before they are

pounded, or the mixture will not be smooth: if it should curdle, which

it will sometimes do, if not carefully made, add to it the yolk of a very

fresh unboiled egg.

Obs. 2.—As we have before had occasion to remark, garlic, when
very sparingly and judiciously used, imparts a remarkably fine savour

to a sauce or gravy, and neither a strong nor a coarse one, as it does

when used in larger quantities. The veriest morsel (or, as the French

call it, a mere soupqnn) of the root is suflicient to give this agreeable

piquancy, but unless the proportion be extremely small, the effect will

be quite different. The Italians dress their salads upon a round of deli-

cately toasted bread, which is rubbed with garlic, saturated with oil,

and sprinkled with cayenne, before it is laid into the bowl : they also

eat the bread thus prepared, but with less of oil, and untoasted often be-

fore their meals, as a digester.

FRENCH SALAD DRESSING.

Stir a saltspoonful of salt and half as much pepper into a large spoon-

ful of oil, and when the salt is dissolved, mix with them four additional

spoonsful of oil, and pour the whole over the salad ; let it be well turned,

and then add a couple of spoonsful of vinegar; mix the whole thoroughly

and serve it without delay. The salad should not be dressed in this

way until the instant before it is wanted for table: the proportions of

salt and pepper can be increased at pleasure, and common, or cucumbttr

vineo-ar may be substituted for the tarragon, which, hjwever is more

frequently used in France than any other
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Salt, 1 spoonful
;
pepper, 4 as much; oil, 5 salad-spoonsful ; tarragon,

or other vinegar, 2 spoonsful.

OUR OWN S\UCE FOR SALAD OR COLD MEAT.

Mix with the yolks of two very fresh unboiled eggs a half-saltspoon-

ful of salt, a third as mucli of cayenne, and a slight grating of nutmeg

;

then stir very gradually to them three tablespoonsful. of oil of the finest

quality working the sauce like the Mayonnaise; and when it is per-

fectly smooth, add three spoonsful of good meat-jelly, and two of cucum-
ber-vinegar. The shin of beef stock for gravies, which will be strongly

jellied when cold, will answer very well for this sauce when no richer

is at hand.

MAYONNAISE
;
(o very fine sauce for cold mAit, poultry, fish, or salad .)

Put into a large basin the yolks only of two fine and very fresh eggs,

carefully Breed ft-om the germs, with a little salt and cayenne; stir

these well together, then add about a teaspoonfii! of the purest salad

oil, and work the mixture round with a wooden spoon until it appears

like cream. Pour in by slow degrees nearly half a pint of oil, con-

tinuing at each interval to work the sauce as at first until it resumes

the smoothness of a custard, and not a particle of the oil remains visi-

ble ; then add a couple of tablespoonsful of plain or of tarragon vine-

gar, and one of cold water to whiten the sauce. A bit of clear veal

jelly the size of an egg will improve it greatly ; and a morsel of garlic

not larger than a pea, bruised as fine as possible, wU give it a very

agreeable relish, even to persons to whom garlic generally is distaste-

fiil. In lieu of this, a few drops of eschalot vinegar may be stirred in

;

and the flavour may be varied with lemon-juice, and cucumber, or Chili

vinegar at choice. The reader who may have a prejudice against the

unboUed eggs which enter into the composition of the Mayonnaise, will

find that the most festidious taste would not detect their being raw, if

the sauce be well made ; and persons who dislike oil may partake of it

in this form, without being aware of its presence, provided always that

it be perfectly fresh, and pure in flavour, for otherwise it is easily per-

ceptible.

Yolks of fresh unboiled eggs, 2 ; salt, ^ saltspoonful or rather more

;

cayenne ; oil, fiiU third of pint ; common, or tarragon vinegar, 2 table-

spoonsfiil ; cold water, 1 tablespoonful
;
garlic, morsel size of pea (or

few drops of eschalot vinegar). Meat jelly (if at hand), size of an
egg-

Obs.—When a much larger proportion of vinegar is liked, a third

yolk of egg should be used, or the sauce will be too thin. It is some-
times coloured green wjth the juice of parsley, and other herbs. A
spoonful or two of cold bechamel, or of good white sauce, is always an
'mprovement to it.

FENNEL SAUCE.

Strip from the stems, wash very clean, and boil quickly in salt and
water until it is quite tender, a handful of young fennel ; press the

water well from it, mince it very small, and mix it gradually with the

quantity of melted butter required for table.

Fennel, small handful : 10 minutes, or until quite tender. MeltP^
butter^ i to ^ pint ; little salt.
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Obs.—^The French use good pale veal gravy thickened with flour

and butter for this sauce.

PARSLEY AND BUTTER.

Proceed exactly as for the fennel, but boil the parsley four or five

minutes less ; and be careful to press the water from it thoroughly. For
an improved sauce, substitute bechamel or white melted butter for the

common melted butter.

Melted butter, or thickened veal gravy, third of pint
;
parsley, boiled

and minced, 1 dessertspoonful.

GOOSEBERRY SAUCE FOR MACKEREL.

Cut the stalks and tops from half to a whole pint of quite young
gooseberries, wa^h them well, just cover them with cold water and
boil them very gently indeed until they are tender; drain them well,

and mix with them a small quantity of melted butter made with rather

less flour than usual. Some eaters prefer the mashed gooseberries

without any addition ; others like that of a little ginger. The best way
of making this sauce is to turn the gooseberries into a hair-sieve to

drain, then to press them through it with a wooden spoon, and to stir

them in a clean stewpan or saucepan over the fire with from half to a
whole teaspoonfiil of sugar, just to soflen their extreme acidity, and a
bit of fresh butter about the size of a walnut. When the fruit is not

passed through the sieve it is an improvement to seed it.

COMMON SORREL SAUCE.

Strip from the stalks and the large fibres, from one to a couple of
quarts of freshly-gathered sorrel ; wash it very clean, and put it into a
well-tinned stewpan or saucepan (or into a German enamelled one,

which vifould be fer better), without any water ; add to it a small slice

of good butter, some pepper and salt, and stew it gently, keeping it well

stirred, until it is exceedingly tender, that it may not burn ; then drain

it on a sieve, or press the liquid well from it ; chop it as fine as possi-

ble ; and boil it again for a few minutes with a spoonfiil or two of

gravy, or the same quantity of cream or milk, mixed with a half-tea-

epoonful of flour, or with only a fresh slice of good butter. The beaten

yolk of an egg or two stirred in just as the sorrel is taken from the file

will soften the sauce greatly, and a saltspoonful of pounded sugar will

also be an improvement.

ASPARAGUS SAUCE, POR LAMB CHOPS.

Cut the green tender points of some young asparagus into half-inch

lengths, wash them well, drain and throw them into plenty of boiling

salt and water. When they are quite tender, which may be in from

ten to fifteen minutes, turn them into a hot strainer and drain the water

thoroughly from them
;
put them, at the instant of serving, into half a

pint of thickened veal gravy (see Sauce Tournee), mixed with the

yolks of a couple of eggs, and well seasoned with salt and cayenne, or

white pepper ; or, into an equal quantity of good melted butter : add to

this last a squeeze of lemon-juice. The asparagus will become yellow

if reboiled, or if left long in the sauce before it is served.

Asparagus points, J pint : boiled 10 to 15 minutes, longer if not quite

tender. Thickened veal gravy, ^ pint
;
yolks of eggs, 2. Or : good
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melted butter, i pint; lemon-juice, small dessertspoonful, seasoning ot

salt and white pepper. '

GKEEN MINT SAUCE, FOR ROA.ST LAMB.

The mint for this sauce should be fresh and young, for the leaves

when old are tough. Strip them from the stems, wash them with great

nicety, and drain them on a sieve or dry them in a cloth. Chop them
very fine, put them into a sauce-tureen, and to three heaped table-,

spoonsful of the mint add two of pounded sugar ; mix them well, and
then add gradually six tablespoonsful of good vinegar. The sauce
made thus is excellent, but Lisbon sugar can be used for it when pre-

ferred, and all the proportions can be varied to the taste. It is com-
monly served too liquid, and ndt sufficiently sweetened ; and it will be
found much more wholesome, and generally far more palatable made by
this receipt.

Young mint minced, 3 heaped tablespoonsful; pounded sugar, 2 ta-

blespoonsful ; vinegar, 6 tablespoonsful.

CAPER SAVCE.

Stir into the third of a pint of good melted butter from three to foui

dessertspoonsful of capers ; add a little of the vinegar, and dish the
sauce as soon as it boils. .Keep it stirred after the berries are added

:

part of them may be minced, and a little Chili vinegar substituted for

their own. Pickled nasturtiums make a very good sauce, and their fla-

vour is sometimes preferred to that of the capers. Tor a large joint,

increase the quantity of butter to half a pint.

Melted butter, third of pint ; capers, 3 to 4 dessertspoonsfijl.

BROWN CAPER SAUCE. ^
Thicken half a pint of good veal or beef gravy as directed for Sauce

Tournee, and add to it two tablespoonsful of capers, and a dessertspoon-
ful of the pickle liquor, or of Chili vinegar, with some cayenne if the
former be used, and a proper seasoning of salt.

Thickened veal, or beef gravy, i pint; capers, 2 tablespoonsful;
caper-liquor or Chili vinegar, 1 dessertspoonful.

CAPER SAUCE FOR FISH.

To nearly half a pint of very rich melted butter add six spoonsful of
strung veal gravy or jelly, a tablespoonful of essence of anchovies, and
some Chili vinegar or cayenne. When there is no gravy at hand sub-
stitute a half wineglassful of mushroom catsup, or of Harvey's sauce

;

though these deepen the colour more than is desirable.

COMMON CUCUMBER SAUCE.

Pare, slice, dust slightly with pepper, and with flour, two or three
young cucumbers, and fi:y them a fine brown, in a little butter, or dis-
solve an ounce and a half in a small stewpan, or iron saucepan, and
shake them in it over a brisk fire fi'om twelve to fifteen minutes; pour
to them, by degrees, nearly half a pint of strong beef broth, or of brown
gravy ; add salt, and more pepper if required ; stew the whole for five
minutes, and send the sauce very hot to table. A minced onion may
be browned with the cucumbers when it is likpd; and a spoonful pf vine-
gar added to the'u before they are served,
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Cucumbers, 2 or 3 ; butter, 1 J oz. ; brotli or gravy, nearly i pint , salt, *•

pepper.

ANOTHiai COMMON SAUCE OP CUCUMBERS.

Cucumbers which have the fewest seeds are best for this sauce. Pare
and slice a couple, or three, should they be small, and put them into a
saucepan, in which two ounces, or rather more, of butter have been dis-

solved, and are beginning to boil ; place them high over the fire, that
they may stew as softly as possible without taking colour, for three-

quarters of an hour, or longer should they require it; add to them a good
seasoning of white pepper, and some salt, when they are half done, and
just before they are served stir to them half a teaspoonful of flour, mixed
with a morsel of butter; stew in some minced parsley, give it a boil,

and finish with a spoonful of good vinegar.

WHITE CUCUMBER SAUCE.

Quarter some young quickly grown cucumbers, without many seeds

in them ; empty them of these, and take off the rinds. Cut them into

inch lengths, and boil them from fifteen to eighteen minutes in salt and
waier; squeeze, and work them through a sieve; mix them with a few
spoonsful of beciiamel, or thick white sauce ; do not let them boil again,

but serve them very hot. A sauce of better flavour is made by boiling

the cucumbers in veal gravy well seasoned, and stirring in the beaten
yolks of two or three eggs, and a little vinegar or lemon-juice, at the

instant of serving. Another also of cucumbers sliced, and stewed in

butter, but without being at all browned, and then boiled in pale veal

gravy, which must be thickened with rich cream, is excellent. A mor-
gel of sugar improves this sauce.

Cucumbers, 3 : 15 to 18 minutes. White sauce, i pint

WHITE MUSHROOM SAUCE.

Cut ofi^the stems closely from half a pint of small button mushrooms;
clean them with a little salt and a bit of flannel, and throw them into

cold water, slightly salted, as they are done ; drain them well, or dry

them in a soft cloth, and throw them into half a pint of boiling bechamel

(see page 93), or of white sauce made with very fi-esh milk, or thin

cream, thickened with a tablespoonful of flour, aiid two ounces of butter.

Simmer the mushrooms from ten to twenty minutes, or until they are

quite tender, and dish the sauce, which should be properly seasoned

with salt, mace, and cayenne.

Mushrooms, i pint ; white sauce, ^ pint ; seasoning of salt, mace, and

cayenne : 10 minutes.

ANOTHER MUSHROOM SAUCE.

Prepare from half to a whole pint of very small mushroom-buttons

with great nicety, and throw them into as much sauce tournee ; when

they are tender add a few spoonsful of rich cream, give the whole a

bojl, and serve it. Either of these sauces may be sent to table with

boiled poultry, breast of veal, or veal-cutlets: the sauce tournee should

be thickened rather more than usual 'shen it is to be used in this re-

ceipt.

Mushrooms and sauce tournee eachi i to whole pint : stewed till ten-

der. Cream, 4 to 8 tablespoonsful.
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BROWN MUSHROOM SAUCE.

Very small flaps, peeled and freed entirely from the fin, will answer

for this sauce. Leave them whole, or quarter them, and stew them
tender in some rich brown gravy

;
give a fiiU seasoning of mace and

cayenne, add thiclcening, and salt if needed, and a tablespoonful of

good mushroom catsup.

COMMON TOMATA SAUCE.

Tomatas are so juicy when ripe, that they require but little liquid to

) educe them to a proper consistency for sauce; and they vary so ex-

ceedingly in size and quality that it is difficult to give precise direc-

tions for the exact quantity which is needed for them. Take off' the

stalks, halve the tomatas, and gently squeeze out the seeds and wa-
tery pulp ; then stew them softly with a few spoonsful of gravy or of

strong broth until they are quite melted. Press the whole through a

hair-sieve, and heat it afresh with a little additional gravy should it be

too thick, and some cayenne, and salt. Serve it very hot.

Fine ripe tomatas, 6 or 8 ;
gravy or strong broth, 4 tablespoonsful : i

to j hour, or longer if needed. Salt and cayenne sufficient to season

the sauce, and two or three spoonsftil more of gravy if required.

06s.—For a large tureen of this sauce, increase the proportions; and
should it be at first too liquid, reduce it by quick boiling. When nei-

ther gravy nor broth is at hand, the tomatas may be stewed perfectly

tender, but very gently, in a couple of ounces of butter, with some cay-

enne and salt only, or with the addition of a very little finely minced
onion; then rubbed through a sieve, and heated, and served without

any addition, or with only that of a teaspoonful of vinegar ; or, when
the colour is not a principal consideration, with a few spoonsful of rich

cream, smoothly mixed with a little- flour to prevent its curdling. The
sauce must be stirred without ceasing should the last be added, and
boiled for four or five minutes.

A FINER TOMATA SAUCE.

Stew very gently a dozen fine red tomatas, prepared as for the pre-

ceding receipt, with two or three sliced eschalots, four or five chilies,

or a capsicum or two, or in lieu of either, with a quarter-teaspoonful of
cayenne pepper, a few small dice of lean ham, and half a cupful of rich
gravy. Stir these often, and when the tomatas are reduced quite to a
smooth pulp, press them through a sieve

; put them into a clean sauce-

pan, with a few spoonsful more of rich gravy, or Espagiiole, add salt,

if needed, boil the sauce, stirring it well, for ten minutes, and serve it

very hot. When the gravy is exceedingly good, and highly flavoured,

the ham may be omitted : a dozen small mushrooms, nicely cleaned,

may also be sliced, and stewed with the tomatas, instead of the escha-
lots, when their flavour is preferred, or they may be added with them.
The exact proportion of liquid used is immaterial, for should the sauce
be too thin, it may be reduced by rapid boiling, and diluted with more
gravy if too thick.

BOILED APPLE SAUCE.

Apples of a fine cooking sort require but a very small portion of
liquid to boil down well and smoothly for sauce, if placed over a gentle
fire in a close-shutting saucepan, and simmered as softly as possib)*.
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until they are well broken ; a id their flavour is injured by the common
mode of adding so much to them, that the greater part must be drained
oft' again before they are sent to table. Pare the fruit quickly, quarter
it, and be careful entirely to remove the cores

; put one tableapoonful
of water into a saucepan before the apples are thrown in ; and proceed,
as we have directed, to simmer them until they are nearly ready to

eerve : finish the sauce by the receipt which follows.

Apples, i lb. ; water, 1 tablespoonful ; slewed very softly : 30 to 60
minutes.

06s.—These proportions are sufficient only for a small tureen of the
eaucc, and should be doubled for a large one.

BAKED APPLE SAUCE ; (g'Oorf.)

Put a tablespoonful of water into a quart basin, and fill it with good
boiluig apples, pared, quartered, and carefully cored : put a plate over,

and set them into a moderate oven for about an hour, or until they are

reduced quite to a pulp ; beat them smooth with a clean wooden spoon,

adding to them a little sugar, and a morsel of fresh butter, when these

are liked, though they will scarcely be required.

The sauce made thus is far superior to that which is boiled. When
no other oven is at hand, a Dutch or an American one would answer
for it.

Grood boiling apples, 1 quart : baked, 1 hour (more or less according

to the quality of the fruit, and tempel-ature of the oven) ; sugar, 1 oz.

;

butter, ^ oz.

BROWN APPLE SATJCE.

Stew gently down to a thick and perfectly smooth marmalade, a

pound of pearmains, or of any other well-flavoured boiling apples, in

about the third of a pint of rich brown gravy : season the sauce rather

highly with black pepper or cayenne, and serve it very hot. Currie

sauce will make an excellent substitute for the gravy when a very

piquante accompaniment is wanted for pork or other rich meats.

Apples pared and cored, 1 lb.
;
good brown gravy, third of pint : j to

H hour. Pepper or cayenne eis needed.

WHITE ONION SAUCE.

Strip the skin from some large white onions, and after having taken

ofi^the tops and roots, cut them in two, throw them into cold water as

they are done, cover them plentifully with more, and boil them very

tender ; lift them out, drain, and then press the water thoroughly from

them ; chop them small, rub them through a sieve or strainer, put them

into a little rich melted butter, mixed with a spoonfiil or two of cream

or milk, add a seasoning of salt, give the sauce a boil, and serve it very

hot. Portugal onions, when they can be obtained, are superior to any

others, both for this and for most other purposes of cookery.

For the finest kind of onion sauce, see Soubise, below.

BROWN ONION SAUCE.

Cut ofi" both ends of the onions, and slice them into a saucepan in

which two ounces of butter have been dissolved ; keep them stewing

over a clear fire until they are lightly coloured ; then pour to them half

a pint ot brown gravy and when they have boiled until they are per-
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fectly tender, work thi sauce altogether through a strainer, season it

with a little cayenne, and serve it very hot.

ANOTHER BROWN ONION SAUCE

Mince the onions, stew them in butter until well coloured, stir in a
dessertspoonful of flour, shake the stewpan over the fire for three or four

minutes, pour in only as much broth or gfavy as will leave the sauce
tolerably thick, season, and serve it.

soubise; (^French Receipt.)

Peel some fine white onions, and trim away all tough and discoloured

parts; mince them small, and throw them into plenty of boiling water;
when they have boiled quickly for five minutes, drain them well in a
sieve, then stew them very softly indeed in an ounce or two of fresh

butter, until they are dry and perfectly tender ; stir to them as much
bechamel as will bring them to the consistency of very thick peas soup;

pass the whole through a strainer, pressing the onion strongly that none
may remain behind, and heat the sauce afresh, without allowing it tc

boil. A small half-teaspoonful of pounded sugar is sometimes added tc

this soubise.

White part of onions, 2 lbs. : blanched 5 minutes. Butter, 2 ozs.

:

30 to 50 minutes. Bechamel, f to 1 pint, or more.

Obs.—These sauces are served more particularly with lamb or mut-
ton cutlets, than with any other meats ; but they would probably find

many approvers if sent to table with roast mutton, or boiled veal. Half
the quantity given above will be sufficient for a moderate-sized dish.

A PINE SAUCE, OR PUREE OF VEGETABLE MARROW.

Pare one or two half grown marrows and cut all the seeds ; take j.

pound of the vegetable, and slice it with one ounce of mild onion, into a
pint of strong veal broth or of pale gravy ; stew them very softly for

nearly or quite an hour J add salt and cayenne, or white pepper, when
they are nearly done; press the whole through a fine and delicately

clean hair-sieve ; heat it afresh, and stir to it when it boils about the
third of a pint of rich cream. Serve it with boiled chickens, stewed or

boiled veal, lamb cutlets, or any other delicate meat. , When to be
served as a puree, aTi additional halfpound of the vegetable must be used

;

and it should be dished with small fried sippets round it. For a maigre
dish, stew the marrow and onion quite tender in butter, and dilute iheir

with half boiling water and half cream.
Vegetable marrow, 1 lb ; mild onion, 1 oz. ; strong broth or pale

gravy, 1 pint: nearly or quite 1 hour. Pepper or cayenne, and salt aa
needed

;
good cream from J to J of pint. For puree, J lb. more o

marrow.

EXCELLENT TURNIP, OR ARTICHOKE SAUCE FOR BOILED MEAT.

Pare, slice, and boil quite tender, some finely-grained mild turnips,

press the water from them thoroughly, and pass them through a sieve.

Dissolve a slice of butter in a clean saucepan, and stir to it a largetea-
spoonful of flour, or mix them smoothly together before they are put in,

and shake the saucepan round until they boil ; pour to them very gra-
dually, nearly a pint of thin cream (or of good milk mixed with a por-
tion of cream,) add the turnips with a halSteaspoonful or more of salt,
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and when the whole is well mixed and very hot, pour it over boiled

mutton, veal, lamb, or poultry. There should be sufficient of the sauce
to cover the meat entirely, and when properly made it improves greatly

the appearance of a joint. A little cayenne tied in a muslin may be
boiled in the milk before it is mixed with the turnips. Jerusalem arti-

chokes make a more delicate sauce of this kind even than turnips ; the

weight of both vegetables must be taken after they are pared.

Pared turnips or artichokes, 1 lb. ; fresh butter, 1^ oz. ; flour, 1 large

leaspoonful (twice as much if all milk be used) ; salt, ^ teaspoonful or

more ; cream, or cream and milk mixed, from | to 1 pint.

CELERY SAUCE.

Slice the white part of from three to five heads of young tender

celery ; peel it if not very y Jung, and boil it in salt and water for twenty
minutes. If for white sauce, put the celery, after it has been well

drained, into half a pint of veal broth or gravy, and let it stew until it ia

quite soft; then add an ounce and a half of butter, mixed with a des-

sertspoonful of flour, and a quarter-pint of thick cream, or the yolks of

three eggs. The French, after boiling the celery, which they cut very

small, for about twenty minutes, drain, and ckop it; then put it with a

slice of butter into a stewpan, and season it with pepper, salt, and nut-

meg ; they keep these stirred over the fire for two or three minutes,

and tiien dredge in a dessertspoonful of flour ; when this has lost its raw
taste, they pour in a sufficiency of white gravy to moisten the celery,

and to allow for twenty minutes' longer boiling. A very good common
celery sauce is made by simply stewing the celery, cut into inch-lengths,

in butter, until it begins to be tender ; and then adding a spoonful of

flour, which must be allowed to brown a little, and half a pint of good
broth or beef gravy, with a seasoning of pepper or cayenne.

Celery, 3 to 5 heads : 20 minutes. Veal broth, or gravy, J pint : 20
to 40 minutes. Butter, 1 J oz. ; flour, 1 dessertspoonful ; cream, J pint,

or three yolks of eggs.

SWEET PUDDING SAUCE.

Boil together for fifteen minutes the thin rind of half a small lemon,

an ounce and a half of fine sugar, and a. wineglassful of water ; then

'xike out the lemon-peel, and mix very smoothly an ounce of butter

with rather more than a half-teaspoonful of flour, stir them round in the

sauce until it has boiled one minute ; next add a wineglassful and a

half of sherry or iMadeira, or two thirds of that quantity and a quarter-

glass of brandy : when quite hot, serve the sauce.

Port-wine sauce is made in the same way, with the addition ofa des-

sertspoonfal of lemon-juice, some grated nutmeg, and a little more

sugar: orange rind and juice may be used to give it flavour when pre-

ferred to lemon.

Rind i lemon; sugar, IJ oz. ; water, 1 wineglassful: 1-5 minutes.

Butter, 1 oz. ; flour, large i teaspoonful: 1 minute. Wine, li wine-

glassful ; or, 1 of wine, and ^ glass of brandy.

PUNCH SAUCE FOB SWEET PUDHNGS

This is a favourite sauce with custard, plain bread, and plum-pud

dings. With two ounces of sugar and a quarter-pint of water, boil

'ery gently the rind of half a small lemon, and somewhat less of orange-
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peel, from fifteeti to Iwenty minutes ; strain out the rinds, thicken the

sauce with an ounce and a half of butter and nearly a teaspoonfiil of

flour, add a half-glass of brandy, the same of white wine, t\*?o thirds of

a glass of rum, with the juice of half an orange, and rather less of

lemon-juice : serve the sauce very hot, but do not allow it to boil after

the spirit is stirred in.

Sugar, 2 ozs. ; water, i pint ; lemon and orange rind : 14 to 20 mi-

nntes. Butter, IJ oz. ; flour, 1 teaspoonful ; brandy and white wine
each i wineglassful ; rum, two thirds of glassful ; orange and lemon
juice.

COMMON PVDDINO SAUCE.

Sweeten a quarter-pint of good melted butter with an ounce and a
half of sugar, and add to it gradually a couple of glasses of wine ; stir

it until it is at the point of boiling, and serve it immediately. Lemon-
grate, or nutmeg, can be added at pleasure.

A DELICIOUS GERMAN PUDDING SAUCE.

Dissolve in half a pint of sherry or of Madeira, fi-om three to four

ounces of fine sugar, but do not allow the wine to boil ; stir it hot to

the well-beaten yolks of six fi-esh eggs, and mill the sauce over a gentle

fire until it is well thickened and highly frothed
;
pour it over a plum,

or any other kind of sweet boiled pudding, of which it much improves

the appearance. Half the quantity will be sufficient for one of mode-
rate size. A small machine, resembling a chocolate mill, is used in

Germany for frothing this sauce ; but a couple of silver forks, fastened

together at the handles, will serve for the purpose, on an emergency.
We recommend the addition of a dessertspoonful of strained lemon-
juice to the wine.

For large pudding, sherry or Madeira, J pint ; fine sugar, 3 to 4 ozs.

;

yolks of eggs, 6; lemon-juice (if added), 1 dessertspoonftl.

Obs.—The safer plan with sauces liable to curdle is to thicken them
always in a jar or jug, placed in a saucepan of water ; when this is not

done, they should be held over the fire, but never placed upon it.

PARSLEY-GREEN, FOR COLOURING SAUCES.

Gather a quantity of young parsley, strip it from the stalks, wash it

very clean, shake it as dry as possible in a cloth, pound it in a mortar.

Dress all the juice closely from it through a hair-sieve reversed, and put

it into a clean jar ; set it into a pan of boiling water, and in about three

minutes, ifgently simmered, the juice will be poached sufficiently ; lay

it then upon a clean sieve to drain, and it will be ready for use.

TO CRISP PARSLEY.

Pick some branches of young parsley, wash them well, drain them
from the water, and swing them in a clean cloth until they are quite

dry; place them on a sheet of writing paper in a Dutch oven, before a

brisk fire, and keep them frequently turned until they are quite crisp.

They will be done in from six to eight minutes.

FRIED PARSLEY.

When the parsley has been prepared as for crisping, and is quite

dry, throw it into plenty of lard or butter, which is on the point of boil
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ing ; take it up with a skimmer the instant it is crisp, and drain it on a
doth spread upon a sieve reversed, and placed before the fire.

TARTAR MUSTARD.

Rub four ounces of the best mustard very smooth with a full tea-

spoonful of salt, and wet it by degrees with strong horseradish vinegar,

a dessertspoonful of cayenne or of Chili vinegar, and one or two of tai-

ragon vinegar, when its flavour is not disliked. A quarter-pint of vine-

gar poured boiling upon an ounce of scraped horseradish, and left for

one night, closely covered, will be ready to use for this mustard, but it

will be better for standing two or three days.

Mustard, 4 ozs. ; salt. Targe teaspoonful ; cayenne, or Chili vinegar,

1 dessertspoonful ; horSeradish vinegar, third of pint.

Obs.—This is an exceedingly pungent compound, but has many
admirers.

ANOTHER TARTAR MUSTARD.

Mix the salt and mustard smoothly, with equal parts of horseradish

vmegar and of common vinegar. Mustard made by these receipts will

keep long, if put into jars or bottles, and closely stopped. Cucumber,
eschalot, or any other of the flavoured vinegars for which we have

given receipts, may in turn be used for it, and mushroom, gherkin, or

India pickle-liquor, likewise.

MILD MUSTARD.

Mustard for instant use should be mixed with milk, to which a spoon-

ful or two of very thin cream may be added.

MUSTARD THE COMMON WAT.

The great art of mixing mustard, is to have it perfectly smooth, and

of a proper consistency. The liquid with which it is moistened should

be added to it in small quantities, and the mustard should be well rubbed,

and beaten with a spoon. Mix a halfteaspoonful of salt with two

ounces of the flour of mustard, and stir to them by degrees, sufficient

boiling water to reduce it to the appearance of a thick batter ; do not

put it into the mustard-glass until cold. Some persons like a half-tea-

spoonful of sugar, in the finest powder, mixed with it If ought to be

sufficiently diluted always to drop easily from the spoon.

FRENCH BATTER ; (forfrying vegetables, andfor apple, peach, or orange

fritters.)

Cut a couple of ounces of good butter into small bits, pour on it less

than a quarter-pint of boiling water, and when it is dissolved, add three

quarters of a pint of cold water, so that the whole shall not be quite

milk warm ; mix it then by degrees, and very smoothly, with twelve

ounces of fine dry flour, and a small pinch of salt, if the batter be for

fruft fritters, but with more if for meat or vegetables. Just before.it is

used, stir into it the whites of two eggs beaten to a solid froth; but pre-

viously to this, add a little water should it appear too thick, as some

flour requires more liquid than other, to bring it to the proper con-

sistoncv*

Butter, 2 ozs.; water, from J to nearly 1 pint; little salt; flour, Jib.;

whites of 2 eggs, beaten to snow.
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TO PREPARE BREAD FOR FRYING FISH.

Cut tliick slices from the middle of a loaf of light bread, pare the

crust euUtely liom them, and dry them gradually m a cool oven until

they are crisp quite through ; let them become cold, then roll or beat

tliem mto tine crumbs, and keep them in a dry place for use. To strew

over hams or cheeks of bacon, the bread should be left all night in the

oven, which should be sufficiently heated to brown, as well as to harden

it : it ought indeed to be entirely converted into equally-coloured crust.

It may De sitted through a dredgmg-boX on to the hams, alter it has
been reduced almost to powder.

BROWNED FLOUR FOR THICKENING SOUPS AND GRAVIES.

Spread it on a tin or dish, and colour it without burning, in a gentle

oven, or before tiie tire in a Dutcli or American oven: turn it otten, or

the eUges will be too much browned before tlie middle is enough so.

'J'hiB, blended with butter, makes a convenient thickening for soups or

gravies, of whicli it is desirable to deepen the colour; and it requires

leas time anu attention than ttie f'reiich rtiux of page 92.

FRIED BREAD-CRUMBS.

Grate liglitly into very tine crumbs four ounces of stale bread, and
shuke them through a cullender, without rubbing or touching them with
the hands. Dissolve two ounces of fresh butter in a frying-pan, throw
in the crumbs, and stir lliem constantly over a moderate fire, until they

are all' of a clear gold colour; lift them out with a skimmer, spread

them on a soft cloth laid upon a sieve reversed, and dry them before the

fire. They may be more delicately prepared by browning them in a
gentle oven without the addition of butter.

Bread, 4 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs.

FRIED BREAD, OR SIPPETS OP BREAD FOR GARNISHING.

Cut the crumb of a stale loaf in slices a quarter-inch thick : form
tliein into diamonds, or half diamonds, or shape them with a paste-cut-

ter in any other way ; fry them in fresh butter, some of a very pale

brown, and others a deeper colour : dry them well, and place them al-

ternately round the dish that is to be garnished. • They may be made to

adhere to the edge of the dish, when they are required for ornament
only, by means of a little flour and white of egg brushed over the side

which is placed on it: this must be allowed to dry before they are
served.

THE rajah's SAUCE.

Strain, very clear, the juice of six fine lemons ; add to it a small tea-

spoonful of salt, a drachm of good cayenne-pepper, and a slight strip or

two of the lemon-rind cut extremely thiri. Give the sauce three or

four minutes simmering: turn it into a China jug or basin; and when
it IS quite cold, strain it again,- put it into small dry bottles, cork

them well, and store them in a cool place which is tree from damp.
The sauce Ls good without being boiled, but is apt to ferment after a
time: it is, we think, of much finer flavour than Chili vinegar.

Lemon-juice ^ pint; salt 1 small teasooonful ; cayenne 1 drachm
uimmortid 5 minutes.
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CHAPTER V.

STORE SAUCES.

OBSERVATIONS.

A WBLt-selected stock of these will always prove a convenient re-
source for giving colour and flsivour to soups, gravies, and made dishes;
but unless the consumption be considerable, they should not be over-
abundantly provided, as few of them are improved by age, and many are
altogether spoiled by long keeping, especially if they be not perfectly
secured from the air by sound corking, or if stored where there is the
sligiilest degree of damp. To prevent loss, they should be exammed at
short intervals, and at the first appearance of mould or fermentation,
such as will bear the process should be reboiled, and put, when again
quite cold, into clean bottles ; a precaution often especially needful for

mushroom catsup when it has been made in a wet season. This, with
walnut catsup, Harvey's sauce, cavice, lemon-pickle. Chili, cucumber,
and eschalot vinegar, will be all that is commonly needed for family
use, but there is at the present day an extensive choice of these stores

on sale, in London, and should there be a demand for them in America,
they could easily be procured.

HUSBBOOM CATSUP.

Cut the ends of the stalks from two gallons of freshly-gathered mush-
rooms (the large flaps are best for this purpose, but they should not be
worm-eaten) ; break them into a deep earthen pan, and strew amongst
them three-quarters of a pound of salt, reserving the larger portion of it

for the top. Let them stand for three, or even four days, and stir them
gently once every four and twenty hours; then drain off the liquor with-

out pressing the mushrooms; strain and measure it; put it into a very

clean stewpan, and boil it quickly until reduced nearly or quite half.

For every quart, allow half an ounce of whole black pepper, and a
drachm of mace ; or, instead of the pepper, a quarter-teaspoonful (ten

grains) of.good cayenne ; pour the catsup into a clean jug or jar, lay a

folded clothiover it, and keep it in a cool place until the following day

;

pour it gently from the sediment, put it into small bottles, cork them
well, and rosin them down. A teaspoonful of salad-oil may be poured

into each bottle before it is corked, the better to exclude the air from

the catsup: it must be kept in a dry cool place.

Mushrooms, 2 gallons; salt, f lb. ; to macerate three or four days.

To each quart of liquor, i oz, black pepper, or quarter-teaspoonful cay-

enne ; and 1 drachm mace : to be reduced half

Obs. 1.—Catsup made thus will not be too salt, nor will the flavour

of the mushrooms be overpowered by that of the spices ; of which a

larger quantity, and a greater variety, can be used at will.

Obs. 2.—After the mushrooms have stood for three or four days, as

we have directed, the whole may be turned into a large stewpan, brought

slowly to a boil, and simmered for a few minutes before the liquor is

strained off! We think the catsup keeps rather better when this is

done, but we recommend only just sufficient simmering to preserve it
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well. When the mushrooms are crush|d, or mashed, as some authors

direct, the liquor will necessarily be very thick ; it is better to proceed

as above, and then to boil the squeezings of the mushrooms with the

sediment of the catsup, and sufficient cloves, pepper, allspice, and ginger,

to flavour it higlily : this second catsup will be tbund very useful to mix
with common thickened sauces, hashes, and stews. In some seasons it

is necessary to boil the catsup with the spice a second time after it has

been kept for three or four months : this, by way of precaution, can

always be done, but it had better then be put into large bottles in the

first instance, and stored in the small ones afterwards.

DOUBLE MUSHROOM CATSUP.

On a gallon of fresh mushrooms strew three ounces of salt, and pour

to them a quart of ready-made catsup (that which is a year old will do

if it be perfectly good) ; keep these stirred occasionally for four days,

then drain the liqubr very dry from the mushrooms, and boil it for fifteen

minutes, with an ounce of whole black pepper, a drachm and a half of

mace, an ounce of ginger, and three or tour grains only of cayenne.

Mushrooms, 1 gallon ; salt, 3 ozs. ; mushroom catsup, 1 quarts pepper-

corns, 1 oz. ; mace, IJ drachm
;
ginger, 1, oz. ; cayenne, 3 to 4 grains:

15 mmutes.
COMPOUND, OR cook's CATSUP.

Take a pint and a half of mushroom catsup when it is first made, and
ready boiled (the double is best for the purpose), simmer in it for five

mmutes, an ounce of small eschalots or onions, nicely peeled ; add to

these half a pint of walnut catsup, and a wineglassful of cayenne vine-

gar,* or of Chili vinegar
; give the whole one boil, pour it out, and when

cold, bottle it with the eschalots.

Mushroom catsup, IJ pint; eschalots or onions, 1 oz. ; walnut catsup

or pickle, ^ puit ; cayenne or Chili vinegar, 1 wineglassfiil.

WALNUT CATSUP.

The vinegar in which walnuts have been pickled, when they have
remained in it a year, will generally answer all the purposes for which
this catsup is required, particularly if it be drained from tliem and boiled

for a few minutes, with a little additional spice, and a few eschalots;

but where the vinegar is objected to, it may be made by boiling either

the expressed juice of young walnuts for an hour, with six ounces of
fine anchovies, four ounces of eschalots, half an ounce of black pepper,
a quarter ounce of cloves, and a drachm of mace, to every quart ; or as

follows :

—

Pound in a mortar a hundred young walnuts, strewing amongst them
as they are done half a pound of salt ; then pour to them a quart of
strong vinegar, and let them stand until they have become quite black,

keeping them stirred three or four times a day ; next add a quart of
strong old beer, and boil the whole together for ten minutes ; strain it,

and let it remain until the next day ; then pour it off clear from the
sediment, add to it one large head of garlic bruised, half an ounce of
nutmegs bruised, the same quantity of cloves and black pepper, and two
drachms of mace : boil these together for half an hour, and the following

*V\^ehnvr alwaj'p bail thp raycnne-vinegar used in this receipt, but the Chili would,
wiLliuut Uuubt, uuijwcr as ul'U, ur butter.
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day bottle and cork the catsup well. It will keep for a dozen jrsars.
Many persons add to it, before it is boiled, a bottle of port wine ; and
others recommend a. large bunch of sweet herbs to be put in with the
spice.

1st Recipe. Expressed juice of walnuts, 1 quart ; eschalots, 4 ozs.

;

black pepper, i oz.; cloves, i oz.; mace, 1 drachm: 1 hour.
2d. Walnuts, 100; salt, 4 lb.; vinegar, 1 quart: to stand till black.

Strong beer, 1 quart; anchovies, J lb. ; 1 head garlic; nutmegs, 4 oz.

;

cloves, ^ oz. ; black pepper, i oz. ; mace, 2 drachms: J hour.

ANOTHER GOOO RECEIPT FOR WALNUT CATSUP,

Beat a hundred green walnuts in a large marble mortar until they
are thoroughly bruised and broken, and then put them into a stone jar,

with half a pound of eschalots, cut in slices, one head of garlic, half a
pound of salt, and two quarts of vinegar ; let them stand for ten days,

and stir them night and morning. Strain off the liquor, and boil it for

half an hour with the addition of two ounces of anchovies, two of whole
pepper, half an ounce of cloves, and two drachms of mace ; skim it well,

strain it off, and when it is quite cold pour it gently from the sediment
(which may be reserved for flavouring common sauces) into small dry
bottles ; secure it from the air by sound corking, and store it in a dry
place.

Walnuts, 100; eschalots, J lb.; garlic, 1 head; salt, J lb.; vinegar,

2 quarts: 10 days.' Anchovies, 2 ozs.; black pepper, 2 ozs.; mace,

i oz. ; cloves, J oz. : ^ hour.

LEMON PICKLE OR CATSUP.

Either divide six small lemons into quarters, remove all the pips that

are in sight, and strew three ounces of salt upon them, and keep them
tuf'ued in it for a week, or, merely make deep incisions in them, and
proceed as directed for pickled lemons. When they have stood in a
warm place for eight days, put into a stone jar two ounces and a half

of finely scraped horseradish, and two ounces of eschalots, or one and a

half of garlic ; to these add the lemons with all their liquor, and pour on
them a pint and a half of boiling vinegar in which half an ounce of

bruised ginger, a quarter ounce of whole white pepper, and two blades

of mace have been simmered ibr two or three mmutes. The pickle

will be fit for use in two or three months, but may stand four or five

before it is strained off

Small lemons, 6 ; salt, 3 ozs. : 8 days. Horseradish, 2^ ozs. ; escha-

ots, 2 ozs., or garlic IJ oz. ; vinegar, IJ pint; ginger, J oz. ; whole

white pepper, i oz. ; mace, 2 blades : 3 to 6 months.

PONTAC CATSUP FOR FISH.

On one pint of ripe elderberries stripped from the stalks, pour three-

quarters of a pint of boiling vinegar, and let it stand in a cool oven al'

niwht ; the next day strain off the liquid witJiout pressure, and boil it for

five minutes with a haltteaspoonfiil salt, a small race of ginger, a blade

ofmace, forty corns of pepper, twelve cloves, and four eschalots. Bottle

it with the spice when it is quite cold.

BOTTLED TOMATAS, OR TOMATA CATSUP.

Cut half a peck of ripe tomatas into quarters ; lay them on dishee^
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and sprinkle over them half a pound of salt. The next day drain the

juice from them through a hair-sieve into a stewpan, and boil it half an
hour with three dozens of small capsicums, and half a pound of escha-

lots ; then add the tomatas, which should be ready pulped through a
strainer. Boil the whole for thirty minutes longer ; have some clean

bottles, kept warm by the fire, fill them with the catsup while it is quite

hot ; cork, and rosin them down directly.

Tomatas, ^ peck ; salt, jj lb. ; capsicums, 3 doz. ; eschalots, ^ lb.

:

J hour. After pulp is added, ^ hour.

Obs.— This receipt has been kindly contributed by a person who
makes by it every year large quantities of the catsup, which is consi-

dered excellent : for sauce, it must be mixed with gravy or melted but

ter. We have not ourselves been able to make trial of it

EPICUREAN SAUCE.

Mix well, by shaking them in a bottle a quarter pint of Indian soy,

half a pint of Chili vinegar, half a pint of walnut catsup, and a pint and
a half of the best mushroom catsup. These proportions make an excel-

lent sauce, either to mix with melted butter, and to serve with fish, or

to add to difierent kinds of gravy ; but they can be varied, or added to,

at pleEisure.

'Indian soy, i pint; Chili vinegar, J pint; walnut catsup, i pint;

mushroom catsup, 1 J pint.

Obs.—A pint of port wine, a few eschalots, and some thin strips of
lemon-rind will convert this into an admirable store-sauce. Less soy
would adapt it better to many tastes.

TAKRA(}ON VINEGAR.

Gather the tarragon just before it blossoms, which will be late in
July, or early in August; strip it from the larger stalks, and put it into
small stone jars or wide-necked bottles, and in doing this twist some of
the branches so as to bruise the leaves and wring them asunder; then
pour in sufiicient distilled or very pale vinegar to cover the tarragon

;

let it infuse for two months, or more: it will take no harm even by
standing all the winter. When it is poured off, strain it very clear, put
it into small dry Jjottles, and cork them well. Sweet basil vinegar ia

made in exactly the same way, but it should not be left on the leaves
more than three weeks. The jars or bottles should be filled to the neck
with the tarragon before the vinegar is added : its flavour is strong and
peculiar, but to many tastes very agreeable. It imparts quite a foreign
character to the dishes for which it is used.

GREEN MINT VINEGAR.

Pick and slightly chop, or bruise, fl-eshly-gathered mint, and put it

mto bottles; fill them nearly to the necks, and add vinegar as for tar-
ragon : iri forty days, strain it off, and bottle it for use.
The mint itself, ready minced for sauce, will keep well in vinegar

though the colour will not be very good.

CUCUMBER VINEGAR.

First wipe, and then, without paring, slice into a jar some young and
quickly-grown cucumbers; pour on thern as much boiling vinegar as
will cover them well, with a teaspoonfu Df salt and two-thirds as much
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of peppercorns to the pint and a half of vinegar: it may remain on
them for a month, or even for two, if well defended from the air. A
mild onion can be intermixed with the cucumbers, when its flavour is

considered an improvement.

CELERY VINEGAR.

Put into a wide-necked bottle or pickle-jar eight ounces of the white
part of the root and stalks of fine fresh celery cut into slices, and poui

jn it a pint of boiling vinegar; when a little cool, cork it down, and in

three weeks it will be ready to strain, and to bottle for keeping. Half
an ounce of bruised celery-seed will answer the same purpose, when the

root cannot be obtained. This is an agreeable addition to a salad,

when its flavour is much liked: a half-teaspoonful of salt should be
boiled in it.

ESCHALOT, OR GARLIC VINEGAR.

On from four to six ounces of eschalots, or on two of garlic, peeled

and bruised, pour a quart of the best vinegar ; stop the jar or bottle close,

and in a fortnight or three weeks the vinegar may be strained off" for

use : a few drops will give a sufiicient flavour to a sauce, or to a tureen

of gravy.
Eschalots, 4 to 6 ozs. ; or, garlic, 2 to 4 ozs. ; vinegar, 1 quart : 15 to

JJl days.

Obs.—These roots may be used in smaller or in larger proportion, as

a slighter or a stronger flav*ur ofthem is desired, and may remain longer

in the vinegar without any detriment to it

ESCHALOT WINE.

This is a fer more useful preparation even than the preceding one,

since it can be used to impart the flavour of the eschalot to dishes for

which acid is not required. Peel and slice, or bruise, four ounces of

eschalots, put them into a bottle, and add to them a pint of sherry ; in a
fortnight pour oflfthe wine, and should it not be strongly flavoured with

the eschalots, steep in it two ounces more, for another fortnight ; a half-

teaspoonful of cayenne may be added at first. The bottle should be

shaken occasionally, while the eschalots are infusing, but should remain

undisturbed for the last two or three days, that the wine may be clear

when it is poured off to bottle for keeping. Sweet-basil wine is made
by steeping the fresh leaves of the herb in wine, from ten to fifteen days.

Eschalots, 4 ozs. ; sherry 1 pint : 15 days, or more.

HORSERADISH VINEGAR.

On four ounces of young and freshly-scraped horseradish pour a quart

of boiling vinegar, and cover it down closely : it will be ready for use

in three or four days, but may remain for weeks, or months, before the

vinegar is poured off. An ounce of minced eschalot may be substituted

for one of the horseradish, if the flavour be liked.

CAYENNE VINEGAR.

Put from a quarter to half an ounce of the best cayenne pepper into

a bottle, and pour on it a pint of pale vinegar. Cork it closely,, and

shake it well every two or three days. It may remain any length ot

time before it is poured oft; but will very soon be ready for use. PVom
being so extremely pungent, it is, for some purposes, preferable to Chili
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vinegar, as the cayenne seasoninnr can be given with legs of acid. It

may be made of any degree of strength. We warn the young house-

keeper against using essence of cayenne (or cayenne steeped in brandy)

for flavouring any dishes, as the brandy is very perceptible always, and
gives an exceedingly coarse taste.

Good cayenne pepper, |- to J oz. ; vinegar, 1 pint: infuse from 2
weeks to 12 months.

LEMON BRANDY ; (^
forflavouring sweet dishes,')

Fill any sized wide-necked bottle lightly with the very thin rinds of
fresh lemons, and cover them with good brandy ; let them remain three

weeks, then strain off the spirit and keep it well corked for use: a few
apricot-kernels blanched and infused with the lemon-rind will give an
agreeable flavour.

ANOTHER STORE-FLAVOURING FOR PUDDINGS OR CAKES.

Rasp on from two to four ounces of sugar the rinds of a couple of fine

lemons, reduce the lumps to powder, and add it gradually to, and pound
it with, an ounce of bitter almonds, blanched and wiped very dry.

When these have been beaten to a fine paste, and the whole is well

blended, press the mixture into a small pan, tie a paper over, and keep

it for use. The proportions can be varied at pleasure, and the quanti-

ties increased : from a teaspoonful to three times as much can be mixed
with the ingredients for a pudding. Cakes require more in proportion

to their size.
*

Rinds large lemons, 2 ; sugar, 2 to 4 ozs. ; bitter almonds, 1 oz.

DRIED MUSHROOMS.

Peel small, sound, freshly-gathered flaps, cut off the stems, and scrape

out the fur entirely; then arrange the mushrooms singly on tins or

dishes, and dry them as gradually as possible in a gentle oven. Put
them, when they are done, into tin canisters, and store them where
they will be secure from damp. French cooks give them a single boil

in water, from which they then are well drained, and dried, as usual.

When wanted for table, they should be put into cold gravy, slowly

heated, and gently simmered, until they are tender.

MUSHROOM POWDER.

When the mushrooms have been prepared with great nicety, and
dried, as in the foregoing receipt, pound them to a very fine powder

;

sift it, and put it immediately into small and perfectly dry bottles ; cork
and seal them without delay, for if the powder be long exposed to the
air, so as to imbibe any humidity, or if it be not well secured from it in

the bottles, it will be likely to become putrid : much of that which is

purchased, even at the best Italian warehouses, is found to be so, and,
as it is sold at a very high price, it is a great economy, as well as a
surer plan, to have it carefully prepared at home. It is an exceedingly
useful store, and an elegant addition to many dishes and sauces. To
insure its being good, the mushrooms should be gathered in dry wea-
thei; and ifany addition of spices be made to the powder (some persons

mix with it a seasoning of mace and cayenne), they should be put into

the oven for awhile before they are used : but even these precautions

•"ill not be sufficient, unless the powder be stored in a very dry place
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after it is bottled. A teaspoonful of it, with a quarter-pint of strong
veal gravy, as much pream, and a small dessertspoonful of flour, will
make an excellent bechamel or white sauce.

POTATO FLotiR
; (_Fecule de Pommes de terre.)

Grate into a large vessel full of cold water, six pounds of sound
mealy potatoes, and stir them well together. In six hours pour oft" the
vpater, and add fresh, stirring the mixture well; repeat this process
every three or four hours during the day, change the water at night,

and the next morning pour it off; put two or three quarts more to the
potatoes, and turn them directly into a hair-sieve, set over a pan to

receive the flour, which may then be washed through the sieve, by
pouring water to it. Let it settle in the pan, drain off the water, spread
the potato-sediment on dishes, dry it in a slow oven, sift it, and put it

into bottles or jars, and cork or cover them closely. The flour thus

made will be beautifully white, and perfectly tasteless. It will remain
good for years.

TO MAKE FLOtni OP RICE.

Take any quantity of whole rice, wash it thoroughly, changing the

water several times ; drain and press it in a cloth, then spread it on a
dish, and dry it perfectly ; beat it in a mortar to a smooth powder, and
sift it through a line sieve. When used to thicken soup or sauces, mix
it with a small quantity of cold water or of broth, and pour it to them
while they are boiling.

This flour, when newly made, is of much purer flavour than any
usually prepared for sale.

POWDER OF SATOVRT HERBS.

All herbs which are to be dried for storing should be gathered in fine

weather ; cleared from dirt and decayed leaves ; and dried quickly, but

without scorching, in a Dutch oven before the fire, or in any other that

is not too much heated. The leaves should then be stripped from the

stalks, pounded, sifted, and closely corked in separate bottles ; or several

kinds may be mixed and pounded together for the convenience of sea-

soning in an instant gravies, soups, forcemeats, and made dishes : appro-

priate spices, celery-seed, and dried lemon-peel, all in fine powder, can

be added to tlie herbs.

THE doctor's zest.

Pound to the finest powder, separately, eight ounces of basket salt, r,

quarter-ounce of cayenne, a drachm of mace, and of nutmeg; of cloves

and pimento, a drachm and a half each ; then add the other ingredi-

ents, one by one, to the salt, and pound them together until they are

perfectly well blended. Put the zest into wide-mouthed phials, and

cork them tightly. Half an ounce of mushroom-powder, and a draclim

of dried lemon-peel, will greatly improve this mixture.
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CHAPTER-VI.

FORCEMEATS.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The coarse and unpalatable compounds so constantly met with under

the denomination of forcemeat, even at tables otherwise tolerably well

served, show with how little attention they are commonly prepared.

Many very indifferent cooks pique themselves on never doing any
thing by rule, and the consequence of their throwing together at ran-

dom (or "by guess" as they call it) the ingredients which ought to be

proportioned with exceeding delicacy and exactness is, repeated &ilure

in all they attempt to do. Long experience and a very correct eye
may, it is true, enable a person to dispense occasionally with weights

and measures, without hazarding the success of their ope.^ations ; but it

is an experiment which the learner will do better to avoid.

A large marble or Wedgwood mortar is indispensable in making all

the finer kinds of forcemeat ; and equally so indeed for many other pur-

poses in cookery ; no kitchen, therefore, should be withput one ; and
for whatever preparation it may be used, the pounding should be con-

tinued with patience and perseverance until not a single lump nor fibre

be perceptible in the ^ass of the articles beaten together. This parti-

cularly applies to potted meats, which should resemble the smoothest

paste ; as well as to several varieties of forcemeat. Of these last it

should be observed, that such, as are made by the French method (see

quenelles) are the most appropriate for an elegant dinner, either to

serve in soups or to fill boned poultry of any kind ; but when their

exceeding lightness, which to foreigners constitutes one of their great-

est excellencies, is objected to, it may be remedied by substituting dry
crumbs of bread for the panada, and pounding a small quantity of the

lean of a boiled ham, with the other ingredients : however, this should

be done only for the balls.

No particular herb or spice should be allowed to predominate power-
fully in these compositions ; but the whole of the seasonings should be
taken in such quantity only as will produce an agreeable savour when
they are blended together.

NO. 1. GOOD COMMON FORCEMEAT, FOR ROAST VEAL, TURKEYS, &0.

Grate very lightly into exceedingly fine crumbs, four ounces of the

inside of a stale loaf, and mix thoroughly with it, a quarter of an ounce
of lemon-rind pared as thin as possible, and minced extremely small

;

the same quantity of savoury herbs, of which two-thirds should be pars-

ley, and one-third thyme, likewise finely minced, a little grated nut-

meg, a half-teaspoonful of salt, and as much common pepper or cayenne
as will season the forcemeat sufficiently. Break into these, two ounces
of good butter in very small bits, add the unbeaten yolk of one egg-, and
svith the fingers work the whole well together until it is smoothly
mixed. It is usual to chop the lemon-rind, but we prefer it lightly

grated on a fine grater. It should always he fresh for the purpose, or

't will be likely to impart a very i ipleasant flavour to the forcemeat
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Half the rind of a moaerate-sized lemon will be sufficient for this quan-
tity ; which for a large turkey must be increased one-half.

Bread-cruoibs, 4 ozs. ; lemofi-rind, J oz. (or grated rind of i lemon)

;

mixed savoury herbs, minced, i oz. ; salt, 4 teaspoonful
;
pepper i to i

of teaspoonful ; butter, 2 ozs. ; yolk, 1 egg.
Obs.—This, to our taste, is a much nicer and more delicate force-

meat than that which is made with chopped suet, and we would recom-
mend it for trial in preference. Any variety of herb or spice may be

used to give it flavour, and. a little minced onion or eschalot can be add-

ed to it also ; but these last do not appear to us suited to the meats for

.which the forcemeat is more particularly intended. Half an ounce of

the butter may be omitted on ordinary occasions : and a portion of mar-

joram or of sweet basil may take the place of part of the thyme and
parsley when preferred to them.

NO. 2. ANOTHER GOOD COMMON FORCEMEAT.

Add to four ounces of bread-crumbs two of the lean of a boiled ham,
quite free from sinew, and very finely minced ; two of good butter, a
dessertspoonful of herbs, chopped small, some lemon-grate, nutmeg, a
little salt, a good seasoning of pepper or cayenne, and one whole egg,

or the yolks of two. This may be fried in balls of moderate size, for

five minutes, to serve with roast veal, or it may be put into the joint in

the usual way.
Bread-crumbs, 4 ozs. ; lean ofham, 2 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; minced herbs,

] dessertspoonful ; lemon-grate, 1 teaspoonful ; nutmeg, mace,and cay-

enne, together, 1 small teaspoonful ; little salt ; 1 whole egg, or yolks of 2.

NO. 3. STirERIOR 8VET FORCEMEAT, FOR TEAL, TURKEYS, &C.

Mix well together six ounces of fine stale crumbs, with an equal

weight of beef-kidney suet, chopped extremely small, a large dessert-

spoonful of parsley, mixed with a little lemon-thyme, a teaspoonful of

salt, a quarter one of cayenne, and a saltspoonful or rather more of

mace and nutmeg together ; work these up with three unbeaten egg-

yolks, and three teaspoonsful of milk ; then put the forcemeat into a

large mortar, and pound it perfectly smooth. Take it out, and let it

remain in a cool place for half an hour at least before it is used : then roll

it into balls, if it be wanted to serve in that form ; flour and fry them gen-

tly from seven to eight minutes, and dry them well before theyare dished.

Beefsuet finely minced, 6 ozs. ; bread-crumbs, 6 ozs. ; parsley, mixed

with little thyme, 1 large dessertspoonful ; salt, 1 teaspoonful ; mace,

large saltspoonful, and one-fourth as much cayenne ; unbeaten egg-yolks,

3 ; milk, 3 teaspoonsful : well pounded. Fried in balls, 7 to 8 minutes,

or poached, 6 to 7.

Qjjg, The finely grated rind of half a lemon can be added to this

forcemeat at pleasure ; and for some purposes a morsel of garlic, or

three or four minced eschalots, may be mixed with it before it is put

into the mortar.

NO. 4, COMMON 8TIET FORCEMEAT.

Beef suet is commonly used in the composition of this kind of force-

meat but we think that veal-kidney suet, when it could be obtained,

would have a better effect ; though the reader will easily comprehend

toat i is scarcely possible for us to have every variety of every receipt
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which we insert put to the test: in some cases we are compelled mere-

ly to suggest what appear to ns likely to be improvements. Strip care-

fully every morsel of skin from the suet, and jpince it small ; to six

ounces add eight of bread-crumbs, with the same proportion of herbs,

spice, salt, and lemon-peel, as in the foregoing receipt, and a couple of

whole eggs, which should be very slightly beaten, after the specks

have been taken out with the point of a small fork. Should more liquid

be required, the yolk of another egg, or a spoonful or two of milk, may
be used. Half this quantity will be sufficient for a small joint of veal,

or for a dozen balls, which, when it is more convenient to serve it in

that form, may be fried or browned beneath the roast, and then dished

round it, though this last is not a very refined mode of dressing them.

From eight to ten minutes will dry them well.

NO. 5. OYSTER FWBCEMEAT.

Open carefully a dozen fine plump natives, take oflTthe beawis, strain

their liquor, and rinse the oysters in it. Grate four ounces of tlie crumb
of a stale loaf into fine light crumbs, mince the oysters, but not too

small, and mix them with the bread ; add an ounce and a half of good
butter, broken into minute bits, the grated rind of half a small lemon,

a small saltspoonful of pounded mace, some cayenne, a little salt, and a
large teaspoonful of parsley: mix these ingredients well, and work
them together with the unbeaten yolk of one egg, and a little of the

oyster liquor, the remainder of which can be added to the sauce which
usually accompanies this forcemeat.

Oysters, 1 dozen ; bread-crumbs, 4 ozs. ; butter, 1^ oz. ; rind 4 small

lemon; mace, 1 sal tspoonftil ; some cayenne and salt ; minced parsley,

1 large teaspoonful; yolk 1 egg; oyster-liquor, 1 dessertspoonful: rolled

into balls, and fried from 7 to 10 minutes, or poached from .5 to 6
minutes.

Obs.—In this forcemeat the flavour of the oysters should prevail

entirely over that of all the other ingredients which are mixed with

them.
NO. 6. A FINER OYSTER FORCEMEAT.

Pound the preceding forcemeat to the smoothest paste, with the addi-

tion only of half an ounce of fresh butter, should it be sufficiently dry to

allow of it. It is remarkably good when thus prepared, and may be

poached or fried in balls for soups or made dishes, or used to fill boned
fowls, or the breasts of boiled turkeys with equally good effect.

NO. 7. MUSHROOM FORCEMEAT.

Cut closely off the stems of some small, just-opened mushrooms, peel

them, and take out the fur. Dissolve an ounce and a half of good but-

ter in a saucepan, throw them into it with a little cayenne, and a slight

sprinkling of mace, and stew them softly, keeping them well shaken,
from five to seven minutes ; then turn them into a dish, spread them
over it, and raise one end, that the liquid may drain from them. When
they are quite cold, mince, and then mix them with four ounces of fine

bread-crumbs, an ojjnce and a half of good butter, and part of that in

which they were stewed, should the forcemeat appear too moist to

tdmit of the whole, as the yolk of one egg, at the least, must be added,

to bind the ingredients together; streM in a saltspoonful of salt, a third
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as much of cayenne, and about the same quantity ofmace and nutmeg,
witli a teaspoonful ofgrated lemon-rind. The seasonings must be rather
sparingly used, that the flavour of the mushrooms may ^not be over-
powered by tiiem. J\Jix the whole thoroughly with the unbeaten yolk
of one egg, or of two, and use the forcemeat poached in small balls for
soup, or/1'ried and served in the dish with roast fowls, or round minced
veiil ; or to fill boiled fowls, partridges, or turkeys.
Wmall mushrooms, peeled and trimmed, 4 ozs. ; butter, 1^ oz. ; slight

sprinkling mace and cayenne: 5 to 7 minutes. Mushrooms minced;
bread-crumbs, 4 ozs.; butter, I4 oz. (with part of that used in the stew-
ing)

; salt, 1 saltspoonful ; third as much of cayenne, of mace, and of
nutmeg; grated lemon-rind, 1 teaspoonful; yolk of 1 or 2 eggs. In
balls, poached, 5 to 6 minutes; fried, 6 to 8 minutes.

06s.—This, like most other forcemeats, is improved by being well
beaten in a large mortar after it is entirely mixed.

NO. 8. ONION AND SAGE STCFFINO, FOR FORK, GEESE, OR DUCKS.

Boil three large onions from ten to fifteen minutes, chop them small,
and mix with them an equal quantity of bread-crumbs, a heaped table-

spoonful of minced sage, an ounce of butter, a half saltspoonful of pep-
per, and twice as much of salt, and put them into the body of the goose

;

part of the liver boiled for two or three minutes, and shred fine, is some-
times added to these, and the whole is bound together with an egg-yolk
or two ; but they are quite as frequently served without. The onions
can be used raw, when their very strong flavour is not objected to, but
the odour of the whole dish will then be somewhat overpowering.

Large onions, 3 : boiled 20 to 30 minutes. Sage, 2 to 3 dessertspoons-

ful (or ^ to
;J

oz.) ; butter, 1 oz. ; pepper, ^ teaspoonful ; Salt, 1 tea-

spoonful.

NO. 9. MR. COOKe's forcemeat FOR DUCKS OR GEESE.

Two parts of chopped onion, two parts of bread-crumbs, three of but-

ter, one of pounded sage, and a seasoning of pepper and salt.

This receipt we have not proved.

NO. 10. FORCEMEAT BALLS FOR MOCK TURTLE SOUPS.

The French forcemeat. No. 15 of the present Chapter, is the most
elegant and appropriate forcemeat to serve in mock turtle, but a more
solid and highly seasoned one is usually added to it in this country. In

very common cookery the ingredients are merely chopped small and
mixed together with a moistening of eggs ; but when the trouble of

pounding and blending them properly is objected to, we would recom-

mend the common veal forcemeat, No. 1, in preference, as the undressed

veal and suet, when merely minced, do not produce a good effect. Four
ounces each of these, with an ounce or so of the lean of a boiled ham,
and three ounces of bread-crumbs, a large dessertspoonful of minced

parsley, a small portion of thyme, or marjoram, a saltspoonful of white

pepper, twice as much salt, or more, a little cayenne, half a small nut

meg, and a couple of eggs, well mixed with a fork first, to separate the

meat, and after the moistening is added, with the fingers, then rolled

into balls, and boiled in a little soup for twelve minutes, is the manner

in which it is prepared ; but the reader will find the following receipt

very suoerior to it: — Rasp, that is to say, scrape with a knife, clear
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from the fibre, four ounces of veal, which should Ve cut into thick slices,

and taken quite free from skin and fat ; chop it fine, and then pound it

as smoothly as possible in a large mortar, with three ounces of the

rasped fat of an unboiled ham, of good flavour, or of the finest bacon,

and one of butter, two ounces of bread-crumbs, a tablespoonful of the

lean of a boiled ham, should it be at hand, a good seasoning of cayenne,

nutmeg, and mace, mixed together, a heaped dessertspoonful of minced
herbs, and the yolks of two eggs

;
poach a small bit when it is mixed,

and add any further seasoning- it may require; and when it is of good
flavour, roll it into balls of moderate size, and boil them twelve minutes;
then drain and slip them into the soup. No forcemeat should be boiled

in the soup itself, on account of the fat which would escape from it in

the process : a little stock should be reserved for the purpose.

Very common :— Lean of neck of veal, 4 ozs. ; beef-kidney suet, 4
ozs., both finely chopped ; bread-crumbs, 3 ozs. ; minced parsley, large

dessertspoonful ; thyme or marjoram, small teaspoonful ; lean of boiled

ham, 1 to 2 ozs.; white pepper, 1 saltspoonful ; salt, twice as much;
4 small nutmeg ; eggs, 2 : in balls, 12 minutes.

Better forcemeat :—Lean veal rasped, 4 ozs. ; fat of unboiled ham, or

finest bacon, 3 ozs. ; butter, 1 oz. ; bread-crumbs, 2 ozs. ; lean of boiled

ham, minced, 1 large tablespoonful ; minced herbs, 1 heaped dessert-

spoonful ; full seasoning of mace, nutmeg, and cayenne, mixed
;
yolks

of eggs, 2: 12 minutes.

NO. 11. EGG BALLS.
,

Boil four or five new-laid eggs for ten or twelve minutes, and lay

them into fresh water until they are cold. Take out the yolks, and
pound them smoothly with the beaten yolk of one raw egg, or more, if

required ; add a little salt and cayenne, roll the mixture into very small
balls, and boil them for two minutes. Half a teaspoonful of flour ;8

sometimes worked up with the eggs.

Hard yolks of eggs, 4; 1 raw; little salt, cayenne: 2 minutes.

NO. 12. BRAIN CAKES.

Wash and soak the brains well in cold water, and afterwards in hot;

then remove the skin and large fibres, and boil them in water, slightly

salted, fi-om two to three minutes; beat them up with a teaspoonfiil of

sage, very finely chopped, or with equal parts of sage and parsley, half

a teaspoonful or rather more of salt, half as much mace, a little white
pepper or cayenne, and one egg ; drop them in small cakes, and fry them
a fine light brown: two yolks of eggs will make the cakes more deli-

cate than the white and yolk of one. A teaspoonful of flour and a little

^
lemon-grate are sometimes added,

NO. 13. ANOTHER RECEIPT TOR BRAIN CAKES.

Boil the brains in a little good veal-gravy very gently for ten minutes,
drain them on a sieve, and when cold, cut them into thick dice ; dip

them into beaten yolk of egg, and then into very fine bread-crumbs,
mixed with salt, pounded spices, and fine herbs, minced extremely

'

small ; fry them of a light brown, drain and dry them well, and slip

them into the soup or hash after it is dished. When broth or gravy is

Pot at hand, the brains may be boiled in water.
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no. 14. AN EXCELLENT FRENCH FORCEMEAT.

Take six ounces of veal free from fat and skin, cut it into dice and
put it into a saucepan with two ounces of butter, a large teaspconful of
parsley finely minced, half as much thyme, salt, and grated lemon-rind,
and a suiEcient seasoning of nutmeg, cayenne, and mace, to flavour it

pleasantly. Stew these very gently from twelve to fifteen minutes,
then lift out the veal and put into the saucepan two ounces of bread-
crumbs

; let them simmer until they have absorbed the gravy yielded
by the meat ; keep them stirred until they are as dry as possible ; beat
the yolk of an egg to them while they are hot, and set them aside to
cool. Chop and pound the veal, add the bread to it as soon as it is cold,
beat them well together, with an ounce and a half of fresh butter, and
two of the finest bacon, scraped quite clear from rust, skin, and fibre

;

put to them the yolks of two small eggs, and mix them well ; then take
the forcemeat from the mortar, and set it in a very cool place until it

is wanted for use.

Veal, 6 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; minced parsley, 1 teaspoonful ; thyme,
salt, and lemon-peel, each i teaspoonfiil ; little nutmeg, cayenne, and
mace : 12 to 15 minutes. Bread-crumbs, 2 ozs. ; butter, 1^ oz. ; rasped
bacon, 2 ozs. ; yolks of eggs, 2 to 3.

Obs. 1.—When this forcemeat is intended to fill boned fowls, the
liveis of two or three, boiled for four minutes, or stewed with the veal
for the same length of time, then minced and pounded with the other
ingredients, will be found a great improvement; and, if mushrooms can
be procured, two tablespopnsful of them chopped small, should be stewed
and beaten with it also. A small portion of the best end of the neck
will aflbrd the quantity of lean required for this receipt, and the remains
of it will make excellent gravy.

NO. 15. FRENCH FORCEMEAT CALLED QUENELLES.

This is a peculiarly light and delicate kind of forcemeat, which, by
good French cooks, is compounded with exceeding care. It is served

abroad in a variety of forms, and is made of very finely-grained white
veal, or of the undressed flesh of poultry, or of rabbits, rasped quite fi-ee

from sinew, then chopped and pounded to the finest paste, first by itself,

and afterwards with an equal quantity of boiled calf's udder or of but-

ter, and of panada, which is but another name for bread soaked in

cream or gravy and then dried over the fire until it forms a sort of

paste. As the three ingredients should be equal in volume, not in

weight, they are each rolled into a separate ball before they are mixed,

that their size may be determined by the eye. When the fat of the

fillet of veal (which in England is not oftep divided for sale, as it is in

France) is not to be procured, a rather less proportion of butter will

serve in its stead. The following will be found a very good, and not a

troublesome receipt for veal forcejmeat of this kind.

Rasp quite clear from sinew, after the fat and skin have been entirely

cleared from it, four ounces of the finest veal ; chop, and pound it well

:

if it be carefully prepared there will be no necessity for passing it

throuffh a sieve, but this should otherwise be done. Soak in a small

saucepan tw o ounces of the crumb of a stale loaf in a little rich but
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pa.l« veal gravy, or white sauce ; then press and drain as much as pos-

sible of the moisti're from it, and stir it over a gentle fire until it is as

dry as it will become without burning': it will adhere in a ball to the

spoon, and leave the saucepan quite dry when it is sufficiently done.

Mix with it, while it is still hot, the yolk of one egg, and when it is

quite cold, add it to the veal with three ounces of very fresh butter, a
quarter-teaspoonful of mace, half as much cayenne, a little nutmeg, and
a saltspoonful of salt When these are perfectly beaten, and well
blended together, add another whole egg after having merely taken out
the germs ; the mixture will then be ready for use, and may be moulded
into balls, or small thick oval shapes, a little flattened, and poached in

soup or gravy from ten to fifteen minutes. These quenelles may be
served by themselves in a rich sauce, as a corner dish, or in conjunction
with other things. They may likewise be first poached for three or

four minutes, and left on a drainer to become cold ; then dipped into

egg and the finest bread-crumbs, and fried, and served as croquettes.

NO. 16. FORCEMEAT FOR RAISED AND OTHER COLD PIES.

The very finest sausage-meat, highly seasoned, and made with an
equal proportion of fat and lean, is an exceedingly good forcemeat for

veal, chicken, rabbit, and some few other pies ; savoury herbs minced
small, may be added to heighten its flavour, if it be intended for imme-
diate eating ; but it will not then remain good quite so long, unless they
should have been previously dried. To prevent its being too dry, two
or three spoonsful of cold water should be mixed with it before it is put

into the pie. One pound of lean veal to one and a quarter of the pork-

fat is sometimes used, and smoothly pounded with a high seasoning of

spices, herbs, and eschalots, or garlic, but we cannot recommend the

introduction of these last into pies unless they are especially ordered

:

mushrooms may be mixed with any kind of forcemeat with far better

effect Equal parts of veal and fat bacon will also make a good force-

meat for pies, if chopped finely and well spiced.

Sausage-meat, well seasoned. Or : veal, 1 lb.
;
pork-fat, 1^ lb. ; salt,

1 oz.
;
pepper, J to J oz. ; fine herbs, spice, &c., as in forcemeat No. 1,

or sausage-meat Or : veal and bacon, equal weight, seasoned in the
same way.

PANADA.

This is the name given to the soaked bread which is mixed with the
French forcemeats, and which renders them so peculiarly delicate.

Pour on the crumb of two or three rolls, or on that of any other very
light bread, as much good boiling broth, milk, or cream as will co\ei

and moisten it well
;
put a plate over to keep in the steam, and let it

remain for half an hour, or more ; then drain off the superfluous liquid,

and squeeze the panada dry by wringing it round in a thin cloth into a
ball ; put it into a small stewpan, or well tinned saucepan, and pour to

it as much only of rich white sauce, or of gravy, as it can easily absorb,

and stir it constantly with a wooden spoon, over a clear and gentle fire,

until it forms a very dry paste, and adheres in a mass to the spoon

;

when it is in this state, mix with it, thoroughly, the unbeaten yolk of

two fresh eggs, which will give it firmness, and set it aside to become
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quite cold before it is put into the mortar. The best French cooks give
the highest degree of savour that they can to this panada, and add no
other seasoning to the forcemeats of which it forms a part : it is used
in an equal proportion with the meat, and calf's udder or buttei of
which they are composed, as we have shown in the preceding receipt

for quenelles. They stew slowly, for the purpose, a small bit of lean
ham, two or three minced eschalots, a bayleaf, a few mushrooms, a

little parsley, a clove or two, and a small blade of mace, in a little good
butter, and when they are sufficiently browned, pour to them as much
broth or gravy as will be needed for the panada ; and when this has
simmered from twenty to thirty minutes, so as to have acquired the

proper flavour, without being much reduced, they strain it over, and
boil it into the bread. The common course of cookery in an English
kitchen does not often require the practice of the greater niceties and
refinements of the art : and trouble (of which the French appear to be
perfectly regardless when the excellence of their preparations is con-

cerned) is there in general so much thought of, and exclaimed against,

that a more summary 'process would probably meet with a better chance
of success.

A quicker and rougher mode of making the panada, and indeed tho

forcemeat altogether, is to pour strong veal broth or gravy upon it, an*
after it has soaked, to boil it dry, without any addition except that of a
little fine spice, lemon-grate, or any other favourite seasoning. Minced
herbs, salt, cayenne, and mace may be beaten with the meat, to which
a. small portion of well-pounded ham may likewise be added at pleasure.

CHAPTER VTI.

BOILING, ROASTING, &c.

TO BOIL MEAT.

Large joints of meat should be neatly trimmed, washed extremely

Clean, and skewered or bound firmly into good shape, wnen they are o'f

a nature to require it ; then well covered with cold water, brought to

boil over a moderate fire, and simmered until they are done, the scum

being carefully and entirely cleaned from the surface of the water, as it

gathers there, which will be principally from within a few minutes of

Its beginning to boil, and during a few minutes afterwards. If not tho-

roughly skimmed off at the proper time, it will sink, and adhere to the

joint, giving it a very uninviting appearance.

We cannot too strongly again impress upon the cook the advantages

of gentle simmering over the usual fest-boiling of meat, by which, as

has been already forcibly shown (see article Souillon, Chapter I.), the

outside is hardened and deprived of its juices before the inside is half

done, while the starting of the flesh from the bones which it occasions,

and the altogether ragged aspect which it gives, are most unsightly.
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Pickled or salteri meat requires longer boiling than fresh; and that

which is smoked and dried longer still. This last should always be

slowly heated, and if, from any circumstances, time cannot have been

allowed for soaking it properly, and cnere is a probability of its being

too salt when served, it should be brought very softly to boil in a large

quantity of water, which should in part be changed as soon as it be-

comes quite briny, for as much more that is ready boiling.

It is customary to lay large joints upon a fish-plate, or to throw some
wooden skewers under them, to prevent their sticking to the vessel in

which they are cooked ; and it is as well to take the precaution, though,

unless they be placed over a very fierce fire, they cannot be in danger

of this. The time allowed for them is about the same as for roasting,

fi'om fifteen to twenty minutes to the pound. For cooking rounds of

beef, and other ponderous joints, a pan of this form is very convenient.

By means of two almost equally expensive preparations, called a
poelee, and a blanc, the insipidity which results from boiling meat or

vegetables in water only, may be removed, and the whiteness of either

will be better preserved. Turkeys, fowls, sweetbreads, calf's brains,

cauliflowers, and artichoke bottoms, are the articles for which the poelee

and the blanc are more especially used for refined foreign cookery : the

reader will judge by the following receipts how far they are admissible

into that of the economist.

Cut into large dice two pounds of lean veal, and two pounds of fat

bacoii, cured without saltpetre, two large carrots, and two onions ; to

these add half a pound of fresh, butter, put the whole into a stewpan, and
stir it with a wooden spoon over a gentle fire, until the veal is very
white, and the bacon is partially melted ; then pour to them three pints

of clear boiling broth or water, throw in four cloves, a small bunch oi

two of thyme and parsley, a bay-leaf, and a few corn^ of white pepper

;

boil these gently for an hour and a half, then strain the poelee through
a fine sieve, and set it by in a cool place. Use it instead of water for

boiling the various articles we have already named : it will answer for

several in succession, and will remain good for many days. Some cooks

order a pound of butter in addition to the bacon, and others substitutfc

beef-suet in part for this last.

Put into a stewpan one pound of fat bacon rasped, one pound of beef
suet cut small, and one pound of butter, the strained juice of two lemons,

a couple of bay-leaves, three cloves, three carrots, and three onions

divided into dice, and less than half a pint of water. Simmer these

gently, keeping them often stirred, until the fat is well melted, and the

water has evaporated ; then pour in rather more than wdl be required

for the dish which is to be cooked in the blanc ; boil it softly until all

the ingredients have given out their full flavour, skim it well, and salt

if needed, and strain it oft' for use. A calfs head is often boiled in tbia.
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Roasting, which is quite the favourite

mode ofdressing meat in the United States,

and one, of consequence, most familiar

to us, requires unremitting attention on
the part of the cook, rather than any great

exertion of sltill. Large kitchens are

usually fitted with a smoke-jack, by means
of which several spits, if needful, can be
kept turning at the same time; but in

small establishments, a roaster which al-

lows of some economy in point of fuel is

more commonly used. That shown in the

print is of very advantageous construction

in this respect, as a joint may be cooked
in it with a comparatively small fire, the

heat being strongly reflected fi:om the

screen upon the meat ; in consequence of

this, it should never be placed very close

to the grate, as the surface of the joint

would dien become dry and hard.

A more convenient form of roaster, with

a spit placed horizontally, and turned by
means of a wheel and chain, of which the

movement is regulated by a spring con-

tained in a box at the top, is of the same
economical order as the one above.

For roasting without either of these,

make up a fire proportioned in width and
height to the joint which is to be roasted,

and which it should surpass in dimensions

every way, by two or three inches. Place

some moderate-sized lumps of coal on the

top ; let it be free from smoke and ashes

in front; and so compactly arranged that

it will neither require to be disturbed, nor

supplied with fresh fuel, for some con-

siderable time after the meat is laid down.
Spit the joint and place it very far from

the fire at first; keep it constantly basted,

and when it is two parts done, move it nearer to the fire that it may be

properly browned; but guard carefully against it being burned. A
few minutes before it is taken from the spit, sprinkle a little fine salt

over it, baste it thoroughly with its own dripping, or with butter,and

dredge it with flour : as soon as the froth is well risen, dish, and serve

the meat. Or, to avoid the necessity of the frothing, which is often

greatly objected to on account of the raw taste retained by the flou'

dredge the roast liberally soon after it is first laid to the fire ; the flour

* The boltle-jack, without the screen, is used in many families very suocessfully; it

ie wound up like a walcii, by means of a liey. and turus very regularly until it liaa

run down.

Improved Spring.jack and
Roaster.
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will then form a savoury incrustation upon it, and assist to prevent the

escape of its juices. "When, meat or poultry is wrapped in buttered

paper it mjst not be floured until this is removed, which should be fif-

teen or twenty minutes before either is served.

Remember always to draw back the dripping-pan when the fire has

to be stirred, or when fresh coals are thrown on, that the cinders and
ashes may not fall into it.

When meat is very lean, a slice of butter, or a small quantity of cla-

rified dripping should be melted in the pan to baste it with at first;

though the use of the latter should be scrupulously avoided for poultry,

or any delicate meats, as the flavour it imparts is to many persons pe-

culiarly objectionable. Let the spit be kept bright and clean, and wipe

it before the meat is put on ; balance the joint well upon it, that it may
turn steadily, and if needful secure it with screw-skewers. A cradle

spit, which is so constructed that it contains the meat in a sort of frame-

work, instead of passing through it, may be often very advantageously

used instead of an ordinary one, as the perforation of the meat by this

last must always occasion some escape of the juices ; and it is, more-

over, particularly to be objected to in roasting joints or poultry which
have been boned and filled with forcemeat The cradle spit (for which
see " Turkey Boned and Forced," Chapter XII.) is much belter suited

to these, as well as to a sucking pig, sturgeon, salmon, and other large

fish ; but it is not very commonly to be found in our kitchens, many of

which exhibit a singular scantiness of the conveniences which facilitate

the labours of the cook.

For heavy and substantial joints, a quarter of an hour is general/y

allowed for every pound of meat; and, with a sound fire and frequent

basting, will be found suSicient when the process is conducted in the

usual manner ; but by the slow method, as we shall designate it, almost

double the time will be required. Pork, veal, and lamb, should always
be well roasted ; but many eaters prefer mutton and beef rather under-

dressed, though some persons have a strong objection to the sight even
of any meat that is not thoroughly Cooked.

Joints which are thin in proportion to their weight, require less of

the fire than thick and solid ones. Ribs of beef, for example, will be

sooner ready to serve than an equal weight of the rump, round or sir-

loin; and the neck or shoulder of mutton, or spare rib of pork, than

the leg.

When to preserve the succulence of the meat is more an object than

to economize fuel, beef and mutton should be laid at twice the usualdis-

tance fi-om the fire, and allowed to remain so until they are perfectly

heated through ; the roasting, so managed, will of course be slow ; and

from three hours and a half to four hours will be necessary to cook by
this method a leg of mutton of ordinary size, for which two hours would
amply suffice in a common way ; but the flesh will be remarkably ten-

der, and the flow of gravy from it most abundant. It should not be

drawn near the fire until within the last hour, and should then be
placed only so close as to brown it properly. No kind of roast indeed

should at any time be allowed to take colour too quickly ; it should be
heated gradually, and kept at least at a moderate distance from the fire

until it is nearly done, or the outside will be dry and hard, if not burned,

whUc the insid 3 will be only half-cooked.
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The application of steam to culinary pur-
poses is becoming very general in our kitchens
at the present day, especially in those of large
establishments, many of which are furnished
with apparatus for its use, so admirably con-
structed, and so complete, that the process may
be conducted on an extensive scale, with very
slight trouble to the cook ; and with the fur-

ther advantage of being at a distancefrom the

fire, the steam being conveyed by pipes to the Saucepan, with steamer,

vessels intended to receive it. Fish, butcher's meat, poultry, vegeta-

bles, puddings, maccaroni, and rice, are all subjected to its action, in-

stead of being immersed in water, as in simple boiling ; and the result

is to many persons perfectly satisfactory; though, as there is a differ-

ence of opinion amongst first-rate cooks, with regard to the comparative

merits of the two modes of dressing meat and fish, a trial should be
given to the steaming, on a small scale, before any great expenses are

incurred for it, which may be done easily with a common saucepan or

boiler, fitted like the one shown above, with a simple tin steamer. Ser-

vants not accustomed to the use of these, should be warned against boil-

ing in the vessel itself any thing of coarse or strong flavour, when the

article steamed is of a delicate nature. The vapour from soup contain-

ing onions, for example, would have a very bad effect on a sweet pud-

ding especially, and on many other dishes. Care and discretion, there-

fore, must be exercised on this point. By means of a kettle fixed over

it, the steam of the boiler in the kitchen range, may be made available

for cooking, in the way shown by the engraving, which exhibits fish,

potatoes, and their sauces, all in progress

of steaming at the same time. Tlie limits

of our work do not permit us to enter at ,^
much length upon this subject, but the ^i^
reader who may wish to understand the na- '

ture of steam, and the various modes in

which its agency may be applied to domes-
tic purposes, will do well to consult Mr.
We|)Ster's excellent work, (EncyclopOBdia

of Domestic Economy,) of which we have
more particularly spoken in another chap-

ter. The quite inexperienced cook may require to be told, that any
article of food which is to be cooked by steam in a saucepan of the form

exhibited in the first of the engravings of this section, must be pre/iared

exactly as for boiling, and laid into the sort of strainer atfixod to the top

of the saucepan; and that water, or some other kind of liquid, must be

put into the saucepan itself, and kept boiling in it, the lid being first

closely fixed into the steamer.

This very wholesome, convenient, and economical mode of cookery is

by no means so well understood nor profited by in England or America
as on the continent, where its advantages are fully appreciated. So
very small a quantity of fuel is necessary to sustain the gentle oegreu
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oF sbullition which it requires, that this alone would recommend it to

the careful housekeeper ; but if the process be skilfully conducted, meat
softly stoved or stewed, in close-

shutting, or luted vessels, is in

every respect equal, ifnot superior,

' to that which is roasted ; but it

must be simmered only, and in the

gentlest possible manner, or, in-

stead of being tender, nutritious,

and highly palatable, it will be dry,

hard, and indigestible. The com-
mon cooking stoves in this coun-

try, as they have hitherto been
Hot Plate, or Hearth. constructed, have rendered the ex-

act regulation of heat which stewing requires rather difficult; and the

smoke and blaze of a large coal fire are very unfavourable to many
other modes of cookery as well. . The American as well as the French

have generally the advantage of J;he embers and ashes of the wood
which is their ordinary fuel ; and they have always, in addition, a stove

of this construction in which charcoal or braise (for explanation of this

word, see remarks on preserving. Chapter XXI.) only is burned ; and
upon which their stewpans can, when there

is occasion, be left uncovered, without the

danger of their contents being spoiled,

which there generally is with us. It is

true that of late great improvements have
been made in our own stoves ;* and the hot

plates, or hearths with which the kitchens

of good houses are always furnished, are admirably adapted to thesim-

mermg system; but when the cook has not the convenience of one, the

stewpans must be placed on trevets high above the fire, and be con-

stantly watched, and moved, as occasion may require, nearer to, or fur-

ther from the flame.

No copper vessels from which the inner tinning is in the slightest

degree worn away should ever be used for this or for any other kind of

cookery; for not health only, but life itselfv may be endangered by
them.f We have ourselves seen a dish of acid fruit which had been
boiled without sugar, in a copper pan from which the tin lining was
half worn away, coated with verdigris after it had become cold ; and
from the careless habits of the person who had prepared it, the chances

were greatly in favour of its being served to a family afterwards, if it

had not been accidentally discovered. Salt acts upon the copper in the

same manner as acids : vegetables, too, from the portion of the latter

which they contain, have the same injurious effect ; and the greatest

danger results from allowing preparations containing any of these to

become cold (or cool) in the stewpan, in contact with the exposed part

of the -eopper in the inside. Thick, well-tinned iron saucepans will

\* This remark will apply well to this country ; an intelligent housekeeper can readily

sdapt the various improvements that are constantly maiting in stoves and ranges for

cooking.]

t Buga'r, being an antidote to the poisonous effects of verdigris, shpuld be plentifully

taken, dissolved in water, so as to form quite a syrup, by persons who may unfortit

attoly have partaken of any dish into n hich this dangerous ingredient has entered.

/^kr^ //r^/
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answer for all the ordinary purposes of commi m English cookery, even
for stewing, provided they have tightly-fitting lids to prevent the escape

of the steam ; but the copper ones are of more convenient form, and
better adapted to a superior order of cookery.

We shall have occasion to speak more particularly in another part

of this work, of the German enamelled stewpans, so safe, and so well

suited, from the extreme nicety of the composition, resembling earthen-

ware or china, with which they are lined, to all delicate compounds.
The cook should be warned, however, that they retain the heat so long

that the contents will boil for several minutss after they are removed
from the fire, and this must be guarded against when they have reached

the exact point at which further boiling would have a bad effect; as

would be the case with some preserves, and other sweets.

BROILING.

Broiling is the best possible mode of cooking and of preserving the

flavour of several kinds offish, amongst which we may specify mackerel
and whitings;* it is also incomparably

superior to frying for steaks and cutlets,

especially of beef and mutton; and it is^

far better adapted, also, to the preparation
]

of food for invalids; but it should be care-

fully done, for if the heat be too fierce, the

outside of the meat will be scorched and
hardened so as to render it uneatable ; and
if, on the contrary, it be too gentle, the *

gravy will be drawn out, and yet the flesh

will remain so entirely without firmness, A Conjurer,

as to be unpleasant eating. A brisk fire perfectly free from smoke, a
very clean gridiron, tender meat, a dish and plates as hot as they can
be, and great despatch in sending it to table when done, are all essen-
tial to the serving of a good broil. The gridiron should be well heated,
and rubbed with mutton suet before the meat is laid on, and it should
6e placed slopingly over the fire, that the fat may run oft' to the back
of the grate, instead of falling on the live coals and smoking the meat:
(f this precaution should not prevent its making an occasional blaze,

lift the gridiron quickly beyond the reach of the smoke, and hold it

away until the fire is clear again. Steaks and chops should be turned
often, that the juices may be kept in, and that they may be equally

done in every part. If, for this purpose, it should be necessary, lor

want of steak-tongs, to use a fork, it should be passed through the outer

skin, or fet of the steak, but never stuck into the lean, as by that means
much of the gravy will escape. Most eaters prefer broiled beef or

mutton, rather under-dressed; but pork chops should always be tho-

* Salmon hroiled in slices is a favourite dish with eaters who like the full rich fla-

vour of the fish preserved, as it is much more luscious (but less delicate) dressed thus
than when it is boiled. The slices should be cut from an inch to an inch and a half
*hick and taken from the middle of a very fresh salmon ; they may be seasoned with
cayenne only, and slowly broiled over a very clear fire ; or, folded in buttered paper
btifr)re they are laid on the gridiron ; or, ligiltly brushed with oil, and highly seasoned

;

or, flipped into epg-yolks and then into the finest crumbs mixed with salt, spice, and
plenty of minced herbs, then sprinkled with clarified butter; but in whichever way
they are prepared they will require to be gently broiled, with every precaution against
thfiir being smoked. Prom half to three quarters of an hour will cook tliem. liried
caliiiou cut into thin slices is merely warmed through over a slow lire.
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roughly cooked. When a fowl or any other bird is cut asunder before

it is broiled, the inside should first be laid to the fire : this should be

done with kidneys also. Fish is less dry, and of better flavour, as well

as less liable to be smoked, if it be wrapped in a thickly buttered sheet

of writing paper before it is placed on the gridiron. For the more deli-

cate-skinned kinds, the bars should be rubbed with chalk instead of

Buet, wlien the paper is omitted. Cutlets, or meat in any other form,

when egged and crumbed for broiling, should afterwards be dipped into

clarified butter, or sprinkled with it plentifully, as the egg-yolk and
bread will otherwise form too dry a crust upon it. French cooks season

their cutlets both with salt and pepper, and brush a little oil or butter

over them to keep them moist; but unless this be done, no seasoning

of salt should be given them until they are just ready to be dished : the

French method is a very good one.

Steaks or cutlets may be quickly cooked with a

sheet or two of lighted paper only, in the apparatus

shown in the preceding page; and called a conjurer.

Lift off the cover and lay in the meat properly sea-

soned, with a small slice of butter under it, and in-

sert the lighted paper in the aperture shown in the

plate ; in from eight to ten minutes the meat will

be done, and found to be remarkably tender, and
very palatable : it must be turned and moved occa-

sionally during the process. This is an especially

convenient mode of cooking for persons whose
hours of dining are rendered uncertain by the na-

ture of their avocations. For medical men en-

gaged in extensive country practice it has been
often proved so. The conjurer costs but a few
shillings. Another form of this economical appa-

ratus, with which a pint of water may be made tj

boil by means of only a sheet of paper wrapped round a cone, in the

inside, is shown in the second plate.

This is an operation, which, though apparently

)very simple, requires to be more carefully and
skilfully conducted than it commonly is. Its suc-

cess depends principally on allowing the ft,t to

attain the exact degree of heat which shall give

firmness, without too quick browning or scorching,

before anything is laid into the pan ; for if this be neglected the article

fi-ied will be saturated with the fat, and remain pale and flaccid. When
the requisite degree of colour is acquired before the cooking is complete,

the pan should be placed high above the fire, that it may be continued

slowly to the proper point. Steaks and cutlets should be seasoned with

salt and pepper, and dredged on both sides lightly with flour before they

are laid into the pan, in which they ^ould be often moved and turned,

that they may be equally done, and that they may not stick nor burn to

It. From ten to fitleen minutes will fry them. They should be evenly

sliced, about the same thickness as for broiling, and neatly trimmed and
divided in the first instance. Lift (hem into a hot dish Vkhcii done,
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Wire Basket for Frying

po'jr the fat from the pan, and throw in a small slice of butter; stir to

this a large teaspoonful of flour, brown it gently, and pour in by degrees
a quarter pint of hot broth or water ; shake the pan well round, add pep-
per, salt, and a little good catsup, or any other store sauce which may
he prefeqed to it, and pour the gravy over the steaks : this is the most
common mode of saucing and serving them.
Minute directions for fish, and others for omlets, and for different pre-

parations of batter, are given in their proper places; but we must again
observe, that a very small fryingpan (scarcely larger than a dinner-

plate) is necessary for many of these ; and, indeed, the large and thick

one suited to meat and fish, and used commonly for them, is altogether

unfit for nicer purposes.

The saute-pan, shown in the preceding page, is much used by French
cooks instead of a frying-pan ; it is more particularly convenient for toss-

ing quickly over the fire small collops, or aught else which requires but
little cooking.

All fried dishes, which are not sauced, should be served extremely
dry, upon a neatly-folded damask cloth : they are best drained, upon a
sieve reversed, placed before the fire.

A wire basket of this form is conve-,
nient for fi:ying parsley and other herbs.

It must be placed in a pan well filled

with fet, and lifted out quickly when
the herbs are done : they may likewise

be crisped in it over a clear fire, with-

out being fried.

BASING.

The oven may be used with advantage
for many purposes of cookery, for which
it is not commonly put into requisition.

Calves' feet, covered with a proper pro-

portion of water, may be reduced to a i

strong- jelly if left in it for some hours ; I

the half-head, boned and rolled, will be

found excellent eating, if laid, with the

bones, into a deep pan and baked quite

tender in sufiicient broth, or water, to

keep it covered in every part until done

;

good soup also may be made in the same
way, the usual ingredients being at once
added to the meat, with the exception of the vegetables, which will not

become tender if pui into cold liquor, and should therefore be thrown in

after it begins to simmer. Baking is likewise one of the best modes of

dressing various kinds of fish: pike and red mullet amongst others.

Salmon cut into thick slices, freed from the skin, well seasoned with

spice, mixed with salt (and with minced herbs, at pleasure), then ar-

ranged evenly in a dish, and covered thickly with crumbs of bread,

* By means of this oven, which, from its construction, reflects the heat very strongly,

bread, eakes, and pies, can be perfectly well baked before a large clear fire ; but, as we
Iiave stated in another part of our work, the consumption of fuel necessary to the pro

cess renders it far from economical. A spit has lately been introduced into some of tha

American ovens, converting them at :nce into portable and convenient roasters.

American Oven.*
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moistened with clarified butter, as directed in Chapter 11., for baked
soles, and placed in the oven for about half an hour, will be found very

rich and highly flavoured. Part of the middle of the salmon left entire,

well cleaned, and thoroughly dried, then seasoned, and securely wrapped
in two or three folds of thickly buttered paper, will also prove excellent

eating, if gently baked. (This may likewise be roasted in a Dutch
oven, either folded in the paper, or left without it, and basted with

butter.)

Hams, when freshly cured, and not over salted, if neatly trimmed,

and closely wrapped in a coarse paste, are both more juicy, and of finer

flavour baked than boiled. Savoury or pickled beef, too, put into a deep
pan, with a little gravy, and plenty of butter, or chopped suet on the

top, to prevent the outside from becoming dry ; then covered with paste,

or with several folds of thick paper, and set into a moderate oven for

four or five hours, or even longer, if it be of large weight, is an excel-

lent dish. A goose, a leg of pork, and a sucking pig, if properly attended

to while in the oven, are said to be nearly, or quite as good as if roasted;

but baking is both an unpalatable and an unprofitable mode of cooking
joints of meat in general, though its great convenience to many persons

renders it a very common one.

It is usual to raise meat firom the dish in which it is sent to the oven
by placing it, properly skewered, on a stand, so as to allow potatoes or

a batter pudding to be baked under it. A few button onions, freed fi"om

the outer skin, or three or four large ones, cut in halves, are sometimes
put beneath a shoulder of mutton. Two sheets of paper spread sepa-

rately with a thick layer of butter, clarified marrow, or any other fat,

and fastened securely over the outside of a joint, will prevent its being
too much dried by the fierce heat of the oven. A few spoonsful of water
or gravy should be poured into the dish with potatoes, and a little salt

sprinkled over them.

A celebrated French cook recommends braising- in the oven : that is

to say, after the meat has been arranged in the usual manner, and just

brought to boil over the tire, that the braising pan, closely stopped,

should be put into a moderate oven, for the same length of time as

would be required to stew the meat perfectly tender.

Braising is but a more expensive mode
' of stewing meat. The following French
recipe will explain the process. We
would observe, however, that the layers

of beef or veal, in which the joint to be
braised is imbedded, can afterwards be con-

verted into excellent soup, gravy, or glaze;

and that there need, in consequence, be nor

English Braising.pan. waste, nor any unreasonable degree of ex-

pense attending it ; but it is a troublesome process, and quite as good a

result may be obtained by simmering the meat in very strong gravy.

Should the flavour of the bacon be considered an advantage, slices of it

can be laid over the article braised, and secured to it with a fillet of

tape.

"To braise the inside (or small fillet, as it is called in France) of a
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sirloin of beef: Raise the fillet clean from the joint ; and with a sharp
knife strip ofl'all the skin, leaving the surface of the meat as smooth aa

possible ; liave ready some strips of unsmoked bacon,, half as thick as

your little finger, roll them in a mixture of thyme finely minced, spices

in powder, and a little pepper and salt. Lard the fillet quite through
with these, and tie it round with tape in any shape you choose. Line
the bottom of a stewpan (or braising-pan) with slices of bacon ; next
^ut in a layer of beef, or veal, four onions, two bay-leaves, two carrots,

and a bunch of sweet herbs, and place the fillet on them. Cover it

•vith slices of bacon, put some trimmings of meat all round it, and pour

on to it half a pint of good bouillon or gravy. Let it stew as gently as

possible for two hours and a half; take it up, and keep it very hot

;

strain, and reduce the gravy by quick boiling until it is thick enough to

glaze with; brush the meat over with it; put the rest in the dish with

the fillet, after the tape has been removed fi:om it, and send it directly

to table."

Equal parts of Madeira and gravy are sometimes used to moisten the

meat.

No attempt should be made to braise a joint in any vessel that is not

veryjjearly of its own size.

A round of buttered paper is generally put over the more delicate

kinds of braised meat, to prevent their being browned by the fire, which
in France is put round the lid of the braising-pan, in a groove made on

purpose to contain it. The embers of a wood fire mixed with the hot

ashes are best adapted to sustain the regular, but gentle degree of heat

required for this mode of cooking.

The pan shown at the head of this section, with a closely fitting cop-

per tray, serving for the cover, is used
commonly in England for braising ; but a

stewpan of modern form, or any other

vessel which will admit of embers being
placed upon the lid, will answer for the

purpose as well.

Common cooks sometimes stew meat in

a mixture of butter and water, and call it

braising.

LARDING.

Copper Stewpan.

Larding Pins,

Cut into slices, of the same length and thickness, some bacon of the

finest quality ; trim away the outsides, place the slices evenly upon
each other, and with a sharp knife divide them obliqiiely into small
strips of equal size. For pheasants, partridges, hares, fowls, and fri-

candeaux, the bacon should be about the eighth of ar inch square, and
two inches in length ; but for meat which is to be larded quite through,

instead of on the outside merely, the bits of bacon (properly called lar-

Joons) must be at least the third of an inch square.

In general, the /)reasts only of birds are larded, the backs and thigha
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of rabbits, and the whole of the upper surface of a fricandeau : these

should be thickly covered with small lardoons, placed at regular inter-

vals, and in lines which intersect each other, so as to form rather mi-

nute diamonds.

The following directions for larding a partridge will serve equally

for poultry, or for other kinds of game:

—

Secure one end of the bacon in a slight larding-pin, and on the point

of this take up sufficient of the flesh of the bird to hold the lardoon

firmly; draw the pin through it, and part of the bacon, of which the

two ends should be left of equal length. Proceed thus, until the breast

of the pheasant is entirely garnished with lardoons, when it ought to

resemble in appearance a cake thickly stuck with slips of almonds.

The larger strips of bacon, after being rolled in a high seasoning of

minced herbs and spices, are used to lard the insirfe of meat, and they

should be proportioned to its thickness, as they must be passed quite

through it. For example : a four inch slice from a rump of beef will

require lardoons of very nearly that length, which must be drawn
through with a large larding-pin, and left in it, with the ends just out

of sight on either side.

In France, trufiies, anchovies, slices of tongue, and of fat, all trimmed
into proper shape, are occasionally used for larding. The bacon em-
ployed there for the purpose is cured without any saltpetre (as this

would redden the white meats), and it is never smoked : the receipt for

it will be found in Chapter XI.

A turkey is sometimes larded with alternate lardoons of fiit bacon and
of bullock's tongue, which has been pickled but not dried : we appre-

hend that the lean of a half-boiled ham, of good colour, could answer
the purpose quite as well, or better.

Larding the surface of meat, poultry, or game, gives it a good appear-

ance, but it is a more positive improvement to meat of a dry nature to

interlard the inside with large lardoons of well-sea&oned, delicate,

striped bacon.

BONINO.

Very minute directions being given in other parts of our volume for

this, we confine ourselves here to the following rules :—in disengaD-in"

the flesh from it, work the knife always close to the bone, and take
every care not to pierce the outer skin.

TO BLA.NCH MEAT OR VEGETABLES.

This is merely to throw either into a pan of boiling water for a few
minutes, which gives firmness to the first, and is necessary for some
modes of preparing vegetables.

The breast only of a bird is sometimes held in the water while it

boils, to render it firm for larding. To preserve the whiteness of meat,
and the bright green of vegetables, they are lifted from the water after
they have boiled a few minutes, and are thrown immediately into spring
water, and left till cold.

5 to 10 minutes.

6LAZINO.

This process we have explained at the article Glaze, Chapter If!.

The surface of the meat should be c jvered^ evenly, with two or thrae
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separate Jayere of the glaze, which, if

properly made, soon becomes firm. A
ham should be well dried in the oven be-

fore it is laid on. Cutlets of all kinds may
be glazed before they are sent to table,

with very good effect. The figure above
represents a glaze-pot and brush, used
for heating and applying the preparation

:

a jar placed in a pan of boiling water
may be substituted for the first, when it is

not at hand.

A very cheap apparatus, by which chops can be dressed before r

clear fire, is shown by the first of these figures ; and the second is pecu
liarly convenient when bread or muffins are reqjuired to be toasted ex
peditiously and in htge quantities, without much time and attentior

being bestowed upon them.

To brown the surface of a. dish without baking or placing it at

the fire.

This is done with a salamander, as it is called, formed like the en-

graving below ; it is heated in the fire, and held over the dish suffi-

ciently near to give it colour. It is very much used in a superior order

of cookery. A kitchen shovel is sometimes substituted for it on an
emergency.
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CHAPTER Vm.
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TO ROAST SIRLOIN, OR RIBS OF BEEF.

Let the joint hang as long as it can possibly be kept perfectly sweet.

When it is first brought in, remove the pipe of marrow which runs
along the backbone, and cut out the kernels from the fiit. Be very

careful in summer to guard it from flies; examine it frequently in warm
or damp weather ; and scrape off with a knife, or wipe away with a
dry cloth, any moisture which may appear on the surface : when this

has been done, dust some powdered ginger or pepper over it. Unless
the joint should be very large, its appearance will be improved by
taking off the ends of the bones, which may then be laid in salt for a
few days, and afterwards boiled. Spit the beef firmly; keep it far

back from the fire until it is well heated through ; baste it constantly

;

and proceed as directed in the general rules for roasting (see page 131).

Persons who object to meat being frothed for table, have it dredged
with flour when it is first placed at the fire, and sprinkled with fine salt

when it is nearly done. It is not necessary to paper the fat .of beef, as

many cooks direct, if proper attention be given to it while roasting.

As a general rule, it may be observed,'that when the steam from the

meat draws strongly towards the fire, it is nearly or quite ready to serve.

The time required to roast it will depend on the state of the wea ther,*

the size and strength of the fire, the thickrjess of the joint, the use or

non-use of a meat-screen or reflector, the general temperature of the

kitchen and other contingencies. A quarter of an hour for each pound
of meat is commonly allowed for solid, heavy joints, and, if the direc-

tions we have given be attended to, this will not be found too much even
for persons who prefer beef somewhat rare : it must be left longer at the

fire if wished very thoroughly roasted, and quite double the usual time
when the plan we have noticed at page 132, is adopted. When likely

to be sent to table hashed, minced, or dressed a second time in any way.
the juices of the meat should be dried up as little as possible when it is

first cooked.

ROAST RUMP OP BEEP.

As this joint is generally too large to serve whole, as much of it as
will form a handsome dish should be cut from the chump end to roast.

It must be managed as the sirloin, to which it is commonly preferred by •

connoisseurs. When boned and rolled into the form of a fillet of veal,

as it sometimes is, nearly or quite an additional hour should be allowed
to dress it.

TO ROAST PART OP A ROUND OF BEEF.

The natural division of the meat will show where the silver side of

the round is to be separated from the upper or tongue side, which is the
proper part for roasting, and which will be found equally good and pro-

fitable for the purpose, if allowed to hang as long as it can be kept swee*
before it is dressed. Care should be taken in dividing the meat, not to

pierce the inner skin. The silver side, with the udder, if there should
be one to the joint, may be pickled, spiced, or simply salted, and will be
excellent either way. The outside fat should be drawn tightly round

* The meat will be much sooner done in hot weather than in cold. If frozen, it mnst
be thawed very gradually before it is put to the fire, or no length of time will roast it

:

thifi will he etfected better by laying it into cold water for some iiours before it \a

waiiK'il, than by any other meani^.
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the remainder of ttie beef, which must be firmly skewered, or bound

with tape, to keep it in form. It will require long roasting at a strong,

steady fire, and should be kept constantly basted.

Beer; 14 lbs. : 4^ to 5 hours.

Obs.—We think that larding the beef quite through with large lar-

doons of firm fat, of udder, or of bacon, would be an improvement ; and

we ought also to observe, that unless it be young and of fine quality, it

will not answer well for roasting.

TO ROAST A FILLET OF BEEF.

Raise the fillet firom the inside of the sirloin, or from part of it, with

a sharp knife ; leave the fat on, trim off the skin, lard it through, or all

over, or roast it, quite plain ; haste it with butter, and send it very hot

to table, with tomata sauce, or sauce piquante, or eschalot sauce, in a
tureen. It is sometimes served with brown gravy or currant jelly : it

should then be garnished with forcemeat-balls, made as for hare. If not

very large, an hou) and a quarter will roast it well with a brisk fire.

Obs.—The remainder of the joint may be boned, rolled, and roasted,

or braised ; or made into meat cakes ; or served as a miniature round of

beef.

1 hour, 15 minutes.

ROAST BEEF STEAK.

If extremely tender, a large slice from the middle of the rump'will
make an excellent small dish of roast meat, when a joint is not easily

to be procured. Let it be smoothly cut, from an inch to an inch and a
half thick, flattened on a table, and the inside sprinkled with a little

fine salt and cayenne, or common pepper. Make a roll of forcemeat, as

No. 1 (page 122), adding, at pleasure, a flavouring of minced onion oi

eschalot, and increasing the quantity of spices
; place this on one end

of the steak, and roll it up tightly in it; skewer and bind the meat so

that the forcemeat cannot escape, fasten a buttered paper over it, and
roast it an hour and a half, or more, according to its size. Twenty
minutes before it is served, take oft' the paper, and flour the meat, which
should be kept well basted with butter all the time it is roasting. Send
brown gravy to table with it, and pour a little over the beef.

14 hour, or more.

TO BROIL BEEF STEAKS.

The steaks should be from half to three-quarters of an inch thick,

equally sliced, and freshly cut from the middle of a well-kept, finely

grained, and tender rump of beef They should be neatly trimmed, and
once or twice divided, if very large. The fire, as we have already said
in the general directions for broiling (page 135), must be strong and
clear. The bars of the gridiron should be thin, and not very close toge-
ther. When they are thoroughly heated, without being sufiiciently

burning to scorch the meat, wipe and rub them with fresh mutton suet;
next pepper the steaks slightly, but never season them with salt before
they are dressed ; lay them on the gridiron, and when done on one side,
turn them on the other, being careful to catch, in the dish in which they
are to be sent to table, any gravy which may threaten to drain from
hem when they are moved. Let them be served the instcmt they are
iken from the fire ; and have ready at the moment, dish, cover, and
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plates, as hot as they can be. From eight to ten minutes will be snffi-

cient to broil steaks for the generality of eaters, and more than enough
for those who like them but partially done.

Genuine amateurs seldom take prepared sauce or gravy with their

steaks, as they consider the natural juices of the meat sufficient. When
any accompaniment to them is desired, a small quantity of choice mush-
room catsup may be warmed in the dish that is heated to receive them

;

and which, when the not very refined flavour of a raw eschalot is liked,

IS it is by some eaters, may previously be rubbed with one, of which
the large end has been cut off. A thin slice or two of fresh butter is

sometimes laid under the steaks, where it soon melts and mingles with
the gravy which flows from them. The appropriate tureen sauces for

broiled beef steaks are onion, tomata, oyster, eschalot, hot horseradish,

and brown cucumber, or mushroom sauce.

06s. 1.—We have departed a little in this receipt from our previous

instructions for broiling, by recommending that the steaks should be
turned but once, instead of " often," as all great authorities on the sub
ject direct By trying each method, our readers will be able to decide

for themselves upon the preferable one : we can only say, that we have
never eaten steaks so excellent as those which have been dressed exactly

in accordance with the receipt we have just given, and we have taken
infinite pains to ascertain the really best mode of preparing this very
fiivourite English dish, which so constantly makes its appearance boti

carelessly cooked and ill served, especially at private tables.

Obs. 2.—It is a good plan to throw a few bits of charcoal on the fire

some minutes before the steaks are laid down, as they give forth

strong heat without any smoke.
The upright gridirons, by which meat is rather toasted than broiled

though used in many kitchens and generally pronounced exceedingly
convenient, where they have been tried, do not appear to us so well

adapted for dressing steaks as those of less modern feshion, which ar<»

placed over, instead of before the fire.

BEEF STEAKS A LA FRAN^AISE.

The inside of the sirloin freed from skin, and cut evenly into round

quarter-inch slices, should properly be used for these ; but when it can-

not be obtained, part of the rump must be substituted for it. Season
the steaks with fine salt and pepper, brush them with a little clarified

butter, and boil them over a clear, brisk fire. Mix a teaspoonfiil of

parsley, minced extremely fine, with a large slice of fresh butter, a

little cayenne, and a small quantity of salt. When the steaks are done,

put the mixture into the dish intended for them, and lay them upon it

;

garnish them plentifully with fried potatoes. It is an improvement to

squeeze the juice of half a lemon on the butter, before the meat is

heaped over it. The potatoes should be sliced rather thin, coloured of

a fine brown, and placed evenly round the meat.

BEEF STEAKS A LA FRAN^AisE (entkee)
;
{another receipt.

Cut the beef into small thin steaks as above, season them with fine

salt and pepper, dredge them lightly with flour, and fry them m butter

over a brisk fire ; arrange them in a chain round u very hot dish, and
pour into the centre a little olive sauce.

9
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STEWED BEEP SIEAK (eNTREE).

TliTd may be cut from one to two inchss thick, and the time of stew-

n\g it must be proportioned to its size. Dissolve a slice of butter in a

large saucepan or stewpan, and brown the steak on both sides, moving

it often that it may not burn ; then shake in a little flour, and when it

is coloured pour in by degrees rather more than sufBcient broth or water

to cover the meat. When it boils, season it with salt, take off the scum,

slice in one onion, a carrot or two, and half a turnip ; add a small bunch
of sweet herbs, and stew the steak very softly from two hours and a

half to three hours. A quarter of an hour before it is served, stir well

into the gravy three teaspoonsful of rice flour smoothly mixed with a

little cayenne, half a wineglassful of mushroom catsup, and a slight

seasoning of spice. A teaspoonful of currie powder, in addition, w ill

improve Ijoth the flavour and the appearance of the sauce. The onion

is sometimes browned with the meat; and the quantity is considerably

increased. Eschalots may be used instead, where their strong flavour

is approved. A few button-mushrooms, stewed from twenty to thirty

minutes with the meat, will render the catsup unnecessary. Wine, or

any favourite store sauce, can be added at will.

2^ to 3 hours.

FRIED BEEF STEAK.

We have little to add here to the directions of page 136, which are

sufficient to enable the cook to send a dish of fried steaks to table pro-

perly dressed. Currie sauce, highly onioned, is frequently served

with them.

BEEF STEAK STEWED IN ITS OWN GRAVY; (Good and wholesome.)

Trim all the fet and skin from a rump steak of nearly an inch thick,

and divide it once or twice
;
just dip it into cold water, let it drain foi

an instant, sprinkle it on both sides with pepper, and then flour it rather

thickly ; lay it quite flat into a well-tinned iron saucepan or stewpan,

which has been rinsed with cold water, of which a tablespoonfiil should

be left in it. Place it over (not upon) a very gentle fire, and keep it

just simmering from an hour and a half to ah hour and three quarters,

when, if the meat be good, it will have become perfectly tender. Add
salt to it when it first begins to boil, and turn it when rather more than

half done.: A couple of spoonsful of gravy, half as much catsup, and a

sJight seasoning of spice, would, to many tastes, improve this dish, of

which, however, the great recommendation is its wholesome simplicity,

which renders it suitable to the most delicate stomach. A thick mut-
ton cutlet from the middle of the leg is excellent dressed thus.

IJ to 1| hour.

BEEF OR MUTTON CAKE
; ( Very good.)

Chop two pounds of lean and very tender beef or mutton, with thrne
quarters of a pound of beef suet; mix them well, and season them with
a dessertspoonful of salt, nearly as much pounded cloves, a tea«i)oonfiil

of pounded mace, and half a teaspoonful of cayenne. Line a round
baking dish with thin slices of fat bacon, press the meat closely into it,

smooth tlie top, and cover it with bacon, set a plate on it with a weight,
and bake it two hours and a quarter. Take off" the bacon, and serve
the meat hot, with a little rich browi gravy, or set it by until cold,
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when it will be equally good. The fet of the meat which is used for

this dish can be chopped up with it instead of suet, where it is liked aa

well ; and onion, or eschalot, shred fine, minced savoury herbs, grated

lemon-peel, rasped bacon, or mushrooms cut small, may in turn be
added to vary it in flavour.

Lean beef or mutton, 2 lbs ; suet, | lb. ; salt and cloves in powder,

each a dessertspoonful ; mace, 1 teaspoonful ; half as much cayenne

:

baked 2J hours.

Obs.—A larger portfon of suet, or of fat will render these cakes

lighter, but will not otherwise improve them : they may be made of

i^eal or of venison, but one-third of mutton suet or of fat bacon should be
mixed with this last.

GEBHAK STEW.

Cut into about three-inch squares, two pounds and a half of tbp leaner

part of the veiny piece of beef, or of any joint which is likely to uc ten-

der, and set it on to stew, with a pint and three quarters of cold broth,

or water, and one large onion sliced. When these begin to boil, add a
teaspoonful of salt, and a third as much of pepper, and let them simmer
gently for an hour and a half Have ready some young white cah-

bages, parboiled
;
press the water well from them, lay them in with the

beef, and let the whole stew for another hour. More onions, and a sea-

soning of mixed spices, or a few bits of lean bacon, or of ham, can be
added to this stew when a higher flavour is desired ; but it is very good
without.

Beef, 21 lbs. ; water, or broth, 1| pint ; onion, 1 ; salt, 1 teaspoonful

;

third as much pepper: 1^ hour. Parboiled cabbages, 3 or 4: 1 hour.

WELSH STEW.

Take the same proportions of beef, and of broth or water, as for the

German stew. When they have simmered gently for an hour, add the

white part of fi'om twenty to thirty leeks, or two dozens of button

onions, and five or six young mild turnips, cut in slices, a sma]l lump
of white sugar, nearly half a teaspoonful of white pepper, and more
than twice as much salt. Stew tlie whole softly from an hour and a
quarter to an hour and a half, after the vegetables are added.

Beef and water as above : 1 hour. Leeks, 20 to 30 ; or small onions,-

24; yoimg turnips, 6; small lump of sugar; white pepper, nearly j
teaspoonful ; salt, twice as much : 1J to 1^ hour.

• A GOOD ENGLISH STEW.

On three pounds of tender rump of beef, freed from skin and fat, and
cut down into two-inch squares, pour rather more than a quart of cold

broth or gravy. When it boils add salt if required, and a little cayenne,
and keep it just simmering for a couple of hours; then put to it the

grated rind of a large lemon, or of two small ones, and half an hour
after stir to it a tablespoonfijl of rice-flour, smoothly mixpd with a wine
glassful of mushroom catsup, a dessertspoonful of lemon-juice, and «.

teaspoonful of soy : in flfteen minutes it will be ready to serve. A
glass and a half of port, or of white wine, will greatly improve this

Btew, which may likewise be flavoured with the store-sauce of page
117, or with another, which we find excellent for the purpose, made
with half a pint of port wine, the same of mushroom-catsup, a quarter-
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pint of walnut-pickle, a tablespoonfal of the best soy, and a dessert-

Bpoonful of cayenne-vinegar, all well shaken together and poured into

a bottle containing the thin rind of a lemon and two fine mellow ancho-

vies, of moderate size. A few delicately fried forcemeat-balls may be
slipped into it after it is dished.

Obs.—Tlie limits of our work will not permit us to devote a further

space to this class of dishes, but an intelligent cook will find it easy to

vary them in numberless ways. Mushrooms, celery, carrots, sweet
herbs, parboiled new potatoes, green peas, rice,*and currie-powder may
be advantageously used for that purpose. Oxtails, just blanched and
cut into joints, will be found excellent substitutes for the beef: mutton
and veal also may be dressed in the same way. The meat and vege-

tables can be browned before broth or water is poured to them ; but,

though perhaps more savoury, the stew will then be much less delicate.

Each ..md of vegetable should be allowed something more than suffi-

cient time to render it perfectly tender, but not so much as would
reduce it to pulp.

TO STEW SHIN OF BEEF.

.Wash, and set it on to stew in sufficient cold water to keep it just

covered until it is done. When it boils, take off the scum, and put an
ounce and a quarter of salt to the gallon of water. It is usual to add a
few cloves and some black pepper, slightly bruised and tied up loosely

in a fold of muslin, two or more onions, a root of celery, a bunch of
savoury herbs, four or five_ carrots, and as many turnips, either whole or

sliced : if to be served with the meat, the last two will require a little

more than the ordinary time of boiling, but otherwise they may be sim-

mered with the meat from the beginning. Give the beef from four to

five hours' gentle stewing ; and serve it with part of its own liquor

thickened and flavoured, or quite plain. An excellent dish for a family

may be made by stewing the thick fleshy part of the shin or leg in

stock made of the knuckle, with a few bits of lean ham, or a slice ot

hung beef from which the smoked edges have been carefully pared

away, and some spice, salt, and vegetables: by frying these last before

they are thrown into the soup-pot the savour of the stew will be greatly

heightened ; and a tureen of good soup may be made of its remains,

after it has been served at table.

Ox-cheek, after having been soaked for four or five hours, and washed
with great nicety, may be dressed like the shin ; but as it has little fla-

vour, the gravy should be strained, and quite cleared from fat, then put

into a clean saucepan, and thickened as soon as it boils, with the fol-

lowing mixture :—three dessertspoonsfiil of rice-flour, nearly a wine-

glassful of catsup, a teaspoonful of currie-powder, or a little powdered

ginger and cayenne. When these have stewed for ten minutes, dish

the head, pour the sauce over, and serve it.

Shin of beef, 4 to 5 hours. Ox-cheek, 2 to 3 hours.

FRENCH BEEF A LA MODE
;
(a common receipt.)

Take seven or eight pounds of a rump of beef (or of any other tender

ioint), free from bone, and skewer it firmly into a good shape. Put
two ounces of butter into a thick saucepan or stewpan, and when it

boils stir to it a tablespoonful of flour; keep these well shaken over a

gentle fire until they are of a fine auibor colour; then lay in the bee^
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and brown it on both sides, taking care that it shall not stick to the

pan. Pour to it by slow degrees, letting each portion boil before the

next ib added, or the butter will float upon the surface and be difficult

to clear off afterwards, three quarters of a pint of hot water, or gravy

;

add a bunch of savoury herbs, one large or two small carrots cut in

thick slices, two or three moderate-sized onions, two bay-leaves, and
sufficient pepper and salt to season the gravy. Let the meat simmer
gently from four to five hours, and turn it when it is half done. When
ready to serve, lift the beef into a hot dish, lay the vegetables round,

and pour the gravy over it, after having taken out the herbs and
skimmed away the fat. In France, half or the whole of a calf's (oot is

stewed with the beef, which is there generally larded through with
t^ick strips of fat bacon. (For larding, see page 139.) Veal dressed

in tliis way is even better than beef. The stewpan used for either

^ould be as nearly of the size of the meat as possible.

Beef; 7 to 8 lbs. : 4 to 5 hours.

STEWED SIRLOIN OF BEEF.

As a matter of convenience we have occasionally had this joint

stewed instead of roasted, and have found it excellent. Cut out the
inside or fillet as entire as possible, and reserve it for a separate dish

;

then remove the bones with care, or let the butcher do this for you

;

spread the meat flat on a table and cover the inside with thin slices of
striped bacon, after having first strewed over it a mixed seasoning of a
small teaspoonful of salt, half as much mace or nutmeg, and a moderate
quantity of pepper or cayenne. Roll and bind the meat firmly, lay it

into a stewpan or thick iron saucepan nearly of its size, and add the

bones and as much good beef broth as will nearly cover the joint.

Should this not be at hand, put a few slices of lean ham or bacon under
the beef, and lay round it three pounds of neck or knuckle of veal, or of

stewing beef, divided into several parts ; then pour to it cold water in-

stead of broth. In either case, so soon as it has boiled a few minutes
and been well cleaned from scum, throw in a large faggot of savoury
herbs, three or four carrots, as many leeks, or a large onion, stuck with
a dozen cloves ; and, an hour later, two blades of mace, and half a
teaspoonful of peppercorns. Stew the beef very gently indeed from
four to five hours, and longer, should the joint be large : serve it wtth a
good Espagnole, sauce piquante, or brown caper sauce. Add what salt

may be needed before the vegetables are thrown in ; and, after the meat
is- lifted out, boil down to soup or gravy the liquor in which it has been
stewed. To many tastes it would be an improvement to flour and
brown the outside of the beef in butter before the broth or water is

poured to it : it may also be stewed (but somewhat longer) half-covered

with rich gravy, and turned when partially done. Minced eschalots

may be strewed over the inside before it is rolled, when their strong

Bavour is relished, or veal forcemeat may supply their place.

TO STEW A RUMP OF BEEP.

This joint is more easily carved, and is of better appearance when
ihe bones are removed before it is dressed. Roll and bind it firmly

cover it with strong cold beef broth or gravy, and stew it very gently

indeed from six hours hi between seven and eight ; add to it, after the
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scum has been well cleared off, one large or two moderatu-sized onions

BtucK with thirty cloves, a head of celery, two carrots, two turnips, and
a large faggot of savoury herbs. When the beef is perfectly tender

quite through, which may be known by probing it with a sharp thin

skewer, remove the fillets of tape, dish it neatly, and serve it with a
rich Espagnole, and a garnish of forced tomatas, or with a highly fla-

voured brown English gravy, and stewed carrots in the dish : for these

last the mild preparation of garlic or eschalots, of page 110, may be
Bubstituted with good effect ; they should be well drained, laid round the

meat, and a little brown gravy poured over the whole.
This is the most simple and economical manner of stewing the beef;

but should a richer one be desired, half roast the joint, arid stew it after-

wards in strong gravy, to which a pint of mushrooms, and a pint of
sherry or Madeira, should be added an hour before it is ready for table.

Keep it hot while a portion of the gravy is thickened with a well-made
brown roux (see Chapter IV., page 96), and seasoned with salt, cay-
enne, and any other spice it may require. Garnish it with large balls

of forcemeat, highly seasoned with minced eschalots, rolled in egg and
bread-crumbs, and fried a fine golden brown.

Plainly stewed *rom 6 to 7 or 8 hours. Or : half roasted, then stewed
from 4 to 5 hours.

06s.—Grated horse-radish, mixed with some well-thickened brown
gravy, a teaspoonful of mustard, and a little lemon-juice or vinegar, is a
good sauce for stewed beef.

BEEF PALATES. (EMTBEE.)

First rub them well with salt, to take off the slime; then wash them
thoroughly in several waters, and leave them to soak for half an houi
before they are dressed. Set them over the fire in cold water, and boil

them gently until the skin will peel ofl^ and the palates are tolerably
tender. It is difficult to state the exact time required for this, as some
will be done enough in two hours and a half, and others in not less than
from four to five hours. When thus prepared, the palates may be cut
into various forms, and simmered until fit to serve, in rich brown gravy,
highly flavoured with ham, cayenne, wine, and lemon-peel; or they
will make an excellent currie. lAs they are very insipid of themselves,
they require a sauce of some piquancy, in which, after they have been
peeled and trimmed, they should be stewed from twenty to thirty min-
utes, or until they are perfectly tender. The black parts of them must
be cut away, when the skin is taken oflf! An onion, stuck with a few
cloves, a, carrot sliced, a teaspoonful of whole white pepper, a slice of
butter, and a teaspoonful of salt, may be boiled with the palates in the
first instance ; and they will be found very good, if sent to table in the
curried gravy of Chapter XIV., or in' the Soubise of Chapter IV., made
thinner than the receipts direct.

Boiled fi-om 2i to 4 or 5 hours. Stewed from 20 to 30 minutes.
Obs.—A French cook of some celebrity, orders the palates to be laid

on the gridiron until the skin will peel or scrape off: the plan seems a
good one, but we have not tri jd it.

BEEF PALA rES
; {Neapolitan mode.')

Boil the palates until the skin can be easily removed, then stew them
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very tender in good veal broth, lay them on a drainer and let them cool

;

cut them across obliquely into strips of about a quarter inch in width,

and finish them by either of the receipts for dressing maccaroni, whicli

will be found in Chapters XIV. and XVIII.

STEWED OX-TAILS.

They should be sent from the butcher ready jointed. Soak and wash •

them well, cut them into joints, or into lengths of two or three joints,

and cover them with cold broth or water. As"soon as they boil, remove
the scum, and add a half-teaspoonful of salt, or as much more as may be
needed, and a little common pepper, or cayenne, an onion stuck with
half a dozen cloves, two or three small carrots, and a bunch or two of
parsley. When these have simmered for two hours and a quarter, try

the meat with' a fork, and should it not be perfectly tender, let it remain
over the fire until it is so. Ox-tails sometimes require nearly or quite

three hours' stewing : they may be served with the vegetables, or with
the gravy strained from them, and thickened like the English stew, of
page 147.

Ox-tails, 2 ; water or broth to cover them ; salt, ^ teaspponful, or more

;

little pepper or cayenne ; onion, 1 ; cloves, 6; carrots, 2 or 3 ; parsley, 2
or 3 branches : 2|^ to 3 hours.

TO SALT AND PICKLE BEEF, IN VARIOUS WAYS.

Let the meat hang a couple of days in mild weather, and four or five

in winter, before it is salted or pickled. During the heat of summer it

is better to immerse it' entirely in brine, that it may be secured alike

from the flies, and from the danger of becoming putrid. Trim it, and
take out the kernels from the fat; then rub a little fine dry salt over it,

and leave it until the following day ; ^rain it well from the blood, which
will be found to have flowed from it, and it will be ready for any of the

following modes of curing, which are all expellent of their kind, and
have been well proved.

In very cold weather, the salt may be applied quite warm to the

meat : it should always be perfectly dry, and reduced to powder.
Saltpetre hardens and renders meat indigestible ; sugar, on the con-

trary, mellows and improves it much ; and it is more tender when cured

with bay salt than when common salt is used for it
•

TO SALT AND BOIL A ROUND OF BEEF.

Mix an ounce of saltpetre, finely powdered, with half a pound of very

coarse sugar, and rub the beef thoroughly with them ; in two days add
three-quarters of a pound of common salt, well dried and beaten ; turn

and rub the meat well in every part with the pickle for three weeks,

when it will be fit to dress. Just wash off the salt, and skewer the-beef

as round and as even as possible ; bind it tightly with broad tape, cover

it with cold water, and let it simmer gently for at least five hours.

Carrots, mashed turnips, or cabbages, are usually served with boiled

beef; and horseradish stewed for ten minutes in equal parts of vinegar

and water, then pressed well from them, and mixed with some rich

melted butter, is a good sauce for it.

Beef, 20 lbs. ; coarse sugar, ^ lb. ; saltpetre, 1 oz. : 2 days. Salt, j
lb. : 21 days. Boil 5 hours, or more.
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Obs.—^Beef cured by this receipt, if properly boiled, is tender, of

good colqur and flavour, and not over salt. The rump, edge-bone, and

brisket may be salted, or pickled in the same way as the round.

HAMBURGH PICEM! FOR BEEF, HAMS, AND TONGUE.

Boil together, lor twenty minutes, two gallons of water, three pounds

of bay salt, two pounds of coarse sugar, two ounces of saltpetre, and

two of black pepper, bruised, and tied in a fold of muslin ; clear off the

scum thoroughly, as it rises, pour the pickle into a deep earthen-pan,

and when it is quite cold lay in the meat, of which every part must be

perfectly covered with it. A moderate-sized round of beef will be >

ready for table in a fortnight ; it should be turned occasionally in the

brine. Five pounds of common salt may be substituted for the quantity

of bay salt given above ; but the meat will not be so finely flavoured.

Water, 2 gallons ; bay salt, 3 lbs. ; saltpetre, 2 ozs. ; black pepper, 2
Dzs. ; sugar, 2 lbs. : 20 minutes.

ANOTHER PICKLE FOR TONGUES, BEEF, AND HAMS.

To three gallons of spring water add six pounds of common salt, two
pounds of bay salt, two pounds of common loaf sugar, and two ounces

of saltpetre. Boil these over a gentle fire, and be careful to take off all

the scum as it rises: when quite cold it will be fit for use. Rub the

meat to be cured with fine salt, and let it drain for a day or two, in

order to fi-ee it from the blood ; then immerse it in the brine, taking

care that every part of it shall be covered. Young pork should not

remain more tLan from three to five days in the pickle ; but hams for

drying may be left in it for a fortnight at least: tongues will be ready

in rather less time. Beef may remain from one week to two, accord-

ing to its size, and the degree of saltness desired for it. A little expe-

rience will soon teach the exact time required for the difierent kinds of

meat. When the pickle has been in use for about three months, boil i1,

up again gently, and take the scum carefully off Add to it three

pounds of common salt, four ounces of sugar, and one of saltpetre: it

will remain good for a year or more.

Water, 3 gallons ; common salt, 6 lbs. ; bay salt, 2 lbs. ; loaf sugar,

2 lbs. ; saltpetre, 2 ozs. : boil 20 to 30 minutes.

DUTCH, OB HTJNO BEEF.

For fourteen pounds weight of the round, the rump, or the thick
flank of beef, mix two ounces of saltpetre with the same quantity of
coarse sugar ; rub the meat with them in every part, and let it remain
for two days, then add one pound of bay salt, four ounces of common
salt, and one ounce of ground black pepper. Rub these ingredients
thoroughly into the beef, and in four days pour over it a pound of trea-

cle; rub and turn it daily for a fortnight; drain, and send it to be
Bmoked. When wanted for table, lay it into plenty of cold water, boil

it very slowly, and press it under a heavy weight while hot. A slice

of this beef, from which the edges have been carefully trimmed, wii.
serve to flavour soups or gravies as well as ham.

Beef, 14 lbs. ; saltpetre and coarse sugar, each 2 ozs. : 2 days. BaV
Bait, 1 lb. ; common salt, 4 ozs.

;
pepper, 1 oz. : 4 days. Treacle, 1 Ibw

:

14 davs.
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Obs.—Three quarters of a pound of coarse sugar may be rubbed into

the meat at first, and the treacle may be altogether omitted ; cloves

and mace, too, may be added in the same proportion as for spiced beef.

COLI.A.KED BEEF.

Only the thinnest part of the flank, or the ribs, which are not so

generally used for it, will serve conveniently for collaring. The first

of these should be hung in a damp place for a day or two, to soften the

outer skin; then rubbed with coarse sugar, and left for a couple of days;

when, for eight pounds of the meat, one ounce of saltpetre and half a

pound of salt should be added. In ten days it will be fit to dress. The
bones and tough inner skin must be removed, and the beef sprinkled

thickly on the under side with parsley and other savoury herbs shred

small, before it is rolled, which should be done very tightly : it must
then be secured with a cloth, and bound as closely as possible with

broad tape. It will require nearly or quite five hours of gentle boiling,

and should be placed while hot under a weight, or in a press, without

having the tape and cloth removed.

Beef, 8 lbs. ; sugar, 3 ozs. ; salt, 8 ozs. : 10 days. Boil 5 hours.

C0LI.A.BED BEEF
;
{another way.)

Mix half an ounce of saltpetre with the same quantity of pepper, four

ounces of bay salt, and four of common salt; with these rub well from
six to seven pounds of the thin flank, and in four days add seven ounces

of treacle ; turn the beef daily in the pickle for a week or more ; dip it

into water, bone it and skin the inside, roll and bind it up very tightly

lay it into cold water, and boil it for three hours and a half We have
found beef dressed by this receipt extremely good : herbs can, of course,

be added to it as usual. Spices and juniper berries would to many
tastes improve it, but we give the receipt simply as we have been ac-

customed to have it used.

Thin flank, 6 to 7 lbs. ; bay-salt, and common salt, each 4 ozs. ; salt-

petre, J oz.
;
pepper, i oz. : 4 days. Treacle, 7 ozs. : 8 to 10 days.

Boiled 3^ hours.

A COMMON RECEIPT POR SALTING BEEF.

One ounce of saltpetre, and a pound of common salt, will be sufficient

for sixteen pounds of beef. Both should be well dried, and finely pow-
dered ; the saltpetre rubbed first equally over the meat, and the salt

next applied in every part It should be rubbed thoroughly with the

pickle and turned daily, from a week to ten days. An ounce or two of
sugar mixed with the saltpetre will render the beef more tender and
palatable.

Beef, 16 lbs. ; saltpetre, 1 oz. ; salt, 1 lb. : 7 to 10 days.

SPICED ROUND OF BEEF; (very highly flavoured.')

Rub the beef well in every part with half a pound of coarse brown

'

sugar, and let it remain two days; then reduce to powder, and mix
thoroughly before they are applied to the meat, two ounces of saltpetre

three quarters of a pound of common salt, a quarter-pound of black pep
per, three ounces of allspice, and four of bruised juniper-berries. Rub
these ingredients strongly and equally over the joint, and do so daily

for three weeks, turning it at the same time. Just wash ofl' the spice,
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and put the ?jeef into a tin, or covered earthen pan as nearly of its size

as possible, with a cup of water or gravy ; cover the top thickly with

chopped beuf-suet, and lay a coarse thick crust over the pan ;
place the

cover on it, and bake the meat from five to six hours in a well-heated

oven, which should not, however, be sufficiently fierce to harden the

outside of the joint, which, if properly managed, will be exceeduigly

tender. Let it cool in the pan ; and cl^ar off the suet before it is dished.

It is to be served cold, and will remain good for a fortnight.

Beef, 20 to 2-5 lbs. weight ; sugar, 3 ozs. : 2 days. Saltpetre,^ ozs.

;

common salt, f lb. ; black pepper, 4 ozs. ; allspice, 3 ozs.
;

juniper-

berries, 4 ozs. : 21 days. Baked 5 to 6 hours.

Obs.—We have not ourselves tested this receipt, but the meat cured

by it has received such high commendations from several of our friends

who have partaken of it frequently, that we think we may safely insert

it without. The proportion of allspice appears to us more than would

be agreeable to many tastes, and we would rather recommend that part

of it should be omitted, and that a portion of nutmeg, mace, and cloves

should be substituted for it ; as we have found these spices to answer
well in the following receipt.

SPICED BEEF
;

(^g'ood and wholesome.)

For twelve pounds of the round, rump, or thick flank of beef, take a
large teaspoonful of freshly-pounded mace, and of ground black pepper,

twice as much of cloves, one small nutmeg, and a quarter teaspoonful

of cayenne, all in the finest powder. Mix them well with seven ounces

of brown sugar, rub the beef with them ara let it lie three days ; add

to it then half a pound of fine salt, and rub and turn it once in twenty-

four hours for twelve days. Just wash, but do not soak it ; skewer, or

bind it into good form, put it into a stewpan or saucepan nearly of its

size, pour to it a pint and a half of good beef broth, and when it begins

to boil, take ofi' the scum, and throw in one small onion, a moderate-

sized fkggot of thyme and parsley, and two large, or four small carrots.

Let it simmer quite softly for four hours and a half, and if not wanted
to serve hot, leave it in its own liquor until it is nearly cold. This is

an excellent and far more wholesome dish than the hard, 'bright-

coloured beef which is cured with large quantities of salt and saltpetre:

two or three ounces of juniper-berries may be added to it with the spice,

to heighten its flavour.

Beef, 12 lbs. ; sugar, 7 ozs. ; mace and black pepper, each, 1 large

teaspoonful; cloves, in powder, 1 large dessertspoonful; nutmeg, 1;
cayenne, i: teaspoonful : 3 days. Fine salt, ^ lb. : 12 days. Beef broth

(or bouillon), l| pint; onion, 1 small; bunch of herbs; carrots, 2 large,

or 4 small : stewed 44 hours.

06s.—We give this receipt exactly as we have often had it used, but

eelery and turnips might be added to the gravy ; and when the appear-

ance of the meat is much considered, three-quarters of an ounce of salt-

petre may be mixed with the spices ; the beef may also be plainly boiled

in water only, with a few vegetaMes, or baked in a deep pan with a
little gravy. No meat must ever be left to cool in the stewpan or sauce-

pan in which it is cooked; it must be lifted into a pan of its own depth,

and the liquor poured upon it.
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A MINIATURE ROUND OF BEEP.

" Select a fine rib of beef, and have it cut small or large in width,

according to your taste ; it may thus be made to weigh from five to

twelve pounds, or more. Take out the bone, and wrap the meat round
like a fillet of veal, securing it with two or three wooden sknwers

;

place it in a strong pickle for four or five days, and then cook it, taking

care that it does not boil, but only simmers from forty minutes, or more,

according to its size. It is best to put it on in hot water, as it will not

draw the gravy so much as cold. Many persons adjust a rib of beef in

this way for roasting : let them try it salted, and they need not envy the

possessor of the finest round of beef" We give the receipt to our read-

ers in its original form, and we can assure them, fi:om our own experi-

ence, that it is a good one ; but we would recommend that, in dressing

the meat, quite the usual time for each pound of it should be allowed.

When boned and rolled at the butcher's, the skewers should be removed
when it is first brought in ; it should be well wiped with a dry cloth, or

washed with a little fresh brine, and a small quantity of salt and salt-

petre should be rubbed over the inside ; it may then be firmly bound
with tape, and will be quite ready to boil when taken from the pickle.

The sirloin, after the inside fillet is removed, may be cured and dressed

in the same way, and will be found super-excellent, if the beef be well

fatted and properly kept. The Hamburg pickle (see page 152,) is per-

haps the best for these joints. Part of the rump, taken clear of bone,

answers admirably when prepared by this receipt.

BEEP ROLL, OR, CANELLON DE BtEUF. (ENTREE.)

Chop and mix thoroughly two pounds of lean and very tender beef,

with one pound of slightly striped bacon; season them with a large tea-

spoonful of pepper, a little salt, a small nutmeg, or two-thirds as much
of mace, the grated rind of a lemon, or a teaspoonfnl of thyme and pars-

ley finely minced. Form the whole into a thick rouleau, wrap a but-

tered paper round it, enclose it in a paste made of flour and water, and
send it to a moderate oven for a couple of hours. Remove the paper

and the crust, and serve the meat with a little brown gravy. Lamb
and veal are excellent dressed in this way, particularly when mixed
with plenty of mushrooms. Brown cucumber sauce should be served

with the lamb; and currie, or oyster sauce, when there are no mush-
rooms, with the veal. A flavouring of onion or of eschalot, where it is

Jiked, can be added at pleasure to the beef; suet, or the fat of the meat,

may be substituted for the bacon.

Beef; 2]bs. ; bacon, 1 lb.; pepper, Joz.; little salt; small nutmeg,
rind of 1 lemon, or fine herbs, 1 tablespoonful : baked 2 hours.

MINCED COLLOFS AU NATUREL.

Mince finely a pound of very tender undressed beef, free from fat or

skin ; season it with a moderate quantity of pepper and salt, set it over

a gentle fire, and keep it stirred with a fork until it is quite hot, that it

may not gather into lumps. Simnier it very slowly in its own gravy
from ten to twelve minutes, and then, should it be too dry, add a little

boiling water, broth, or gravy ; stew it two minutes longer, and serve it

directly.

These collops are particularly su^'ted to persons in delicate health, or
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of weak digestion ; and when an extra dish is required at a short notice,

from the expedition with which they may be dressed, they are a con-

venient resource.

10 to 12 minutes.

SAVOltRY MINCED COLLOPS.

Make a little brown thickening (see page 92) with about an ounce

and a half of butter, and a dessertspoonful of flour; when it begins to be

coloured, shake lightly into it a large teaspoonful of finely-shred parsley

or mixed savoury herbs, two-thirds as much of salt, and half the quan-

tity of pepper. Keep these stirred over a gentle fire until the thicken-

ing is of a deep yellow brown ; then add a pound of rump-steak, finely

minced, and keep it well separated with a fork until it is quite hot; next

pour to it gradually half a cupful of boiling water, and stew the collops

very gently for ten minutes. Before they are served, stir to them a

little catsup, Chili vinegar, or lemon-juice : a small quantity of minced

onion, eschalot, or a particle of garlic, may be added at first to the thick-

ening when the flavour is not objected to.

SCOTCH MINCED COLLOPS.

" Chop the beef small, season it with salt and pepper, put it, in its

raw state, into small jars, and pour on the top some clarified butter.

When wanted for use, put the clarified butter into a frying-pan, and

slice some onions into the pan and fry them. Add a little water to them,

and then put in the minced meat. Stew it well, and in a few minutes

it will be fit to serve." '

BEEF TONGUES.

These may be cured by any of the receipts which we have already

given for pickling beef, or for those which will be found further on for

hams and 'bacon. Some persons prefer them cured with salt and salt-

petre only, and dried naturally in a cool and airy room. For such of

our readers as like them highly and richly flavoured we give our own
method of having them prepared, which is this :—" Rub over the tongue

a handful of fine salt, and let it drain until the following day; then,

should it weigh from seven to eight pounds, mix thoroughly an ounce
of saltpetre, two ounces of the coarsest sugar, and half an ounce of black

pepper; when the tongue has been well rubbed with these, add three

ounces of bruised juniper-berries ; and when it has laid two days, eight

ounces of bay salt, dried and pounded ; at the end of three days more,

pour on it half a pound of treacle, and let it remain in the pickle a fort-

night after this ; then hang it to drain, fold it in brown paper, and send

it to be smoked over a wood fire for two or three weeks. Should the

peculiar flavour of the juniper-berries prevail too much, or be disapi

proved, they may be in part, or altogether, omitted : and six ounces ot

sugar may be rubbed into the tongue in the first instance when it is

liked better than treacle.

Tongue, 7 to 8 lbs. ; saltpetre, 1 oz. ; black pepper, i oz. ; sugar, 3
ozs. ;

juniper-berries, 3 ozs. : 2 days. Bay salt, 8 ozs. : 3 days. Trea-
cle, ^ lb. : 14 days.

Obs.—Before the tongue is salted, the gullet, which has an unsightly

appearance, should be trimmed away: it is indeed usual to take the root

off entirely, but some families prefer left on for the sake of the fet.
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BEEP TONGi Es
; (a Suffolk receipt.)

For each very large tongue, mix with half a pound of salt two onnces
of saltpetre and three-quarters of a pound of the coarsest sugar; rub the
tongues daily, and turn them in the pickle for five weeks, when they
will be fit to be dressed, or to be smoked.

1 large tongue ; salt, 4 lb. ; sugar, ^ lb. ; saltpetre, 2 ozs. : 5 weeks

TO DRESS BEEF TONGUES.

When taken fresh from the pickle they require no soaking unless

they iihould have remained in it much beyond the usual time, or have
been cured with a more than common proportion of salt; but when they

have been smoked and hung for some time, they should be laid for two
or three hours in cold, and as much longer in tepid water, before they
are dressed : if extremely dry, ten or twelve hours must be allowed to

soUen them, and they should always be brought very slowly to boil.

Two or three carrots and a large bunch of savoury herbs, added after

the scum is cleared off, will improve them. They should be simmered
until they are extremely tender, when the skin will peel from them
easily. A highly dried tongue will usually require from three and a
half to four hours' boiling; an unsmoked one, about an hour less; and
for one which has not been salted at all, a shorter time will suffice.

TO ROAST A BEEF HEART.

Wash and soak the heart very thoroughly, cut away the lobes, fill

the cavities with a veal forcemeat (No. 1, page 126), secure it well

with a needle and twine, or very coarse thread, and roast it at a good
fire for an hour and a half, keeping it basted plentifully with butter.

Pour melted butter over it, after it is dished, and send it to table as hot
as possible. Many persons boil the heart for three quarters of an hour
before it is put to the fire, and this is said to render it more delicate eat

ing; the time of roasting must of course be proportionately diminished.

Good brown gravy may be substituted for the melted butter, and cur-

rant jelly also may be served with it.

li hour, or more.

BEEF KIDNEY.

Trim, and cut the kidney into slices; season them with salt and
pepper, and dredge them well with flour ; fry them on both sides, and
when they are done through, lift them out, empty the pan, and make a
gravy for them with a small slice of butter, a dessertspoonful of flour

pepper and salt, and a cup of boiling water; shake these round and give
them a minute's simmering: add a little mushroom catsup, lemon-juice,

eschalot vinegar, or any store sauce that will give a good flavour.

Minced herbs are to many tastes an improvement to this dish, to which
a small quantity of onion shred fine can be added when it is liked.

6 to 9 minutes.

AN EXCELLENT HASH OF COLD BEEF.

Put a slice of butter into a thick saucepan, and when it boils throw
in a dessertspoonful of minced herbs, and an onion (or two or three
eschalots) shred small : shake them over the fire until lightly browned,
then stir in a tablespoonful of flour, a little cayenne, some mace or nut'

nV'g, and half a teaspoonful of salt. When the whole is well coloured.
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pour to it three quarters of a pint or more of broth or gravy, according

to the quantity of meat to he served in it. Let this boil gently for &?

'een minutes: then strain it; add half a w^ineglassful of mushroom or

of compound catsup; lay in the meat, and keep it by the side of the iire

until It is heated through and is on the point af simmering, hut be sure

not to let it boil. Put some fried or toasted sippets into a very hot dish,

and serve the hash directly.

A COMMON HASH OF COLD BEEF OR MIITTON.

Take the meat from the bones, slice it small, trim off the brown edges,

and stew down the trimmings with the bones well broken, an onion, a
bunch of thyme and parsley, a carrot cut into thick slices, a few pepper-

corns, four cloves, some salt, and a pint and a half of water. When
this is reduced to little more than three-quarters of a pint, strain it,

clear it from the fat, thicken it with a large dessertspoonfbl of rice

flour, or rather less of arrow-root ; add salt and pepper if needed, boil

the whole for a few minutes, then lay in the meat and heat it well.

Boiled potatoes are sometimes sliced hot into a very common hash.

Obs.—The cook should be reminded that if the meat in a hash or

mince be allowed to boil, it will immediately become hard, and can then

only be rendered eatable by very long' stewing, which is by no means
desirable for meat which is already sufficiently done.

BRESLAW OF BEEF; {gOod.)

Trim the brown edges from half a pound of underdressed roast beef,

shred it small, and mix it with four ounces of fine bread-crumbs, a tea-

spoonful of minced parsley, and two-thirds as much of thyme, two ounces
of butter broken small, half a cupfiil of gravy or cream, a high season-

ing of pepper and cayenne, and mace, or nutmeg, a small teaspoonful of

salt, and three large eggs, well beaten. Melt a little butter in a pie

dish, pour in the beef, and bake it half an hour; turn it out, and send it

to table with brown gravy in a tureen. When cream or gravy is not

at hand, an additional egg or two, and rather more butter, must be used.

We think that grated lemon-rind improves the breslaw. A portion of

fat from the joint can be added where it is liked. The mixture is some-
times baked in buttered cups.

Beef, ^ lb. ; bread-crumbs, 4 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; gravy or cream, ^
cupful; parsley, 1 teaspoonful ; thyme, two-thirds of teaspoonful ; eggs,

3, or 4, if small; salt, 1 teaspoonful; pepper and nutmeg, ^ teaspoonful

each : bake ^ hour.

NORMAN HASH.

Peel and fry two dozens of button onions in butter until they are

lightly browned, then stir to them a tablespoonful of flour, and when
he whole is of a deep amber shade, pour in -a glass and a half of red

vme, and a large cup of boiling broth or water ; add a. seasoning of

salt and common pepper, or cayenne, and a little lemon-pickle, catsup,

or lemon-juice, and boil the whole until the onions are quite tender;

cut and trim into small handsome slices the remains of either a roast or

boiled joint of beef, and arrange them in a clean saucepan
;
pour tlie

gravy and onions on tbem, and let them stand for awhile to imbibe the
flavour of the sauce; then place the hash near the fire, and when it is

thoroughly hot serve it immediately, without allowing it to.boiL
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FRENCH RECEIPT FOR HASHED BOWLM.

Shake over a slow fire a bit of butter the size of an egg, and a table-

spoonful of flour ; when they have simmered for a minute, stir to thera

a 1 ittle finely-chopped onion, and a dessertspoonful of minced parsley

;

so soon as the whole is equally browned, add sufficient pepper, salt, and
nutmeg to season the hash properly, and from half to three-quarters of

a pint of boiling water or of bouillon. Put in the beef cut into small

but thick slices; let it stand by the fire and heat gradually; and when
near the point of boiling thicken the sauce with the yolks of three eggs,

mixed with a tablespoonful of lemon-juice. For change, omit the eggs,

and substitute a tablespoonful of catsup, and another of pickled gher-

kins [small cucumbers], minced or sliced.

BAKED MINCED BEEF.

Mince tolerably fine, with a moderate proportion of its own fet, aa

much of the inside of a cold roast joint as will suffice for a dish : that

which is least done is best for the purpose. Season it rather highly

with cayenne and mace, or nutmeg, and moderately with salt ; add,

when they are liked, one or two eschalots, minced small, with a few
chopped mushrooms, either fresh or pickled, or two tablespoonsful of

mushroom catsup. Moisten the whole, mixing it well, with a cupful

of good gravy, and put it into a deep dish. Place on the top an inch-

thick layer of bread-crumbs; moisten these plentifully with clarified

butter, passed through a small strainer over them, and send the mince
to a slow oven for twenty minutes, or brown it in a Dutch oven.

TO BOn, MARROW BONES.

Let the large ends of the bones be sawed by the butcher, so that

when they are dished they may stand upright ; and if it can be done
conveniently, let them> be placed in the same manner in the vessel in

which they are boiled. Put a bit of paste, made with flour and water,

over the ends where the marrow is visible, and tie a cloth tightly over

them ; take the paste ofi" before the bones are sent to table, and serve

them, placed upright in a napkin, with slices of dry toasted bread, apart.

When not wanted for immediate use, they may be partially boiled, and
set into a cool place, vihere they will remain good for many days.

Large marrow bones, 2 hours; moderate sized, IJ hour. To keep:
boil them 1 4 hour, and from ^ to J hour more when wanted for table.

BAKED MARROW BONES.

When the bones have been sawed to the length of a deep pie dish,

wash and wipe them dry, lay them into it, and cover thera entirely with

a good batter. Send them to a moderate oven for an hour or more, and
serve them in the batter.

CLARIFIED MARROW FQR KEEPING.

Take the marrow from the bones while it is as fresh as possible ; cut

it small, put it into a very clean jar, and melt it with a gentle heat,

either in a pan of water placed over the fire, or at the mouth of a cool

jven ; strain it through a muslin, let it settle for a minute or two, and
pour it, clear of sediment, into small jars. Tie skins, or double folds

of thick paper, over them as soon as the marrow is cold, and store it it

<. cool place. It will remain good for months.
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CHAPTER IX.

VEAL.

No.
1. Loin, Best End.
S. Lnin, Ctiump End.
3. Fillet.

4. Hind Knuckle.
5. Fore Knuckle.

No.
C. Neck, Best End.
7. Neck, Scrag End
a Blade Bone.
9. Biitaet, Beat End.

10. Breast, Brisket End

TO CHOOSE VEAL.

Veal should be fat, finely grained, white, firm, and not overgrown:

for when very large it is apt to be coarse and tough. It is more diffi-

cult to keep than any other meat except pork, and should never be

allowed to acquire the slightest taint before it is dressed, as any ap-

proach to putridity renders it equally urlwholesome and offensive to the

taste. The fillet, the loin, the shoulder, and the best end of the neck,

are the parts generally selected for roasting ; the breast and knuckle

are more usually stewed or boiled. The udder, or firm white fat of the

fillet, is much used by French cooks instead of butter, especially in the

composition of their forcemeats : for these, it is first well boiled, then
left until quite cold, and afterwards thoroughly pounded before it is

mixed with the other ingredients. The head and feet of the calf are

valuable articles of fiiod, both for the nutriment which the gelatinous

parts of them affi)rd, and for the great variety of modes in which they

raay be dressed. The kidneys, with the rich fat that surrounds them,

jnd the sweetbreads especially, are well known delicacies; the liver

and the heart also are very good eating ; and no meat is so generally

useful for rich soups and gravies as veal.

TO TAKE THE HAIR FROM A CALf's HEAD WITH THE SKIN ON.

It is better to do this before the head is divided ; but if only the half

of one with the skin on can be procured, it must be managed in the

same way. Put it into plenty of water which is on the point of sim-
mering, but which does not positively boil, and let it remain in until it

does so, and for five or six minutes afterwards, but at the first full bub-

ble draw it from the fire and let it merely scald ; then lift it out, and
vi^ith a knife that is not sharp scrape off the hair as closely and as
quickly as possible. The butchers have an instrument on purpose for

the operation ; but we have had the head look quite as well when done
in the manner we have just described, as when it lias been sent in

ready prepared by tliem. After the hair is off, the head should be well
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washed, and if it cannot be cooked the same day, it must be wiped ex-

tremely dry before it is hung up; and when it has not been divided, it

should be left whole imtil the time approaches for dressing it. The
brain must then be talcen out, and both that and the head well soaked
and washed with the greatest nicety. When the half head only is

scalded, the brain should first be removed. Calves' feet are freed from
the hair easily in the same manner ; indeed, we find it a better mode
of having it cleared from themthan the one we have given in Chapte*
XX., though tliat is practised by many good butchers.

BOILED calf's HEAD.

When the head is dressed with the skin on, which many persons

prefer, the ear must be cut ofi^ quite close to it; it will require three

quarters of an hour or upwards of additional boiling, and should be
served covered with fried crumbs: the more usual mode, however, is

to boil it without the skin. In either case, first remove the brain, wash
the head delicately clean, and soak it for a quarter of an hour ; cover it

plentifiilly with cold water, remove the scum as it rises with great

care, throw in a little salt, and boil the head gently until it is perfectly

tender. In the mean time, wash and soak the brains first in cold and
then in warm water, remove the skin or film, boil them in a small

saucepan from fourteen to sixteen minutes, according to their size, and
when they are done, chop and mix them with eight or ten sage leaves

boiled tender, and finely minced, or, if preferred, with parsley boiled

instead ; warm them in a spoonful or two of melted butter, or white

sauce ; skin the' tongue, trim off the root, and serve it in a small dish

with the brains laid round it. Send the head to table v6ry hot, with

parsley and butter poured over it, and some more in a tureen. A cheek
of bacon, or very delicate pickled pork, and greens, are the usual ac-

companiments to boiled calf's head.

We have given here the common English mode of serving this dish,

by some epicures considered the best, and by others, as exceedingly

insipid. On the Continent, tomata sauce takes the place of the parsley

and buttey ; and rich oyster or Dutch sauce are varieties often substi-

tuted for it in this country.

With the skin on, from 2J to 2j hours; without the skin, from IJ to

1j hour.

calf's head, the warder's way; (an excellent receipt.)

Boil the halfhead until tolerably tender; let it cool, and bone it

entirely ; replace the brain, lay the head into a stewpan, and simmer
it gently for an hour in rich gravy. From five and twenty to thirtj

minutes before it is dished, add, if procurable, half a pint of mushroom-
buttons. Thicken the gravy, if needftil, with rice-flour, or with flour

and liutter, and serve plenty of fo^cemea^baIls round the head. For
dishes of this kind, a little sweet-basil wine, or a few sprigs of the herb

itself, impart a very agreeable flavour. When neither these nor mush-
rooms are within reach, the very thin rind of a small but fresh lemon
nay be boiled in the gravy, and the strained juice added at the instant

)f serving.

Boiled from I to 2 hours ; stewed 1 hour.

Obs.—The skin, with the ear, n.ay be left on the head for this re-

ceipt, and the latter slit into narrow strips from the tip to within an

10
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!nch and a half of the base ; which will give it a feathery and orna-

mental appearance : the head may then be glared or not at pleasure.

FRGFABED calf's HEAD; (^the Cook's receipt.)

Take away the brains and tongue from the half of a calf's head, an
then remove the bones, being careful in doing so to keep the knife at

close to them as possible, and to avoid piercing the outer skin : in this

consists the whole art of boning, in which an attentive cook may easily

render herself expert. Next wash the head and dry it in a clean cloth

;

sprinkle over the inside a little pounded mace and cayenne, or white
pepper; rdll it up tightly, and bind it round with tape or twine. Lay
mto a small stewpot three or four pounds of neck of veal or of bee?
twice or thrice divided, and place the head upon it with the bonesi well

oroken
; pour in half a gallon of cold water, or as much as will suffice

to keep the head covered until it is done, and simmer it very gently

from an hour and a quarter to an hour and three quarters. When it ig

extremely tender, lift it out, and if wanted for table, remove the bind-

ing, and serve it very hot, with currie sauce, rich oyster sauce, or egg
sauce and brown gravy ; but should the remains, or the whole of it be
required for the following receipts, pour no gravy over it : in the latter

case do not take off the tape for several hours. The tongue may be
stewed with the head, but will require rather less time. We do not

think it needful to repeat in every receipt our directions for adding salt

to, and removing carefully the scum from, meats that are stewed or

ipoiled, but the cook must not neglect either. When the trouble of
boning is objected to, it can be dispensed with for some of the dishes

which follow, but not for all. After the head is taken out, boil the

gravy until it is well reduced, and rich : it should be strongly jellied

when cold. A bone of ham, or a slice of hung beef will much improve
its flavour ; but vegetables must be avoided if it be wanted to keep : a
little spice and a feggot of parsley may be added to it, and a calf's foot

will be sure to give it the requisite degree of firmness. This receipt

is for a head without the skin.

*

HASHED calf's HEAD.

When the whole of this dish has to be prepared, make lor it a quart
of stock, and proceed, in all else as in making mock turtle soup;
but after the head has been parboiled, cut down a full pound and
a half of it for the hash, and slice it small and thick, instead of dividing
it into dice. Make the brains into cakes (see page 126), and gar-
nish the dish with forcemeat balls, rolled in egg, and in the finest

bread-crumbs, then fried a delicate brown, and well drained, and dried
upon a warm sieve reversed. The wine and other seasonings should
be the same as for the soup.

Rich gravy, 1 quart; flesh of calf's head, full IJ lb.; wine, and
other seasonings, as for mock turtle soup.

Obs.—The gravy for this hash should be stewed with ham, eschalots,
&c., exactly as for the soup.

CHEAP HASH OP OALP's HEAD.

Take the flesh from the bone of a cold boiled head, and put it sside
until wanted; take about three pints of the liquor in which il iy>i8
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cooked ; break the bones, and stew them down with a smail bunch of
savoury herbs, a carrot, or two should they be small, a little carefully

fried onion, four cloves, a dozen corns of pepper, and either a slice or

two of lean unboiled ham, or the bone of a boiled one, quite cleared of
flesh, well bruised and broken, and freed carefully from any of the
smoked outsides. If neither of these can be had, from half to a whole
pound of neck of beef should be stewed with the bones, or the whole
will be insipid in flavour. When the liquid is reduced nearly half,

strain it, take off the fat, thicken it with a little well-made roux, or, it

more convenient, with flour and butter, stirred into it when it boils, or

with rice flour or arrow-root, mixed with a little spice, mushroom cat-

sup, or Harvey's sauce, and a small quantity of lemon pickle or Chili

vinegar. Heat the meat slowly in the sauce when it is ready, but do
not allow it to boil. The forcemeat, No. 1. of Chapter VI., may be
rolled into balls, fried, and served round it. The gravy should be well

seasoned.

TO DRESS COLD CALP's HEAD OR VEAL A LA MAITHE d'hOTEL. (oOOD.)

(^English receipt.)

Cvfi into small delicate slices, or into scollops of equal size, sufficient

cold calPs head or veal for a dish. Next knead very smoothly together

with a knife two ounces of butter, and a small dessertspoonfiil of flour

;

put these into a stewpan or well-tinned saucepan, and keep them stirred

or shaken over a gentle fire until they have sinlmered for a minute or

two, but do not let them take the slightest colour ; then add to them in

very small portions (letting the sauce boil up after each is poured in)

half a pint of pale veal gravy, or of good shin-etf-beef stock, and when
the whole is very smoothly blended, and has boiled for a couple of mi-

nutes, mix together and stir to it a tablespoonful of common vinegar, a
dessertspoonful of Chili vinegar, a little cayenne, a tablespoonful of
good mushroom catsup, and a very small bit of sugar ; and when the

sauce again boils, strew a tablespoonful of minced parsley over the

meat, lay it in, and let it stand by the fire until it is quite heated

through, but do not allow it to boil : if kept just at the simmering point

for ten or twelve minutes, it may be served perfectly bot without. The
addition of the mushroom catsup converts this into an English sauce,

and renders it in colour, as well as in flavour, unlike the French one
which bears the game name, and which is acidulated generally with
lemon-juice instead of vinegar. Pickled mushrooms are sometimes
added to the dish : the parsley when it is objected to may be omitted,

and the yolks of two or three eggs mixed with a little cream may be
stirred in, but not allowed to boil, just before the meat is served. When
veal is used for this hash instead of calf's head, it should be cut into

slices not much larger than a twenty-five cent piece, and freed entirely

from fat, sinew, and the brown edges. When neither broth nor gravy
is at hand, a morsel or two of lean ham, and a few of the trimmings or

bones of the head or joint, may be boiled down to supply its olace.

Sufficient cold calf's head, or meat, for a dish ; butter, 2 ozs. ; flour,

1 small dessertspoonful; gravy, or strong broth, .^ pint; vinegar, and
mushroom catsup, of each 1 tablespoonful ; Chili vinegar, 1 dessert-

spoonful ; small bit of sugar ; little cayenne, and salt if needed
parsley, 1 tablespoonful pickled mushrooms or not at pleasure).
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06s.—Soles or codfish are very good, if raioed neatly from the boues^

otflaked, and heated in this Mditre d'Hotel sauce.

calf's head brawn; (author's receipt.)

The half of a fine large calf's head, with the skin on, will best an-

swer for this brawn. Take out the brains, and bone it entirely, or get

the butcher to do this; rub a little fine salt over, and let it drain for ten

or twelve hours ; next wipe it dry, and rub it well in every part with

three-quarters of an ounce of saltpetre finely powdered (or with an ounce
should the head be very large) and mixed with four ounces of common
salt, and three of bay salt, also beaten fine; turn the head daily in this

pickle for four or five days, rubbing it a little each time ; and then pour

over it four ounces of treacle, and continue to turn it every day, and
baste it with the brine very frequently for a month. Hang it up for a
night to drain, fold it in brown paper, and send it- to be smoked where
wood only is burned, from three ',o four weeks. When wanted for table,

wash and scrape it very clean, bul do not soak it; Uy'it, with the rind

downwards, into a saucepan or stewpan, which will hold it easily; cover

it v>eU with cold water, as it will swell considerably in the cooking; let

it heat rather slowly, skim it thoroughly when it first begins to simmer,
and boil it as gently as possible from an hour and three-quarters to a
couple of hours, or more, should it not then be perfectly tender quite

through ; for unless sufiiciently boiled, the skin, which greatly resem-

bles brawn, will be unpleasantly tough when cold. When the fleshy

side of the head is done, which will be twenty minutes or half an hour
sooner than the outside, pour the water from it, leaving so much only

in the stewpan as will just cover the gelatinous part, and simmer it

until this is thoroughly tender. The head thus cured is very highly

flavoured, and most excellent eating. The receipt for it is entirely

new, having originated with ourselves. We give the reader, in addi-

tion, the result of our first experiment with it, which was exceedingly

successful:—"A half calf's head, not very large, without the skin,

pickled with three ounces of common salt, two of bay salt, half an ounce
of saltpetre, one ounce of brown sugar, and halfan ounce ofpepper, left

four days ; then three ounces of treacle added, and the pickling continued

for a month ; smoked nearly as long, and boiled between one hour and
a half, and two hours." The pepper was omitted in our second trial,

because it did not improve the appearance of the dish, although it was
an advantage in point of flavour. Juniper-berries might, we think, be
added with advantage, when they are liked; and cayenne tied in a
muslin might supply the place of the pepper. It is an infinite improve*
ment to have the skin of the head lefl; on.

TO BOAST A FILLET OP VEAL.

Take out the bone and put a good roll of forcemeat (No. 1, page 122)
under the flap, dividing first, with a sharp knife, the skin from the meat
sufiiciently to admit the quantity required ; secure it well, truss the veal

firmly into good shape, place it at a distance from the fire at first, and
baste it with butter. The outside will have a richer crust of browning
if the meat be washed, wiped tolerably dry, and well floured before it

is laid to the fire. It should be carefully watched, and basted often,

that the tut may not bum. Pour melted butter over it after it is dished,
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and serve with it a boiled cheek of bacon and a lemon. Roast it from
three hours and a half, to four hours and a half, according to its size.

BOILED FILLET OF VEAL.

A small and delicately white fillet should be selected for this purpose.
Bind it round with tape, after having washed it thoroughly ; cover it

well with cold water, and bring it gently to boil ; watch, and clear off

carefully, the scum as it rises, and be, at the same time, very cautious
not to allow the water to become smoked. Let the meat be gently sim-
mered from three hours and a half to four and a half, according to its

weight. Send it to table with rich while sauce, and a boiled tongue

;

or make for it in the first instance the oyster forcemeat of Chapter VI.,

and serve with the veal a tureen of well-made oyster sauce.

3i to 4J hours.

ROAST LOIN OF VEAL.

It is not usual to stuff a loin of veal, but we greatly recommend the

practice, as an infinite improvement to the joint. Make the same force-

meat as for the fillet; and insert it between the skin and the flesh just

over the ends of the bones. Skewer down the flap, place the joint at a

moderate distance from a sound fire, keep it constantly basted, and be
especially caretlil not to allow the kidney fat to burn : to prevent this,

and to ensure the good appearance of the joint, a buttered paper is often

fastened round the loin, and removed about half an hour before it is

taken from the fire. It is the fashion in some counties to serve egg-
sauce and brown gravy with roast loin, or breast of veal.

The cook will scarcely need to be told that she must separate the

skin from the flank, with a sharp knife, quite from the end, to the place

where the forcemeat is to be put, and then skewer the whole very se-

curely. When the veal is not papered, dredge it well with flour soon

after it is laid to the fire.

2 to 2J hours.

BOILED LOIN OF VEAL.

If dressed with care and served with good sauces, this, when the meal
is small and white, is an excellent dish, and often more acceptable to

persons of delicate habit than roast veal. Take from eight to ten pounds
of the best end of the loin, leave the kidney in with all its fat, skewer
or bind down the flap, lay the meat into cold water, and boil it as gently
as possible from two hours and a quarter to two and a halfj clearing off

the scum perfectly, as in dressing the fillet. Send it to table with well-

made oyster sauce, or bechamel, or with white sauce well flavoured

with lemon-juice, and with parsley, boiled, pressed dry, and finely

chopped.

2i to 2i hours.

STEWED LOIN OF VEAL.

Take part of a loin of veal, the chump end will do
; put into a large,

thick, well-tinned iron saucepan, or into a stewpan, about a couple of

ounces of butter, and shake it over a moderate fire until it begins to

brown; flour the veal well all over, lay it into the saucepan, and when
it is of a fine, equal light-brown, pour gradually in veal broth, gravy,

or boiling water to nearly half its depth; add a little salt, one or two
faliced carrots, a small onion, or more when the flavour is much liked,
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and a bunch of parsley ; stew the veal very softly for an hour or rather

more ; then turn it, and let it stew for nearly or quite another hour, or

longer should it not appear perfectly done. As none of our receipts

have been tried with large, coarse veal, the cooking must be regulated

by that circumstance, and longer time allowed should the meat be of

more than middling size. Dish the joint; skim all the fat from the

gravy, and strain it over the meat ; or keep the joint hot while it is

rapidly reduced to a richer consistency. This is merely a plain family

stew.

BOILED BREAST OF VEAL.

Let both the veal and the sweetbread be washed with exceeding

nicety, cover them with cold water, clear off the scum as it rise.s, throw
in a Utile salt, add a bunch of parsley, a large blade of mace, and twenty
white peppercorns; simmer the meat from an hour to an hour and a
quarter, and serve it covered with rich onion sauce. Send it to table

very hot. The sweetbread may be taken up when half done, and cur-

riedi or made into cutlets, or stewed in brown gravy. When onions

are objected to, substitute white sauce and a cheek of bacon for them,
or parsley and butter, if preferred to it

1 to li hour.

TO ROAST A BREAST OP VEAL.

Let the caul remain skewered over the joint till within half an hour
of its being ready for table

; place it at a moderate distance from a
brisk fire, baste it constantly, and in about aii hour and a half remove
the caul, flour the joint, and let it brown. Dish and pour melted butter

over it, and serve it with a cut lemon, and any other of the usual ac-

companiments to veal. It may be garnished with fried bails of the

forcemeat (No. 1, Chapter VL), aboui the size of a walnut.

2 to 2^ hours.

TO BONE A SHOULDER OP VEAL, MCTTON OR LAMB.

Spread a clean cloth upon a table or dresser, and lay the joint flat

apon it, with the skin downwards; with a sharp knife cut off the flesh

from the inner side, nearly down to the blade

\Nt\ bone, of which detach the edges first, then
work the knife under it, keeping it always
close to the bone, and using all possible pre-

caution not to pierce the outer skin ; when
it is in every part separated from tlie flesh,

loosen it from the socket with the point of
Shoulder of Veal or Mutton, the knife, and remove it; or, without di-

boned and rolled. viding the two bones, cut round the joint

until it is freed entirely from the meat, and proceed to detach the second
bone. That of the knuckle is frequently left in, but for some dishes it

is necessary to take it out ; in doing this, he careful not to tear the

skin. A most excellent grill may be made by leaving suflScient meat
for it upon the bones'of a shoulder of mutton, when they are removed
from the joint : it wiji be found very superior to the broiled blade-bone

of a roasl shoulder, which is so much esteemed by many people.

STEWED SHOULDER OP VEAL; (English receipt.')

Bone a shoulder of veal, and strew the inside thickly with savonrf
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herbs, minced small ; season it well with salt, cayenne, and pounded
mace ; and place on these a layer of ham cut in thin slices, and freed

from rind and rust. Roll the veal, and bind it tightly with a fillet

;

roast it for an hour and a half, then simmer it gently in good brown
gravy for five hours; add forcemeat balls before it is dished; skim the

fat from the gravy, and serve it with the meat. This receipt, for which
we are indebted to a correspondent on whom we can depend, and which
we have not, therefore, proved ourselves, is for a joint which weighs
ten pounds before it is boned.

ROAST NECK OF VEAL.

The best end of the neck will make an excellent roast. A forcemeat

may be inserted between the skin and the flesh, by first separating them
with a sharp knife; or the dish may be garnished with the forcemeat in

balls. From an hour and three-quarters to a couple of hours will roast

it Pour melted butter over it when it is dished, and serve it like other

joints. Let it be floured when first laid to the fire, kept constantly

basted, and always at a sufficient distance to prevent its being scorched.

1j to 2 hours.

For the forcemeat, see No. 1, Chapter VI. Prom 8 to 10 minutes
will fry the balls.

KNUCKLE OP veal; (en Ragout.^

Cut in small thick slices the flesh of a knuckle of veal, season it with

a little fine salt and white pepper, flour it lightly, and fry it in butter to

a pale brown, lay it into a very clean stewpan or saucepan, and just

cover it with boiling water ; skim it clean, and add to it a faggot of

thyme and parsley, the white part of a head of celery, a small quantity

of cayenne, and a blade or two of mace. Stew it very softly from an
hour and three-quarters, to two hours and a half. Thicken' and enrich

the gravy if needful with rice-flour and mushroom catsup or Harvey's

sauce, or with a large teaspoonfiil of flour, mixed with a slice of butter,

a little good store-sauce and a glass of sherry or Madeira. Fried force-

meat balls of No. 1, page 122, may be added at pleasure. With an
additional quantity of water, or of broth (made with the bones of the

joint), a pint and a half of young green peas stewed with the veal for

an hour will give an agreeable variety of this dish.

BOILED KNUCKLE OF VEAL.

After the joint has been trimmed and well washed, pnt it into a ves-

sel well adapted to it in size, for if it be very large, so much water wJ]

be required that the veal will be deprived of its flavour ; it should "be

well covered with it, and very gently boiled until it is perfectly tender

in every part, but not so much done as to separate from the bone. Clear

off the scum with scrupulous care when the simmering first commences,

and throw in a small portion of salt ; as this, if sparingly used, will not

ledden the meat, and will otherwise much improve it. Parsley and

butter is usually both poured over, and sent to table with 'a knuckle of

veal, and boiled bacon also should accompany it. From the sinewy

nature of this joint, it requires more than the usual time of cooking, »

quarter of an hour to the pound not being sufficient for it.

Vea^, 6 to 7 lbs.: 2 hours or more.
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KNUCKLE OF VEAL WITH RICE OR GREEN PEAS.

Pour over a small knuckle of veal rather more than sufficient water

to cover it ; bring it slowly to a boil ; take off all the scum with great

care, throw in a teaspoonful -of salt, and when the joint has simmered
for about half an hour, throw in from eight to twelve ounces of well-

washed rice, and stew the veal gently for an hour and a half longer, or

imtil both the meat and rice are perfectly tender. A seasoning of cay-

enne and mace in fine powder with more salt, should it be required,

must be added twenty or thirty minutes before they are served. For a

superior stew, good veal broth may be substituted for the water.

Veal, 6 lbs. ; water, 3 to 4 pints; salt, 1 teaspoonful : 30 to 40 min-
utes. Rice, 8 to 12 ozs. : 1^ hour. Seasoning of cayenne, mace, and
more salt if needed. A quart or even more of full-grown green peas

added to the veal as soon as the scum has been cleared off will make a

most excellent stew. It should be well seasoned with white pepper,

and the mace should be omitted. Two or three cucumbers, pared and
freed from the seeds, may be sliced into it when it boils, or four or five

young lettuces shred small ]nay be used to give it flavcur.

BORDYKE VEAL CAKE; (^Ood.)

Take a pound and a half of veal perfectly clear of fat and skin, and
eight ounces of the nicest striped bacon ; chop them separately, then
mix them well together with the grated rind of a small lemon, half a
teaspoonful of salt, a fourth as much of cayenne, the third part of a nut-

meg, grated, and a half-teaspoonful of freshly pounded mace. When it

is pressed into the dish, let it be somewhat higher in the centre than at

the edge ; and whether to be served hot or cold, lift it out as soon as it

comes from the oven, and place it on a strainer that the fat may drain

from it : it will keep many days if the under side be dry. The bacon
should be weighed after the rind, and any rust it may exhibit, have
been trimmed from it : that cured by the East Farleigh receipt, (see

Chapter XI.) is best for the purpose. This cake is excellent cold, bet-

ter indeed than the preceding one ; but slices of either if preferred hot,

may be warmed through in a Dutch oven, or on the gridiron, or in a
few spoonsful of gravy. The same ingredients made into small cakes,

well floured, and slowly fried from twelve to fifteen minutes, then served

with gravy made in the pan as for cutlets, will be found e;^tremely

good. I
Veal, IJ lb. ; striped bacon, S ozs. ; salt and mace, 1 teaspoonful

each ; rind of Ismon, 1 ; third of 1 nutmeg ; cayenne, 4 gi'ains : baked

li^ to 14 hour.

FRICANDEAU OF VEAL. (ENTREE.)

French cooks always prefer for this dish, which is a common one in

their own country, that part of the fillet to which the fat or udder is

attached ;* but the flesh of the finer part of the neck, or loin, raised

clear froin the bones, may be made to answer the purpose nearly, or
quite as well, and often much more conveniently, as the meat with us
is not divided for s»Je as in France ; and to purchase the entire fillet,

for the sake of the friciindeau, would render it exceedingly expensive
Lay the veal flat upon a table, or dresser, with the skin uppermost, and

* Called by them the noix.
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endeavour, with one sti'cSe of an exceedingly sharp knife, to clear

this off, and to leave the surface of the meat extremely smooth ; next

lard it thickly with small lardoons, as directed for a partridge (page

140,) and make one or two incisions in the under side with the point

of a knife, that it may the better imbibe the flavour of the seasonings.

Take a stewpan, of sufficient size to hold the fricandean, and the

proper quantity of vegetables compactly arranged, without much room

being left round the meat. Put into it a couple of large carrots,

cut in thick slices, two onions of moderate size, two or three roota

of parsley, three bay-leaves, two small blades of mace, a branch or

two of lemon thyme, and a little cayenne, or a saltspoonful of white

peppercorns. Raise these high in the centre of the stewpan, so as to

support the meat, and prevent its touching the gravy. Cover them with
slices of very fat bacon, and place the fricandeau gently on them ; then

pour in as much good veal broth, or stock, as will nearly cover the vege-

tables without reaching to the veal. A calf's foot, split in two, may
with advantage be laid under them in the first instance. Stew the fri-

candeau very gently for upwards of three hours, or until it is found to

be extremely tender when probed with a fine skewer or a larding-pin.

Plenty of live embers must then be put on the lid of the stewpan for

ten minutes, or a quarter of an hour, to render the lardoons firm. Lift

out the fricandeau, and keep it hot; strain and reduce the gravy very
quickly, after having skimmed off every particle of fat

;
glaze the veal,

and serve it on a ragout of sorrel, cucumbers, or spinach. This, though
rather an elaborate receipt, is the best we can offer to the reader for a
dish, which is now almost as fashionable with us as it is common on the

Continent. Some English cooks have a very summary method of pre-

paring it ; they merely lard and boil the veal until they can " cut it

with a spoon," then glaze and serve it with "brown gravy in the dish."

This may be very tolerable eating, but it will bear small resemblance to

the French fricandeau.

3i to 4 hours.

SPRING-STEW OF VEAL.

Cut two pounds of i?eal, free firom fat, into small half^inch thick cut-

lets; flour them well, and fry them in butter with two small cucumbers
sliced, sprinkled with pepper, and floured, one moderate sized lettuce,

and twenty-four green gooseberries cut open lengthwise and seeded.

When the whole is nicely browned, lift it into a thick saucepan, and
pour gradually into the pan half a pint, or rather more, of boiling water,

broth, or gravy. Add as much salt and pepper as it requires. Give it

a minute's simmer, and pour it over the meat, shaking it well round the

pan as this is done. Let the veal stew gently from three quarters of

an hour to an hour. A bunch of green onions cut small may be added

to the other vegetables if liked ; and tlje veal will eat better if slightly

seasoned with salt and pepper before it is floured ; a portion of fat can

be left on it if preferred.

Veal, 2 lbs. ; cucumbers, 2 ; lettuce, 1 ; green gooseberries, 24 ; water

or broth, i pint or more : j to 1 hour.

NORMAN HARRICO.

Brown in a stewpan, or fry lightly, after having sprinkled them with

pepper, salt and flour, 'rom two to three pounds of veal cutlets. If
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taken from the neck, chop the bones very short, and trim away the

greater part of the fat. Arrange them as flat as they can be in a sauce-

pan ;
give a pint of hot water a boil in the pan in which they have been

browned, and pour it on them; add a small faggot of parsley, and,

should the flavour be liked, one of green onions also. Let the meal
simmer softly for half an hour ; then cover it with small new potatoes

which have had a single boil in water, give the saucepan a shake, and
let the harrico stew very gently for another half hour, or until the pota-

toes are quite done, and the veal is tender. When the cutlets are thick

and the potatoes approaching their full size, more time will be required

for the meat, and the vegetables may be at once divided : if extremely
young they will not need the previous boil. Before the harrico is

served, skim the fat from it, and add salt and pepper should it not be
sufficiently seasoned. A few bits of lean ham, or shoulder of bacon
browned with the veal, will much improve this dish, and for some tastes,

a little acid will render it more agreeable. Very delicate pork chops
may be dressed in the same way.

Veal, 2 to 3 lbs.; water (or gravy), 1 pint; new potatoes, IJ to 2
lbs. ; ftiggot, parsley and green onions : 1 hour or more.

VEAL CUTLETS.

Take them, if possible, free from bone, and after having trimmed
them into proper shape, beat them with a paste roller until the fibre of
the meat is thoroughly broken ; flour them well to prevent the escape
of the gravy, and fry them from twelve to fifteen minutes over a fire

which is not sufficiently fierce to burn them before they are quite cooked
through: they should be of a fine amber brown, aad perjectly done.

Lift them into a hot dish, pour the fat from the pan, throw in a slice of
fresh butter, and when it is melted, stir or dredge in a dessertspoonful

of flour ; keep these shaken until they are well coloured, then pour
gradually to them a cup of gravy or boiling water ; add pepper, salt, a

little lemon pickle or juice, give the wiiole a boil, and pour it over the

cutlets: a few forcemeat-balls, fried, and served with them, is usually

a very acceptable addition to this dish, even when it is garnished or

accompanied with rashers of ham or bacon. A morsel of glaze, or of
the jelly of 'oast meat, should, when at hand, be added to the sauce,

which a little mushroom powder would further improve: mushroom
sauce, indeed, is considered by many epicures as indispensable with

veal cutlets. We have recommended, in this one instance, that the

meat should be thoroughly beaten, because we find that the veal is

wonderfully improved by the process, which, however, we still depre-

cate for other meat.
12 to 15 minutes.

ti;al CUTLETS, OR coLLOPs. (entreb.) (A la Frangaise.)

Cut the veal into small, thin, round coUops of equal size, arrange
them evenly in a saute-pan, or in a small frying-pan, and sprinkle a
little fine salt, white pepper, and grated nutmeg on them. Clarify, oi

merely difisolve in a clean saucepan, with a gentle degree of heat, an
ounce or two of good butter, and pour it equally over the meat. Set
the pan iside until the dinner-hour, then fry the collops over a clear

fire, and when the/ are lightly browned, which will be in from four to
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five minutes, Jift them into a hot dish, and sauce them with a little

Espagnole, or with a gravy made quickly in the pan, and flavoured
with lemon-juice and cayenne. They are excellent even without any
sauce.

3 to 4 minutes.

SCOTCH COLLOPS. (ehTIIEE.)

Prepare the veal as for the preceding receipt, but dip the coUops into

beaten egg and seasoned bread-crumbs, and fry them directly in good
butter, over a moderate fire, of a light golden brown ; drain them well

in lifting them from the pan, and sauce them like the collops d la

Frangaise.

VEAL CUTLETS, A LA MODE DE LONDRES; OR, LONDON
FASHION. (entree.)

Raise the flesh entire from the upper side of the best end of a neck
of veal, free it from the skin, and from the greater portion of the fat,

slice it equally into cutlets little more than a quarter of an inch thick,

brush them with egg, strew them with fine bread-crumbs, and fry them
of a light brown. Toast, or fry apart as many small slices of bacon as

there are cutlets, and let them be trimmed nearly to the same shape

;

place them alternately on their edges round the inside of a hot dish (so

as to form a sort of chain), and pour into the middle some rich gravy
made in the pan, and very slightly flavoured with eschalot ; or substi-

tute for this some good brown mushroom sauce. Savoury herbs, grated

lemon-rind, nutmeg, or mace, salt, and white pepper, or cayenne, should

be mixed with the bread-crumbs, in the proper proportions, for cutlets

of calf's head ; or they may be varied at pleasure. A cheek of bacon
is best adapted to this dish.

SWEETBREADS, (entreb.) {Simply dressed.)

In whatever way sweetbreads are dressed, they should first be well

soaked in lukewarm water, then thrown into boiling water to blanch

them, as it is called, and to render them firm. If lifted out after they

have boiled from five to ten minutes, according to their size, and laid

immediately into fresh spring water to cool, their colour will be the

better preserved. They may then be gently stewed for three quarters

of an hour in veal gravy, which, with the usual additions of cream,

lemon, and egg-yolks, may be converted into a fricassee sauce for them
when they are done; or they may be lifted from it, glazed, and served

with good Spanish gravy; or, the glazing being omitted, they may be

sauced with the sharp Maitre d'Hotel sauce of page 99. They may
also be simply floured, and roasted in a Dutch oven, being often basted

with buiter, and frequently turned. A full sized sweetbread, after

having been blanched, will require quite three quarters of an hour to

dress it.

Blanched 5 to 10 minutes. Stewed | hour or more.

SWEETBREAD CUTLETS. (eNTEEE.)

Boil the sweetbreads for half an hour in water, or veal broth, and

when they are ptirfectly cold, cut them into slices of equal thickness,

brush them with yolks of egg, and dip them into very fine bread-crumbs,

seasoned with salt, cayenne, grated lemon-rind, and mace ; fry them in
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butter of a fine light 'brown, arrange them in a dish, placing thera high

in tlie centre, and pour under them a gravy made in the pan, thickened

with mushroom powder, and flavoured with lemon-juice ; or, in lieu of

ihis, sauce them with some rich brown gravy, to wliich a glass of sherry

or Madeira has been added. When it can be done conveniently, take

as many slices of a cold boiled tongue as there are sweetbread cutlets

;

pare the rind from them, trim them into good shape, and dress them

with the sweetbreads, after they have been egged and seasoned in the

same way ;
place each cutlet upon a slice of tongue when they are

dished. For variety, substitute croutons of fried bread, stamped out to

the size of the cutlets, with a round or fluted paste or cake cutter. The
crumb of a stale loaf, very evenly sliced, is best for the purpose.

STEWED calf's FEET
;
{cheap and good.)

This is an excellent family dish, highly nutritious, and often very

inexpensive, as the feet, during the summer, are usually sold at a low
rate. Wash them with nicety, divide them at the joint, and split the

claws; arrange them closely in a thick stewpan or saucepan, and pour

in as much cold water as will cover them about half an inch : three

pints will be sufficient for a couple of large feet. When broth or stock

is at hand it is good economy to substitute it for the water, as, by this

means, a portion of strong and well-flavoured jellied gravy will be

obtained for general use, the full quantity not being needed as sauce for

the feet. The whole preparation will be much improved by laying a
thick slice of the lean of an unboiled ham, knuckle of bacon, hung
beef, or the end of a dried tongue, at the bottom of the pan, before the

other ingredients are added ; or, when none of these are at hand, by
supplying the deficiency with a few bits of stewing-beef or veal : the

feet being of themselves insipid, will be much more palatable with one

or the other of these additions. Throw in from half to three quarters

of a teaspoonful of salt when they begin to boil, and, after the scum has

been all cleared o^ add a few branches of parsley, a little celery, one
small onion or more, stuck with half a dozen cloves, a carrot or two, a
large blade cf mace, and twenty corns of whole pepper ; stew them
softly until the flosh will part entirely from the bones ; take it fi:om

them ; strain part of the gravy, and skim off' all the fat, flavour it with
catsup, or any other store sauce, and thicken it, when it boils, with
arrow-root, or flour and butter; put in the flesh of the feet, and serve

the dish as soon as the whole is very hot. A glass of wine, a little

lemon-juice, and a few forcemeat-balls, will convert this into a very
superior stew ; a handful of mushroom-buttons also simmered in it for

half an honr before it is dished will vary it agreeably.

Calf's feet (large),'2; water, 3 pints; salt, 4 to j teaspoonful; onions,

1 to 3; cloves, 6; peppercorns, 20; mace, large blade; little celery
and parsley ; carrots, 1 or 2 : stewed softly, 2i to 3^ hours. Mush-
room catsup, 1 tablespoonful ; flour, or arrow-root, 1 large teaspoonful'

butter, 1 to ^ ozs. Cayenne, to taste.

CAIP'S LIVER FRIED.

To render the liver firm when dressed, lay it into a deep dish, and
pour over it half a pint of vinegar; turn it often in this, and let it lie

for four and twenty hor.rs, or lo'iger even, if more convenient. Sliced
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onions, or eschalots, and blanches of parsley, may be steeped witn it in

tlie vinegar, when their flavour is relished ; but, in general, they would
not, we think, be considered an improvement. Wash and wipe the

liver very dry, slice it evenly, season it with pepper, salt, and savoury

herbs shred extremely small, then flour and fry it in butter quickly of
a. fine light brown; lift it out and keep it very hot, while a gravy is

made for it in the pan. Pour out the fat, throw in a small slice of fresh

butter, and when it boils stir to it a half-teaspoonfiil of flour ; add a sea-

soning of pepper and salt ; about a quarter-pint of boiling water, and a
little lemon-juice. Chili vinegar, or lemon-pickle ; shake the pan well

round, give the whole a boil; sauce the liver with it, and send it to

table with or without a garnish of curled bacon.

TO ROAST calf's LIVER.

Take the whole or part of a fine white sound liver, and either lard it

IS a fricandeau upon the surface, or with large strips of highly-seasoned

iacon in the inside (see Larding, page 139) ; or should either of these

modes be objected to, merely wrap it in a well-buttered paper, and
roast it from an hour to an hour and a quarter, at a moderate distance

from a clear fire, keeping it constantly basted. Remove the paper, and
froth the liver well from ten to fifteen minutes before it is done. It

should be served with a sauce of some piquancy, such as a poivrade, or

brown eschalot, in addition to some good gravy. French cooks steep

the liver over-night in vinegar, with a sliced onion and branches of

savoury herbs laid over it; this whitens and renders it firm. As an
economical mode, some small bits of the liver may be trimmed off,

floured, and lightly fried with a sliced onion, and stewed down for

gravy in three quarters of a pint of water which has been poured into

the pan, with the addition of a few peppercorns, and a small bunch of

herbs. A seasoning of salt must not be forgotten, and a little lemon-
pickle, or juice, would generally be considered an improvement.

1 to IJ hour.

BLANQUETTE OF VEAL OR LAME, WITH MUSHROOMS. (ENTREE.)

Slice very thin the white part of some cold veal, dime and trim it

into scallops not larger than a shilling, and lay it into a clean saucepan

or stewpan. Wipe with a bit of new flannel and a few grains of salt,

from a quarter to half a pint of mushroom-buttons, and slice them into

a little butter which just begins to simmer; stew them to it from

twelve to fifteen minutes, without allowing them to take the slightest

colour ; then lift them out and lay them on the veal. Pour boiling to

them a pint of sauce toumee (see page 93) ; let the blanquette remain

near but not close to the fire for awhile ; bring it nearer, heat it slowly,

and when it is on the point of boiling mix a spoonful or two of the

sauce from it with the well-beaten yolks of four fresh eggs ; stir them
to the remainder; add the strained juice of half a small lemon ; shake

the saucepan above the fire until the sauce is just set, and serve the

blanquette instantly.

Cold veal, J lb. ; mushrooms, J to | pint: stewed in IJ oz. butter, 12
to 15 minutes. Sauce tournee, or thickened veal gravy, 1 pint; yolks

of eggs, 4; lemon-juice, 1 tablespoonful.

Obs.—Anj white meat may be served era blanquette. The mush"
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rooms are not indispensable for it, but they are alvvays a great improve-

ment. Wliite sauce substituted for the thiclcened veal gravy will at

once convert this dish into an inexpensive fricassee. Mace, salt, and

cayenne, must be added to either preparation, should it require sea-

soning.
MINCED VEAL.

When there is neither gravy nor broth at hand, the bones and trim-

mings of the meat must be boiled down to fiirnish what is required for

tlie mince. As cold meat is very light in weight, a pound of the white

part of the veal will be sufficient for a dish, and for this quantity a pint

of gravy will be needed. Break down the bones of the joint well, add
the trimmings of the meat, a small bunch of savoury herbs, a slice or

two of carrot or of celery, a blade of mace, a few white peppercorns,

and a bit or two of lean ham, boiled, or unboiled if it can be had, as

either will improve the flavour of the mince. Pour to these a pint and
a half of water, and stew them gently for a couple of hours ; then strain

off the gravy, let it cool and clear it entirely from the fat. Cut the

white part of the veal small with a very sharp knife, after all the

gristle and brown edges have been trimmed away. Some persons like

a portion of fat minced with it, others object to the addition altogether.

Thicken the gravy with a teaspoonful and a half of flour smoothly mixed
with a small slice of butter, season the veal with a saltspoonful or more
of salt, and half as much white pepper and grated nutmeg, or pounded
mace; add the lightly-grated rind of half a small lemon; mix the wiiole

well, put it into the gravy, and heat it thoroughly by the side of the

fire without allowing it to boil ; serve it with pale-toasted sippets in

and round the dish. A spoonful or two of cream is always an improve-
ment to this mince.

MINCED VEAL AND OYSTERS.

The most elegant mode of preparing this dish is to mince about a
pound of the whitest part of the inside of a cold roast fillet or loin of
veal, to heat it without allowing it to boil, in a pint of rich white sauce,
or bechamel, and to mix with it at the moment of serving three dozens
of small oysteft ready bearded, and plumped in their own strained

liquor, which is also to be added to the mince ; the requisite quantity
of salt, cayenne, and mace should he sprinkled over the veal before it is

put into the sauce. Garnish the dish with pale fried sippets of bread,
or with fleurons* of brioche, or of pufi'-paste. Nearly half a pint of
mushrooms minced, and stewed white in a little butter, may be mixed
with the veal instead of the oysters ; or should they be very small ihey
may be added to it whole : from ten to twelve minutes will be sufficient

to make them tender. Balls of delicately fried oystet-forcemeat laid

round the dish will give another good variety of it.

Veal minced, 1 lb. ; white sauce, 1 pint; oysters, 3 dozens, with their
liquor ; or mushrooms, J pint, stewed in butter 10 to 12 minutes.

VEAL-S-SDNEY. (GOOD.)

Pour boiling on an ounce and a half of fine bread-crumbs nearly
half a pint of good veal stock or gravy, and let them stand till cool;
mix with them then, two ounces of beef-suet shred very small, half a

• Kearims, flowers, or flower-like figures, cut out with tin shapei.
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pound of cold roast veal carefully trimmed from the brown edges, skin,

and fat, and finely minced ; the grated rind of half a lemon, nearly a
teaspoonful of salt, a little cayenne, the third of a teaspoonful of mace
or nutmeg, and four well-beaten eggs. Whisk up the whole well to-

gether, put it into a buttered dish, and bake it from three quarters of an
hour to an hour. Cream may be used instead of gravy when more
convenient, but this last will give the better flavour. A little clarified

butter put into the dish before the other ingredients are poured in will

be an improvement
Bread-crumbs, 1^ oz.

; gravy or cream, nearly J pint ; beef'suet, 2
ozs. ; cold veal, ^ lb. ; rind of i^ lemon ; salt, small teaspoonful ; third

as much mace and nutmeg ; little cayenne ; eggs, 4 large or 5 small

:

J to 1 hour.

FRICASSEED VBAI,.

Divide into small, thick, handsome slices of equal size, about a couple

of pounds of veal, quite free from fat, bone, and skin ; dissolve a couple

of ounces of butter in a wide stewpan, and just as it begins to boil lay

in the veal, and shake it over the fire until it is quite firm on both sides;

but do not allow it to take the slightest colour. Stir in a tablespoonful

of flour, and when it is well mixed with the cutlets, pour gradually to

them, shaking the pan ofl^en, sufficient boiling veal gravy to almost

cover them. Stew them gently from fifty to sixty minutes, or longer

should they not be perfectly tender. Add a flavouring of mace, some
salt, a quarter-pint of rich cream, a couple of egg-yolks, and a little

lemon-juice, observing, when the last are added, the directions given
for a blanquette of veal, page 173. Strips of lemon-rind can be stewed
in the gravy at pleasure. Two or three doeens of mushroom-buttons,

added twenty minutes before it is served, will much improve thia

fricassee.

CHAPTER X.

MUTTON.

No.
1. Leg. -

3. Best End of Loin.
3. Chump End of Loin
4. Neck, Best End.
5. Neci<, Scrag End.

No.
6. Shoulder.
7. Breast.

A Saddle is the Two Loini
^ Chine, the Two Necks.

TO CHOOSE MVTTON.

The best mutton is small-boned, plump, finely-grained, and short

legged ; the lean of a dark, rather than of a bright hue, and the fel
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white and clear: when this is yellow, the meat is rank, and of bad

quality. Mutton is not considered by experienced judges to be in per-

fection until it is nearly or quite five years old ; but to avoid the addi-

tional expense of feeding the animal so long, it is commonly brought

into the market at three years old. The leg and the loin are the supe-

rior joints ; and the preference would probably be given more frequently

to the latter, but for the superabundance of its fat, which renders it a
not very economical dish. The haunch consists of the leg and the part

of the loin adjoining it ; the saddle, of the two loins together, or of the

undivided back of the sheep : these last are always roasted, and are

served usually at good tables, or for company-dinners, instead of the

smaller joints. The shoulder, dressed in the ordinary way, is not very

highly esteemed, but when boned, rolled, and filled with forcemeat, it

is of more presentable appearance, and to many tastes, far better eating

;

though some persons prefer it in its natural form, accompanied by stewed

onions. It is occasionally boiled or stewed, and covered with rich onion

sauce. The neck is sometimes roasted, but it is more generally boiled

;

the scrag, or that part of it which joins the head, is seldom used for any
other purpose than making broth, and should be taken off before the

joint is dressed. Cutlets from the thick end of the loin are commonly
preferred to any others, but they are frequently taken likewise from the

best end of the neck (sometimes called the back-ribs) and from the mid-

dle of the leg. Mutton kidneys are dressed in various ways, and are

excellent in many. The trotters and the head of a sheep may be con-

verted into very good dishes, but they are scarcely worth the trouble

which is required to render them palatable. The loin and the leg ara

occasionally cured and smoked like'hams or bacon.

TO ROAST A HAUNCH OF MUTTON.

This jomt should be well kept, and when the larder-accomraodationa

of a house are not good, the butcher should be requested to hang it the

the proper time. Roast it carefully at a large sound fire, and let it

remain at a considerable distance for at least a couple of hours; then

draw it nearer, but never sufficiently so to burn or injure the fat. Keep
it constantly basted ; flour it soon after it is laid to the fire, instead of

frothing it, as this latter mqde is not generally relished, though fashion

is in its favour. In from three and a half to four hours, the haunch will

be done, and it will require something less of time when not kept back
at first, as we have advised ; but if roasted entirely on the plan men-
tioned at page 132, it will be much finer than in the usual way. Serve
it with a good Espagnole, or with plain mutton-gravy and currant-jelly.

This joint, when the meat is of very fine quality, may be dressed and
served exactly like venison.

3^ to 4 uours. 5 hours or more by the slow method.

ROAST SADDLi: OP MUTTON.

This is an excellent joint, though not considered a very economical

one. It is usual for the butcher to raise the skin from it before it is

sent in, and to skewer it on again, that in the roasting the juices of the

meat may be better preserved, and the fat prevented from taking too

much colour, '»s this should be only slightly browned. In something
less ths:) hall in hour before the mutton is done, remove the skin, ana
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flour the joint lightly after having basted it well. Our own great objec-
tion to frothed meat would lead us to recommend that the skin should
be taken off half an hour earlier, and that the joint should be kept at
sufficient distance from the fire to prevent the possibility of the fat being
burned; and that something more of time should be allowed for the
roasting. With constant basting, great care, and good management,
the cook may always ensure the proper appearance of this, or of any
other joint (except, perhaps, of a haunch of venison) without having
recourse to papering or pasting, or even to replacing the skin ; but when
unremitted attention cannot be given to this one part of the dinner, it

is advisable to take all precautions that can secure it from being spoiled.

2J to 2J hours. More if very large.

TO ROAST A LEO OF MUTTON.

Tn a cool and airy larder, a leg of mutton will hang many days with
advantage, if the kernel be taken out, and the flap wiped very dry when
it is first brought in ; and it is never tender when freshly killed : in warm
weather it should be well dredged with pepper to preserve it from the
flies. If washed before it is put upon the sjKt, it should be wiped as dry
as possible afterwards, and well floured soon after it is laid to the flre.

When the excellence of the joint is more regarded than the expense of
fuel, it should be roasted by what we have denominated the slow
method; that is to say, it should be kept at a considerable distance

from the fire, and remain at it four hours instead of two: it may be
drawn nearer for tlie last twenty or thirty minutes, to give it colour.

The gravy will flow fi-om it in great abundance when it is cut, and the
meat will be very superior to that roasted in the usual way. When
this plan is not pursued, the mutton should still be kept quite a foot

from the fire until it is heated through, and never brought sufficiently

near to scorch or to harden any part. It should be constantly basted

with its own fat, for if this be neglected, all other precautions will fail

to ensure a good roast ; and after it is dished, a little fine salt should bo
sprinkled lightly on it, and a spoonfiil or two of boiling water ladled

over. This is the most palatable mode of serving it, but it may be
frothed when it is preferred so, though we would rather recommend that

the flour should be dredged on in the first instance, as it then prevents

the juices of the meat from escaping, and forms a savoury coating to it;

while the raw taste which it so often retains with mere frothing, is to

many eaters especially objectionable.

Leg of mutton, 7 to 8 lbs. ; slow method 4 hours, common method IJ
to 2 hours.

SDFERIOR RKCBIPT FOR ROAST lEG OP MUTTON.

Cover the joint well with cold water, bring it gradually to boil, and
let it simmer gently for half an hour ; then lift it out, put it immediately
on to the spit, and roast it from an hour and a quarter to an hour and a

half, according to its weight. This mode of dressing the joint renders

it remarkably juicy and tender; but there must be no delay in putting

it on the spit after it is lifted from the water; it may be garnished with

roast tomatas.

Boiled, ^ hour; roast, IJ to 1^ hour.

LEG OF MUTTON BONED AND FORCED.

Turn the under-side of tlie mutton upwards, and witli a siiarp knife
1 I
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cut through the middle of the skin from the knuckle to the first joint,

and raise it from the flesh on the side along which the bone runs, until

the knife is just above it, tiien cut thiough the flesh down to the bone

;

work the knife round it in every part till you reach the socket; next

remove the flat bone from the large end of the joint, and pass the knife

freely round the remaining one, as it is not needful to take it out clear

of the meat; when you again reach the middle joint, loosen the skin

round it with great care, and the two bones can then be drawn out

without being divided. This being done, fill the cavities with the force-

meat. No. 1. (page 122), adding to it a somewhat high seasoning of

eschalot, garlic, or onion ; or cut out with the bone, nearly a pound of
the inside of the mutton, chop it fine with six ounces of delicate striped

bacon, and mix with it thoroughly three-quarters of an ounce of pars-

ley, and half as much of thyme and winter savory, all minced extremely
small ; a half teaspoonful of pepper (or a third as much of cayenne)

;

tlje same of mace, salt, and nutmeg, and either the grated rind of a
small lemon, or four eschalots finely shred. When the lower part of

the leg is filled, sew the skin neatly together where it has been cut

open, and tie the knuckle round tightly, to prevent the escape of the

gravy. Replace the flat bone at the large end, and with a long needle

and twine, draw the edges of the meat together over it. If it can be

done conveniently, it is better to roast the mutton thus prepared in a
iradle spit or upon a hanging ct bottle-jack, with the knuckle down-
wards. Place it at first far from the fire, and keep it constantly basted.

It will require nearly or quite three hours roasting. Remove the twine

before it is served, and send it very hot to table with some rich brown
gravy ; or it may be put into a braising-pun and stewed gently four or

five hours.

MOCK VENISON.

Hang a plump and finely-grained leg of mutton in a cool place, for

as many days as it can possibly be kept without becoming altogether

uneatable. Lay it on a dish, pour over, and rub well into it, about half

a small cupful of pyroligneous acid, and let it remain ten minutes.

Wash it very thoroughly, cut off the knuckle, and trim away the flap,

and any part that may continue very offensive, or take a few inches

from either end of the joint ; then lay it into a close-shutting stewpot,

or thick iron saucepan of its own size, with no other liquid than the

drops of water which adhere to it, and simmer it over a very slow fire,

from four and a half to five hours, turning it several times, that it may
be equally done. Give it no seasoning beyond pepper and salt. Should

the gravy be too much reduced, add two spoonsful of boiling water, or

of mutton gravy. Send the meat to table in its own juices, with cur-

rant jelly, or sharp venison sauce apart. We owe this receipt entirely

to accident; for, wishing to have proof of the anti-putrescent qualities

of the pyroligneous acid, we had it applied to a leg of mutton which,
had been kept too long, and which was dressed in the way we have
described.- When brought to table, its resemblance to venison, both in

appearance and flavour, was remarkable ; and several persons partook

of it hashed on the following day, and were all perfectly unconsciou.s

that they were not really eating venison ; in the latter instance, it was
served in rich gravy made in part of hare ; a glass of port wine, a little

compoimd catsup, and a thickening of rice flour were added. The
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meat, of course, vvas cnly heated through, and not allowed to boil. On
a second trial we found it an improvement to touch the mutton in every
part with a feather dipped in the acid, as soon as it gave evidence of
having been sufficiently kept, and then to let it hang three or four days
longer: it was again washed with the acid, and afterwards with cold
water before it was dressed,

TO BOIL A LEO OF MUTTON; (an excellent receipt.)

Trim into handsome form a well-kept, but perfectly sweet leg of
mutton, of middling weight; wash, but do not soak it; lay it into a

vessel as nearly of its size as convenient, and pour in rather more than
sufficient cold water to cover it ; set it over a good fire, and when it

begins to boil, take off the scum, and continue to do so until no more
appears ; throw in a tablespoonful of salt (after the first skimming),
which will assist to bring it to the surface, and as soon as the liquor is

clear, add two moderate-sized onions, stuck with a dozen cloves, a large
fiiggot of parsley, thyme, and savory, and four or five large carrots,

and half an hour afterwards, as many turnips. Draw the pan to the
side of the fire, and let the mutton be simmered gently for two hours
and a hal? fl-om the time of its first beginning to boil. Serve it with
caper, brown cucumber, or oyster sauce. If stewed softly, as we have
directed, tlie mutton will be found excellent dressed thus ; otherwise, it

will but resemble the unpalatable and ragged-looking joints of fast-

boiled meat, so constantly sent to table by common English cpoks.

Any undressed bones of veal, mutton, or beef, boiled with the joint,

will improve it much, and the liouor will then make excellent soup or

bouillon.

2 to 3^ hours.

COLD ROAST LEG OP MUTTON.

When only a few slices have been cut fi'ora the middle of the joint,

it will still afibrd a fillet of tolerable size, which, dressed in the follow-

ing manner, will make a dish of better appearance and' savour than a

common hash or mince. Take off as much of the large end of the leg,

quite through, as will render that side of the fillet perfectly flat ; cut

also. evenly through the joint, where it has been carved; then remove
the bone from the fillet, and replace it with veal forcemeat (No. 1, page
122); put the meat, with the bones, knuckle, and trimmings, into a
stewpot, or stout saucepan adapted to its size, and just cover it with
water, or with broth in preference, when any stock is at hand ; as soon
as it boils, add a couple of onions, a bunch of parsley, two or even three

bay-leaves, four or five carrots, and as many turnips {plenty of vege-

tables, in feet), and simmer the whole gently for nearly, or quite a
couple of hours. Thickening, spice, or store-sauce, can be added to the

gravy at will, before the meal is served, which it should be with the

vegetables round it

A FILLET OF MUTTON.

Cut some inches from either end of a large and well-kept leg of

mutton, and leave the fillet shaped like one of veal. Remove the bone,

and fill the cavity with forcemeat (No. 1, page 122), which may be
flavoured with a little minced onion, when its flavour is liked : more
forcemeat may be added by detaching the skin sufficiently on the flap

side to admit it. When thus prepared, the fillet may be floured, and
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roasted, served with curran^jelly and brown gravy, or with only melted

butter poured over it ; or it may be stewed gently for nearly or quite

foui hours, in a pint of gravy or water, after having been floured and

browned all over in a couple of ounces of butter ; it must then be turned

every hour, that it may be equally done. Two or three small onions, a

feggot of herbs, a couple of carrots sliced, four or five cloves, and twenty

whole peppercorns can be added at will.

Ruasted 2 hours, or stewed 4 hours.

TO ROAST A LOIN OF MUTTON.

The flesh of the lom of mutton is superior to that of the leg, when
roasted ; but to the frugal housekeeper this consideration is usually

overbalanced by the great weight of fat attached to it ; this, however,
when economy is more considered than appearance, may be pared off'

and melted down for various kitchen uses, or finely chopped, and sub-

stituted for suet in making hot pie or pudding crust. When thus re-

duced in size, the mutton will be soon roasted. If it is to be dressed in

the usual way, the butcher should be desired to take off the skin; care

should be taken to preserve the fat from being ever so slightly burned;

it should be managed, indeed, in the same manner as the saddle, in

every respect, and carved also in the same way, that is to say, the meat
should be cut out in slices the whole length of the back-bone, and close

to it.

Without the fat, 1 to 1^ hour; with, 1^ to 1| hour.

TO DRESS A LOIN OF MUTTON LIKE VENISON.

Skin and bone a loin of mutton, and lay it into a stewpan, or braising-

pan, with a pint of water, a large onion stuck with a dozen cloves, half

a pint of port wine and a spoonful of vinegar; add, when it boils, a small

faggot of tiiyme and parsley, and some pepper and salt : let it stew
three hours, and turn it often. Make some gravy of the bones, and add

it at intervals to the mutton when required.

This receipt comes to us so strongly recommended by persons who
have partaken frequently of the dish, that we have not thought it need-

ful to prove it ourselves.

3 hours.

TO ROAST A SHOULDER OF MUTTON.

Floui" it well, and baste it constantly with its own dripping ; do not

place it close enough to the fire for the fet to be in the slightest degree
burned, or even too deeply browned. An hour and a half will roast it,

if it be of moderate size. Stewed onions are often sent to table with it

A shoulder of mutton is sometimes boiled, and emothered with onion

sauce.

IJ hour.

SPICED SHOULDER OF MUTTON.

Bone the joint, and rub it, if large, with four ounces of the coarsest

sugar (or with three, if it be small), well mixed with a dessertspoonful

of pounded cloves, half that quantity of pepper and of mace, and a fourth

part as much of ginger : the following day add four ounces of salt. Keep '

the mutton turned, and rubbed occasionally with the pickle from eight
to ten days ; then roll it up tight, bind it with a fillet, and stew it gently,

for four hours in a pint and a half of beef broth, or put into the stewpan
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with it a pound and a half of neck of beef, three half pints of water, onu
large mild onion, two carrots, two turnips, and a large faggot of herbs.

When the mutton is perfectly tender, serve it with some of its own
gravy, thickened and highly flavoured with lemon-pickle, or with any
other acid sauce ; or send it to table with a good sauce piquante.

Mutton, 8 to 9 lbs. ; sugar, 4 ozs. ; cloves, in powder, 1 dessertspoon-

ful ; mace, and pepper, 1 teaspoonful each
; ginger, i teaspoonful ; salt,

4 ozs. : 8 to 10 days. Beef broth, li pint : 4 hours.

Obs.—For variety, the inside of me mutton may be thickly strewed
with minced herbs before it is rolled.

FORCED SHOULDER OF MUTTON.

Cut off all the flesh from the inside of the joint down to the blade-

bone, and reserve it for a separate dish. It may be lightly browned
with some turnips or carrots, or both, and made into a small harrico, or

stewed simply in its own gravy, or it will make in part, a pudding or a
pie. Bone the mutton (see page 140), flatten it on a table, lay over the

inside some thin and neatly-trimmed slices of striped bacon, and spread

over them some good veal forcemeat (No. 1, page 122) to within an
inch of the outer edge ; roll the joint up tightly towards the knuckle

(of which the bone may be left in or not, at pleasure), secure it well

with tape or twine, and stew it gently in good gravy, from four hours

to four and a half.

4 to 4^ hours.

Obs.—In France it is usual to substitute sausage-meal for the bacon
and veal stuffing in this dish.

MUTTON OUTLETS STEWED IN THEIR OWN GRAVY; (gOttd.)

Trim the fat entirely from some cutlets taken from the loin ; just dip

them into cold water, dredge them moderately with pepper, and plenti-

fiilly on both sides with flour; rinse a thick iron saucepan with spring-

water, and leave a couple of tablespoonsful in it; arrange the cutlets in

one flat layer, if it can be done conveniently, and place them over a
very gentle fire ; throw in a little salt when they begin to stew, and let

them simmer as softly as possible, but without ceasing, from an hour
and a quarter to an hour and a half. If dressed with great care, which
they require, they will be equally tender, easy of digestion, and nutri-

tious
|
and being at the same time free from everything which can disa-

gree|with the most delicate stomach, the receipt will be found a valua-

ble one for invalids. The mutton should be of good quality, but the

excellence of the dish mainly depends on its being most gently stewed

;

for if allowed to boil quickly all the gravy will be dried up, and the meat
will be unfit for table. The cutlets must be turned when they are half

done : a couple of spoonsful of water or gravy may be added to them
should (hey not yield sufiicient moisture, but this is rarely needful.

IJ to IJ hour.

TO BROIL MUTTON CUTLETS. (ENTREE.)

These may be taken from the loin, or the best end of the neck, but

the former are generally preferred. Trim off a portion of the fat, or the

whole of it, unless it be liked
;
pepper the cutlets, heat the gridiron, rub

it with a bit of the mutton suet, broil them over a brisk fire, and turn

them often until they are done ; this, for the generality of eaters, will be
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in atout eight minutes if they are not more than half an inch thick,

which they should not be. French cooks season them with pepper and

salt, and give them a light coating of dissolved butter or of oil, before

they are laid to the fire, and we have found the cutlets so managed

extremely good.

Lightly broiled, 7 to 8 minutes. Well done, 10 minutes.

Obs.—A cold Mfiitre d'Hotel sauce may be laid under the cutlets

when they are dished ; or they may be served quite dry, or with brown

gravy ; or when none is at hand, with good melted butter seasoned with

mushroom catsup, cayenne, and Chili vinegar, or lemon-Juice.

CHINA CHnX>.

Mince a pound of an undressed loin or leg of mutton, with or without

a portion of its fat, mix with it two or three young lettuces shred small,

a pint of young peas, a teaspoonfiil of salt, half as much pepper, four

tablespoonsful of water, from two to three ounces of good butter, and,

if the flavour be liked, a few green onions minced. Keep the whole
well stirred with a fork, over a clear and gentle fire until it is quite hot,

then place it closely covered by the side of the stove, or on a high trevet,

that it may stew as sofl;ly as possible for a couple of hours. One or

even two half-grown cucumbers, cut small by scoring the ends deeply

as they are sliced, or a quarter-pint of minced mushrooms may be added
with good effect; or a dessertspoonfiil of currie-powd^r and a large

chopped onion. A dish of boiled rice should be sent to table with it.

Mutton, 1 pint; green peas, 1 pint; young lettuces, 2; salt, 1 tea-

spoonfiil
;
pepper, ^ teaspoonful ; water, 4 tablespoonsful ; hutter, 2 to 3

ozs. : 2 hours. Varieties: cucumbers, 2 ; or mushrooms minced, J pint;

or currie-powder, 1 dessertspoonful, and 1 large onion.

A GOOD FAMILY STEW OP MUTTON.

Put into a broad stewpan or saucepan a flat layer of mutton chops,

freed entirely from fat and from the greater portion of the bone, then
just dipped into cold water, seasoned with pepper, and lightly dredged
with flour ; on these put a layer of mild turnips sliced half an inch

thick, and divided into squares ; then some carrots of the same thick-

ness, with a seasoning of salt and black pepper between them ; next,

another layer of chops, then plenty of vegetables, and as much weak
broth or cold water as will barely cover the whole ; bring them slowly
to a boil, and let them just simmer ft'om two to three hours, according
to the quantity. One or two minced onions may be strewed between
the other vegetables when their flavour is liked. The savour of the

dish will be increased by browning the chops in a, little butter befiire

they are stewed, and still more so by frying the vegetables lightly as
well, before they are added to it. A head or two of celery would to

many tastes improve the flavour of the whole. In summer, cucumber,
green onions, shred lettuces, and green peas may be substituted for the
winter vegetables.

Mutton, free from fet, 2J lbs. ; turnips, 3 lbs. ; carrots, 3 lbs. ; celery
(if added), 2 small heads: 2 to 3 hours.

Obs.—^The fat and trimmings of the mutton used for this and for

other dishes into which only the lean is admissible may be turned to

advantage by cutting the whole up rather small, and then boiling it in
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a quart of water to the pound, with a little spice, a bunch of hurbs and
some salt, until the fat is nearly dissolved: the liquid will then, if

strained off and left until cold, make tolerable broth, and the cake of

fat which is on the top, if again just melted and poured free of sediment
into small pans, will serve excellently for common pies and for frying

kitchen dinners. Less water will of course produce broth of better

quality, and the addition of a small quantity of fresh meat or bones will

render it very good.

AN IRISH STEW.

Take a couple of pounds of small thick mutton cutlets with or with-

out fat according to the taste of the persons to whom the stew is to be
served ; take also four pounds of good potatoes, weighed after they are

pared, slice them thick, and put a portion of them, in a flat layer, into

a large thick saucepan or stewpan ; season the mutton well with pep-

per, and place some of it on the potatoes, cover it with another layer,

and proceed in the same manner with all, reserving plenty of the vege-

table for the top ; pour in three quarters of a pint of cold water, and
add, when the stew begins to boil, an ounce of salt ; let it simmer
gently for two hours, and serve it very hot. When the addition of

onion is liked, strew in two or three minced ones with the potatoes.

Mutton cutlets, 2 lbs. ; potatoes, 4 lbs.
;
pepper, ^ oz. ; salt, 1 oz.

;

water, | pint: 2 hours.

Obs.—For a real Irish stew the potatoes should be boiled to a mash

:

an additional quarter-hour may be necessary for the full quantity here,

but for half of it two hours are quite sufficient.

CUTLETS OP COLD MUTTON.

Trim into well-shaped cutlets, which should not be very thin, the re-

mains of a roast loin or neck of mutton, or of a quite under-dressed

Btewed or boiled joint; dip them into egg and well-seasoned bread-

crumbs, and broil or fry them over a quick fire that they may be browned
and heated through without being too much done. This is a very good

mode of serving a half-roasted loin or neck. When the cutlets are

broiled they should be dipped into, or sprinkled thickly with butter just

dissolved, or they will be exceedingly dry; a few additional crumbs
should be made to adhere to them after they are moistened with this.

MUTTON KIDNEYS A LA PRANCJAISB. (eNTEEE.)

Skin six or eight fine fresh mutton kidneys, and, without opening

them, remove the fet j slice them rather thin, strew over them a large

dessertspoonful of minced herbs, of which two-thirds should be parsley

and the remainder thyme, with a tolerable seasoning of pepper or cay-

enne, and some fine salt. Melt two ounces of butter in a frying-pan,

put in the kidneys and brown them quickly on both sides ; when nearly

done, stir amongst them a dessertspoonful of flour, and shake them well

in the pan; pour in the third of a pint of gravy (or of hot water in

default of this), the juice of half a lemon, and as much of Harvey's

sauce, or of mushroom catsup, as will flavour the whole pleasantly

;

bring these to the point of boiling, and pour them into a dish garnished

with fried sippets, or lift out the kidneys first, give the sauce a boil and
pour it on them. We -generally have the store-sauce of page 147 (see

lluglish Slew) used to flavour this dish in proterence to simple catsup.
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In France, a couple of glasses of champagne, or, fbr variety, of claret,

are frequently added to the gravy ; one of port wine can be substituted

for either, of these. A dessertspoonful of minced eschalots may be

strewed over the kidneys with the herbs ; or two dozens of very small

ones, previously stewed till tender in fresh butter over a gentle fire,

may be added after they are dished. This is a very excellent and

approved receipt.

Fried 6 minutes.

BROILED MUTTON KIDNEYS.

Split them open lengthwise without dividing them ; strip off the skin

and fat ; run a fine skewer through the points and across the back of

the kidneys to keep them flat while broiling ; season them with pepper

or cayenne ; lay them over a clear brisk fire, with the cut sides towards

it ; turn them in from four to five minutes ; and in as many more dish,

and serve them quickly, with or without a cold MSitre d'Hotel sauce

under them. French cooks season them with pepper and fine salt, and

brush a very small quantity of oil, or clarified butter over them before

they are broiled : we think this an improvement.

S to 10 minutes.

OXFORD RECEIPT FOR MUTTON KIDNEYS. (BREAKFAST DISH, OR
ENTREE.)

Fry gently, in a little good butter, a dozen croutons (slices of bread,

of uniform shape and size, trimmed free firom crust,) cut half an inch

thick, about two inches and a half wide, and fi-om three to four in length

:

lift them out and keep them hot. Split quite asunder six fine fi:esh kid-

neys, after having fi:eed them from the skin and fet ; season them with

fine salt and cayenne; arrange them evenly in a clean frying-pan, and

poiir some clarified butter over them. Fry them over a somewhat brisK

fire ; dish each half upon a crouton ; make a sauce in the pan as for

veal cutlets, but use gravy for it instead of water, should it be at hand

;

add a little wine or catsup
;
pour it round the croutons, and serve tlie

kidneys instantly.

10 minutes.

TO ROAST A FORE QUARTER OF LAMB.

This should be laid to a clear brisk fire, and carefully and plentifiilly

basted fi-om the time of its becoming warm until it is ready for table

;

but though it requires quick roasting, it must never be placed sufiiciently

near the fire to endanger the fat, which is very liable to catch or burn.

When the joint is served, the shoulder should be separated from the

ribs with a sharp knife, and a small slice of fi-esh butter, a little cay-

enne, and a squeeze of lemon-juice should be laid between tliem; if the

cook be an expert carver, this had better be done before the lamb is

sent to table. The cold Maitre d'Hotel sauce ofpage 100, may be sub-

stituted for the usual ingredients, the parsley being omitted or not,

according to the taste. Serve good mint sauce, and a fi:esh salad with
this roast.

A leg, shouldei. or loin of lamb should be cooked by the same direc-

tions as the quarter, a difference only being made in the time allowed
for each.

Fore-quarter of lamb, 1^ to 2 hours. Leg,' IJ hour (less if very

small); loin, 1 to 1|^ hour.
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Obs.—The time will vary a little, of course, from the difference in

the weather, and in the strength of the fire. Lamb should always be
well roasted.

SADDLE OF LAMB.

This is an exceedingly nice joint for a small party. It should ba
roasted at a brisk fire, and kept constantly basted with its own dripping

:

it will require from an hour and three quarters to two hours roasting.

Send it to table with mint sauce, and if convenient, with brown cucum*
ber sauce also, and a salad.

IJ to 2 hours.

Obs.—The following will be found an excellent receipt for mini

sauce :—With three heaped tablespoonsfiil of finely-chopped young mir.t,

mix two of pounded and sifted sugar, and six of the best vinegar: stir 1I

until the sugar is dissolved.

ROAST LOIN OP LAMB.

Place it at a moderate distance ft-om a clear fire, baste it frequently,

froth it when nearly done, and serve it with the same sauces as the pre-

ceding joints. A loin of lamb may be boiled and sent to table with

white cucumber, mushroom, common white sauce, or parsley and butter.

1 to 1^^ hour.

STEWED LEG OF LAMB WITH WHITE SAUCE. (ENTREE.)

Choose a small plump leg of lamb, not much exceeding five pounds

in weight ; put it into a vessel nearly of its size, with a few trimmings,

or a bone or two of undressed veal if at hand ; cover it with cold water,

bring it slowly to a boil, clear off the scum with great care when it is

first thrown to the surface, and when it has all been skimmed off, add a

bunch of thyme and parsley, and two carrots of moderate size. Let the

lamb simmer only, but without ceasing, for an hour and a quarter;

serve it covered with bechamel, or rich English white sauce, and send

a boiled tongue to table with it, and some of the sauce in a tureen.

li hour.

LOIN OF LAMB STEWED IN BUTTER. (ENTREE.)

Wash the joint, and wipe it very dry ; skewer down the flap, and lay

it into a close-shutting and thick stewpan, or saucepan, in which three

ounces of good butter have been just dissolved, but not allowed to boil

;

let it simmer slowly over a very gentle fire for two hours and a quarter,

and turn it when it is rather more than half done. Lift it out, skim

and pour the gravy over it; send brown asparagus, cucumber, or sou-

bise sauce to table with it ; or brown gravy, mint sauce, and a salad.

2i hours.

LAMB OR MUTTON CUTLETS, WITH SOUBISE SAUCE. (ENTREE.)

The best end of two necks of either will be required for a handsome

dish. Cut them thin with one bone to each ; trim off the fat and all

the skin, scrape the bones very clean that they may look white, and

season the cutlets with salt and white pepper ; brush them with egg,

dip them into very fine bread-crumbs, then into clarified butter, and

again into the bread-crumbs, which should be flattened evenly upon

them, and broil them over a very clear and brisk fire, or fry them in a

little good butter of a fine clear brown
;
press them in two sheets of

Vtrhite blotting-paper U extract the grease, and dish them on end. with
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the points meeting at the top; or place them one over the other hi a
chain, and pour into the centre a soubise, or a puree of cucumbers.

Brown cucumber sauce, or a rich gravy, may be substituted ftr either

of these in serving a quite simple dinner. Cutlets of the loin may be

dressed in the same way, after being dipped into crumbs of bread mixed
with a full seasoning of minced herbs, and a small quantity of eschalot,

when its flavour is liked. The small flat bone at the end of the cutlets

should be taken off, to give them a very good appearance.

LAMB CUTLETS IN THEIK OWN GRAVY.

Follow exactly the receipt for mutton cutlets dressed in the same
way, but allow for those of lamb fifteen or twenty minutes less of time,

and an additional spoonful of liquid.

CUTLETS OP COLD LAMB.

See the receipt for Cutlets of Cold Mutton, page 183.

CHAPTER XI.

PORK.

No.
1. The Spare Rib.
2. Hand.
3. Belly, or Spring.

No.
4. Pore Loin.
5. Hjnd Loin.
6. Leg.

TO CHOOSE PORK.

This meat is so proverbially, and we believe even dangerously un
wholesome when ill fed, or in any degree diseased, that its quality
should be closely examined before it is purchased.. When not home-
fatted, it should be bought if possible of some respectable farmer, oi
miller, unless the butcher who supplies it can be perfectly relied on.
Both the fat and lean should be very white, and the latter finely grained

;

the rind should be thin, smooth, and cool to the touch ; if it be clammy,
the pork is stale, and should be at once rejected ; it ought also to be
scrupulously avoided when the fat, instead of being quite clear of all
blemish, is full of small kernels, which are inoicative of disease. The
manner of cutting up the pork varies in different counties, and also
according to the purposes for which it is intended. The legs are either
made into hams, or slightly salted for a few days and boiled ; they are
also sometimes rojsted when the pork is not large nor coarse, with a
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savoury forcemeat inserted between the skin and Hash of the knuckle.

The part of the shoulder called the hand is also occasionally pickled in

the same way as hams and bacon, or it may be salted and boiled, but it

is too sinewy for roasting. After these and the head have been taken
off, the remainder, without further division than being Split down the

back, may be converted into whole sides, or flitches, as they are usually

called, of bacon ; but when the meat is large, and required in part for

various other purposes, a chine may be taken out, and the fet pared off

the bones of the ribs and loins for bacon ; the thin part of the body con-

verted into pickled pork, and the ribs and other bones roasted, or made
into pies or sausages. The feet, which are generally salted down for

immediate use, are excellent if laid for two or three weeks into the same
pickle as the hams, then well covered with cold water, and slowly boiled

until tender.

The loins of young and delicate pork are roasted with the skin on

;

and this is scored in regular stripes of about a quarter-inch wide with
the point of a sharp knife, before the joints are laid to the fire. The
skin of the leg also is just cut through in the same manner. This is

done to prevent its blistering, and to render it more easy to carve, as

the skin (or crackling) becomes so crisp and hard in the cooking, that

it is otherwise sometimes difficult to divide it.

To be at any time fit for table, pork must be perfectly sweet, and
thoroughly cooked ; great attention also should be given to it when it is

in pickle, for if any part of it be long exposed to the air, without being

turned into, or well and frequently basted with the brine, it will often

become tainted during the process of curing it.

TO MELT LARD.

Strip the skin from the inside fat of a freshly killed and well-fed

pig ; slice it small and thin ;
put it into a new or well-scalded jar, set

it into a pan of boiling water, and let it simmer over a clear fire. As
it dissolves, strain it into small stone jars, or deep earthen pans, and

when perfectly cold, tie over it the skin that was cleared from the lard,

or bladders which have been thoroughly washed and wiped very dry.

Lard thus prepared is extremely pure in flavour, and keeps perfectly

well, if stored in a cool place ; it may be used with advantage in mak-
ing pastry, as well as for frying fish, and for various other purposes. It

is better to keep the last drainings of the fat apart from that which is

first poured off, as it will not be quite so fine in quality.

TO PRESERVE UNMELTBD LARD FOR MANY MONTHS.

For the particular uses to which the leaf-fet, or fleed, can be advan-

tageously applied, see fleed-crust. Chapter XVI. It may be kept well

during the summer months by rubbing fine salt rather plentifully upon

it when it is first taken from the pig, and leaving it for a couple of days;

it should then be well drained, and covered with a strong brine : this,

in warmer weather, should be changed occasionally. When wanted

for use, lay it into cold water for two or three hours, then wipe it dry,

and it will have quite the effect of the fresh leaf when made into

paste.

Inner fat of pig, 6 lbs. ; fine salt, J to | lb. : 2 days. Brine ; to each

quart of water, 6 ozs. salt.
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TO ROAST A SUCKING PIG.

After the pig^ has been
scalded and prepared for the

spit, wipe it as dry as possi-

ble, and put into the body
about half a pint of fine

bread-crumbs, mixed with
three heaped teaspoonsful of
sage, minced very small,

three ounces of good butter,

a'krge saltspoonful of salt, and two thirds as much of pepper, or some
cayenne. Sew it up with soft, but strong cotton, truss it as a hare,

with the fore legs skewered back, and the hind ones forward ; lay it to

a strong, clear fire, but keep it at a moderate distance, as it would
quickly blister or scorch if placed too near. So soon as it has become
warm, rub it with a bit of butter, tie it in a fold of muslin, or of thin

cloth, and repeat this process constantly while it is roasting. When
the gravy begins to drop from it, put basins, or small deep tureens

under, to catch it in. As soon as the pig is of a fine light amber brown,

and the steam draws strougly towards the fire, wipe it quite dry with a
clean cloth, and rub a bit of cold butter over it When it is half done,

a pig iron, or, in lieu of this, a large flat iron should be hung in the

centre of the grate, or the middle of the pig will be done long before

l^e ends. When it is ready for table, lay^it into a very hot dish, ani
before the spit is withdrawn, take off and open the head, and split the

body in two ; chop together quickly the stuffing and the brains, put

them into half a pint of good veal gravy, ready thickened, add a glass

of Madeira or of sherry, and the gravy which has dropped from the

pig; pour a small portion of this under the meat, and serve the remain-

der as hot as possible in a tureen ; a little pounded mace and cayenne,

with a squeeze of lemon-juice, may be added, should the flavour require

heightening. Fine bread sauce, and plain gravy should likewise be

served with it. Some persons still prefer the old-fashioned currant

sauce to any other; and many have the brains and stuffing stirred

into rich melted butter, instead of gravy ; but the receipt which wo
.lave given has usually been so much approved, that we can recom-

mend it with some confidence, as it stands. Modern taste would per-

haps be rather in favour of rich brown gravy and thick tomata sauce, or

sauce Poivrade.

In dishing the pig, lay the body flat in the middle, and the head and
ears at the ends and sides. When very pure oil can be obtained, it is

preferable to butter for the basting : it should be laid on with a bunch
of feathers. A suckling of three weeks old is considered as best suited

to the spit; and it should always be dressed, if possible, the day it is

killed.

IJ to IJ hour.

BAKED PIG.

Prepare the pig exactly as for roasting, truss, and place it in the dish

in which it is to be sent to the oven, and anoint it thickly in every part

with white of egg which has been slightly beaten : it will require no
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basting', nor furthei attention of any kind, and will be well crisped by
this process.

PIG A LA TARTABB.

When the slioulders of a cold roast pig are left entire, take them off

with care, remove the skin, trim them into good form, dip them into

clarified butter or very pure salad oil, then into fine crumbs highly sea-

soned with cayenne and mixed with about a half-teaspoonful of salt.

Broil them over a clear brisk fire, and send them quickly to table, as

soon as they are heated through and equally browned, with tomata
sauce, or sauce Robert. Curried crumbs and a currie-sauce will give
an excellent variety of this dish ; and savoury herbs, with two or three

eschalots chopped small together and mixed with the bread-crumbs, and
brown eschalot sauce to accompany the broil, will likewise be an ac-

ceptable one to many tastes.

SVCKIKO PIG EN BLANftUETTE. (ENTREE.)

Raise the flesh from the bones of a cold roast pig, free it from the

crisp outer skin or crackling, and cut it down into small handsome
slices. Dissolve a bit of butter the size of an egg, and, if they can be
easily procured, throw in a handful of button-mushrooms, cleaned and
sliced ; shake these over the fire for three or four minutes, then stir to

them a dessertspoonful of flour, and continue to shake or toss them
gently, but do not allow them to brown. Add a small bunch of parsley,

a bay-leaf, a middling-sized blade of mace, some salt, a small quantity

of cayenne or white pepper, half a pint of good veal or beef broth, and

from two to three glasses of light white wine. Let these boil gently

until reduced nearly one third ; take out the parsley and mace, lay in

the meat and bring it slowly to the point of simmering ; stir to it the

beaten yolks of three fresh eggs, and the strained juice of half a lemon.

Serve the blanquette very hot. •

TO BOAST PORK.

When the skin is left on the joint which is to be roasted, it mnst be
scored in narrow strips of equal width, before it is put to the fire, ani?

laid at a considerable distance from it at first, that the meat may be
heated through before the skin hardens or begins to brown ; it must
never stand still for an instant, and the basting should be constant.

Pork is not at the present day much served at very good tables, parti-

cularly in this form ; and it is so still less with the old savoury stuffing

of sage and onions, though some eaters like it always with the leg:

when ii is ordered for this joint, therefore, prepare it as directed for a
goose, at page 125, and after having loosened the skin from the knuckle,

insert as much as can well be secured in it. A little clarified butter,

or salad oil may be brushed over the skin quite at first, particularly

should the meat not be very fat, but unless remarkably lean, it will

speedily yield sufficient' dripping to baste it with. Joints from which
the fat has been pared will require, of course, far less roasting than

those on which the crackling is retained. Brown gravy and apple or

tomata sauce are the usual accompaniments to all roasts of pork, except

a sucking pig; they should always be thoroughly cooked.

Leg of pork of 8 lbs., 3 hours ; loin of from 5 to 6 ll<s., with the skin

on, 2 to 2| hours ; spare-rib of 6 to 7 lbs.. lA hour.
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TO ROAST A SADDLE OF PORK.

The skin of this joint may be removed entirely, bat if left on it must

be scored lengthwise, or in the direction in which it will be carved.

The pork should be young, offline quality, and of moderate size. Roast

it very carefully, either by the directions given in the preceding receipt,

or when the skin is taken off, by those for a saddle of mutton, allowing

in the latter case from three quarters of an hour to a full hour more

of the fire for it in proportion to its weight. Serve it with good brown
gravy and tomata sauce, or sauce Robert; or with apple sauce should

it be preferred. 20 minutes to the pound, quite.

TO ROAST SPARE-RIB.

Spare-rib should be rubbed with powdered sage mixed with salt and

pepper, before it is roasted. It will require, if large and thick,- two or

three hours to roast it; a very thin one may be roasted in an hour.

Lay the thick end to the fire. When you put it down, dust ou some
flour, and baste virith a little butter.

The shoulder, loin, and chine are roasted in the same manner. A
shoulder is the most economical part to buy, and is excellent boiled.

Pork is always salted before it is boiled.

Apple-sauce is always proper to accompany roasted pork; this, with

potatoes, mashed or plain, mashed turnips, and pickles, is good.

TO BROIL OE FRY FORK CUTLETS.

Cut them about half an inch thick from a delicate loin of pork, trim

them into neat form,'and take off" part of the ftt, or the whole of it when
it is not liked ; dredge a little pepper or cayenne upon them, and broil

them over a clear and moderate fire from fifteen to eighteen minutes,

sprinkle a little fine salt upon them just before they are dished. They
may be dipped into egg and then into bread-crumbs mixed with minced
sage, then finished in the usual way. When fi:ied, flour them well,

. and season them with salt and pepper first. Serve them with gravy

made in the pan, or with sauce Robert.

cobbett's RECEIPT FOR CURING BACON ; (extracted from his " Cottage

Economy")
•' All Other parts being taken away, the two sides that remain, and

which are called flitches, are to be cured for bacon. They are first

rubbed with salt on their inside, or flesh sides, then placed one on the

other, the flesh sides uppermost, in a salting trough, which has a gutter

round its edges to drain away the brine ; for to have sweet and fine

bacon, the flitches must not be sopping in brine, which gives it the sort

of taste that barrel-pork and sea-junk have, and than which nothing is

more villanous. Every one knows how diflferent is the taste of fresh

dry salt from that of salt in a dissolved state. Therefore, change the

salt often ; once in four or five days. Let it melt and sink in, but let

it not lie too long. Change the flitches, put that at bottom which was
first on the top. Do this a couple of times. This mode will cost you a

great deal more in salt than the sopping mode ; but without it your

bacon will not be so sweet and fine, nor keep so well. As to the time
required for making the flitches sufficiently salt, it depends on circum--

stances ; the thickness of the flitch, the state of the weather, the place

wherein the salting is going on. It takes a longer time for a thick than
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for a thin flitch; it takes longrer in dry than in damp weather; it takes

longer in a dry than in a damp place. But for the flitches of a hog of
fl',e score, in weather not very dry or very damp, about six weeks may
do; and as yours is to be fat, which receives little injury from over-

salting, give time enough ; for you are to have bacon until Christmas
comes again. The, place for salting should, like a dairy, always be
cool, but always admit of a free circulation of air ; confined air, though
cool, will taint meat sooner than the mid-day sun accompanied with a
breeze. With regard to smoking the bacon, two precautions are neces-

sary : first, to hang the flitches where no rain comes down upon them,
and next, that the smoke must proceed from wood, not peat, turf nor

coal. As to the time that it requires to smoke a flitch, it must depend
a good deal upon whether there be a constant fire beneath, and whether
the fire be large or small. A month will do if the fire be pretty con-

stant, and such as a &rm-honse fire usually is. But over-smoking, or

rather, too long hanging in the air, makes the bacon rust. Great atten-

tion should, therefore, be paid to this matter. The flitch ought not to

be dried up to the hardness of a board, and yet it ought to be perfectly

dry. Before you hang it up, lay it on the floor, scatter the flesh-side

pretty thickly over with bran or with some fine saw-dust, not of deal or

fir. Rub it on the flesh, or pat it well down upon it. This keeps the

smoke from getting into the little openings, and makes a sort of crust

to be dried on.

" To keep the bacon sweet and good, and free from hoppers, sift fine

some clean and dry wood-ashes. Put some at the bottom of a box or

chest long enough to hold a flitch of bacon. Lay in one flitch ; and

then put in more ashes, then another flitch, and cover this with six or

eight inches of the ashes. The place where the box or chest is kept

ought to be dry, and should the ashes become damp they should be put

in the fire-place to dry, and when cold, put back again. With these

precautions the bacon will be as good at the end of the year as on the

flrst day."

Obs. Although the preceding, directions for curing the bacon are a

iittle vague as regards the proportions. of salt and pork, we think those

for its after-raatiagement will be acceptable to many of our readers, as

in our damp climate it is often a matter of great difficulty to preserve

hams and bacon through the year from rust.

A GENinNE YORKSHIKE RECEIPT FOR CTmiNO HAMS AND BACON.

" Let the swine be put up to fast for twenty-four hours before they

are killed (and observe that neither a time of severe frost nor very damp
weather is favourable for curing bacon). After a pig has been killed

and scalded, let it hang twelve hours before it is cut up, then for every

stone, or fourteen pounds weight of the meat, take one pound of salt, an

ounce and a quarter of saltpetre, and half an ounce of coarse sugar.

Rub the sugar and saltpetre first into the fleshy parts of the pork, and

remove carefiiUy with a fork any extravasated blood that may appear

on it, together with the broken vessels adjoining ; apply the salt espe-

cially to those parts, as well as to the shank-ends of the hams, and any

other portions of the flesh that are more particularly exposed. Before

the salt is added to the meat, warm it a little before the fire, and use

only a part of it in the first instance ; then, as it dissolves, or is absorbed
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by the meat, add the remainder at several different times. Let thB

meat in the mean while lie either on clean straw, or on a cold brick or

stone floor: it will require from a fortnight to three weeks' curing

according to the state of the atmosphere. When done, hang it in a

ciK)l dry place, where there is a thorough current of air, and let it

remain tliere until it is perfectly dry, when the salt will be found to

have crystallized upon the surface. The meat may then be removed
to your store, and kept in a close chest, surrounded with clean outer

straw. If very large, the hams will not be in perfection in less than

twelve months from the time of their being stored."

Pork, 20 stone ; salt, 20 lbs. ; saltpetre, 20 ozs. ; sugar 10 ozs. : 14 to

21 days.

KENTISH MODE OF CDTTINC UP AND CURING A PIO.

To a porker of sixteen stone Kentish weight, (that is to say, eight

pounds to the stone, or nine stone two pounds of common weight,) allow

two gallons of salt, two pounds of saltpetre, one pound of coarse sugar,

and two pounds of bay-salt, well dried and reduced to powder. Put
aside the hams and cheeks to be cured by themselves ; let the feet, ears,

tail, and eye-parts of the head be salted for immediate eating. The
blade-bones, and ends of the loins and ribs reserved for sausage-meat

should it be wanted, and the loin and spare-ribs fcr roasting. Divide

and salt the remainder -thus : Mix well together the saltpetre, sugar,

and bay-salt, ,and rub the pork, gently with them in every part ; cover

the bottom of the pickling tub with salt, and pack in the pork as closely

as possible, with a portion of the remaining salt between each layer. A
very little water is sometimes sprinkled in to facilitate the dissolving of

the salt into a brine, but this is better avoided, if possible, and in damp
weather will not be needed. If in a fortnight it should not have risen,

80 as almost entirely to cover the meat, boil a strong brine of salt, salt-

petre, sugar, and bay-salt; let it remain* till perfectly cold, aud then

pour it over the pork. A board, with a heavy stone weight upon it,

should be kept upon the meat, to force it down under the brine. In

from three to four months it will be fit for table, and will be delicate

and excellent pickled pork.

The pickling parts of a porker of sixteen stone (Kentish weight, or

nine stone two pounds of common weight, or fourteen pounds to the

stone); common salt, 2 gallons; saltpetre, 2 lbs.; coarse sugar, 1 lb.;

bay-salt, 2 lbs.

FRENCH BACON FOR LARDINO.

Cut the bacon fi-om the pig with as little lean to it as possible. Rub
it well in every part, with salt which has been dried, reduced to powder,

and sifted
;
put the layers of bacon close against and upon each other,

in a shallow wooden trough, and set in a cool, but not a damp cellar;

add more salt all round the bacon, and lay a board, with a very heavy
weight upon it Let it remain for six weeks, then hang it up in a dry

and airy place.

Pork, 14 lbs. ; salt, 14 ozs. : 6 weeks.

TO PICKLE CHEEKS OF BACON AND HAMS.

One pound of common salt, one pound of the coarsest sugar, and one

ounce of saltpetre, in fine powder, to each stone (fourteen pounds) of

the meat will answer this purpose extremely well. An ounce of black
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pepper can be addyd, if liked, and when lees sugar is preferred, the pro-

portion can be diminished one-half, and the quantity of salt as much in-

creased. Bacon also may be cured by this receipt, or by the Bordyke
one for hams. A month is sufficient time for the salting, unless the

pork be very large, when five weeks must be allowed for a ham. The
ingredients may be well mixed, and all applied at the same time.

To each 14 lbs. of pork, salt, 1 lb. ; coarse sugar, 1 lb. ; saltpetre, 1
oz. ; pepper (if used), 1 oz. : 4 to 5 weeks.

RAMS SUPERIOR TO WESTPHALIA.

Take ^he hams as soon as the pig is sufficiently cold to be cut up,

rub them well with common salt, and leave them for three days to

drain; throw away the brine, and for a couple of hams of from fifteen to

eighteen pounds weight, mix together two ounces of saltpetre, a pound
of coarse sugar, and a pound of common salt ; rub the hams in every
part with these, lay them into deep pickling-pans with the rind down-
wards, and keep them for tliree days well covered with the salt and
sugar; then pour over them a bottle of good vinegar, and turn them in

the brine, and baste them with it daily for a month; drain them well,

rub them with bran, and let them be hung for a month high in a chim-

ney over a wood-fire to be smoked.

Hams, of from 15 to 18 lbs. each, 2; to drain 3 days. Common salt,

and coarse sugar, each 1 lb.; saltpetre, 2 ozs. : 3 days. Vinegar, 1

bottle : 1 month. To be smoked 1 month.

Obs.—Such of our readers as shall make trial of this admirable

receipt, will acknowledge, we doubt not, that the hams thus cured are

in reality superior to those of Westphalia. It was originally given to

the public by the celebrated French cook, Monsieur Ude, to whom, after

having proved it, we are happy to acknowledge our obligation for it.

He directs that the hams when smoked should be hung as high as possi-

ble from the fire, that the fat may not he melted ; a very necessary pre-

caution, as the mode of their being cured renders it peculiarly liable to

do BO. This, indeed, is somewhat perceptible in the cooking, which
ought, therefore, to be conducted with especial care. The hams should

be very softly simmered,* and not over-done. They should be large, and

of finely-fed pork, or the receipt will not answer. We give the result

of our first trial of it, which was perfectly successful.

Leg of farm-house pork, 14 to 15 lbs. ; saltpetre, 1^ oz. ; strong coarse

bait, 6 ozs. ; coarse sugar, 8 ozs. : 3 days. Fine white-wine vinegar, 1

pint. In pickle, turned daily, 1 month. Smoked over wood, 1 month.

Obg.—^When two hams are pickled together a smaller proportion of
the ingredients is required for each, than for one which is cured by itselC

HAMS ;
{Bordyke Receipt.")

After the hams have been rubbed with salt, and well drained from

the brine, according to our previous directions, take, for each fourteen

pounds weight of the pork, one ounce of saltpetre in fine powder, mixed

with three ounces of the coarsest sugar ; rub the meat in every part

with these, and let it remain some hours, then cover it well with eight

ounces of bay-salt, dried and pounded, and mixed with four ounces of

*Wp. liave not bpen able to make the trial ourselves, but we think they would be

even finrr hakeil than boiled.

12-
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common salt : in four days add one pound (3f treacli , and keep the hams
turned daily, and well basted with the pickle for a month. Hang them
up to drain for a night, fold then? in brown paper, and send them to be
smoked for a month. An ounce of ground black pepper is often mixed
with the saltpetre in this receipt, and three ounces of bruised juniper-

berries are rubbed on to the meat before the salt is added, when hams
of a very high flavour are desired.

Ham, 14 lbs. ; saltpetre, 1 oz. ; coarse sugar, 3 ozs. : 8 to 12 hours.

Bay-salt, ^ lb. ; common salt, 4 ozs. : 4 days. Treacle, 1 lb. : 1 month.
To heighten flavour, black pepper, 1 oz. ; junjper-berries, 3 ozs.

TO BOa A HAM.

The degree of soaking which must be given to a ham before it ia

boiled, must depend both on the manner in which it has been cured,

^nd on its age. If highly salted, hard, and old, a day and night, or even
longer, may be requisite to dilate the pores sufficiently, and to extract a

portion of the salt. To do either effectually the water must be several

times changed during the steeping. We generally find hams cured by
any of the receipts which we have given in this chapter quite enough
soaked in twelve hours; and they are more frequently laid into water
only early in the morning of the day on which they are boiled. Those
pickled by Monsieur Ude's receipt need much less steeping than any
others. After the ham has been scraped, or brushed, as clean as possi-

ble, pare away lightly any part which, from being, blackened or rusty,

would disfigure it; though it is better not to cut the flesh at all unless

it be really requisite for the good appearance of the joint. Lay it into

a harn-kettle, or into any other vessel ef a similar form, and cover it

plentifully with cold water ; bring it very slowly indeed to boil, and
clear ofi" carefully the scum which will be thrown up in great abundance.
So soon as the water has been cleared from this, draw back the pan
quite to the edge of the stove, that the ham may be simmered softly,

but steadily, until it is tender. On no account allow it to boil fast. A
bunch of herbs and three or four carrots, thrown in directly after the

water has been skimmed, will improve it. When it can be probed very
easily with a sharp skewer, or larding-pin, lift it out, strip off the skin,

which may be kept to cover the ham when cold, and should there be
an oven at hand, set it in for a few minutes, after having laid it on a

drainer ; strew fine raspings over it, or grate a hard-toasted criist, or sifl

upon it the prepared bread of page 114, unless it is to be glazed, when
neither of these must be used.

Small ham, 3^ to 4 hours ; moderate sized, 4 to 4^ hours ; very large,

5 to 5^ hours.

06s.—We have seen the following manner of boiling a ham recom-
mended, but we have not tried it :—" Put into the water in which it is

to be boiled, a quart of old cider and a pint of vinegar, a large bunch of

sweet herbs, and a bay-leaf: When it is two thirds done, skin, cover it

with raspings, and set it in an oven until it is done enough: it will

prove incomparably superior to a ham boiled in the usual way."

FRENCH RECEIPT FOR BOILING A HAM.

After having soaked, thoroughly cleaned, and trimmed the ham, put

over it a little very sweet clean hay, and tie it up in a thii cloth ^ jJaoe
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it in a ham kettle, a braising pan, or any other vessel as nearly of it»

size as can be, and cover it with tvifo parts of cold water, and one of
light white wine (we thini; the reader will perhaps find cider a good
substitute for this) ; add, when it boils and has been skimmed, four or

five carrots, two or three onions, a large bunch of savoury herbs, and
the smallest bit of garlic. Let the whole simmer gently from four to

five hours, or longer should the ham be very large. When perfectly

tender, lift it out, take off the rind, and sprinkle over it some fine

crumbs, or some raspings of bread mixed with a little finely minced
pEirsley.

TO BAKE A. HAM.

Unless when too salt, from not being sufiiciently soaked, a ham (par-

ticularly a young and fresh one) eats much better baked than boiled,

and remains longer good. The safer plan is to lay it into plenty of cold

water over night. The following day soak it for an hour or more in

warm water, wash it delicately clean, trim smoothly off all rusty parts,

and lay it with the rind downwards into a coarse paste rolled to about
an inch thick; moisten the edges, draw, pinch them together, and fold

them over on the upper side of the ham, taking care to close them so

that no gravy can escape. Send it to a well-heated, but not a fierce

oven. A very small ham will require quite three hours baking, and a
large one five. The crust and the skin must be removed while it is

hot. When part only of a ham is dressed, this mode is better far than
boiling it.

TO BOIL BACON.

When very highly salted and dried, it should he soaked for an hour
before it is dressed. Scrape and wash it well, cover it plentifully with

cold water, let it both heat and boil slowly, remove all the scum with
care, and when a fork or skewer will penetrate the bacon easily lift it

out, strip off the skin, and strew raspings of bread over the top, or grate

upon it a hard crust which has been toasted until it is crisp quite

through ; or should it be at hand, use for the purpose the bread recom-
mended at page 114, then dry it a little before the fire, or set it for a
few minutes into a gentle oven. Bacon requires long boiling, but the

precise time depends upon its quality, the flesh of young porkers be-

coming tender much sooner than that of older ones; sometimes, too, the

manner in which the animal has been fed renders the meat hard, and it

will then, unless thoroughly cooked, prove very indigestible. From ten

to fifteen minutes less for the pound must be allowed for unsmoked
bacon, or for pickled pork.

Smoked bacon (striped), 2 lbs., from 1} to 1^ hour ; unsmoked bacon,

or pork, 1 to 1;J hour.

Obs.—The thickest part of a large gammon of bacon will require

from twenty to thirty minutes longer buling than the thinner side.

BACON BROILED OR FRIED.

Cut it evenly in thin slices, or rashets, as they are generally called,

pare from them all rind and rust, curl them round, fasten them with

small slight skewers, then fry, broil, or toast them in a Dutch oven

;

draw out the skewers before they are sent to tabic A few minutes

will dress them either way. They may also be cookeu without being

curled. The rind should always be taken off, and the bacon gently
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toasted, grilled, or fried, that it may be well done without being too

much dried, or hardened : it should be cut thin. Fry what eggs you

want in butter, and when dished lay an egg on each slice of ham, and

serve.

DRESSED BAjSHERS OF BACON.

Slice rather thicker than for frying, some cold boiled bacon, and strew

it lightly on both sides with fine raspings of bread, or with a grated

«rust which has been very slowly and gradually toasted until brown

quite through. Toast or warm the rashers in a Dutch oven, and Serve

them with veal cutlets, or any other delicate meat. The bacon thus

dressed is much nicer than when broiled or fried without the previous

boiling.

4 to 5 minutes.

TONBBIDOE BRAWN.

Split open the head of a middling-sized porker, remove the. brain and

all the bones, strew the inside rather thickly with fine salt, and let it

drain until the following day. Cleanse the ears and feet in the same
manner ; wipe them all from the brine, lay them into a large pan, and

rub them well with an ounce and a half of saltpetre mixed with six

ounces of sugar; in twelve hours, add six ounces of salt; the next day

pour a quarter-pint of good vinegar over them, and keep them turned in

the pickle every twenty-four hours, for a week, then wash it off the ears

and feet, and boil them for about an hour and a half; bone the feet

while they are warm, and trim the gristle from the large ends of the

ears. When these are ready, mix a large grated nutmeg with a tea-

spoonful and a half of mace, half a teaspoonful of cayenne, and as much
of cloves. Wash, but do not soak the head ; wipe and flatten it on a

board ; cut some of-the flesh from the thickest parts, and (when the

whole of the meat has been seasoned equally with the spices) lay it' on

the thinnest ; intermix it with that of the ears and feet, roll it up very

tight, and bind it firmly with broad tape ; fold a thin pudding-cloth quite

closely round it, and tie it securely at both ends. A braising-pan, from

its form, is best adapted for boiling it, but if there be not one at hand,

place the head in a vessel adapted to its size, with the bones and trim-

mings of the feet and ears, a large bunch of savoury herbs, two mode-
rate-sized onions, a small head of celery, three or four carrots, a tea-

spoonful of peppercorns, and sufficient cold water to cover it well ; boil

it very gently for four hours, and leave it until two parts cold in the

liquor in which it was boiled. Take off" the cloth, and put the brawn
between two dishes or trenchers, with a heavy weight on the upper one.

The next day take off" the fillets of tape, and serve the head whole or-

sliced.

ITALIAN PORK CHEESE.

Chop, not very fine, one pound of lean pork with two pounds of the

inside fat ; strew over and mix thoroughly with them three teaspoonsful

of salt, nearly half as much pepper, a half-teaspoonful of mixed parsley,

thyme, and sage (and sweet-basil, if it can be procured), all minced ex-

tremely small. Press the meat closely and evenly into a shallow tin,

—

such as are used for Yorkshire puddings will answer well,—and bake it

in a very gentle oven from an hour to an hour and a half: it is served

cold, in slices. Should the proportion of fat be considered too much, it

can be diminished on a second triaL
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Minced ipushrooms or truffles may be added wit.i very good effsct to

all meat-cakes, or compositions of this kind.

Lean of pork, 1 lb. ; fat, 2 lbs. ; salt, 3 teaspoonsfiil ;
pepper, 14 tea-

spoonftil ; mace, ^ teaspoonful ; nutmeg, 1 small ; mixed herbs, 1 large

tablespoonful : 1 to IJ hour.

[Pickled pork takes more time than other meat. If you buy your
pork ready salted, ask how many days it has been in salt ; if many, it

will require to be soaked in water before you dress it. When you cook
it, wash and scrape it as clean as possible ; when delicately dressed, it

is a favourite dish with almost every body. Take care it does not boil

fast ; if it does, the knuckle will break to pieces before the thick pai t of

the meat is warm through ; a leg of seven pounds takes three hours and

a half very slow simmering. Skim your pot- very carefully, and when
you take the meat out of the boiler, scrape it clean.

The proper vegetables are parsnips, potatoes, turnips, or carrots.

Some like .cabbage, but it is a strong, rank vegetable, and does not

agree with a delicate stomach.]

SAUSAGE-MEAT CAKE, OR, PAIN DB PORC FRAI8.

Season very highly from two to three pounds of good sausage-meat,

both with spices and with sage, or with thyme and parsley, if these bo
preferred

;
press the mixture into a pan, and proceed exactly as for the

veal-cake of page 168. A few minced eschalots can be mixed with the

meat for those who like their flavour.

SAUSAGES.

Common farm-house sausages are made with nearly equal parts of
&t and lean pork, coarsely chopped, and seasoned with salt and pepper
only. They are put into skins (which have .previously been turned

inside out, scraped very thin, washed with exceeding nicety, and wiped
very dry), then twisted into links, and should be hung in a cool airy

larder, when they will remain good for some length of time. Odd scraps

and trimmings of pork are usually taken for sausage-meat when the pig

is killed and cut up at home ; but the chine and blade-bone are pre-

ferred in general for the purpose. The pork rinds, as we have already

stated, will make a strong and almost flavourless jelly, which may be
used with excellent effect for stock, and which, with the addition of
some pork-bones, plenty of vegetables, and some dried peas, will make
a very nutritious soup for those who do not object to the pork-flavour

which the bones will give. Half an ounce of salt, and nearly or quite

a quarter-ounce of pepper will sufficiently season each pound of the
sausage-meat.

KENTISH SAUSAGE-MEAT..

To three pounds of lean pork add two of fat, and let both be taken
clear of skin. As sausages are lighter, though not so delicate when
the meat is somewhat coarsely chopped, this difference should be at-

tended to in making them. When the fat and lean are partially mixed,
Btrew over them two ounces and a half of dry salt, beaten to powder,
and mixed with one ounce of ground black pepper, and three large

tablespoonsful of sage, very finely minced. Turn the meat with the

chopping-knife, until the ingredients are well blerded. Test it before

it is taken oiT the block, by frying a small portion that if more season
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lag be desired, it may at once be added. A full-sized nutmeg, and a
small dessertspoonful of pounded mace would, to many tastes, improve
it. This sausage-meat is usually formed into cakes, wliich, after being

well floured, are roasted in a Dutch oven. They must be watched, and
often turned, that no part may be scorched. The meat may also brj

put into skins, and dressed in any Other way.
Lean of pork, 3 lbs. ; fat, 2 lbs. ; salt, 2^ ozs.

;
pepper, 1 oz. ; minced

sage, 3 large tabLespoonsftil.

EXCELLENT SAUSAGES.

Chop, first separately, and then together, one pound and a quarter of
veal, perfectly free from fat, skin, and sinew, an equal weight of lean

pork, and of the inside fat of the pig. Mix well, and strew over the

meat an ounce and a quarter of salt, half an ounce of pepper, one nut-

meg grated, and a large teaspoonful of pounded mace. Turn, and chop
the sausages until they are equally seasoned throughout, and tolerably

fine
;
press them into a clean pan, and keep them in a very cool place.

Form them, when wanted for table, into cakes something less than an
inch thick, flour and fry them then for about ten minutes in a Jittle

butter.

Lean of veal and pork, of each, 1 lb. 4 ozs. ; fat of pork, 1 lb. 4 ozs.

;

salt, IJ oz.
;
pepper, J oz. ; nutmeg,!; raace, 1 large teaspoonful:

fried in cakes, 10 minutes.

POUNDED sausage-meat; (very good.)

Take from the best end of a neck of veal, or from the fillet or loin, a

couple or more pounds of flesh without any intermixture of fet or skin

;

chop it small, and pound it thoroughly in a large mortar, with half its

weight of the inside, or leaf-fat, of a pig
;
proportion salt and spice to

it by the preceding receipt, form it into cakes, and fiy it as above.

BOILED SAUSAGES.

Sausages are sometimes boiled in the skins, and served upon a toast,

as a corner dish. They should be put into boiling water, and simmered
from seven to ten minutes, according to their size.

SAUSAGES AND CHESTNUTS. (ENTREE.) An excellent dish. (French.)

Roast, and take the husk and skin from forty fine Spanish chestnuts

;

fry gently, in a morsel of butter, six small flat oval cakes of fine sausage-

meat, and when they are well browned, lift them out and pour into a
saucepan, which should be bright in the inside, the greater part of the

fill in which they have been fried ; mix with it a large teaspoonful ot

flour, and stir these over the fire till they are well and equally browned;
then pour in by degrees nearly half a pint of strong beef or veal broth,

or gravy, and two glasses of good white wine ; add a smalt bunch of

savoury herbs, and as much salt and pepper, or cayenne, as will season

the whole properly; give it a boil, lay in the sausages round the pan,

and the chestnuts in the centre ; stew them very softly for nearly an
hour; take out the herbs, dish the sausages neatly, and heap the chest-

nuts in the centre, strain the sauce over them and serve them very hot.

This is a corner dish. There should be no sage mixed with the pork
to dress thus.

Chestnuts, roasted, 40 ; sausages, 6 ; gravy, nearly ^ pint ; sherry or

Madeira, 2 wineglassesfui : stewod together from 50 to 60 minutes.
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TRBPFLED SAUSAGES
; {Saucisscs oux Tfuffles.)

With two pounds of the lean of young tender pork, mix one pound
of fat, a quarter of a pound of truffles, minced very small, an ounce
and a half of salt, a seasoning of cayenne, or quite half an ounce of

white pepper, a nutmeg, a teaspoonful of freshly pounded mace, and a
dessertspoonful or more of savoury herbs dried and reduced to powder.
Test a morsel of the mixture ; heighten any of the seasonings to the

taste ; and put the meat into delicately clean skins : if it be for imme-
diate use, and the addition is liked, moisten it, before it is dressed, with

me or two glassesful of Madeira. The substitution of a clove of garlic

for the truffles will convert these into Saucisses a VAil, or garlic sau-

CHAPTER XII.

POULTRY.

Boiled FowL

TO CHOOSE POULTRY.

YomjG, plump, well-fed, but not over-fetted poultry is the best. The
skin of fowls and turkeys should be clear, white, and finely grained,

the breasts broad and full-fleshed, the legs smooth, the toes pliable and

easily broken when bent back ; the birds should also be heavy in pro-

portion to their size. This applies equally to geese and ducks, of which

the breasts likewise should be very plump, and the feet yellow and flex-

ible : when these are red and hard, the bills of the same colour, and the

skin full of hairs, and extremely coarse, the birds are old.

White-legged fowls and chickens should be chosen for boiling, be-

cause their appearance is the most delicate when dressed ; but the dark-

legged ones often prove more juicy and of better flavour when roasted,

and their colour then is immaterial.

Every precaution should be taken to prevent poultry from becoming

ever so slightly tainted before it is cooked, but unless the weather be

exceedingly sultry, it should not be quite freshly killed :* pigeons only

*If from accidental circumstances it should become apparently unfit for taWe, it may

be restored to an eatable state by the same means as flsb ;
it should not. however, b^

Diirchased. at any time, when it exhibits a greenish tint on any part of the skin, at

this indicates its being already stale.
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are the better for being so, and are thought to lose their flavour by

hanging even a day or two. Turkeys, as we have stated in our receipts

for them, are very tough and poor eating if not sufficiently long kept.

A goose, also, in winter, should hang some days before it is dressed, and

fowls, likewise, will be improved by it.

All kinds of poultry should tfe thoroughly cooked, though witliout

being over-done, for nothing in general can more effectually destroy the

tppetite than the taste and appearance of their flesh when brought to

table half roasted or boiled.

TO BONE A FOWL OR TURKEY WITHOUT OPENING IT.

After the fowl has been drawn and singed, wipe it inside and out with

a clean cloth, but do not wash it. Take off the head, cut through the

ekin all round the first joint of the legs, and pull them from the fowl,

to draw out the large tendons. Raise the flesh first from the lower part

of the back-bone, and a little also from the end of the breast-bone, if

necessary ; work the knite gradually to the socket of the thigh ; with

the point of the knife detach the joint from it, take the end of the bone

firmly in the fingers, anr" cut the flesh clean fi-om it down to the nexi

joint, round which pass the point of the knife carefiilly, and when the

skin is loosened from it in every part, cut round the next bone, keeping

the edge of the knife close to it, until the whole of the leg is done.

Remove the bones, of the other leg in the same manner ; then detach

the flesh from the back and breast-bone sufficiently to enable you to

reach the upper joirts of the wings; proceed with these as with the

legs, but be especially carefiil not to pierce the skin of the second joint:

it is usual to leave the pinions unboned, in order to give more easily its

natural form to the fowl when it is dressed. The merry-thought and

neck-bones may now easily be cut away, the back and side-bones taken

out without being divided, and the breast-bone separated carefully from

the flesh (which, as the work progresses, must be turned back from the

bones upon the fowl, until it is completely inside out). After the one

remaining bone is removed, draw the wings and legs back to their pro-

per form, and turn the fowl the right side outwards.

A turkey is boned exactly in the same manner, but as it requires t,

very large proportion of forcemeat to flU it entirely, the legs and wings

are sometimes drawn into the body, to diminish the expense of this.

If very securely trussed, and sewn, the bird may be either boiled, or

slewed in rich gravy, as well as roasted, after being boned and forced.

ANOTHER MODE OP BONING A FOWL OR TURKEY.

Cut through the skin down the centre of the back, and raise the flesh

carefully on either side with the point of a sharp knife, until the sockets

of the wings and thighs are reached. Till a little practice has been
gained, it will perhaps be better to bone these joints before proceeding

further ; but after they are once detached from it, the whole of the

body may easily be separated from the flesh and taken out entire : only

the neck-bones and merrythought will then remain to be removed.

The bird thus prepared may either be restored to its original form, by
filling the legs and wings with forcemeat, and the body with the livers

pftwo or three fowls, if they can be procured, mixed with alternate lay-

ers of parboiled tongue, freed from tlie rind, fine sausf.ge meal, or veal
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lorcenieat, or thin slices of the nicest bacon, or aught e.se of good fla-

vour, which will give a marbled appearance to the fowl when it is

carved; and then be sewn up and trussed as usual; or the legs and
wings may be drawn inside the body, and the bird being first flattened

on a table may be covered with sausage meat, and the various other
ingredients we have named, so placed that it shall be of equal thibkness

in every part; then tightly rolled, bound firmly together with a fillet of
broad tape, wrapped in a thin pudding-cloth, closely tied at both ends,

and dressed as follows :—Put it into a braising-pan, stewpan, or thick

iron saucepan, bright in the inside, and fitted as nearly as may be to its

size ; add all the chicken-bones, a bunch of sweet herbs, two carrots,

two bay-leaves, a large blade of mace, twenty-four white peppercorns,

and any trimmings or bones of undressed veal which may be at hand

;

cover the whole with good veal-broth, add salt, if needed, and stew it

very softly, from an hour and a quarter to an hour and a half; let it cool

in the liquor in which it was stewed ; and afl;er it is lifted out, boil down
the gravy to a jelly and strain it; let it become cold, clear oflT the fat,

and serve it cut into large dice or roughed, and laid round the fowl,

which is to be served cold. If restored to its form, instead of being

rolled, it must be stewed gently for an hour, and may then be sent to

table hot, covered wilh mushroom, or any other good sauce that may be
preferred ; or it may be left until the following day, and served gar-

nished with the jelly, which should be firm, and very clear and well-

flavoured: the liquor in which the calf's foot has been boiled down,
added to the broth, will give it the necessary degree of consistency.

French Cooks add three or four onions to these preparations of poultry

(the last of which is called a galantine) ; but these our own taste would
lead us to reject.

Rolled, IJ to IJ hour; galantine, 1 hour.

Obs.—^A couple of fowls, boned and rolled, make an excellent pie.

TO BONE FOWLS FOR FRICASSEES, CURRIES, A>D PIES. "

First carve them entirely into joints, then remove the bones, begin-

ning with the legs and wings, at the head Of the largest bone ; hold this

with the fingers, and work the knife ss directed in the receipt above.

The remainder of the birds is too easily done to require any instructions.

TO ROAST A TiniKBY.

In very cold weather a turkey in

its feathers will hang (in an airy lar-

der) quite a fortnight with advantage;

and, however fine a quality of bird it [

may be, unless sufficiently long kept,

it will prove not worth the dressing, '^^

though it should always he perfectly
'

S2flee< when prepared for table. Pliick,

draw, and singe it with exceeding Turkey trussed for Roasting,

care; wash, and then dry it thoroughly with clean cloths, or merely

wipe the outside well, without wetting it, and pour water plentifully

through the inside. Fill the breast with forcemeat (No. 1, page Ia2),

or with the finest sausage meat, highly seasoned with minced herbs,

lemon-rind wacc, and cayenne. Truss the bird firmly, lay it to a clear
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Bound fire, baste it constantly and bonntifuUy with butter, and serve it

when done with good brown gravy, and well-made bread sauce. An
entire chain of delicate fried sausages is still often placed in the dish,

round a turkey, as a garnish.

It is usual to fold and fasten a sheet of buttered writing-paper over

the breast to prevent its being too much coloured: this should be re-

moved twenty minutes before the bird is done. The forcemeat of

chestnuts (No. 15, Chapter VI.) may be very advantageously substi-

tuted for the commoner kinds in stuffing it, and the body may then be

filled with chestnuts, previously stewed until tender in rich gravy, oi

simmered over a slow fire in plenty of rasped bacon, with a high sea-

soning of mace, nutmeg, and cayenne, until they are so ; or, instead of

this, well-made chestnut sauce, or a dish of stewed chestnuts, may be

sent to table with the turkey.

1^ to 24 hours.

06.5.—A turkey should be laid at first far from the fire, and drawn
nearer when half done, though never sufficiently so to scorch it; it

should be wdl roasted, for even the most inveterate advocates of under-

dressed meats will seldom tolerate the taste or sight of partially-raw

poultry.

TO BOIL A TURKEY.

A delicate but plump hen-turkoy of
moderate size should be selected for

boiling. Pick and draw it, using the

greatest precaution not to break the

gall bladder; singe it with writing

paper, take off the head and neck, cut ^
through the skin round the first joint

of the legs, and draw them off: this

is best accomplished by festening the Turkey for Boiling,

feet to a strong hook, and then pullingf the bird away from it. Wash it

exceedingly clean, and then wipe it dry ; fill the breast with the force-

meat No. 1 or 2 of Chapter VI., or with the oyster, chestnut, of French
forcemeat, of which the receipts are given in the same chapter. In

trussing it draw the legs into the body, break the breast-bone, and give

the turkey as round and plump an appearance as can be. Put it into

plenty of warm water, clear off the scum with the greatest care as it is

thrown to the surface, and boil the bird very gently from an hour and a

.
half to two hours and a quarter. A very large turkey would require a
longer time, but it is unsuited to this mode of cooking. When the

oyster-forcemeat is used, a large tureen of rich oyster sauce should

accompany the dish ; but celery sauce, or good white sauce, may other

wise be sent to table with it; and a boiled tongue or a small ham is

usually served in addition. For a plain family dinner, a delicate cheek
of bacor. is sometimes substituted for either of these, and parsley and
butter fjr a more expensive sauce. Fast boiling will cause the skin of

the bird to break, and must therefore be especially avoided : it should

hang for some days before it is dressed, for if quite freshly killed it will

not be tenfler, but it must be perfectly sweet to be fit for table.

Moderate-sized turkey, IJ to 2 hours; large turkey, longer; very

small one, less time.
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TURKEY BONED AND FORCED
;
(an excellent aish.)

Take a small, well-kept, but quite sweet hen-turkey, of from seven to

eight pounds weight, and remove, by the receipt for a fowl (page 200),
all the bones except those of the pinions, without opening the bird

;

draw it into shape, and fill it entirely with exceedingly fine sausage-

meat, beginning with the legs and wings; plump the breast well in pre-

paring it, and when its original form is quite restored, tie it securely at

both ends, and at the extremities of the legs; pass a slight iron skewer
through these and the body, and another through the wings and body

;

then lay a twine over the back of the turkey, and pass it under the ends

of the first skewer, cross it in the centre of the back, and pass it under

the ends of the second skewer ; then carry it over the pinions to keep
them firmly in their place, and fasten it at the neck. When a cradle

?pit, of which the engraving below shows the form, and which opens

Cradle Spit.

with a joint to receive the roast, is not at hand, a bottle-jack will be

found more convenient than any other for holding the turkey ; and after

the hook of this is passed through the neck, it must be further supported

by a string running across the back and under the points of the skewer

which confines the pinions to the hook ; for, otherwise, its weight would

most probably cause it to fall. Flour it well, place it far from the fire

until it is heated through, and baste it plentifully and incessantly with

butter. An hour and three quarters will roast it well. Break and

boil down the bones for gravy in a pint and a halfof water, with a little

salt, a few slices of celery, a dozen corns of pepper, and a branch or

two of parsley. Brown gently in a morsel of good butter, a couple of

ounces of lean ham, add to them a slight dredge of flour, and a little

cayenne, and pour to them the broth from the bones, after it has boiled

an hour, and been strained and skimmed ; shake the stewpan well round,

and stew the gravy until it is wanted for table ; clear it entirely from

fet ; strain, and serve it very hot.

The turkey may be partially filled with the forcemeat No. 1 or 3, of

Chapter VI., and the sausage-meat may then be placed on either side

of it.

Hen turkey between 7 and 8 lbs. weight, boned, filled with sausage-

meat, 3 to 4 lbs. ; or with forcemeat No. 1, or with No. 3, Chapter VL,

1 lb. (that is to say, 1 lb. of bread-crumbs, and the other ingredients in

proportion.) Sausage-meat, 2 to 3 lbs. roasted 1{ hour.

0(,s. When a common spit is used for the turkey, it must be fes-

tened to, and not put upon it.

Bread sauce can be served with the bird, or not, at pleasure.

It will be found an improvement to moisten the sausage-meat with

one or two spoonsful of water: it should be finely minced, well spiced,

and mixed with herbs, when the common forcemeat is not used in addi-

tion. In preparing it a poum' and a quarter of faft should be mixed witb

each pound of the lean.
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To give the turkey a very good appearance, tlie breast may be larded

by the directions of page 139.

TURKEY A LA FLAMANDE, OR, DINDE POUDREB.

Prepare as for boiling' a fine well-kept hen turkey; wipe the inside

thoroughly with a dry cloth, but do not wash it; throw in a little salt to

draw out the blood, let it remain a couple of hours or more, then drain

and wipe it again ; next, rub the outside in every part with about four

ounces of fine dry salt, mixed with a large tablespoonful of pounded

sugar ; rub the turkey well with these, and turn it every day for four

days ; then fill it entirely with equal parts of choice sausage-meat, and

of the criimb of bread soaked in boiling milk or cream, and wrung dry

in a cloth ; season these with the grated rind of a large lemon, a small

nutmeg, some mace, cayenne, and fine herbs, in the same proportion as

for veal fcrcemeat (No. 1, page 132.) Sew the turkey up very securely,

and when trussed, roll it in a cloth, tie it closely at both ends, and boil

it very gently between three and four hours. When taken up, sprinkle

it thickly with fine crumbs of bread, mixed with plenty of parsley, shred

extremely small. Serve it cold, with a sauce made of the strained

juice and grated rind of two lemons, a teaspoonful of made-mustard, and
one of pounded sugar, with as much oil as will prevent its being more
than pleasantly acid, and a little salt, if needed ; work these together

until perfectly mixed, and send them to table in a tureen.

This receipt was given to us abroad, by a Flemish lady, who had had
the dish often served with great success in Paris. We have inserted it

on her authority, not on our own experience ; but we think it may be

quite depended on.

.TO ROAST A GOOSE.

After it has been picked and singed with care, put into the body of

the goose two parboiled onions of mode-
rate size, finely chopped, and mixed with
half an ounce of minced sage-leaves, a

I saltspoonful of salt, and half as much black
' pepper, or a proportionate quantity of cay-

enne ; to these add a small slice of fi-esh

Goose ready fSr" the Spit. butter. Truss the goose, and after it is on
the spit, tie it firmly at both ends that it may turn steadily, and that the
seasoning may not escape; roast it at a brisk fire, and keep it con-

stantly basted. Serve it with brown gravy, and apple or tomata sauce.

When the taste is in fevour of a stronger seaspning than the above,
which occurs, we apprehend, but seldom, use raw onions for it, and in-

crease the quantity ; but should one still milder be preferred, mix a
handful of fine bread-crumbs with the other ingredients, or two or three
minced apples. The body of a goose is sometimes filled entirely with
mashed potatoes, which, for this purpose, ought to be boiled very dry,

and well blended with two or three ounces of butter, or with some thick

cream, some salt, and white pepper or cayenne : to these minced sage
and parboiled onions can also be added at pleasure. A teaspoonful of
made-mustard, half as much of salt, and a small portion of cayenne,
smoothly mixed with a glass o. port wine, are sometimes poured into

the goose just before it is served, through a cut made in the apron.

li to 1} hour.
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06s.—We extract, for the benefit of ( ur readers, from a woik.in our
possession, the following passage, of vfhich we have had no oppor^
tunity of testing tlie correctness. " Geese, with sage and onions, may
be deprived of power to breathe forth any incense, thus :—Pare from a
lemon all the yellow rind, taking care not to bruise the fruit nor to cut
BO deeply as to let out the juice. Place this lemon in the centre of the
seasoning within the bird. When or before it is brought to table, let

the flap be gently opened, remove the lemon with a tablespoon ; avoid

breaking, and let it instantly be thrown away, as its white pithy skin

will have absorbed all the gross particles which else would have
escaped."

TO ROAST A. GREEN GOOSE.

Season the inside with a little pepper and salt, and roast the goose at

a brisk fire fi'om forty to fifty minutes. Serve it with good brown gravy
only, and sorrel sauce.

TO ROAST A FOWL.

Strip off the feathers, and carefully pick every stump or plug from
the skin, as nothing can be more uninviting than the appearance of any
kind of poultry where this has been
neglected, nor more indicative of slo-

venliness on the part of the cook.

Take off the head and neck close to i

the body, but leave sufiicient of the

'

skin to tie over the part that is cut.

In drawing the bird, do not open it

more than is needful, and use great Fowl for Roasting,

precaution to avoid breaking the gall-bladder." Hold the legs in boiling

water for two or ihree minutes, that the skin may be peeled from them
easily; cut off the claws, and then, with a bit of lighted writing-paper,

singe off the hairs without blackening the fowl. Wash, and wipe it

afterwards very dry, and let the liver and gizzard be made delicately

clean, anfl fastened into the pinions. Truss, and spit it firmly ; flour

it well when first laid to the fire, baste it frequently with butter, and
when it is done, draw out the skewers, dish it, pour a little good gravy
over, and send it to table with bread, mushroom, eigg, fliestnut, or olive

sauce. A common mode of serving roast fowls in France is aux cres-

sons, that is, laid upon young water-cresses, which have previously been
freed from the outer leaves, thoroughly washed, shaken dry in a clean

cloth, and sprinkled with a little fine salt, and a small quantity of vine-

gar : these should cover the dish, and after the fowls are placed on them,
gravy should be poured over as usual.

The body of a fowl may be filled with very small mushrooms pre-

pared as for partridges (see partridges with mushrooms), then sewn up,

roasted, and served with mushroom-sauce : this is an excellent mode of
dressing it. A slice of fresh butter mixed with some salt and cayenne
or pepper; a little rasped bacon ; or a bit or two of the lean of beef or

veal minced, or cut into dice, may be put inside the bird when either is

considered an improvement. An ounce or two of fresh butter smoothly

mixed with a teaspoonful of really good mushroom-powder, a little

pounded mace, salt, and cayenne, will impart much more of flavour to

the fowl.
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Pull-sized fowl, 1 hour : young chicken, 25 to 35 minutes.

Obs.—As we have already observed in our genoral remarks on roast-

ing, the time must be regulated by various circumstances, which we
named, and which the cook should always take into consideration. A
buttered paper should be fastened over the breast, and removed about

fifteen minutes before the fowl is served : this will prevent its taking

too much colour.

RO.\ST fowl; (a French Receipt.)

Fill the breast of a fine fowl with good forcemeat, roast it as usus 1,

and when it is very nearly ready to serve take it from the fire, pour

lukewarm butter over it in every part, and strew it thickly with very

fine bread-crumbs; sprinkle these again with butter, and dip the fowl

into more crumbs. Put it down to the fire, and when it is of a clear,

light brown all over, take it carefully from the spit, dish, and serve it

with lemon-sauce, and with gravy thickened and mixed with plenty of

minced parsley, or with brown gravy and any other sauce usually served

with fowls. Savoury herbs shred small, spice, and lemon-grate, may
be mixed with the crumbs at pleasure. Do not pour gravy over the

fowl when it is thus prepared.

TO ROAST A GUINEA FOWL.

Let the bird hang tor as many days as the weather will allow; then

stufi^, truss, roast, and serve it like a turkey, or leave the head on and
lard the breast. Send gravy and bread-sauce to table with it in eitlier

case : it will be found excellent eating.

j to 1 hour.

FOWL A LA CARLSFORT. (ENTREE.)

Bone a fowl without opeping the back, and restore it to its original

form by filling the vacant spaces in the legs and wmgs with forcemeat

;

put a roll of it also into the body, and a large sausage on either side;

tie it very securely at both ends, truss it with fine skewers, and roast it

for a full hour, keeping it basted plentifully with butter. When ap-

pearance is not regarded, the pinions may be taken off, and the legs and

wings drawn inside the fowl, which will then require a much smaller

proportion of forcemeat:—that directed for veal (No. 1, page 122), will

answer quite well in a general way, but for a dinner of ceremony. No.

17 or 18 of the same Qhapter should be used in preference. The fowl

must be tied securely to the spit, not put upon it. Bone chickens are

excellent when entirely filled with well-made mushroom-forcemeat, or

very delicate and nicely seasoned sausage-meat; 9.nd either roasted or

stewed. Brown gravy, or mushroom sauce should then be sent to table

with them.

BOILED FOWLS.

White-legged ponltry should al-

ways be selected for boiling, as they

are of better colour when dressed

than any others. Truss them firmly

=and neatly, with the legs drawn
into the bodies, and the wings

twisted over the backs; let them
be well covered with water, which

Fowls trussed for Boiling. should be hot, but not boiling when
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they are put in. A full-sized fowl will require about three quarters of

an Kour from the tin:e of its beginning to simmer ; but young chickens

not more than from twenty to twenty-five minutes: they should be very
gently boiled, and the scum should be removed with gieat care as it

gathers on the surface of the water. Either of the following sauces

may be sent to table with them : parsley and butter, bechamel, English

white sauce, oyster, celery, or white-mushroom sauce. The fowls are

often dished with small tufts of delicately-boiled cauliflower placed

round them ; or with young vegetable marrow, scarcely larger than an
Bg§, merely pared and halved after it is dressed : white sauce must be

served with both of these. The livers and gizzards are not, at the

present day, usually served in the wings of boiled fowls. When they

are not so, the livers may be simmered for four or five minutes, then

pressed to a smooth paste with a wooden spoon, and mixed very gradu-

ally with the sauce, which should not boil after they are added.

Full-sized fowl, j hour : young chickens, 20 to 25 minutes.

06s.—^Half a gallon of cold added to an equal quantity of boiling

water, will bring it to the proper degree of heat for putting in the

fowls. For richer modes of boiling poultry, see Blanc and Poelee,

Chapter VIL
TO BRon. A CHICKEN OR FOWL.

Either of these, when merely split and broiled, is very dry and unsa-

voury eating ; but will be greatly improved if first boiled gently from

five to ten minutes and left to become cold, then divided, dipped into egg
and well seasoned bread-crumbs, plentifiiUy sprinkled with clarified

butter, dipped again into the crumbs, and broiled over a clear and gentle "

fire fi-om half to three quarters of an hour. It should be served very

hot, with mushroom-sauce, or with a little good plain gravy, which may
be thickened and flavoured with a teaspoonfijl of mushroom powder
(should it be at hand), mixed with half as much flour and a little butter

;

or with some Espagnole. It should be opened at the back, and evenly

divided quite through ; the legs should be trussed like those of a boiled

fowl ; the breast-bone, or that of the back may be removed at pleasure,

and both sides of the bird should be made as flat as they can, that the

fire may penetrate every part equally ; the inside should be first laid

towards it. The neck, feet, and gizzard may be boiled down with a

small quantity of onion and carrot previously browned in a morsel of

butter, to make the gravy ; and the liver, after having been simmered
with them for five or six minutes, may be used to thicken it after it is

strained. A teaspoonfiil of lemon-juice, some cayenne, and minced

parsley should be added to it, and a little arrow-root, or flour and butter,

i to I hour.

FRICASSEED FOWLS OR CHICKENS. (eNTREB.)

To make a firicassee of good appearance without great expense, pre-

pare, with exceeding nicety, a couple of plump chickens, strip off the

skin, and carve them very neatly. Reserve the wings, breasts, merry-

thoughts, and thighs; and stew down the inferior joints with a couple

of blades of mace, a small bunch of savoury herbs, a few white pepper-

corns, a pint and a half of water, and a small half-teaspoonful of salt.

When something more than a third part reduced, strain the gravy, let

It cool, and skim off every particle of fat. Arrange the joints which
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are Ilu be fricasseed jn one layer, if it can be done conveniently, and
pour to them as much of the gravy as will nearly cover them ; add the

very thin rind of half a fine frebh lemon, and simmer the fowls gently

from half to three quarters of an hour; throw in sufficient salt, pounded
mace, and cayenne to give the sauce a good flavour, thicken it with a
large teaspoonful of arrow-root, and stir to it the third of a pint of rich

boiling cream ; then lift the stewpan from the fire, and shake it briskly

round while the beaten yolks of three fresh eggs, mixed with a spoonful

or two of cream, are added ; coiitinue to shake the pan gently above

the fire till the sauce is just set, but it must not be allowed to boil, or it

will curdle in an instant.

^ to I hour.

CHICKEN OUTLETS. (ENTREE.)

Skin, and cut into joints, one or two young chickens, and remove the

bones with care from the breasts, merrythoughts, and thighs, which are

to be separated from the legs. Mix well together a teaspoonful of salt,

and nearly a fourth as much of mace, a little grated nutmeg, and cay-

enne ; flatten, and form into good shape, the boned joints of chicken,

and the flesh of the wings ; rub a little of the seasoning over them in

every part, dip them into beaten egg, and then into very fine bread-

crumbs, and fry them gently in fresh butter until they are of a delicate

brown. Some of the bones and trimmings may be boiled down in half

a pint of water, with a rdll of lemon-peel, a little salt, and eight or ten

white peppercorns, to make the gravy, which, after being strained and
cleared from fat, may be poured hot to some thickening made in the

pan with a slice S( fresh butter and a dessertspoonful of flour : a tea-

spoonful of mushroom-powder would improve it greatly, and a small

quantity of lemon-pickle or juice should be added before it is poured

out, with salt and cayenne if required. Pile the cutlets high in the

middle of the dish, and serve the sauce under them, or in a tureen.

CUTLETS OF FOWLS, PARTRIDGES, OR PICfEONS. (ENTREE.)
{French Receipt.)

Take closely ofi' the flesh of the breast and wing together, on either

side of the bone, and when you have thus raised the large fillets, as

they are called, from three birds, which will give you but six cutlets,

take the strips of flesh that lie under the wings, and that of the merry-
thoughts, and flatten two or three of these together, that you may have
nine cutlets at least, of equal size. When all are ready, fi-y to a palo

brown as many diamond-shaped sippets of bread as there are fillets of
fowl, and let them be quite as large; place these before the fire to dry,

and wipe out the pan. Dip the cutlets into some yolks of eggs mixed
with a little clarified butter, and strew them in every part with the

finest bread-crumbs, moderately seasoned with salt, cayenne, and
pounded mace. Dissolve as much good butter as will be required to

dress them, and fi-y them in it of a light amber-colour: arrange them
upon the sippets of bread, pile them high in the dish, and pour a ricli

brown gravy or Sauce Espagnole round, but not over them.

FRIED CHICKEN A LA ])[ALABAB. (ENTREE.)

This is an Indian dish. Cut up the chicken, wipe it dry, and rub il

well with currie-powder, mixed with a little salt ; fry it in a bit of but-
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ter, taking care that it is of a nice light brown, fn the meantime cut

two or three onions into thin slices, draw them out into rings, and cut

the rings into little bits, about half an inch long ; fry them for a long

time gently in a little bit of clarified butter, until they have gradually

dried up and are of a delicate yellow-brown. Be careful that they are

not burnt, as the burnt taste of a single bit would spoil the flavour of

the whole. When they are as dry as chips, without the least grease or

moisture upon them, mix a little salt with them, strew them over the

fried chicken, and serve up with lemon on a plate.

We have extracted this receipt from a clever little work called the
" Hand-Book of Cookery."

HASHED FOWL. (ENTREE.)

After having taken off, in joints, as much of a cold fowl or fowls as

will suffice for a dish, bruise the bodies with a paste roller, pour to them
a pint of water, and boil them for an hour and a half to two hours, with

the addition of a little pepper and salt only, or with a small quantity of

onion, carrot, and herbs. Strain, and skim the fat from the gravy, put

it into a clean saucepan, and, should it require thickening, stir to it

when it boils half a teaspoonfiil of flour, smoothly mixed with a small

bit of butter ; add a little mushroom catsup, or store-sauce, with a slight

seasoning of mace or nutmeg. Lav in the fowl, and keep it near the

fire until it is heated quite through, and is at the point of boiling : serve

it with fried sippets round the dish. For a hash of higher relish, add

to the bones, when they are first stewed down, a large onion, minced

and browned in butter, and before the fowl is dished add some cayenne,

and the juice of half a lemon.

HINGED rowt. (entree.) {FVeiich Receipt.")

Raise from the bones all the more delicate parts of the flesh of either

cold roast, or cold boiled fowls, clear it from the skin, and keep it co-

vered from the air until wanted for use. Boil the bones, well bruised,

and the skin, with three quarters or a pint of water, until reduced quite

half, then strain the gravy and let it cool ; next, having first skimmed
off the fat, put it into a clean saucepan, with a quarter-pint of cream,

an ounce and a half of butter, well mixed with a dessertspoonful of

flour, a little pounded mace, and grated lemon-rind ; keep these stirred

until they boil, then put in the fowl, finely minced, with three or four

hard-boiled eggs, chopped small, and sufficient salt, and white pepper,

or cayenne, to season it properly. Shake the mince over the fire until

it is just ready to boil, stir to it quickly a squeeze of lemon-juice, dish

it with pale sippets of fried bread, and serve it immediately. When
cream cannot easily be obtained, use milk, with a double quantity of

butter and flour. The eggs may be omitted ; the mince may be warmed

in good white sauce, and a border formed round it of leaves of pastry,

fried or baked ; or it may be served in a vol-avrvent. Poached eggs are

sometimes laid over it, and a garnish of curled bacon is placed roupA

the edge. Another excellent variety of the dish is also made by co-

vering the fowl thickly with very fine bread-crumbs, moistening them

with clarified butter, and giving them colour with a salamander, or in

a quick oven.*

* For minced fowl ami oysters, follow the receipt for veal, page 174
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COLD FOWLS, EN FRITURB.

Cut into jointB, and take the skin from some cold fowls, lay them into

a deep dish, strew over them a little fine salt and cayenne, add the juice

of a lemon, and let them remain for an hour, moving them occasionally,

that they may all absorb a portion of the acid ; then dip them one by

one into some French batter (see page 113), and fry them a pale brown
over a gentle fire. Serve them garnished with very green crisped

parsley. A few drops of eschalot vinegar may be mixed with the

lemon-juice which is poured to the fowls, or slices of raw onion or

eschalot, and small branches of sweet herbs may be laid amongst them,
and cleared ofi" before they are dipped into the batter. Gravy made of
the trimmings, thickened, and well fiavoiired, may be sent to table with
them in a tureen, and dressed bacon (see page 196,) in a dish apart.

SCALLOPS OF FOWL, AU BECHAMEL. (ENTREE.)

Raise the flesh from a couple of fowls,, as directed for cutlets in the

foregoing receipt, and take it as entire as possible from either side of

the breast; strip off the skin, lay the fillets flat, and slice them into

small thin scallops; dip them one by one into clarified butter, and
arrange them evenly in a delicately clean and not large fiying-pan

;

sprinkle a seasoning of fine salt over, and just before the dish is wanted
for table, fry them quickly without allowing them to brown ; drain them
well from the butter, pile them in the centre of a hot dish, and sauce

them with some boiling bechamel. This dish may be quickly prepared

by taking a ready-dressed fowl from the spit or stewpan, and by raising

the fillets, and slicing the scallops into the boiling sauce before they

.

have had time to cool.

Fried, 3 to 4 minutes.

GRILLADE OF COLD FOWLS.

Carve and soak the remains of roast fowls as above, wipe them dry,

dip them into clarified butter, and then into fine bread-crumbs, and broil

them gently over a very clear fire. A little finely-minced lean ofham,
or grated lemon-peel, with a seasoning of cayenne, salt, and mace, mixed
with the crumbs, will vary this dish agreeably. When fried, instead

of broiled, the fowls may be dipped into yolk of egg, instead of butter,

but this renders them too dry for the gridiron.

COLD fowls; (the Housekeeper's Receipt; a Suffer Dish.)

Cut very equally a sufiicient number of slices from a cold ham, to

form two or even three layers round the rim of the dish which is to be

sent to table. Place the fowls, neatly carved and trimmed, in the

centre, with some branches of curled parsley, or other light foliage

amongst them. Cold tongue may be substituted for the ham with ad-

vantage. This dish has a handsome appearance, and is convenient for

the purpose of quick serving.

fowls a la mayonnaise.

Carve with great nicety a couple of cold roast fowls ; place the infe-

rior joints, if they are served at all, close together in the middle of a

dish, and arrange the others round and over them, piling them as high

as you can in the centre. Border the dish with the hearts of young let-

tuces cut in two, and hard-boiled eggfe, halved lengthwise. At the mo-
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ment of sen ing, pour over the fovls a well-made mayonnaise sauce
(see page 104), or, if preferred, a salad mixture, compounded with thick
cream, instead of oil.

TO ROAST DUCES.

In preparing these for the spit, be careful to clear the skin entirely
from the stumps of the feathers ; take off th^ heads and necks, but leave
the feet on, and hold them for a few
minutes in boiling water to loosen the
skin, which must be peeled off. Wash
the insides of the birds by pouring
water through them, but merely wipe
the outsides with a dry cloth. Put
into the bodies a seasoning of par-
boiled onions mixed with minced sage,
salt, pepper, and a slice of butter,
when this mode of dressing thera is

""'='<= '«»^y "" "* ^p"-

liked
; but as the taste of a whole party is seldom in its fevour, one,

when a couple are roasted, is often served without the stuffing. Cu;
off the pinions at the first joint from the bodies, truss the feet behind the
backs, spit the birds firmly, and roast them at a brisk fire, but do not
place them sufficiently near to be scorched ; baste them constantly, and
when the breasts are well plumped, and the steam from them draws
towards the fire, dish, and serve them quickly with a little good brown
gravy poured round them, and some also in a tureen; or instead of this,

with some which has been made with the neckg, gizzards, and livers

well stewed down, with a slight seasoning of browned onion, some
herbs, and spice.

Young ducks, J hour : fiiU sized, from J to 1 hour.

06*.—Olive-sauce may be served with roast as well as with stewed
ducks.

STEWED DUCK. (ENTREE.)

A couple ofquite young ducks, or a fine full-grown, but still tender

one, will be required for this dish. Cut either down neatly into joints,

and arrange them, in a single layer if possible, in a wide stewpan ; pour

in about three-quarters of a pint of strong, cold beef stock or gravy; let

it be well cleared from scum when it begins to boil, then throw in a

little salt, a rather full seasoning of cayenne, and a few thin strips of

lemon-rind. Simmer the ducks very softly for three-quarters of an hour,

or somewhat longer, should the joints be large ; then stir into the gravy

a tablespoonful of the finest rice-flour, mixed with a wineglassful or

rather more of port wine, and a dessertspoonful of lemon-juice: in ten

minutes after, dish the stew and send it to table instantly.

The ducks may be served with a small portion only of their sauce,

laid in a circle, with green peas d la Franqaise, heaped high in the cen-

tre ; the lemon-rind and port wine should then be altogether omitted,

and a small bunch of green onions and parsley, with two or three young

carrots, may be stewed down with the birds; or three or four minced

eschalots, delicately fried in butter, may be used to flavour the gravy.

Turnips au beurre, prepared by the receipt of Chapter XV., may be

substituted for the peas; and a well-made Espagnole may take the

place of beef stock, when a dish of high savour is wished for. A duck

18 oflen stewed without being divided into joints. It should then be
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firmly trussed, hall roasted at a quick fire, and laid into the stewpan as

it is taken fi-om the spit
; ,or well browned in some French thickening,

then half covered with boiling gravy, and turned when partially done:
firom an hour to an hour and a quarter will stew it well.

TO ROAST PIGEONS.

These, as we have already said, should be
dressed while they are very fresh. If ex-
tremely young they will be ready in twelve
hours for the spitj'otherwise, in twenty-four.

Take ofl" the heads and necks, and cut off

the toes at the first joint; draw them care-

fully, that the gall-bladders may not be

Pigeons for roasting.' ^1°^^''' H PO"'' P'^^'y °f
"^^l^'.

through

them; Wipe them dry, and put mto each
bird a small bit of butter lightly dipped into a little cayenne (formerly it

was rolled in minced parsley, but this is no longer the fashionable mode
of preparing them.) Truss the wings over the backs, and roast them*
at a brisk fire, keeping them well and constantly basted with butter.

Serve them with brown gravy, and a tureen of parsley and butter. For
the second course, dish them upon young water-cresses, as directed for

roast fowl aux cressons, page 205. About twenty minutes will roast

them.

18 to 20 minutes ; five minutes longer, if large ; rather less, if very

young.

BOILED PIGEONS.

Truss them like boiled fowls, drop them into plenty of boiling water,

throw in a little salt, and in fifteen minutes lift them out, pour parsley

and butter over, and send a tureen of it to table with them.

TO STEW PIGEONS.

Wash and clean six pigeons, cut them into quarters, and put all their

giblets with them into a stewpan, a piece of butter, -a little water, a bit

of lemon-peel, two blades of mace, some chopped parsley, salt, and pep-

per ; cover the pan closely, and stew them till they are tender ; thicken

the sauce with the yolk of an egg beaten up with three table-spoonsful

of cream and a bit of butter dusted with flour; let them stew ten

minutes longer before serving. This is an excellent and economical

way of cooking them.

CHAPTER Xni.

GAME.

TO CHOOSE GAME.

Buck venison, which is in season only fi:om June to Michaelmas, ii>

considered finer than doe venison, which comes into the market in

October, and remains in season through November and December:
neither should be cooked at any other part of the year. The greater

the depth of fat upon the haunch the better the quality of the meat will
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be, provided it be clear and white, and the lean of a dark hue. If the
cleft of the hoof, which is always left on the joint, be small and smooth,
the animal is young; but it is old when the marks are the reverse of
these.* Although the haunch is the prime and favourite joint of veni-
son, the neck and shoulder are also excellent, stewed in various wayc,
or made into pasties. If kept to the proper point, and well dressed, this

is the most tender of all meat ; but care is necessary to bring it into a
fitting state for table without its becoming offensive. A free current of
air in a larder is always a great advantage, as it assists materially in

preserving the sweetness of every thing which is kept in it, while a
close damp atmosphere, on the contrary, is more destructive of animal
food of all kinds even than positive heat The fumes of creosote are
said to be an admirable preservative against putrescence, but we have
not ourselves yet had experience of the fact. All moisture should be
wiped daily, or even more frequently, from the venison, with soft cloths,

when any appears upon the surface; and every precaution must be
taken to keep off the flies, when the joint is not hung in a wire-safe.

Black pepper thickly powdered on it will generally answer the purpose

:

with common care, indeed, meat may always be protected from their

§ttacks, and to leave it exposed to them in warm weather is altogether

inexcusable in the cook.

Hares and rabbits are stiff when freshly killed, and if young, the

ears tear easily, and the claws are smooth and sharp. A hare in cold

weather will remain good from ten to fourteen days ; care only must be
taken to prevent the inside from becoming musty, which it will do if it

has been emptied in the field. Pigeons, partridges, and other game
may be chosen by nearly the same tests as poultry : by opening the bill,

the staleness will be detected easily if they have been too long kept.

With few exceptions, game aepends almost entirely for the fine flavour

and the tenderness of its flesh, on the time which it is allowed to hang
before it is eooked, and it is never good when very fresh ; but it does

not follow that it should be sent to table in a really offensive state, for

this is agreeable to few eaters and disgusting to many, and nothing

should at any time be served of which the appearance or the odour may
destroy the appetite of any person present.

TO ROAST A HAUNCH OP VENISON.

To give venison the flavour and the tenderness so much prized by

epicures, it must be well kept ; and by taking the necessary precau-

tions, it will hang a conside-

rable time without detriment.

Wipe it with soft dry cloths

wherever the slightest moist-

ure appears on the surface,

and dust it plentifully with

freshly-ground pepper or pow-

dered ginger, to preserve it

from the flies. The application of the pyroligneous or ascetic acid

would effectually protect it from these, as well as from the effects of

* It must be obHerved that venison is not in perfect on when young; like mutton, it

requires to be of a certain age before it is brought to tible. The word cleft applies also

to ''he thickest part of the haunch, and it is the deptl. of the fat on this which decide!

Itae quality of the joint.
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the weather ; but the joint must then be not only well washed, but

soaked some considerable time, and this would be injurious to it: the

acid, therefore, should only be resorted to for the purpose of restoring to

an eatable state that which would otherwise be lost, from having been

kept beyond the point in which it is possible to serve it.

To prepare the venison for the spit, wash it slightly with tepid water,

or merely wipe it thoroughly with damp cloths, and dry it afterwards

with clean ones ; then lay over the fat side a large sheet of thickly-

buttered paper, and next a paste of flour and water about three quarters

of an inch thick; cover this again with two or three sheets of stout

paper, secure the whole well with .wine, and lay the haunch to a sound

clear fire ; baste the paper .immediately with butter, or clarified drip-

ping, and roast the joint from three hours and a half to four and a half,

according to its weight and quality. Doe venison will require half an
hour less time than buck venison. Twenty minutes before the joint is

done remove the paste and paper, baste the meat in every part with

butter, and dredge it very lightly with flour ; let it take a pale brown
colour, and send it to table as hot as possible with unflavoured gravy in

a tureen, and good currant-jelly. It is not now customary to serve any

other sauces with it ; but should the old-fashioned sharp or sweet sauce

be ordered, the receipt for it will be found at page 88.* *

3^ to 4^ hours.

TO STEW A SHOULDER OF VENISON.

Bone the joint, by the directions given for a shoulder of veal or mut-
ton (see page 166) ; flatten it on a table, season it well with cayenne,

salt, and pounded mace, mixed with a very small proportion of allspice;

lay over it thin slices of the fat of a loih of well-fed mutton, rgll and
bind it tightly, lay it into a vessel nearly of its size, and pour to it as

much good stock made with equal parts of beef and mutton as will

nearly cover it; stew it as slowly as possible from three hours to three

and a half or longer, should it hi! very large, and turn it when it is half

done. Dish and serve it with a good Espagnole, made with part of the

gravy in which it has been stewed ; or thicken this slightly with rice-

flour, mixed with a glass or more of claret or of port wine, and as much
salt and cayenne as will season the gravy properly.

Some cooks soak the slices of mutton-fat in wine before they are laid

upon the joint; but no process of the sort will ever give to any kind of

meat the true flavour of the venison, which to most eaters is fer finer

than that qf the wine, and should always be allowed to prevail over all

the condiments with which it is dressed. Those, however, who care
for it less than for a dish of high artificial savour, can have eschalots,

ham, and carrot, lightly browned in good butter, added to the stew when
it first begins to boil.

3^ to 4 hours.

TO RASH VENISON.f

For a superior hash of venison, add to three quarters of a pint of
strong thickened brown gravy, Christopher North's sauce, in the propor-

V'Plales of minced eschalots are etill Bometimes banded round to the veniaon-eatersj
but not at very refined tables^ we believf.

t Minced cnllops of frenison may be prepared exactly like those of beef; and veniBon-
utleta liks those of mutton : the neck u-iy be taken foi botii of theaa.
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tion directed for in the receipt of page W2. Cut the venison in small
thin slices of equal size, arrange them in a clean saucepan, ponr the
gravy on them, let them stand for ten minutes or more, then place them
near the fire, and bring the whole very slowly to the point of boiling

only : serve the hash immediately in a hot-water dish.

For a plain dinner, when no gravy is at hand, break down the bones
of the venison small, after the flesh has been cleared from them, and
boil them with those of three or four undressed mutton-cutlets, a slice

or two of carrot, or a few savoury herbs, and about a pint and a half of

water or broth, until the litjuid is reduced quite one third Strain it off,

let it cool, skim off all the &t, heat the gravy, thicken it when it boils

with a dessertspoonful or rather more of arrow-root, or with the brown
roux of page ^, mix the same sauce with it, and finish it exactly as

the richer hash above. It may be served on sippets of fried bread or

not, at choice.

TO ROAST A HABE.

Aftpr the hare has been skinned, or cased, as it is called, wash it very
thoroughly in cold water, and afterwards in warm. If in any degree
overkept, or musty in the inside, which it will sometimes be when emp-
tied before it is hung
upland neglected after-

wards, use vinegar, or

the pyroligneous acid,

well diluted, to render

it sweet; then again

throw it into abundance
of water, that it may
retain no taste of the

acid. Pierce with the

point of a knife any
parts in which the blood

appears to have settled, H^fe Dressed for Roasting,

and soak thera in tepid water, that it may be well drawn out Wipe
the hare dry, fill it with the forcemeat No. 1, page 122, sew it up, truss

and spit it firmly, baste it for ten minutes with lukewarm water, mixed

with a very little salt, throw this away, and put into the pan a quart or

more of new milk; keep it constantly laded over the hare, until it ia

nearly dried up, then add a large lump of butter, flour the hare, and

continue the basting steadily until it is well browned ; for unless this be

done, and the roast be kept at a proper distance from the fire, the out-

side will become so dry and hard as to be quite uneatable. Serve the

hare when done, with good brown gravy (of which a little should be

poured round it in the dish), and with fine red currant jelly. This is an

approved English method of dressing it, but we would recommend in

preference, that it should be basted plentifully with butter firom the be-

ginning (the strict economist may substitute clarified beef-dripping, and

finish with a small quantity of butter only); and that the salt and water

(hould be altogether omitted. Firstrate cooks merely wipe the hare

inside and out, and rub it with its own blood before it is laid to the fire;

but there is generally a rankness about it, especially after it has been

many days killed, which, we should say, renders the washing indis-

pensable,' unless a coarse game-flavour be liked.

li to l£ hour.
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TO Boast a rabbit.

This, like a hare, is much improved by having the back-bone taken
out, and the directions we have given will enable the cook, with very
little practice, to remove it without difficulty. Line the inside, when
this is done, with thin slices of bacon, fill it with forcemeat (No. 1, page
123), sew it up, truss, and roast it at a clear, brisk fire, and baste it

constantly with butter. Flour it well soon after it is laid down. Serve
it with good brown gravy, and with currant jelly, when this last is

liked. For change, the back of the rabbit may be larded, and the bone
left in, or not, at pleasure ; or it can be plain roasted when more con-

venient

j to 1 hour; less, if small.

to boil rabbits.

Rabbits that are three parts grown, or, at all events, which are still

quite young, should be chosen for this mode of cooking. Wash and
soak them well, truss

them firmly, with the

heads turned and
skewered to the sides,

drop them into plenty

of boiling water, and
simmer them gently
firom thirty to forty-

T, VK-. r„ J, D • fi^e minutes: when
Rabbit Trussed for Boiling. „„ ., _ .,|s very young they will

require even less time than this. Cover them with rich white sauce,
mixed with the livers parboiled, and finely pounded, and well seasoned
with cayenne and lemon-juice; or with white onion sauce, or with
parsley and butter, made with milk or cream, instead of water, (the
livers, minced, are often added to the last of these,) or with good mush-
room sauce.

30 to 45 minutes.

fried rabbit.

After the rabbit has been emptied, thoroughly washed, and well
soaked, blanch it, that is to say, put it into boiling water, and let it boil

from five to seven minutes; drain it, and when cold, or nearly so^cut it

into joints, dip them into beaten egg, and then into fine bread-crumbs,
seasoned with salt and pepper, and when all are ready, fry them in
butter over a moderate fire, from twelve to fifteen minutes. Simmer
two or three strips of lemon-rind in a little gravy, until it is well fla-

voured with it ; boil the liver of the rabbit for five minutes, let it cool,

and then mince it; thicken the gravy with an ounce of butter, and a
small teaspoonful of flour, add the liver, give the sauce a minute's boil,

stir in two tablespoonsfiil of cream, if at hand, and, last of all, a small
quantity of lemon-juice. Dish the rabbit, pour the sauce under it, and
serve it quickly. If preferred, a gravy can be made in the pan, a^ for

veal cutlets, and the rabbit may be simply fi-ied.

TO roast partridges.

Let the birds hang as long as they can possibly be kept without be-
coming offensive ;

pick them carefully, draw, »nd singe them ; wipe the
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insides thoroughly with a clean cloth ; truss them with the head turned
under the wing and the legs drawn close together or crossed. Flour
them when first laid to the fire, and l^aste them
plentifiilly with butter. Serve them with bread
sauce, and good brown gravy : a little of this

last should be poured over them. In some
instances they are dished upon firied bread-
crumbs, but these are better handed round the
table by themselves. Where game is plenti-

fiil we recommend that the remains of a cold

roasted partridge should be well bruised and a Partridge Trussed for

boiled down with just so much water, or unfla- Roasting,

voured broth, as will make gravy for a couple of other birds : this, sea-

soned witli salt and cayenne only, or flavoured with a few mushrooms,
will be found a very superior accompaniment for roast partridges, to

the best meat-gravy that can be made. A little eschalot, and a few
herbs can be added to it at pleasure. It should be served also with

boiled or with broiled partridges in preference to any other.

30 to 40 minutes.

06s.—Rather less time must be allowed when the birds are liked

iinderdressed. In preparing them for the spit, the crop must be re-

moved through a slit cut in the back of the neck, the claws clipped

close, and the legs held in boiling water for a minute, that they may be

ekinned the more easily.

BOILED PARTRIDGES.

This is a delicate mode of dressing young and tender birds. Strip

off the feathers, clean, and wash them well ; cut off" the heads, truss

them like boiled fowls, and when ready, drop them into a large pan of

boiling water ; throw a little salt on them, and in fifteen, or at the ut-

most in eighteen minutes they will be ready to serve. Lift them out,

dish them quickly, and send them to table with white mushroom-sauce,

with bread sauce and game gravy (see preceding receipt), or with

celery sauce. Our own mode of having them served is usually with a

slice of fi-esh butter, about a tablespoonful of lemon-juice, and a good

sprinkling of cayenne placed in a very hot dish, under them.

15 to 18 minutes.

PARTRIDGES WITH MUSHROOMS.

For a brace of young well-kept birds, prepare from half to three quar-

ters of a pint of mushroom-buttons, or very small flaps, as for pickling

Dissolve over a gentle fire an ounce and a half of butter, throw in the

mushrooms with a slight sprinkling of salt and cayenne, simmer them

from eight to ten minutes, and turn them, with the butter, on to a plate

;

when they are quite cold, put the whole into the bodies of the partridges,

sew them up, truss them securely, and roast them on a vertical jack

with the heads downwards ; or should an ordinary spit be used, tie them

firmly to it, instead of passing it through them. Roast them the usual

time, and serve them with brown mushroom-sauce, or with gravy and

bread sauce only. The birds may be trussed like boiled fowls, fioured,

and lightly browned in butter; half covered with rich brown gravy and

Btewed slowly for thirty minutes; then turned, and simmered for ano-

ther half hour with the addition of some mushrooms to tlie gravy ; or
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tliey may be covered with small mushrooms stewed apart, when they

are bent to table. They can also be served with their sauce only, simply

thickened with a small quantity of fresh butter, smoothly mixed with

loss than a teaspoonful of arrow-root and flavoured with cayenne and a

little catsup, wine, or store-sauce.

Partridges, 2; mushrooms, 4 to J pint; butter, 1^ oz. ; little mace
and cayenne : roasted 30 to 40 minutes, or stewed 1 hour.

Obs.—Nothing can be finer than the game flavour imbibed by the

iaushrooms with which the birds are flUed, in this receipt.

BROILED pastridge; {Breakfast dish.)

" Split a young and well-kept partridge, and wipe it with a soft clean

cloth inside and out, but do not wash it ; broil it delicately over a very

clear fire, sprinkling it with a little salt and cayenne; rub a bit of fresh

butter over it the moment it is taken from the fire, and send it quickly

to table with a sauce made ofa good slice of butter browned with flour,

a little water, cayenne, salt, and mushroom-catsup, poured over it."

We give this receipt exactly as we received it from a house where we
know it to have been greatly approved by various guests who have par-

taken of it there.

BROILED partridge: {French Receipt.")

After having prepared the bird with great nicety, divided, and flat-

tened it, season it with salt, and pepper, or cayenne, dip it into clarified

butter, and then into very fine bread-crumbs, and take care that every

part shall be equally covered : if wanted of particularly good appear-

ance, dip it a second time into the butter and crumbs. Place it over a
very clear fire, and broil it gently from twenty to thirty minutes. Send
it to table with brown mushroom sauce, or some Espagnole.

[to roast wild pigeons.

Pigeons, when stuffed, require some green parsley to be chopped very

fine with the liver and a bit of butter, seasoned with a little pepper and
salt; or they may be stuffed with the same as a fillet of veal. Pill the

belly of each bird with either of these compositions. They will roast in

about twenty or thirty miiiutes. Serve with parsley and butter, with a
dish under them, with some in a boat. Garnish with crisp parsley,

fried bread crumbs, bread sauce or gravy.

TO ROAST ^MALL BIRDS.

The most delicate of these are larks, which are in high season in

November and December. When cleaned and prepared for roasting,

brush them with the yolk of an egg, and roll in bread crumbs; 'spit

them on a lark-spit, and tie that on a larger spit; ten or fifteen minutes

at a quick fire will do them ; baste them with fresh buttej, and sprinkle

them with bread crumbs, till they are quite covered, while roasting.

Sauce, grated bread fried in butter, which set to drain before the fire

that it may harden ; serve the crumbs under the larks when you dish

them, and garnish them with slices of lemon. Wheatears are dressed

in the same way.
REED BIRDS.

Having carefiilly picked your birds, which should be very fet, draw
them with the greaf^st care possible so as not to rob them of any &t|
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and truss them on a skewer, which you fasten tc the spil, and cook
them before a brisk fire ; a very few minutes is requisite. In serving
them, place them on buttered toast, and pour a small portion of gravy
over them. Let them be hot. This is generally considered the best
manner of serving reed-birds, although many persons prefer them
breaded and fried, or barbacued. When they are very fat it is unne-
cessary to draw them. The season for this delicious bird is from tn«
middle of September to the first or second week in October.]

Obs.—There are few occasions, we think, in which the contents of
the dripping-pan can be introduced at table with advantage; but in

dressing moor game, "we would strongly recommend the toast to be laid

in it under the birds, as it will afford a superior relish even to the birds

themselves.

A SAI,HI OF MOOR FOWL, PHEASANTS, OR PARTRIDGES. (ENTREE.)

This is an elegant mode of serving the remains of roasted game, but
when a superlative salmi is desired, the birds must be scarcely more
than half roasted for it. In either case, carve them very neatly, and
strip every particle of skin and fat from the legs, wings, and breasts •

bruise the bodies well, and put them with the skin, and other trimmings,
into a very clean stew-pan. If fcr a simple and inexpensive dinner,

merely add to them two or three sliced eschalots, a bay-lea^ a small
blade of' mace, and a few peppercorns; then pour in a pint, or rather

more, of good veal gravy, or strong broth, and boil it briskly until

reduced nearly half; strain the gravy, pressing the bones well, to obtain

all the flavour, skim off the fat, add a little cayenne, and lemon-juice,

heat the game very gradually, in it, but do not, on any account, allow
it to boil

;
place sippets of fried bread round a dish, arrange the birds in

good form in the centre, give the sauce a boil, and pour it on them.
This is but a homely sort of salmi, though of excellent flavour if well

made ; it may require perhaps the addition of a little thickening, and
two or three glasses of dry white wine poured to the bodies of the birds,

with the broth, would bring it nearer to the French salmi in flavour.

As the spongy substance in the inside of moor fowl and black game is

apt to be extremely bitter, when they have been long kept, care should

be taken to remove such parts as would endanger the preparation.

TO ROAST CANYASS-BACE DUCES.

Let your duck be young and fat, if possible ; having picked it well,

draw it and singe carefully, without washing it, so as to preserve the

blood, and consequently, all its flavour. You then truss it, leaving its

head on for the purpose of distinguishing it from common game, and
place it on the spit before a brisk fire, for at least fifteen minutea Then
serve it hot, in its own gravy, on a large chafing-dish. The best birds

are found on the Potomac River ; they have the head purple, and the

breast silver colour, and it is considered superior in quality and flavour

to any other species of wild duck. The season is only during the cold

weather.
TO ROAST WttJ DUCES.

These are prepared for the spit exactly like the tame ones, with the

exception of the stuffing, which ismver used for wild fowl. A bit of

Boft bread soaked in port wine, or in :laret, is sometimes put into them,
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butnothing' more. Flour them well, lay them rather near to a very

clear and brisk fire, that they may be quickly browned, and yet retain

their juices. Baste them plentifully and constantly with butter, and,

if it can be so regulated, let the spit turn with them rapidly. From
fifteen to twenty minutes will roast them sufficiently for the generality

of eaters ; but for those who object to them much underdressed, a few
additional minutes must be allowed. Something less of time will suffice

when they are prepared for persons who like them scarcely more than

heated through.

Teal, which is a more delicate kind of wild fowl, is roasted in the

same way: in from ten to fifteen minutes it will be enough done for the

fashionable mode of serving it, and twenty minutes will dress it well at

a good fire.

TO ROAST WOODCOCKS OR SNIPES.

Handle them as little and as

lightly as possible, and pluck

off the feathers gently ; for if

this be violently done the skin

of the birds will be broken.

Do not draw them, but after

having wiped them with clean

soft cloths, truss them with the

head under the wing, and the

bill laid close along the breast;

Woodcock. pass a slight skewer through

the thighs, catch the ends with a bit of twine, and tie it across to keep

the legs straight. Suspend the birds with the feet downwards to a

bird-spit, flour them well, and baste them with butter, which should be

ready dissolved in the pan or ladle. Before the trail begins to drop,

which it will do as soon as they are well heated, lay a thick round of

bread, freed from the crust, toasted to a delicate brown, and buttered on
both sides, into the pan under them to catch it, as this is considered finer

eating even than the flesh of the birds ; continue the basting, letting the

butter fall ^ft'om them into the basting-spoon or ladle, as it cannot be

collected again from the dripping-pan should it drop there, in conse-

quence of the toast or toasts being in it. There should be one of these

for each woodcock, and the trail should be spread equally over it

When the birds are done, which they will be, at a brisk fire, in from

twenty to twenty-five minutes, lay the toasts into a very hot dish, dress

the birds upon them, pour a little gravy round the bread, and send more
to table in a tureen.

Woodcock, 20 to 25 minutes ; snipe, 5 minutes less.

TO ROAST THE PINTAIL, OR SEA PHEASANT.

This beautiful bird is by no means rare upon the coast, but we know
not whether it be much seen in the markets generally. It is most ex-

cellent eating, and should be roasted at a clear quick fire, well floured

when first laid down, turned briskly, and basted with butter almost

without cessation. If drawn from the spit in from twenty-five to thirty

minutes, then dished and laid before the fire for two or three more, it

will give forth a singularly rich gravy. Score the breast when it is
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carved, sprinkle on it a little cayenne and fine salt, and let a cut lemon
be handed round the table when the bird is served ; or omit the scoring,
and send round with it brown gravy, and Christopher North's sauce
made hot
20 to 30 minutes.

CHAPTER XIV.

CURRIES, POTTED MEATS, &c.

The great superiority of the oriental curries over those generally

'

prepared in Europe or America, is not, we believe, altogether the result

of a want of skill or of experience on the part of our cooks, but ia

attributable, in some measure, to many of the ingredients, which in a
fresk and green slate add so much to their excellence, being here
beyond our reach.

The natives of the East compound and vary this class of dishes, we
are told, with infinite ingenuity, blending in them very agreeably many
condiments of diferent flavour, until the highest degree of piquancy
and savour is produced, the whole being tempered with fine vegetable
acids. With us, turmeric and cayenne pepper prevail in them often far

too powerfijUy: the prodigal use of the former should be especially

avoided, as it injures both the quality and the colour of the currie

which ought to be of a dark green, rather than of a red or yellow hue.

The first is given by the genuine powder imported from India; the

others, by the greater number of spurious ones, sold in England and
America under its name. A couple of ounces of a sweet, sound cocoa-

nut, lightly grated and stewed for nearly or quite an hour in the gravy
of a currie, is a great improvement to its fiavour : it will be found par-

ticularly agreeable with that of sweetbreads, and may be served in the

currie, or strained from it at pleasure. Great care, however, should bo

taken not to use, for the purpose, a nut that is rancid. Spinage, cu-

cumbers, vegetable marrow, tomatas, acid apples, green gooseberries

(seeded), and tamarinds imported in the shell—not preserved—may all,

in their season, be added with very good eflfect to curries of diSerent

kinds. Potatoes and celery are also occasionally boiled down in them.

The rice for a currie should always be sent to table in a separate

dish from it, and, in serving them, it should be first helped, and the cur-

rie laid upon it

MR. ARNOTt's CURRIE-POWDER.

Turmeric, eight ounces.*

Coriander seed, four ounces.

Cummin seed, two ounces.

Foenugreek seed, two ounces.

Cayenne, half an ounce. (More or less of thia

iist to the taste.)

* We think it would be an improvpmpnt to diminish by two ounces the proportion

Of turmeric, and to increase that of the coriander seed; but we have not tried it.
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Let the seeds be of the finest quality. Dry them well, pound, and

sift them separately through a lawn sieve, then weigh, and mix them
in the above proportions. This is an exceedingly agreeable and aro-

matic powder, when all the ingredients are perfectly fresh and good

;

but the preparing it is rather a trTJublesome process. Mr. Arnott re-

commends that when it is considered so, a " high-caste" chemist should

be applied to for it.

MK. AKNOTT's CURRIE.

"Take the heart of a cabbage, and nothing but the heart, that is to

Bay, pull away all the outside leaves until it is about the size of an egg

;

chop it fine, add to it a couple of apples sliced thin, the juice of one
lemon, half a teaspoonful of black pepper, with one large tablespoonful

ofmy currie-powder, and mix the whole well together. Now take six

onions that have been chopped fine and fried brown, a garlic head, the

size of a nutmeg, also minced fine, two ounces of fresh butter, two table-

spoonsfiil of flour, and one pint of strong mutton or beef gravy ; and
when these articles are boiling, add the former ingredients, and let the

whole be well stewed up together: if not hot enough, add cayenne
pepper. Next, put in a fowl that has been roasted and nicely cut up

;

or a rabbit; or some lean chops of pork or mutton; or a lobster, or the

remains of yesterday's calf's head; or anything else you may fancy,

and you will have an excellent currie, fit for kings to partake of"
" Well ! now for the rice ! It should be put into water which should

be frequently changed, and should remain in for half an hour at least

;

this both clears and soaks it. Have your saucepan full of water (the

larger the better,) and when it boils rapidly, throw the rice into it: it

will be done in fifteen minutes. Strain it into a dish, wipe the sauce-

pan dry, return the drained rice into it, and put it over a gentle fire for

a few minutes, with a cloth over" it : every grain will be separate.

When served, do not cover the dish."

Obs.—We have already given testimony to the excellence of Mr.
Arnott's currie-powder; but we think the currie itself will be found
somewhat too acid for English or American taste in general, and the

proportion of onion and garlic by one half too much for any but well-

seasoned Anglo-Indian palates. After having tried his method of boil-

ing the rice, we still give the preference to that of page 54, Chapter I.

A BENGAL CURRIE.

Slice and fry three k ?ge onions in two ounces of bu tier, and lift them
out of the pan when done. Put into a stewpan three other large onions

and a small clove of garlic which have been pounded together, and
smoothly mixed with a dessertspoonflii of the best pale turmeric, a tea-

spoonful of powdered ginger, one of salt, and one of cayenne pepper

;

add to these the butter in which the onions were fried, and half a cup-

ful of good gravy ; let them stew for about ten minutes, taking care
that they shall notbum. Next, stir to them the fried onions and half

a pint more of gravy ; add a pound and a half of mutton, or of any
other meat, free from bone and fat, and simmer it gently for an houi, or

more should it not then be perfectly tender.

Fried onions, 3 large ; butter, 2 ozs. ; onions, pounded, 3 large ; gar-

lic, 1 clove; turmeric, 1 dessertspoonful; powdered ginger, salt, cay
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enne, each 1 teaspoonful
; gravy, i cupful : 10 minutes. Gravy, A pint;

meal, IJ lb. : 1 "sour or more.

A COMMON INDIAN CUBRIE.

For each pound of meat, whether veal, mutton, or beef, take a heaped
lablespoonful of good currie powder, a small teaspoonful of salt, and one
of flour ; mix these well together, and after having cut down the meat
into thick small cutlets, or squares, rub half of the mixed powder equally
over it. Next, fry gently from one to four or five large onions sliced,

with or without the addition of a small clove of garlic, or half a dozen
eschalots, according to the taste ; and when they are of a fine golden
brown, lift them out with a slice and lay them upon a sieve to drain

;

throw a little more butter into the pan and fry the meat lightly in it

;

drain it well from the fat in taking it out, and lay it into a clean stewpan
or saucepan ; strew the onion over it, and pour in as much boiling water
as will almost cover it. Mix the remainder of the currie-powder
smoothly with a little broth or cold water, and after the currie has
stewed for a few minutes pour it in, shaking the pan well round that it

may be smoothly blended with the gravy. Simmer the whole very
softly until the meat is perfectly tender : this will be in from an hour
and a quarter, to two hours and a half, according to the quantity and the
nature of the meat. Mutton will be the soonest done ; the brisket end
(gristles) of a breast of veal will require twice as much stewing, and
sometimes more. A fowl will be ready to serve in an hour. An acid

apple or two, or any of the vegetables which we have enumerated at

the commencement of this chapter, may be added to the currie, proper
time being allowed for cooking each variety. Very young green pea^
are liked by some people in it; and cucumbers pared,' seeded, and cut
moderately small, are always a good addition. A richer currie will of
course be produced if gravy or broth be substituted for the water : either

should be boiling when poured to the meat. Lemon-juice should be
stirred in before it is served, when there is no other acid in the currie.

A dish of boiled rice must be sent to table with it. A couple of pounds
of meat free from bone, is sufficient quite for a moderate-sized dish of
this kind, but those of the breast of veal are sometimes used for it,

when it is to be served to a large family-party of currie-eaters : from
half to a whole pound of rice should then accompany it. For the pro-

per mode of boiling it, see muUagatawny soup. Chapter I. The small

grained, or Patna, is the kind which ought to be used for the purpose.

Six ounces is quite sufficient for a not large currie ; and a pound, when
boiled, and heatedJightly in a dish, appears an enormous quantity for a
modern table.

To each pound of meat, whether veal, mutton, or beef| 1 heaped
tablespoonfiil of good currie-powder, 1 small teaspoonful of salt, and a
large one of flour, to be well mixed, and half rubbed on to the meat
before it is fried, the rest added afterwards ; onions fried, from 1 to 4 or

5 (with or without the addition rf a clove of garlic, or half a dozen

eschalots) ; sufficient boiling water to nearly cover the meat ; vegeta-

bles, as in receipt, at choice ; stewed, 1J to 2^ hours a fowl, 1 hour, or

rather less; beef, 2 lbs., IJ hour, or more; veal gristles, 2 J to 3 hours.

Obs.—Rabbits make a very good currie when quite young. Cayenne

pepper can always be added to heighten the pung-ency of a currie when
tlie proportion in tiie powder is not considered sufiiciont.
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selim's curries. (Captain White's.)

These curries are made with a sort of paste, which is labelled with
the above names, and as it has attracted some attention of late, and the

curries made with it are very good; and quickly and easily prepared, we
give the directions for them. " Cut a pound and a half of chicken,

fowl, veal, rabbit, or mutton, into pieces an inch and a half square. Put
from two to three ounces of fresh butter in a stewpan, and when it is

melted put in the meat, and give it a good stir with a wooden spoon

;

add from two to three dessertspoonsful of the currie-paste ; mix the

whole up well together, and continue the stirring over a brisk fire from
five to ten minutes, and the currie will be done. This is a dry currie.

For a gravy currie, add two or three tablespoonsful of boiling water
after the paste is well mixed in, and continue the stewing atid stirring

from ten to twelve minutes longer, peeping tlie sauce of the consistency

of cream. Prepare salmon and lobster in the same way, but very

quickly, that they may come up firm. The paste may be rubbed over

steaks, or cutlets, when they are nearly broiled ; three or four minutes

will finish them."*
CURRIED EOGS.

Boil six or eight fi-esh eggs quite hard, as for salad, and put them
aside until they are cold. Mix well together from two to three ounces

of good butter, and from three to four dessertspoonsful of currie-powder;

shake them in a stewpan, or thick saucepan, over a clear but moderate

fire for some minutes, then throw in a couple of mild onions finely

minced, and fry them gently until they are tolerably soft ;
pour to them

by degrees from half to three quarters of a pint of broth or gravy,

'and stew them slowly until they are reduced to pulp; mix smoothly a

small cup of thick cream with two teaspoonsfiil of wheaten or of rice-

flour, stir them to the currie, and simmer the whole until the raw taste

of the thickening is gone. Cut the eggs into half inch slices, heat

them quite through in the sauce without boiling them, and serve them
as hot as possible.

CURRIED SWEETBREADS.

Wash and soak them as usual, then throw them into boiling water

with a little salt in it, and a whole onion, and let them simmer for ten

minutes; or, if at hand, substitute -weak veal broth for the water. Lift

them out, place them on a drainer, and leave them until they are per-

fectly cold ; then cut them into half-inch slices, and either flour and
firy them lightly in butter, or put them, without this, into as much cur-

ried gravy as will just cover them ; stew them in it very gently fl-ora

twenty to thirty minutes; add as much lemon-juice or Chili vinegar as

will acidulate the sauce agreeably,| and serve the currie very hot. As
we have already stated in two or three previous receipts, an ounce or

more of sweet freshly-gyrated cocoa-nut, stewed tender in the gravy,

and strained from it before the sweetbreads are added, will give a pecu-

liarly pleasant flavour to all curries.

* Unltiss the meat be extremely tender, and cut small, it will require from ten to

fifteen minutes stewing: when no liquid is added, it must be stirred without intermis.
Bjon, or the paste will burn to the pan. It answers well for cutlets, and for mullaga.
tawny soup also; but makes a very mild currie.

t V\^e find that a small pnrTioii nf Indian pickled mango, or of its liquor, is an agrea
able addition to a currie, as well as to niuUagatawny soup.
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Blanched 10 minutes; sliced (fried or not); stewed from 20 to 30
minutes.

CURRIED OYSTERS.

" Let a hundred of large sea-oysters he opened into a basin, without
losing one drop of their liquor. ' Put a lump of fresh butter into a good-
sized saucepan, and when it boils, add a large onion, cut into thin slices,

and let it fry in the uncovered stewpan until it is of a rich brown : now
add a bii more butter, and two or three tablespoonsful of currie-powder.
When these ingredients are well mixed over the fire with a wooden
spoon, add gradually either hot water, or broth from, the stock-pot;

cover the stewpan, and let the whole boil up. Meanwhile, have ready
the meat of a cocoa-nut, grated or rasped fine, put this into the stew-
pan with a few sour tamarinds (if they are to be obtained, if not, a sour
apple, chopped.) Let the whole simmer over the fire until the apple is

dissolved, and the cocoa-nut very tender ; then add a cupful of strong
thickening made of flour and water, and sufficient salt, as a currie will

not bear being salted at table. Let this boil up for five minutes. Have
ready also, a vegetable marrow, or part of one, cut into bits, and sifH-

ciently boiled to require little or no further cooking. Put this in with

a tomata or two ; either of these vegetables may be omitted. Now put

into the stewpan the oysters with their liquor, and the milk of the

cocoa-nut; stir them well with the former ingredients; let the currie

stew gently for a few minutes, then throw in the strained juice of half

a lemon. Stir the currie from time to time with a wooden spoon, and
as soon as the oysters are done enough serve it up with a corresponding

dish of rice on the opposite side of the table. The dish is considered at

Madras the ne phis ultra of Indian cookery."*

We have extracted this receipt, as it stands, from the Magazine of

Domestic Economy, the season in which we have met with it not per-

mitting us to have it tested. Such of our readers as may have partaken

of the true Oriental preparation, will be able to judge of its correctness;

and others may consider it worthy of a trial. We should suppose it

necessary to beard the oysters.

CURRIED GRAVY.

The quantity of onion, eschalot, or garlic used for a currie should be

regulated by the taste of the persons for whom it is prepared ; the very

large proportions of them which are acceptable to some eaters, prevent-

ing others altogether from partaking of the dish. Slice, and fi-y gently

in a little good butter, from a couple to six large onions (witlj a bit of

garlic, and four or five eschalots, or none of either), when they are

coloured equally of a fine yellow-brown, lifl them on to a sieve reversed

to drain; put them into a clean saucepan, add a pint and a half of good

gravy, with a couple of ounces of rasped cocoa-nut, or of any other of

the condiments we have already specified, which may require as much
Btewing as the onions (an apple or two, for instance), and simmer them

softly from half to three quarters of an hour, or until the onion is suffi-

ciently tender to be pressed through a strainer. We would recommend
that for a delicate currie this should always be done ; for a common one

it is not necessary ; and many persons prefer to have the whole of it

* Native oysters, prepared as for sauce, may be curried by tlie receipt for eggs or

sweetbreads, with tbe addition uf tlieir liquor.

14
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left in this last After the gravy has been worked tlroug?. the strainer,

and again boils, add to it from three to four dessert'spoonsfiil of currie-

powder, and one of flour, with as much salt as the gravy may require,

the whole mixed to a smooth batter with a small cupful of good cream.*
Simmer it from fifteen to twenty minutes, and it will be ready for use.

Lobster, prawns, shrimps, maccaroni, hard-boiled eggs, cold calf's head,

and various other meats may be heated and served in it with advantage.

For all these, and indeed for every kind of currie, acid of some sort

should be added. Chili vinegar answers well when no fresh lemon-
juice is at hand.

Onions, 2 to 6 (garlic, 1 clove, or eschalots, 4 to 5, or neither) ; fried

a light brown. Gravy, 1^ pint ; cocoa-nut, 2 ozs. (3, if very young)

:

I to J hour. Currie-powder, 3 to 4 dessertspoonsful ; flour, 1 dessert-

Bpoonful ; salt, as needed ; cream, 1 small cupful : 15 to 20 minutes.

Ohs.—In India, curds are frequently added to curries, but that may
possibly be from theii- abounding much more than sweet cream in so hot

a climate.

POTTED MEATS.

Any tender and well-roasted meat, taken free of fat, skin, and gristle,

as well as from the dry outsides, will answer for potting admirably, bet-

ter, mdeed, than that which is generally baked for the purpose, and
which is usually quite deprived of its juices by the process. Spiced or

corned beef also is excellent when thus prepared ; and any of these will

remain good a long time if mixed with cold fresh butter, instead of that

which is clarified ; but no addition that can be made to it will render

the meat eatable, unless it be thoroughly pounded; reduced, in fact, to

the smoothest possible paste, free from a single lump or a morsel of un-

broken fibre. It rent into fragments, instead of being cut quite through
the grain, in being minced, before it is put into the mortar, no beating

will bring it to the proper state. Unless it be very dry, it is better to

pound it for some time before any butter is added, and it must be long

and patiently beaten after all the ingredients are mixed, that the whole
may be equally blended and well mellowed in flavour.

The quantity of butter required will depend upon the nature of the

meat ; ham and salted beef will need a larger proportion than roast

meat, or than the breasts of poultry and game ; white fish, from being

less dry, will require comparatively little. Salmon, lobsters, prawns,
and shrimps are all extremely good, prepared in this way. They should,

however, be perfectly fresh when they are pounded, and be set imme-
diately afterwards into a very cool place. For these, and for white
meats in general, mace, nutmeg, and cayenne or white pepper, are the

appropriate spices. A small quantity of cloves may be added to hare

and other brown meat, but allspice we would not recommend unless the

taste is known to be in fevour of it. The following receipt for pounding

ham will serve as a general one for the particular manner of proceeding'.

POTTED HAM
;
(an ex-.ellent Receipt.')

To be eaten in perfection this shoiM be made with a freshly cured

ham, which, after having been soaked for twelve hours, should be wiped

This must be added only just before the currie is dished, when any acid fruit hai
been boiled in the gravy : it may then be .firsts blended with a sujall portion of anow
root, or dour.
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dry, nicely trimmed, closely wrapped in coarse paste, and baked very
tender.* Wiien it comes from the oven, remove the crust and rind,
and when the ham is perfectly cold, take for each pound of the lean,
which should be weighed after every morsel of skin and fibre has been
carefully removed, six ounces of cold roast veal, prepared with equal
nicety. Mince these quite fine with an exceedingly sharp knife, taking
care to cut through the meat, and not to tear the fibre, as on this much
of the excellence of the preparation depends. Next put it into a large
stone or marble mortar, and pound it to the smoothest paste with eight
ounces of fresh butter, which must be added by degrees. When three-
parts beaten, strew over it a teaspoonful of freshly-pounded mace, half a
large, or the whole of a small nutmeg grated, and the third of a tea-
spoonfiil of cayenne well mixed together. It is better to limit the spice
to this quantity in the first instance, and to increase afterwards either
of the three kinds to the taste of the parties to whom the meat is to be
served.f We do not find half a teaspoonful of cayenne and nearly two
teaspoonsfiil of mace, more than is generally approved. After the spice
is added, keep the meat often turned fi:om the sides to the middle of the
mortar, that it may be seasoned equally in every part. When perfectly

pounded, press it into small potting-pans, and pour clarified butter|; over
the top. If kept in a ctfcl and dry place, this meat will remain good for

a fortnight, or more.

Lean of ham, 1 lb. ; lean of roast veal, 6 ozs. ; fi-esh butter, 8 ozs.

;

mace, fi-om 1 to 2 teaspoonsful
; ^ large nutmeg ; cayenne, J to ^ tea-

spoonful.

Obs.—The roast veal is ordered in this receipt because the ham alone
is generally too salt ; for the same reason butter, fi-esh taken from the
churn, or that which is but slightly salted and quite new, should be used
for it in preference to its own fat. When there is no ready-dressed veal

in the house, the best part of the neck, roasted or stewed, will supply

the requisite quantity. The remains of a cold boiled ham will answer
quite well for potting, even when a little dry.

POTTED CHICKEN, PARTRIDOE, OR PHEASANT.

Roast the birds as for table, but let them be thoroughly done, for if

the gravy be left in, the meat will not keep half so well. Raise the

flesh of the breast, wings, and merrythought quite clear from the bones,

take off the skin, mince, and then pound it very smoothly with about

one third of its weight of fresh butter, or something less, if the meat
should appear of a proper consistence without the full quantity ; season

it with salt, mace, and cayenne only, and add these in small portions

until the meat is rather highly flavoured with both the last : proceed

with it as with other potted meats.

POTTED OX-TONGUE.

Boil tender an unsmoked tongue of good flavour, and the following

day cut from it the quantity desired for potting, or take for this purpose

* See Baked Hain, Chapter XI., page 1!)S.

fSpice, it must be observed, varies so very greatly in its quality that discretion if

always necessary in using it.

tThis should never be poured lut on the meat: it shuuld be less than millt-waria

wlien added to it.
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the remains of one which has already ffeen served at table. Trim cff

the skin and rind, weigh the meat, mince it very small, then pound^
as fine as possible with &ur ounces of butter to each pound of^I^MflH
small teaspoonfiil of mace, half as much of nutmeg ^vA'^^^jSKfl^
tolerably high, seasoning of cayenne. After the spices a^j^Ml^^ten
with the meat, taste it, and add more if required. A few ounces of any

welUroasted meat mixed with the tongue will give it firmness, in which
it is apt to be deficient. The breasts of turkeys, fowls, partridges, or

pheasants may be used for the purpose with good effect.

Tongue, 1 lb. ; butter, 4 ozs. ; mace, 1 teaspoonful ; nutmeg and
ci)ves, each J teaspoonfiil ; cayenne, 5 to 10 grains.

LOBSTER BUTTER.

Pound to the smoothest paste the coral of one or two fine lobsters,

mix with it about a third of its volume of fresh butter, and' the same
proportion of spices as are given in the preceding receipt. Let the

whole be thoroughly blended ; eet it by for a while in a cool place and
pot it, or make it up into small pats and serve them with curled parsley

round the dish, or with any light foliage that will contrast well with

their brilliant colour. The flesh of the lobster may be cut fine with a

very sharp knife, and pounded with the coral.

-' POTTED MUSHROOMS.

The receipt for these, which we can ' recommend to the reader, wil.

be found in the next Chapter.

CHAPTER XV.

VE6KTABLES.
The quality of vegetables depends much both on the soil in which

they are grown, and on the degree of care bestowed upon their culture;

but if produced in ever so great perfection, their excellence will be en-

tirely destroyed if they be badly cooked.

With the exception of artichokeis, which are said to be improved by
two or three days' keeping, all the' summer varieties should be dressed

before their first fireshness has in amy degree passed ofi^(fbr their flavour

is never so fine as within a few hi)urs of their being cut or gathered)

;

but when this cannot be done, precaution should be taken to prevent

their withering. The stalk-ends of asparagus, cucumbers, and vege
table-marrow should be placed in fi-om one to two inches of cold water

and all other kinds should be spreiad on a cool brick floor. When th.

has been neglected, they must bejthrown into cold water for some time

before they are boiled to recover them, though they will prove even
then but very inferior eating. j

' Vegetables, when not sufficiently cooked, are known to be so exceed-

ingly unwholesome and indigestible, thai the custom of serving them
ci'isp, which means, in reality, only half-boiled, should be altogether

disregarded when health is considered of more importance than &shion;

but they should not be allowed to remain in the water after they are
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qi^it^^qne, or both their nutritive properties and their flavour will be
lostj^^d their good appearance destroyed: Care shnijld be taken to

dfainihem thoroughly m a warm strainer, and to serve them very hot,

with well-made sauces, if with any.
Only dned peas or beans, Jerusalem artichokes, and potatoes, are put

at first into ebl8 water. All others require plenty of fast-boiling water,
which should be ready salted and akimmed before they are thrown
into it.

TO CLEAR VEGETABLES FBOM INSECTS.

Lay them for half an hour or more into a pan of strong brine, with
the stalk ends uppermost; this will destroy the small snails and other
insects which cluster in the leaves, and they will fall out and sink to

the bottom. A pound and a half of salt to the gallon of water will an-
swer for this purpose, and if strained daily it will last for some time.

TO BOIL VEGETABLES GREEN.

After they have been properly prepared and washed, throw them into

plenty of boiling water which has been salted and well skimmed ; and
keep them uncovered and boiling fest until they are done, taking every
precaution against their being smoked. Should the water be very hard,

a bit of soda the size of a hazel-nut, or a small half-teaspoonful of car-

bonate of soda, may be added with the salt, for every two quarts, and
will greatly improve the colour of the vegetables; but if used in undue
proportion, it will injure them ; green peas especially will be quickly

reduced to a mash if bojled with too large a quantity.

Water, 1 gallon ; salt, 2 ozs. ; soda, J to i oz. ; or carbonate of soda,

1 teaspoonful.

TO BOIL POTATOES ; (o genuine Irish Receipt.')

Potatoes, to boil well together, should be all of the same sort, and as

nearly equal in size as may be. Wash off the mould, and scrub them
very clean with a hard brush, but neither scoop nor apply a knife to

them in any way, even to clear the eyes.* Rinse them well, and arrange

i,hem compactly in a saucepan, so that they may not lie loose in the

water, and that a small quantity may suffice to cover them. Pour this

in cold, and when it boils, throw in about a large teaspoonful of salt to

the quart, and simmer the potatoes until they are nearly done, but for

the last two or three minutes let them boil rapidly. When they are

tender, quite through, which maybe known by probing them with a

fork, pour all the water from them immediately, lift the lid of the sauce-

pan to allow the steam to escape, and place them on a trevet, high over

the fire, or by the side of it, until the moisture has entirely evaporated;

then peel, and send them to table as quickly as possible, either in a hot

napkin, or in a dish, of which the cover is so placed that the steam can

pass off. There should be no delay in serving them after they are once

taken from the fire : Irish families usually prefer them served in their

skins. Some kinds will be done in twenty minutes, others in less than

three quarters of an hour. We are informed that " the best potatoes

are those which average from five to six to the pound, with few eyes,

* " Because," in the words of our clever Irish correspondent, " the water through

thesS parts is then adtnilteil into the very heart of the vegetable; and the Litent heat,

after cooking, ia not sufficient to throw it cff: this renders the potatoes very uri-

wboleeonie."
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but those pretty deep, and eoually distributed over the surface." We
cannot ourselves vouch for the correctness of the assertion, but we think

it may be' relied on.

20 minutes to | hour or more.
Obs.—The water in which they are boiled should barely cover the

potatoes. '

ANOTHEK WAY TO BOIL POTATOES.

Pare, wash and throw them into a pan jf cold water ; then put them
on to boil in a clean pot wjith cold water sufficient to cover them, and
sprinkle over a little salt ; let them boil slowly uncovered till you can
pass a fork through them

;
pour off the water, and set them where they

will keep hot till wanted. When done in this way they are very
mealy and dry.

Potatoes either boiled I or roasted, should never be covered to keep
them hot.

TO BOlt NEW POTATOES.

These are never good unless freshly dug. Take them of equal size,

and rub off the skins with a brush, or a very coarse cloth, wash them
clean, and put them, ^^'ithout Bait, into boiling, or at least, quite hot
water; boil them softly, and when they are tender enough to serve,

pour off the water entirtily, strew some fine salt over the potatoes, give
them a shake, and let them stand by the fire in the saucepan for a
mmute, then dish and starve them immediately. Some cooks throw in

a small slice of fresh bjutter, with the salt, and toss them gently in it

after it is dissolved. This is a good mode, but the more usual one is to

send melted butter to Itable with them, or to pour white sauce over
them when they are very young, and served early in the season, as a
side or corner dish.

Very small, 10 to 15 jminutes : moderate sized, 15 to 20 minutes.

NIeW potatoes in BUTTER.

Rub off the skins, wash the potatoes well, and wipe them dry ; put
them with three ounces of good butter, for a small dish, and with four

ounces, or more, for a large one, into a well-tinned stewpan or sauce-

pan, and simmer them over a gentle fire for about half an hour. Keep
them well shaken or toissed, that they may be equally done, and throw
in some salt when they[begin to stew. This is a good mode of dress-

ing them when they are very young and watery.

TO Bon, POTATOES ; (^Captain Rater's Receipt.')

Wash, wipe, and pare the potatoes, cover them with cold water, and
boil them gently until t?iey are done, pour off the vnter, and sprinkle

a little fine salt over them ; then take each potato separately with a
spoon, and lay it into a I clean warm cloth, twist this so as to press all

the moisture from the vegetable, and render it quite round; turn it

carefully into a dish placed before the fire, throw a cloth over, and
when all are done, send I them to table quickly. Potatoes dressed in

this way are mashed without the slighest trouble ; it is also by far the

best method of preparing toem for puddings or for cakes.

TO ROAST OR BAKE POTATOES.

Scrub, and wash exceedin gly clean, some potatoes nearly assorted in

size; wipe them very dry, ajni roast thei?i in a Dutch oven before the
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fire, placing them at a distance from it, and lieepii.g them often turned

;

arrange them in a coarse dish, and bake them in a moderate oven.
Dish them neatly in a napkin, and send them very hot to table ; serve
cold butter with them.

Ij to upwards of 2 hours.

SCOOPED POTATOES, (bntremets) ; Or second course dish.

Wash and wipe some large potatoes of a firm kind, and with a small

scoop adapted to the purpose, form as many diminutive ones as will fill

a dish ; cover them with cold water, and when they have boiled gently
for five minutes, pour it off, and put more cold water to them ; after they

have simmered a second time for five minutes, drain the water quite

away, and lei them steam by the side of the fire from four to five min
utes longer. Dish them carefully, pour white sauce over them, and
serve them with the second course. Old potatoes thus prepared, have
often been made to pass for nevi ones, at the best tables, at tlie season in

which the fresh vegetable is dearest. The time required to boil them
will of course vary with their quality: we give the method which we •

have found very successful.

FRIED potatoes. (eNTREMETS.)

After having washed them, wipe and pare some raw potatoes, cut

them in slices of equal thickness, or into thin shavings, and throw them
into plenty of boiling butter, or very pure clarified dripping. Fry them
of a fine light brown, and very crisp ; lift them out with a skimmer,

drain them on a soft warm cloth, dish them very hot, and sprinkle fine

salt over them. This is an admirable way of dressing potatoes, very

common on the Continent, but less so in England than it deserves to be.

When pared round and round to a corkscrew form, in ribbons or shavings

of equal width, and served dry and well fried, lightly piled in a dish,

ihey make a handsome appearance and are excellent eating. We have

known them served in this country with a slight sprinkling of cavenne.

If sliced, they should be something less than a quarter-inch thick.

MASHED POTATOES.

Boil them perfectly tender quite through, pour off the watei and

steam them very dry by the directions already given in the receipt of

page 229 ; peel them quickly, take out every speck, and while they are

Ftiil hot press the potatoes through an earthen cullender, or bruise them

to a smooth mash with a strong wooden fork or spoon, but never pound

them in a mortar, as that will reduce them to a close heavy paste. Let

them be entirely free from lumps, for nothing can be more indicative of

carelessness or want of skill on the part of the cook, than mashed pota-

toes sent to table full of these. Melt in a clean saucepan a slice of

good butter with a few spoonsful of milk, or, better still, of cream ;
put

in the potatoes after having sprinkled some fine salt upon them, and stir

the whole over a gentle fire, with a wooden spoon, until the ingredients

are well mixed, and the whole is very hot. It may then be served

directly ; or heaped high in a dish, left rough on the surface, and browned

before the fire; or it may be pressed into a well-buttered mould of

handsome form, which has been strewed with the finest bread-crumbs,

and shaken fi-ee of the loose ones, then turned out, and browned in a
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Dutch or common oven. More or less liquid will be required to moisten

sufficiently potatoes of various kinds.

Potatoes mashed, 2 lbs. ; salt, 1 teaspoonfiil ; butter, 1 to 2 ozs. ; milk

or cream, ^ pint.

Olis.— Mashed potatoes are often moulded with a cup, and then

equally browned; any other shape will answer the purpose as well, and
many are of better appearance.

ENOLISH P0TAT0-BA|LLS.

Boil some floury potatoes very dry, mash them as smoothly as possi-

ble, season Ihem well with salt and white pepper; warm them with
about an ounce of butter to the pound, or rather more if it will not ren-

der them too moist ; a few spoonsful of good cream may be added, but

they must be boiled very dry after it is stirred to them. Let the mix-
ture cool a little, roll it into balls, sprinkle over them vermicelli crushed

slightly with the hand, and fry them a fine light brown. They may be
dished round a shape of plain mashed potatoes, or piled on a napkin by
themselves. They may likewise be rolled in egg and fine bread-crumbs
instead of in the vermicelli, or in rice-flour, which answers very well

for them.

POTATO BOULETTES. (eNTRBMETS)
; (gOod.)

Boil some good potatoes as dry as possible, or let them be prepared by
Captain Kater's receipt ; mash a pound of them very smoothly, and mix
with them while they are still warm, two ounces of fresh butter, a tea-

spoonful of salt, a little nutmeg, the beaten and strained yolks of four

eggs, and last of all the whites thoroughly whisked. Mould with, and
drop the mixture from a teaspoon, into a small pan of boiling butter, or
of very pure lard, and fry the boulettes for five minutes over a mode-
rate fire : they should be of a fine pale brown, and very light. Drain
them well and dish them on a hot napkin.

Potatoes, 1 lb. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; salt, 1 teaspoonful ; eggs, 4 : 5
minutes.

POTATO rissoles; {French.)

Mash and season the potatoes with salt, and white pepper, or cayenne,
and mix with them plenty of minced parsley, and a small quantity of
green onions, or eschalots ; add sufficient yolks of egg to bind the mix-
ture together, roll it into small balls, and fry them in plenty of lard or
butter over a moderate fire, or they will be too much browned before
they are done through. Ham, or any other kind of meat finely minced,
may be substituted for the herbs, or added to them.

POTATOES A LA MAITRE d'hOTEL.

Boil in the usual manner some potatoes of a firm kind, peel, and let
them cool ; then cut them equally into quarter-inch slices. Dissolve in

a very clean stewpan or saucepan from two to four ounces of good but-
ter, stir to it a small dessertspoonftil of fiour, and shake the pan over the
fire for two or three minutes ; add by slow degrees a small cup of boil-

ing water, some pepper, salt, and a tablespoonful of minced parsley

;

put in the potatoes, and toss them gently over a clear fire until they are
quite hot, and the sauce adheres well to them ; at the instant of serving
add a dessertspoonful of strained lemon-juice. Pale veal gravy may be
substituted for the water; and the potatoes, after being thickly sliced,

may be quickly cut of the same size with a smull round cutter."
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POTATOES A LA CREME.
Prepare the potatoes as above, and toss them gently in a quarterpint

or more of thick white sauce or of common bechamel, with or without
tlie addition of the minced parsley.

SPINACH, (entremets.) (French Receipt.")

Pick the spinach leaf by leaf from the stems, and wash it in abun-
dance of spring water, changing it several times; then shake it in a
dry cloth held by the four corners, or drain it on a large sieve. Throw
it into sufficient well-salted boiling water to allow it to float freely, and
keep it pressed down with a skimmer that it may be equally done.
When quite young it will be tender in from eight to ten minutes, but to

ascertain if it be so, take a leaf and squeeze it between the fingers. If
to be dressed in the French mode, drain, and then throw it directly into

plenty of fresh water, and when it is cool form it into balls and press

the moisture thoroughly from it with the hands. Next, chop it ex-
tremely fine upoif a clean trencher

; put two ounces (for a large dish)

of butter into a stewpan or bright thick saucepan, lay the spinach on it,

and keep it stirred over a gentle fire for ten minutes, or until it appears
dry ; dredge in a spoonfijl of flour, and turn the spinach as it is added

;

pour to it gradually a few spoonsful of very rich veal gravy, or, if pre-

ferred, of gond boiling cream, (with the last of these a dessertspoonful

or more of pounded sugar may be added for a second-course dish, when
the true French mode of dressing the vegetable is liked.) Stew the

whole briskly until the whole is well absorbed; dish, and serve the

spinach very hot, with small, pale fried sippets round it, or with leaves

of puff paste fresh from the oven, or well dried after having been fried.

For ornament, the sippets may be fancifully shaped with a tin cutter.

A proper seasoning of salt must not be omitted in this or any other pre-

paration of the spinach.

SPINACH ; (common English mode.)

Boil the spinach very green in plenty of water, drain, and then press

the moisture from it between two trenchers ; chop it small, put it into

a clean saucepan, with a slice of fresh butter, and stir the whole until

well mixed and very hot. Smooth it in a dish, mark it in dice, and

send it quickly to table.

ANOTHER COMMON ENGLISH RECEIPT FOB SPINACH.

Take it leaf by leaf from the stalks, and be very careful to clear it

from any weeds that may be amongst it, and to free it by copious and

repeated washings from every particle of grit. Put it into a large well-

tinned stewpan or saucepan, with the water only which hangs about it

;

throw in a small spoonful of salt, and keep it constantly pressed down
with a wooden spoon, and turned often for about a quarter of an hour,

or until it is perfectly tender. Drain off the superfluous moisture, chop

the spinach quickly on a hot trencher ; dish and serve it immediately.

Fried sippets of bread should always be served round this vegetable,

unless it be prepared for an invalid.

BOILED TURNIP-RADISHES.

These should be freshly drawn, young and white. Wash and trim

them neatly, leaving in two or three of the small inner leaves of the
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top. Boil them in plenty of salted water from twenty to thirty minutes,

and as soon as they are tender send thom to table well drained, with
melted butter or white sauce. Common radishes, when young, tied in

bunches, and boiled from eighteen to twenty-five minutes, then served

on a toast like asparagus, are very good.

BOILED LEEKS.

Trim off the coarser leaves from some young leeks, cut them into

equal lengths, tie them into small bunches, and boil them in plenty of

water which has been previously salted and skimmed ; serve them on a

toast, and send melted butter to table with them.

20 to 25 minutes.

STEWED LETTUCES.

Strip off the outer leaves, and cut away the stalks ; wash the lettuces

with exceeding nicety, and throw them into water salted as for all green
vegetables. When they are quite tender, which will be in from twenty
to thirty minutes, according to their age, lift them out, and press the

water thoroughly from them ; chop them a little, and heat them in a
clean saucepan with a seasoning of pepper and salt, and a small slice of

butter ; then dredge in a little flour and stir them well ; add next a
small cup of broth or gravy, boil them quickly until they are tolerably

dry, then stir in a little pale vinegar or lemon-juice, and serve them as

hot as possible, with fried sippets round them.

TO BOIL ASPARAGUS.

With a sharp knife scrape the stems of the asparagus lightly, but

very clean, from within one to two inches of the green tender points,

throw them into cold water as they are done, and when all are ready,

tie them in bunches of equal size ; cut the large ends evenly, that the

asparagus may be all of the same length, and put it into plenty of boil-

ing water prepared by the directions of page 229. Cut a round of

bread quite half an inch thick, and after having pared off the crust,

toast it a delicate brown on both sides. When the stalks of the aspa-

ragus are tender, lift it out directly, or it will lose both its colour and
its flavour, and will also be liable to break ; dip the toast quickly into

,the water in which it was boiled, and dish the vegetable upon it, with

the points meeting in the centre. Send rich melted butter to table

with it. In France, a small quantity of vinegar is stirred into the

sauce before it is served ; and many persons like the addition. Aspa-
ragus may be preserved for a day or two sufficiently fresh for use, by
keeping the stalks immersed in an inch depth of cold water; but it is

never so good as when dressed directly it is cut, or within a few hour?

after.

20 to 25 minutes. ,

Obs.—Abroad, boiled asparagus is very frequently served cold, and
eaten with oil and vinegar, or a sauce Mayonnaise.

ASPARAGUS POINTS DKES8ED LIKE PEAS. (eNTREMETS.)

This is a convenient mode of dressing asparagus, when it is too small

and green to make a good appearance plainly boiled. Cut the points

so far only as they are perfectly tender, in bits of equal size, not mora
llian the third of an inch in length ; wash them very clean, and throtf
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them into plenty of boiling' water, with the usual quantity of salt and a
morsel of soda. When they are tolerably tender, which will be in from,
ten to twelve minutes, drain them well, and spread them on a clean
cloth

; fold it over them, wipe them gently, and when they are quite
dry put them into a clean stewpan with a good slice of butter, which
should be just dissolved before the asparagus is added ; stew them in
this over a brisk fire, shaking them often, for eight or ten minutes;
dredge in about a small teaspoonful of flour, and add half that quantity
of white sugar; then pour in boiling water to nearly cover the aspara-
gus, and boil it rapidly until but little liquid remains : stir in the beaten
yolks of two eggs, heap the asparagus high in a dish, and serve it very
not The sauce should adhere entirely to the vegetable, as in green
peas d la Frangaise.

TO BOIL GKEEN PEAS.

To be eaten in perfection these should be young, very freshly

gathered, and shelled just before they are boiled ; should thee be great
inequality in their size, the smaller ones may be separated from the

others, and thrown into the saucepan four or five minutes later. Wash
and drain the peas in a cullender, put them into plenty of fast-boiling

water, salted by the directions of page 329, keep the pan uncovered, and
let them boil rapidly nntil they are tender ; drain them well, dish them
quickly, and serve them very hot, with good melted butter in a tureen

;

or put a slice of fi-esh butter into the midst of the peas, heap them well
over it in the centre of the dish, and let it dissolve before they are dis-

turbed. Never, on any account, boil or mix mint with them unless it

be expressly ordered, as it is particularly distasteful to many persons.

It should be served in small heaps round them, if at all.

15 to 25 minutes, or more if old.

GREEN PEAS A LA FRAN^AISE ; OR, FRENCH FASHION. (ENTREMETS.)

Throw a quart of young and freshly-shelled peas into plenty of spring

water with a couple of ounces of butter, and with the hand work them
together until the butter adheres well to the peas ; lift them out, and
drain them in a cullender

;
put them into a stewpan or thick saucepan

without any water, and let them remain over a gentle fire, and be
stirred occasionally for twenty minutes from the time of their first be-

ginning to simmer; then pour to them as nmch boiling water as will

just cover them ; throw in a small quantity of salt, and keep them
boiling quickly for forty minutes : stir well amongst them a small lump
of sugar which has been dipped quickly into water, and a thickening

of about half an ounce of butter very smoothly mixed with a teaspoonful

of flour; shake them over the fire for a couple of minutes, and serve

them directly, heaped high in a very hot dish : there will be no sauce

except that which adheres to the peas if they be properly managed.

We have found marrow-fats excellent, dressed by this receipt. Fresh

and good butter should be used with them always.

Peas, 1 quart ; butter, 2 ozs. : 20 minutes. Water to cover the peas

;

little salt: 40 minutes. Sugar, small lump; butter, ^ oz. ; flour, ]

teaspoonful : 2 minutes.

GREEN PEAS WITH CREAM. (eNTEEMETS.)

Boil a quart cf young peas perfectly tender in salt and wateii and
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drain them as dry as possible. Dissolve an ounce and a half of butter

in a clean stewpan, stir smoothly to it when it boils a dessertspoonful of

flour, and shake these over the fire for three or four minutes, but with-

out allowing them to take the slightest colour ; pour gradually to them
a cup of rich cream, add a small lump of sugar pounded, let the sauce
boil, then put in the peas and toss them gently in it until they are very
hot : dish, and serve them quickly.

Peas, 1 quart: 18 to 25 minutes. Butter, IJ oz. ; flour, 1 dessert-

spooofiil: 3 ta5 minutes. Sugar, 1 saltspoonful ; cream, 1 cupfiil.

TO BOIL FRENCH OR STRING BEANS.

When the beans are very small and young, merely take off the ends
and stalks, and drop them into plenty of spring water as they are done;
when all are ready wash and drain them well, throw them into a large

saucepan of fest-boiling water, salted as usual (see page 229), and when
they are quite tender, which will be in from twelve to eighteen minutes,

pour them into a cullender, shake the water from them, dish, and send
quickly to table with good melted butter in a tureen. When from half

to two parts grown, cut the beans obliquely into a lozenge form, or,

when a less modern fashion is preferred, split tbem lengthwise into

delicate strips, and then cut them once across : the strings should be
drawn off with th^tops and stalks. No mode of dressing it can render

this vegetable good when it is old, but if the sides be pared ofl^, the

beans cut thin, and boiled tender with rather more than the ordinary

proportion of soda, they will be of excellent colour, and tolerabqr

eatable.

FRENCH BEANS A LA FRAN9AISE. (ENTREMETS.)

Boil, and drain them thoroughly ; put them into a clean stewpan, or

well-tinned iron saucepan, and shake them over the fire until they are

very dry and hot ; add to them from two to four ounces of fresh butter

cut into small bits, some white pepper, a little salt, and the juice of half

a lemon ; toss them gently for a few minutes over a clear fire, and
serve them very hot. Should the butter turn to oil, a spoonful or two
of veal gravy or boiling water must be added.

AN EXCELLENT RECEIPT FOR FRENCH BEANS A LA FRAN5AISB.

Prepare as many young and freshly-gathered beans as will serve foi

a large dish, boil them tender, and drain the water well from them
Melt a couple of ounces of fresh butter, in a clean saucepan, and stir

smoothly to it a small dessertspoonful of flour; keep these well shaken,

and gently simmered until they are lightly browned, add salt and

pepper, and pour to them by degrees a small cupful of good veal gravy

(or, in lieu of this, of sweet rich cream), toss the beans in the sauce

until they are as hot as possible ; stir quickly in, as they are taken from

the fire, the beaten yolks of two fresh eggs, and a little lemon-juice,

and serve them without delay. The eggs and lemon are sometimes

omitted, and a tablespoonfiil of minced parsley is added to the butter

and flour ; but this, we think, is scarcely an improvement.

Beans, 1 to 2 quarts : boiled 15 to 20 minutes. Butter, 2 ozs.; flour,

1 dessertspoonful; salt and pepper; veal gravy, small cupfiil; yolks of

eggs, 2; lemon-juise, a dessertspoonful.
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TO BOIL WINDSOR BEANS.

When young, freshly gathered, and well dressed, these beans, even
with many persons accustomed to a luxurious table, are a favourita
accompaniment to a dish of streaked bacon, or delicate pickled pork.
Shell them only just before they are wanted, then wash, drain, and
throw them into boiling water, salted as for peas. When they are
quite tender, pour them into a hot cullender, drain them thoroughly,
and send them to table quickly, with a tureen of parsley and butter, or
with plain melted butter, when it is preferret. A boiled cheek of bacon,
trknmed free of any blackened parts, may be dished oi;er the beans,
upon occasion.

20 to 30 minutes ; less, when very young.
Obs.—When the skin of the beans appears wrinkled, they will gene-

rally be found sufficiently tender to serve, but they should be tasted to
ascertain that they are so.

1)RESSED CrCCMBERS.

Pare and slice them very thin, strew a little fine salt over them, and
when they have stood a few minutes drain off the water, by raising one
side of the dish, and letting it flow to the other

;
pour it away, strew

more salt, and a moderate seasoning of pepper on them, add two or
three tablespoonsful of the purest salad-oil, and turn the cucumbers well,

that the whole may receive a portion of it ; then pour over them from
one to three dessertspoonsfiil of ChUi vinegar, and a little common,
should it be needed ; turn them into a clean dish and serve them,

Obs.—If very young, cucumbers are usually dressed without being
pared, but the tough rind of full-grown ones being extremely indigesti-

ble, should be avoided. The vegetable, though apt to disagree with
persons of delicate habit, when sauced in the common mode, with
salt, pepper, and vinegar only, may often be eaten by them with
impunity when dressed with plenty of oil. It is difficult to obtain this

perfectly fresh and pure here ; and hence, perhaps, arises in part the

prejudice, which amongst us, is so often found to exist against the use

of this most wholesome condiment.

MANDRANG, OR MANDRAM ; {West Indian Receipt.')

Chop together very small, two moderate-sized cucumbers, with half

the quantity of mild onion ; add the juice of a lemon, a saltspoonful or

more of salt, a third as much of cayenne, and one or two glasses of
Madeira, or of any other dry white wine. This preparation is to be
served with any kind of roast meat.

ANOTHER RECEIPT FOR UANDRAM.

Take three or four cucumbers, so young as not to require paring

;

score the ends well, that when they are sliced they may fall into small

bits; add plenty of young onions, cut fine, the juice of half a lemon, a

glass of sherry or Madeira, and a dessertspoonful of vinegar.

STEWED circuMBERs. (English mode.)

Pare, and split into quarters, four or five full-grown but still young

cucumbers; take out the seeds and cut each part in two; sprinkle them

with white pepper or cayenne, flour and fry them lightly in a littld

butter, lift them from the pan, drain them on a siere, then lay them
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into as much gofxl brown gravy as will nearly cover them, and stew
them gently from twenty-five to thirty minutes, or until tiiey are quite

tender. Should the gravy require to be thickened or flavoured, dish the

cucumbers and keep them hot while a little flour and butter, or &ny
other of the usual ingredients, is stirred into it. Some persons like a
small portion of lemon-juice, or of vinegar added to the sauce ; cu-

cumber vinegar might be substited for these with very good effect, as

the vegetable loses much of its fine and peculiar flavour when cooked.

25 to 30 minutes.

Obs.—The cucumbers maybe left in entire lengths, thrown into well-

salted boiling water, and simmered for ten minutes, then thoroughly

drained upon the back of a sieve, and afterwards stewed very quickly

till tender in some i^ighly-flavoured brown gravy, or in the Spanish

sauce of page 88.

CUCUMBERS A LA POULETTE.

The cucumbers for this dish may be pared and sliced very thin; or

quartered, freed from the seeds, and cut into half-inch lengths; in either

case they should be steeped in a little vinegar and sprinkled with salt

for half an hour before they are dressed. Drain, and then press them
dry in a soft cloth ; flour them well, put a slice of butter into a stewpan
or saucepan bright in the inside, and when it begins to boil throw in the

cucumbers, and shake them over a gentle flre ten minutes, but be care-

ful to prevent their taking the slightest colour
;
pour to them gradually

as much strong, but very pale, veal stock or gravy as will nearly cover

them ; when it boils skim off the fat eiitirely, add salt and white pepper,

if needed, and when the cucumbers are quite tender, strew in a large

teaspoonful of finely-minced parsley, and thicken the sauce with the

yolks of two or three eggs. French cooks add the flour when the vege-

table has stewed in the butter, instead of dredging it upon tliem at first,

and this is perhaps the better method.

CUCUMBERS A LA CREME.

Boil them tolerably tender in salt and water, drain them well,

then stew them for a few minutes in a thick bechamel, and serve

them in it.

FRIED CUCUMBERS TO SERVE IN COMMON HASHES AND MINCES.

If very young they need not be pared, but otherwise, take off the

rind, slice, and dredge them lightly with pepper and flour, but put no
ialt at first; throw them into very hot butter or clarified dripping, or

they will not brown ; when tliey are nearly done sprinkle some salt

amongst thera, and as soon as they are quite tender, lift them out

with a slice, drain them well, and place them lightly over the hash
or mince. A small portion of onion may be fried with them when it

is liked.

MELON.

This in France and in other parts of the Continent is served and eaten

with the bouilli (or beef boiled tender in the soup-pot), with a seasoning

of salt and pepper only ; but the fruit is there far more abundant, and of

infinitely finer growth than with us, and requires so little care, compa-
ratively, that it is planted in many places in the open fields, where it

flourishes admirably.
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SALAD.

The herbs and ve^etahleB for a. salad cannot be too freshly gathered
j

they should be carefully cleared from insects and washed with scrupu-
lous nicety ; they are better when not prepared until near the time of
sending them to table, and should not be sauced until the instant before
they are served. Tender lettuces, of which the outer leaves should be
stripped away, mustard and cress, young radishes, and occasionally
chives or small green onions (when the taste of a party is in favour ot

these last) are the usual ingredients of summer salads. Half-grown
cucumbers sliced thin, and mixed with them, are a favourite addition
with many persons. In England it is customary to cut the lettuces

extremely fine ; the French, who object to the flavour of the knife,

which they fancy this mode imparts, break them small instead. Young
celery alone, sliced and dressed with a rich salad mixture (see page 103)
is excellent : it is still in some femilies served thus always with roast

Beet-root, baked or boiled, blanched endive, small salad-herbs which
are easily raised at any time of the year, celery, and hardy lettuces,

with any ready-dressed vegetable, will supply salads through the winter.

Cucumber vinegar is an agreeable addition to these.

FRENCH SALAD.

In winter this is made principally of beautifully-blanched- endive,

washed delicately clean and broken into small branches with the fingers,

then taken from the water and shaken dry in a basket kept for the pur-

pose, or in a fine cloth ; then arranged in the salad-bowl, and strewed

with herbs (tarragon generally, when in season) minced small: the

dressing is not added until just before the salad is eaten. In summer,
young lettuces are substituted for the endive, and intermixed with a
variety of herbs, some of which are not generally cultivated in England.

SUFFOLK SALAD.

Fill a salad-bowl from half to three parts full with very tender let-

tuces shred small, minced lean of ham, and hard-boiled eggs, or their

yolks only, also minced, placed in alternate layers ; dress the mixture

with English salad-sauce, but do not pour it into the bowl until the in-

stant of serving. A portion of cold chicken, cut in thin slices about the

size of a shilling, may be added when convenient.

TORESHIRE FLOVQHMAn's SALAD.

Mix treacle and vinegar, in the proportion of one tablespoonfiil of the

first to two of tlie latter; add a little black pepper, and eat the sauce

with lettuces shred small (with an intermixture of young onions when
they are liked.) This, though certainly not a very refined order of

salad, is scarcely so unpalatable .as such ingredients would seem to

promise.
TO BOIL CAULIFLOWERS.

Trim off the outside leaves, and cut the stems quite close to the cauli-

flowers ; let them lie for an hour in plenty of cold water, with a hand-

ful of salt in it, to draw out any insects that may be amongst them

;

then wash them very thoroughly, and examine them well, to be assured

that no snail is left in any part of them, throw them into a large pan of
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boiling water, salted as for ajsparagus, and quite cleared from scum ; for

this, if not removed, will adhere to the cauliflowers and spoil their

appearance. When the stalks are tender lift them out, dish them
neatly, and send good melted butter to table with them.

20 to 30 minutes.

CAiruFLowEEis. {French Receipt.)

Cut the cauliflowers into small handsome tufts, and boil them until

three parts done, drain them well, toss them for a moment in some thick

melted butter or white sauce, and set them by to cool. When they are

quite cold, dip them separately into the batter of page 130, fry them a
light brown, arrange them neatly in a dish, and serve them very hot.

BROCCOLI.

This is boile^, and served in the same mamier as cauliflowers when
the heads are large ; the stems of the branching broccoli are {jeeled, and
the vegetable, tied in bunches, is dressed and served, like asparagus,

upon a toast.

10 to 20 minutes. ,

TO BOIL ARTICHOKES.

After they have been soaked and well washed, cut off the stems quite

close, trim away a few of the lower leaves, and clip the points of all;

throw the artichokes into plenty of fast boiling water, ready salted and
skimmed, with the addition, if it be at hand, of the proportion of soda
directed in page 229, as this will greatly improve the colour of the

vegetable. When extremely young, the artichokes will be tender in

from half to three quarters of an hour, but they will require more than
double that time when at their full growth : when the leaves can be
drawn out easily, they are done. Send good melted butter to table with
them. They should be boiled always with the stalk-ends uppermost.

Very young, i to J hour ; fiill grown, 1^ to 2 hours.

06s.—French cooks lift the tops from the artichokes before they are

served, and replace them after having taken out the chokes: this must
be expeditiously done to prevent the vegetable from cooling.

TO BOIL WINTER SQVASH.

Squash is a rich vegetable, particularly the yellow winter squash.

This requires more boiling than the summer kind. Pare it, cut in

pieces, take out the seeds and boil it in a very little water till it is quite

soft. Then press out all the water, mash it and add a little butter, pep-

per and salt.

VEGETABLE MARROW.

It is customary to gather this when not larger than a turkey's egg,

but we should say that the vegetable is not then in its perfection. The
flesh is whiter and of better flavour when the gourd is about six inches

long ; at least we have found it so with the kinds which have fallen

under our observation. It may either be boiled in the skin, then pared,

halved, and served upon a toast ; or quartered, freed from the seed, and
left until cold, then dipped into egg and fine crumbs of bread, and fried;

or it may be cut into dice, and reheated in a little good white sauce; or

stpwed tender in butter, and served in well-thickened veal gravy, fla-

voured with a little lemon-juice. It may likewise be mashed by the
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receipt which we have given for turnips, and in that form will be found
excellent. The French make a fanciful dish of the marrows thus: they
boil them tender in water, and halve them lengthwise as is usual, they
then slice a small bit off each to make them stand evenly in the dish,

and after having hollowed the insides, so as to leave a mere shell, about
half an inch thick, they fill them with a thick rich mince of white meat,
and pour white sauce round them ; or they heap fi:ied crumbs over the
tops, place the dish in the oven for a few minutes, and serve them with-
out sauce.

Size of turkey's egg, 10 to 15 minutes; moderate-sized, 20 to 30;
large, J to 1 hour.

TOMATAS EN 8ALADG,

These are now often served, in England in the American fiishion,

merely sliced, and dressed like cucumbers, with salt, pepper, oil, and
vinegar. For various other American modes of prepanng them for

table, see tomata dumplings. Chapter XVII.

ROAST TOMATAS, To SBTve With Toost leg, loin, or shoulder of mutton.

Select them nearly of the same size, take off the stalks, and roast

them gently in a Dutch oven, or if more convenient, place them at the

edge of the dripping-pan, taking care that no fat from the joint shall fall

upon them, and keeping them turned that they may be equally done.

From ten to fourteen minutes will roast them.

STEWED TOMATAS.

Arrange them in a single layer, and pour to them as much gravy as

will reach to half their height ; stew them very softly until the under
sides are done, then turn, and finish stewing them. Thicken the gravy

~ with a little arrow-root and cream, or with flour and butter, and serve

it round them.

FORCED TOMATAS
;
{English Receipt.)

Cut the stems quite close, slice off the tops of eight fine tomatas, and

scoop out the insides
;
press the pulp through a sieve, and mix with it

one ounce of fine crumbs of bread, one of butter, broken very small,

some pepper, or cayenne, and salt. Fill the tomatas with the mixture,

and bake them ten minutes in a moderate oven ; serve them with brown
gravy in the dish. A few small mushrooms, stewed tender in a little

butter, then minced and added to the tomata pulp, will very much im-

prove this receipt.

Baked 10 minutes.

FORCED TOMATAS ;
{French Receipt.)

Let the tomatas he well shaped and of equal size ; divide them nearly

in the middle, leaving the blossom-side the largest, as this only is to be

used ; empty them carefully of their seeds and juice, and fill them with

the following ingredients, which must previously be stewed tender in

butter, but without being allowed to brown : minced mushrooms and

shalots, with a moderate proportion of parsley, some lean of ham chopped

small, a seasoning of cayenne, and a little fine salt, if needed ; let them
cool, then mix with them about a third as much of fine crumbs of bread,

and two yolks of eggs ; fill the tomatas, cover them with fine crumbs,

moisten them with clarified butter, and bake them in a brisk oven untjl

J5
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they are well coloured. Serve them as a garniuh to stewed rump or

sirloin of beef, or to a boned and forced leg of mutton.

Minced lean of ham, 2 ozs. ; mushrooms, 2 ozs. ; bread-crumbs, 2
ozs. ; shalijte, 4 to 8 ; parsley, full teaspoonftil ; cayenne, quarter salt-

spoonful ; little salt, if needed ; butter, 2 ozs.
; yolks of eggs, 2 to 3

:

baked, 10 to 20 minutes.

Obs.—The French pound the whole of these ingredients with a bif

of garlic, before they fill the lomatas with them, but this is not abso-

lutely necessary, and the garlic, if added at all, should be parboiled

first, as its strong flavour, combined with that of the eschalots, would
scarcely suit the general taste. When the lean of a dressed ham is at

hand, only the herbs and vegetables will need to be stewed in the but-

ter; this should be mixed with them into the forcemeat, which an
intelligent cook will vary in many ways.

PUREE OF TOMATAS.

Divide a dozen fine ripe tomatas, squeeze out the seeds, and take off

the stalks; put them with one small mild onion (or more, if liked), and
about half a pint of very good gravy, into a well-tinned stewpan or

saucepan, and simmer them for nearly or quite an hour ; a couple of

bay-leaves, some cayenne, and as much salt as the dish may require

should be added when they begin to boil. Press them through a sieve,

heat them again, and stir to them a quarter-pint of good cream, previ-

ously mixed and boiled for five minutes with a teaspoonful of flour.

This puree is to be served with calf's head, veal cutlets, boiled knuckle

of veal, calf's brains, or beef palates. For pork, beef, geese, and other

brown meats, the tomatas should be reduced to a proper consistency in

rich and highly-flavoured brown gravy, or Spanish sauce.

MUSHROOMS Au bburre; (delicious.)

Cut the stems from some fine meadow mushroom-buttons, and clean

them with a bit of new flannel and some fine salt, then either wipe them
dry with a soft cloth, or rinse them in fresh water, drain them quickly,

spread them in a clean cloth, fold it over them, and leave them ten

minutes, or more, to dry. For evfiry pint of them thus prepared, put an
ounce and a half of fresh butter into a thick iron saucepan, shake itovei

the fire until iljust begins to browii, throw in the mushrooms, continue

to shake the saucepan over a clear fire, that they may not stick to it,

nor burn, and when they have simmered three or four minutes, strew

over them a little salt, some cayenne, and pounded mace ; stew them
until they are perfectly tender, heap them in a dish, and serve them
with their own sauce only, for breakfast, supper, or luncheon. Nothing
can be finer than the flavour of the mushrooms thus prepared ; and the

addition of any liquid is far from an improvement to it. They are very

good when drained from the butter and served cold, and in a cool larder

may be kept for several days. The butter in which they are stewed is

admirable for flavouring gravies, sauces, or potted meats. Small flaps,

freed from the fur and skin, may be stewed in the same way ; and eithei

these or the buttons, served under roast poultry or partridges, will give

a dish of very superior relish.

Meadow mushrooms, 3 pints, fresh butter, 4 J ozs. : 3 to 5 minutes.

Salt, 1 small teaspoonful ; mace, half as much ; cayenne, third of salt-
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spoonful : 10 to 15 minutes. More spices to be addet if required

—

much depending on their quality; but they should not overpower ths
flavour of the mushrooms. «

' 06s.—Persons inhabiting parts of the country where mushrooms are
abundant, may send them easily, when thus prepared (or when potted

by the following receipt), to their friends in cities, or in less productivt

counties. If poured into jars, with sufficient butter to cover them, they
will travel any distance, and can be rewarmed for use.

POTTED MUSHROOMS.

Prepare either small flaps or buttons with great nicety, without wet-
ting them,, and wipe the former very dry, after the application of tlie

salt and flannel. Stew them quite tender, with the same proportion

of butter as the musfh-ooms au beurre, but increase a little the quantity

of spice ; when they are done turn them into a large dish, spread them
over one end of it, and raise it two or three inches, that they may be
well drained from the butter. As soon as they are quite cold, press

them very closely into small potting-pans; pour luljewarm clarified

butter thickly over them, and store them in a cool dry place. If in-

tended for present use, merely turn them down upon a clean shelf; but

for longer keeping, cover the tops first with very dry paper, and then
with melted mutton-suet. We have ourselves had the mushrooms, after

being simply spread upon a dish while hot, remain perfectly good in

that state for seven or eight weeks: they were prepared late in the

season, and the weather was consequently cool during the interval.

MUSHROOM-TOAST, OR CROUTE AUX OHAMPJGNONS ; (excellent.)

Cut the stems closely from a quart, or more, of small just-opened

mushrooms, peel them, and take out the fur. Dissolve from two to

three ounces of fresh butter in a well-tinned saucepan or stewpan
;
put

in the mushrooms, strew over them a quarter-teaspoonful of poimded
mace mixed with a little cayenne, and let them stew over a gentle fire

from ten to fifteen minutes; toss or stir them often during the time;

then add a small dessertspoonful of flour, and shake the pan round until

it is lightly browned. Next pour in, by slow degrees, half a pint of

gravy or of good beef-broth ; and when the mushrooms have stewed

softly in this for a couple of minutes, throw in'a little salt, and a squeeze

of leraon-juice, and pour them on to a crust, cut about an inch and a
quarter thick, from the under part of a moderate-sized loaf, and fried in

good butter to a light brown, after having been first slightly hol-

lowed in the inside. New milk, or thin cream, may be used with very

good efiect instead of the gravy ; but a few strips of lemon-rind, and a
small portion of nutmeg and mushroom-catsup should then be added to

the sauce. The bread may be buttered and grilled over a gentle fire

instead of being fried, and is better so.

Small mushrooms, 4 to 5 half pints ; butter, 3 to 4 ozs. ; mace, mixed
with a little cayenne, ^ teaspoonful : stewed softly 10 to lo minutes.

Flour, 1 small dessertspoonful : 3 to 5 minutes. Gravy or broth, ^ pint;

2 minutes. Little salt and lemon-juice.

TO BOa SPROUTS, CABBAGES, SAVOYS, LETTUCES, OR ENDIVE.

All green vegetables should be thrown into abundance of fast-boiling

water ready salted and skimmed, with the addition of Ihc morsel of soda
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which we have recommended, in a previous page of this chapter; the

pan should be left uncovered, and every precaution taken to prevent the
smoke from reaching its contents. Endive, sprouts, and spring greens,

will only require copious washing before they are boiled ; but savoys,

large lettuces, and close-leaved cabbages should be thrown into salt and
water for half an hour or more before they are dressed, with the tops

downwards to draw out the insects. The stems of t) ese last should be

cut off, the decayed leaves stripped away, and the vegetable halved or

quartered, or split deeply across the stalk-end, and divided entirely

before it is dished.

Very young greens, 1.5 to 20 minutes; lettuces, 20 to 30 minutes;

large savoys, or calibages, 1 to IJ hour, or more.

Obs.—When the stalk of any kind of cabbage is tender, it is done.

Turnip-greens should be well washed in several waters, and boiled in a
very large quantity to -deprive them of their bitterneae.

STEWED CABBAGE.

Cut out the stalk entirely, and slice a fine firm cabbage or two in very
thin strips; throw them after they have been well washed an/d drained,

into a large pan of boiling water ready salted and skimmed, and when
they are tender, which will be in from ten to fifteen minutes, pour them
into a sieve or strainer, press the water thoroughly from them, and chop
them slightly. Put into a very clean saucepan about a couple of ounces
of butter, and when it is dissolved add the cabbage, with sufficient pep-

per and salt to season it, and stir it over a clear fire until it appears
tolerably dry ; then shake lightly in a tablespoonfiil of flour, turn the

whole well, and add by Slow degrees a cup of thick cream : veal gravy
or good white sauce may be substituted for this, when preferred to it.

TO BOIL TURNIPS.

Pare entirely from them the stringy rind, and either split the turnips

once or leave them whole; throw them into boiling water slightly salted,

and keep them closely covered from smoke and dust till they are tender.

When small and young they will be done in from fifteen to twenty
minutes ; at their fall growth they will require from three quarters to a
full hour, or more, of gentle boiling. After they become old and woolly,

they are not worth dressing in any way. When boiled in their skins

and paijed afterwards, they are said to be of better flavour and much
less watery than when cooked in the usual way.
Young turnips, 15 to 20 minutes: fiiU grown, | to 1 hour, or more.

TO MASH TURNIPS.

Split them once or even twice should they be large ; after they are
pa,red, boil them very tender, and press the water thoroughly from them
with a couple of trenchers, or with the back of a large plate and pne
trencher. To ensure their being free from lumps, it is better to pass

them through a cullender or coarse hair-sieve, with a wooden spoon

;

though, when quite young, they may be worked sufficiently smooth
without this. Put them into a clean saucepan, and stir them constantly

for some minutes over a gentle fire, that they may be very dry ; then add
some salt, a bit of fresh butter, and a little cream, or in lieu of this new
milk (we would also recommend a seasoning of white pepper or cayenne,
when appearance and fashion are not particularly regarded), and con
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tinue to simmer and to stir them for five or six minutes longer, or until

they have quite absorbed all the liquid which has been poured to them.
Serve them always as hot as possible. This is an excellent receipt.

Turnips, weighed after they are pared, 3 lbs. : dried 5 to 8 minutes.
Salt, 1 teaspoonful ; butter, 1 oz. to IJ oz. ; cream or milk, nearly J
pint : 5 or 6 minutes.

TCRNIPS IN WHITE SAUCE. (ENTREMETS.)

When no scoop for the purpose is at hand, cut some sinall finely-

grained turnips into quarter's, and pare them into balls, or into the shape
of plums or pears of equal size ; arirange them evenly in a broad stew-

pan or saucepan, and cover them nearly with good veal broth, throw in

a little salt, and a morsel of sugar, and boil them rather quickly until

they are quite tender, but unbroken ; lift them out, draining them well

from the broth ; dish, and pour over them some thick white sauce. As
an economy, a cup of cream, and a teaspoonful of arrowroot, may be
added to the broth in which the turnips have stewed, to make the sauce

;

and when it boils, a small slice of butter may be stirred and well worked
into it, should it not be sufficiently rich without.

TURNIPS STEWED IN BUTTER. (GOOD.)

This is an excellent way of dressing the vegetable when it is mild

and fiilely grained ; but its flavour otherwise is too strong to be agreea-

ble. After they have been washed, wiped quite dry, and pared, slico

the turnips nearly half an inch thick, and divide them into dice. Just

dissolve an ounce of butter for each half-pound of the turnips, put them
in as flat as they can be, and stew them very gently indeed, from three

quarters of an hour to a fiiU hour. Add a seasoning of salt and white

pepper when they are half done. When thus prepared, they may be

dished over fried or nicely broiled mutton cutlets, or served by them-

selves.

For a small dish : turnips, 1 J lb. ; butter, 3 ozs. ; seasoning of white

pepper ; salt, i teaspoonful, or more : j to 1 hour. Large dish, turnips,

2 lbs. ; butter, 4 ozs.

TURNIPS IN GRAVY.

To a pound of turnips sliced and cut into dice, pour a quarter-pint of

boiling veal gravy, add a small lump of sugar, some salt and cayenne,

or white pepper, and boil them quickly from fifty lo sixty ininutes.

Serve them very hot

TO BOIL CARROTS.

Wash the mould from them, and scrape the skin off" lightly witli the

edge of a sharp knife, or, should this be objected to, pare them as thin

and as equally as possible ; in either case free them from all blemishes,

and should they be very large, split them across the tops a few inches

down ; rinse them well, and throw them into plenty of boiling watei

with some salt in it. The skin of very young carrots may be rubbed

off like that of new potatoes, and- from twenty to thirty minutes will

then be sufiicient to boil them ; but at their full growth they will require

from an hour and a half to two hours. It was formerly the custom to

tie them in a cloth, and to wipe the skin from them with it after they

were dressed and old-&shioned cooks still use one to remove it; but
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all vegetables should, we think, he dished and served with the least

possiblR delay after they are ready for table. Melted butter should

accompany boiled carrots.

Very youag carrots, 20 to 30 minutes. Full-grown ones, 1^ to 2
hours.

SWEET CARROTS. (ENTREMETS.)

Boil quite tender some fine highly-flavoured carrots, press the water

from them, and rub them through the back of a fine hair-sieve
;
put

them into a clean saucepan or stewpan, and dry them thoroughly over

a gentle fire ; then add a slice of fresh butter, and when this is dis-

solved and well mixed with them, strew in a dessertspoonful or more
of powdered sugar, and a little salt; next, stir in by degrees some good

cream, and when this is quite absorbed, and the carrots again appear

dry, dish and serve them quickly with small sippets, d la Reine (see

page 40), placed round them.
Carrots, 3 lbs., boiled quite tender : stirred over a gentle fire 5 to 10

minutes. Butter, 2 ozs. ; salt, J teaspoonful ;
pounded sugar, 1 dessert-

spoonful; cream, ^ pint, stewed gently together until quite dry.

Obs.—For excellent mashed carrots omit the sugar, add a good sea-

soning of salt and white pepper, and half a pint of rich brown gravy ; or

for a plain dinner rather less than this of milk.

CARROTS AU BEUERE, OR BUTTERED CAKROTS.

Either boil sufficient carrots for a dish quite tender, and then cut them
into slices a quarter-inch thick, or first slice, and then boil them: the

latter method is the most expeditious, but the other best preserves the

flavour of the vegetable. Drain them well, and while this is being done
just dissolve from two to four ounces of butter in a saucepan, and strew
in some minced parsley, some salt, and white pepper or cayenne ; then
add the carrots, and toss them very gently until they are equally covered
with the sauce, which should not be allowed to boil : the parsley may
be omitted at pleasure. Cold carrots may be rewarmed in this way.

TO BOIL PARSNEFS.

These are dressed in precisely the same manner as carrots, but re-

quire much less boiling. According to their quality and the time of
year, they will take from twenty minutes to nearly an hour. Every
speck or blemish should be cut from them after they are scraped, and
the water in which they are boiled should be well skimmed. They are

a favourite accompaniment to salt-fish and boiled pork, and may be
served either mashed or plaiiu

20 to 55 minutes.

FRIED PARSNEPS.

Boil them until they are about half done, lift them out, and let them
cool ; slice them rather thickly, sprinkle them with fine salt and white
pepper, and fry them a pale brown in good butter. Serve them with

roast meat, or dish them under it.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.

Wash the artichokes, pare them quickly, and throw them as they are

done into a saucepan of cold water, or of equal parts of milk and water

;

and when they are about half boiled add a little salt to them. Take
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tliem up the instant they are perfectly tender: this wilt be Ji from
fifteen to twenty-five minutes, so much do they vary as to the time
necessary to dress them. If allowed to remain in the water after they
are done, they become black and flavourless. Melted butter should
always be sent to table with them.

15 to 25 minutes.

TO FRY JGRl'SAIiEM ARTICHOKES. (ENTREMETS.)

Boil them from eight to twelve minutes ; lift them out, drain them
on a sieve, and let them cool ; dip them into beaten eggs, and cover
them with fine bread-crumbs. Fry them a light brown, drain, pile them
in a hot dish, and serve them quickly.

HARICOTS BLANCS.

The haricot blanc is the seed of a particular kind of French bean, of

which we find some difficulty in ascertaining the English name, for

though we have tried several which resemble it in appearance, we have
found their flavour, after they were dressed, very different, and for fi-om

agreeable. The large white Dutch runner is, we believe, the proper

variety for cooking ; at least we have obtained a small quantity under
that name, which approached much more nearly than any others we
had tried to those which we had eaten abroad. The haricots, when
fi-eshly harvested, may be thrown into plenty of boiling water, with
some salt and a small bit of butter ; if old, they must be previously

soaked for an hour or two, put into cold water, brought to boil gently,

and simmered until they are tender, for if boiled fast the skins will burst

before the beans are done. Drain them thoroughly from the water when
they are ready, and lay them into a clean saucepan over two or three

ounces of fi-esh butter, a small dessertspoonful of chopped parsley, and
sufficient salt and pepper to season the whole ; then gently shake oi

toss the beans until they are quite hot and equally covered with the

sauce; add the strained juice of half a lemon, and serve them quickly.

The vegetable thus dressed is excellent; and it affords a convenient

resource in the season when the supply of other kinds is scantiest. In

some countries the dried beans are placed in water, overrnight, upon a

stove, and by a very gentle degree of warmth are sufficiently softened

by the following day to be served as follows :—they are drained from

the water, spread on a clean cloth and wiped quite dry, then lightly

floured and fried in oil or butter, with a seasoning of pepper and salt,

lifted into a hot dish, and served under roast beef, or mutton.

TO BOIL BEET ROOT.

Wash the roots delicately clean, but neither scrape nor cut them, aa

not a fibre even should be trimmed away, until after they are dres.'sed.

Throw them into boiling water, and according to their size boil them
from one hour and a half to two hours and a half. Pare and serve them
whole, or thickly sliced, and send melted butter to table with them.

Beet-root is often mixed with winter salads; and it makes a pickle of

beautiful colour ; but one of the most usual modes of serving it at the

present day is, with the cheese, cold and merely pared and sliced, after

Laving been boiled or baked.

1 i to 2i hours. Baked, 2^ to 3J hours.

OLs.—This root must not be probed with a fork like other vegeta-
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bles, to ascertain if it be done or not ; but the cook must endeavour, by
attention, to learn the time required for it. After it is lifted out, the

thickest part may be pressed with the fingers, to which it will yield, if

it be sufficiently boiled.

TO BASE BEET ROOT.

Beet root, if slowly and carefully baked until it is tender quite

through, is very rich and sweet in flavour, although less bright in

colour than, when it is boiled: it is also, we believe, remarkably nutri-

tious and wholesome. Wash and wipe it very dry, but neither cut nor

break any part of it; then lay it into a coarse dish, and bake it in a

jrentle oven for four or five hours : it will sometimes require even a longer

i me than this. Pare it quickly if to be served hot ; but leave it to cool

rst, when it is to be sent to table cold.

The white beet-root is dressed exactly like the red : the leaves of it

re boiled and served like asparagus.

In slow oven from 4 to 6 hours.

STEWED BEET ROOT.

Bake or boil it tolerably tender, and let it remain until it is cold, then

pare and cut it into slices ; heat and stew it for a short time in some
good pale veal gravy (or in strong veal broth for ordinary occasions),

'hicken this with a teaspoonful of arrow-root, and half a cupfiil or more
itf good cream, and stir in, as it is taken from the fire, from a tea to a
^blespoonful of vinegar. The beet may be served likewise in thick

white sauce, to which, just before it is dished, the mild eschalots of

page 138 may be added.

TO STEW RED CABBAGE. {Flemish Receipt.)

Strip the outer leaves firom a fine and fresh red cabbage ; wash it

well, and cut it into the thinnest possible slices, beginning at the top;

put it into a thick saucepan in which two or three ounces of good but-

ter have been just dissolved ; add some pepper and salt, and stew it very

slowly indeed for three or four hours in its own juice, keeping it often

stirred, and well pressed down. When it is perfectly tender add a
tablespoonful of vinegar ; mix the whole up thoroughly, heap the cab-

bage in a hot dish, and serve broiled sausages round it ; or omit these

last, and substitute lemon-juice, cayenne pepper, and a half-cupful of

good gravy.

The stalk of the cabbage should be split in quarters and taken en-

tirely out in the first instance.'

3 to 4 hours.

BOILED CELERY.

This vegetable is extremely good dressed like sea-kale, and served

on a toast with rich melted butter. Let it be freshly dug, wash it with

great nicety, trim the ends, take off" the coarse outer-leaves, cut the

roots of equal length, tie them in bunches, and boil them in plenty

of water, with the usual proportion of salt, from twenty to thirty

minutes.

20 to 30 minutes.

STEWED CELERY.

Cut five or six fine roots of celery to the length of the inside of the

dish in which they are to be served; free them from all the coarser
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leaves, and from the green tope, trim the root ends neatly, and wash
the vegetable in several waters till it is as clean as possible ; then,

either boil it tender with a little salt, and a bit of fresh butter the size

of a walnut, in just suflScient water to cover it quite, drain it well,

arrange it on a very hot dish, and pour a thick bechamel, or white sauce
over it; or stew it in broth or common stock, and serve it with very

rich, thickened, Espagnole or brown gravy. It has a higher flavour

when partially stewed in the aauce, after being drained thoroughly from
the broth. Unless very large and old, it will be done in from twenty-
five to thirty minutes, but if not quite tender, longer time must be al-

lowed for it. A cheap and expeditious method of preparing this dish ia

to slice the celery, to simmer it until soft in as much good broth as will

only just cover it, and to add a thickening of flour and butter, or arrow-

root, with some salt, pepper, -and a small cupful of cream.

25 to 30 minutes, or more.

STEWED ONIONS.

Strip the outer skin from four or five fine Portugal onions, and trim

the ends, but without cutting into the vegetable ; arrange them in a
saucepan of sufficient size to contain them all in one layer ; just cover

them with good beef, or veal gravy, and stew them very gently indeed

for a couple of hours: they should be tender quite through, but should

not be allowed to fall to pieces. When large, but not mild onions are

used, they should be first boiled for half an hour in plenty of water,

then drained from it, and put into boiling gravy : strong, well-flavoured

broth of veal or beef, is sometimes substituted for this, and with the

addition of a little catsup, spice, and thickening answers very well.

The savour of this dish is heightened by flouring lightly and frying the

unions of a pale brown before they are stewed.

Portugal onions, 4 or .5 (if fried, 15 to 20 minutes); broth or gravy, 1

to li pint: nearly or quite 2 hours.

Obs.—When the quantity of gravy is considered too much, the onions

may be only half covered, and turned when the under side is tender, but

longer time must be allowed for stewing them.

TO PRY ONIONS.

Peel and slice them evenly, have ready a pan of hot butter, or salt-

pork fat, and fry the onious till slightly browned.

TO BOIL ONIONS.

Take onions of the same size, peel and wash them, lay them in some
pan or kettle with a broad bottom, so that the onions may not be piled

one upon another. Cover them with water, or milk and water if yon

like them very mikl and let them simmer slowly, for 20 minutes, or till

done.
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CHAPTER XVI.

PASTRY.

INTBODTJCTORY REMAIIKS.

The greateit possible cleanliness and nicety should be observed in

making pastry. The slab or board, paste-rollers, tins, cutters, stamps,

everything, in fact, used for it, and especially the hands (for these last

are not always so scrupulously attended to as they ought to be), should

be equally free from the slightest soil or particle of dust. The more
expeditiously the finer kinds of crust are made and despatched to the

oven, and the less they are touched, the better. Much of their excel-

lence depends upon the baking also; they should have a sufiicient de-

gree of heat to raise them quickly, but not so fierce a one as to colour

them too much before they are done, and still less to bum them. The
oven-door should remain closed after they are put in, and not be
removed until the paste is set. Large raised pies require a steadily-

sustained, or, what is technically called a soaking heat, and to ensure
this the oven should be made very hot, then cleared, and closely shut

from half to a whole hour before it is used, to concentrate the heat. It

is an advantage in this case to have a large log or two of cord-wood
burned in it, in addition to the usual firing.

In mixing paste, the water should be added gradually, and the whole
gently drawn together with the fingers, until sufiicient has been added,

when it should be lightly kneaded until it is as smooth as possible.

When carelessly made, the surface is often left covered with small dry
crumbs or lumps; or the water is poured in heedlessly in so large a

proportion that it becomes' necessary to add more flour to render it

workable in any way ; and this ought particularly to be avoided when a
certain weight of all the ingredients has been taken.

TO GLAZE OR ICE PASTRY.

The fine yellow glaze appropriate to meat pies is given with beaten
yolk of egg, which should be laid on with a paste brush, or a small

bunch of feathers: if a lighter colour be wished for, whisk the whole of

tlie egg together, or mix a little milk with the yolk.

The best mode of icing fruit-tarts before they are sent to the oven is,

to moisten the paste with cold water, to sift sugar thickly upon it, and
to press it lightly on with the hand ; but when a whiter icing is preferred,

the pastry must be drawn from the oven when nearly baked, and brushed
with white of egg, whisked to a froth ; then well covered with the sifted

sugar, and sprinkled with a few drops of water before it is put in again

.

this glazing answers also very well, though it takes a slight colour, if

used before the pastry is baked.

FEUILLETAGE, OR FINE FRENCH PUFF PASTE.

This, wnen made by a good French cook, is the perfection of rich

light crust, and will rise in the oven from one to six inches in height,
but some practice is, without doubt, necessary to accomplish this. In

Bummer it is a great advantage to have ice at hand, and to horden the
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butter over it before it is used ; the paste also in the intervals of rolling

is improved by being laid on an oven-leaf over a. vessel containing it.

Take an equal weight of good butter free from the coarse salt which is

found in some, and which is disadvantageous for this paste, and of line

dry, sifted flour ; to each pound of these allow the yolks of a couple ot

eggs, and a small teaspqonful of salt. Break a few small bits of the
butter very lightly into the flour, put the salt into the centre, and pour
on it sufiicient water to dissolve it (we do not quite understand why the
doing this should be better than mixing it with the flour, as in other
pastes, but such is the method always pursued for it) ; add a little more
water to the eggs, moisten the flour gradually, and make it into a very
smooth paste, rather lithe in summer, and never exceedingly s\.\S, though
the opposite fault, in an extreme, would render the crust unmanageable.
Press, in a soft thin cloth, all the moisture from the remainder of the
butter, and form it into a ball, but in doing this be careful not to soften

it too much. Should it be in an unfit state for pastry, from the heat of
the weather, put it into a basin, and set the basin in a pan of water
mixed with plenty of salt and saltpetre, and let it remain in a cool place

for an hour if possible, before it is used. When it is ready (and the
paste should never be commenced until it be so), roll the crust out

square,* and of sufficient size to enclose the butter, flatten this a little

upon it in the centre, and then fold the crust well over it, and roll it out
thin as lightly as possible, after having dredged the board and paste-

roller with a little flour: this is called giving it one turn. Then fold it

in three, give it another turn, and set it aside, where it will be very cool,

<or a few minutes ; give it two more turns in the same way, rolling it

each time very lightly, but of equal thickness, and to the full length
that it will reach, taking always especial care that the butter shall not

break through the paste. Let it again be set aside to become cold ; and
after it lias been twice more rolled and folded in three, give it a halfr

turn, by folding it once only, and it will be ready for use.

Equal weight of the finest flour and good butter ; to each pound of

these, the yolks of two eggs, and a small saltspoon^l of salt: 6^ turns

to be given to the paste.

VERY GOOD MGHT PASTE.

Mix with a pound of sifted flour six ounces of fresh, pure lard, and
make them into a smooth paste with cold water

; press the buttermilk

from ten ounces of butter, and form it into a ball, by twisting it in a

clean cloth. Roll out the paste, put the ball of butter in the middle,

close it like an apple-dumpling, and roll it very lightly until it is less

than an inch thick ; fold the ends into the middle, dust a little flour over

the board and paste-roller, and roll the paste thin a second time, then set

it aside for three or four minutes in a very cool place
;
give it two more

turns, and after it has again been left for a few minutes, roll it out

twice more, folding it each time in three. This ought to render it fit

for use. The sooner this paste is sent to the oven after it is made, the

lighter it will be : if allowed to remain long before it is baked, it will

be tough and heavy.

Flour, 1 lb. ; lard, 6 ozs. ; butter, 10 ozs. ; little salt.

* The learner will perhaps find it easiei to fold the paste securely round it in tile

Arm of a duuipling, until a little eiperieni e has been acquired.
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English puff-paste.

Break lightly into a couple of pounds of flried and sifted flour, eight

ounces of butter; add a pinch of salt, and sufficient cold water to make
the paste ; work it as quickly and as lightly as possible, until it is smooth
and pliable, then level it with the paste-roller until it is three-quarters

of an inch thick, an(^ place regularly upon it six ounces of butter in

small bits; fold the paste like a blanket-pudding, roll it out again, lay

on it six ounces more of butter, repeat the rolling, dusting each time a
little flour over the board and paste, add again six ounces of butter, and
roll the paste out tliin three or four times, folding the ends into the
middle.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; little salt; butter, 1 lb. lOozs.
If very rich paste be required, equal portions of flour and butter must

be used ; and the latter may be divided into two, instead of three parts,

when it is to be rolled in.

CREAM CRUST ; (very good.)

Stir a little fine salt into a pound of dry flour, and mix gradually
with it sufiicient very thick, sweet cream to form a smooth paste ; it will

be found sufficiently good for common family dinners, without the addi-

tion of butter ; but to make an excellent crust, roll in four ounces in the

usual way, after having given the paste a couple of turns. Handle it

as lightly as possible in making it, and send it to the oven as soon as it

is ready; it may be used for fruit tarts, cannelons, pufis, and other

varieties of small pastry, or for good meat-pies. Six ounces of butter

to the pound of flour will give a very rich crust
Flour, 1 lb.; salt, 1 small saltspoonful (more for meat pies); rich

cream, i to | pint ; butter, 4 ozs. ; for richest crust, 6 ozs.

PATE BRISEE, OR FRENCH CRUST FOR HOT OR COLD MEAT-PIES.

Sift two pounds and a quarter of fine dry flour, and break into it one
pound of butter, work them together with the fingers until they.resem-
ble fine crumbs of bread, then add a small teaspoonful of salt, and make
them into a firm paste, with the yolks of four eggs, well beaten, mixed
with half a pint of cold water, and strained : or for a somewhat richer

crust of the same kind, take two pounds of flour, one of butter, the

yolks of four eggs, half an ounce of. salt, and less than the hal&pint of

water, and work the whole well until the paste is perfectly smooth.

Flour, 2J lbs. ; butter, 1 lb. ; salt, 1 small teaspoonful
;
yolks of eggs,

4 ; water, \ pint. Or ; flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, 1 lb.
;
yolks of eggs, 4

;

water, less than } pint.

PLEAD CRUST. '

Flead is the provincial name for the leaf, or inside fat of a pig, which
makes excellent crust when fresh, much finer, indeed, than after it ia

melted into lard. Clear it quite from skin, and slice it very thin into

the flour, add sufiicient salt to give flavour to the paste, and make the

whole up smooth and flrm with cold water ; lay it on a clean dresser,

and beat it forcibly with a rolling-pin until the flead is blended perfectly

with the flour. It may then be made into cakes with a paste-cutter, or

used for pies, round the edges of which a knife should be passed, as the

crust rises better when cut than if merely rolled to the pjoper size.

With the addition of a small quantity of butter, which may either be
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broken into the fliur before the flead is mixed with it, or rolled into tho

paste after it is beaten, it will be found equal to fine puiF crust, with the

advantage of being more easy of digestion.

Quite common crust : flour, 1 i lb. ; flead, 8 ozs. ; salt, 1 small tea-

Bpoonfiil. Good common crust : flour, 1 lb. ; flead, 6 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs.

Rich crust : flead, J lb. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; flour, 1 lb. The crust is very

good when made without any butter.

COMMON SVBr-CRUST FOR PIES.

In many families this is preferred both for pies and tarts, to crust made
with butter, as being much more wholesome ; but it should never be

served unless especially ordered, as it is to some persons peculiarly dis-

tasteful. Chop the suet extremely small, and add from six to eight

oimces of it to a pound of flour, with a few grains of salt; mix these

with cold water into a firm paste, and work it very smooth. Some
cooks beat it with a paste-roller, until the suet is perfectly blended with
the flour ; but the crust is lighter without this. In exceedingly sultry

weather the suet, not being firm enough to chop, may be -sliced as thin

as possible, ai)d well beaten into the paste after it is worked up.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; beef or veal kidney-suet, 12 to 16 ozs. ; salt (for fi:uit-

pies), J teaspoonful; for meat-pies, 1 teaspoonftil.

VERY SUPERIOR SUET-CRUST.

Strip the skin entirely from some fresh veal or beef kidney-suet ; chop,

and then put it into the mortar, with a small quantity of pure-flavoured

lard, oil, or butter, and pound it perfectly smooth : it may then be used

for crust in the same way that butter is, in making puff-paste, and in'

this form will be found a most excellent substitute for it, for hot pies or

tarts. It is not quite so good for those which are to be served cold.

Eight ounces of suet pounded with two of butter, and worked with the

fingers into a pound of flour, will make an exceedingly good short crust

;

but for a very rich one, the proportion must be increased.

Good short crust : flour, 1 lb. ; suet, 8 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; salt, ^
teflspoonful. Richer crust: suet, 16 ozs. ; butter, 4 ozs. ; flour, 1^ lb.

;'

salt, 1 small teaspoonful.

VERT RICH SHORT CRUST FOR TARTS.

Break lightly, with the least possible handling, six ounces of butter

into eight of flour ; add a dessertspoonful of pounded sugar, and two or

three of water ; roll the paste for several minutes, to blend the ingre-

dients well, folding it together like puff-crust, and touch it as little as

possible.

Flour, 8 ozs. ; butter, 6 ozs.
;
pounded sugar, 1 dessertspoonfiil ; water,

1 to 2 spoonsful.

BRIOCHE PASTE.

The brioche is a rich, light kind of unsweetened bun, or cake, very

comn.'only sold, and served to all classes of people in France, where it

is raaue in great perfection by good cooks and pastry-cooks. It is

fashionaole at some tables, though in a different form, serving princi-

pally as a crust to enclose rissoles, or to make cannelons and fritters.

We have seen it recommended for a vol-au-vent, for which we should

say it does not answer by any means so well as the fine puff-paste called

feuillelage. The large proportion of butter and eggs which it contains
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render it to many persons highly indigestible ; and we mention this to

warn invalids against it, as we have known it to cause great suffering

to persons out of health. To make it, take a couple of pounds* of fine

dry flour, sifted as for cakes, and separate eight ounces of this from the

remainder to make the leaven. Put it into a small pan, and mix it

lightly into a lithe paste, with half an ounce of yeast, and a spoonful

or two of warm water ; make two or three slight incisions across the

top, throw a cloth over the pan, and place it near the fire for about
twenty minutes, to rise. In the interval make a hollow space in the

centre of the remainder of the flour, and put into it half an ounce of
salt, as much fine sifted sugar, and half a gill of cream, or a dessert-

spoonful of water ; add a pound of butter, as free from moisture as it

can be, and quite so from large grains of salt; cut it into small bits, put

it into the flour, and pour on it one by one six fi-esh eggs freed from the

specks; then with the fingers work the flour gently into this mass until

the whole forms a perfectly smooth, and not stiff paste : a seventh egg,

or the yolk of one, or even of two, may be added with advantage if the

flour will absorb them ; but the brioche must always be workable, and
not so moist as to adhere to the board and roller disagreeably. When
the leaven is well risen spread this paste out, and the leaven over it

;

mix them well together with the hands, then cut the whole into several

portions, and change them about that the leaven may be incorporated

perfectly and equally with the other ingredients: when this is done,

and the brioche is perfectly smooth and pliable, dust some flour on a
cloth, roll the brioche in it, and lay it into a pan

;
place it in summer in

a cool place, in winter in a warm one. It is usually made over-night,

and baked in the early part of the following day. It should then be
kneaded up afresh the first thing in the morning. To mould it in the

usual form, make it into balls of uniform size, hollow these a little at

the top by pressing the thumb round them, brush them over with yolk

of egg, and put a second much smaller ball into the hollow part of each

;

glaze them entirely with yolk of egg, and send them to a quick oven
for half an hour or more. The paste may also be made into the form

of a large cake, then placed on a tin, or copper oven-leaf, and supported

with a pasteboard in the baking ; for the form of which see introductory

page of Chapter XXIII.
Flour, 2 lbs.

;
yeast, 4 oz. ; salt and sugar, each J oz. ; butter, 1 lb-

;

eggs, 6 to 8.

MODERN POTATO PASTY; (an excellent family dish.)

A tin mould of the construction shown in the plate, with a perforated

moveable top, and a small valve to allow the escape of the steam, must
be had for this pasty, which is an excellent family dish, and which may
be varied in numberless ways. Arrange at the bottom of l.he mould
from two to three pounds of mutton cutlets, freed, according to the

taste, from all, or fi-om the greater portion of the fat, then washed,

lightly dredged on both sides with flour, and seasoned with salt and

pepper or cayenne. Pour to them sufficient broth or water to make

* It should he rpmarketl, that the directions for brioche-making are principally de-

rived from the Frfni;h, and that the pound in their country wei{;hs two ounces more
thin with us: this diflirenre will account for the difficulty of workinc in the number
of eggs which they generally specify, and wliich render the paste too moist.
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the gravy, and add to it at pleasure a talilespoonful of mushroom catsup
or of Harvey's sauce. Have ready boiled, and very smoothly mashed,
with about an ounce of butter, and a spoonful or two of milk or cream
to each pound, as many good potatoes as will form a crust to the pasty

of quite three inches thick; put the cover on the mould, and arrange

these equally upon it, leaving them a little rough on the surface. Bake
the pastry in a moderate oven from three quarters of an hour to an hour
and a quarter, according to its size and its contents. Pin a folded nap-

kin neatly round the mould, before it is served, and have ready a hot

dish to receive the cover, which must not be lifted off until after the

pasty is on the table.

Chicken, or veal and oysters ; delicate pork chops with a seasoning

of sage and a little parboiled onion, or an eschalot or two finely minced

;

partridges or rabbits neatly carved, mixed with small mushrooms, and
moistened with a little good stock, will all give excellent varieties of
this dish, which may be made likewise with highly seasoned slices of

salmon freed from the skin, sprinkled with fine herbs or intermixed

with shrimps ; clarified butter, rich veal stock, or good white wine, may
he poured to them to form the gravy. To thicken this, a little flour

should be dredged upon the fish before it is laid into the mould. Other
kinds, such as cod, mackerel in fillets, salt fish (previously kept at the

point of boiling until three parts done, then pulled into flakes, and put

into the mould with hard eggs sliced, a little cream, flour, butter, cay-

enne, and anchovy-essence, and baked with mashed parsneps on the

top), will all answer well for this pasty. Veal, when used for it, should

be well beaten first: sweetbreads, sliced, may be laid in with it.

For a pasty of moderate size, two pounds, or two and a half of meat,

and from three to four of potatoes will be sufficient: a qnarter-pint of
milk or cream, two small teaspoonsfiil of salt, and from one to two
ounces of butter must be mixed up with these last.*

MODERN CHICKEN PIE.

Skin, and cut down into joints a couple of fowls, take out all the

bones, and season the flesh highly with salt, cayenne, pounded mace,
and nutmeg ; line a dish with a thin paste, and spread over it a layer

of the finest sausage-meat, which has previously been moistened with a

spoonful or two of cold water; over this place closely together some of

the boned chicken joints, then more sausage-meat, and continue thus

* A larger proportion of cream and butter well dried into the potatoi's over n gentle
ffre, aftur tliey are iiiaslied, will render the cruBt uf the parity richer and liner.
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with alternate layers of each, until the dish is full ; roll out, and fasten

securely at the edges, a cover half an inch thick, trim off the superflu-

ous paste, make an incision in the top, lay some paste leaves round it,

glaze the whole with yolk of egg, and bake the pie from an hour and a

half to two hours in a well-heated oven. Lay a sheet or two of writing-

paper over the crust, should it brown too quickly. Minced herbs can

be mixed with the sausage-meat at pleasure, and a small quantity of

eschalot also, where the flavour is much liked : it should be well moist-

ened with water, or the whole will be unpalatably dry. The pie may
be served hot or cold, but we would rather recommend the latter.

A couple of very young tender rabbits will answer exceedingly well

for it instead of fowls, and a border, or half paste in the dish will gene-

rally be preferred to an entire lining of the crust, which is now but

rarely served,- unless for pastry, which is to be taken out of the dish in

which it is baked before it is sent to table.

A COMMON CHICKEN PIE.

Prepare the fowls as for boiling, cut them down into joints, and sea-

son them with salt, white pepper, and nutmeg, or pounded mace;
arrange them neatly in a dish bordered with paste, lay amongst them
three or four fresh eggs, boiled hard, and cut in halves, pour in some
cold water, put on a thick cover, pare the edge, and ornament it, make
a hole in the centre, lay a roll of paste, or a few leaves round it, and
bake the pie in a moderate oven from an hour to an hour and a half.

The back and neck bones may be boiled down with a bit or two of lean

ham, to make a little additional gravy, which can be poured into the

pie after it is baked.

PIOEON PIE.

Border a large dish with fine puff-paste, and cover the bottom with a
veal cutlet, or tender rump steak, free from fat and bone, and seasoned

with salt, cayenne, and nutmeg, or pounded mace
;
prepare with great

nicety as many freshly-killed young pigeons as the dish will contain in

one layer; put into each a slice or ball of butter, seasoned with a little

cayenne and mace ; lay them into the dish with the breasts downwards,
and between and over them put the yolks of half a dozen or more of
hard-boiled eggs; stick plenty of butter on them, season the whole well

with salt and spice, pour in some cold water or veal broth for the gravy,

roll out the cover three quarters of an inch thick, secure it well round
the edge, ornament it highly, and bake it for an hour or more in a well-

heated oven. It is a great improvement to fill the birds with small

mushroom-buttons, prepared as for partridges (se^ Chapter XIII.) : their

livers also may be put into them.

BEEF-STEAK FIE.

From a couple to three pounds of rump-steak will be sufiicfent for a
pood family pie. It should be well kept though perfectly sweet, for in

no form can tainted meat be more offensive than when it is enclosed in

paste. Trim off the coarse skin, and part of the fet, should there be
much of it (many eaters dislike it altogether in pies, and when this is

the case every morsel should be carefully cut away). If the beef shoiild

not appear very tender, it may be gently beaten with a paste-roller until

the fibre is broken, then divided into slices half as large as the hand,
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and laid into a dish bordered with paste. It should be seasoned with
salt and pepper, or cayenne, and sufficient water poured in to make the

gravy and keep the meat moist. Lay on the cover, and be careful

always to brush the edge in every part with egg or cold water, then
. join it securely to the paste which is round the rim, trim both off close

to tiie dish, pass the point of the knife through the middle of the cover,

lay some slight roll or ornament of paste round it, and decorate the

border of the pie in any of the usual modes, which are too common to

require description. Send the pie to a well-heated, but not fierce oven
for about an hour and twenty minutes. To make a richer beef-steak

pie put bearded oysters in alternate layers with the meat, add their

strained liquor to a little good gravy, in which the beards may be sim-

mered for a few minutes, to give it further flavour, and make a light

puft" paste for the crust. Some eaters like it seasoned with a small por-

tion of minced onion or eschalot when the oysters are omitted. Mush-
rooms improve all meat-pies.

1 to li hour.

MUTTON PIE.

A pound and a quarter of flour will make sufficient paste for a mode-
rate-.-.ized pie, and two pounds of mutton freed from the greater portion

of the fat will fill it. Butter a dish, and line it with about half the

paste rolled thin ; lay in the mutton evenly, and sprinkle over three

quarters of an ounce of salt, and from half to a whole teaspoonful of
pepper according to the taste

;
pour in cold water to within an inch of

the brim. Roll the cover, whicli should be quite half an inch thick, to

the size of the dish ; wet the edges of the paste with cold water or

white of egg, be careful to close them securely, cut them off" close to

the rim of the dish, stick the point of the knife through the centre, and
bake the pie an hour and a quarter in a well-heated oven.

Flour, 1J lb. ; dripping, J lb. (or suet, ^ lb. and butter, 2 ozs). Mut-
ton, 2 lbs. ; salt, J oz.

;
pepper, half to whole teaspoonful ; water, J pint

li hour.

RAISED PIES.

These may be made of any size,

and with any kind ofmeat, poultry,

or game, but the whole must be

entirely free from bone. When
the crust is not to be eaten, it is

made simply with a few ounces of

lard or butter dissolved in boiling

water, with which the flour is to be

mixed (with a spoon at first, as the

heat would be too great for the

hands, but afterwards with the fin-

gers) to a smooth tind firm paste.

this form of pie,* use for it a good crust which they call a pSte brisee

(see page 252), and this is eaten usually with the meat which it con-

*We remember having partaken of one which was broiijrht from Boraeuux, aud
which containetl a small boned ham of delicious flavour, surmounted by boned part-

ridges, above which were placed fine larka likewise boned; all the inMrstices were
filled with superexcellent forcemeat ; and the whole, beins a solid mass of nourishing

f'andE. would have formed an admirable traveller's larder in itself.

16

The French, who excel greatly in
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tains. In either case the paste must be sufficiently stiff to retain its

form perfectly after it is raised, as it will have no support to prevent its

felling. The celebrated Monsieur Ude gives the following directions

for moulding it to a proper shape without difficulty; and as inexpe-

rienced cooks generally find a little at first in giving a good appearance

to these pies, we copy his instructions for them: "Take a lump of

y)aste proportionate to the size of the pie you are to make, mould it in

the shape of a sugar loaf, put it upright on the table, then with the

palms of your hands flatten the sides of it; when you have equalized it

all round and it is quite smooth, squeeze the middle of the point down
to half the height of the paste," then hollow the inside by pressing it

with the fingers, and in doing this be careful to keep it in every part of
equal thickness. Fill it,* roll out the cover, egg the edges, press them
securely together, make a hole in the centre, lay a roll of paste round
it, and encircle this with a wreath of leaves, or ornament the pie in any
other way, according to the taste

;
glaze it with well-beaten yolk of

egg, and bake it from two to three hours in a well-heated oven if it be
small, and from four to five hours if it be large, though the time must
be regulated in some measure by the nature'of the contents^ as well as

by the size ofthe dish.

Obs.—We know not if we have succeeued in making the reader

comprehend that this sort of pie (with the exception of the cover, for

which a portion must at first be taken off) is made from one solid lump
of paste, which, after having been shaped into a cone, as Monsieur Ude
directs, or into a high round, or oval form, is hollowed by pressing down
the centre with the knuckles, and continuing to knead the inside equally

round with the one hand, while the other is pressed close to the outside.

It is desirable that the mode of doing this should be once seen by the

learner, if possible, as mere verbal instructions are scarcely sufficient

to enable the quite-inexperienced cook to comprehend at once the exact

form and appearance which should be given to the paste.

A VOL-AU-VBNT. (bNTREE.)

This dish can be successfully made only with the finest and lightest

pufi^paste (see feuilletage, page 250), as its height, which ought to be

from four to five inches, de-

pends entirely on its rising in

the oven. Roll it 'o something
more than an inch in thick-

ness, and cut it to the shape
and size of the inside of the

dish in which it is to be served,

or stamp it out with a fluted

tin of proper dimensions ; then
mark the cover evenly about an inch from the edge all round, and orna-

ment it and the border also, with a knife, as fancy may direct; brush
yolk of egg quickly over them, and put the vol-au-vent immediately into

a brisk oven, that it may rise well, and be finely coloured, but do not

allow it to be scorched. In from twenty to thirty minutes, should it

* For the mode of doinff this, see observations, pajje 256. and note, page 257. A
ham must be boiled or stewed tender, and freed from the skin and blackened |)arts be
Cure it is laid in ;

poultry and game, buiied ; and alt meat liighly seasoned.
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appear baked tlirough, as well as sufficiently browned, draw it out, and
with the point of a knife detach the cover carefully where it has been
marked, and scoop out all the soft unbaked crumb from the mside of the

vol-aif-vent ; then turn it gently on to a sheet of clean paper, to drain

the butter from it. At the instant of serving, fill it with a rich fricas-

see of lobster, or of sweetbreads, or with turbot a la creme, or with the

white part of cold roast veal cut in thm coUops not larger than a shil-

ling, and heated in good white sauce with oysters (see minced veal and
oysters, page 174), or with any other of the preparations which we shall

indicate in their proper places, and send it immediately to table. The
vol-au-vent, as the reader will perceive, is but the case, or crust, in

which various kinds of delicate ragouts are served in an elegant form.

As these are most frequently composed of fish, or of meats which have
been already dressed, it is an economical as well as an excellent mode
of employing such remains. The sauces in which they are heated must
be quite thick, for they would otherwise soften, or even run through
the crust. This, we ought to observe, should be examined before it is

filled, and should any part appear too thin, a portion of the crumb which
has been taken out should be fastened to it with some beaten egg, and
the whole of the inside brushed lightly with more egg, in order to make
the loose parts of the vol-au-vent stick well together. This method ia

Recommended by an admirable and highly experienced cook, but it need
only be resorted tn when the crust is not solid enough to hold the con
tents securely.

For moderate-sized vol-au-vent, flour, J lb. ; butter, § lb. ; salt, small

saltspoonful ; yolk, 1 egg ; little water. Larger vol-au-vent, j lb. flour

;

other ingredients in proportion : baked 20 to 30 minutes.

Obs.—When the vol-au-vent is cut out with the fluted cutter, a second,

some sizes smaller, after being just dipped into hot water, should be
pressed nearly half through the paste, to mark the cover. The border

ought to be from three quarters of an inch to an inch and a half wido

A VA1/-AU-VENT OP FRUIT. (ENTREMETS.)

After the crust has been made and baked as above, fill it at the mo-
ment of serving with peaches, apricots, mogul, or any other richly

flavoured plums, which have been stewed tender in syrup ; lift them
from this, and keep them hot while it is boiled rapidly almost to jelly

,

then arrange the fruit in the vol-au-vent, and pour the syrup'over it.

For the manner of preparing it, see compotes of fruit. Chapter XX. ; but

increase the proportion of sugar nearly half, that the juice may bo
reduced quickly to the proper consistency for the vol-au-vent. Skin
and divide the apricots, and quarter the peaches, unless they should be
very small.

YOL-AU-VENT A LA CREME. (ENTREMETS.)

After having raised the cover and emptied the vol-au-vent, lay it on a
sheet of paper, and let it become cold. Fill it just before it is sent to

table with fi-uit, either boiled down to a rich marmalade, or stewed as

for the preceding vol-au-vent, and heap well-flavoured, but not too

highly sweetened, whipped cream over it. The edge of the crust may
be glazed by sifting sugar over it, when it is drawn from the oven, and

holding a salamander or red-hot shovel above it; or it may be left

unglazfid, and ornamented with bright-coloured fruit jelly.
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OYSTER-PATTIES.* (ENTREE.)

Line some small p?itty-pans with fine puff-paste, rolled thin and to

preserve their form-when baked, put a bit of bread into each ; lay on
the covers, pinch and trim the edges, and send the patties to a brisk

oven. Plump and beard from two to three dozens of small oysters ; mix
very smoothly a teaspoonful of flour with an ounce of butter, put them
into a clean saucepan, shake them round over a gentle fire, and let them
simmer for two or three minutes; throw in a little salt, pounded mace,
and cayenne, then add, by slow degrees, two or three spoonsful of rich

cream, give these a boil, and pour in the strained liquor of the oysters

;

next, lay in the fish, and keep at the point of boiling for a couple of
minutes. Raise the covers from the patties, take out the bread, fill

them with the oysters and their, sauce, and replace the covers. We
have found it, an improvement to stew the beards of the fish with a
strip or two of lemon-peel, in a' little good veal stock for a quarter ofan
hour, then to strain and add it to the sauce. The oysters, unless very
small, should be once or twice divided.

GOOD CHICKEN PATTIES. (e'nTREE )

Raise the white flesh entirely from a young undressed fowl, divide it

once or twice, and lay it into a small clean saucepan, in which about an
ounce of butter has been dissolved, and just begins to simmer ; strew in

a slight seasoning of salt, mace, and cayenne, and stew the chicken

very sofl;ly indeed for about ten minutes, taking every precaution against

its browning : turn it into a dish with the butter, and its own gravy, and
let it become cold. Mince it with a, sharp knife; heat it, without

allowing it to boil, in a little good white sauce (which may be made of
some of the bones of the fowl), and fill ready-baked patty-crusts, or

small vol-au-vents with it, just before they are sent to table ; or stew
the flesh only just sufficiently to render it firm, mix it after it is minced
and seasoned with a spoonfiil or two of strong gravy, fill the patties, and
bake them fi:om fifteen to eighteen minutes. It is a great improvement
to stew and mince a few mushrooms with the chicken.

The breasts of cold turkeys, fowls, partridges, or pheasants, or the

white part of cold veal, minced, heated in a bechamel sauce, will serve

at once for patties : they may also be made of cold game, heated in an
Espagffole, or in a good brown gravy.

Obs.—A spoonful or two of jellied stock or gravy, or of good white

sauce, converts these into admirable patties: the same ingredients make
also very superior rolls or cannelons. For patties k la Cardinale, small

mushroom-buttons stewed as for partridges. Chapter XIII., before they

are minced, must be substituted for truflles ; and the butter in which
they are simmered should be added with them to the eggs.

EXCELLENT MEAT ROLLS.

Pound, as for potting (see page 227), aiid with the same proportion

of bdtter and of seasonings, some half-roasted veal, chicken, or tul-key.

Make some forcemeat by the receipt No. 1, Chapter VI., and form it

These patties should be made small, with a thin crust, and be well-filled with tlie

oysters and their sauce. The substiluti n of fried crumbs for the covers will vary
them Vbry agreeably. For lulister-pattieff prepare tbe tiiih as fo*- a vol-au-vmt i)ut cut
it Boiallec
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into small rolls, not larger than a finger ; wrap twice or thrice as much
of the pounded meat equally round each of these, first moistening it WJith

a teaSpoonful of water ; fold them in good pufF-paste, and bake them
from fifteen to twenty minutes, or until the crust is perfectly done. A
small quantity of the lean of a boiled liam may be finely minced and
pounded with the veal, and very small mushrooms, prepared as for a

partridge (page 217), may be substituted for the forcemeat.

PATTIES, TARTLETS, OR SMALL VOLS-AU-VENTS.

These are quickly and easily made with two round paste-cutters, of

which one should be little more than half the size of the other : to give

the pastry a better appearance, they should be fluted. Roll out some
of the lightest puff-paste to a half inch of thickness, and with the larger

of the tins cut the number of patties required ; then dip the edge of the

small shape into hot water, and press it about half through them. Bake
tliem in a moderately quick oven from ten to twelve minutes, and when
they are done, with the point of a sharp knife, take out the small rounds

of crust from the tops, and scoop all the crumb from the insides of the

patties, which may then be filled with oysters, lobster, chicken, or any
other of the ordinary varieties of patty meat, prepared with white sauce.

Fried crumbs may be laid over them instead of the covers, or these last

can be replaced.

For sweet dishes, glaze the pastry, and fill it with rich whipped
cream, preserve, or boiled custard ; if with the last of these, put it back
into a very gentle oven untU the custards are set.

ANOTHER RECEIPT FOR TARTLETS.

For a dozen tartlets, cut twenty-four rounds of paste of the usual size,

lai form twelve of them into rings by pressing the small cutter quite

through them ; moisten these with cold water, or white of egg, and lay

them on the remainder of the rounds of paste, so as to form the rims of

the tartlets. Bake them from ten to twelve minutes, fill them with
preserve while they are still warm, and place over it a small ornament
of paste cut fi-om the remnants, and baked gently of a' light colour.

Serve the tartlets cold, or if wanted hot for table put them back into

the oven for one minute after they are filled.

A SEITON, OR VEAL CUSTARD. \

Pour boiling, a pint of rich, clear, pale veal gravy on six fresh eggs,

which have been well beaten and strained : sprinkle in directly the

grated rind of a fine lemon, a. little cayenne, some salt if needed, and a

quarter-teaspoonful of mace. Put a paste border round a dish, pour in,

first two ounces of clarified butter, and then the other ingredients; bake
the Sefton in a very slow oven from twenty-five to thirty minutes, or

ontil it is quite firm in the middle, and send it to table with a little good
gravy. Very highly flavoured game stock, in which a few mushrooms
have been stewed, may be used for this dish with great advantage in

lieu of veal gravy; and a sauce made of the smallest mushroom buttons,

may be served with it in either case. The mixture can be baked in a

whole paste, if preferred so, or in well-buttered cups ; then turned out

and covered with the sauce before it is sent to table.

Rich veal or game stock, 1 pint ; fresh eggs, 6 ; rind, 1 lemon ; little
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Bait and cayenne ; pounded mace, J leaspoonfu, , butter, 2 ozs. : baked,

25 to 30 minutes, slow oven.

APPUE CAKE, OR GERMAN TART.

Work together with the fingers ten ounces of butter and a pound of

flour, until they resemble fine crumbs of bread ; throw in a small pinch

of salt, and make them into a firm smooth paste with the yolks of twc

eggs and a spoonful or two of water. Butter thickly a plain tin cake,

or pie mould (those which open at the sides are best adapted for the

purpose)'; roll out the paste thin, place the mould upon it, trim a bit to

Its exact size, cover the bottom of the mould with this, then cut a band

the height of the sides, and press it smoothly round them, joining the

edge, which must be moistened with egg or wat> r, to the bottom crust;

and festen upon them, to prevent their separation, a narrow and thin

band of paste, also moistened. Next, fill the mould nearly from the

brim with the following marmalade, which must be quite cold when it

is put in. Boil together, over a gentle fire at first, but more quickly

afterwards, three pounds of good apples with fourteen ounces of pounded

sugar, or of the finest Lisbon, the strained juice of a large lemon, three

ounces of the best butter, and a teaspoonful of pounded cinnamon, or

the lightly grated rind of a couple of lemons : when the whole is per-

fectly smooth and dry, turn it into a pan to cool, and let it be quite cold

before it is put into the paste. In early autumn, a larger proportion of

sugar may be required, but this can be regulated by the taste. When
the mould is filled, roll out the cover, lay it carefully over the marma-
lade that it may not touch it ; and when the cake is securely closed,

trim ofi'the superfluous paste, add a little pounded sugar to the parings,

spread them out very thin, and cut them into leaves to ornament the

top of the cake, round which they may be placed as a sort of wreath.*

Bake it for an hour in a moderately brisk oven ; take it firom the mould,

and should the sides not be sufficiently coloured, put it back for a few
minutes into the oven upon « baking tin. Lay a paper over the top,

when it is of a fine light brown, to prevent its being too deeply coloured.

This cake should be served hot.

Paste : flour, 1 lb. ; butter, 10 ozs. ; yolks of eggs, 2 ; little water.

Marmalade : apples, 3 lbs. ; sugar, 14 ozs. (more if needed) ;
juice of

lemon, 1 ; rinds of lemons, 2: butter, 3 ozs. : baked, 1 hour.

TOURTE MERINGUEE, OR TART WITH ROYAL ICINcf

lay a band of fine paste round the rim of a tart>dish, fill it with any
kind of firuit mixed with a moderate proportion of sugar, roll out the

cover very evenly, moisten the edges of the paste, press them together

carefully, and trim them ofi" close to the dish ; spread equally over the

top, to within rather more than an inch of the edge all round, the whites

of three fresh eggs beaten to a quite solid froth, and mixed quickly at

the moment of using them, with three tablespoonsful of dry sifl;ed sugar.

* Or. instead of these, fasten on it with a little white of egg, after it is taken from
the oven, some ready-baked leaves of almond-paste (see page 363), either plain or co-

loured. ,,

t The limits to which we are obliged to confine this volume, compel us to omit many
receipts which we would gladly insert; we have, therefore, rejected those which may
be found in almost every English cookery book, for such as are, we apprehend, less

Known to the reader : this will account for the Siuall number of receipts for pies and
fruit tarts to be found in the present chapter.
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Put the tart into a moderately brisk oven, and when the crust has risen

well, and the icing is set, either lay a sheet of writing-paper lightly

over it, or draw it to a part of the oven where it will not take too much
colour. This is now a fashionable mode of icing tarts, and greatly im-
proves their appearance.
Bake half an hour.

A GOOD APPLE TART.

A pound and a quarter of apples, weighed after they are pared and
cored, will be sufficient for a small tart, and four ounces more for one
of moderate size. Lay a border of English pufF-paste, or of cream-crust

round the dish, just dip the apples into water, arrange them very com-
pactly in it, higher in the centre than at the sides, and strew amongst
them from three to four ounces of pounded sugar, or more should they
be very acid : the grated rind, and the strained juice of half a lemon
will much improve their flavour. Lay on the cover rolled thin, and ice

it or not at pleasure. Send the tart to a moderately brisk oven for

about half an hour. This may be converted into the old-fashioned

creamed apple tart, by cutting out the cover while it is still quite hot,

leaving only about an inch-wide border of paste round the edge, and
pouring over the apples when they have become cold, from half to three

quarters of a pint of rich boiled custard. The cover divided into trian-

gular sippets, was formerly stuck round the inside of the tart, but orna-

mental leaves of pale pufPpaste have a better effect. Well-drained

whipped cream may be substituted tor the custard, and piled high, and
lightly over the fruit.

BARBERRY TART.

Barberries, with half their weight of fine brown sugar, when they are

thoroughly ripe, and with two ounces more when they- are not quite so,

make an admirable tart. For one of moderate size, put into a dish bor-

dered with paste, three quarters of a pound of barberries stripped from
their stalks, and six ounces of sugar in alternate layers ;~ pour-over them
three tablespoonsful of water, put on the cover, and bake the tart tor

naif an hour. Another way of making it is, to line a shallgw tin pan
with very thin crust, to mix the fruit and sugar well together with a

spoon, before they are laid in, and to put bars of paste across instead of

a cover ; or it may be baked without either.*

ALMOND PASTE.

For a single dish of pastry, blanch seven ounces of fine sweet almonds
and one of bitter ;f throw them into cold water as they are done, and
let them remain in it for an hour or two ; then wipe, and pound them
to the finest paste, moistening them occasionally with a few drops of

cold water, to prevent their oiling ; next, add to, and mix thoroughly

with thern, seven ounces of highly-refined, dried, and sifted sugar; put

them into a small preserving-pan, or enamelled stewpan, and stir them
over a clear and very gentle fire until they are so dry as not to adhere

* The French make their fruit-tarts generally thus, in lar^e shallow pans. Plums,
split and stojied (or if small kinds, left entire), cherries and currants fVeed from the

stalks, and various other fruits, alt rolled in plenty of sugar, are baked in the uncov-
eri^d crust; or this is baked by itself, and then filled afterwards with fl nil previously

•tewed tender.

1 Wlnan these are ohjected to, use half a pound of the sweet almonds.
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to the finger when touched ; turn the paste immediately into an earthen

pan or jar, and when cold it will be ready for use. •

Sweet almonds, 7 ozs. ; bitter almonds, 1 oz. ; cold water, 1 table-

Epoonful ; sugar, 7 ozs.

Obs.—The pan in which the paste is dried should by no means be
placed upon the fire, but high above it on a bar or trevet : should it be

allowed by accident to harden too much, it must be sprinkled plentifully

with water, broken up quite small, and worked, as it warms, with a
strong wooden spoon to a smooth paste again. We have found this

method perfectly successful ; but, if time will permit, it should be mois-

tened some hours before it is again set over the fire.

TARTLETS OP ALMOND PjfeXB.

Butter slightly the smallest-sized patty-pans, and line them with the
almond-paste rolled as thin as possible ; cut it with a sharp knife close

to their edges, end bake or rather dry the tartlets slowly at the mouth
of a very cool oven. If at all coloured, they should be only of the

palest brown ; but they will become perfectly crisp without losipg their

whiteness if left for some hours in a very gently-heated stove or oven.

They should be taken from the pans when two thirds done, and laid,

reversed, upon a sheet of paper placed on a dish or board, before they
^

are put back into the oven. At the instant of serving, fill them with
bright-coloured whipped cream, or with peach or apricot jam ; if the

preserve be used, lay over it a small star or other ornament cut from
the same paste, and dried with the tartlets. Sifl;ed sugar, instead of

flour, must be dredged upon the board and roller in using almond paste.

Leaves and flowers formed of it, and dried gradually until perfectly

crisp, will keep for a long time in a tin box or canister, and they form

elegant decorations for pastry. When a fluted cutter the size of the

pa,tty-pans is at hand, it will be an improvement to cut out the paste

with it, and then to press it lightly into them, as it is rather apt to

break when pared off with a knife. To colour it, prepared cochineal,

or spinach-green, must be added to it in the mortar.

" MINCEMEAT
;
(_Author's Receipt.)

To one pound of an unsalted ox-tongue, boiled tender and cut free

from the rind, add two pounds of fine stoned raisins, two of beef kidney-

suet, two pounds and a half of currants well cleaned and dried, two of

good apples, two and a half of fine Lisbon sugar, from half to a whole

pound of candied peel according to the taste, the grated rinds of two
large lemons, and two more boiled quite tender, and chopped up entire-

ly, with the exception of the pips, two small nutmegs, half an ounce

of salt, a large teaspoonful of pounded mace, rather more of ginger in

powder, half a pint of brandy, and as much good sherry or Madeira.

Mince these ingredients separately, and mix the others all well before

the brandy and the wine are added ;
press the whole into a jar or jars,

and keep it closely covered. It should be stored for a few days before

it is used, and will remain good for many weeks. . Some persons like a

slight flavourmg of cloves m addition to the other spices; others add

the juice of two or three lemons, and a larger quantity of brandy. The
inside of a tender and well-roasted sirloin of beef will answer quite ia

well as the tongue.
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Of a fresh-boiled ox-tongue, or inside of roasted sirloin, 1 lb. ; stoned

raisins and minced apples, each 2 lbs. ; currants and fine Lisbon sugar,

each 2i lbs. ; candied orange, lemon or citron rind, 8 to 16 ozs. ; boiled

lemons, 2 large ; rinds of two others, grated ; salt, ^ oz. ; nutmegs, 2
small

; pounded mace, 1 large teaspoonful, and rather more of ginger

;

good sherry or Madeira, J pint ; brandy, 4 pint.

Obs.—The lemons will be sufiiciently boiled in frcim one hour to one
and a quarter.

SUPERLATIVE MINCEMEAT.

Take four large lemons, with their weight of golden pippins pared
and cored, of jar-r;aisins, currantS), candied citron and orange-rind, and
the finest suet, and a fourth part more of pounded sugar. Boil the

lemons tender, chop them small, but be careful first to extract all the

pips ; add them to the other ingredients, after all have been prepared

with great nicety, and mix the whole well with from three to four

glasses of good brandy. Apportion salt and spice by the preceding re-

ceipt. We think that the weight of one lemon, in meat, improves this

mixture ; or, in lieu of jt, a small quantity of crushed macaroons added
just before it is baked.

MINCE PIES, (entremets.)

Butter some tin pattypans well, and line them evenly with fine puff-

paste rolled thin; fill them with mincemeat, moisten the edges of the

covers, which should be nearly a quarter of an inch thick, close the pies

carefully, trim off the superfluous paste, make a small aperture in the

centre of the crust with a fork or the point of a knife, ice the pies with
cold water and sifted sugar (see page 250), or not, at pleasure, and bake
them half an hour in a well-heated but not fierce oven : lay a paper
over them when they are partially done, should they appear likely to

take too much colour.

i hour.

MINCE PIES KOYAL. (ENTREMETS.)

Add to half a pound of good mincemeat an ounce and a half of

pounded sugar, the grated rind and the strained juice of a large lemon,
one ounce of clarified butter, and the yolks of four eggs ; beat these

well together, and half fill, or rather more, with the mixture, some pat-

typans lined with fine paste ; put them into a moderate oven, and when
the insides are just set, ice them thickly with the whites of the eggs
beaten to snow, and mixed quickly at the moment with four heaped
tablespoonsftil of pounded sugar ; set them immediately into the oven
again, and bake them of a fine light brown.

Mincemeat, 4 lb. ; sugar, IJ oz. ; rind- and juice, 1 large lerhon •

butter, 1 oz. ;
yolks, 4 eggs. Icing: whites, 4 eggs; sugar, 4 table-

spoonsfiil.

THE monitor's TART, OR TOURTE A LA JVDD.

Put into a German enamelled stewpan, or^into a delicately clean

saucepan, three quarters of a pound of well-flavoured apples, weighed
after they are pared and cored ; add to them from three to four ounces

of pounded sugar, an ounce and a half of fresh butter, cut small, and

half a teaspoonful of pounded cinnamon, or the lightly grated rind of a

email lemon. Let them stand over, or by the side of a gentle fire until
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they begin to soften, and toss them now and then to raingle the whole

well, but do not stir them with a spoon ; they should all remain un-

broken and rather firm. Turn them into a dish, and let them become
cold. Divide three quarters of a pound of gooii light crust into two
equal portions ; roll out one quite thin and round, flour an oven-leaf

and lay it on, as the tart cannot so well be moved after it is made

;

place tjie apples upon it in the form of a dome, but leave a clear space

of an inch or more round the edge ; moisten this with white of egg,

and press the remaining half of the paste (which should be rolled out

to the same size, and laid carefully over the apples) closely upon it

:

they should be well secured, that the syrup from the fruit may not burst

through. Whisk the white of an egg to a froth, brush it over the

tart with a small bunch of feathers, sift sugar thickly over, and then

strew upon it some almonds blanched and roughly chopped ; bake the

tart in a moderate oven from thirty-five to forty-five minutes. It may
be filled with peaches, or apricots, half-stewed, like the apples, or with

cherries merely rolled in fine sugar ; or with the pastry cream of

page 267.

Light paste, ^ to f lb. ; apples 12 ozs. ; butter, 1J oz. ; sugar, 4 ozs.

;

glazing of egg and sugar ; almcnds, J oz. : 35 to 45 minutes.

FUDDINQ PIES. (ENTREMETS.)

This form of pastry (or its name at least) is, ^we believe, pecu.iar to

the county of Kent, where it is made in abundance, and eaten by all

classes of people during Lent. Boil for fifteen minutes three ounces of

ground rice* in a pint and a half of new milk, and when taken from

the fire stir into it three ounces of butter and four of sugar; add to these

six well-beaten eggs, a grain or two of salt, and a flavouring of nutmeg
or lemon-rind at pleasure. When the mixture is nearly cold, line some
large pattypans or some saucers with thin pufi" paste, fill them with it

three parts full, strew the tops thickly with currants which have been

cleaned and dried, and bake the pudding-pies from fifteen lo twenty

minutes in a gentle oven.

Milk, 1^ pint
;
ground rice, 3 ozs. : 15 minutes. Butter, 3 ozs. ; sugar,

i lb. ; nutmeg or lemon-rind ; eggs, 6 ; currants, 4 to 6 ozs. : 15 to 20
minutes.

PUDDING PIES ; (a commoner kind.)

One quart of new milk, five ounces of ground rice, butter, one ounce

and a half (or more), four ounces of sugar, half a small nutmeg grated,

d. pinch of salt, four large eggs, and three ounces of currants.

COCOA-NUT CHEESE-CAKES. (ENTREMETS.) {Jamaica Receipt.)

Break carefully the shell of the nut, that the liquid it contains may
noi escape.f Take out the kernel, wash it in cold water, pare thinly

off' the dark skin, and grate the nut on a delicately clean bread-grater;

put it, with its weight of pounded sugar, and its own milkj if not sour,

or if it be, a couple of spoonsful or rather more of water, into a silver or

block-tin saucepan, or a very small copper stewpan perfectly tinned,

and keep it gently stirred over a quite clear fire until it is tender : it

will sometimes require an hour's stewing to make it so. When a little

cooled, add to the nut, and beat well with it, some eggs properly whisked

Or rict'Jlour. f '^^^^ '^ ^^^^ secured by boring tfie Bhell before }p jp Ifrqgc^n-
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and strained, and toe grated rind of half a lemon. Line some pattypans

with line paste, put in the mixture, and balte the cheese-cakes from thir-

teen to fifteen minutes.

Grat-?d cocoa-nut, 6 ozs. ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; the milk of the nut, or of

water, 2 large tablespoonsful : J to 1 hour. Eggs, 5 ; lemon-rind, J of
1: 13 'o l.'j minutes.

Ob".—We have found the cheese-cakes made with these proportions

very excellent indeed, but should the mixture be considered too sweet,

another egg or two can be added, and a little brandy also.

I KMON CHEESE-CAKES. (ENTREMETS.) {Christ-Church-College
Receipt.)

B.asp the rind of a large lemon with four ounces of fine sugar, then

crush, and mix it with the yolks of three eggs, and half the quantity of
Vifhites, well whisked; beat these together thoroughly; add to them
four tablespoonsful of cream, a quarter of a pound of oiled butter, the

strained juice of the lemon,—which must be stirred quickly in by de-

grees,—and a little orange-flower brandy. Line some pattypans with

thin pufi^paste, half fill them with the mixture, and bake them thirty

minutes in a moderate oven.

Sugar, 4 ozs. ; rind and juice, 1 large lemon ; butter, 4 ozs. ; cream,

4 tablespoonsful ; orange-fiower brandy, 1 tablespoonful : bake 4 hour.

COMMON LEMON TARTLETS.

Beat four eggs until they are exceedingly light, add to them gradually

four ounces of pounded sugar, and whisk these togetlier for five minutes

;

strew lightly in, if it be at hand, a dessertspoonful of potato-flour, if not,

of common flour well dried and sifted ; then throw into tlie mixture, by
riow degrees, three ounces of good butter, which should be dissolved,

but only just luke-warm ; beat the whole well, then stir briskly in the

strained juice and the grated rind of one lemon and a half. Line some
pattypans with fine puff-paste rolled very thin, fill them two thirds full,

and bake the tartlets about twenty minutes, in a moderate oven.

Eggs, 4 ; sngar 4 ozs.
;
potato-flour, or common flour, 1 dessertspoon-

ful; butter, 3 ozs.; juice and rind of IJ full-sized lemon: baked 15 to

20 minutes.

CEEME PATISSIERE, OR PASTRY CREAM.

To one ounce of fine flour add, very gradually, the beaten yolks of

three fresh eggs ; stir to them briskly, and in small portions at first,

tliree-quarters of a pint of boiling cream, or of cream and new milk

mixed ; then turn the whole into a clean stewpan, and stir it over a

very gentle fire until it is quite thick, take it off, and stir it well up and

round ; replace it over the fire, and let it just simmer from six to eight

minutes; pour it into a basin, and add to it immediately a couple of

ounces of pounded sugar, one and a half of iresh butter, cut small, or

clarified, and a spoonful of the store-mixture of page 120, or a little

sugar which has been rubbed on the rind of a lemon. The cream is

rich enough for common use without further addition ; but an ounce and

a half of ratifias, crushed almost to powder with a paste-roller improves

it much, and they should be mixed with it for the receipt which follows.

Flour, 1 oz.
;
yolks of eggs, 3 ; boiling cream, or milk and cream

mixed, | pint: just simmered, 6 to 8 minutes. Butter, IJ oz. ; sugar,

5 ozs. ; little store-flavouring, or rasped lemon-rind ; ratifias, li az.
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06«.-r-This is an excellent preparation,' which may be used for tart-

lets, cannelons, and other forms of pastry, with extremely good effect.

SMAU. VOIS-ATI-VENTS, A LA HOWITT. (ENTREMETS.)

Make some small vols-au-vents by the directions of page 261, either

in the usual way, or with the rings of paste placed upon the rounds.

Ice the edges as soon as they are taken from the oven, by sifting fine

sugar thicBy on them, and then holding a salamander or heated shovel

over them, until it melts and forms a sort of pale barley-sugar glaze.

Have ready, and quite hot, some crtoe patissiere, made as above ; fill

the vols-au-vents with it, and send them to table instantly.

PASTRY SANDWICHES.

Divide equally in two, and roll off square and as thin as possible, some
rich puftcrust;* lay one half on a buttered tin, or copper oven-leaf, and
spread it lightly with fine currant, strawberry, or raspberry jelly ; lay

the remaining half closely over, pressing it a little with the rolling-pin

after the edges are well cemented together ; then mark it into divisions,

and bake it from fifteen to twenty minutes in a moderate oven.

FANCHONNETTES. (ENTREMETS.)

Roll out very thin and square some fine puff-paste, lay it on a tin or

copper oven-leaf, and cover it equally to within something less than an
inch of the edge with peach or apricot jam ; roll a second bit of paste to

the same size, and lay it carefully over the other, having first moistened
the edges with beaten egg, or water

;
press them together securely, that

the preserve may not escape; pass a paste-brush or small bunch of
feathers dipped in water, over the top, sift sugar thickly on it, then with
the back of a knife, mark the paste into divisions of uniform size, bake
it in H. well-heated but not fierce oven for twenty minutes, or rather

more, and cut it while it is still hot, where it is marked. The fanchon-
nettes should be about three inches in length and two in width. In
order to lay the second crust over the preserve without disturbing it,

wind it lightly round the paste-roller, and in untwisting it, let it fall

gently over the other part.

This is not the form of pasty caJed by the French fanchonnettes.

Fine puff-paste, 1 lb. ; apricot or peach-jam, 4 to 6 ozs. : naked 20 to

25 minutes.

CURRANT-JELLY TARTtBTS, OR CUSTARDS.

Put four tablespoonsful of the best currant-jelly into a basin, and stir

'to it gradually twelve spoonsful of beaten egg; if the preserve be rich

and sweet, no sugar will be required. Line some pans with paste rolled

very thin, fill them with the custard, and bake them for about ten

minutes.!

RAMEKINS A L'uBE, OR SEPTON FANCIES.

Roll out, rather thin, from six to eight ounces of fine cream-crust, or

feuilletage (see page. 250) ; take nearly or quite half its weight of

grated Pannesan, or something less of dry white cheese ; sprinkle it

equally over the paste, fold it together, roll it out very lightly twice, and

* Almond paste is sometimes substituted for tliia.

Strawberry o raspberry jelly will i nswer admirably for these.
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continue this until the cheese and crust are well mixed. Cut the fame-
kins with a small pasle-cutter ; wash them with yolk of egg mixed with

a little milk, and bake them about fifteen minutes. Serve them very

hot.

Cream-crust, or feuilletage, 6 ozs. ; Parmesan, 3 ozs. ; or English

cheese, 2^ ozs. : 15 minutes.

CHAPTER XVII.

BOILED PUDDINGS.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS.

ALL the ingredients for puddings should be fresh and of good quality.

It is a felse economy to use for them such as have been too long stored,

as the slightest degree of mustiness or taint in any one of the articles

of which they are composed will spoil all that are combined with it.

Eggs should always be broken separately into a cup before they are

thrown together in the same basin, as a single very bad pne will occa-

sion the loss of many when this precaution is neglected. They should

also be cleared from the specks with scrupulous attention, either with
the point of a small three-pronged fork, while they 'are in the cup, or

by straining the whole through a fine hair-sieve after they are beaten.

The perfect sweetness of suet and milk should be especially attended to,

before they are mixed into a pudding, as nothing can be more ofiensive

than the first when it is over-kept, nor worse in its effect than the curd-

ling of the milk, which is the certain result of its being ever so slightly

soured.

Currants should be cleaned, and raisins stoned with exceeding care

;

almonds and spices very finely pounded j and the rinds of oranges or

lemons rasped or grated lightly off, that the bitter part of the skin may
be avoided, when they are used for this, or for any other class of dishes;
if pared, they should be cut as thin as possible.

Custard-puddings, to have a good appearance, must be simmered only,

but without ceasmg ; for if boiled in a quick and careless manner, the

surface, instead of being smooth and velvety, will be full of holes, or

honey-combed, as it is called, and the whey will flftw from it and min-
gle with the sauce. A thickly-buttered sheet of writing-paper should

be laid between the custard-mixture and the cloth, before it is tied

over, or the lid of the mould is closed upon it ; and the mould itself, or

the basin in which it is boiled, and wHlch should alvvays be quite full,

must likewise be well buttered ; and after it is lifted from the water the

pudding should be left in it for qiiite five minutes before it is dished, to

prevent its breaking or spreading about.

Batter is much lighter when boiled in a cloth, and allowed fuU room
tn swell, than when confined in a mould : it should be well beaten the

instant before it is poured into it, and put into the water immediately
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after il is securely tied. The cloth should be moist and thickly floured,

and the pudding should be sent to table as expeditiously as possible

after it is done, as it will quickly become heavy. This applies equally

to all puddings made with paste, which are rendered uneatable by any
delay in serving them after they are ready : they should be opened a

little at the top as soon as they are taken from the boiler or stewpan.

Plum-puddings, which it is now customary to boil in moulds, are both

lighter and less dry, when closely tied in stout cloths well buttered and
floured, especially when they are made in part with bread ; but when
this is done, care should be taken not to allow them to burn to the bot-

tom of the pan in which they are cooked ; and it is a good plan to lay a

plate or dish under them, by way of precaution against this mischance

:

it will not then so much matter whether they be kept floating or not.

It is thought better to mix these entirely (except the liquid portion of

them) the day before they are boiled, and it is perhaps an advantage

when they are of large size to do so, but it is not really necessary for

small or common ones.

A very little salt improves all sweet puddings, by taking off the in-

sipidity, and bringing out the full flavour of the other ingredients, but

its presence should not be in the slightest degree perceptible. When
brandy, wine, or lemon-juice is added to them it should be stirred in

briskly, and by degrees, quite at last, as it would be likely otherwise to

curdle the milk or eggs.

Many persgns prefer their puddings steamed ; but when this is not

done, they should be drof^ed into plenty of boiling water, and be kept

well covered with it until they are ready to serve; and the boiling

should never be allowed to cease for an instant, for they soon become
heavy if it be interrupted.

Pudding ar.d dumpling cloths should not only be laid into plenty of

water as soon as they are taken off", and washed afterwards, as we shall

direct, but it is essential to their perfect sweetness that they should be

well and quickly dried (in the open air if possible), then folded and kept

in a clean drawer. We have known them left wet by a careless ser-

vant, until when brought forward for use, they were as offensive almost

as meat that had been too long kept. To prevent their ever imparting

an unpleasant flavour when used, they should be washed in a ley made
as follows ; but when from any circumstance this cannot be done, and
soap is used for them, they should be rinsed, and soaked in abundance

of water, which should be changed several times.

A LIE, OR LEY, FOR WASHING PUDDING-CLOTHS.

To a pint of woq^-ashes pour three quarts of boiling water, and either

wash the cloths in the mixture without straining it, or give them two

or three minutes bril in it first, then let the whole cool together; wash
the cloths perfectlj clean, and rinse them in abundance of water

changing it several times : this both takes the grease off, and renders

them very sweet. Two ounces of soda dissolved in a gallon of water

will answer almost as well, providing the rinsing afterwards be care-

fully attended to.

TO CLEAN CURRANTS FOR PUDDINGS OR CAKES.

Put them into a cullender, strew a handful of flour over them, and

rub litem with the hands to separate the lumps, and to detach the stalks;
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work them round in the cullender, and shake it well, when the small
stalks and stones will fell through it. Next pour plenty of cold water
over the currants, drain, and spread them on a soft cloth, press it over
them to absorb the moisture, and then lay them on a very clean oven-
tin, or a large dish, and dry them very gradually (or they will become
hard), either in a cool oven, or before the fire, taking care in the latter

case that they are not placed sufficiently near it for the ashes to fall

amongst them. When they are perfectly dry, clear them entirely from
the remaining stalks, and from every stone that may be amongst them.
The best mode of detecting these is to lay the fruit at the far end of a
large white dish, or sheet of paper, and to pass it lightly, and in very
small portions, witli the fingers, towards oneself, examining it closely aa
this is done.

TO MIX BATTER FOR PUDDINGS.

Put the flour and salt into a bowl, and stir them together ; whisk the

eggs thoroughly, strain them through a fine hair-sieve, and add them
very gradually to the flour ; for if too much liquid be poured to it at

once it will be fiill of lumps, and it is easy, with care, to keep the bat-

ter perfectly smooth. Beat it well and lightly, with the back of a

strong wooden spoon, and aft;er the eggs are added, thin it with milk to

a proper consistency. The whites of the eggs beaten separately to a
solid froth, and stirred gently into the mixture the instant before it is

tied up for boiling, or before it is put into the oven to be baked, will

render it remarkably light. When fruit is added to the batter, it must
be made thicker than when it is served plain, or it will sink to the bot-

tom of the pudding. Batter should never stick to the knife when it is

sent to table ; it will do this both when a sufficient number of eggs are

not mixed with it, and when it is not enough cooked. About four egga
to the half-pound of flour will make it firm enough to cut smoothly.

SUET-CRUST. FOR MEAT OR FRUIT PUDDINGS.

Clear off' the skin from some fresh beef kidney-suet, and with a sharp

knife slice it thin, free it entirely from fibre, and mince it very fine

:

six ounces thus prepared will be found quite sufficient for a pound ot

flour. Mix them well together, add half a teaspoonful of salt for meat
puddings, and a third as much for fruit ones, and sufficient cold water
to make the whole into a very firm paste ; work it smooth, and roll it

out of equal thickness when it is used. The weight of suet should be
taken after it is minced. This crust is so much lighter, and more whole-

some than that which is made with butter, that we cannot refrain from
recommending it in preference to our readers. Some cooks merely slice

the suet in thin shavings, mix it with the flour, and beat the crust with

a paste roller, until the flour and suet are perfectly incorporated.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; suet, 12 ozs. ; salt, 1 teaspoonful ; water, 1 pint.

BUTTER CRUST FOR PUDDINGS.

When suet is disliked for crust, butter must supply its place, but there

must be no intermixture of lard in paste which is to be boiled. Eight
ounces to the pound of flour will render it sufficiently rich for most eat-

ers, and less will generally be preferred ; rich crust of this kind being

more indigestible by far than that which is baked. The butter may be

lightly broken into the flour before the water is added, or it may be laid
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on, and rolled into tlie paste as for puff-crust. A small portion of salt

must be added to it always, and for a meat pudding the same proportion

as directed in the preceding receipt. For kitchen, or for quite common
family puddings, butter and clarified. dripping are used sometimes in

equal proportions. From three to four ounces of each will be sufficient

for the pound and quarter of flour.

Flour, 1 lb.; butter, 8 ozs. ; salt, for fruit puddings, i saltipoonful

;

for meat puddings, ^ teaspoonful.

SMAIiL BEEF-STEAK PUDDING.

Make into a very firm, smooth paste, one pound of flour, six ounces

of beef-suet, finely minced, half a teaspoonful of salt, and half a pint of
cold water. Line with this a basin which holds a pint and a half Sea-

son a pound of tender steak, free from bone and skin, with half an ounce
of salt and half a teaspoonful of pepper well mixed together ; lay it in

the crust, pour in a quarter-pint of water, roll out the cover, close the

pudding carefully, tie a floured cloth over, and boil it three hours and a
half. We give this receipt as an exact guide for the proportions of

meat-puddings in general.

Flour, 1 lb.; suet, 6 ozs.; salt, ^ teaspoonful; water, ^'pint; rump-
steak, 1 lb.; salt, i oz.

;
pepper, J teaspoonful; water, J pint: 3^

hours

RUTH pinch's beef-steak PUDDING.

To make Ruth Pinch's celebrated pudding (known also as beef-steak

pudding a la Dickens), substitute six ounces of butter for the suet in

this receipt, and moisten the paste with the well-beaten yolks of four

eggs, or with three whole ones, mixed with a little water; butter the

basin very thickly before the crust is laid in, as the pudding is to be

turned out of it for table. In all else, proceed exactly as above.

SUPERLATIVE BEEF-PUDDING.

Take a fine woodcock (or half a dozen rice-birds) that is ready for the

spit, and put it into the middle of a large beef-pudding, laying the meat
under, over, and jround it ; flnis'h it as usual, and boil it four hours or

more : the fine flavour of the bird will pervade the whole contents of

the pudding.

MUTTON PUDDING.

Mutton freed perfectly from fet, and mixed with two or three sliced

kidneys, makes an excellent pudding. The meat may be sprinkled

with fine herbs as it is laid into the crust. This will require rather less

boiling than the preceding puddings, but it is made in precisely the

same way.
PARTRIDGE PUDDING.

Skin a couple of well-kept partridges and cut them down into joints;

line a deep basin with suet crust, observing the directions given in the

preceding receipts ; lay in the birds, which should be rather highly sea-

soned with pepper or cayenne, and moderately with salt ; pour in water

for the gravy, close the pudding with care, and boil it from three hours

to three and a half. The true flavour of the game is admirably pre-

served by this mode of cooking. When mushrooms are plentifiil,' put a
layer of buttoos^.or small flaps, cleaned as for pickling, alternately with
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a layer of partridge, in filling the pudding, which" will then be most
•ixcellent eating : the crust may 1^ left untouched, and merely emptied
of its contents, where it is objected to ; or its place may be supplied
with a richer one made of butter. A seasoning of pounded mace or
nutmeg can be used at discretion. Puddings of veal, chickens, and
young rabbits, may all be made by this receipt, or with the addition of
oysters, which we have already noticed.

COMMON BATTER PUDDING.

Beat four eggs thoroughly, mix with them half a pint of milk, and
pass them through a sieve, add them by degrees to half a pound of flour,

md when the batter is perfectly smooth, thin it with another half pint

if milk. Shane out a wet pudding-cloth, flour it well, pour the batter

in, leave it room to swell, tie it securely, and put it immediately into

plenty of fest-boiling water. An hour and ten minutes will boil it

rfend it to table the instant it is dished, with wine sauce, a hot compote
of fruit, or raspberry vinegar : this last makes a delicious pudding sauce.

Unless the liquid be added very gradually to the flour, and the mixture
be well stirred and beaten as each portion is poured to it, the batter will

not be smooth : to render it very light, a portion of the whites of the

eggs, or the whole of them, should be whisked to a froth and stirred

into it just before it is put into the cloth.

Flour, ^ lb.; eggs, 4; salt, j teaspoonful; milk, 1 pint; 1 hour and
10 minutes.

06s.—Modem taste is in favour of puddings boiled in moulds, but, as

we have already stated, they are seldom or ever so light as those which
are tied in cloths only. Where appearance is the first consideration,

we would recommend the use of the moulds, of course.

ANOTHER BATTER PUDDING.

Mix the yolks of three eggs smoothly with three heaped tablespoons-

ful of flour, thin the batter with new milk until it is of the consistency

of cream, whisk the whites of eggs apart, stir them into the batter, and

boil the pudding in a floured cloth or buttered basin for an hour. Before

it is served, cut the top quickly into large dice, half through the pud-

ding, pour over it a small jarful of fine currant, raspberry, or strawberry

jelly, and send it to table without delay.

Flour, 3 tablespoonsful ; eggs, 3 ; salt, ^ teaspoonful ; milk, from ^ to

a whole pint : 1 hour.

Ohs.—For a very large pudding, double the quantity of ingredients

and the time of boiling will be required.

BATTER FRUIT PUDDING.

Butter thickly a basin which holds a pint and a half, and fill it nearly •

to the brim with good boiling apples pare^, cored, and quartered ; pour

over them a batter made with four tablespoonsful of flour, two large of

three small eggs, and half a pint of milk. Tie a buttered and floured

fioth over the basin, which ought to be quite full, and boil the pudding

for an hour and a quarter. Turn it into a hot dish when done, and

Btrew sugar thickly over it : this, if added to the batter at first, renders

it heavy. Morella cherries make a very superior pudding of tiiis kind

;

and green gooseberries, damsons, and various other fruits, answer for it

pxtremely well : the time of boiling it must be varied according to their

finality and its size.
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For a pint and a half mould or basin filled to the brim with apples or

other fruit; flour, 4 tablespoonsfiil ; eggs, 2 large or three small; miik,

^ pint: IJ hour.

Obs.—Apples cored, halved, and mixed with a good batter, make an
excellent baked pudding, as well as red currants, cherries, and plums
of different sorts.

ANOTHER SUET PUDDING.

Make into a somewhat lithe, but smooth paste, half a pound of fine

stale bread-crumbs, three quarters of a pound of flour, firom ten to twelve
ounces of beef-suet, chopped extremely small, a large half^leaspoonful

of salt, and rather less of pepper, with two eggs and a little milk. Boil

it two hours and a quarter.

A CHEAP SUET PUDDING.

With a pound of flour mix well an equal weight of good potatoes

boiled and grated (or prepared by Captain Kater's receipt, page 230), a

quarter pound of suet, and a small teaspoonfiil of salt. Make these into

a stifFbatler, with milk, and boil the pudding one hour in 9 well-floured

cloth. .

APPLE, CURRANT, CHERRY, OR OTHER FRESH FRUIT PUDDING.

Make a paste as for a beaf-steak pudding, either with suet or butter;

lay into a. basin a well-floured cloth, which bas been dipped into hot

water, wrung dry, and shaken out; roll the paste thin, press it evenly

into the basin upon the cloth, fill it with apples, pared, cored, and quar-

tered, or with any other fruit ; put on the cover, taking care to moisten

the edges of the paste, to press them well together, and fold them over

;

gather up the ends of the cloth, and tie it firmly close to the pudding,

which should then be dropped into plenty of fast boiling water. When
it is done, lift it out by twisting a strong fork into the corner of the

cloth, turn it gently into the dish in which it is to be served, and cut

immediately a small round or square from the top, or the pudding will

quickly become heavy; send it to table without the slightest delay,

accompanied by pounded, and by good Lisbon sugar, as many persons

prefer the latter, from its imparting a more mellowed flavour to the

fruit. A small slice of fresh butter, and some finely grated nutmeg, are

usually considered improvements to an apple pudding; the juice, and
the grated rind of a lemon may be added with good effect, when the

fruit is laid into the crust, especially in spring, when the apples gene-

rally will have become insipid in their flavour. When puddings are

preferred boiled in moulds or basins, these must be thickly buttered-

before the paste is laid into them, and the puddings must be turned from

them gently, that they may not burst.

Currant, gooseberry, or cherry pudding, 1 to IJ hour. Greengage,
damson, mussel, or other plum, 1 to I4 hour. Apple pudding, from 1

to 2 hours, according to its size, and the time of year.

Obs.—If made of mellow fruit, an apple pudding will require only so

much boiling as may be needed for the crust.

A COMMON APPLE PUDDING.

Make a light crust with one pound of flcar and six ounces of very

finely minced beef^suet, roll it thin, and ti;; * with one pound and a
quarter of good boiling apples; add the grate" rind and strained juic»
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of a small lemon, tie it in a cloth, and boil it one hour and twenty mi-
nutes before Christmas, and from twenty to thirty minutes longer after
Christmas. A small slice of fresh butter, stirred into it when it ia

sweetened, will, to many tastes, be an acceptable addition; grated nut-
meg, or a little cinnamon in fine powder, may be substituted for the
lemon-rind when either is preferred. To convert this into a richer pud-
ding, use half a pound of butter for the crust, and add to the apples a
spoonful or two of orange or quince marmalade.

Crust : flour, 1 lb. ; suet, 6 ozs. Fruit, pared and cored, IJ lb.

;

juice and rind of 1 small lemon (or some nutmeg or cinnamon in

powder).

Richer pudding : flour, 1 lb. ; butter, ^ lb. ; in addition co fruit, 1 or

2 tablespoonsful of orange or quince marmalade.

THE publisher's PUDDING.

This pudding can scarcely be made too rich. First blanch, and then
beat to the smoothest possible paste, six ounces of fresh sweet almonds,
and a dozen bitter ones ; pour very gradually to them, in the mortar,

three quarters pf a pint of boiling cream ; then turn them into a cloth,

and wring it from them again with strong expression. Heat a full half

pint of it afresh, and pour it, as soon as it boils, upon ibur ounces of fine

bread-crumbs, set a plate over, and leave them to become nearly cold

;

then mix thoroughly with them four ounces of macaroons, crushed tole-

rably small ; five of finely-minced beef-suet, five of marrow, cleared

very carefully from fibre, and from the splinters of bone which are some-
times found in it, and shred, not very small, two ounces of flour, six of
pounded sugar, four of dried cherries, four of the best Muscatel raisins,

weighed after they are stoned, half a pound , of candied citron, or of

citron and orange-rind mixed, a quarter saltspoonful of salt, half a nut-

meg, the yolks only of seven full-sized eggs, the grated rind of a large

lemon, and last of all, a glass of the best Cognac brandy, which must be

stirred briskly in by slow degrees. Pour the mixture into a Ihichly

buttered mould or basin, which contains a ftill quart, fill it to the brim,

lay a sheet of buttered writing-paper over, then a well-floured cloth, tie

them securely, and boil the pudding for four hours and a quarter; let it

stand for a couple of minutes before it is turned out; dish it carefully,

and serve it with the German pudding sauce of page 112.

Jordan almonds, 6 ozs. ; bitter almonds, 12 ; cream, | pint ; bread-

crumbs, 4 ozs. ; cream wrung from almonds, ^ pint ; crushed maca-
roons, 4 ozs. ; flour," 2 ozs. ; beef-suet, 5 ozs. ; marrow, 5 ozs. ; dried

cherries, 4 ozs. ; stoned Muscatel raisins, 4 ozs.
;
pounded sugar, 6 ozs.

;

candied citron (or citron and orange-rind mixed), \ lb.
;
pinch of salt;

J nutmeg; grated rind 1 lemon ; yolks of eggs, 7; best cognac, 1 wine-

glassful : boiled in mould or basin, 4| hours.

Ohs.—This pudding, which, if well made, is very light as well as

rich, will be sufficiently good for most tastes without the almonds,

when they are omitted, the boiling cream must be poured at once tc

the bread-crumbs.

SMALL CUSTARD PUDDING ; {AldehuTgh, White Lion Receipt.')

Dissolve in half a pint of new milk a dessertspoonful of pounded sugar

and pour it to three well-beaten eggs ; strain the mixture uito a but
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tered bat in, which should be full ; lay a half sheet of buttered writing

paper, and then a floured cloth over it, and tie them tightly on ; boil

the pudding gently for twenty-five minutes, and let it stand four or five

more before it is turned out, that it may not spread in the dish. Serve

it with wine sauce.

New milk, ^ pint; sugar, 1 dessertspoonful; fresh eggs, 3: 25
minutes.

COMMON CUSTARD PtTDDINO.

Whisk three eggs well, put them into a pint basin, and add to them
Bufiicient milk to fill it; then strain, flavour, and sweeten it with fine

sugar; boil the pudding very softly for an exact half hour, let it stand a
few minutes, dish, and serve it with sugar sifted over, and sweet sauce

in a tureen, or send stewed gooseberries, currants, or cherries to table

with it. A small quantity of lemon-brandy, or of ratafia can be added,

to give it flavour, when it is made, or the sugar with which it is sweet-

ened may be rasped on a lemon or an orange, then crushed and dis-

solved in the milk ; from an ounce and a half to two ounces will be
sufficient for general taste.

GERMAN FUDDINO, AND SATICG.

Stew, until very tender and dry, three ounces of whole rice in a pint

and a quarter of milk
;

' when a little cooled, mix with it three ounces

of beef-suet, finely chopped, two ounces and a half of sugar, an ounce

of candied orange or lemon-rind, six ounces of sultana raisins, and three

large eggs well beaten and strained. Boil the pudding in a buttered

basin, or in a well-floured cloth, for two hours and a quarter, and serve

it with the following sauce:—Dissolve an ounce and a half of sugar

broken small in two glasses of sherry, or of any other white wine, and

stir them, when quite hot, to the beaten yolks of three fi-esh eggs; then

stir the sauce in a small saucepan held high above the fire until it re-

sembles custard, but by no means allow it to boil, or it will instantly

curdle
;
pour it over the pudding, or, if preferred, send it to table in a

tureen. We think a full teaspoonful of lemon-juice added to the wine

an improvement to this sauce, which is excellent ; and we can recom-

mend the pudding also to our readers.

Milk, IJ pint; rice, 3 ozs. : 1 hour, or more. Suet, 3ozs. ; sugar,

2§ ozs. ; candied peel, 1 oz. ; sultana raisins, 6 ozs. ; eggs, 3 large : 2J
hours. Sauce: sherry, 2 glasses; sugar, IJ oz.

;
yolks of eggs, 3; lit-

tle lemon-juice.

We have already, in a previous part of the volume, directed that the

German sauce should be milled to a fine fi-oth, and poured upon the

pudding with which it is served : when this is not ione, the quantity

should be increased.

MISS BBEMEr's PtTDDING.

Blanch, dry, and beat to the smoothest possible paste, half a pound

i*f fresh Jordan almonds and five or six bitter onesj and moisten them

d.s they are done with a few drops of water, or a little white of egg, to

prevent their oiling. Add to them in very small portions at first, or

they will be lumpy, the yolks of seven fresh eggs, and the whites of

two well beaten ; then throw in gradually four ounces of pounded and

gifted sugar, and whisk the mixture thoroughly until it looks very light i
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next, strew in, continuing' the whisking, four ounces of fine bread-

crumbs, and the grated rind of a lemon ; and last of all, add four ounces
of just-liquid butter, which must, by no means, be heated more than
enough to dissolve it, and which must be poured in by slow degrees,

and beaten thoroughly to the other ingredients, until there is no ap-

pearance of it left. Butter thickly a pint and a half mould, shake fine

bread-crumbs thickly and equally over it, half fill it very gently with

the pudding-mixture, and place lightly upon this a layer of apricot-

jam
;
put the remainder of the puddmg carefully upon it, lay a buttered

paper over the mould, then close it, or should there be no cover, tie a

cloth securely round it, and boil the pudding a full hour. Serve it with

German, or common sweet wine sauce.

Jordan, or sweet almonds, J lb. ; bitter ones, 5 or 6 ;
yolks of 7 eggs,

whites of 2; pounded sugar, 4 ozs. ; bread-crumbs, 4 ozs. ; lemon-rind,

1 ; butter, 4 ozs. ; apricot-marmalade, 1 jarful : full hour.

VERY OOOD RAISIN PUDDINO.

To three quarters of a pound of flour add four ounces of fine crumbs
of bread, one pound of beef-suet, a pound and six ounces of raisins,

weighed after they are stoned, a quarter-teaspoonful of salt, rather more
of ginger, half a nutmeg, an ounce and a half of candied peel, and
four large or five small eggs, beaten, strained, and mixed with a cupful

of milk, or as much more as will make the whole of the consistency of
a very thick batter. Pour the mixture into a well-floured cloth of close

texture, which has previously been dipped into hot water, wrung, and
shaken out. Boil the pudding in plenty of water for four hours and a
naif It may be served with very sweet wine, or punch-sauce ; but if

made as we havt directed, will be much lighter than if sugar be mixed
with the other ingredients before it is boiled ; and we have found it

generally preferred to a richer plum-pudding.

Flour, I lb. ; bread crumbs, 4 ozs. ; beef-suet, 1 lb. ; stoned raisins, 1

lb. 6 ozs. ; candied peel, 1 i oz. ; ^ nutmeg ; eggs, 4 large, or 5 small

;

little salt and ginger : 4^ hours.

THE ElEOANT ECONOMIST'S PUDDING.

Butter thickly a plain mould or basin, and line it entirely with slices

of cold plum or raisin pudding, cut so as to join closely and neatly to-

gether ; fill it quite with a good custard, lay, first a buttered paper, and
then a floured cloth over it, tie them securely, and boil the pudding
gently for an hour ; let it stand for ten minutes after it is taken up
l)efore it is turned out of the mould. This is a more tastefiil mode of
serving the remains of a plum-pudding than the usual one of broiling

them in slices, or converting them into fritters. The German sauce,

well milled or fi-othed, is generally much relished with sweet boiled-

puddings, and adds greatly to their good appearance ; but common wine,

or punch-sauce, may be sent to table with the above quite as appro-

priately.

Mould or basin holding IJ pint, lined with thin slices of plum-pud-

ding; J pint new milk boiled gently 5 minutes with grain of salt; 5
bitter almonds, bruised ; sugar in lumps, 2^ ozs. ; thin rind of \ lemon,

strained and mixed directly with 4 large well-beatei eggs
; poured into

ipould while just warm ; boiled gently 1 hour.
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PUDDING A LA SCOONES.

I'll ke ot" apples finely minced, and of currants, six ounces each ; of

BJet, chopped small, sultana raisins, picked from the stalks, and sugar,

four ounces each, with three ounces of fine bread-crumbs, the grated

rind, and the strained juice of a, small lemon, three well-beaten eggs,

and two spoonsful of brandy. Mix these ingredients perfectly, and boil

the pudding for two hours in a buttered basin ; sift sugar over it when
it is sent to table, and serve wine or punch sauce apart.

Minced apples and currants, each, 6 ozs. ; suet, sultana raisins, and

sugar, each, 4 ozs.; bread-crumbs, 3 ozs.; lemon, 1; eggs, 3; brandy,

2 spoonsful : 2 hours.

COTTAGE CHRISTMAS PUDDING.

A pound and a quarter of flour, fourteen ounces of suet, a pound and

a quarter of stoned raisins, four ounces of currants, five of sugar, a quar-

ter-pound of potatoes smoothly mashed, half a nutmeg, a quarter-tea-

spoonful of ginger, the same of salt, and of cloves in powder: mix these

ingredients thoroughly, add four well-beaten eggs with a quarter-pint

of milk, tie the pudding in a well-floured cloth, and boil it for four

hours.

Flour, 1J lb. ; suet, 14 ozs. ; raisins stoned, 20 ozs. ; currants, 4 ozs.

;

sugar, 5 ozs.
;
potatoes, J lb. ; J nutmeg ; ginger, salt, cloves, J tea-

spoonful each ; eggs, 4 ; milk, i pint : 4 hours.

SMALL LIGHT PLUM PUDDING.

Put half a pint of fine bread crumbs into a basin, and pour on them a

quarter-pint of boiling milk
;
put a plate over, and let them soak for half

an hour; then mix with them half a pint of suet chopped extremely

small, rather more of stoned raisins, three teaspoonsful of sugar, one of

flour, three eggs, a tiny pinch of salt, and sufficient grated lemon-peel or

nutmeg to flavour it lightly. Tie the pudding in a well-floured cloth,

and boil it for two hours.

Bread-crumbs, ^ pint; milk, ^ pint; suet, J pint; raisins, nearly |
pint; sugar, 3 teaspoonfUl, and 1 of. flour; eggs, 3; little salt nutmeg;
2 hours.

ANOTHER PITDDING, LIGHT AMD WHOLESOME.*

With three ounces of the crumb of a stale loaf finely grated and

soaked in a quarter-pint of boiling milk, mix six ounces of suet minced
very small, one ounce of dry bread-crumbs, ten ounces of stoned raisins,

a little salt, the grated rind of a china-orange, and three eggs, leaving

out one white. Boil the pudding for two hours, and serve it with very

sweet sauce ; put no sugar in it.

VEGETABLE PLUM PUDDING. (CAeop and good.)

Mix well together one pound of smoothly-mashed potatoes, half a

pound of carrots boiled quite tender, and beaten to a paste, one pound

of flour, one of currants, and one of raisins (full weight after they are

stoned), three quarters of a pound of sugar,, eight ounces of suet, one

nutmeg, and a quarter-teaspoonful of salt. Put the pudding into a well-

floured cloth, tie it closely, and boil it for four hours. The correspond-

*Both this, and the preceding pudding, will be found very delicate, and well suited

lo invalids.
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cnt to whom we are indebted for this receipt says, that the cost «f

the ingredients does not exceed half a crown, and that the pudding is of
sufficient size for a party of sixteen persons. We can vouch for its

excellence, but as it is rather apt to break when turned out of the cloth,

a couple of eggs would perhaps improve it. Sweetmeats, brandy, and
spices, can be added at pleasure.

Mashed potatoes, 1 lb. ; carrots, 8 ozs. ; flour, 1 lb. ; suet, Jib.; sugar,

j lb. ; currants and raisins, 1 lb. each ; nutmeg, 1 ; little salt : 4 hours.

AN EXCELLENT SHALL MINCEMEAT FVDDINO.

Pour on an ounce of bread-crumbs, sufficient boiling milk to soak
them well ; when they are nearly cold drain as much of it from them as

you can, and mix them thoroughly with half a pound of mincemeat, a
dessertspoonful of brandy, and three eggs beaten and strained. Boil

the pudding for two hours in a well-buttered basin, which should be full,

and serve it with sauce made with a little melted butter, half a glass of
white wine, a tablespoonful of brandy, half as much lemon-juice, and
sufficient sugar to make it tolerably sweet.

Bread-crumbs, 1 oz. ; mincemeat, J lb.; brandy, dessertspoonful;

eggs, 3 : 2 hours.

THE author's CHRISTMAS PUDDING.

To three ounces of flour, and the same weight of fine, lightly-grated

bread-crumbs, add six of beef kidney-suet, chopped small, six of raisins

weighed afl^r they are stoned, six of well cleaned currants, four ounces

of minced apples, five of sugar, two of candied orange-rind, half a tea-

epoonful of nutmeg mixed with pounded mace, a very little salt, a small

glass of brandy, and three whole eggs. Mix and beat these ingredi-

ents well together, tie them tightly in a thickly floured cloth, and boil

them for three hours and a half We can recommend this as a remark-

ably light small rich pudding: it may be served with German, wine, or

punch sauce.

Flour, 3 ozs. ; bread-crumbs, 3 ozs. ; suet, stoned raisins, and cur-

rants, each, 6 ozs. ; minced apples, 4 ozs. ; sugar, 5 ozs. ; candied peel,

2 ozs. ; spice, J teaspotinful ; salt, few grains; brandy, small wineglass-

full ; eggs, 3 : 3^ hours.

ROLLED PUDDING.

Roll out thin a bit of light puff paste, or a good suet crust, and spread

equally over it to within an inch of the edge, any kind of fruit jam.

Orange marmalade and mincemeat make excellent varieties of this

pudding, and a deep layer of fine brown sugar, flavoured witlj the grated

rind and strained juice of one very large, or of two small lemons, an-

swers for it extremely well. Roll it up carefully, pinch the paste toge-

ther at the ends, fold a cloth round, secure it well at the ends, and boil

the pudding from one to two hours, according to its size and the nature

of the ingredients. Haifa pound of flour made into a paste with suet

or butter, and covered with preserve, will be quite sufficiently boiled in

an hour and a quarter.

BREAD PUDDING.

Sweeten a pint of new milk with three ounces of fine sugar, throw

in a few grains of salt, and pour it boiling on half a pound of fi le, and

lightly-grated bread-crumbs ; add an ounce of fresh butter, and cover
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them with a plate ; let them remain for half an hour or more, and then

Btir to them four.large well-whisked eggs, and a flavouring of nutmeg,
or of lemon-rind ; pour the mixture into a thickly-buttered mould or

basin, which holds a pint and a half, and which ought to be quite full

;

tie a paper and a cloth tightly over, and boil the pudding exactly an
jour and ten minutes. This is quite a plain receipt, but by omitting

two ounces of the bread, and adding more butter, one egg, a small glass

of brandy, the grated rind of a lemon, and as much sugar as will sweeten

the whole richly, a very excellent pudding will be obtained ; candied

orange-peel also has a good effect when sliced thinly into it ; and half

a pound of currants is generally considered a further improvement.

New milk, 1 pint; sugar, 3 ozs. ; salt, few grains; bread-crumbs, ^
lb. ; eggs, 4 (.5, if very small) ; nutmeg or lemon-rind at pleasure : 1

hour and 10 minutes.

Or: milk, 1 pint; bread-crumbs, 6 ozs. ; butter, 2 to 3 ozs. ; sugar, 4^
ozs.; eggs, 5; brandy, small glassful; rind, 1 lemon. Further addi-

tions at choice : candied peel, 1^ oz. ; currants, ^ lb.

BROWN BREAD FIJDDING.

To half a pound of stale brown bread, finely and lightly grated, add
an equal weight of suet, chopped small, and of currants cleaned and
dried, with half a saltepoonfiil of salt, three ounces of sugar, the third

of a small nutmeg grated, two ounces of candied peel, five well-beaten

eggs, and a glass of brandy. Mix these ingredients thoroughly, and
boil the pudding in a cloth for three hours and a half. Send wine sauce

to table with it The grated rind of a large lemon may be added with

good effect.

Brown bread, suet, and currants, each 8 ozs. ; sugar, 3 ozs. ; candied

peel, 2 ozs. ; salt, J saltspoonful ; 4 of small nutmeg ; eggs, 5 ; brandy,

1 wineglassful ; 3^ hours.

A GOOD BOILED RICE PUDDING.

Swell gradually,* and boil until quite soft and thick, four ounces and

a half of whole rice in a pint and a half of new milk ; sweeten them
with from three to four ounces of sugar, broken small, and stir to them,

while they are still quite hot, the grated rind of half a large lemon, four

or five bitter almonds, pounded to a paste, and four large well-whisked

eggs ; let the mixture cool, and then pour it into a thickly buttered

basin, or mould, which should be quite full ; tie a buttered paper and a

floured cloth over it, and boil the pudding exactly an hour ; let it stand

for two or three minutes before it is turned out, and serve it with sweet

sauce, fruit syrup, or a compote of fresh fruit. An ounce and a half of

candied orange-rind will improve it much, and a couple of ounces of

butter may be added to enrich it, when the receipt without is considered

too simple. It is excellent when made with milk highly flavoured with

cocoanut (see Chapter XX).
Whole rice, 4^ ozs. ; new milk (or cocoa-nut-flavoured milk), 1

pint ; sugar, 3 to 4 ozs. ; salt, a few grains ; bitter almonds, 4 to 6 ; rini

of J lemon ; eggs, 4 : boiled 1 hour.

* Ttiat is to say, put the rice into the milk while cold, heat it slou'.y, and let it i

mer only until it is done.
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CHEAP MCE PUDDING.

Wash six ounces of rice, mix it with three quarters of a pcund of lai-

6ins, tie them in a well-floured cloth, giving them plenty of room to

swell ; boil them exactly an hour and three quarters, and serve the pud-

ding with very sweet sauce : this is a nice dish for the nursery. A
pound of apples pared, cored, and quartered, will also make a very

wholesome pudding, mixed with the rice, and boiled from an hour and
a quarter to an hour and a half!

Rice, 6 ozs. ; raisins, ^ lb. : 2 hours. Or, rice, 6 ozs. ; apples, 1 lb.

:

1^ to 1^ hour.

TOMATA DUMPLINGS, OR PUDDINGS ; (fin American Receipt.')

" In the manner of composition, mode of cooking, and saucing, the

good housewife must pnoceed iii the same way as she would for an apple

dumpling, with this exception, care must be taken in paring the tomata

not to extract the seed, nor break the meat in the operation of skinning

it. We have eaten tomatas raw without anything;—cut up with pep-

per, salt, vinegar, and mustard ;—fried in butter and in lard ;—broiled

and basted with butter;—stewed with and without bread, with cream
and with butter ;—and, with a. clear conscience, we can say, we like

them in every way they have ever been fixed for the palate ; but of

all the modes of dressing them, known to us, we prefer them when
cooked in dumplings, foi; to us it appears that the steaming they receive

in their dough-envelope increases in a very high degree that delicate

spicy flavour which, even in their uncooked state, makes them such
decided favourites with the epicure."

Obs.—It is possible that the tomata, which is, we know, abundantly

grown and served in a great variety of forms in America, may there,

either from a difference of climate, or from some advantages of culture,

be produced in greater perfection than with us, and possess really " the

delicate spicy flavour" attributed to it in our receipt, but which we can-

not say we have ever yet discovered here ; nor have we put its excel-

lence for puddings to the proo£ though some of our readers may like to

do so.

FASHIONABLE APPLE DUMPLINGS.

These are boiled in small knitted or closely-netted cloths (the former

have, we thinTt, the prettiest effect), which give quite an ornamental

appearance to an otherwise homely dish. Take out the cores without

dividing the apples, which should be large, and of a good boiling sort,

and fill the cavity with orange or lemon marmalade, enclose them in a

good crust rolled thin, draw the cloths round them, tie them closely and
boil them for three quarters of an hour. Lemon dumplings may be

boiled in the same way.

j to 1 hour, if the apples be not of the best boiling kind.

ORANGE SNOW-BALLS.

Take out the unhusked grains, and wash well half a pound of rice

;

put it into plenty of water, and boil it rather quickly for teri minutes

;

drain and let it cool. Pare four large, or five small oranges, and clear

from them entirely the thick white inner skin ; spread . the rice, in as

many equal portions as there are oranges, upon some pudding or

dumpling-cloths; tie the fruit separately in these, and boil the snow-
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balls for an hout :nA a half; turn them carefully on to a dish, and strew

plenty of sifted sugar over them.

Rice, 8 ozs. ; oranges, 5 : IJ hour.

APPLE SNOW-BALLS.

Pare and core some large pudding-apples, without dividing them,

prepare the rice as in the foregoing receipt, enclose them in it, and boil

them for an hour : ten minutes less will be sufficient should the fruit be

but of moderate size. An agreeable addition to them is a slice of fresh

butter, mixed with as much sugar as can be smoothly blended with it,

and a flavouring of powdered cinnamon, or of nutmeg : this must be

sent to table apart from them, not in the dish.

LIGHT CBRHANT DVMPLINOS.

For each dumpling take three tablespoonsful of flour, two of finely-

minced suet, and three of currants, a slight pinch of salt, and as much
milk or water as will make a thick batter of the ingredients. Tie the

dumplings in well-floured cloths, and boil them for a full hour : they may
be served with very sweet wine-sauce.

LEMON DUMPLINGS.

Mix, with ten ounces of fine bread-crumbs^ naif a pound of beetsuet,

chopped extremely small, one large tablespoonful of flour, the grated

rinds oftwo small lemons, or of a very large one, four ounces of pounded
sugar, three large, or four small eggs beaten and strained, and last of

all the juice of the lemons, also strained. Divide these into four equal

portions, tie them in well-floured cloths, and boil them an hour. The
dumplings will be extremely light and delicate; if wished very sweet

more sugar must be added to them.

SWEET BOILED FATTIES. (gOOD.)

Mix into a very smooth paste, three ounces of finely-minced suet,

with eight of flour, and a slight pinch of salt; divide it into fourteen

balls of equal size, roll them out quite thin and round, moisten the

edges, put a little preserve into each, close the patties very securely to

prevent its escape, throw them into a pan of boiling water, and in from

ten to twelve minutes lift them out, and serve them instantly. Butter-

crust may be used for them instead of suet, but it will not be so light.

Flour, S ozs. ; suet, 3 ozs. ; Utile salt ; divided into fourteen portions

:

boil 10 to 12 minutes.

BOILED RICE TO BE SERVED WITH STEWED PRIIITS, PRESERVES, OE
RASPBERRY VINEGAR.

Take out the discoloured grains from half a pound of good rioe ; and

wash it in several waters ; tie it very loosely in a pudding-cloth and

boil it for three-quarters of an hour ; it will then be quite solid, and
resemble a pudding in appearance. Sufficient room must be given to

allow the grain to swell to its full size, or it will be hard ; but too much
space will render the whole watery. With a little experience the cook

will easily ascertain the exact degree to be allowed for it. Four ounces

of rice will require quite half an hour's boiling; a little more or less of

time will sometimes be needed, from the difference of quality in the

grain.

Carolina rice, J lb. boiled J hour ; 4 ozs. rice, J hour.
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CHAPTER XVIir.

BAKED PUDDINGS.
INTRODUCTORY REMAKKS.

We have little to add here to the remarks which will be found at the

commencement of the preceding Chapter, as they will apply equally to

the preparation of these and of boiled puddings.

All of the custard kind, whether made of eggs and milk only, or of

sago, arrow-root, rice, ground or in grain, vermicelli, &c., require a

very gentle oven, and are spoiled by fest-baking. Those made of bat-

ter, on the contrary, should be put into one sufficiently brisk to raise

them quickly, but without scorching them. Such as contain suet and
raisins must have a well-heated, but not a fierce oven ; for as they must
remain long in it to be thoroughly done, unless carefully managed, they
will either be much too highly coloured, or too dry.

By whisking to a solid froth the whites of the eggs used for any pud-
ding, and stirring them softly into it at the instant of placing it in the

oven, it will be rendered exceedingly light, and will rise very high in

the dish ; but as it will partake then of the nature of a soujfle, it must
be despatched with great expedition to table from the oven, or it will

become flat before it is served.

When a pudding is sufficiently browned on the surface (that is to say,

of a fine equal amber-coJour) before it is baked through, a sheet of writ-

ing paper should be laid over it, but not before it is set : when quite firm

in the centre, it will be done.

Potato, batter, plum, and every other kind of pudding indeed, which
is sufficiently solid to allow of it, should be turned reversed on to a clean

hot dish from the one in which it is baked, and strewed with sifted sugar,

before it is sent to table.

Minute directions for the preparation and management of each par-

ticular variety of pudding will be found in the receipt for it.

THE printer's PUDDING.

Grate very lightly six ounces of the crumb of a stale loaf, and put it

5nto a deep dish. Dissolve in a quart of cold new milk four ounces of
good Lisbon sugar ; add it to five large, well-whisked eggs ; strain, and
mix them with the bread-crumbs ; stir in two ounces of a fresh finely-

grated cocoa-nut ; add a flavouring of nutmeg or of lemon-rind, and the
slightest pinch of salt ; let the pudding stand for a couple of hours to

Boak the bread ; and bake it in a gentle oven for three quarters of an
hour: it is excellent if carefiiUy made, and not too quickly baked.
When the cocoa-nut is not at hand, an ounce of butter just dissolved,

should be poured over the dish before the crumbs are put into it; and
the rind of an entire lemon may be used to give it flavour ; but the
cocoa-nut imparts a peculiar richness when it is good and fresh.

Bread-crumbs, 6 ozs. ; new milk, 1 quart ; sugar, 4 ozs. ; eggs, 5

;

cocoa-nut, 2 ozs.
;

(or rind, 1 large lemon, and 1 oz. butter) slightest

pinch of salt: to stand 2 hours. Baked in gontle oven full | hour.

Obs.—When a very sweet pudding is liked, the proportion of sugar
may be increased.
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ALMOND PDDDING.

On two ounces of fine white bread-crumbs pour a pint of boiling

cream, and let them remain until nearly cold, then mix them very gra-

dually with half a pound of sweet and six bitter almonds pounded to the

smoothest paste, with a little orange-flower water, or, when this is not

at hand, with a few drops of spring water, just to prevent their oiling

;

stir to them by degrees the w»ll-beaten yolks of seven and the whites

of three eggs, six ounces of sifted sugar, and four of clarified butter;

turn the mixture into a very clean stewpan, and stir it without ceasing

over a slow fire until it becomes thick, but on no account allow it to

boil. When it is tolerably cool add a glass of brandy, or half a one of

noyeau, pour the pudding into a dish lined with very thin puff paste,

and bake it half an hour in a moderate oven.

Bread-crumbs, 2 ozs. ; cream, 1 pint ;
pounded almonds, J lb. ; bitter

almonds, 6 ; yolks of 7, whites of 3 eggs ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; butter, 4 ozs.

;

brandy, 1 wineglassful, or J glass of noyeau : J hour, moderate oven.

AN EXCELLENT LEMON PUDDING.

Beat well together four ounces of fresh butter, creamed, and eight of

sifted sugar ; to these add gradually the yolks of six and the whites of

two eggs, with the grated rind and the strained juice of one large

lemon :—this last must be added by slow degrees, and stirred briskly to

the other ingredients. Bake the pudding in a dish lined with very thin

puff-paste for three-quarters of an hour, in a slow oven.

Butter, 4 ozs.; sugar, i lb.; yolks of 6, whites of 2 eggs; large

lemon, 1 : ^ hour, slow oven.
•

ANOTHER LEMON PUDDING; {gOOd.")

Stir over a slow fire until they boil, four ounces and a half of butter

with seven ounces of pounded sugar, then pour them into a dish and let

them remain until cold, or nearly so. Mix very smoothly a large des-

sertspoonful of flour with six eggs that have been whisked and strained

;

add these gradually to the sugar and butter, with the grated rinds and
the juice of two moderate-sized lemons; put a border or a lining of

pufl>paste to the pudding, and bake it for an hour in a gentle oven.

Butter, 4J ozs. ; sugar, 7 ozs. ; flour, 1 large dessertspoonful ; eggs,

6 ; lemons, 2 : 1 hour, gentle oven.

Obs.—The proportion of butter in these puddings is less than is com-
monly used for them, but a larger quantity renders them so unwhole-
somely rich that they are usually preferred with less. When a very
powerful flavour of the fruit is liked, an additional lemon may be used

in either,of these receipts. The rinds may be rasped on part of the

sugar, instead of being grated. A couple of sponge-biscuits soaked in

cream, then pressed dry, and very finely bruised, can be substituted for

the flour.

LEMON SUET-PUDDINQ.

To eight ounces of finely-grated bread-crumbs, add six of fresh beef
kidney-suet, fi-ee ftom skin, and minced very small, three and a half of
pounded sugar, six ounces of currants, the grated rind and the strained

juice of a large lemon, and four full-sized or five small well-beaten
eggs; pour these ingredients into a thickly-buttered pan, and bake
the pudding for an hour in a brisk oven, but draw it towards the mouth
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when it is of a fii e brown colour. Turn it from the dish before it ia

served, and strew sifted sugar over it or not, at pleasure : two ounces
more of suet can be added when a larger proportion is liked. The
pudding is very good without the currants.

Bread-crumbs, 8 ozs. ; beef-suet, 6 ozs.
; pounded sugar, 3J ozs.

;

lemon, 1 large ; currants, 6 ozs. ; eggs, 4 large, or 5 small : 1 hour,

brisk oven.

BAKEWELL PVDDINO.

This pudding is fiimous not only in Derbyshire, but in several othei

English counties, where it is usually served on all holiday-occasions.

Line a shallow tart-dish with quite an' inch-deep layer of several kinds

of good preserves mixed together, and intermingle with them from two
to three ounces of candied citron or orange-rind. Beat well the yolks

of ten eggs, and add to them gradually half a pound of sifted sugar

;

when they are well mixed, pour in by degrees half a pound of good
clarified bvitter, and a little ratafia or any other flavour that may be
preferred ; fill the dish two-thirds full with this mixture, and bake the

pudding;^for nearly an hour in a moderate oven. Half the quantity will

be sufficient for a small dish.

Mixed preserves, Ij to 2 lbs.
;
yolks of eggs, 10; sugar, i lb. ; but-

ter, i lb. ; ratafia, lemon-brandy, or other flavouring to the taste : baked,

moderate oven, j to 1 hour.

Obs.—This is a rich and expensive, but not a very refined pudding.

A variation of it, known in the south as an Alderman's Pudding, is, we
think, superior to it. It is made without the candied peel, and with a
layer of apricot-jam only, six ounces of butter, six of sugar, the yolks

of six, and the whites of two eggs.

THE ELEGANT ECONOMIST'S PUDDING.

We have already given a receipt for an exceedingly good boiled pud-

ding bearing this title, but we think the baked one answers even bet-

ter, and it is made with rather more facility. Butter a deep tarl-dish

well, cut the slices of plum-pudding to join exactly in lining it, and
press them against it lightly to make them adhere, as without this pre-

caution they are apt to float off; pour in as much custard (previously

thickened and left to become cold), or any other sweet pudding mixture

as will fill the dish almost to the brim ; cover the top with thin slices

of the plum pudding, and bake it in a slow oven from thirty minutes to

a full hour, according to the quantity and quality of the contents. One
pint of new milk poured boiling on an ounce and a half of <o«s les mots,

smoothly mixed with a quarter pint of cold milk, makes with the addi-

tion of four ounces of sugar, four |mall eggs, a little lemon-grate, and
two or three bitter almonds, or a few drops of ratafia, an excellent pud-

ding of this kind ; it should be baked nearly three quarters of an hour

in a quite slack oven. Two ounces and a half of arrow-root may be

usea in lieu of the tous les mois, when this last is not procurable. We
would especially recommend for trial the ingredients of the lemon-

pudding of page 284, (second receipt), with the plum-pudding crust, as

likely to make a very superior variety of this dish ; we have not had it

tested, but think it could scarcely fail. It must be well, though slowly

baked.
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RICH BREAD AND BUTTER PUDDING.

Give a good flavour of lemon-rind and bitter almonds, or of cinna-

mon, if preferred, to a pint of new milk, and when it has simmered a
suificient time for this, strain and mix it with a quarter-pint of rich

cream; sweeten it with four ounces of suger in lumps, and stir while

still hot to five well-beaten eggs ; fhrow in a few grains of salt, and
move the mixture briskly with a spoon as a glass of brandy is added to

it. Have ready in a thickly-buttered dish three layers of thin bread

aa;? butter cut from a half-quartern loaf, with four ounces of currants,

and one and a half of finely shred candied peel, strewed between and
over them

; pour the eggs and milk on them by degrees, letting the

bread ausorb one portion before another is added : it should soak for a
couple of hours before the pudding is taken to the oven, which should

be a moderate one. Half an hour will bake it. It is very good when
made with new milk only ; and some persons use no more than a pint

of liquid in all, but part of the whites of the eggs may then be omitted.

Cream may be substituted for the entire quantity of milk at pleasure.

New milk, 1 pint; rind of small lemon, and 6 bitter almonds bruised

(or i drachm of cinnamon) : simmered 10 to 20 minutes. Cream, J
pint ; sugar, 4 ozs. ; eggs, 6 ; brandy, 1 wineglassful. Bread and but-

ter, 3 layers; currants, 4 ozs. ; candied orange or lemon-rind, 1^ oz.

:

to stand 2 hours, and to be baked SO minutes in a moderate oven.

COMMON BREAD AND BUTTER PUDDING.

Sweeten a pint and a half of milk with four ounces of Lisbon sugar

;

stir it to four large well-beaten eggs, or to five small ones, grate half a

nutmeg to them, and pour the mixture into a dish which holds nearly

three pints, and which is filled almost to the brim with layers of bread

and butter, between which three ounces of currants have been strewed.

Lemon-grate, or orange-flower water can be added to this pudding in-

stead of nutmeg, when preferred. From three quarters of an hour to

an hour will bake it.

Milk, IJ pint; Lisbon sugar, 4 ozs.; eggs, 4 large, or 5 small; J
small nutmeg ; currants, 3 ozs. : baked j to 1 hour.

A GOOD BAKED BREAD PUDDING.

Pour, quite boiling, on six ounces (or three quarters of a pint) of fine

bread-crumbs and one ounce of butter, a pint of new milk, cover them
closely, and let them stand until the bread is well soaked ; then stir to

them three ounces of sugar, flve eggs, leaving out two of the whiles,

two ounces of candied orange-rind, sliced thin, and a flavouring of nut-

meg; when the mixture is nearly or quite cold pour it into a dish, and
place lightly over the top the whites of three eggs beaten to a firm

froth, and mixed at the instant with three large tablespoonsful of sift:ed

sugar. Bake the pudding half an hour in a moderate oven. Thejcing
may be omitted, and an ounce and a half of butter, just warmed, put

into the dish before the pudding, and plenty of sugar, sifted over it just

as it is sent to the oven.

Bread, 6 ozs. ; butter, 1 oz. ; milk, 1 pint ; sugar, 3 ozs. ; eggs, 5
yolks, 3 whites ; candied orange-rind, 2 ozs. ; little nutmeg. Icing, 3
whites of eggs ; sugar, 3 tablespoonsful : baked, J hour.

ANOTHER BAKED BREAD PUDDING."

Add to a pint of new milk a quarter-pint of good cream, and pour
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tliem boiling on eight ounces of bread-crumbs, and three of fresh but-
ter; when these have stoc-d half an hour covered with a plate, stir to

them four ounces of sugar, six ounces of currants, one and a half of
candied orange or citron, and five eggs.

SUTHERLAND. OR CASTIE PUDDINGS.

Take an equal weight of eggs in the shell, of good butter, of fino

dry flour, and of sifted sugar. First, whisk the eggs for ten minutes,
or until they appear extremely light; then throw in the sugar by
degrees, and continue the whisking for four or five minutes; next,

etrew in the flour, also gradually, and when it appears smoothly blended

with the other ingredients, pour the butter to them in small portions,

each of which should be beaten in until there is no appearance of it

left. It should previously be just liquefied with the least possible degree
of heat ; this may be effected by putting it into a well-warmed sauce-

pan, and shaking it round until it is dissolved. A grain or two of salt

should be thrown in with the flour ; and the rind of half a fine lemon
rasped on sugar, or grated, if more convenient, or some pounded mace,
or the store-flavouring of page 120, can be added at choice. Pour the

mixture, directly it is ready, into well-buttered cups, and bake the pud-
dings from twenty to twenty-five minutes. When cold, they resemble
good pound-cakes, and may be served as such. Wine sauce should be
sent to table with them.

Eggs, 4; their weight in flour, sugar, and butter; little salt; flavour-

ing of pounded mace or lemon-rind.

Obs.—Three eggs are sufficient for a small dish of these puddings.

They may be varied with an ounce or two of candied citron ; or with a
spoonfiil of brandy, or a little orange flower water. The mode we have
given of making them will be found perfectly successful if our direc-

tions be followed with exactness. In a slack oven they will not be too

much baked in half an hour.

MADELEINE PUDDINGS ; (to be Served cold.)

Take the same ingredients as for the Sutherland pudddings, but cla-

rify an additional ounce of butter ; skim, and then fill some round tin

pattypans with it almost to the brim, pour it from one to the other until

all have received a suflScient coating to prevent the puddings fi-om ad-

hering to them, and leave half a teaspoonfijl in each ; mix the remainder
with the eggs, sugar, and flour, beat the whole up very lightly, fill the

pans about two thirds full, and put them directly into a rather brisk

oven, but draw them towards the mouth of it when they are suflBciently

coloured ; from fifteen to eighteen minutes will bake them. Turn them
out, and drain them on a sheet of paper. When they are quite cold,

with the point of the knife take out a portion of the tops, hollow the

puddings a little, and fill them with rich apricot-jam, well mixed with
half its weight of pounded almonds, of which two in every ounce should

be bitter ones.

A FRENCH RICE PUDDING, OR GATEAU DE RIZ.

Swell gently in a quart of new milk, or in equal parts of milk and
cream, seven ounces of the best Carolina rice, which has been cletiied

of the discoloured grains, and washed and drained ; when it is tolerably

tender, add to it hree ounces of fresh butter, and ive of sugar rouj;iii\
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powdered, a few grains of salt, and the lightly grated rind of a fin<j

lemon, and simmer the whole until the rice is swollen to the utmost

;

then take it from the fire, let it cool a little, and stir to it quickly, and
by degrees, the well-beaten yolks of six full-sized eggs. Pour into a
small copper stewpan* a couple of ounces of clarified butter, and incline

it in such a manner that it m^y receive an equal coating in every part

;

then turn it upside down fo: an instant, to drain off the superfluous but-

ter; next, throw in some exceedingly fine light crumbs of stale bread,

and shake them entire/y over it, turn out those which do not adhere,

and with a small brr.rfh or feather sprinkle more clarified butter slightly

on those which line the pan. Whisk quickly the whites of the eggs to

snow, stir them gently to the rice, and pour the mixture softly into the

stewpan, that the bread-crumbs may not be displaced ;
put it immedi-

ately into a moderate oven, and let 'it remain in a full hour. It will

then, if_,properly baked, turn out from the mould or pan well browned,
quite firm, and having the appearance of a cake; but a fierce heat will

cause it to break, and present an altogether unsightly appearance. In

a very slack oven, a longer time must be allowed for it.

New milk, or milk and cream, 1 quart; Carolina rice, 7ozs. : j hour.

Fresh butter, 3 ozs. ; sugar, in lumps, 5 ozs. ; rind, 1 large lemon : | to

1^ hour. Eggs, 6 : baked in a moderate oven, 1 hour.

Obs.—An admirable variety of this gftteau is made with cocoa-nut

flavoured milk, or cream (see Chapter XX.), or with either of these

poured boiling on six ounces of Jordan almonds, finely pounded, and
mixed with a dozen of bitter ones, then expressed firom them with

strong pressure; it may likewise be fiavoured with vanilla, or with

candied orange-blossoms, and covered, at the instant it is dished, with

strawberry, apple, or any other clear jelly.

A COMMON RICE PUDDING.

Throw six ounces of rice into plenty of cold water, and boil it gently

from eight to ten minutes ; drain it well in a sieve or strainer, and put

it into a clean saucepan with a quart of milk ; let it stew until tender,

sweeten it with three ounces of sugar, stir to it, gradually, three large,

or four small eggs, beaten and strained ; add grated nutmeg, lemon-

rind, or cinnamon, to give it flavour, and bake it one hour in a gentle

oven.

Rice, 6 ozs. ; in water, 8 to 10 minutes. Milk, 1 quart : J to 1 hour.

Sugar, 3 ozs. ; eggs, 3 large, or 4 small ; flavouring of nutmeg, lemon-

rind, or cinnamon : bake 1 hour, gentle oven.

RICHER RICE FUDDINQ.

Pick and wash very clean four ounces of whole rice, pour on it a

pint and a half of new milk, and stew it slowly till quite tender ; be-

fore it is taken fi-ora the fire, stir in two ounces of good butter, and three

of sugar ; and when it has cooled a little, add four well-whisked eggs,

and the grated rind of half a lemon. Bake the pudding in a gentle

oven from thirty to forty minutes. As rice requires long boiling to ren-

der it soP^ in milk, it may be partially stewed in water, the quantity of

* One which holds about five pints ia well adapted To the purpose. When thi? is nol

nt hand, a copper cake mould may be subtitituted for it. The stewpan must not ba

revered while the gateau is baking.
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milk diminished to a pint, and a little thick sweet cream mixed with it,

before the other ingredients are added.

Rice, 4 ozs. ; new milk,
1 J ; butter, 2 ozs. ; sugar, 3 ozs. ; eggs, 4

;

rind of i lemon : 30 to 40 minutes, slow oven.

RICE-PUDDING MERINGUE.

Swell gently four ounces of Carolina rice in a pint and a quarter of
roilk or of thin cream ; let it cool a little, and stir to it an ounce and a
lialf of butter, three of pounded sugar, a grain or two of salt, the grated

rind of a small lemon, and the yolks of four large, or of five small eggs.

Pour the mixture into a well-buttered dish, and lay lightly and equally

over the top the whites of four eggs, beaten as for sponge-cakes, and
mixed at the instant with from four to five heaped tablespoonsfbl of

sifted sugar. Bake the pudding half an hour in a moderate oven, but

do not allow the meringue to be too deeply coloured ; it should be of

clear brown, and very crisp. Serve it directly it is taken from the oven.

Rice, 4 ozs.; milk, or cream, 1^- pint; butter, IJ oz. ; sugar, 3 ozs.;

rind, 1 lemon ; yolks of eggs, 4 or 5; the whites beaten to snow, and
mixed witn as many tablespoonsful of sifled sugaT: baked 4 hour,

moderate oven.

Obs.—A couple of ounces of Jordan almonds, with six bitter ones,

pounded quite to a paste, will improve this dish, whether mixed with the

pudding itselfj or with the meringue.

GOOD GROUND RICE PUDDING.

Mix very smoothly five ounces of flour of rice (or of ground rice, if

preferred), with half a pint of milk, and pour it into a pint and a half

more which is boiling fast ; keep it stirred constantly over a gentle fire

from ten to twelve minutes, and be particularly careftil not to let it burn

to the pan; add to it before it is taken from the fire, a quarter of a pound
of good butter, fi'om five to six ounces of sugar, roughly powdered, and
a half-saltspoonful of salt ; turn it into a pan, and stir it for a few
minutes, to prevent its hardening at the top ; then mix with it, by de-

grees, but quickly, the yolks of eight eggs, and the whites of only two.

the grated or rasped rind of a fine lemon, and a glass of brandy. Lay
a border of rich paste round a buttered dish, pour in the pudding, strain

a little clarified butter over the top, moisten the paste with a brush, or

small bunch of feathers dipped in cold water, and sift plenty of sugar on
it, but less over the pudding itself Send it to a Very gentle oven to be

baked for three-quarters of an hour.

Rice-flour (or ground rice), 5 ozs.; new milk, 1 fluart: 10 to 12
mmutes. Butter, 4 ozs. ; sugar, 5 to 6 ozs. ; salt, i saltspoonful

; yolks,

8 eggs; whites, 2;. rind, 1 large lemon; brandy, large wineglassful : j
hour, slow oven.

Obs.—These proportions are sufficient for a pudding of larger size

than those served usually at elegant tables ; they will make tvi^o small

ones; or two-thirds of the quantity may be taken for one of moderate

size. Lemon-brandy or ratafia, or a portion of each, may be used to

give it flavour, with good eflfect ; and it may be enriched, if this be de-

sired, by adding to the other ingredients from three to four ounces oi

Jordan almonds, finely pounded, and by substituting croam for half of

the milk.

18
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COMMON GROUND-RICE PUDDING.

One pint and a half of milk, three ounces and a half of rice, three

of Lisbon sugar, one and a half of butter, some nutmeg, or lemon-grate,

and four eggs, baked slowly for half an hour, or more, if not quite firm.

POTATO-PUDDING.

With a pound and a quarter of fine mealy potatoes, boiled very dry,

and mashed perfectly smooth while hot, mix three ounces of butter,

five and a half of sugar, five eggs, a few grains of salt, and the grated

rind of a small lemon. Pour the mixture into a well-buttered dish, and
bake' it in a moderate oven for nearly three-quarters of an hour. It

should be turned out and sent to table with fine sugar sifted over it; or

for variety, red currant-jelly, or any other preserve may be spread on it

as soon as it is dished.

Potatoes, 1 J lb. ; butter, 3 ozs. : sugar, 5^ ozs. ; eggs, 5 ; lemon-rind,

1; salt, few grains: 40 to 45 minOtes.

Obs.—When cold, this pudding eats like cake, and may be served as

such, omitting, of course, the sugar or preserve when it is dished.

A RICHER POTATO PUDDING.

Beat well together fourteen ounces of mashed potatoes, four ounces

of butter, four of fine sugar, five eggs, the grated rind of a small lemon,

and a slight pinch of salt ; add half a glass of brandy, and pour the

pudding into a thickly-buttered dish, ornamented with slices of candied

orange or lemon rind ; pour a little clarified butter on the top, and then

sift plenty of white sugar over it.

Potatoes, 14 ozs. ; butter, 4 ozs. ; sugar, 4 ozs. ; eggs, 5 ; lemon-rind,

1 ; little salt ; brandy, ^ glassfiil ; candied peel, 1^ to 2 ozs. : 40
minutes.

Obs.—The potatoes for these receipts should be lightly and carefully

mashed, but never pounded in a mortar, as that will convert them into

a heavy paste. The better plan is to prepare them by Captain Kater's

receipt (page 230), when they will fall to powder almost of themselves;

or they may be grated while hot through a wire-sieve. From a quarter

to a half pint of cream is, by many cooks, added to potato puddings.

AN EXCEIXENT SPONGE CAKE PUDDING.

Slice into a well-buttered tart-dish three penny sponge cakes, and
place on them a couple of ounces of candied orange or lemon-peel cut

in strips. Whisk thoroughly six eggs, and stir to them boiling a pint

and a quarter of new milk, in which three ounces of sugar have been
dissolved ; grate 'in the rind of a small lemon, and when they are some-

what cooled, add half a wineglassful of brandy ; while still warm, pour

the mixture on to the cakes, and let it remain an hour ; then strain an
ounce and a half of clarified butter over the top, sift or strew pounded
sugar rather thickly on it, and bake tlie pudding for half an hour in a
moderate oven.

Sponge cakes, 3; candied peel, 2 ozs.; eggs, 6; new milk, IJ pint;

sugar, 3 ozs. ; lemon-rind, 1 ; brandy, i glass ; butter, 1 oz. ; sifted

Bugar, 1J oz. : i hour.

THE duchess's PUDDING.

Mix with half a pound of potatoes very smoothly mashed, three quar
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ters of a pound of mincei leat, the grated rind of half a lemon, a des-

Bertspooriful of sugar, and four large, or five small eggs
; pour the whole

into a well-buttered dish, and put over the top clarified butter and sugar,

as in the preceding receipt. Balie the pudding for a full hour, and
twenty minutes.

Potatoes, ^ lb. ; mincemeat, | lb. ; rind of lemon, J ; sugar, 1 des-

sertspoonful ; eggs, 4 large, or 5 small : 1 hour 20 minutes.

BAKED APPLE PUDDING, OR CUSTARD.

Weigh a pound of good boiling apples after they are pared and
cored, and stew tliem to a perfectly smooth marmalade, with six ounces
of sugar, and a spoonful or two of water : stir them often that they may
not stick to the pan. Mix with them while they are still quite hot,

three ounces of butter, the grated rind and the strained juice of a lemon,
and lastly, stir in by degrees the well-beaten yolks of five eggs, and a
dessertspoonful of flour, or in lieu of the last, J|iree or four Naples'

biscuits, or macaroons crushed small. Bake the pudding for a full half

hour in a moderate oven, or longer should it not be quite firm in the

middle. A little clarified butter poured on the top, with sugar sifted

over, improves all baked puddings.

Apples, 1 lb. ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; water, 1 cupful ; butter, 3 ozs.
;
juice

and rind, 1 lemon ; 5 eggs : i hour, or more.

Obs.—Many cooks press the apples through a sieve after they are

boiled, but this is not needful when they are of a good kind, and stewed,

and beaten smooth.

A COMMON BAKED APPLE PUDDING.

Boil a pound and a quarter of apples with half a small cupfiil of
water and six ounces of brown sugar ; when they are reduced to a

smooth pulp, stir to them two ounces of butter, a tablespoonfiil of flour,

or a handful of fine bread-crumbs, and five well-beaten eggs ; grate in

half a nutmeg, or flavour the pudding with pounded cinnamon, and
bake it nearly three quarters ofan hour. More or less of sugar will be
required for these puddings, according to the time of year, as the fi-uit

is much more acid when first gathered than when it has been some
months stored.

Apples, IJ lb. ; water, 4 small cupful ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs.

;

flour, 1 tablespoonful, or bread-crumbs, 1 handful ; i nutmeg ; eggs, 5

:

j hour.

ESSEX PUDDING. (CHEAF AND GOOD.)

Mix with a quarter of a pound of mashed potatoes, half a pound of

good boiling apples minced, four ounces of brown sugar, four small eggs
well beaten and strained, and a little grated lemon-peel or nutmeg.
Increase the ingredients one half, and add two ounces of butter, should

a larger and better pudding be desired : about half an hour will

bake it.

Potatoes mashed, 4 ozs. ; apples, 8 ozs. ; sugar, 4 ozs. ; eggs, 4 : J

hour.

DUTCH CUSTARD, OR BAKED RASPBERRY PUDDING.

Lay into a tart-dish a border of puffpaste, and a pint and a half of

ftesnly-gathered raspberries, well mixed with three ounces of sugar

Whisk thoroughly six large eggs with three ounces more of sugar, and
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pour it over the fruit: bake the pudding from twenty-five to thirty

minutes in a moderate oven.

Break the eggs one at a. time into a cup, and with the point of a

small three-pronged fork take off the specks or germs, before they are

beaten, as we have directed in page 269.

Raspberries, 1J pint ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; eggs, 6 : 2.5 to 30 minutes.

VERMICELLI PUDDING.

Drop lightly into a pint and a half of boiling milk four ounces of

fresh vermicelli, and keep it simmering and stirred gently for ten mi-
nutes, when it will have become very thick ; then mix with it three

ounces and a half of sugar, two ounces of butter, and a small pinch of
Bait. When the whole is well blended, pour it out ; beat it for a couple
of minutes to cool it a little; then add by degrees five well-whisked

eggs, the grated rind of a lemon, and just before it is put into the dish,

a small glass of brandy: bake it from half to three quarters of an hour.

Vermicelli varies much in quality, and of some kinds three ounces will

render the pudding quite firm enough.
Milk, li pint ; vermicelli, 4 ozs. ; 10 minutes. Sugar, 3i ozs. ; but-

ter, 2 ozs.
;
pinch of salt ; eggs, 5 ; lemond-rind, 1 ; brandy, 1 wine-

glassful : 4 to I hour.

06s.—This pudding requires, more than many others, a little clari-

fied butter poured on the top, and sugar sifled over. Candied peel may
be added to it with good effect; and three or four bitter almonds,

pounded, may be used to give it flavour mstead of lemon-rind.

SMALL COCOA-NBT PUDDINGS.

Melt together over a slow fire two ounces of fresh butter cut small,

and four of pounded sugar; pour them out when they have boiled for a
couple of minutes, and let them cool ; mix with them two ounces of

finely-grated cocoa-nut, an ounce of citron shred small, the grated rind

of half a large lemon, and four eggs : when these have been well beaten

together, add the strained juite of the half lemon
;
put the mixture into

buttered pattypans, or pudding-cups, sift sugar over, and bake them half

an hour in a moderate oven. This is an excellent and a perfectly new
receipt ; but in making use of it care should be taken to ascertain that

the nut be fi-esh and sweet flavoured, as the slightest degree of rancidity

will spoil the puddings. They are better hot than cold, though very

good either way.
Fresh butter, 2 ozs. ; pounded sugar, J lb. ; cocoa-nut, 2 ozs. ; candied

citron, 1 oz. ; rind and juice of^ lemon; eggs, 4: ^ hour.

Obs.—The same ingredients may be made into one pudding only, and
longer baked.

GOOD YORKSHIRE PUDDING.

To make a very good and light Yorkshire pudding, take an equa.

number of eggs and of heaped tablespoonsful of flour, with a teaspoonful

if salt to six of these. Whisk the eggs well, strain, and mix them
gradually with the flour, then pour in by degrees as much new milk as

will reduce the batter to the consistency of rather thin cream. The
tin which is to receive the pudding must have been placed for some
time previously under a joint that has been put down to roast : one of

6eef is usually preferred. Beat the batter briskly and lightly, the in-
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Btant before it is poured into the pan, watch it carefnlly tnat it may not
burn, and let the edges have an equal share of the fire. When the
pudding is quite firm in every part, and well-coloured on the surface,

turn it to brown the under side. This is best accomplished by first

dividing it into quarl/jrs. In Yorkshire it is made much thinner than
in the south, roasted generally at an enormous fire, and not turned at

all : currants there are sometimes added to it.

Eggs, 6 ; flour, six heaped tablespoonsful, or from 7 to 8 ozs. ; milk,

nearly or quite, 1 pint ; salt, 1 teaspoonfiil : 2 hours.

06s.—This pudding should be quite an inch thick when it is browned
on both sides, but only half the depth when roasted in the Yorkshire
mode. The cook must exercise her discretion a little in mixing the

batter, as from the variation of weight in flour, and in the size of eggs,

a little more or less of milk may be required : the whole should be rather

more liquid than for a boiled pudding.

COMMON YORKSHIRE PUDDING.

Half a pound of flour, three eggs (we would recommend a fourth),

rather more than a pint of milk, and a teaspoonful of salt.

NORMANDY PUDDING. (OOOD.)

Boil, until very soft and dry, eight ounces of rice in a pint and a balfj

or rather more, of water,* stir to it two ounces of fresh butter, and three

of sufrar, and simmer it for a few minutes after they are added ; then

pour it out, and let it cool for use. Strip fi-om the stalks as many red

currants, or morella cherries, as will fill a tart-dish of moderate size,

and for each pint of the fruit allow from three to four ounces of sugar.

Line the bottom and sides of a deep dish with part of the rice ; next,

put in a thick layer of fruit and sugar; then one office and one of fruit

alternately until the dish is full. Sufficient of the rice should be re-

served to form a rather thick layer at the top : smooth this equally with

a knife, and send the pudding to a moderate but not very slow oven, for

half an hour, and more, should it be large. When two thirds baked, it

may be glazed with yolk of egg, brushed over, and fine sugar sifted on

it. Morella cherries, with a little additional sugar, make an excellent

pudding of this kind.

DAMSON-AND-RICE PUDDING.

With five ounces of whole rice boiled soft and dry, mix an ounce ot

butter, ten ounces of damson-jam, a teaspoonful of lemon-juice, and five

'jggs. Beat the whole well together, and bake it about half an hour.

Rice, 5 ozs. ; damson-jam, 10 ozs. ; butter, 1 oz. ; eggs, 5 : J hour.

BARBERRY-AND-RICB PUDDING.

Mix ten ounces of barberries stripped from the stalks, with four ounces

of whole boiled rice, eight ounces of sugar, a small slice of butter, and

five large, or six small eggs.

APPLE-AND-RICB PUDDING.

Boil together one pound of good pudding-apples, and six ounces of

Bugar, until they are reduced to a smooth pulp ; stir them often to pre-

vent their burning ; mix with them four ounces of boiled rice, two ounces

* A quart of milk can be sul itituted for this; but witii the fruit water perhaps bK'

aiwers belter.
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of butter, and five large effgs. Should the apples be very acid, increase

the quantity of sugar: add lemon rind or juice, at pleasure. These
puddings are better if mixed while the ingredients are still warm.

Apples, 1 lb. ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; boiled rice, 4 oss. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; eggs,

5: 30 to 35 minutes.

COMMON RAISIN PUDDING.

Beat well together three quarters of a pound of flour, the same quan-

tity of raisins, six ounces of beef-suet, finely chopped, a small pinch of

salt, some grated nutmeg, and three eggs which have been thoroughly
whisked, and mixed with about a quarter-pint of milk, or less than this,

should the eggs be large. Pour the whole into a buttered dish, and
bake it an hour and a quarter. For a large pudding, increase the quan-
tities one half

Flour and stoned raisins, each J lb. ; suet, 6 ozs. ; salt, small pinch

;

nutmeg, J teaspoonful; eggs, 3; milk, J pint: IJ hour.

A RICHER RAISIN PUDDING.

Mix and whisk well, and lightly together, a pound of raisins weighed
after they are stoned, ten ounces of finely minced beef-suet, three quar-

ters of a pound of flour, a little salt, half a small nutmeg, or the grated

rind of a lemon, four large eggs, and as much milk as may be needed
to make the whole into a very thick batter: bake the pudding a few
minutes longer than the preceding one. The addition of sugar will be

found no improvement, as it will render it much less light.

POOR author's pudding.

Flavour a quart of new milk by boiling in it for a few minutes half a
stick of well-bruised cinnamon, or the thin rind of a small lemon; add a

few grains of salt, and three ounces of sugar, and turn the whole into a

deep basin ; when it is quite cold, stir to it three well-beaten eggs, and
strain the mixture into a pie^dish. Cover the top entirely with slices

of bread free fi-om crust, and half an inch thick, cut so as to join neatly,

and buttered on both sides : bake the pudding in a moderate oven for

about half an hour, or in a Dutch oven before the fire.

New milk, 1 quart ; cinnamon, or lemon-rind ; sugar, 3 ozs. ; little

salt ; eggs, 3 ; buttered bread : baked I hour.

PUDDING A LA PATSANNE
;
{cheap and good.)

Fill a deep tart-dish with alternate layers of well-sugared fi-uit, and
very thin slices of the crumb of a light stale loaf; let the upper layer be

of fruit, and should it be of a dry kind, sprinkle over it about a dessert-

spoonful of water, or a little lemon-juice : raspberries, currants, and cher-

ries, will not require this. Send the pudding to a somewhat brisk oven
to be baked for about half an hour. The proportion of sugar used must
be regulated, of course, by the acidity of the fruit. For a quart of ripe

greengages, split and stoned, five ounces will be sufficient. Apricots,

fieaches, and nectarines will scarcely require more ; but damsons, bu'

aces, and various other plums will need a much larger quantity. A
superior pudding of this kind is made by substituting sponge cake for

the bread.

INDIAN PUDDIKG.

Put into a deep dish firom six to eight i unces of rice which has been
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washed, and wiped in a dry cloth ; just moisten it with milk, and set it

into a gentle oven ; add milk to it at intervals, in small quantities, unti.

the grain is swollen to its full size, and is tender, hut very dry ; then
mix with it two dessertspoonsful of fine sugar, and if it should he at

hand, four or five tablespoonsful of rich cream. Pill a tart-dish almost
to the brim with fruit properly sugared, heap the rice equally over it,

leaving it rough, and hake it in a moderate oven for half an hour, unless

the fi-uit should be of a kind to require a longer time ; when very hard,

it must be half stewed with the sugar before it is put into the dish. The
rice may be swelled over a very slow fire when more convenient ; and
the Butch or American oven will serve quite well to bake the pudding.

BAKED HASTY PUDDING.

Take from a pint of new milk sufficient to mix into a thin batter two
ounces of flour, put the remainder, with a small pinch of salt, into a
clean saucepan, and when it boils quickly, stir the flour briskly to it

;

keep it stirred over a gentle fire for ten minutes, pour it out, and when
it has become a little cool, mix witji it two ounces of fi-esh butter, three

of pounded sugar, the grated rind of a small lemon, four large, or five

small eggs, and half a glass of brandy, or as much orange-flower water.
To these half a dozen bitter almonds, pounded to a paste, are sometimes
added. Bake the pudding half an hour in a gentle oven.

New milk, 1 pint ; flour, 2 ozs. : 10 minutes. Butter, 2 ozs. ; sugar,

3 ozs. ; eggs, 4 or 5 ; grated rind of lemon ; brandy, or orange-flower

water, J wineglassful.

CHAPTER XIX.

SOUFFLES, OMLETS, &c.

OBSERVATIONS ON OMLETS, FRITTERS, &C.

The composition and nature of a souffle are altogether different, but

there is no difficulty in making good omlets, pancakes, or fritters, and
as they may be expeditiously prepared and served, they are often a very
convenient resource when, on short notice, an addition is required to a
dinner. The eggs for all of them should be well and lightly whisked

;

the lard for frying batter should be extremely pure in flavour, and quite

hot when the fritters are dropped in ; the batter itself should be smooth
as cream, and it should be briskly beaten the instant before it is used.

All fried pastes should be perfectly drained firom the fat before they are

served, and sent to table promptly when they are ready. Eggs may be
dressed in a multiplicity of ways, but are seldom, in any form, more
relished than in a,well-made and expeditiously served omlet. This may
be plain, or seasoned with minced herbs, and a very little eschalot, when
the last is liked, and is then called an " Omlette aux fines herbes ;" or

it may be mixed with minced ham, or grated cheese ; in any case, it

should be light, thick, full-tasted, and fried only on one side,- if turned

in the pan, as it frequently is, it will at once be flattened and rendered

tough. Should the .flight rawness which is sometimes found in the
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middle of the inside, when the omiet is made in the French way, he
objected to, a heated shovel, or a salamander, may be held over it for

an instant, before it is folded on the dish. The pan for frying it should

be quite small; for if it be composed of four or five eggs only, and then

put into a large one, it will necessarily spread over it and be thin, which
would render it more like a pancake than an omlet; the only partial

remedy tor this, when a pan of proper size cannot be had, is to raise the

handle of it high, and to keep the opposite side close down to the fire,

which will confine the eggs into a smaller space. No gravy should

ever be poured into the dish with it, and indeed, if properly made, it

will require none. Lard is preferable to butter for frying batter, as it

renders it lighter ; but it must not be used for omlets.

A COMMON OMLET.

From four to eight very fresh eggs may be used for this, according to

the sized dish required. Half a dozen will generally be sufiicient.

Break them singly and carefully ; clear them in the way we have
already pointed out in the introduction to boiled puddings, or when they

are sufficiently whisked, pour them through a sieve, and resume the

beating until they are very light. Add to them from half to a whole
teaspoonful of salt, and a seasoning of pepper. Dissolve in a small firy-

ing pan a couple of ounces of butter, pour in the eggs, and as soon as

the omlet is well risen and firm throughout, slide it on to a hot dish,

fold it together like a turnover, and serve it immediately! from' five to

seven minutes will fry it.

For other varieties of the omlet, see the observations which precede

this.

AN OMI.ETTE gOUFFLEE.

Separate, as they are broken, the whites from the yolks of six fine

fresh eggs ; beat these last thoroughly, first by themselves and then with

four tablespoonsful of dry, white sifted sugar, and the rind of half a

lemon grated on a fine grater.* Whisk the whites to a solid froth, and
just before the omlet is poured into the pan, mix them well, but lightly,

with the yolks. Put four ounces of fresh butter into a very small deli-

cately clean omlet, or frying-pan, and as soon as it is all dissolved, add

the eggs and stir tnem round, that they may absorb it entirely. When
the under side is just set, turn the omlet into a well-buttered dish, and
send it to a tolerably brisk oven. From five to ten minutes will bake

it; and it must be served the instant it is taken out; carried, indeed, as

quickly as possible to table from the oven. It will have risen to a great

height, but will sink and become heavy in a very short space of time

:

if sugar be sifted over it, let it be done with the utmost expedition.

Eggs, 6; sugar, 4 tablespoonsfbl ; rind, i lemon; butter, 4 ozs.

:

omlet baked, ."i to 10 minutes.

06s.—A large common frying-pan will not answer for omlets: a

very small one should be kept for them, when there is no regular omletr

pan.

SOUFFLES.

The admirable lightness and delicacy of a well-made souffle render it

generally a very favourite dish, and it is now a feshionable one also. It

* As we have before said, a much more delicate flavour is imparted by rasping tha

iL'inon.rinU on sugar.
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may be greatly varied in its composition, but in all cases must be served
the very instant it is taken from the oven ', and even in passing to the
dining-room it should, if possible, be prevented from sinking by a heated
iron or salamander held above it. A common souffle-pan may be pur-

chased for a dollar, in England, but those of silver or plated metal are

of course expensive ; the part in which the souffle is baked is placed

within the more ornamental dish when it is drawn from the oven. A
plain, round, shallow cake-mould, with a strip of writing-paper six

inches high, placed inside the rim, will answer on an emergency to bake
a souffle in. The following receipt will serve as a guide for the proper

mode of making it : the process is always the same whether the prin-

cipal ingredient be whole rice boiled very tender in milk and pressed

through a sieve, bread-crumbs soaked as for a ptfdding and worked
through a sieve also, arrow-root, potato-flour, or anything else of which
light puddings in general are made.
Take from a pint and a half of new milk or of cream sufficient to mix

four ounces of flour of rice to a perfectly smooth batter
;

put the

remainder into a very clean, well-tinned saucepan, and when it boils,

stir the rice briskly to it ; let it simmer, keeping it stirred all the time,

,

for ten minutes, or more should it not be very thick, then mix well with

it two ounces of fresh butter, one and a half of pounded sugar, and the

grated rind of a fine lemon (or let the sugar which is Used for it be well

rubbed on the lemon before it is crushed to powder) ; in two or three-

minutes take it from the fire, and beat quickly and carefully to it by
degrees the yolks of six eggs ; whisk the whites to a very firm solid

froth, and when the pan is buttered, and all else quite ready for the

oven, stir them gently to the other ingredients ; pour the souffle imme-
diately into the pan and place it in a moderate oven, of which keep the

door closed for a quarter of an hour at least. When the souffle has

risen very high, is of a fine colour, and quite done in the centre, which
it will be in from half to three quarters of an hour, send it instantly to

table. The exact time for baking it depends so much on the oven that

it cannot be precisely specified. We have known quite a small one not

too much baked in forty-five minutes in an iron oven ; but generally

less time will suffice for them : the heat, however, should always be

moderate.

New milk or cream, li pint ; flour of rice, 4 ozs. ; fresh butter, 2
ozs.

;
pounded sugar, I4 oz. ; eggs, 6; grain of salt; rind, 1 lemon:

yO to 45 minutes.

Obs. 1.—The souffle may be flavoured with vanilla, orange-flowers,

or aught else that is liked. Chocolate and cofiee also may be used for

it with soaked bread : a very strong inftision of the last, and an ounce

or two of the other, melted with a little water, are to be added to the

milk and bread.

Ohs. 2.—A souffle is commonly served in a dinner of ceremony as a

remove of the roast, but the better plan for this, as for a fondu, is to

have it quickly handed Tound, instead of being placed upon, the table.

A PONDU.

Mix to a smooth batter, with a quarter of a pint of new milk, two

ounces of potato-flour, arrow-root, or tous les mois : pour boilini? to tliem

three quarters of a piJit more of milk, or of cream in preference, sur
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•hem well together, am', then throw in two ounces of butter cut small.

Wlien this is melted, and well-beaten into the mixture, add the well

whisked yolks of four large or of live small eggs, half a teaspoonful of

salt, something less of cayenne, and three ounces of lightly-grated

cheese, Parmesan or rich old cheese, or equal parts of both. Whisk
the whites sf the eggs to a quite firm and solid froth; then proceed, as

for a souffle, to mix and bake the foudu.

20 minutes.

KENTISH FRITTERS.

Beat up the whites of three eggs and the yolks of six with half a
pound of flour, a cupful of milk, and a large teaspoonful of yeast : put
the mixture into a jug, cover it, and set it by the fire until the next
day, then add to the batter two large apples finely chopped, and fry the

fritters as usual.

Whites of eggs, 3; yolks, 6; flour, 8 ozs. ; milk, 1 cupful; yeast, 1

teaspoonfiil : 24 hours.

PLAIN COMMON FRITTERS.

Mix with three well-beaten eggs a quarter-pint of milk, and strain

them through a fine sieve : add them gradually to three large table-

spoonsful of flour, and thin the batter with as much more milk as will

bring it to the consistency of cream ; beat it up thoroughly at the mo-
ment of using it, that the fritters may be light. Drop it in small por-

tions from a spouted jug or basin into boiling lard ; when lightly coloured

on one side, turn them, drain them well from the lard as they are lifted

out, and serve them very quickly. They are eaten generally with fine

sugar, and orange or lemon juice : the first of these may be sifted thickly

over them after they are dished, the oranges or lemons cut in two, and
sent to table with them. The lard used for frying them should be fresh

and pure-flavoured : it renders them more crisp and light than butter,

and is, therefore, better suited to the purpose.

Eggs, 3; fiour, 3 tablespoonsful ; milk, :| to ^ pint

PANCAKES.

These may be made with the same batter as fritters, if it be- suffi-

ciently thinned with an additional egg or two, or a little milk or cream,

to spread quickly over the pan : to fry them well, this ought to be small.

When the batter is ready, heat the pan over a clear fire and rub it with

butter in every part, then pour in sufficient batter to spread over it

entirely, and let the pancake be very thin : in this case it will require

no turning, but otherwise it must be tossed over with a sudden jerk of

the pan, in which the cook who is not somewhat expert will not always

succeed ; therefore the safer plan is to make them so thin that they will

not require this. Keep them hot before the fire until a sufficient num-
ber are ready to send to table, then proceed with a second supply, as

they sh^ld always be quickly served. Either roll them up and strew

fine sugar over them, or spread them quickly with preserve, laying

them one on the other. A richer kind of pancake may be made with a

pint of cream, or of cream and new milk mixed, five eggs, or their

yolks only, a couple of ounces of flour, a little pounded cinnamon or

Semon-rind rasped on sugar and scraped into them, with two ounces

(iiore of pounded sugar, and two ounces of clarified butter.

From 4 to 5 minutes.
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FUnTEKS OF CAKE AND PUDDING.

Cut plain pound, or rice cake into small square slices half an inch

thick ; trim away the crust, fry them slowly a light brown, m a smah
quantity of fresh butter, and spread over them when done a layer of
apricot-jam, or of any other preserve, and serve them immediately.
These fritters are improved by being moistened with a little gf)od cream
before they are fried : they must then be slightly floured. Cold plum-
pudding sliced down as thick as the cake, and divided into portions of
equal size and good form, then dipped into batter, and gently fried, will

also make an agreeable variety of fritter.

MINCEMEAT FRITTERS.

With half a pound of mincemeat mix two ounces of fine bread-crumbs
(or a tablespoonful of flour), two eggs well beaten, and the strained juice

of half a small lemon. Mix these well, and drop the fritters with a
dessertspoon into plenty of very pure lard or fresh butter; fry them from
seven to eight minutes, drain them on' a napkin or on white blotting

paper, and send them very hot to table : they should be quite small.

Mincemeat, ^ lb. ; bread-crumbs, 2 ozs. (or flour, 1 tablespoonful)

;

eggs, 2 ;
juice of J lemon : 7 to 8 minutes.

VENETIAN FRITTERS. {Very good.)

Pick, wash, and drain three ounces of whole rice, put it into a full

pint of cold milk, and bring it very slowly to boil; stir it often, and let

it simmer gently until quite thick and dry. When about three parts

done, add to it two .ounces of pounded sugar, and one of fresh butter, a

grain of salt, and the grated rind of half a small lemon. Let it cool in

the saucepan, and when only just warm mix with it thoroughly three

ounces of currants, four apples, chopped fine, a teaspoonful of flour, and

three large or four small well-beaten eggs. Drop the mixture in small

fritters, fry them in butter from five to seven minutes, and let them
become quite firm on one side before they are turned : do this with a

slice. Drain them as they are taken up, and sift white sugar over

them after they are dished.

Whole rice, 3 ozs. ; milk, 1 pint; sugar, 2 ozs. ; butter, i oz.
; grated

rind of 4 lemon ; currants, 3 ozs. ; minced apples, 4 ozs. ; flour, 1

teaspoonful; a little salt; eggs, 3 large or 4 email; 5 to 7 minutes.

FRITTERS OF SPRING FRUIT.

The rhubarb for these should be of a good sort, quickly grown, and

tender. Pare, cut it into equal lengths, and throw it into the French

batter of.page 113 ; with a fork lift the stalks separately, and put them

into a pan of boiling lard or butter : in from five to six minutes they

will be done. Drain them well and dish them on a napkin, or pile them

high without one, and strew sifted sugar plentifiiUy over them : they

should be of a very light hrown, and quite dry and crisp. The young

stalks look well when left in their entire length, ana only slightly en-

crusted with the batter, through which they should he merely drawn.

5 to 6 minutes.

APPLE, PEACH, APRICOT, OR ORANGE FRITTERS.

Pare and core without dividing the apples, slice them in rounds the

lull size of the fruit, dip them into the same batter as that directed foi
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the preceding fritters; fry them a pale brown, and el them be very

dry. Serve them heaped high upon a folded napkin, and' strew sifted

sugar over them. After having stripped the outer rind from the oranges,

remove carefully the white inner skin, and in slicing them take out

>.ne pips ; then dip them into the batter and proceed as for the apple

fritters. "The peaches and apricots should be merely skinned, halved,

and stoned before they are drawn through the batter, unless they should

not be fiilly ripe, when they must first be stewed tender iJ^ a thin syrup

8 to 12 minutes.

POTATO FRITTERS. (ENTREMETS.)

See directions for potato puddings. The same mixture dropped in

fritters into boiling butter, and fried until firm on both sides, will be

found very good.

LEMON FRITTERS. (ENTREMETS.)

Mix with six ounces of very fine bread-crumbs four of beef suet,

minced as small as possible, four ounces of pounded sugar, a small table-

spoonful of flour, four whole eggs, well and lightly whisked, and the

grated rind of one large or of two small lemons, with half or the whole
of the juice, at choice ; but before this last is stirred in, add a spoonftil

or two of milk or cream, if needed. Fry the mixture in small fritters

for five or six minutes.

CANNELONS. (ENTREMETS.)

Roll out very thin and evenly some fine puff-paste into a long strip of

from three to four inches wide, moisten the surface with a feather dipped

in white of egg, and cut it into bands of nearly two inches wide ; lay

some apricot or peach marmalade equally along theset and fold the paste

twice over it, close the ends carefijUy, and when all are ready slide

them gently into a pan of boiling lard ; * as soon as they begin to brown,

raise the pan fi-om the fire that they may not take too much colour be-

fore the paste is done quite through. Five minutes will fry them.

Drain them well, and dry them on a soft cloth before the fire ; dish

them on a napkin, and place one layer crossing another, or merely pile

them high in the centre. If well made, and served of a light brown
and very dry, these cannelons are excellent : when lard is objected to

butter may be used instead, but the paste will then be somewhat lees

light. Only lard of the purest quality will answer for the purpose.

5 minutes.

CROQUETTES OF RICE. (ENTREMETS.)

Wipe very clean, in a dry cloth, seven ounces of rice, put it into a

clean stewpan, and pour on it a quart of new milk ; let it swell gently

jy the side of the fire, and stir it often that it may not stick to the pan,

nor bum ; when it is about half done, stir to it five ounces of pounded
sugar, and six bitter almonds beaten extremely fine : the thin rind of

half a fresh lemon may be added in the first instance. The ricei must

be simmered until it is soft, and very thick and dry ; it should then be

spread on a dish, and left until cold, when it is to be rolled into small

balls, which must be dipped into beaten egg, and then covered in every

part with the finest bread-crumbs. Whsn all are ready, fry them a

* Cannelnns may be either bRked or fried : if sen , to the oven, they may first be glazea
trHh white of egg.and sugar.
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light brown in fresh butter, and drx them well before the fire, upon a
sieve reversed and covered with a very soft cloth, or with a sheet of
white blotting-papdr. Pile them in a hot dish, and send them to table

quicfcly.

Rice, 7 ozs. ; milk, 1 quart ; rind of lemon : J hour. Sugar, 5 ozs.

;

bitter almonds, 6 : 40 to 60 minutes, or more. Fried, 5 to 7 minutes.

t

FINER CROQUETTES OF RICE. (ENTREMETS.)

Swell the rice in thin cream, or in new milk strongly flavoured

with cocoa-nut; then add the same ingredients as in the foregoing

receipt, and when the rice is cold, form it into balls, and with the thumb
of the right hand hollow them sufficiently to admit in the centre a
small portion of peach jam, or of apricot marmalade ; close the rice

well over it ; egg, crumb, and fry the croquettes as usual. As, from
the difference of quality, the same proportions of rice and milk will not

always produce the same effect, the cook must use her discretion in

adding, should it be needed, sufficient liquid to soften the rice perfectly

:

but she must bear in mind that if not boiled extremely thick and dry, it

will be difficult to make it into croquettes.

RISSOLES. (entree.)

This is the French name for small fried pastry of various forms, filled

with meat or fish previously cooked ; they may be made with brioche, or

with light pufi-paste, either of which must be rolled extremely thin.

Cut it with a small round cutter fluted or plain
; put a little rich mince,

or good pounded meat, in the centre, and moisten the edges, and press

them securely together that they may not burst open in the frying.

The rissoles may be f;rmed like small patties, by laying a second round

of paste over the meat; or like cannelons; they may, likewise, be

brushed with egg, and sprinkled with vermicelli, broken small, or with

fine crumbs. They are sometimes made in the forip of croquettes, the

paste being gathered . ound the meat, which must form a ball.

In frying them, adopt the same plan as for the croquettes, raising the

pan as soon as the paste is lightly coloured. Serve all these fried dishes

well drained, and on a napkin.

From 5 to 7 minutes, or less.

VERY SAVOURY RISSOLES. (ENTREE.)

Make the forcemeat No. 1, page 122, sufficiently firm with unbeaten

yolk of egg, to roll rather thin on a well-floured board ; cut it into very

small rounds, put a little pounded chicken in the centre of one half,

moistening the edges with water, or white of egg, lay the remaining

rounds over these, close them securely, and fry them in butter a fine

light brown ; drain and dry them well, .and heap them in the middle of

a hot dish, upon a napkin folded flat: these rissoles may be egged and

crumbed before they are fried.

RISSOLES OF FISH. (bNTREE.)

Take perfectly clear from bones and skin, the flesh of any cold fish

that can be pounded to an exceedingly fine paste ; add to it, when in

the mortar, from one quarter to a third as much of good butter, and a

high seasoning of cayenne, with a moderate one of mace and nutmeg

To tiiose may' be added, at pleasure, a few shrimps, or a little of any of
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the finer fish sa\:ces, or some lobster-coral. When the whole is well

beaten and blended together, roll'out some good puft-paste extremely

thin, and with a smjall round tin shape, cut out the number of rissoles

required ;
put some of the fish into each of these, moisten the eidgea

with white of egg, fold and press them securely together, and when all

are ready, slip them gently into a pan of boiling lard or butter ; fry them
a pale brown, drain\them well, and dry them on white blotting-paper,

laid upon a sieve, reversed ; but do not place them sufficiently near to

scorch or to colour them.

TO BOIL PIPE MACCARONI.

Wehave found always the continental mode of dressing maccaroni the

best. English cooks sometimes soak it in milk and, water for an hour

or more, before it is boiled, that the pipes may be swollen to the utmost,

but this is apt to render it pulpy, though its appearance may be im-

proved by it. Drop it lightly, and by degrees, into a large pan of fast-

boiling water, into which a little salt, and a bit of butter the size of a

walnut, have previously been thrown, and of which -the boiling should

not be stopped by the addition of the maccaroni. In from three quai-

ters of an hour to an hour this will be sufficiently tender ; it should

always be perfectly so, as it is othervvise indigestible, though the pipes

ehould remain entire. Pour it into a large cullender, and drain the

water well from i^. It should be very softly boiled after the first minute

or two.

I to 1 hour.

RIBBAND MACCARONI. •

This is dresseu m precisely the same manner as the pipe maccaroni,

out requires only from fourteen to sixteen minutes' boiling in water,

and twenty or more in broth or stock.

DRESSED MACCARONI.

Four ounces of pipe maccaroni is sufficient for a small dish, but from

six to eight should be prepared for a family party where it is liked.

The common English mode of dressing it is with grated cheese, butter,

and cream, or milk. French cooks substitute generally a spoonful or

two of very strong rich jellied gravy for the cream; and the Italians,

amongst their many other modes of serving it, toss it in rich brown
gravy, with sufficient grated cheese to flavour the whole strongly ; they

send it to table also simply laid into a good Espagnole or brown gravy
(that drawn from the stufato, for example), accompanied by a plate of

grated cheese. Another, and an easy mode of dressing it is to boil and
drain it well, and to put it into a deep dish, strewing grated cheese oo

every layer, and adding bits of fi-esh butter to it. The top, in this case,

should be covered with a layer of fine bread-crumbs, mixed with grated

cheese- these should be moistened plentifully with clarified butter, and

colour given to them in the oven, or before the fire; the crumbs maybe
omitted, and a layer of cheese substituted for them. An excellent pre-

paration of maccaroni may be made with any well-flavoured, dry white

cheese, which can be grated easily, at much less cost than with the Par-

mesan, which is expensive, and in the country not always procurable

even ; we think that the rich brown gravy is dlso a great advantage to

the dish, which is further improved by a tolerably high seasoning of
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cayenne. These, however, are innovations on the usual modes of serv-
ing it in England.

After it has been boiled quite tender, drain it well, dissolve from two
to three ounces of good butter in a clean stewpan, with a few spoonsful
of rich cream, or of white sauce, lay in part of the inaccaroni, strew
part of the cheese upon it, add the remainder of the maccaroni and the
cheese, and toss the whole gently until the ingredients are well incor-
porated, and adhere to the maccaroni, leaving no liquid perceptible

:

serve it immediately.
Maccaroni, 6 ozs. ; butter, 3 ozs. ; Parmesan cheese, 6 ozs. ; cream,

4 tablespoonsful.

Ohs.—If preferred so, cheese may be strewed thickly over the mac-
caroni after it is dished, and just melted and browned with a salamander.

MACCABONI A LA HEINE.

This is a very excellent and delicate mode of dressing maccaroni.
Boil eight ounces in the usual way (see page 302), and by the time it is

sufficiently tender, dissolve gently ten ounces of any rich, well-flavoured
white cheese in full three quarters of a pint of good cream ; add a little

salt, a rather full seasoning of cayenne, from half to a whole saltspoon-

ful of pounded mace, a<id a couple of ounces of sweet fresh butter.

The cheese should, in the first instance, be sliced very thin, and taken
quite free of the hard part adjoining the rind ; it should be stirred in the
cream without intermission until it is entirely dissolved, and the whole
is perfectly smooth : the maccaroni, previously well-drained, may then
be tossed gently in it, or after it is dished, the cheese may be poured
equally over the maccaroni. The whole, in either case, may be thickly

covered before it is sent to table, with fine crumbs of bread fried of a
pale gold colour, and dried perfectly, either before the fire or in an oven,

when such an addition is considered an improvement. As a matter of
precaution, it is better to boil the cream before the cheese is melted
in it; rich white sauce, or bechamel, made not very thick, with an
additional ounce or two ofifbutter, may be used to vary and enrich this

preparation. If Parmesan cheese* be used for it, it must of course be
grated. Half the quantity may be served.

Maccaroni, i lb. ; cheese, 10 ozs. ; good cream, j pint (or rich white
sauce) ; butter, 2 ozs. (or more) ; Kttle salt, firie cayenne, and mace.

FORCED EGGS FOR SALAD.

Boil six fresh eggs for twelve minutes, and when /they are perfectly

cold, halve them lengthwise, take out the yolks, pound them to a paste

with a third of their volume of fresh butter; then add a quarter tea-

spoonful of mace, and as much cayenne as will season the mixture well

;

beat these together thoroughly, and fill the whites of egg neatly with
them. A morsel ofgarlic, not larger than a pea, perfectly blended with the

other ingredients, would to some tastes greatly improve this preparation.

Eggs, 6; butter, size of 2 yolks; mace, J teaspoonful; cayenne, third

as much.
FORCED EGGS, OR EGGS EN SURPRISE. (ENTREMETS.)

Boil, and divide, as in the receipt above, half a dozen very fresh eggs,

* The Parmesan being apt to gather into himps, instead of mingling smoothly with
the liquid, liarl better be avoided for this dish.
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pound the yolks perfectly, first by themselves, then with three ounces
of good butter, a seasoning of salt, cayenne, and nutmeg, or mace, a
large teaspoonful or more of minced parsley, and the yolks of two raw
eggs. Slice a small bit off the whites to make them stand flat, hollow

the insides well, fill them smoothly with the yolks, form a small dome
in the centre of the dish with the remainder of the mixture, and lean

the eggs against it, placing them regularly round. Set them into a
gentle oven for ten minutes,* and send them quickly to table.

CHAPTER XX.

SWEET DISHES, OR ENTREMETS.

TO PREPARE calf's FEET STOCK.f

The feet are usually sent in from the butcher's ready to dress, but as

a matter of economy | or of convenience it is sometimes desirable to

have them altogether prepared by the cook. Dip them into cold water,

lay them into a deep pan, and sprinkle equally over them on both sides

some rosin in fine powder ; pour in as much boiling water as will cover

.them well, and let them remain for a minute or two untouched ; then

scrape the hair clean from them with the edge of a knife. When this

is done, wash them very thoroughly both in hot and in cold water ; di-

vide them at the joint, split the claws, and take away the fat that is

between them. Should the feet be large, put a gallon of cold water to

the four, but from a pint to a quart less if they be of moderate size or

small. Boil them gently down until the flesh has parted entirely from

the bones, and the liquor is reduced nearly or quite half; strain, and let

it stand until cold ; remove every particle of fat from the top before it

is used, and be i areful not to take the sediment.

Calf's feet, (large) 4; water, 1 gallon: 6 to 7 hours.

TO CLARIFY CALF's FEET STOCK.

Break up a quart of the stock, put it into a clean stewpan with the

whites of five large or of six small eggs, two ounces of sugar, and the

strained juice of a small lemon
;
place it over a gentle fire, and do not

stir it after the scum begins to form ; when it has boiled five or six mi-

nutes, if the liquid part be clear, turn it into a jelly-bag, and pass it

through a second time should it not be perfectly transparent the first.

To consumptive patients, and others requiring restoratives, but forbidden

to take stimulants, the jelly thus prepared is often very acceptable, and
may be taken with impunity, when it would be highly injurious made
with wine. More white of egg is required to clarify it than when sugar

and acid are used in large quantities, as both of these assist the process.

For blamange omit the lemon-juice, and mix with the clarified stock an

* Half of one of the raw egg-yolks may be omitted, and a spoonful of rich cream used
instead ; the e<;gs can also he steamed until the insides are firm, by placing them with
u little good gravy, or white sauce, in a stewpan, and simmering them gently froiK

&!leen to twenty minutes.

t For fuller and better directions for this, see page 160, Chapter IX.

I TUey are sold at a much lower price whei> h^l cleared from the hair.
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equal proportion of cream (for an invalid new milk), with the usual
flavouring, and weight of sugar; or pour the boiling stock very gradu-
ally to some finely pounded almonds, and express it from them aa

directed for Quince Blamange, allowing from six to eight ounces to the
pint.

Stock, 1 quart ; whites of eggs, 5 ; sugar, 2 ozs. ; juice, 1 small lemon

:

5 to 8 minutes.

TO CLARIFY ISINGLASS.

The finely-cut purified isinglass, which is now in general use, re-

quires no clarifying except for clear jellies : for all other dishes it is

sufficient to dissolve, skim, and pass it through a muslin strainer.

When two ounces are required for a dish, put two and a half into a
delicately clean pan, and pour on it a pint of spring water which has
been gradually mixed with a teaspoonful of beaten white of egg; stir

these thoroughly together, and let them heat slowly by the side of a
gentle fire, but do not allow the isinglass to stick to the pan. When
the scum is well risen, which it will be after two or three minutes' sim-

meringi clear it offj and continue the skimming until no more appears,

then, should the quantity of liquid be more than is needed, reduce it by
quick boiling to the proper point, strain it through a thin muslin, and

set it by for use : it will be perfectly transparent, and may be mixed
lukewarm with the clear and ready sweetened juice of various fruits, or

used with the necessary proportion of syrup, for jellies flavoured with

choice liquors. As the clarifying reduces the strength of the isinglass,

—

or rather as a portion of it is taken up by the white egg,—an additional

quarter to each ounce must be allowed for this: if the scum be laid to

drain on the back of a fine sieve which has been wetted with hot water,

a little very strong jelly will drip fi'om it.

Isinglass, 2iozs.; water, 1 pint; beaten white of egg, 1 teaspoonful.

SPINACH GREEN, FOR COLOURING SWEET DISHES, CONFECTIONARY,

OR SOUPS.

Pound quite to a pulp, in a marble or wedgewood mortar, a handful

or two of young freshly-gathered spinach, then throw it into u hair-

sieve, and press through all the juice that can be obtained from it
;
pour

this into a clean white jar, and place it in a pan of water that is at the

point of boiling, and which must be allowed to just simmer afterwards;

in three or four minutes the juice will be poached or set ; take it then

gently with a spoon, and lay it upon the back of a fine sieve to drain.

If wanted for immediate use, merely mix it in the mortar with some
finely-powdered sugar ;* but if to be kept as a store, pound it with as

much as will render the whole tolerably dry, boil it to candy-height

over a very clear fire, pour it out in cakes, and keep them in a tin

box or canister. For this last preparation consult the receipt for orange-

flower candy.

PREPARED APPLE, OR QUINCE JUICE.

Pour into a clean earthen pan two quarts of spring water, and throw

into it as quickly as they can be pared, cored, and weighed, four pounds

of nonsuches, pippins, or any other good boiling apples of fine flavour

When all are done stew them gently until they are well broken, but

* Fur soup, dilute it first with a little of the boiling stosk, and stir it to the remaiuder
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not redueed quite to pulp; turn them into a jelly-bag' or strain (he juice

from them without pressure through a el'oseiy-Woven doth, which stold
be gathered over the frait, and tied', and suspended above a deep pan

u-ntM' the juice ceases to drop' froni it : this, if hot very clear, must be

rendered so before it is used for syrup or jelly, but for all other purposes

onee straifliBg it Will be sufficient. Quinces are prepared in the same
way, and with the same proportions of fruit and watei., but they must

not be too long boiled, or the jtafise wfll' become red. We liave found it

answer well to have them simmered until they are perfectly tender,

and then to leave them' with thei* liquor in a bowl nntit the following

day, when the juice will be rich and dear; They should be thrown

into the water Very fuicMy after they are pared and weigbedi as tbf

air will' soon discolouic them';

Waiter, 2 quarts i applesj or qdinces; 4 Ihs

COCOA-NUT FLAVOURED SHLK. {.FoT sweet dishes, ^c.)

Pare the dark outer rind from a very fi-esh nut, and grate it on a fine

and exceedingly dean grater ; to every th'ree ounces pour a quart of

new milky and simmer diem very softliy for three quarters of an hour, or

more, that a full flavour of the nut may be imifarted to the milk with-

out its being much reduced; strain it through a fine sieve, or cloth*

with sufficient pressuire to leave the mrt almost dry : it may then fto used

for blamange, custarisi,- rice, and other puddings, light cakes anfd '/read.

To each quart new milk, 3 ozs. grated cocoa-nut : J to 1 hour.

06»i—The milk of the nut, when perfectly sweet and good, may be

added to the other with advantage. To obtain it, bore one end of the

shell with a gimlet,, and catich Ihe liquid in a cup ; and to extricate the

kernel, break the shell with a hammer : this is better than sawmg it'

aisfinder. ^

COMPOTES OP PRTJIT.

Wis would particularly invite the attention of the reader to these

wholesome and agreeable preparations of fruit, which are much less

served' at Effgi&h rabies, generally, than they deserve to be. We have

found (hem often peeuliarty accepiEkble to persons of delicate habit who
were forbfdden is jrartafte of pastry in any form; and accompanied by a
dish Of boil'ed rice, they are very preferable for children, as well as for

invalids, to either farts or puddings^

Compote of spring fruit.—(fi,hubarb.) Take a pound of the stalks

after they are pared, and cut them into short lengths , have ready a
quarter-pint of water boiled gently for ten minutes with five ounces of

sugar, or with six should the fi^uit be very acid; put it in, and simmer
it for about ten minutes. Some kinds wUl be tender in rather less

time, some Will require more.

Obs.—GtOod sugar in lumps should be used' generally for these dishes

and when they are intended for dessert the syrup should' be enriched

with an additional ounce ot two. Lisbon sugar wilT answer for them
very well on ordinaTy occasions, but that Which is refined will reader

them much more delicate.

Conipote of gre-en currants.— Spring water half pint ; sugar five

ounces; boiled together ten minutes. One fint of green currants strip*

ped from the stalks ; simmered three to five minutes.

Compote ofgreen gooseberries.—This is an '.Kcellent compote ifmade
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With fine sugar, and very good with any kind. Brealj five ounces into
small lumps and pour on them half a pint of water ; boil these gently for

ten minutes, and clear off all the scum; then add to them afint of fresh
gooseberries freed from the tops and stalks, washed, and well drained.
Simmer them gerttly from eight to ten minutes, and serve them hot or
cold. Increase the quantity for a large dish.

Compote of green apricots.—Wipe the down from a pound of quite
young apricots, and stew them very gently for nearly twenty minutes in

syrup made with eight ounces of sugar and three quarters of a pint of
water, boiled together the usual time.

Compote of red currants.—A quarter-pint of water and five ounces
of sugar : ten minutes. One pint of ready picked currants to be just
simmered in the syrup frota five to six minutes. This receipt will serve
equally for raspberries, or for a compote of the two fruits mixed toge-
ther. Either of them will be found an admirable accompaniment to

batter, custard, bread, ground rice, and various other kinds of puddings,
as well as to whole rice plainly boiled.

Compote of cherries.—Simmer five ounces of sugar with half a pint

of water for ten minutes; throw into the syrup a pound of cherries

weighed after they are stalked, and let them stew gently for twenty
minutes; it is a great improvement to stone the fruit, but a larger

quantity wiU then be required for a dish.

Compote of Morella Cherries.—Boil together for fifteen minutes, five

ounces of sugar with half a pint of water ; add a pound and a quarter

of ripe Morella cherries, and simmer them very softly from five to seveR
minutes ; this is a delicibus compote.

Compote cf Damsons.^Tom ounces of sug^r and half a pint »f
water to be boiled for ten minutes; one pound of damsons to be a:dd«d,

and simmered g'ently from tell to twelve minutes.

Compote of the Magnum Bonum, or other Idrge plums.—Boil six

ounces of sugar with half a pint of water the usual time; take the

stalks from a pound of plums, and simmer them very softly for twenty
minutes. Increase the proportion of sag^i if tieed'ed, and regiilate the

time as may be necessary for the dififereilt varieties of fruit

Compote of bullaces.—The large, or shepherds' buUace, is very good
stewed, but will require a considerable qua.ntity of sugaf to render it

palatable, unless it be quite ripe. Make a syrup with dight ounces, and
three-quarters of a pint of Water, and boil in it gently from fifteen to

twenty minutes, a pint and a half of the bullsU^s freed Atom their stalks.

COMPOTE OF PEACHES.

Pare half a dozen ripe peaches, and stew them very sbfUy'from eigh-

teen to twenty tiiinutes, keeping them often turned in a light syrup,

made with five ounces of sugar, and half a pint of water boiled togethet

for ten minutes. Dish the finiit ; reduce the ^rUp by quick boiling,

pour it over the peaches, and serve them hot for a secondi-course dish, or

cold for dessert. They should be quite ripe, and will be found delicious

dressed thus. A little lemon-juice may be added to the syrup, and the

blanched kernels of two or three peach or apricot stones.

Sugar, 5 ozs. ; water, i pint : 10 minutes. Peaches, 6 : 18 to 20
minutes.

Obs ^Nectarines, without being pared, may be dressed in the same
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way, but will require to be stewed somewhat longer, unless they be
perfectly ripe.

ANOTHER RECEIPT FOR STEWED PEACHES.

Should the fruit be not perfectly ripe, throw it into boiling water and
keep it just simmering, until the skin can be easily stripped off. Have
ready halt' a pound of fine sugar boiled to a light syrup with three
quarters of a pint of water; throw in the peaches, let them stew softly

until quite tender, and turn them often that they may be equally done

;

after they are dislied, add a little strained lemon-juice to the syrup, and
reduce it by a few minutes' very quick boiling. The fruit is sometimes
pared, divided, and stoned, then gently stewed until it is tender.

Sugar, 8 ozs. ; water, J pint : 10 to 12 minutes. Peaches, 6 or 7

;

lemon-juice, 1 large teaspoonful.

STEWED BARBERRIES, OR COMPOTE d'ePINE-VINBTTE.

Boil to a thin syrup half a pound of sugar and three quarters of a pint

of water, skim it well, and throw into it three quarters of a pound of
barberries stripped from the stalks ; keep them pressed down into the
syrup, and gently stirred : from five to seven minutes will boil them.

Sugar, 8 ozs. ; water, j pint : 12 to 15 minutes. Barberries, J lb.

:

5 to 7 minutes.

ANOTHJEai COMPOTE OP BARBERRIES FOR DESSERT.

When this fruit is first ripe it requires, from its exfyjssive acidity,

nearly its weight of sugar to render it palatable; but after hanging
some time upon the trees it becomes much mellowed in flavour, and
may be sufficiently sweetened wjth a smaller proportion. According
to the state of the fruit then, take for each pound (leaving it in bunches)
from twelve to sixteen ounces of sugar, and boil it with three quarters

of a pint of water until it forms a syrup. Throw in the bunches of

fruit, and simmer them forfive or six minutes. If their weight of sugar
be used, they will become in that time perfectly transparent. As all

vessels of tin affect the colour of the barberries, they should be boiled in

a copper stewpan, or in a German enamelled one, which would be far

better.

Barberries, 1 lb. ; sugar, 12 to 16 ozs. ; watPi;, f pint: fruit simmered
in syrup, 5 to 6 minutes.

GATEAU DE POMMJ'S.

Boil together for fifteen minutes a pound of well-refined sugar and
half a pint of water ; then add a couple of pounds of nonsuches, or of
any other finely-fiavoured apples which can be boiled easily to a smooth
pulp, and the juice of a couple of small, or of one very large lemon.

Stew these gently until the mixture is perfectly free from lumps, then
boil it quickfy, keeping it stirred, without quitting it, until it forms a
very thick and dry marmalade, A few minutes before it is done add
the finely grated rinds of a couple of lemons; when it leaves the bottom

of the preserving-pan visible and dry, press it into moulds of tasteful

form ; and either store it for winter use, or if wanted for table, serye it

plain for dessert, or ornament it with spikes of blanched almonds, and
pour a custard round it for a second-course dish.

Sugar, lib. ; water, J pint: 15 minutes. Nonsuches or other applec,

2 lbs.
;
juice, 1 large or 3 small lemons; 2 hours or more.
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OATEW OF MIXED FRUITS. (cOOD.)

Extract the juice from some fresh red currants by simmering them
very gently for a few minutes over a slow fire; strain it through a
folded muslin, and to one pound of it add a pound and a half of non-
suches or of freshly gathered apples, pared, and rather deeply cored,
that the fibrous part of the apple may be avoided. Boil these quite
slowly until the mixture is perfectly smooth, then, to evaporate part of
the moisture, let the boiling be quickened. In from twenty-five to

thirty minutes draw the pan from the fire, and throw in gradually a
pound and a quarter of sugar in fine powder; mix it well with the fruit,

and when it is dissolved continue the boiling rapidly for twenty minutes
longer, keeping the mixture constantly stirred

;
put it into a mould, and

store it, when cold, for winter use, or serve it for dessert, or for the
second course : in the latter case decorate it with spikes of almonds
blanched, and heap solid whipped cream round it, or pour a custard
into the dish. For dessert, it may be garnished with dice of the palest

apple-jelly.

Juice of red currants, 1 lb. ; apples (pared and cored), IJ lb. : 25 to

30 minutes. Sugar, 1 j lb. : 20 minutes.

Obs.—A portion of raspberries, if still in season, may be mixed with
the currants for this giteau, should their flavour be liked.

JELLIES.

calf's feet jelly, (entremets.)

We hear inexperienced housekeepers frequently complain of the dil^

ficulty of rendering this jelly perfectly transparent; but, by mixing
with the other ingredients, while quite cold, the whites, and the crushed

shelli of a sufficient numher of eggs, and allowing the head of scum
which gathers on the jelly to remain undisturbed after it once forms,

they will scarcely fail to obtain it clear. It should be strained through

a t>ick flannel-bag of a conical form (placed before the fire, should the

wet ther be at all cold, or the mixture will jelly before it has run

throagh), and if not perfectly clear it must be strained again and again

until it becomes so; though we generally find that once suffices. Mix
thoroughly in a large stewpan five half-pints of strong calf's-feet stock

(see page 304,) a full pint of sherry, half a pound of sugar, roughly

powdered, the juice of two fine lemons, the rind of one and a half, cut

very thin, the whites and shells of four large eggs, and half an ounce of

isiuD-lass. Let these remain a few minutes ofl^ the fire, that the sugai

may dissolve more easily ; then let the jelly be brought to boil gradu-

ally, and do not stir it after it begins to heat. When it has boiled gen-

tly sixteen minutes, draw it from the fire, and let it stand a short time

before it is poured into the jelly-bag, under which a bowl should be

placed to receive it When clear and cool, put it into the moulds which

have been laid for some hours in water: these should always be of

earthenware in preference to metal. If to be served in glasses, or

roughed, the jelly will be sufficiently firm without the isinglass, of

which, however, we recommend a small quantity to be thrown in always

when the jelly begins to boil, as it facilitates the clearing.

Calf's feet stock, 2^ pints; sugar, i lb.; shwry, 1 pint; juice of

lemons, 2 large ,• rind of IJ ; whites and shells jf eggs, 4 large, or 9
email : 16 minutes.
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Obs. 1.—After all the jelly has dropped through the bag, an exceed-

ingly agreeable beverage may be obtained by pouring in some boiling

water ; from one to three half^pints, according to the quantity of jelly

which has been made. The same pkn should he ,pursued in making
orange Qr l«imon jelly for an iiiva,lid.

Obs. 2.^—As it is essential to the transparency of cairsrfeet jelly of
all kinds that the whole of the ingredients should be quite cold when
they are mixed, and as the stock can only be measured i^ a liquid state,

-to which it ijiust be reduced by hpating, the better plan is, to measure
it when it is first strained from the feet, and to put apart the exact

quantity required for a receipt ; but wljiien this has not been done, and it

is nece.^^ary tQ liquefy it, it must be left until quite cold again before it

is used.

ANOTHKI^ JIKCBIPT FOE OALf's FEET JELLY.

To four calf's feet, well cleaned and divided, pour a gallon of water,

and Jet them stew until it is reduced to rather less than two quarts ; or

if, after the flesh has quilp feUen from the bones, the liquor on being

•strained off should exceei (iiat quantity, reduce it by ra{>id boiling in a
clean uncovered pan over a very clear fire. When it is perfectly firm

and cold, take it, clear of fat and sediment, and add to it a bottle of

sherry, which should be of good quality (for poor, thin wines are not

well adapted to the purpose), three quarters of a pound of sugar broken

email, the juice of five large or of six moderate-sized lemons, and the

whites, with th? shells finely crushed, of seven eggs, or of more,

should they be very smalL The rinds of three lemons, pared exceed-

ingly thin, may be thrown into the jelly a few minutes before it is taken

from the fire ; or they may be put info the jelly-bag previously to its

being poured through, when they will impart to it a slight and delicate

flavour, without deepening its colour mijch. If it is to be moulded,

something more thaii half an ounce of isinglass should be dropped

iig'htly in where the liquid becomes visible through the head of scun;i,

when the mixture begins to boil ; for if not sufficiently firm, it will

break when it is dished. It may be roughed, or served in glasses with-

out this addition ; and in a liquid state will be found an admirable in-

gredient for Oxford, or other punch.
Calf's feet, 4; water, 1 gallon; to be reduced more than half.

Sherry, i bottle; sugar, I lb. (more to taste); juice of 5 large lemons,

or of SLK moderate-sized ; whites and shells of 7 eggs, or more if small

;

rinds of lemons, 3 (for moulding, nearly ^ oz. of isinglass) : 15 to 20
minutes.

06s.—An excellent and whqlesome jelly for young people may be

made with good orange or raisin wine, instead of sherry ; to either of

these the juice of three or four oranges, with a small portion of the

rind, may be added instead of part of the lemons. •

/

APPLE calf's feet JEU/V.

Pour a quart of prepared apple-juice (see page 305) on a pound of

fresh apples pared and cored, and simmer them until they are well

broken; strain the juice, and let it stand until cold ; then measure, and
put a pint and a half of it into a stewpan with a quart of calf's feet

Btock (see page 304), nine ounces of sugar broken small, or roughly

pounded, the juice of two fine lemons, and the thio rinds of one and a
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hal? with the whites and shells of eight effgs. Let it hoil gently for

ten minutes, then strain it through a flannel-bag, and when cool put it

into moulds. It will be very clear, and firm, and of pleasant flavour.

Afq)les of good quality should 'be used for it, and the quantity of sugai
must be regulated by the time of yeaj, as the fruit will have lost much
of its acidity during the latter part of the season. This ]tecej|>t, which
is the result of our own experinjent, and which we have found very suc-

cessful, was first tried just afl:er Christmas, with pippins. A little syrup
of preserved ginger, or a small glass of fine white brandy, would per-

haps, to some tastes, improve the jelly ; but we give it simply as we
have had it proved ourselves.

Prepared apple juice, 1 quart; fresh apples, 1 lb. : i to | hour.

Strained juice, 1^ pint; calf's feet stock, 1 quart; sugar, 9 ozs.; juice

of lemons, 2; rind of 14; whites and shells of eggs, 6 : 10 minutes.

Obs.—We would recommend the substitution of quinces for apples

in this receipt as likely to aflord-a very agreeable variety of tlie jelly:

or equal portions of the two fruits might answer well.

Unless the stock be very stifl^ add isinglass to this, as to the calfi

feet jeUy, when it is to be moulded.

ORANGE calf's FEET JELLT.

To a pint and a half of firm calf's feet stock, put a. pint of strained

China orange-juice, mixed with that of one or two lemons; add to these

six ounces of sugar, broken small, the vert/ thin rinds of three oranget
•and of one lemon, and the whites of six eggs with halfthe shells crushed

small. Stir these gently over a clear fire until the head of scum begins

to form, but not at all afterwards. Simmer the jelly for ten minutes
firom the first full boil ; take it irom the fire, let it stand a little, then

pour it through a jelly-bag until perfectly clear. This is an original,

and entirely new receipt, which we can recomoiend to the reader^ the

jelly being very pale, beautifully transparent, and delicate in flavour

:

it would, we think, be peeuliarly acceptable to such invalids as are for-

bidden to take wine in any form.

The proportions both of sugar and of lemon-juice must be somewhat
varied according to the season in which the oranges are used.

Strong calf's foet stock, 1^ pint; strained orange-juice, mixed with

a small portion of lemon-juice, 1 pint ; sugar, 6 ons. ; rinds of oranges,

3 ; of lemon, 1 : 10 minutes.

Obt.—A small pinch of ising'lass thrown into the jelly when it begins

to boil will much assist to clear it. When the flavour of Seville oranges

is liked, two or three can be used with the sweet ones.

OBANOE I8INO]:.AS8 JEUrV.

To render this perfectly transparent the juice of the fi-uit must be

filtered, and the isinglass clarified.; bnt k is not usual tc take so much
trouble for it. Strain as clear as possible, first through a sieve or mus-

lin, then through a thick «loth or jelly^bag, one quart of orange-juice,

mixed with as much lemon-juice as will give an agreeable degree of

acidity. Dissolve two ounces and a half (^isingkss in a pint of water,

skim it well, throw in half a pound of sugar, and a few strips of the

orange-rind, pour in the orange-juiee, stir the whole well tog^her,skim

it clean without allowing it to boil, strain it through a cloth or through

a muslin, many times folded, and when nearly cold put it JOt^ tfee
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moulds.* This jelly is sometimes made without any water, by dis-

solving the isinglass and sugar in the juice of the fruit.

Orange-juice, 1 quart; water, 1 pint; isinglass, 2i ozs. ; sugar, J lb.

ORANOES FILLED WITH JELLY-

This is one of the finciful dishes which make a pretty appearance on
a supper table, and are acceptable when much variety is desired. Take

some very fine oranges, and with

the point of a small knife cut out

from the top of each a round about

the size of a shilling ; then with
the small end of a tea or egg
spoon, empty them entirely, taking

great care not to break the rinds.

Throw these into cold water, and
make jelly of the juice, which
must be well pressed from the

pulp, and strained as clear as pos-

sible. Colour one half a fine rose

colour with prepared cochineal,

and leave the other very pale;

when it is nearly cold, drain and wipe the orange rinds, and fill them
with alternate strioes of the two jellies ; when they are perfectly cold

cut them in quarters, and dispose them tastefully in a dish with a few
light branches of myrtle between them. Calf's feet or any other variety

of jelly, or diflferent blamanges, may be used at choice to fill the rinds

:

the colours, however, should contrast as much as possible.

LEMON calf's FEET JELLY.

Break up a quart of strong calf's feet stock, which should have been
measured while in a liquid state; let it be quite clear of fat and sedi-

ment, for which a small additional quantity should be allowed ; add to

it a not very full half-pmt of strained lemon-juice, and ten ounces of
sugar, broken small (rather more or less according to the state of the

fruit), the rind of one lemon pared as thin as possible, or fi-orii two to.

three when a full flavour of it is liked, and the whites, with part of the

shells crushed small, of five large or of six small eggs. Proceed as for

the preceding jellies, and when the mixture has boiled five minutes
throw in a small pinch of isinglass ; continue the boiling for five or six

minutes longer, draw the pan fi:om the fire, let it stand to settle ; then

turn it into the jelly-bag. We have found it always perfectly clear with

once passing through ; but should it not be so, pour it in a second time.

Strong calf's feet stock, 1 quart ; strained lemon-juice, short J pint

;

sugar, 10 ozs. (more or less according to state of fruit) ; rind of fi'om 1

to 3 large lemons ; whites and part of shells of5 large or 6 small eggs

:

5 minutes. Pinch of isinglass : 5 minutes longer.

Obs.—About seven large lemons will produce the half pint of juice.

This quantity is for one mould only. The jelly will be found almost
colourless unless much of the rinds be used, and as perfectly transparent

as clear spring water : it is also very agreeable in flavour. For variety,

* In France, orange-jelly is very commonly served in the faalvwl rinds of the fruit, or
in little baskets.
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part of the juice of the fruit might be omitted, and its place supplied by
maraschino, or any other rich white liquor of appropriate flavour.

CONSTANTIA JELLY.

Infuse in a pint of water for five minutes the rind of half a Seville

orange, pared extremely thin ; add an ounce of isinglass ; and when
this is dissolved throw in four ounces of good sugar in lumps; stir well,

and simmer the whole for a few minutes, then mix with it four large
wineglassesful of Constantia, and strain the jelly through a fine cloth

of close texture ; let it settle and cool, then pour it gently from any
sediment there may be, into a mould which has been laid for an hour or

two into water. We had this jelly made in the first instance, for an
invalid who was forbidden to take acids, and it proved so agreeable in

flavour that we can recommend it for the table. The isinglass, with an
additional quarter ounce, might be clarified, and the sugar and orange-

rind boiled with it afterwards.

Water, 1 pint; rind J Seville orange: .5 minutes. Isinglass, 1 oz.

;

sugar, 4 ozs. : 5 to 7 minutes. Constantia, 4 large wineglassesfiil.

STRAWBERRY ISINGLASS JELLY.

A great variety of equally elegant and excellent jellies for the table

may be made with clarified isinglass, clear syrup, and the juice of almost

any kind of fresh fruit; but as the process of making them is nearly the

same for all, we shall limit our receipts to one or two, which will serve

to direct the makers for the rest. Boil together quickly for fifteen mi-

nutes one pint of water and three quarters of a pound of very good sugar

;

measure a quart of ripe richly-fiavoured strawberries without their

stalks ; the scarlet answer best from the colour which they give ; on

these pour the boiling syrup, and let them stand all night The next

day clarify two ounces and a half of isinglass in a pint of water, as di-

rected at the beginning of this chapter ; drain the syrup from the straw-

berries very closely, add to it two or three tablespoonsful of red currant

juice, and the clear juice of one large or of two small lemons; and
when the isinglass is nearly cold mix the whole, and put it into moulds.

The French, who excel in thesq fruit-jellies, always mix the separate

ingredients when they are almost cold ; and they also place them over

ice for an hour or so after they are moulded, which is a great advantage,

as they then require less isinglass, and are in consequence much more
delicate. When the fruit abounds, instead of throwing it into the syrup,

bruise lightly from three to four pints, throw two tablespooiisful of sugar

over it, and let the juice flow from it for an hour or two; then pour a

little water over, and use the juice without boiling, which will give a

jelly of finer flavour than the other.

Water, 1 pint; sugar, J lb.: 15 minutes. Strawberries, 1 quart,

isinglass, 2J ozs. ; water, 1 pint (white of egg 1 to 2 teaspoonsfiil) •

juice, 1 large or 2 small lemons.

Obs.—The juice of any fiiiit mixed v^ith sufficient sugar to sweeten,

and of isinglass to stiffen it, with as much lemon-juice as will take off

the insipidity of the flavour, will serve for this kind of jelly. Pine

apples, peaches, and such other fruits as do not yield much juice, must
ee infused in a larger quantity of syrup, which must then be used in

jeu of it. In this same manner jellies aie made with various kinds of
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wine and liquors, and with the ingredients for punch as well ; but we
cannot furtiier multiply our receipts for them.

FANCY JELLIES.

To giye greater tr?,nsp?.rency of appearance to jelly, U is often made
jn a mould with a cylindrical tube in the centre. The space left in the

centre is sometimes filled with very light, whipped cream, flavoured

and coloured so as to eat agreeably with it, and to please the eye as

well : this may be tasteililly garnished with preserved, or with fresh

fruit. Italian jelly is made by half filling a mould of this, or any of

more convenient shape, and laying round upon it in a chain, as soon as

it is set, some blamange made rather firm, and cut of equal thickness

and size with a small round cutter ; the mould is then filled with the

remainder of the jelly, which must be nearly cold, but not beginning

to set. Brandied morella cherries, drained very dry, are sometimes

dropped into moulds of pale jelly ; and fruits, either fresh or preserved,

are arranged in them with exceedingly good eflfect yirhen skilfully

managed ; but this is best accomplished by having a mould for the pur-

pose, with another of smaller size fixed in it by means of slight wireS;

which hook on to the edge of the outer one. By pouring water intc

this it may easily be detached from the jelly j the fruit is then to be

placed in the space left by it, and the whole filled up with more jelly

;

to give the proper ei&ct, it must be recollected that the dish will b£

reversed when sent to table.

QVEEN mab's pudding ; (an elegant summer dish.)

Throw into a pint of new milk the thin rind of a small lemon, and

six or eight bitter almonds, blanched and bruised ; or substitute for

these half a pod of vanilla, cut small, heat it slowly by the side of the

fire, and keep it at the point of boiling until it is strongly flavoured,

then add a small pinch of salt, and three quarters of an ounce of the

finest isinglass, or a full ounce should the weather be extremely warm;
when this is dissolved, strain the milk through a muslin, and put it into

a clean saucepan, with four ounces and a half of sug^/r in lumps, and
half a pint of rich cream ; give the whole one boii, and then stir it

.briskly and by degrees to the well-beaten yolks of six fresh eggs ; next,

thicken the mixture as a custard, over a gentle fire, but do npt hazard

its curdling; when it is of tolerable consistency, pour it out, and con-

tinue the stirring until it is half cold, then mix with it an ounce and a

Jialf of candied citron, cut in small spikes, and a couple of ounces qf

dried cherries, and pour it into a mould rubbed with a drop of oil

:

when turned out it will hav« the appearance of a pudding. FrpiQ two
to three ounces of preserved ginger, well drained apd sliced, may be

substituted for the cherries, and aii ounce of pistachio-nuts, blanched

^nd split, for the citron ; these will make an elegant variety of the dish,

and the syrup of the ginger, poured round as sauce, will be q. further

improvement. Currants steamed until tender, ajid candied orange or

lemun-rind, are often used instead of the cherries, and the well-sweet-

ened juice of strawberries, raspberries (white or red), apricots, peaches,

or syrup of pine-apple, will make an agreeable sauce ; a small quan-

tity of this last will also give a delicious flavour to the pudding itsel?

when mixed with the other ingredients. Cream may be substituttsfj

entirely for the milk, when its richness is considered desirable.
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New milk, 1 pint; rind 1 small lemon; bitter almonds, 6 to 8 (or,

vanilla, J pod) ; salt, few grains ; isinglass, J oz. (1 oz. in sultry wea-
ther) ; sugar, 44 oz. ; cream, ^ pint

;
yolks, 6 eggs ; dried cherries, 2 ozs.

;

candied citron, IJ oz.; (or preserved ginger, 2 to 3 pzs., and the syrup
as sauce, and 1 oz. of blanched pistachio-nuts; or 4 ozs. currants,

steamed 20 minutes, and 2 ozs. candied orange-rind). For sauce,

sweetened juice pf strawberries, raspberries, or plums,. or pine-apple
syrup.

Obs.— The currants should be steamed in an earthen cuUejoder,

placed over a saucepan of boiling water, and covered with the lid. It

will be a great improvement to place the pudding over ice for an hour
before it is served.

NESSELRODE CREAM.

Shell and blanch twenty-four fine Spanish chestnuts, and put them
with three quarters of a pint of water into a small and delicately clean
saucepan. When they have simmered from six to eight minutes, add to

,lhem two ounces of fine sugar, and let them stew very gently until they
are perfectly tender; then drain them from the water, pound them,
while still warm, to a smooth paste, and press them through the back
of a fine sieve. While this is being done, dissolve half an ounce of
isinglass in two or three spoonsfiil of water, and put to it as much cream
as \yill, with the small quantity of water used, make half a pint ; two
ounces of sugar, about the third of a pod of vanilla, cut small, and well
bruised, and a strip or two of fresh lemon-rind, pared extremely thin.

Give these a minute's boil, and then keep them quite hot by the side of
the fire, until a strong flavour of the vanilla is obtained. Now, mix
gradually with the chestnuts half a pint of rich, unboiled cream, strain

the other half pint through a fine muslin, and work the whole well to-

gether vintil it becomes very thick j then stir to it a couple of ounces
of dried cherries, cut into quarters, and two of candieil citron, divided

into very small dice. Press the mixture into a mould which has been
rubbed vifith a particle of the purest salad-oil, and in a few hours it will

be ready for table. The cream should be sufficiently stii? when the

fruit is added, to prevent its sinking to the bottom, and both kinds should

be dry when they are used.

Chestnuts, large, 24; water, } pint; sugar, 2 ozs. ; isinglass, ^oz.

;

water, 3 to 4 tablespoonsfiil ; cream, nearly i pint; vanilla, J of pod ;

lemon-rind, J of 1 large : infuse 20 minutes or more. Unboiled cream,

jj
pint ; dried cherries, 2 ozs. ; candied citron, 2 ozs.

Obs.—When vanilla cannot easily be obtained, a little noyeau may
be substituted for it, but a full weight of isinglass must then be used.

This receipt is entirely new, and our directions must be followed with

exactness, should the reader wish to ensure its success.

AH EXCEU.ENT TRIII.E.

Take equal parts of wine and brandy, about a wineglassful of each,

or two thirds of good sherry or Madeira, and one of spirit, and soak in

the mixture four sponge-biscuits, and half a pound of macaroons; cover

the bottom of the trifle-dish with part of these, and pour upon them a

full pint of rich boiled custard made with three quarters of a pint, or

rather more, of milk and cream taken in equal portions, and six eggs

;

and sweetened, flavoured and thickened by the receipt of page &22,
lay the remainder of the soake>l cakes upon it, and pile over the whoie*
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to the depth of two or three inches, the whipped syllabuh of page 318,
previously well drained ; then sweeten and flavour slightly with wine
only, less than half a pint of thin cream (or of cream and milk mixed);
wash and wipe the whisk, and vvhip it to the lightest possible froth:

take it off with a skimmer and heap it gently over the trifle.

Macaroons, J lb. ; wine and brandy mixed, J pint ; rich boiled cus-

tard,, 1 pint; whipped syllabub (see page 318); light froth to cover the

whole, short i pint of cream and milk mixed; sugar, dessertspoonful;

wine, ^ glassnil.

SWISS CREAM, OR TRIPLE; {very good.)

Flavour pleasantly with lemon-rind and cinnamon a pint of rich

cream, after having taken from it as much as will mix smoothly to a
thin batter four teaspoonsful of the finest flour ; sweeten it with six

ounces of well-refined sugar, in lumps ;
place it over a clear fire in a

delicately clean saucepan, and when it boils stir in the flour, and sim-

mer it for four or five minutes, stirring it gently without ceasing ; then

pour it out, and when it is quite cold mix with it by degrees the strained

juice of two moderate-sized and very fresh lemons. Take a quarter of

a pound of macaroons, cover the bottom of a glass dish with a portion

of them, pour in a part of the cream, lay the remainder of the maca-
roons upon it, add the rest of the cream, and ornament it with candied

citron, sliced thin. It should be made the day before it is wanted for

table. The requisite flavour may be given to this dish by infusing in

the cream the very thin rind of a lemon, and part of a stick of cinna-

mon, slightly bruised, and then straining it before the flour is added ; or,

these and the sugar may be boiled together, with two or three spoonsful

' of water, to a strongly flavoured syrup, which, after having been passed

through a muslin strainer, may be stirred into the cream. Some cooks

boil the cinnamon and the grated rind of a lemon with all the other

ingredients, but the cream has then to be pressed through a sieve aft,er

it is made, a process which it is always desirable to avoid.

Rich cream, 1 pint ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; rind, 1 lemon ; cinnamon, 1

drachm; flour, 4 teaspoonsful; juice, 2 lemons; macaroons, 4 ow,
candied citron, 1 to 2 ozs.

Chantilly Basket,

FILLED WITH WHIPPED CREAM AND FRESH STRAWBERRIES.
Take a mould of any sort that will serve to form the basket on, jur,

dip the edge of some macaroons in nieUed barley sugar, and tasten them
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together with it ; take it out of the mould, keep it in a dry place until

wanted, then fill it high with whipped strawberry cream which has been
trained on a sieve from the preceding day, and stick very fine ripe

s'rawberries over it '
It should not be filled until just before it is

strved.

CREME MERINGUEB.

Infiise in a pint of new milk the very thin rind of a lemon, with four

or five bitter almonds bruised. As the quantity should not be reduced,

it should be kept by the side of the fire until strongly flavoured, and not

be allowed to boil for more than two or three minutes. Sweeten it with
three ounces of fine sugar in lumps, and when this is dissolved, strain,

and mix the milk with half a pint of cream ; then stir the whole gra-

dually to the well-beaten yolks of six iresh eggs, and thicken it like

boiled custard. Put it, when cold, into a deep dish, beat to a solid firoth

the whites of six eggs, mix them with five tablespoonsful of pounded
and sifted sugar, and spread them evenly over the custard, which should

be set immediately into a moderate oven, baked half an hour, and
served directly it is taken out.

New milk, 1 pint; rind of one lemon; bitter almonds, 5; sugar, 3
ozs. ; cream, ^ pint

;
yolks of eggs, 6 ; firothed whites of eggs, 6

;

sifted sugar, 5 tablespoonsful : baked, ^ hour.

Obs.—A layer of apricot, peach, or magnum bonum, marmalade
placed in the dish before the custard-mixture is poured in will convert

this into the gentleman commoner's pudding.

LEMON CREAM, MADE WITHOUT CREAM.

Pour on the very thin rinds of two fresh lemons, and a pound of fine

sugar broken small, or roughly powdered, one pint of boiling water, and
let them remain an hour; then add the whites of six eggs and the yolks

of two, previously well beaten together, and the juice of six lemons

;

mix them thoroughly, strain the whole into a deep jug, set this into a
pan of boiling water, and stir the cream without quitting it until it is

well thickened ; pour it out, and continue the stirring at intervals until

it is nearly cold, when it may be put into the glasses. In cool weather
this cream will remain good for several days, and it should always be

made at least twenty-four hours before it is served.

Lemon-rinds, 2; sugar, 1 lb.; water, 1 pint: 1 hour. Whites of 6
eggs

;
yolks of 2 ;

juice of 6 lemons.

VERY GOOD LEMON CREAMS.

Pour over the very thin rinds of two moderate-sized but perfectly

sound fresh lemons, and six ounces of sugar, half a pint of spring water,

and let them remain six hours; then add the strained juice of the

lemons, and five fresh eggs well beaten, and also strained ; take out the

lemon-rind, and stir the mixture without ceasing over a gentle fire until

it has boiled softly from six to eight minutes : it will not curdle as it

would did milk supply the place of the water and lemon-juice. The
creams are, we think, more delicate, tnough not quite so thick, when
the yolks only of six eggs are used for them. They will keep well for

nearly a week in really cold weather.

Rinds of lemons, 2 ; sugar, 6 ozs. (or 8 when a very sweet dish ig

preferred) ; cold water, 4 pint : 6 hours. Juice of lemons, 2 ; eggs, 5

,

to be boiled softly 6 to 8 minutes.
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Obs.—Lemon creams lUAy, on occasion, be more expeditiously pre-

^red, by rasping the rind of the fruit upon the sugar which is used for

theiH ; or, by paring it thin, and boiling it for a few minutes with the

lemon-juice, sugar, and water, before they are stirred to the eggs.

FRUIT CREAMS, AND ITALIAN CREAMS.

These are very quitkly and easily madej by mixing with good cream
a sufficient proportion of the sweetened juice of fresh fruit, or of well-

made fruit jelly or jam, to flavour it : a few drops of prepared cochineal

may be added to deepen the colour when it te required for any particular

purpose. A quartejfpint of strawberry or of raspberry jelly will fully

flavour a pint of eVeam : a very little lemon-juice impiroves almost all

Compositions of this sort. When jam is used it must first foe gradually

mixed with the ereftira, and theft worked through a sieve, to tike out the

seed or skin of the fruit. All fresh juice, fei" this purpose, must, of

(Sotirse, be cold ; that of strawbetries is best obtained by crushing the

fruit a,iid' strewing sugar over it. Peaches, pine-apple, apricots, or nec-

tarines, may be simmered for a few minutes in a little syrup, and this,

drained well &om them, will serve extremely well to mix with the

eream when it has become thoroughly cold : the lemon-juice should be

added to all of these. When the ingredients are well blended, lightly

whisk or mill theth to a froth ; take this off with a skimmer as it rises,

and lay it upon a fine sieve reversed, to drain, or if it is to be served in

glasses, fill them with it at once.

Italian creams are either fruit-flavoured only, pr mixed with wine
like syllabubs, then whisked to a stiff froth and put into a perforated

mould, into which a muslin is first laid : or into a small hair-sieve (which
must also first be lined with the niuslin), arid left to drain until the fol-

lowing day, when the cream must be very gently turned' out, and dished,

and garnished as ikncy may direct.

VERY SUPERIOR WHIPPED SYLLABUBS

Weigh seven ounces of fine sugar and rasp on it '.he rinds of two
fresh sound lemons of good size, then pound or roll it to powder, and put

it into a bowl with the strained juice of the lemons, two large glasses

of sherry, and two of brandy ; when the sugar is nearly or quite dis-

aolved add a pint of rich cream, and whisk or mill the mixture well

;

take off the froth as it rises, and put it into glasses. Tliese syllabubs

win remain good for sevei'at days, a:ild sliduld always be made, if possi-

ble, four and twenty hours before they are wanted for table. The full

flavour of the lemon-rind is obtained with less trouble than in rasping;

by paring it very thin indeed, and infiising it for some hours in the

juice of the fruit.

Sugar, 7 ozs. ; rind and juice of temonsj 2; sherry, 2' large Wilier-

glassesful ; brandy, 2 winegliassesful ; crearti, 1 pint.

06».-^-These proportions are sufficient for two dozens or more of syl-

labubs : they are often made with almost equal quantities of wine and

cream, but are certairtly neither so gobd lior so Wholesome Without a

portion of brandy.
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BLAMANGES.
GOOD COMMON BLAMAN6E, OR BLANC MANGER. (^Author's Rei.Plpt.')

Infuse for an hour in a pint and
three quarters of new milk the

very thin rind of one small, or of
half a large lemon and eight bitter

almonds, blanched and bruised;

then add two ounces of sUgar, or

lalher more for persons who like

the blamange very sweet, and an
ounce and a halfofisinglass. Boil

them gently over a clear fire, stir-
»""'"" biartange or cake mould,

ring them of^en until this last is dissolved ; take off the scum, stir in

half a pint of rich cream, and strain the blamange into a bowl : it should

be moved gently with a spoon until nearly cold to prevent the cream
from settling on the surface. Before it is moulded, mix with it by de-

grees a wineglassful of brandy.

New milk, IJ pint; rind of lemon, J large or whole small 1 ; bitter

almonds, 8 ; infuse 1 hour. Sugar, 2 to 3 ozs. ; isinglass, 1^ oz. : 10

minutes. Cream, ^ pint ; brandy, 1 wineglassiul.

RICHER BLAMANGE.

A pint of godi cream with a pint of nevi^ milk, sweetened and fla-

voured as above, or with a little additional sugar, and the rind of one

Very fresh lemon with the same proportion of isinglass will make very

go^^ blamange.* A couple of ounces of almonds may be pounded and
mixed with it, but they are not needed with the cream.

JAVMANGE, OR JAVNE MANGER ; SOMETIMES CALLED DUTCH FLUMMERY.

Pour on the very thin rind of a large lemon, and half a pound of sugar
broken small, a pint of water, and keep them stirred over a gentle fire

until they have simmered Ibr three or four minutes, then leave the

Saucepan by the side of the stove, that the syrup may taste vi^ell of the

lemon. In ten or fifteen minutes afterwards add two ounces of isin-

glass, and stir the mixture often until this is dissolved, then throw in

the strained juice 6f four sound, moderate-sized lemons, and a pint of

sherry ; mix the whole briskly With the beaten yolks of eight fresh eggs,

and then pass it through a delicately clean hair-sieve : next thicken it

in a jar or jug placed in a pan of boiling water, turn it into a bowl, and
when it has become cool, and been allowed to settle for a minute or two,

pour it into moulds which have been laid in water. Some persons add
& small glass of brandy to it, amd deduct so much from the quantity of

water.

Rind of 1 lemon ; sugar, 8 ozs. ; water, 1 pint : 3 or 4 minutes.

Isinglass, 2 ozs. ; juice, 4 lemons
;
yolteofSeggs; wine, 1 pint; brandy

(at pleasure), 1 wineglassfiil.

EXTREMELY GOOD STRAWBERRY BLAMANGE.

Crush slightly, with a silver or a wooden spoon, a quart, measured
without their stalks, of fresh and richly-flavoured strawberries ; strew

over them eight ounces of pounded sugar, and let them stand three or

feur hours ; then turn them on to a fine hair-sieve reversed, and press
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them through it. Melt over a gentle fire two ounces of the best isinglass

in a pint of new milk, and sweeten it with four ounces of sugar; strain it

through a muslin, and mix it with a pint and a quarter of sweet thick

cream; keep these stirred until they are nearly or quite cold, then pour
them gradually to the strawberries, whisking them briskly together

;

and last of all throw in, by small portions the strained jnice of a fine

sound lemon. Mould the blamange, and set it in a very cool place for

twelve hours or more, before it is seryed.

Strawberries stalked, 1 quart; sugar, 8 ozs. ; isinglass, 2oz. ; new
milk, 1 pint; sugar, 4 ozs. ; cream, 1^ pint; juice, 1 lemon.

QUINCE BLA^MAMGE. (DeliciOUS.)

This, if carefully made, and with ripe quinces, is one of the most
richly-flavoured preparations of fruit that we have ever tasted ; and the

receipt, we may venture to say, wiU be altogether now to the reader.

Dissolve in a pint of prepared juice of quinces (see page 30.5), an ounce

of the best isinglass; next, add ten ounces of sugar, roughly pounded,

and stir these together gently over a clear fire, from twenty to thirty

minutes, or until the juice jellies in falling from the spoon. Remove
the scum carefully, and pour the boiling jelly gradually to half a pint

of thick cream, stirring them briskly together as they are mixed : they

must be stirred until very nearly cold, and then poured into a mould
which has been rubbed in every part with the smallest possible quantity-

of very pure salad oil, or, if more convenient, into one that has been
dipped into cold water.

Juice of quinces, 1 pint ; isinglass, 1 oz. : 5 to 10 minutes. Sugar,

10 ozs. ; 20 to 30 minutes. Cream, 4 pint.

QUINCE BLAMANQE, WITH AliMOND CREA«. '

When cream is not procurable, which will sometimes happen in the

depth of winter, almonds, if plentifully used, will afford a very good sub-

stitute, though the finer blamange is made from the foregoing receipt.

On four ounces of almonds, blanched and braten to the smoothest paste,

and moistened in the pounding with a few drops of water, to prevent

their oiling, pour a pint of boiling quince-juice; stir them together, and
turn them into a strong cloth, of which let the ends be held and twisted

different ways by two persons, to express the cream from the almonds

,

put the juice again on the fire, with half a pound of sugar, and when it

boils, throw in nearly an ounce of fine isinglass ; simmer the whole for

five minutes, take off the scum, stir the blamange until it is nearly cold,

then mould it for table. Increase the quantity both of this and of the

preceding blamange, when a large dish of either is required.

Quince-juice, 1 pint; almonds, 4 ozs. ; sugar, ^ lb. ; isinglass, nearly

I oz. : 5 minutes.

APRICOT BLAMANGE, OR CREME FARISIENNE.

Dissolve gently an ounce of fine isinglass in a pint of new milk or oi

thin cream, and strain it through a folded muslin ; put it into a clean

saucepan, with three ounces of sugar, broken into small lumps, and

when it boils, stir to it half a pint of rich cream ; add it, at first, by

spoonsful only, to eight ounces of the finest apricot jam, mix them very

smoothly, and stir the whole until it is nearly cold, that the jam may
not sink to the bottom of the mould : a taWespoonful of lemon-juice will

improve the flavour.
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When cream is scarce, use milk instead, with an additional quarter-
ounce of isinglass, and enrich it by pouring it boiling on the same pro-

portion of almonds as for the second quince blamange (see page 320).
Cream can in all cases be substituted entirely for the milk, when a very
rich pr<^)aration is desired. Peach jam will answer admirably for this

receipt ; but none of any kind should be used for it which has not beeij

passed through a sieve when made.
Isinglass, 1 oz. ; new milk, 1 pint ; cream, J pint ; sugar, 3 ozs.

,

apricot jam, J lb. ; lemon-juice, 1 tablespoonful. Or: peach jam, J lb.

;

cream, IJ pint.

BLAMANOE RVBANE, OR, STRIPED BLAMANOE.

Make in the ordinary way, but a little firmer, one quart or two of

blamange, according to the number of moulds that are to be filled ; di-

vide it into three or four equal portions ; add to one, sufficient prepared
spinach-juice (see page 305), to colour it a full or a pale green; to ano-
ther, some liquid cochineal or carmine; to a third, should further va-'

riety. be desired, a few drops of strong infijsion of saffron, or if its peculiar

flavour be objected to, stir quickly some of the blamange quite boiling

to the well-beaten yolks of three or four fresh eggs, and thicken it a
little over a gentle fire with an additional spoonful or two of milk, for

unless the whole be nearly of the same consistency, it will be liable to

separate in the unmoulding. Chocolate, first boiled very smooth in a
small quantity of water, will give an additional colour; and some firm,

clear isinglass, or calf's-foot jelly, may be used for an occasional stripe,

where great variety is desired. The different kinds ofblamange should

be poured into the mould in half-inch depths, when so cool as to be only

just liquid, and one colour must be perfectly cold before another is added,

or they will run together, and spoil the appearance of the dish. When
ice is not procurable, the moulds in warm weather may be set into

water, mixed with plenty of salt and saltpetre: the insides should be

rubbed with a drop of very pure salad oil, instead of being, laid into fi'esh

water, as usual.

AN APPLE REDGE-HOB, OR SVEDOISE.

This dish is formed of apples, pared, cored without being "divided, and
Btewed tolerably tender in a light syrup. These are placed in a dish,

after being well drained, and ,,,,, ,,^

filled with apricot, or any ^»
, ^

.','.'';
,

other rich marmalade, and X'l^^*
' "'^', ''

.

arranged, in two or more lay- . . .^- >" " , /'-// / '

ers, so as to give, when the ^,^ ^^*^' -
•' y' '

whole is complete, the form rf^^.V-'Ji^'^fis^ '('
'

shown in the engraving. The ^^^-^Jfe^^Ai*-''- '_
number required must depend

""

on the size of the dish. ' From
three to five pounds more must be stewed down into a smooth and dry

marmalade, arid with this all the spaces between them are to be fiUed

up, and the whole are to be covered with it; an icing of two eggs,

beaten to a very solid froth, and mixed with two heaped tablespoonsfijl

of sugar, must then be spread evenly over the suedoise, fine sugar sifted

on this, and spikes of blanched almonds, cut lengthwise, stuck over tlie

entire surface ; the dish is then to be placed in a moderate oven until

20
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the alraonds are browned, but not too deeply, and the apples are hot

through. It is not easy to give the required form with less than fifteen

apples; eight of these may first be simmered in a syrup made with half

a pint of water and six ounces of sugar, and the remainder may be

thrown in afl;er these are lifted out. Care must be taken to kefep tliera

firm. The marmalade should be sweet, and pleasantly flavoured with

lemon.
IMPERIAL GOOSEBERRY-FOOL.

Simmer a pound of green gooseberries which have been freed from

the buds and stalks, in three-quarters of a pint of water, until they are

well broken, then strain them, and to half a pound of the juice add half

a pound of sugar, broken small ; boil these together for fifteen minutes.

Dissolve half an ounce of isinglass in a quarter-pint of rich cream, pour

them into a basin, and stir them till only lukewarm, then mix them by
degrees with the sugar and gooseberry-juice, which should also have
been allowed to cool ; add the strained juice of half a small lemon, and
mould the mixture, which should stand at least twelve hours, in a cool

place, before it is turned out.

These proportions are sufficient for a small mould only, and must be

doubled for a large one. The dish js too sweet for our own taste, but

as it has been highly approved by several persons who have tasted it,

we give the receipt exactly as we had it tried in the first instance : it

will be found extremely easy to vary it

VERY GOOD OLD-FASHIONED BOILED CUSTARD.

Throw into a pint and a half of new milk, the very thin rind ot a
fresh lemon, and let it infuse for half an hour, then simmer them
together for a few minutes, and add four ounces and a half of white
sugar. Beat thoroughly the yolks of fourteen fi-esh eggs, mix with

them another half-pint of new milk, stir the boiling milk quickly to

them, take out the lemon-peel, and turn the custard into a deep jug ; set

this over the fire in a pan of boiling water, and keep the custard stirred

gently, but without ceasing, until it begins to thicken ; then move the

spoon rather more quickly, making it always touch the bottom of the

jug, until the mixture is brought to the point of boiling, when it must
be instantly taken from the fire, or it will curdle in a moment. Pour it

into a bowl, and keep it stirred until nearly cold, then add to it by de-

grees a wineglassful of good brandy, and two ounces of blanched

almonds, cut into spikes; or omit these, at pleasure. A few bitter ones,

bruised, can be boiled in the milk in lieu of lemon-peel, when their fla-

vour is preferred.

New milk, 1 quart ; rind of 1 lemon ; sugar, 4J ozs.
;
yolks of eggs,

14 ; salt, i saltspoonful.

RICH BOILED CUSTARD.

Take a small cupful from a quart of fresh cream, and simmer the

remainder for a few minutes with four ounces of sugar and the rind of

d lemon, or give it any other flavour that may be preferred. Beat and

strain the yolks of eight eggs, mix them with the cupful of cream, and

stir the rest boiling to them : thicken the custard ]ike the preceding

one.

Cream, 1 quart ; sugar, 4 ozs. ;
yolks of eggs, 8.
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THE QDEEn's custard.

On the beaten and strained yolks of twelve new-laid eggs pour a

pint and a half of boiling cream which has been sweetened, with three

ounces of sugar; add the smallest pinch of salt, and thicken the custard

as usual. When nearly cold, flavour it with a glass and a half of no-

yeau, maraschino, or cuiiasseau; add the sliced almonds or not, at

pleasure.

Yolks of eggs, 12; cream, IJ pint; sugar, 3 ozs. ; little salt; noyeau
maraschino, or cuirasseau, IJ wineglassful.

CURRANT CUSTARD.

Boil in a pint of clear currant-juice ten ounces of sugar for three

minutes, take off the scum, and pour the boiling juice on eight well-

beaten eggs ; thicken the custard in a jug set into a pan of water, pour

it out, stir it till nearly cold, then add to it carefully, and by degrees,

half a pint of rich cream, and last of all two tablespoonsful of strained

lemon-juice. When the currants are very ripe, omit one ounce of the

sugar.

White currants and strawberries, cherries, red or white raspberries,

or a mixture of any of these fruits, may be used for these custards With

good effect : they are excellent.

Currant-juice, 1 pint; sugar, 10 ozs.: 3 minutes. Eggs, 8; cream,

J pint; lemon-juice, 2 tablespoonsful. .

QUINCE OR APPLE CUSTARDS.

Add to a pint of apple-juice prepared as for jelly, a tablespoonful of
strained lemon-juice, and from four to^six ounces of sugar according to

the acidity of the fruit ; stir these boiling, quickly, and in small por-

tions, to eight well-beaten eggs, and thicken the custard in a jug placed

in a pan of boiling water, in the usual manner. A large proportion of
lemon-juice and a high flavouring of the rind can be given when ap-

proved. For quince custards, which if well made are excellent, observe

the same directions as for the apple, but omit the lemon-juice. As we
have before observed, all custards are much finer when made with the

yolks only of the eggs, of which the number must be increased nearly

half, when this is done.

Prepared apple-juice (see page 305), 1 pint; lemon-juice, 1 fable-

spoonful ; sugar, 4 to 6 ozs. ; eggs, 8. Quince custards, same propor-

tions, but no lemon-juice.

Obs.—In making lemon-creams the apple-juice may be substituted

uery advantageously for water, without varying the receipt in other

.espects.

CHOCOLATE CUSTARDS.

Dissolve gently by the side of the fire an ounce and a half of the

best chocolate in rather more than a wineglassful of water, and then
boil it until it is perfectly smooth ; mix with it a pint of milk well fla-

voured with lemon-peel or vanilla, add two ounces of fine sugar, and
when the whole boils, stir it to five well-beaten eggs that hive been
strained. Put the custard into a jar or jug, set it into a pan of boiling

water, and stir it without ceasing until it is thick. Do not put it into

glasses or a dish till nearly or quite cold. These, as well as all other

custards, are infinitely finer when made with the yolks only of tlie egga,
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of whica the number must then be increased. Two ounces of choco-

late, a pint of milk, half a pint of cream, two ounces and a half or three

ounces of sugar, and eight yolks of eggs, will make very superior cus-

tards of this kind.

Rasped chocolate, 1J oz. ; water, 1 large wineglassful : 5 to 8 mi-
nutes. New milk, 1 pint ; eggs, 5 ; sugar, 2 ozs. Or, chocolate, 2
ozs. ; water, ^ pint ; new milk, 1 pint : sugar, 2^ to 3 ozs. ; cream, J
pint; yolks of eggs, 8.

Obs.—Either of these may be moulded by dissolving from half to

three quarters of an ounce of isinglass in the milk. The proportion of
chocolate can be increased to the taste.

COMMON BAKED CUSTARD.

Mix a. quart of new milk with eight well-beaten eggs, strain the

mixture through a fine sieve, and sweeten it with from five to eight

ounces of sugar, according to the taste ; add a small pinch of salt, and
pour the custard into a deep dish with or without a lining or rim of

paste, grate nutmeg or lemon rind over the top, and bake it in a very

slow oven from twenty to thirty minutes, or longer, should it not be

firm in the centre. A custard, if well made, and properly baked, will

be quite smooth when cut, without the honey-combed appearance which
a hot oven gives ; find there will be no whey in the dish.

New milk, 1 quart; eggs, 8; sugar, 5 to 8 ozs.; salt, J salt-spoon-

ful; nutmeg or lemon-grate: baked, slow oven, 20 to 30 minutes, or

more.

A FINER BAKED CUSTARD.

Boil together gently, for five nfinutes, a pint and a half of new milki

a few grains of salt, the very thin rind of a lemon, and six ounces of

loaf sugar; stir these boiling, but very gradually to the well-beaten

yolks of ten fresh eggs, and the whites of four ; strain the mixture, and
add to it half a pint of good cream ; let it cool, and then flavour it with

a few spoonsfiil of brandy, or a little ratafia ; finish and bake it by the

directions given for the common cnstard above ; or pour it into small

well-buttered cups, and bake it very slowly from ten to, twelve minutes.

FRENCH CUSTARDS.

To a quart of new milk allow the yolks of twelve fresh eggs, but to

equal parts of milk and cream of ten only. From six to eight ounces

of sugar will sweeten the custard sufficiently for general taste, but more
can be added at will ; boil this for a few minutes gently in the milk
with a grain or two of salt, and stir the mixture briskly to the eggs, as

soon as it is taken fi'om the fire. Butter a round deep dish, pour in the

custard, and place it in a pan of water at the point.of boiling, taking

care that it shall not reach to within an inch of the edge ; let it just

simmer, and no more, from an hour to an hour and a half: when quite

firm in the middle, it will be done. A very few live embers should be
kept on the lid of the stewpan to prevent the steam falling from it into

the custard. When none is at hand of a form to allow of this, it is bet-

ter to use a charcoal fire, and to lay an oven-leaf, or tin, over the pan,

and the embers in the centie. The small French furnace, shown in

Chapter XXL, is exceedingly convenient for preparations of this kind

;

and there is always more or less uf diificulty in keeping a coal fire en-
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urely free from smoke for any length of time. Serve the custard cold,

with chopped macaroons, or ratafias, laid thickly round the edge so as

to form a border an inch deep. A few petals of fresh orange-blossom
infused in the milk, will give it a most agreeable flavour, very superior

to that derived from the distilled water. Half a pod of vanilla, cut in

short lengths, and well bruised, may be used instead of either; but the
milk should then stand some time by the fire before or after it boils, and
it must be strained through a muslin before it is added to the eggs, as

the small seed of the vanilla would probably pass through a sieve.

New milk, 1 quart; yolks of eggs, 12; sugar, 6 to 8 ozs. Or, new
milk, 1 pint; cream, 1 pint; yolks of eggs, 10; flavouring of orange-

flowers or vanilla: simmered in water-bath, 1 to 1^ hour.

GERMAN PUFFS.

Pound to a perfectly smooth paste two ounces of sweet almonds and
six bitter ones ; mix with them, by slow degrees, the yolks of six, and
the whites of three eggs. Dissolve in half a pint of rich cream, four

ounces of fresh butter, and two of fine sugar; pour these hot to the

eggs, stirring them briskly together, and when the mixture has become
cool, flavour it with half a glass of brandy, or of orange-flower water;

or, in lieu of either, with a little lemon-brandy. Butter some cups

thickly, and strew into them a few slices of candied citron, or orange
rind

;
pour in the mixture, and bake the puffs twenty minutes, in a slow

oven.

Sweet almonds, 2 ozs. ; bitter almonds, 6 ; eggs, whites, 3,—yolks,

6; cream, ^ pint; butter, 4 ozs. ; sugar, 2 ozs.; brandy, cuirasseau, or

orange-flower water, ^ wineglassful (or little lemon-brandy): 20 mi-

nutes, slow oven.

RASPBERRY PUFF3.

Roll out thin some fine pufl^paste, cut it in rounds or squares of equal

size, lay some raspberry jam into each, moisten the edges of the pas*.-:,

fold and press them together, and bake the puffs from ten to fift;een mi-

nutes. Stravvberry, or any other jam will serve for them equally well.

CREAMED TARTLETS.

Line some pattypans with very fine paste, and put into each a layer

of apricot jam ; on this pour some thick-boiled custard, or the pastry

cream of page 267. Whisk the whites of a couple of eggs to a solid

froth, mix a couple of tablespoonsful of sifted sugar with them, lay this

icing lightly over the tartlets, and bake them in a gentle oven from

twenty to thirty minutes, unless they should be very small, when less

time must be allowed for them.

AN APPI/E CHARLOTTE, OR CHARLOTTE DBS POMMES.

Butter a plain mould (a round or square cake-tin will answer the

purpose quite well), and line it entirely with thin slices of the crumb

of a stale loaf, cut so as to fit into it with great exactness, and dipped

into clarified butter. When this is done, fill the mould to the brim with

apple marmalade; cover the top with slices of bread dipped in butter,

(ind or. these place a dish, a large plate, or the cover of a stewpan with

a weight upon it. Send the charlotte to a brisk oven for three quarters

of an hour should it be small, and for an hour if large. Turn it out with
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gf6at care, and serve it hot If baked in a slack oven it wjll not take

a proper degree of colour, and it will be liable to break in the dishing.

The strips of bread must of course join very perfectly, for if any spaces

were left between them the syrup of the fruit would escape, and de-

stroy tiie good appearance of the dish: should there not have been suffi-

cient marmalade prepared to fill the mould entirely, a jar of quince or

apricot jam, or of preserved cherries even, may be added to it with

advantage. The butter should be well drained from the charlotte before

it is taken from the mould ; and sugar may be sifted thickly over it be-

fore it is served, or it may be covered with any kind of clear red jelly.

A more elegant, and we think an easier mode of forming the crust,

is to line the mould with small rounds of bread stamped out with a

plain cake, or paste-cutter, then dipped in butter, and placed with the

edges suflSciently one over the other to hold the fruit securely: the

strips of bread are sometimes arranged in the same way.

I to 1 hour, quick oven.

MARMALADE FOR THE CHASLOTTE.

Weigh three pounds of good boiling apples, after they have been

pared, cored, and quartered
;
put them into a stewpan with six ounces

of fresh butter, three quarters of a pound of sugar beaten to pov/der,

three quarters ot a teaspoonful of pounded cinnamon, and the strained

juice of a lemon ; let these stew over a gentle fire, until they form a
perfectly smooth and dry marmalade ; keep them often stirred that they

may not burn, and let them cool before they are put into t^ e crust. This

quantity is for a moderate-sized charlotte.

A CHARLOTTE A LA FARISIENNE.

This dish is sometimes called a Vienna cake ; and it is known also,

we believe, as a Odteaux de ^ordeaux. Cut horizontally into half-inch

slices a sponge cake, and cover each slice with a different kind of pre-

bi"ve ; replace them in their original form, and spread equally over the

can an icing made with the whites of three egg|, and four ounces of

the hiifist pounded sugar ; sift more sugar over it m every part, and put

it into a very slack oven to dry. The eggs should be whisked to snow
before they are used. One kind of preserve, instead of several, can be

used for this dish ; and a rice or a pound cake may, on an emergency,

supply the place of the Savoy, or sponge biscuit.

A QERTRUDE A LA CREME.

Slice a plain pound or rice cake as for the Charlotte a la Parisienne,

and take a round out of the centre of each slice with a tin-cutter before

the preserve is laid on ; replace the whole in its original form, ice the

outside with a green or rose-coloured icing at pleasure, and dry it in a

gentle oven ; or decorate it instead with leaves of almond paste, listen-

ing them to it with white of egg. Just before it is sent to table, fill it

with well-drained whipped cream, flavoured as for a trifle, or in any

other way to the taste.

poMMEs Au BEURRE
;
(buttered apples. Excellent.')

Pare six or eight fine apples of a firm kind, but of a good cooking

sort, and core without piercing them through, or dividing tiiem ; fill the

>;avities with fresh butter, put a quarter-pound more cut small into a
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Btewpan just large enough to contain the apples in a single layer, place
them closely together on it, and stew them as softly as possible, turning
them occasionally until they are almost sufficiently tender to serve ; then
strew upon them as much sifted sugar as will sweeten the dish highly,

and a teaspoonful of pounded cinnamon ; shake these well in and upon
the ft'uit, and stew it for a few minutes longer. Lift it out, arrange it

in a hot dish, put into each apple as much warm apricot jam as it will

contain, and lay a small quantity on the top; pour the syrup from the
pan round, but not on the fruit, and serve it immediately.

Apples, 6 to 8 ; fresh hutter, 4 ozs., just simmered till tender. Sugar,
6 to 8 ozs. ; cinnamon, 1 teaspoonful : 5 minutes. Apricot jam as

needed.

Ohs.—Particular care must be taken to keep the apples entire ; they
should rather steam in a. gentle heat than boil. It is impossible to

specify the precise time which will render them sufficiently tender, as

this must depend greatly ou the time of year and the sort of fruit. If

the stewpan were placed in a very slow oven, the more regular heat of
it would perhaps be better in its effect than the stewing.

SUEDOISE OP PEACHES.

Pare and divide four fine, ripe peaches, and let them just simmer
from five to eight minutes in a syrup made with the third of a pint of
water and three ounces of very white sugar, boiled together for fifteen

minutes ; lift them out carefully into a deep dish, and pour about half

the syrup over them, and into the remaining half throw a couple of

pounds more of quite ripe peaches, and boil them to a perfectly smooth,

dry pulp, or marmalade, with as much additional sugar, in fine powder,

as the nature of the fruit may require. Lift the other peaches from the

syrup, and reduce it by very quick boiling more than half. Spread a
deep layer of the marmalade in a dish, arrange the peaches symmetri-

cally round it, and fill all the spaces between them with the marma-
lade

;
place the half of a blanched peach-kernel in each, pour the re-

duced syrup equally over the surface, and border the dish v/ith Italian

macaroons, or, in lieu of these, with candied citron, sliced very thin,

and cut into leaves with a small paste-cutter. A little lemon-juice

brings out the flavour of all preparations of peaches, and may be added

with good effect to this. When the fruit is scarce, the marmalade
(which ought to be very white) may be made in part or entirely with

nonsuches. The better to preserve their form, the peaches are some-

times merely wiped, and then boiled tolerably tender in the syrup before

they are pared or split. Half a pint of water, and from five to six

ounces of sugar must then be allowed for them. If any of those used

Tor the marmalade should not be quite ripe, it will be better to pass it

through a sieve, when partially done, to prevent its being lumpy.

Large ripe peaches, pared and halved, 4 ; simmered in syrup, 5 to 9
minutes. Marmalade : peaches (or nonsuches), 2 lbs. ; sugar, ^ to ^
lb. : J to 1 hour, and more : strained lemon-juice, 1 tablespoonfijl. Cil

ron, or macaroons, as needed.

Peaches, if boiled whole in syrup, 15 to 18 minutes.
" Obs.—The number of peaches can, at pleasure, be increased to six

and three or four of the halves can be piled above *Jie others in the cen-

tre of the dish.
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AROCE DOCE (OR SWEET RICE. A LA PORTUGAISB)

Wipe thoroughly, in a dry soft cloth, half a pound of the bgst Caro-

lina nee, after it has been carefully picked; put to it three pints of new
milk, and when it has stewed gently for half an hour, add eight ounces
of sugar, broken into small lumps; let it boil until it is dry and tender,

and when it is nearly so, stir to it two ounces of Blanched and pounded
almonds. Turn the rice, when done, into shallow dishes, or soup-plates,

and sha ke it until the surface is smooth ; then sift over it, rather tliickly,

through a muslm, some freshly-powdered cinnamon, which will give it

the appearance of a baked pudding. Serve it cold. It will remain
good tor several days. This is quite the best sweet preparation of rice

that we have ever eaten, and it is a very favourite dish in Portugal,

whence the receipt was derived. One or two bitter almonds, pounded
with the sweet ones, might a little improve its flavour, and a few spoons-

ful of rich cream could occasionally be substituted for a small portion of

the milk, but it should not be added until the preparation is three

parts done.

Ricp, 8 ozs. ; milk, 3 pints : 30 minutes. Sugar, 8 ozs. : 1 hour, or

more. Pounded almonds, 2 ozs. ; cinnamon, 1 teaspoonful.

Obs.—The rice must be frequently stirred while boiling, particularly

after it begins to thicken ; and it will be better not to add the entire

quantity of milk at first, as from a quarter to half a pint less will some-
times prove sufficient. Tlie grain should be thoroughly tender, but dry

and unbroken.

BERMUDA WITCHES.

Slice equally some rice, pound, or sponge cake, not more than the

sixth ot an inch thick; take off the brov n edges, and spread one half of

it writh Guava jelly, or, if more convenient, with fine strawberry, rasp-

berry, or currant jelly ofgood quality (see Norman receipt, 338) ; on this

strew thickly seme fresh cocoanut grated small, and lightly; press over

it the remaindei of the cake, an3 trim the whole into good form ; divide

the slices if large, pile them slopingly in the centre of a dish upon a
very white napkin folded flat, and garnish or intersperse them with

small sprigs of myrtle. For very young people a French roll or two,

and good currant jelly, red or white, will supply a wholesome and inex-

pensive dish. '

* STRENGTHENING BLAMANGE.

Dissolve in a pint of new milk, half an ounce of isinglass, strain it

through' a muslin, or a fine silk sieve, put it again on the fire with the

rind of half a small lemon pared very thin, and two ounces of sugar,

broken small ; let it simmer gently till well flavoured, then take out the

lemon-peel, and stir the milk to the lleaten yolks of three fi-esh eggs

;

pour the mixture back into the saucepan, and hold it over the fire,

keeping it stirred until it begins to thicken
;
put it into a deep basin,

and keep it moyed with a whisk or spoon, until it is nearly cold ; pour

it into moulds which have been laid in water, and set in a cool place

till firm.

New milk, 1 pint; isinglass, J oz. ; lemon-rind, J of 1: 10 to 15

minutes. Sugar, 2 ozs. ; yolks of eggs, 3.
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CHAPTER XXI.

PRESERVES.

Portable French Furnace, wiih Stewpan and Trevet.

No, T. Portable French Furnace.—3. Depth at which the grating is placed.- 3. Blew
van.—4. Trevet.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

Prott for preserving should always be gathered in perfectly dry
weather ; it should also be free both from the morning and evening dew,
and as much so as possible from dust. When bottled, It must be

steamed or baked during the day on which it is gathered, or there will

be great loss from the bursting of the bottles ; and for jams and jellies it

cannot be too soon boiled down after it is taken from the trees.

The small portable French stove, or furnace,* shown above, with the

trevet and stewpan adapted to it, is exceedingly convenient for all pre-

parations which require either more than usual attention, or a fire

entirely free from smoke; as it can be placed on a table in a clear

light, and the heat can be regulated at pleasure. It has been used for

all the preserves, of which the receipts are given in this chapter, as

well as for various dishes contained in the body of the work. There
should always be a free current of air in the room in which it stands

when lighted, as charcoal or braise (that is to say, the little embers of

large well-burned wood, drawn from an oven, and shut immediately

into a closely-stopped iron or copper vessel to extinguish them) is the

only fuel suited to it. To kindle either of these, two or three bits must
be lighted in a common fire, and laid on the top of that in the furnace,

which should be evenly placed between the grating and the brim, and

then blown gently with the bellows until the whole is alight : the door

Called in France, Unforneau Eeonomique, A baking-tin should he placed ^n the
table for the furnace to stand upon, to guard 'against danger from the ashes or bmbeis
falj/ng. American stovca or furnaces may be mad' ^n a similar manner.
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ot the furnace must in the meanwhile be open, and remain so, unless

the heat should at any time be too fierce for the preserves, when it must

be closed for a few minutes, to moderate it To extinguish the fire

Closed Furnace and Cover. Form o( Trevet.

altogether, the cover must be pressed closely on, and the door be quite

shut : the embers which remain will serve to rekindle it easily, but

before it is again lighted the grating must be lifted out and all the ashes

cleared away. It should be set by in a place which is not damp.

The German enamelled stewpans, now coming into general use, are,

from the peculiar nicety of the composition with which they are lined,

Better adapted than any others to pickling and preserving, as they may
be used without danger for acids ; and red fruits, when boiled in them,

retain the brightness of their colour as well as if copper or bell-metal

were used for them. The form of the old-fashioned preserving-pan,

made usually of one or the other of these, is shown above ; but it has

not, we should say, even the advantage of being of convenient shape;

for the handles quickly become heated, and the pan, in consequence,

cannot always be instantaneously raised from the fire when the contents

threaten to over-boil, or to burn.

It is desirable to have three or four wooden spoons or spatulas, one

fine hair-sieve, at the least, one or two large squares of common mus-

lin, and a strainer, or more of closer texture, kept exclusively for pre-

parations of fruit, for if used for other purposes, there is the hazard,

without great care, of their retaining some strong or coarse flavour,

which they would impart to the preserves. A sieve, for example,

through which any preparation of onions has been poured, should never,

on any account, be brought into use for any kind of confectionary, nor

in making sweet dishes, nor for straining eggs or milk for puddings,

cakes, or bread. Damp is the great enemy, not only of preserves and

pickles, but of numberless other household stores ; yet, in many situa-

tions, it is extremely difficult to exclude it. To keep them in a " dry

cool place" (words which occur so frequently both in this book, and m
most others on the same subject), is more easily directed than done.

They remain, we find, more entirely free from any danger of moulding,

when covered with a brandied paper only, and placed on the shelves of

a tolerably dry store-room ; but they are rather liable to candy when
thus, kept, and we fancy that the flavour of the fruit is somewhat less

j>erfectly preserved than when they are quite secured from the air by
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skins stretched over the jars. If left uncovered, the inroads of mice
upon them must be guarded against, as they will commit great havoc
in a single night on these svpeet stores. When the slightest fermenta-
tion is perceptible in syrup, it should immediately be boiled for some
minutes, and well skimmed ; the fruit taken from it should then be
hrown in, and well scalded also, and the whole, when done, should be
turned into a very clean dry jar : this kind of preserve should always
be covered with one or two skins, or with parchment and thick paper.

A VEVF GENEBAIi RULES AND DIRECTIONS FOR PRESERVING.

1. Let every thing used for the purpose be delicately clean and dryt
Doltles especially so.

2. Never place a preserving-pan flat upon the fire, as this will ren-

der the preserve liable to burn to, as it is called ; that is to say, to ad-
here closely to the metal, and then to burn ; it should rest always on a
trevet, or on the lowered bar of the kitchen range.

3. After the sugar is added to them, stir the preserves gently at first,

and more quickly towards the end, without quitting them until they are
done ; this precaution will always prevent the chance of their being
spoiled.

4. All preserves should be perfectly cleared from the scum as it

rises. »

5. Fruit which is to be preserved in syrup must first be blanched or

boiled gently, until it is sufficiently softened to absorb the sugar; and a
tliin syrup must be poured on it at first, or it will shrivel instead of re-

maining plump, and becoming clear. Thus, if its weight of sugar is to

be allowed, and boiled to a syrup with a pint of water to the pound, only,

half the weight must be taken at first, and this must not be boiled with

the water more than fifteen or twenty minutes at the commencement
of the process ; a part of the remaining sugar must be added every

time the syrup is reboiled, unless it should be otherwise directed in the

receipt.

6. To preserve both the true flavour and the colour of fruit in jams
and jellies, boil them rapidly until they are well reduced, before the

sugar is added, and quickly afterwards, but do not allow them to be-

come so much thickened that the sugar will not dissolve in them easily,

and throw up its scum. In some seasons, the juice is so much richer

than in others, that this effect takes place almost before one is aware of

it; but the drop which adheres to the skimmer, when it is held up, will

show the state it has reached.

7. Never use tin, iron, or pewter spoons, or skimmers for preserves,

as they will convert the colour of red fruit into a dingy purple, and im-

part, besides, a very unpleasant flavour.

8. When cheap jams or jellies are required, make them at once

with loaf-sugar, but use that which is wfU refined always, for pre-

serves in general; it is a false economw^as we have elsewhere observ-

ed, to purchase an inferior kind, as there is great waste from it in the

quantity of scum which it throws up, The best ha.a been used for all

the receipts given fiere.

TO EXTRACT THE JUICE OP PLUMS TOR JEMiV.

Take the stalks from the fruit, and throw aside all that is not per-
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fectly sound; put it into very clean, large stone jars, and give part of
the harder kinds, such as bullaces and damsons, a gash with a knife as

they are thrown in ; do this especially in filling the upper part of the

jars. Tie one or two folds of thick paper over them, and set them for

the night into an oven from which the bread has been drawn four or

five hours; or cover them with bladder, instead of paper, place them
in deep pans of water, and boil them gently from two to three hours, or

until the fruit is quite soft, and has yielded all the juice it will afford

:

this last is the safer and better mode for jellies of delicate colour.

TO WEIGH THE JUICE OF FRUIT.

Put a basin into one scale, and its weight into the other ; add to this

ilast the weight which is required of the juice, and pour into the basin

as much as will balance the scales. It is always better to weigh tlian

to measure the juice for preserving, as it can generally be done with

more exactness.

GREEN GOOSEBERRY JELLY.

Wash some freshly-gathered gooseberries very clean, after having
taken off the tops and stalks, then to each pound, pour three-quarters of

a pint of spring water, and simmer them until they are well broken

;

turn the whole into a jelly-bag or cloth, and let all the juice drain

through ; weigh, and boil it rapidly fornfteen minutes. Draw it from
the fire, and stir into it until entirely dissolved an equal weight of good
sugar reduced to powder ; boil the jelly from fifteen to twenty minutes

longer, or until it jellies strongly on the spoon or skimmer; clear it

perfectly from scum, and pour it into small jars, moulds, or glasses. It

ought to be very pale and transparent. Preserved fruits just dipped into

hot water to take off the syrup, then well drained and dried, may be
arranged with good effect in the centre of the gooseberry jelly if the

glasses be rather less than half filled before they are laid in, and the

jelly just set : the remainder must be kept liquid to fill them up. Tlie

sugar may be added to the juice at first, and the preserve boiled from

twenty-five to thirty-five minutes, but the colour will not then be so

good. When the fruit abounds the juice may be drawn from it with
very little water, as directed for apples, page 350, when it will require

much less boiling.

Gooseberries, 6 lbs. ; water, 4 pints : 20 to 30 minutes. Juice boiled

quickly, 15 minutes ; to each pound, 1 lb. sugar : 15 to 20 minutes.

GREEN GoosEBERRY-JAM ; {Jirm and of good colour.')

Cut the stalks and tops from the fruit, weigh and bruise it slightly,

boil it for six or seven minutes, keeping it well turned during the time

;

then to every three pounds of gooseberries add two and a half of sugar,

beaten to powder, and boil the preserve quickly for three-quarters of an
hour. It must l\e constantly stirred, and careftilly cleared from scum.

Green gooseberries, 6 lbs. : 6 to 7 minutes. Sugar, 5 lbs. : j hour.

TO DRY GREEN GOOSEBERRIES.

Take the finest green gooseberries, fiiUy grov\%i, and freshly gathered

;

cut off the buds, split them across the tops halfway down, and with the

small end of a tea or of an egg-spoon, scoop out the seeds. Boil loo^e-

ther for fifteen minutes a pound and a half of the finest sugar, and a

pint of wi*er; skim this syrup thorougli'y and throw into it a. pound of
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the seeded gooseberries; simmer them from five to seven minutes, when
they ought to be clear and tender ; when they are so lift them out, and
throw as many more into the syrup ; drain them a little when done,
spread them singly on dishes, and dry them very gradually in a quite
cool stove or oven, or in a sunny window. They will keep well in the
syrup, and may be potted in it, and dried when wanted for use.

Green gooseberries without the seeds, 2 lbs. ; water, 1 pint; sugar,

1 J lb. : boiled 15 minutes. Gooseberries simmered, 5 to 7 minutes.

GREEN GOOSEBERRIES FOR TARTS.

Fill very clean, dry, wide-necked bottles with gooseberries gatliered

the same day, and before they have attained their full growth. Cork
them lightly, wrap a little hay round each of them, and set them up to

their necks in a copper of cold water, which should be brought very
gradually to boil. Let the fruit be gently simmered until it appears
shrunken and perfectly scalded ; theh take out the bottles, and with the
contents of one or two fill up the remainder, and use great care not to

break the fruit in doing this. When all are ready, pour scalding
water into the bottles and cover the gooseberries entirely with it, or

they will become mouldy at the top. Cork the bottles well imme-
diately, and cover the necks with melted rosin ; keep them in a cool

place ; and when they are used pour off" the greater part of the water,

and add sugar as for the fresh fruit, of which they will have quite the

flavour and appearance ; and they will be found much more wholesome
prepared in this manner than if simply baked or steamed in the bottles.

GREEN GOOSEBERRY SOLID.

Bruise well, and boil six pounds of fresh green gooseberries for an
hour and a quarter without sugar, and for half an hour after having
stirred to thera a couple of pounds of good quality, reduced quite^ to

powder. Press the preserve into shallow pans or small shapes, and
unmould it when it is wanted for table.

Green gooseberries, 6 lbs. : 1 \ hour. Sugar, 2 lbs. : J hour.

RED GOOSEBERRY JAM.

The small rough red gooseberry, when fully ripe, is the best for this

preserve, which may, however, be made of the larger kinds. When
the buds and stalks have been taken carefully from the fruit, weigh, and
boil it quickly for three quarters of an hour, keeping it well stirred

;

then for six pounds of the gooseberries add two and a half of good
roughly-powdered sugar (or three of fine Lisbon, if only a common pre-

serve be wanted) ; boil these together briskly, from twenty to twenty-

five minutes, and stir the jam well from the bottom of the pan, as it is

liable to burn if this be neglected.

Small red gooseberries, 6 lbs. : J hour. Pounded sugar, 2^ lbs, (for

common jam Lisbon sugar 3 lbs.) : 20 to 25 minutes.

GOOSEBERRIES DRIED WITHOUT SUGAR.

Choose them fine and ripe, spread them separately on large dishes,

and dry them very gradually by the heat of a gentle oven, or in the sun

where they will be well protected from dust. If flattened with the

finger when partially done, tney will preserve a better form, and be

more quickly dried.
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CHERRY JAM.

First stone, and then weigh some freshly gathered pieserving cher-

ries; boil them over a brisk fire for an hour, keeping them almost

constantly stirred from the bottom of the pan, to which they will other-

wise be liable to stick and burn. Add half a pound of good sugar roughly

powdered for each pound of the fruit, and boil the preserve quickly for

twenty minutes, taking off the scum as it rises. The blanched kernels

of part of the cherries may be added to the jam five minutes before it is

taken from the fire. We can recommend this receipt as producing a
firm preserve of fine colour and flavour, and very far superior to any
that can be made by the more common method of boiling the fruit and

sugar together from the beginning.

Stoned clierries, 6 lbs. : 1 hour. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 20 minutes.

06s.—Increase the proportion of sugar, when it is liked, to twelve or

sixteen ounces, and diminish the boiling a quarter of an hour before it

is added, and ten minutes after. We have found almost invariably, that

preserves made by the receipts we have given have been preferred to

richer ones.

TO DRY CHERRIES WITH SUGAR
;

(fl quick and easy method.')

Stone some fine, sound cherries; weigh and put them into a pre-

serving-pan, with six ounces of sugar reduced to powder to each pound

of the fruit: set them over a moderate fire, and simmer them gently for

nearly or quite twenty minutes ; let them remain in the syrup jntil

they are a little cooled, then turn them into a sieve, and before they

are cold lay them singly on dishes, and dry them very gradually, as

directed for other fruits. When the cherries are quite ripe the stones

may generally be drawn out with the stalks, by pressing the fruit gently

at the same time ; but when this method fails, they must be extracted

with a new quill, cut round at the end ; those of the very short-stalked,

turnip-shaped cherry, which abounds, and is remarkably fine in many
parts of Normandy, and which we have oi casionally met with here,

though it is not, we believe, very abundant in our markets, are easily

removed with a large pin, on the point of which the stone may be caught

at tlie stalk end, just opposite the seam of the fruit, and drawn out at

the top, leaving the cherry apparently entire.

DRIED cherries; (superior Receipt.)

To each pound of cherries, weighed after they are stoned, add eight

ounces of good sugar, and boil them very softly for ten minutes; pour

them into a large bowl, or pan, and leave them two days in the syrup

;

then simmer them again for ten minutes, and set them by for two or

three days; drain them slightly, and dry them very slowly, as directed

in the previous receipts. Keep them in tin cases, or canisters, when
done. These cherries are generally preferred to such as are dried with

a larger proportion of sugar ; but when the taste is in favour of the lat-

ter, three quarters or a full pound can be allowed to the pound of fruit,

which may then be potted in the syrup and dried at any time, though

we think the flavour of the cherries is better preserved when this is

done within a fortnight of their being boiled.

Cherries, stoned, 8 lbs. ; sugar, 4 lbs. : 10 minutes. Left 3 or 3

days. Boiled again, 10 minutes ; left 2 days ; drained and dried.
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CHERRIES DRIED WITHOUT SUGAR.

These are often more pleasant and refreshing to invalids and travel-

lers than a sweetened confection of the fruit, their flavour and agrees
hie acidity being well preserved when they are simply spread on dishes

or hamper lids, and slowly dried.* Throw aside the bruised and de
cayed fruit, and arrange the remainder singly, and with the stalks up-

permost on the dishes.

MORELIiA CHERRIES.

Take off the stalks but do not stone the fruit ; weigh and add to it an
equal quantity of the best sugar reduced quite to powder, strew it over
the cherries and let them stand for half an hour, then turn them gently

into a preserving-pan, and simmer them softly from five to seven mi-
nutes.

COMMON CHERRY CHEESE.

Stone the fruit, or if this trouble be objected to, bruise and boil it

without, until it is sufficiently tender to press through^ sieve, which it

will be in from twenty to thirty minutes. Weigh the pulp in this case,

and boil it quickly to a dry paste, then stir to it six ounces of sugar tor

the pound of fruit, and when this is dissolved, place the pan again

over, but not upon, a brisk fire, and stir the preserve without ceasing,

until it is so dry as not to adhere to the finger when touched ; then

press it immediately into small moulds or pans, and turn it from them
when wanted for table. When the cherries have been stoned, a good

common preserve may be made of them without passing them tlirough

a sieve, with the addition of five ounces of sugar to the pound of fruit,

which must be boiled very dry both before and after it is added.

Other cherries without stoning :. 20 to 30 minutes. Passed through

a sieve. To each pound of pulp (first boiled dry), 6 ozs. sugar. To
each pound of cherries stoned and boiled to dry paste, 5 ozs. sugar.

CHERRY PASTE. (FRENCH.)

Stone the cherries, boil them gently in their own juice for thirty

minutes ; press the whole through a sieve ; reduce it to a very dry

paste ; then take it from the fire, and weigh it ; boil an equal propor-

tion of sugar to the candying point, mix the fruit with it, and stir the

paste, without intermission, over a moderate fire, until it is again so dry

as to form a ball round the spoon, and to quit the preserving-pan en-

tirely ;
press it quickly into small moulds, and when it is cold, paper,

and store it like other preserves.

STRAWBERRY JAM.

Strip the stalks from some fine scarlet strawberries, weigh, and boil

them for thirty-five minutes, keeping them very constantly stirred;

throw in eight ounces cf good sugar, beaten small, to the pound of

fruit, mix them well ofi" the fire, then boil the preserve again quickly

for twenty-five minutes. One pound of white currant-juice added in

the first instance to four of the strawberries, will greatly improve thia

preserve, which will be quite firm, and sufficiently, but not over sweet

Strawberries, 6 lbs. : 35 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 25 minutes. Or:

• The dishes on which Ihey are laid should lie changed daily.
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Btrawberries, 4 lbs. ; currant-juice, 1 lb. : 30 to 35 minutes. Sugar, 2J
lbs. : 25 minutes.

Obs.—We do not think it needful to give directions with each sepa-

rate receipt for skimming the preserve with care, and keeping it con-

stantly stirred, but neither should in any case be neglected.

STRAWBERRY JELLT.

This, when made with fine, full-flavoured, scarlet strawberries, is a

very delicious preserve, and is by many persons preferred to guava
jelly, which it greatly resembles. Stalk the fruit, bruise it very
slightly, and stir it for a few minutes over a gentle fire ; strain it with-

out pressure, weigh, and boil it quickly for twenty minutes in a Ger-
man enamelled stewpan, or preserving-pan, if possible, that the colour

may not be injured ; take it from the fire, and stir into it twelve ounces

of sugar to the pound of juice ; when this is dissolved, boil it again

quickly for twenty minutes, clear it perfectly from scum, and pour it

into jars or glasses. The preserve wUl be firtner, and require less boil-

ing, if one-fourth of red or white currant juice be mixed with that of

the strawberries, but the flavour will not then be quite so perfect. A
superior jelly to this is made by taking an equal weight of juice and
sugar, and by boiling the latter to candy-height, before the juice (which
sliould previously be boiled five minutes) is added to it ; and when they

have been stirred together oft' the fire until this is entirely dissolved,

boiling the whole quickly from ten to twenty minutes; the time re-

quired varying very much from the difference which is found in the

quality of the fruit.

Fruit, simmered 4 to 5 minutes. Juice of strawberries,. 4 lbs.: 20
minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 20 minutes. Or, juice of strawberries, 4 lbs.

:

5 minutes. Sugar) boiled to candy-height, 4 lbs. : 10 to 20 minutes.

ANOTHER VERY FINE STRAWBERRY JELLY.

Express the juice from the fruit through a cloth, strain it clear, weigh,

and stir to it an equal proportion of the finest sugar, dried and reduced

to powder ; when this is dissolved, place the preserving-pan over a very

clear fire, and stir the jelly often until it boils; clear it carefully fi'om

scum, and boil it quickly from fifteen to twenty-five minutes.

Equal weight of strawberry-juice arid sugar : 15 to 25 minutes.

Obs.—This receipt is for a moderate quantity of the preserve : a very

small portion will require much less time.

TO PRESERVE STRAWBERRIES OR RASPBERRIES, FOR CREAMS OR ICES,

WITHOUT BOILINQ.

Let the fruit be gathered in the middle of a warm day, in very dry
weather ; strip it from the stalks directly, weigh it, turn it into a bowl
or deep pan, and bruise it gently; mix with an equal weight of fine dry
sifted sugar, and put it immediately into small, wide-necked bottles;

cork these firmly without delay, and tie bladder over the tops. Keep
them in a cool place, or the fruit will ferment. The mixture should be
stirred softly, and only just sufficiently to blend the sugar and the firuit.

The bottles must be perfectly dry, and the bladders, after having been
cleaned in the usual way, and allowed to become nearly so, should be
moistened with a little spirit on the side which is to be next to the cork.
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Unless these precautions be observed, there will D£ some danger of the

whole being spoiled.

Equal weight of fruit aj)d sugar.

RASPBERRY JAM.

Bruise gently, with the back of a wooden spoon, six pounds of ripe

and freshly-gathered raspberries, and boil them over a brisk fire for

twenty-five minutes; stir to them half their weight of good sugar,

roughly powdered, and when it is dissolved, boil the preserve quickly

for ten minutes, keeping it well stirred and skimmed. When a richer

jam is wished for, add to the fruit at first its full weight of sugar, and.

boil them together twenty minutes.

Raspberries, 6 lbs. : 25 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 10 ihinutes.

GOOD RED OR WHITE RASPBERRY JAM.

Boil quickly, for twenty minutes, four pounds of either red or white

sound ripe raspberries in a pound and a half of currant-juice of the

same colour ; take the pan from the fire, stir in three pounds of sugar,

and when it is dissolved, place the pan again over the fire, and con-

tinue the boiling for ten minutes longer : keep the preserve well skim-

med and stirred from the beginning.

Raspberries, 4 lbs. ; currant-juice, IJ lb. : 20 minutes. Sngar, 3 lbs.

;

10 minutes.

RASPBERRY JELLY FOR FLAVOURING CREAMS.

Take the stalks from some quite ripe, and freshly-gathered raspber-

ries, stir them over the fire until they render their juice freely, then

strain and weigh it ; or press it from them through a cloth, and then

strain it clear ; in either case boil it for five minutes after it is weighed,

and for each pound stir in a pound and a quarter of good sugar, reduced

quite to powder, sifted, and made very hot; boil the preserve quickly

for five minutes longer, and skim it clean. The Jelly thus made wiu
eufiiciently sweeten the creams without any additional sugar.

Juice of raspberries, 4 lbs. : 5 minutes. SugaT, made hot, 5 lbs. : 5
minutes.

ANOTHER RASPBERRRT JELLY. ( Very gOod.)

Bruise the fruit a little, and draw the juice from it by fbur or five

minutes gently simmering; strain and weigh it, boil it quickly for

twenty minutes, draw it from the fire; add three-quarters of a poi.-sd ol

good sugar for each pound ofjuice, and when this is dissolved, pla*» the

pan again on the fire, and boil the preserve fast from twelve to fifteen

minutes longer; skim it thoroughly, and keep it well stirred. This

jelly is infinitely improved in colour and in firmness, though not per-

haps in flavqpr, by mixing with the raspb«3rry juice one-fourth, or even

as much as a third of the juice of ripe white currants : the preserve will

then require rather less boiling. When it jellies in falling from the

spoon or skimmer, it is done. Nothing of tin or iron should be used in

making it, as these metals will convert its fine red colour into a dingy

purple.

Fruit, simmered 5 to 6 minutes. Juice of raspberries, 4 lbs. : 20 mi-

nutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 12 to 15 minutes. Or, juice of raspberries, 4
lbs.; juice of white currants, 2 lbs.: 20 minutes. Sugar, 4i lbs.: 10

minutes, or lees.
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QUEEN CURKANT JAM.

For each pound of currants take fourteen ounces of good sugar, in

fine powder ; bruise part of the ftuit with a small portion of the sugar,

und put it first into the preserving-pan, that the juice may flow from it,

sufficiently to prevent the remainder from being burned; it should be

placed over a very gentle fire, and stirred constantly until it has yielded

moisture enough for this. All the firuit and sugar may then be added,

and the whole (well mixed and stirred) boiled from ten to fifteen mi-

nutes, or until it jellies strongly in falling from the skimmer. Some
fruit will require less time, and some rather more.

To each pound of currants, stripped from stalks, 14 ozs. of sugar : 10
to 15 minutes.

RED CURRANT JEI/LT.

With three parts of fine ripe red currants freshly gathered, and
stripped from the stalks, mix one of white currants

; put them into a
clean preserving-pan, and stir them gently over a clear fire until the

juice flows from them freely ; .then turn them into a fine hair-sieve, and
let them drain well, but without pressure. Pass the juice through a
folded muslin, or a jelly-bag ; weigh it, and then boil it fast for a quar-

ter of an hour ; add for each pound, eight ounces of sugar coarsely pow-
dered, stir this to it off the fire until it is dissolved, give the jelly eight

minutes more of quick boiling, and pour it out. It will be firm, and of

excellent colour and flavour. Be sure to clear off the scum as it rises

both before and after the sugar is put in, or the preserve will not be

clear.

Juice of red currants, 3 lbs.
;
juice of white currants, 1 lb. : 15 mi-

nutes. Sugar, 2 lbs. : 8 minutes.

Obs.—An excellent jelly may be made with equal parts of the juice

of red and of white currants, and of raspberries, with the same propor-

tion of sugar and degree of boiling as in the foregoing receipt.

SUPERLATIVE RED CURRANT JELLY
;
(^Novman Receipt.')

Strip carefully from the stems some quite-ripe currants of the finest

quality, and mix with them an equal weight of good sugar reduced to

powder; boil these together quickly for exactly eight minutes, keep
them stirred all the time, and clear off the scum as it rises ; then turn

the preserve into a very clean sieve, and put into small jars the jelly

which runs through it, and which will be delicious in flavour, and of
the brightest colour. It should be carried immediately, when this is

practicable, to an extremely cool but not a damp place, and left there

till perfectly cold. The currants which remain in the sieve make an
excellent jam, particularly if only part of the jelly be taken from them.

In Normandy, where the fruit is of richer quality than in f!ngland, this

preserve is boiled only one minute, and is both firm and beautifully

transparent

Currants, 3 lbs. ; sugar, 3 lbs. : 8 minutes,

FRI:NCH CURRANT JELLY.

Mix one third of white curi"ants with two of red, and stir them over

a gentle fire until they render their juice fl-eely, pour it from them,
strain and weigh it ; for every four pounds break three of fine sugar
into large lumps, just dip them into cold water, and when they are
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nearly dissolved boil them to a thick syrup; stir this without ceasing
until it falls in large thick white masses from the skiaimer; then pour
"n the currant juice immediately, and when the sugar is again dissolved,

boil the whole quickly for five minutes, clear oft the scum perfectly,

pour the jelly into jars or warm glasses, and set it in a cool place.

Red currants, two thirds ; white currants, one third
;
juice, 4 lbs.

;

sugar boiled to candy height, 3 lbs. ; jelly boiled : 5 minutes.

Obs.—A flavouring of raspberries is usually given to currant jelly in

France, the preserve being there never served with any kind of joint,

as it is with us.

DELICIOUS RED CURRANT JAM.

This, which is but an indifferent preserve when made in the usual

way, will be found a very fine one if the following directions for it be
observed ; it will be extremely transparent and bright in colour, and
will retain perfectly the flavour of the fruit Take the currants at the

height of their season, the finest that can be had, free from dust, but
gathered on a dry day ; strip them with great care from the stalks,

weigh and put them into a preserving-pan with three pounds of the best

sugar reduced to povirder to four pounds of the fruit ; stir them gently

over a brisk clear fire, and boil them quickly for exactly eight minutes
from the first fhll boil. As the jam is apt to rise over the top of the

pan, it is better not to fill it more than two thirds, and if this precaution

should not be suflicient to prevent it, it must be lifted from the fire and
held away for an instant. To many tastes, a still finer jam than this

(which we find sufficiently sweet) may be made with an equal weight
of firuit and sugar boiled together for seven minutes. There should be
great exactness with respect to the time, as both the flavour and the

brillistnt colour of the preserve will be injured by longer boiling.

Red currants (without stalks), 4 lbs. ; fine sugar, 3 lbs. : boiled

quickly, 8 minutes. Or, equal weight fruit and sugar ; 7 minutes.

VERY PINE WHITE CURRANT JELLY.

The fruit for this jelly should be very white, perfectly free from dust,

and picked carefully from the stalks. To every pound add eighteen

ounces of double refined sifted sugar, and boil them together quickly for

six minutes ; throw in the strained juice of a sound fresh lemon, or of
two, should tne quantity of preserve be large; boil it two minutes
longer; pour it into a delicately clean sieve, and finish it by the direc-

tions given for the Norman red currant jelly (page 338).

White currants, 6 lbs. ; highly refined sugar, 6J lbs. : 6 minutes.

Juice of 2 moderate-sized lemons : 2 minutes.

WHITE CURRANT JAM, A BEAUTIFUL PRESERVE.

Boil together quickly for seven minutes equal quantities of fine white
currants, picked with the greatest nicety, and of the best sugar pounded
and passed through a sieve. Stir the preserve gently the whole time,

and be careful to skim it thoroughly. Just before it is taken from the

fire, throw in the strained juice of one good lemon to four pounds of the

fruit.

White currants, 4 lbs. ; best sugar, 4 lbs. : 7 minutes. Juice, 1 lemon.
'

CURRANT PASTE.

Stalk ajid heat some red currants as for jelly, pour off three parts of
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the juice, whith can be used for that preserve, and press the remainder,

with the pulp of the fruit, closely through a hair-sieve reversed ; boil it

briskly, keeping it stirred the whole time, until it forms a dry paste

;

then for each pound (when first weighed) add seven ounces of pounded
sugar, and boil the whole from twenty-five to thirty minutes longer,

taking care that it shall not burn. This paste is remarkably pleasant

and refreshing in cases of fever, and acceptable usually for winter-

desserts.

Red currants boiled from 5 to 7 minutes, pressed with one-fourth of

their juice through a sieve, boiled from 1^ b 2 hours. To each pound
a-dd 7 ozs. pounded sugar : 2-5 to 30 minutes.

Obs.—Confectioners add the pulp, after it is boiled dry, to an equal

Weight of sugar at the candy height: by making trial of the two
methods, the reader can decide on the better one.

BLACK CURRANT JELLY.

After having extracted the juice of the fruit in the usual way, pro-

ceed exactly with regard to the time of boiling, and the proportion of

sugar as in the first receipt for red currant jelly in the present chapter.

This is a most refreshing and useful preserve in illness ; and in many
cases no other will supply its place : it may be made with Lisbon sugar

on occasion.

NIIRSERT PRESERVE.

Take the stones from a couple of pounds of cherri'es, and boil them
twenty minutes ; then add to them a pound and a half oiT raspberries,

and an equal quantity of red and of white currants, all weighed after

they have been cleared from their stems. Boil these together briskly

for twenty minutes; mix with them three pounds and a quarter of com-
mon sugar, and give the preserve fifteen minutes more of quick boiling.

A pound and a half of blackberries may be substituted for the cherries

;

but they will not require any stewing before they are added to the other

fruits. The jam must be well stirred from the beginning, or it will burn

to the pan.

Cherries, 2 lbs. : 20 minutes. Raspberries, red currants, and white

currants, of each 1^ lb. : 20 minutes. Sugar, 3J lbs. : 15 minutes.

ANOTHER OOOD COMMON PRESERVE.

Boil together, in equal or in unequal portions (for this is immaterial),

any kinds of early ftuit, till they can be pressed through a sieve; weigh,

and then boil the pulp over a brisk fire for half an hour ; add half a
pound of sugar for each pound of fruit, and again boil the preserve

quickly, keeping it well stirred and skimmed, from fifteen to twenty

minutes. Cherries, unless they be morellas, must be first stewed ten-

der apart, as they will require a much longer time to make them so

than other of the first summer fruits.

A GOOD MELANOE., OR MIXl!;D PRESERVE.

Boil for three quarters of an hciur, in two pounds of clear red currant

juice, one pound of very ripe greengages, weighea after they have been

pared and stoned ; then stir to them one pound and a half of good sugar

and boil them quickly again for twenty minutes. If the quaiitity of pre-

serve he much inorensed, the time of boiling it must be so likewise:

tJiid is always bultur done b'jiijre the sugar is added.
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Juice of ripe currants, 2 lbs.
;
greengages, pared and stoned, 1 lb. : j

hour. Sugar, IJ lb. : 20 minutes.

• GREENGAGE JAM, OR MARMALADE.

When the plums are thoroughly ripe, take off the skins, weigh, and
boil them quickly without sugar for fifty minutes, keeping them well
stirred ; then to every four pounds add three of good sugar reduced
quite to powder, boil the preserve from five to eight minutes longer, and
clear oflfthe scum perfectly before it is poured into the jars. When the
flesh of the fruit will not separate easily from the stones, weigh and
throw the plums whole into the preserving-pan, boil them to a pulp,

pass them through a sieve, and deduct the weight of the stones from
them when apportioning the sugar to the jam. The Orleans plum may
be substituted for greengages, in this receipt.

Greengages, stoned and skinned, 6 lbs. : 50 minutes. Sugar, 4^ lbs.

;

5 to 8 minutes.

PRESERVE OP THE MAGNTJM BONUM, OR MOGUL PLUM.

Prepare, weigh, and boil the plums for forty minutes ; stir to them
half their weight of good sugar beaten fine, and when it is dissolved

continue the boiling for ten additional minutes, and skim the preserve

carefully during the time. This is an excellent marmalade, but it may
be rendered richer by increasing the proportion of sugar. The blanched

kernels of a portion of the fruit-stones will much improve its flavour,

but they should be mixed with it only two or three minutes before it is

taken from the fire. When these plums are not entirely ripe, it is difii-

cult tx) fi-ee them from the stones and skins : they should then be boiled

down and pressed through a. sieve, as directed for greengages, in the

receipt above.

Mogul plums, skinned and stoned, 6 lbs: 40 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs.

:

5 to 8 minutes.

TO DRY OR PRESERVE MOGUL PLUMS IN SYRUP.

Pare the plums, but do not remove the stalks nor stones ; take their

weight of dry sifted sugar, lay them in a deep dish or bowl, and strew

it over them ; let them remain thus for a night, then pour them gently

into a preserving-pan, with all the sugar, heat them slowly, and let

them just simmer for five minutes; in a couple of days repeat the pro-

cess, and do so again and again at an interval of two or three days, until

the fruit is tender and very clear; put it then into jars, and keep it in

the syrup, or drain and dry the plums very gradually, as directed for

otiier fruit. When they are not sufficiently ripe for the skin to part

from them easily, they must be covered with spring water, placed ove-

a slow fire, and just scalded until it can be stripped off easily.

MUSSEL PLUM CHEESE AND JELLY.

Fill large stone jars with the fruit, which should be ripe, dry, and

sound, set them into an oven from which the bread has been drawn
several hours, and let them remain all night; or, if this cannot conve-

niently be done, place them in pans of water, and boil them gently until

the plums are tender, and have yielded their juice to the utmost. Pour

this from them, strain it through a jelly-bag, weigh, and then boil it

rapidJy foi twenty^five minutes. Have ready, broken small, tnree
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pounds of sugar for four of^the juice, stir them together until it is dis-

solved, and then continue the boiling quickly for ten minutes longer,

and be careful to remove all the scum. Pour the preserve into small

moulds or pans, and turn it out when it is wanted for table ; it Will be
very fine, both in colour and in flavour.

Juice of plums, 4 lbs. : 25 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 10 minutes.

The cheese.—Skin and stone the plums from which the juice has

been poured, and after having weighed, boil them an hour and a quarter

over a brisk fire, and stir them constantly; then to three pounds of

fruit add one of sugar, beaten to powder; boil the preserve for another

half hour, and press it into shallow pans or moulds.

Plums, 3 lbs. : 1;^ hour. Sugar, 1 lb. : 30 minutes.

TO DRY Ai>RicoTS ; (fl quick and easy method.)

Wipe gently, split, and stone some fine apricots, which are not over-

ripe ; weigh, and arrange them evenly in a deep dish or bowl, and
strew in fourteen ounces of sugar, in fine powder, to each pound of

fruit; on the following day turn ttie whole carefully into a preserving-

pan, let the apricots heat slowly, and simmer them very softly for six

minutes, or for an instant longer, should they not in that time be quite

tender. Let them lay in the syrup for a day or two, then drain and
spread them singly on dishes to dry.

To each pound apricots, 14 ozs. of sugar: to stand 1 night, to be sim-

mered from 6 to 8 minutes, and lefl in syrup 3 or 3 days.

PEACH JAM, OR MARMALADE.

The fruit for this preserve, which is a very delicious one, should be
finely flavoured, and quite ripe, though perfectly sound. Pare, stone,

weigh, and boil it quickly for three quarters of an hour, and do not fail

to stir it often during the time ; draw it from the fire, and mix with , it

ten ounces of well-refined sugar, rolled or beaten to powder, for each
pound of tha peaches; clear it carefully from scum, and boil it briskly

for five minutes ; throw in the strained juice of one or two good lemons

;

continue the boiling for three minutes only, and pour out the marma-
lade. Two minutes after the sugar is stirred to the fruit, add the
blanched kernels of part of the peaches.

Peaches, stoned and pared, 4 lbs. : j hour. Sugar, 2J lbs. ; 2 min-
utes. Blanched peach-kernels: 3 minutes. Juice of 2 small lemons:
3 minutes.

Obs.—This jam, like most others, is improved by pressing the fruit

through a sieve after it has been partially boiled. Nothing can be finer

than its flavour, which would be injured by adding the sugar at first;

and a larger proportion renders it cloyingly sweet. Nectarines and
peaches mixed, make an admirable preserve.

TO PRESERVE, OR TO DRY PEACHES OR NECTARINES. (A/l CaSy and
excellent Receipt.)

The fruit should be fine, freshly gathered, and fully ripe, but still in

its perfection. Pare, halve, and weigh it after the stones are removed •

lay it into a deep dish, and strew over it an equal weight of highly
refined pounded sugar; let it remain until this is nearly dissolved, then
lift, the fruit gently into a preserving-pan, pour the juibe and sugar to it
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and heat the whole over a very slow fire ; let it just simmer for ten

minutes, then turn it softly into a bowl, and let it remain a couple of
days; repeat the slow-heating and simmering at intervals of two or

throe days, until the fruit is quite clear, when it may be potted in the

syrup, or drained from it, and dried upon large clean slates or dishes, or

upon wire-sieves. The flavour will be excellent. The strained juice

of a lemon may be added to the syrup, with good effect, towards the

end of the process, and an additional ounce or two of sugar allowed

for it.

DAMSON JAM. (VERY GOOD.)

The fruit for this jam should be freshly gathered and quite ripe.

;Split, stone, weigh, and boil it quickly for forty minutes ; then stir in

half its weight of good sugar roughly powdered, and when it is dis-

solved, give the preserve fifteen minutes additional boiling, keeping it

stirred, and thoroughly skimmed.
Damsons, stoned, 6 lbs. : 40 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 1.5 minutes.

Obs.^A more refined preserve is made by pressing the fruit through

a sieve after it is boiled tender; but the jam is excellent without.

DAMSON JELLY.

Bake separately in a very slow oven, or boil in a water-bath (see

page 332), any number of fine ripe damsons, and one third the quantity

of bullaces, or ofany other pale plums, as a- portion of their juice will,

to most tastes, improve, by softening the flavour of the preserve, and
will render the colour brighter. Pour off the juice clear from the fruit,

strain and weigh it; boil it qriickly without sugar for twenty-five min-
utes, draw it from the fire, stir into it ten ounces of good sugar for each
pound ofjuice, and boil it quickly from six to ten minutes longer, care-

fully clearing off all the scum. The jelly must be often stirred before

the sugar is added, and constantly afterwards.

DAMSON SOLID. (OOOD.)

Pour the juice from some damsons which have stood for a night in a

very cool oven, or been stewed in a jar placed in a pan of water ; weigh
and put it into a preserving-pan with a pound and four ounces of pear-

mains (or of any other fine boiling apples), pared, cored, and quartered,

to each pound of the juice ; boil these together, keeping them well

stirred, from twenty-five to thirty minutes, then add the sugar, and

when it is nearly dissolved, continue the boiling for ten minutes. This,

if done with exactness, will give a perfectly smooth and firm preserve,

which may be moulded in small shapes, and turned out for table.

To each pound clear damson-juice, 1^ lb. pearmains (or other good

apples), pared and cored : 23 to 30 minutes. Sugar, 14 ozs. : 10

minutes.
EXCELLENT DAMSON CHEESE.

When the fruit has been baked or stewed tender, as directed above,

drain off the juice, skin and stone the damsons, pour back to them from

a third to half their juice, weigh and then boil them over a clear brisk

fire until they form a quite dry paste ; add six ounces of pounded sugar

for each pound of the plums; stir them off tho fire until this is dissolved,

and boil the preserve again without quitting or ceasing to stir it, until it

leaves ilic pan quite dry, and adheres in a mass to the spoon If it
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eliould not stick to the fingers when lightly touched, it will be suffi-

ciently done to keep very long; press it quickly into pans or moulds;
lay on it a paper dipped in spirit when it is perfectly cold; tie another

fold over it, and store it in a dry place.

Bullace cheese is made in the same manner, and almost any kind of
plum will make an agreeable preserve of the sort.

To each pound of fi-uit, pared, stoned, and mixed with the juic^, and
boiled quite dry, 6 ozs. of pounded sugar : boiled again to a dry paste.

GRAPE JELLT.

Strip from their stalks some fine ripe black-cluster grapes, and stir

them with a wooden spoon over a gentle fire until all have burst, and
the juice flows freely from them; strain it ofl' without pressure, and pass

it through a jelly-bag, or through a twice-folded muslin; weigh and
then bo3 it rapidly for twenty minutes ; draw it from the fire, stir in it

till dissolved, fourteen ounces of good sugar, roughly powdered, to each
pound of juice, and boil the jelly quickly for fifteen minutes longer,

keeping it constantly stirred, and perfectly well skimmed. It will be
very clear, and of a beautiful pale rose-colour.

Juice of black-cluster grapes: 20 minutes. To each pound of juice,

14 ozs. good sugar : 1.5 minutes.

Obs.—We have proved this jelly only with the kind of grape which
we have named, but there is little doubt that fine purple grapes of any
Bort would answer for it well.

ENGLISH GUAVA.

Strip the stalks from a gallon or two of the large kind of bullaces

called the shepherd's bullace ; give part of them a cut, put them into

stone jars, and throw into one of them a pound or two of imperatrice

plums, if they can be obtained
;
put the jars into pans of water, and

boil them as directed at page 332 ; then drain off the juice, pass it

through a thick strainer or jelly-bag, and weigh it; boil it quickly from
fifteen to twenty minutes ; take it from the fire, and stir in it till dis-

solved, three-quarters of a pound of sugar to the pound ofjuice; remove
the scum with care, and boil the preserve again quickly from eight to

twelve minutes, or longer should it not then jelly firmly on the skim-
mer. When the fruit is very acid, an equal weight of juice and sugar
may be mixed together in the first instance, and toiled briskly for about

twenty minutes. It is impossible to indicate the precise time which
the jelly will require, so much depends on the quality of the plums, and
on the degree of boiling previously given to them in the water-bath
When properly made, it is remarkably transparent and very firm. It

should be poured into shallow pans or small moulds, and turned from
thorn before it is served. When the imperatrice plum cannot be pro-

cured, any other that will give a pale red colour to the juice will

answer. The bullaces alone make an admirable preserve; and even
the commoner kind afford an excellent one.

Juice of the shepherd's bullace and imperatrice, or other red plum,
4 lbs. : 15 to 20 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 8 to 12 minutes. Or juice of

bullaces and sugar, equal weight: 20 minutes.

Obs.—After the juice has been poured from the plums they may be
vtoned, pared, weighed, and boiled to a paste ; then si:r ounces of sugar
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added to the pound, and the boiling continued until the preserve is again
very dry : a small portion of the juice should be-left with the fruit for

this.

TO DRY PLUMS *, {an easy Tnethod.)

Put them into jars, or wide-necked bottles, with half a pound of

good sugar, rolled or pounded, to twice the weight of fruit; set them
into a very cool oven for four and five hours ; or if more convenient

place them, with a little hay between them, in a pan of cold water, and
boil them gently for rather more than three hours. Leave them in the

syrup for a few days, and finish them as directed for the drying of other

fruits. Tie a bladder over the necks of the jars or bottles before they

are placed in the pan of water, and fasten two or three folds of paper

over the former, or cork the bottles when the fi-uit is to be baked. The
sugar should be put in after the fruit, without being shaken down ; it

will then dissolve gradually, and be absorbed by it equally.

To each pound of plums, 8 ounces pounded sugar : baked in cocJ

oven 4 or 5 hours, or steamed 3 hours.

TO BOTTLE FRUIT FOR WINTER USB.

Gather the fVnit in the middle of the day in very dry weather; strip

off the stalks, and have in readiness some perfectly cican and dry wide-

necked bottles; turn each of these the instant before it is filled, with

the neck downwards, and hold in it two or three lighted matches ; drop

in the fruit before the vapour escapes, shake it gently down, press in

some new corks, dip the necks of the bottles into melted rosin, set them
at night into an oven from which the bread has been drawn six or seven

hours at least, and let them remain until the morning: if the heat be

too great the bottles will burst. Currants, cherries, damsons, green-

gages, and various other kinds of plums will remain good for quite

twelve months when bottled thus if stored in a dry place.

To steam the fi-uit, put the bottles into a copper or other vessel up to

their necks in cold water, with a little hay between and under them

;

light the fire, let the water heat slowly, and keep it at the point of

gentle simmering untir the fi-uit is sufiiciently scalded. Some kinds

will of course require a much longer time than others. From half to

three-quarters of an hour will be sufficient for gooseberries, currants,

and raspberries ; but the appearance of all will best denote their being

done. When they have sunk almost half the depth of the bottles, and
the skins are shrivelled, extinguish the fire, but leave them in the

water until it is quite cold ; then wipe and store the bottles in a dry

place. A bit of moistened bladder tied over the corks is better than the

rosin when the fruit is steamed.

APPLE JELLY.

Various kinds of apples may be used successfully to make this jelly,

Dut the nonsuch is by many persons preferred to all others for the pur-

pose. The Ripstone pippin, however, may be used for it with very

good effect, either solely, or with a mixture of pearinains. It is necps-

eary only that the fruit should be finely flavoured, and that it should

boil easily to a marmalade. Pare, core, quarter, and weigh it quickly

that it may not lose its colour, and to each pound pour a pint of cold

water, and boil °t until it is well broken, without being reduced to a
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quite thick pulp, as it would then be difficult to rei ler the juice per-

fectly clear, which it ought to be. Drain this well from the apples,

either through a fine sieve or a folded muslin strainer, and pass it after-

wards through a jelly-bag, or turn the fruit at once into the last of
these, and pour the liquid through a second time if needful. When it

appears quite transparent, weigh, and reduce it by quick boiling for

twenty minutes ; draw it from the fire, add two pounds of sugar, broken
very small, for three of the decoction, stir it till it is entirely dissolved,

then place the preserving-pan again over a clear fire, and boil the pre-

serve quickly for ten minutes, or until it jellies firmly upon the skimmer
when poured from it ; throw in the strained juice of a small lemon for

every two pounds of jelly, a couple of minutes before it is taken from

the fire.

Apples, 7 lbs. ; water, 7 pints : J to full hour. Juice, 6 lbs. : 20
minutes quick boiling. Sugar, 4 lbs. : 10 to 15 minutes. Juice, 3
lemons.

EXCEEDINGLY FINE APPLE JELLY.

Pare quickly some highly flavoured juicy apples of any kind, or of
various kinds together, for this is immaterial ; slice, without dividing

them ; but first free them from the stalks and eyes, shake out some of
the pips, and put the apples evenly into very clean large stone jars, just

dipping an occasional layer into cold water as this is done, the better to

preserve the colour of the whole. Set the jars into pans of water, and
boil the fruit slowly until it is quite soft, then turn it into a jelly-bag or

cloth, and let the juice all drop from it. The quantity which it will

have yielded will be small, but it will be clear and rich. Weigh and
boil it for ten minutes, then draw it from the fire, and stir into it, until

it is entirely dissolved, twelve ounces of good sugar to the pound and
quarter (or pint) of juice. Place the preserve again over the fire and
stir it without intermission,' except to clear off the scum, until it has

boiled from eight to ten minutes longer, for otherwise it will jelly on
the.surface with the scum upon it, which it will then be difficult to re-

move, as when touched it will break and fall into the preserve. Thu
strained juice of one small fresh lemon to the pint of jelly should be
thrown into it two or three minutes before it is poured out, and the rind

of one or two cut very thin may be simmered in the juice before the

sugar is added ; but the pale, delicate colour of the jelly will be injured

by too much of it, and many persons would altogetlier prefer the pure
flavour.

Juice of apples, 1 quart,.or SJ lbs. : 10 minutes. Sugar, 1 J lb. : 8 to

10 minutes. Juice, 2 small lemons ; rind of 1 or more, at pleasure.

06s. l.-^The quantity of apples required for it renders this a rather

expensive preserve, where they are not abundant ; but it is a remarka-
oly fine jelly, and turns out from the moulds in perfect shape and very
firm. It may be served in the second course, or for dessert. It is some-
times made without paring the apples, or dipping them into the water,
md the colour is then a deep red : we have occasionally had a pint of
ivater added to about a gallon and a half of apples, but the jelly was
not then quite so fine in fiavour.

Obs. 2.—The best time for making this apple-jelly is ftfjn the end
of November to Christmas.
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Obs. 3.—Quince-jelly would, without doubt, be very fine made by
this receipt ; but as the juice of that fruit is richer tlian that of the
apple, a little water might be added. Alternate layers of apples and
quinces would also answer well, we think.

QUINCE JEIXY.

Pare, quarter, core, and weigh some ripe but quite sound quinces, as
quickly as possible, and throw them as they are done into part of the
water in which they are to be boiled, as directed at page 305 ; allow
one pint of this to each pound of the fruit, and simmer it gently until

it is a little broken, but not so long as to redden the juice, which ought
to be very pale. Turn the whole into a jelly-bag, or strain the liquid

through a fine cloth, and let it drain very closely from it, but without
the slightest pressure. Weigh the juice, put it into a delicately clean

preserving-pan, and boil it quickly for twenty minutes ; take it from the

fire and stir into it, until it is entirely dissolved, twelve ounces of sugar
~

for each pound of juice, or fourteen ounces if the fruit should be very
acid, which it will be in the earlier part of the season ; keep it con-

stantly stirred and thoroughly cleared from scum from ten to twenty
minutes longer, or until it jellies strongly in felling from the skimmer

;

then pour it directly into glasses or moulds. If properly made, it will

be sufficiently firm to turn out of the latter, and it will be beautifully

transparent, and rich in flavour. It may be made with an equal weight
of juice, and sugar mixed together in the first instance, and boiled from
twenty to thirty minutes. It is difficult to state the time precisely, be-

cause from different causes it will vary very much. It should be re-

duced rapidly to the proper point, as long boiling injures the colour:

this is always more perfectly preserved by boiling the juice without the

sugar first.

To each pound pared and cored quinces, 1 pint water : J to 1^ hour.

Juice, boiled 20 minutes. To each pound, 12 ozs. sugar: 10 to 20 mi-

nutes. Or, juice and sugar equal weight: 20 to 30 minutes.

QUINCE MARMALADE.

When to economize the fruit is not an object, pare, core, and quar-

ter some of the inferior quinces, and boil them in as much water as will

nearly cover them, until they begin to break; strain the juice from
them, and for the marmalade put half a pint of it to each pound of fresh

quinces: in preparing these, be careful to cut out the hard stony parts

round the cores. Simmer them gently until they are perfectly tender

then press them, with the juice, through a coarse sieve ; put them into

a perfectly clean pan, and boil them until they form almost a dry paste

;

and for each pound of quinces and the half pint of juice, three quarters

. of a pound of sugar, in fine powder, and boil the marmalade for half an
hour, stirring it gently without ceasing: it will be very firm ana brignt

in colour. If made shortly after the fruit is gathered, a little additional

sugar will be required ; and when a richer and less dry marmalade is

better liked, it must be boiled a shorter time, and an equal weight of

fruit and sugar must be used.

Quinces, pared and cored, 4 lbs.
;
prepared juice, 1 quart : 2 to 3

hours. Boiled fast to dry, 20 to 40 minutes. Sugar, 3 lbs. : 30 mi-

nutes.

Richer marmalade: quino3S, 4 lbs.; juice, 1 quart; sugar, 4 lbs.
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QIINCE AND APPLE MARMALADE.

Boi' togetpir, from three quarters of an hour to an our, two pounds
of pearmains, or of any other well-flavoured apples, in an equal weight
of prepared quince-juice (see page 305), then take them from the fire,

and mix with them a pound and a half of sugar, in fine powder; when
this is a little dissolved, set the pan again over a brisk fire, and boil the

preserve for twenty minutes longer, keeping it stirred all the time.

Prepared quince-juice, 2 lbs. ; apples, 2 lbs. : J to 1 hour. Sugar, 1

J

lb. : 20 minutes.

QUINCE PASTE.

If the full flavour of the quinces be desired, stew them sufficiently

tender to press through a sieve in the prepared juice of page 305

;

otherwise, in just water enough to about three parts cover them ; when
they are sofl quite through, lift them out, let them cool, and then pass

them through a sieve ; reduce them to a dry paste, over a very clear

fire, and stir them constantly ; then weigh the fruit, and mix it with an
equal proportion of pounded sugar, or with sugar boiled to candy height

(we find the effect nearly the same, whichever method be pursued), and
stir the paste without intermission until it is again so dry as to quit the

pan and adhere to the spoon in one large ball ; press it into shallow

pans or dishes ; cut it, as soon as cold, into small squares, and, should

they seem to require it, dry them with a very gentle degree of heat,

and when they are again cold store them in tin cases with well-dried

foolscap paper between them ; the paste may be moulded, when more
convenient, and kept until it is wanted for table in a very dry place.

In Prance, where the fruit is admirably confected, the pate des coigns,

or quince paste, is somewhat less boiled than we have directed, and
dried afterwards in the sun, or in an extremely gentle oven, in square

rims of tin, about an inch and a half deep, placed upon clean plates.

JELLY OF SIBERIAN CRABS.

This fruit makes a jelly of beautiful colour, and of pleasant flavour

also; it may be stored in small moulds of ornamental shape, and turned

out for a dessert dish. Take off the stalks, weigh, and wash the crabs

;

then, to each pound and a half, add a pint of water, and boil them gently

until they are broken, but do not allow them to fall to a pulp. Pour the

whole into a jelly-bag, and when the juice is quite transparent, weigh
it, put it into a clean preserving-pan, boil it quickly for ten minutes,

take it from the fire, and stir in it, till dissolved, ten ounces of fine sugar,

roughly powdered, to each pound of the juice ; boil the jelly from twelve

to fifteen minutes, skim it very clean, and pour it into the mould. Should

the quantity be large, a few additional minutes boiling must be given to

the juice before the sugar is added.

To each IJ Ih. of crabs; water, 1 pint: 12 to 18 minutes. Juice to

be boiled fast 10 minutes ; sugar, to each pound, 10 ozs. : 12 to 15
minutes.

TO PRESERVE BARBERRIES IN BUNCHES.

Take the finest barberries, without stones, that can be procured, tie

them together in bunches of four or five sprigs, and for each, half pound
of the fruit (which is extremely light), boil one pound of very good

sugar in a pint of water for twenty minutes, and clear it well firom
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EC-jm ; throw in the fruit let it heat gently, and then boil from five to
seven minutes, when it will be perfectly transparent. So long as any
snapping noise is heard, the fruit is not at all done ; it should be pressed
equally down into the syrup until the whole of the berries have burst;
It should then be turned into jars, which must be covered with skin, or
with two or three folds of thick paper, as soon as the preserve is per-
fectly cold. The barberries thus prepared make a beautiful garnish for

sweet dishes, or for custard puddings.

Barberries, tied in bunches, IJ lb. Sugar, 3 lbs.; water, 1 J pint:

120 minutes. Barberries boiled in syrup, 5 to 7 minutes.

BARBERRY JIILLY.

To each pound of barberries, stripped from the stalks, put a pint and
a half of cold water, and loil them for fifteen minutes ; bruise them with
tliu back of a wooden spoon, pour them into a hair-sieve or muslin
strainer, and pass the juice afterwards through a jelly-bag. When it

appears perfectly clear, weigh and then boil it fest for ten minutes

;

take it from the fire, and stir into it as many pounds of sugar in fine

powder as there were pounds of juice ; when tihis is dissolved, boil the

jelly again for ten minutes, skim it carefully, and pour it into jars or

glasses : if into the latter, warm them previously, or the boiling jelly

may cause them to break.

Barberries, 3 lbs.; water, 44 pints: 15 minutes. Juice alone: 10
•ninutes. To each pound ofjuice 1 lb. of sugar: 10 minutes.

BARBERRY JAM. {A good Receipt.)

The barberries for this preserve should be quite ripe, though they
ahould not be allowed to hang until they begin to decay. Strip them
from the stalks, throw aside such as are spotted, and for each pound of
the fruit allow eighteen ounces of well-refined sugar ; boil this, with
one pint of water to every four pounds, until it becomes white, and falls

in thick masses from the spoon ; then throw in the fruit, and keep it

stirred over a brisk fire for six minutes only ; take off the scum, and
pour it into jars or glasses.

Sugar, 44 lbs. ; water, IJ pint, boiled to candy height. Barberries,

4 lbs. : 6 minutes.

BARBERRY JAM. {Second Receipt.)

The preceeding is an excellent receipt, but the preserve will be very
good if eighteen ounces of pounded sugar be mixed and boiled with the

fruit for ten minutes; and this is done at a small expense of time and
trouble.

Sugar pounded, 2^ lbs. ; fruit, 2 lbs. : boiled 10 minutes.

VERY COMMON BARBERRY JAM.

Weigh the fruit after it has been stripped from the stalks, and boil it

for ten minutes over a moderate fire, keeping it stirred all the time;

then add to it an equal weight of good Lisbon sugar, and boil the pre-

eervie for five minutes.

Barberries, 3 lbs. : 10 minutes. Lisbon sugar, 3 lbs. : 5 minutes.

Obs.—The small barberry, without stones, must be used for the fore-

going receipts, but for those which follow either sort will answf;r.
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SUPEI. [OR BARBERRY JELLY, AND MARMALADE.

Strip the fruit from the stems, wash it in spring-water, drain, bruise

it slightly, and put it into a clean stone jar, with no more liquid than

the drops which hang about it. Place the jar in a pan of water, and
steam the fruit until is quite tender : this will be in from thirty minutes

to an hour. Pour off the clear juice, strain, weigh, and boil it fest from
five to seven minutes, with eighteen ounces of sugar to every pound.

For the marmalade, press the barberries through a sieve with a wooden
spoon, and boil them quickly for the same time, and with the same pro-

portion of sugar as the jelly.

Barberries boiled in water-bath until tender ; to each pound of juice,

1 lb. 2 ozs. sugar : 5 minutes. Pulp of fruit, to each pound, 18 ozs.

sugar : 5 minutes.

Ohs.—We have always had these preserves made with very ripe

fruit, and have found them extremely good ; but more sugar may be

needed to sweeten them sufficiently when the barberries have hung
less time upon the trees.

ORANGE MARMALADE.

Rasp very slightly on a fine and delicately clean grater the rinds of

some sound Seville oranges; cut them in quarters, and separate the

flesh from the rinds; then with the small end of a tea, or egg spoon,

clear it entirely from the pips, and from the loose inner skin and film.

Put the rinds into a large quantity of cold water, and change it when
they have boiled about twenty minutes. As soon as they are perfectly

tender lift them out, and drain them on a sieve ; slice them thin, and
add eight ounces of them to each pound of the pulp and juice, with a
pound and a half of highly-refined sugar in fine powder ; boil the

marmalade quickly for half an hpur, skim it well, and turn it into the

jars. This marmalade has hot a very powerful flavour of the orange-

rind. When more of this is liked, either leave a portion of the fruit

unrasped, or mix with the preserve some of the zest which has been
grated off, allowing for it its weight of sugar. Or proceed thus: allow

to a dozen Seville oranges two fine juicy lemons, and take the weight
of the whole in sifted sugar, of excellent quality. With a sharp knife

cut through the rinds just deep enough to allow them to be stripped off

in quarters with the end of a spoon, and throw them for a night into

plenty of cold spring-water ; on the following morning boil them suffi-

ciently tender to allow the head of a pin to pierce them easily ; then
drain them well, let them cool, and scrape out the white part of the

rind, and cut the remainder into thin chips. In the mean time have tiie

pulp of the fruit quite cleared from the pips and film
;
put it with the

sugar and chips into a preserving-pan, heat it slowly, then boil it from
twenty to thirty minutes : it will be very rich, good marmalade. The
sugar, first broken into large lumps, is sometimes made into a very
thick syrup, with so much water only as will just dissolve it; the pulp
and juice are in that case boiled in it quickly for ten minutes before

the chips are added ; and a part of these are pounded and stirred into

the preserve with, the others. March is the proper month for making
this preserve, the Seville orange being then in perfection. For lemon
marmalade proceed exactly in the same manner as for this. The whole
of the rinds of cither fruit are pounded to a paste, and then boiled witli

the pulp, to make what is called transparent marmalade.
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Rinds of Seville oranges, lightly rasped and boiled tender, 2 lbs.,

pulp and juice, 4 lbs. ; sugar, 6 lbs. : J hour. Or, weight of oranges,

first taken in sugar, and added, with all the rinds, to the pulp after the

whole has been properly prepared.

GENUINE SCOTCH MARMALADE.
" Take some bittgr oranges, and double their weight of sugar ; cut

the rind of the fruit into quarters and peel it off, and if the marmalade
be not wanted very thick, take off some of the spongy white skin in-

side the rind. Cut the chips as thin as possible, and about half an inch

long, and divide the pulp into small bits, removing carefully the seeds,

which may be steeped in part of the water that is to make the marma-
lade, and which must be in the proportion of a quart to a pound of fruit.

Put the chips and pulp into a deep earthen dish, and pour the water
boiling over them ; let them remain for twelve or fourteen hours, and
then turn the whole into the preserving-pan, and boil it until the chips

are perfectly tender. When they are so, add by degrees the sugar

(wliich should be previously pounded), and boil the marmalade until it

jellies. The water in which the seeds have been steeped, and which
must be taken from the quantity apportioned to the whole of the pre-

serve, should be poured into a hair-sieve, and the seeds well worked in

it with the back of a spoon ; a strong cJear jelly will be obtained by
this means, which must be washed off them by pouring their own liquor

through the sieve in small portions over them. This must be added to

the fruit when it is first set on the fire.

Oranges, 3 lbs. ; water, 3 quarts ; sugar, 6 lbs.

Obs.—This receipt, which we have not tried ourselves, is guarantied

as an excellent one by the Scotch lady from whom it was piocured.

ORANGE CONSERVE FOR PCDDINOS.

Wash a^^ then soak in plenty of spring-water for three days, chang-

ing it night and morning, half a dozen Seville oranges; then boil them

till they are suflBciently tender for the head of a pin to pierce them
easily ; draiii and weigh them, and for each pound take and reduce to

fine powder two pounds of good sugar. Cut the oranges asunder, and

remove the pips and the coarse loose skin of the cores ; then beat them,

with the sugar, in a large mortar, and pick out as this is done any pits

of fibre or coarse inner skin which cannot be reduced to a paste. When
the whole forms a smooth conserve, put it into small jars for use, as it

requires no boiling after the fruit and sugar are mixed : if stored in a

dry place, it will remain good for two years. Each orange should be

tied" in a thin small cloth or a bit of muslin when it is boiled, and the

water should be changed once (or even twice when the fine aromatic

bitter of the rind is altogether objected to), or the fruit may be lifted

from the water and thrown immediately into another pan containing

more which is ready boiling. Two tablespoonsful of this conserve,

with the yolks of five or six eggs, a couple of ounces of sugar, and as

much clarified butter smoothly mixed and well beaten together, wiL

make good cheesecakes, or an excellent but not large pudding: the

same proportion will be found an agreeable addition to a plum-pudding

also.

Seville oranges, boiled tender, 2 lbs. ; sugar, 4 lbs. ; beaten together,

not boiled.
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CHAPTER XXII.

PICKLES.

OBSERVATIONS ON PICKI/ES.

The first requisite in making pickles is to have unadulterated vine-

gar, for all the expense and trouble bestowed upon them is often

witirely lost in consequence of ingredients being mixed with this which
soften, and sometimes even partially decompose, the substances im-

mersed in it. That which is home-inade is generally found for all pur-

poses to answer best, and it may be prepared of almost any degree of
strength by increasing the ordinary proportion of fruit and sugar, or

whatever else may be used for it The refuse of raisin-wine, and
green gooseberries, may both be. converted into excellent vinegar: but

unless the pickles be quite covered with their liquor, and well protected

from the air, and from the influence of damp, which is more than any-
thing destructive of them, the purity of the vinegar will not preserve

them eatable. We can confidently recommend to the reader the

rather limited number of receipts which follow, and which might
easily be multiplied did the size of our volume permit Pickling is so

easy a process, however, that When in any degree properly acquired, it

may be extended to almost every kind of fruit and vegetable success-

fully. A few of the choicer kinds will nevertheless be found generally

more acceptable than a greater variety of inferior preparations. Mush-
rooms, gherkins, walnuts, lemons, eschalots, and peaches, for all of
which we have given minute directions, will fiirnish as much choice as

is commonly required.

TO PICKLE CHERRIES.

Leave about an inch of their stalks on some fine, sound cherries, that

are not over-ripe ; put them into a jar, cover them with cold vinegar,

and let them stand for three weeks; pour off two-thirds of the liquor

and replace it with fresh vinegar; then, after having drained it

from the fruit, boil the whole with an ounce of coriander seed, a small

blade of mace, a few grains of cayenne, or a teaspoonful of white pep-

percorns, and four bruised cochineals to every quart, all tied loosely in a
fold of muslin. Let the pickle become quite cold before it is added to

the cherries : in a month they will be fit for use. The vinegar which
is poured from the fruit makes a good syrup of itself when boiled with

a pound of sugar to the pint, but it is improved by having some fresh

raspberries, cherries, or currants previously infused in it for thtee or

four days.

TO PICKLE GHERKINS,* OR CUCUMBERS.

Let the gherkins be gathered on a dry day, before the frost has
touched them ; take off the blossoms, put them into a stone jar, and pour
over them sufficient boiling brine to cover them well. The follov/ing

day take them out, wipe them singly, lay them into a clean stone jar,

* Small cucumbers. All cucuiubers may be pickled in tlie same way.
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with a dozen bay-leaves over them, and pour upon them the following
pickle, when it is boiling- fast: as much vinegar as will more than cover
the gherkins by an inch or two, with an ounce and a quarter of salt, d
quarter-ounce of black peppercorns, an ounce and a half of ginger
sliced, or slightly bruised, and two small blades of mace to every quart;
put a plate over the jar, and leave it for two days, then drain off the
vinegar, and heat it afresh : when it boils, throw in the gherkins, and
keep them just on the point of simmering for two or three minutes;
pour the whole back into the jar, put the plate again upon it, and let it

remain until the pickle is quite cold, when a skin, or two separate folds

of thick brown paper, must be tied closely over it The gherkins thus
pickled are very crisp, and excellent in flavour, and the colour is suffi-

ciently good to satisfy the prudent housekeeper, to whom the brilliant

and poisonous green produced by boiling the vinegar in a brass skillet

(a process constantly recommended in books of cookery) is anything
but attractive. To satisfy ourselves of the effect produced by the action

of the acid on the metal, we had a few gherkins thrown into some
vinegar which was boiling in a brass pan, and nothing could be more
beautiful than the colour which they almost immediately exhibited.

We fear this dangerous method is too often resorted to in preparing
pickles for sale.

Brine«to pour on gherkins;—6 ozs. salt to each quart water: 24
hours. Pickle :—to each quart vinegar, salt, H oz. ; black peppercorns,

i oz.; ginger, sliced or bruised, IJ oz. ; mace, 2 small blades; bay-
leaves ; 24 to 100 gherkins, more when the flavour is liked : 2 days.

Gherkins simmered in vinegar, 2 to 3 minutes.

PICKLES.

Obs.—The quantity of vinegar required to cover the gherkins will

be shown by that of the brine : so much depends upon their size, that

it is impossible to direct the measure exactly. A larger proportion of
spice can be added at pleasure.

TO PICKLE NASTURTIUMS.

These should be gathered quite young, and a portion of the buds,

when very small, should be mixed with them. Prepare a pickle by
dissolving an ounce and a half of salt in a quart of pale vinegar, and
throw in the berries as they become fit, from day to day. They arrf

used instead of capers for sauce, and by some persons are preferred to

them. When purchased for pickling, put them at once into a jar, and
cover them well with the vinegar.

TO PICKLE PEACHES.

Take, at their full growth, just before they begin to ripen, six large

or eight moderate-sized peaches ; wipe the down from them, and put
them into brine that will float an egg. In three days let them be taken
out, and drained on a sieve reversed for several hours. Boil in a quart

of vinegar for ten minutes two ounces of whole white pepper, two of

ginger slightly bruised, a teaspoonful of salt, two blades of mace, half a
jiound of mustard-seed, and a half-teaspoonful of cayenne tied in a bit

of muslin, liay the pearches into a jar, and pour the boiling pickle on
ihera : in two months they will be fit for use.

Peaches, 6 or 8 : in brine 3 days. Vinegar, 1 quart ; whole white

22
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pepper, 2 oz9. ; bruised ginger, 2 ozs. ; salt, 1 teaspoonful ; mace, 2
blades ; mustard-seed, ^ lb. : 10 minutes.

Obs.—The peaches may be converted into excellent mangoes by cut-

ting out from the stalk-end of each a round of sufficient size to allow

the stone to be extracted : this should be done after they are taken from

the brine. They may be filled with veryfresh mustard-seed, previously

washed in a little vinegar ; to this a small portion of garlic, or bruised-

eschalots, cayenne, horse-radish, chilies (the most appropriate of any),

or spice of any kind may be added, to the taste. The part cut out must
be replaced, and secured with a packthread crossed over the fruit.

TO PICELE MUSHROOMS.

Select for this purpose, if they can be procured, the smallest buttons

of the wild or meadow mushrooms, in preference to those which are

artificially raised, and let them be as freshly gathered as possible. Cut
the stems off quite close, and clean them with a bit of new flannel

slightly moistened, and dipped in fine salt; throw them as they are done
into plenty of spring-water, mixed with a large spoonful of salt, but drain

them from it quickly afterwards, and lay them into a soft oloth to dry,

or the moisture which hangs about them will too much weaken the

pickle. For each quart of the mushrooms thus prepared, take nearly a
quart of the palest white wine vinegar (this is far superior to J,he dis-

tilled vinegar generally used for the purpose, and the variation in the

colour of the mushrooms will be very slight), and add to it a heaped
teaspoonful of salt, half an ounce of whole white pepper, an ounce of
ginger, sliced or lightly bruised, about-the. fourth of a saltspoonful rf

cayenne, tied in a small bit of muslin, and two large blades of mace

;

to these may be added half a small nutmeg, sliced ; but too much spice

will entirely overpower the fine natural flavour of the mushrooms.
When the pickle boils, throw them in, and boil them in it over a clear

fire moderately fast from six to nine minutes, or somewiiat longer, should

they not be very small. When they are much disproportioned in size,

the larger ones should have two minutes boil before the others are thrown
into the vinegar. As soon as they are tolerably tender, put them at

once into small stone jars, or into warm wide-necked bottles, and divide

the spice equally amongst them. The following day, or as soon as they

are perfectly cold, secure them from the air with large corks, or tie

skins and paper over them. They should be stored in a dry place, and
guarded from severe frost. When the colour of the mushrooms is rporo

considered than the excellence of the pickle, the distilled vinegar can
be used for it. The reader may rely upon this receipt as a really good
one; we have had it many times proved, and it is altogether our own.

Mushroom-buttons (without the stems), 2 quarts; palest white wine
vinegar, short ^ gallon; salt, large dessertspoonful, or 1^ oz. ; white
peppercorns, 1 oz. ; whole ginger, 2 ozs. ; cayenne, small ^ saltspoon-

ful; 1 small nutmeg.

. MUSHROOMS IN BRINE; (JoT Winter use.) {Very good^

We have had small mushroom-buttons excellently preserved through
the winter prepared as follows, and we therefore give the exact pro-

portions which we had u^sed for them, though the same quantity of bri'ne

would possibly allow of rather more mushrooms in it. Prepare them
exactly as for the preeixling pickle, and measure them after the stems
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are taken off! For each quart, boil together for five minutes two qua rta

of water, with half a pound of common white salt, a small dessertspoon

ful of white peppercorns, a couple of blades of mace, and a race of gin-

ger ; take off the scum thoroughly, and throw in the mushrooms ; boil

them gently for about five minutes, then put them into well-warmed,
wide-necked bottles, and let them become perfectly cold, pour a little

'good salad oil on the top, cork them with new corks, and tie bladder

over, or cover them with two separate bladders. When wanted for

use, soak the mushrooms in warm water till the brine is sufficiently

extracted.

Mushrooms, 1 quart ; water, i gallon ; salt, ^ lb. ; peppercorns, 1
small dessertspoonful; mace, 2 blades; ginger, 1 race: 5 minutes.

Mushrooms, in brine, 5 minutes.

TO PICKLE WAINBTS.

The walnuts for this pickle must be gathered while a pin can pierce

them easily, for when once the shell can be felt, they have ceased to be

in a proper state for it. Make sufficient brine to cover them well, with

six ounces of salt to the gallon of water ; take off the scum, which will

rise to the surfiice as the salt dissolves, throw in the walnuts, and stir

them night and morning ; change the brine everj^ three days, and if

they are wanted for immediate eating, leave them in it for twejve days

;

otherwise, drain them irom it in nine, spread them on dishes, and let

them remain exposed to the air until they become black; this will be in

twelve hours, or less. Make a pickle for them with something more
than half a gallon of vinegar to the hundred, a teaspoonful of salt, two
ounces of black pepper, three of bruised ginger, a drachm of mace, and

from a quarter to half an ounce of cloves (of which some may be stuck

into three or four small onions), and four ounces of mustard-seed. Boil

the whole of these together for about five minutes ; have the walnuts

ready in a stone jar, or jars, and pour it on them as it is taken from the

fire. When the pickle is quite cold, cover the jar securely, and store it

in a dry place. Keep the walnuts always well covered with the vine-

gar, and boil that which is added to them.

Walnuts, 100; in brine made with 12 ozs. salt to 2 quarts water, and

changed twice or more, 9 or 12 days. Vinegar, full \ gallon ; salt, 1

teaspoonful ; whole black pepper, 2 ozs. ; ginger, 3 ozs. ; mace, 1

drachm ; cloves, J to ^ oz. ; small onions, 4 to 6 ; mustard-seed, 4 ozs.

:

5 minutes.
TO PICKLE BEET-ROOT.

Boil the beet-root tender by the directions of page 247, and when it

is quite cold, pare, and slice it; put it into ajar, and cover it with com-

mon vinegar previously boiled and allowed to become again perfectly

cold : it will soon be ready for use. It is excellent when merely covered

with vinegar. A few small onions may be boiled in the pickle for it

when their flavour is liked.

To each quart vinegar, salt, 1 teaspoonful ; cayenne tied in musiin,

4 saltspoonful, or white peppercorns, ^ to whole oz.

PICKLED ESCHALOTS.

For a quart of seady-peeled eschalots, add to the same quantity of ths

pest pale white-wine vinegar, a dessertspoonful of salt, and an ounce of
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whole white pepper ; bring these quickly to a boil, take off the scum,
throw in the eschalots, simmer them for two minutes only ; turn them
into a clean stone jar, and when they are quite cold, tie a skin, or two
folds of thick paper over it

Eschalots, 1 quart ; vinegar, 1 quart ; salt, 1 dessertspoonful ; whole
white pepper, 1 oz.

Obs.—The sooner the eschalots are pickled after they are ripe and
dry, the better they will be.

PICKLED ONIONS.

Take the smallest onions that can be procured, just after they are

harvested, for they are never in so good a state for the purpose as then;

proceed, after having peeled them, exactly as for the eschalots, and
when they begin to look clear, which will be in three or four minutes,

put them into jars, and pour the pickle on them. The vinegar sliould

be very pale, and their colour will then be exceedingly well preserved

Any favourite spices can be added to it.

TO PICKLE LEMONS AND LIMES; (^excellent.)

Wipe eight fine sound lemons very clean, and make, at equal dis-

tances, four deep incisions in each, from the stalk to the blossom end, bu.

without dividing the fruit; stuff them with as much salt-aa they will

contain, lay them into a deep dis'h, and place them in a sunny window,
or in some warm place for a week or ten days, keeping them often

turned and basted with their own liquor ; then rub them with some good
pale turmeric, and put them with their juice, into a stone jar with a
small head of garlic, divided into cloves and peeled, and a dozen small

onions stuck with twice as many cloves. Boil in two quarts of white-

wine vinegar, half a pound of ginger lightly bruised, two ounces of

whole black pepper, and half a pound of mustard-seed ; take them from
the fire and pour them directly on the lemons ; cover the jar with a
plate, and let them remain till the following day, then add to the pickle

half a dozen capsicums (red peppers), and tie a skin and a fold of thick

paper over (he jar.

Large lemons stuffed with salt, 8 : 8 to 10 days. Turmeric, 1 to 2
ozs. ; ginger, § lb. ; mustard-seed, J lb. ; capsicums, 6 ozs;

Obs.—The turmeric and garlic may, we think, be omitted from this

pickle with advantage. It will remain good for seven years if the

lemons be kept well covered with vinegar ; that which is added to them
should be boiled and then left till cold before it is poured into the jar.

The lemons will not be fit for table in less than twelve months ; but if

wanted for more immediate use, set them for one night into a cool oven
after the bread is drawn; they may then be eaten almost directly.

Limes must have but slight incisions made in the rinds ; and they
will be sufficiently softened in four or five days. Two ounces of salt

only will be required for half a dozen ; and all which remains unmelted
must, with their juice, be put into the jar with them before the vinegar
is poured on : this should be mixed with spice and mustard-seed, and be
boiling when it is added to the limes.

TO PICKLE BARBERRIES AND SIBERIAS CRABS.

When wanted for garnishing only, take the fruit before it is very
ripe, cut half the length }f their stalks from the crabs, and,&ee the
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barberries from the leaves, and from any discoloured berries that may be
amongst them. Put them into stone jars, and cover them well with
brine, which has been boiled and left to become perfectly cold. Look
at them occasionally during the winter, and should any scum or mould
have gathered on the surface, clear it well off, drain the brine closely
from the fruit, and fill the jars with some that is freshly made. Six
ounces of salt, and a morsel of alum half the size of a bean to the quart
of water should be boiled together for ten minutes, and well skimmed,
both for the first brine, and for any that may be required afterwards.
To pickle these fruits in vinegar, add the alum to a sufficient quantity

to cover them, and boil it with a few white peppercorns, which must be
strained out before it is poured into the jars : it must be quite cold when
added to the barberries or crabs; these last should not be ripe when
they are used, or they will burst in the pickle; they should have
attained their growth and full colour, but be still hard.

CHAPTER XXIIL

CAKES.

Modern Cake Mould.

OBNERAl REMARKS ON CAKES.

The ingredients for cakes, as well as for puddings, should all be fresh

and good, as well as free from damp ; the lightness of many kinds de-

pends entirely on that given to the eggs by whisking, and by the man-

ner in which the whole is mixed. A small portion of carbonate of

soda, which will not be in the slightest degree perceptible to the taste

aflf.r the cake is baked, if thrown in just before the mixture is put into

the oven, will ensure its rising well.

To guard against the bitterness so often imparted by yeast when it is

used for cakes or biscuits, it should be sparingly added, and the sponge

should be left twice the usual time to rise. This method will be found
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to answer equally with bread. For example: should a couple of spoons-
ful of yeast be ordered in a receipt, when it is bitter, use but one, and
let it stand two hours instead of half the time : the fermentation, though
S'ow, will be quite as perfect as if it were more quickly effected, and
the cake or loaf thus made will not become dry by any means so soon

<is if a large portion of yeast were mixed with it.

All light cakes require a rather brisk oven to raise and set them

;

very large rich ones a well-sustained degree of heat sufficient to bake
them through; and small sugar-cakes a very slow oven, to prevent
their taking a deep coloiir before they are half done: gingerbread too

ehould be gently baked, unless it be of the light thick kind. Merin-
gues, macaroons, and ratafias, will ,bear a slight degree more of heat
than these.

For sponge and savoy cakes the French butter their moulds thickly,

md shake hne sugar in them until they are equally covered with it

:

the loose sugar must be turned out before they are used.

To ascertain whether a cake be done, thrust a knife into the centre,

ind should this come out clean draw it from the oven directly; but
should the paste adhere to it, continue the baking. Several sheets of
paper are placed usually under large plum-Cakes.

TO BLANCH ALMONDS.

Put them into a saucepan with plenty of cold water, and heat it slowly

;

when it is just scalding, turn the almonds into a basin, peel, and throw
them into cold water as they are done : dry them well in a soft cloth

before they are used. If.the water be too hot, it will turn them yellow.

TO POUND ALMONDS.

Almonds are more easily pounded, and less liable to become oily, if

dried a little in a very gentle degree of heat after they are blanched ; left

for example, in a warm room for two or three days, lightly spread on a

large dish or tin. They should be sprinkled during the beating with a

few drops of cold water, or white of egg, or leraon-jiiice, and pounded

to a smooth paste : this is more easily done, we believe, when they are

first roughly chopped, but we prefer to have them thrown at once into

the mortar.

TO REDUCE ALMONDS TO A PASTE. (Tfee quickest and easiest way.)

Chop them a little on a large and very clean trencher, then with a
paste-roller- (rolling-pin), which ought to be thicker in the middle than

at the ends, roll them well until no small bits are perceptible amongst
them. We have found this method answer admirably; but as some of

the oil is expressed from the almonds by it, and absorbed by the board,

we would recommend a marble slab for them in preference, when it is

at hand; and should they be intended for a sweet dish, that some
pounded sugar should be strewed under them. When a board or

strong trencher is used, it should be rather higher in the middle than

at the sides.

TO COLOUR ALMONDS FOB CAKES, OR PASTRY.

Blanch, ^ry, and chop them rather coarsely ; pour a little prepared

cochineal into the hands, and roll the almonds between them until they

are equally coloured ; then spread them on a sheet of paper, and place
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them in a very gentle degree of heat to dry. Use spinach-juice (see
page 233) to colour them green, and a strong- infusion of saffron to give
liem a yellow tint. They have a pretty effect when stre«ved over the
icing of tarts or cakes, especially the rose-coloured ones, which should
be rather pale.

TO PREPARE BUTTER FOR RICH CAKES.

For all large and very rich cakes the usual directions are, to beat

the butter to a cream ; I ut we find that they are quite as light, if not

more so, when it is cut small and gently melted with just so much
heat as will dissolve it, and no more. If it be shaken round fn a sauce-

pan previously warmed, and held near the fire for a short time, it will

soon be liquefied, which is all that is required : it must on no account
be hot when it is added to the other ingredients, to which it must be
poured in small portions after they are all mixed, in the way which we
have minutely described in the receipt for a Madeira cake, and that of

the Sutherland puddings (Chapter XVIII.) To cream it, drain thsi

*ater well from it, after it is cut, soften it a little btfbre the fire should

it be very hard, and then with the back of a large strong wooden spoon
beat it until it resembles thick cream. When prepared thus, the sugar
is added to it first, and then the other ingredients in succession.

TO WHISK EGOS FOR LIGHT RICH CAKES.

Break them one by one, and separate the yolks from the whites : this

is done easily by pouring the yolk from one half of the shell, to the

other, and letting the white drop firom it into a basin beneath. With a
email three-pronged fork take out the specks from each egg as it is

broken, that none may accidentally escape notice. Whisk the yolks

until they appear light, and the whites until they are a quite solid froth

;

while any liquid remains at the bottom of the bowl they are not sufl5-

ciently beaten : when a portion of them, taken up with the whisk, and
dropped from it, remains standing in points, they are in the proper state

for use, and should be mixed into the cake directly.

ORANGE-FLOWER MACAROONS. (DELICIOUS.)

Have ready tvvo pounds of very dry white sifted sugar. Weigh two
ounces of the petals of freshly-gathered orange-blossoms after they

have been picked from the stems ; and cut them very small with a pair

of scissors into the sugar, as they will become discoloured if not mixed
with it quickly after they are cut. When all are done, add the whites

of seven eggs, and beat the whole well together till it looks like snow

;

then drop the mixture upon paper without delay, and send the cakes to

ft very cool oven.

Pounded sugar, 2 lbs. ; orange-blossoms, 2 ozs. ; whites of eggs, 7

:

20 minutes, or more.

Obs.—It is almost impossible to state with accuracy the precise time

required for these cakes, so much depends on the oven : they should be

very delicately coloured, and yet dried through.

ALMOND MACAROONS.

Blanch a pound of fresh Jordan almonds, wipe them dry, and set

tliem into a verjLjool oven to render them perfectly so
; pound them to

an exceedingly smooth past(i, with a little white of egg ; then whisk to
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a finri solid froth the whites of seven eggs, or of eight, should they ho

small ; mix with them a pound and a half of the finest sugar ; add

these by degrees to the almonds, whisk the whole up well together,

and drop the mixture upon wafer-paper, which may be procured at the

confectioner's : bake them in a moderate oven a very pale brown. It is

an improvement to the flavour of these cakes to substitute an ounce of

bitter almonds for one of the sweet: they are sometimes made with an
equal weight of each; and another variety of them is obtained by

gently browning the almonds in a slow oven before they are pounded.

Jordan almonds blanched, 1 lb. ; sugar, IJ lb. ; whites of 7 or 8 eggs:

15 to 20 minutes.

IMPERIAI^. (NOT VERY RICH.)

Work into a pound of flour six ounces of butter, and mix well with

them half a pound of sifted sugar, six ounces of currants, two ounces

of candied orange-peel, the grated rind of a lemon, and four well-beaten

eggs. Flour a tin lightly, and with a couple of forks place the paste

upon it in small rough heaps quite two inches apart. Bake them in a
very gentle oven, from a quarter of an hour to twenty minutes, or until

they are equally coloured to a pale brown.
Flour, 1 lb. ; butter, 6 ozs. ; sugar, 8 ozs. ; currants, 6 ozs. ; candied

peel, 2 ozs. ; rind of 1 lemon ; eggs, 4 : 15 to 20 mmutes.

VERY GOOD SMALL RICH CAKES.

Beat and mix well together four eggs properly whisked, and half a
pound of fine sifted sugar; pour to them by degrees a quarter pound of

clarified butter, as little warmed as possible ; stir lightly in with these

four ounces of dry sifted flour, beat the mixture for about ten minutes,

put it into small buttered patty-pans, and bake the cakes a quarter ofan
hour in a moderate oven. They should be flavoured with the rasped or

grated rind of a small lemon, or with pounded mace or cinnamon.

Eggs, 4 ; sugar, J lb. ; butter, 4 ozs. ; flour, 4 ozs. ; lemon-rind, mace,
or cinnamon : baked, 15 minutes.

ALMOND ROCHER.

Chop very fine 1r>gether eight ounces of almonds, blanched, and
dried, six of candied orange-rind, or of orange and leraon-rind mixed,

and one ounce of citron ; then add to them two ounces of flour, three

quarters of a pound of sugar, a small teaspoonful of mace and cinna-

mon mixed, and ,the whites of three large eggs ; roll the mixture into

balls about the size of a large marble, and bake them on wafer-paper

twenty minutes in a moderate oven : they should be quite crisp, but not

deeply coloured.

Almonds, 8 ozs. ; candied orange-rind, 6 ozs. ; citron, 1 oz. ; flour, 2
ozs. ; sugar, | lb. ; mace and cinnamon mixed, 1 teaspoonful ; whites

of eggs, 3 large : baked, moderate oven, 20 minutes.

Obs.—When the flavour is not disliked, it will be found an improve-

ment to substitute an ounce of bitter almonds for one of the sweet; and
we prefer the whole of the almonds and candied peel also cut into

spikes Instead of being chopped : the ingredients must then be madi;

into a lighter paste, and placed in small heaps on the paper.

BITTER ALMOND BISCUITS.

Blanch, and then chop as fine as possible, two ounces of bitter almonds.

e^a,
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and add them to half a pound of flour, half a pound of sifted sugar, and
two ounces of butter, previously well mixed together. Whisk the
whites of a couple of eggs to a strong froth, beat them lightly to tiie

other ingredients, drop the cakes on a buttered tin, or copper oven-leaf,

and bake them rather slowly from ten to twelve minutes : they should

oe very small. Should the proportion of bitter almonds be considered

dnhealthfiil, use half as many, and substitute swee'. ones for the re-

mainder.

Flour, J lb. ; sugar, ^ lb. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; bitter almonds, 2 ozs.

;

whites of eggs, 2 : slow oven, 10 to 12 minutes.

FINE ALMOND CAEE.

Blanch, dry, and pound to the finest possible paste, eight ounces of

fresh Jordan almonds, and one ounce of bitter; moisten them with a
few drops of cold water or white of egg, to prevent their oiling ; then

mix with them very gradually twelve fresh eggs which have been
whisked until they are exceedingly light; throw in by degrees one
pound of fine, dry, sifted sugar, and keep the mixture light by constant

beating, with a large wooden spoon, as the separate ingredients are

added. JVlix in by degrees three quarters of a pound of dried and sifted

flour of the best quality ; then pour gently irom the sediment a pound
of butter which has been just melted, but not allowed to bectome hot,

and beat it very gradually, but very thoroughly, into the cake, letting
' one portion entirely disappear before another is thrown in : add the

rasped or finely-grated rinds of two sound fresh lemons, fill a thickly-

buttered mould rather more than half fiill with the mixture, and bake
the cake from an hour and a half to two hours in a well-heated oven.

Lay paper over the top when it is sufficiently coloured, and guard care-

fiilly against it being burned.

Sweet almonds, ^ lb. ; bitter almonds, 1 oz. ; eggs, 12 ; sugar, 1 lb.

,

flour, j lb. ; butter, 1 lb. ; rinds lemons, 2 : 1^ to 2 hours.

Obs.—Three quarters of a pound of almonds may be mixed with this

cake when so large a portion of them is liked, but an additional ounce

or two of sugar, and one egg or more, will then be required.

POUND CAKE.

Mix, as directed in the foregoing receipt, ten eggs (some cooks take

a pound in weight of these), one pound of sugar, one of flour, and as

much of butter. A glass of brandy and a pound of currants may be
added very gradually just before the cake is put into the oven, with any
spice that is liked ; and two or three ounces of candied orange or lemon-

rind, sliced thin, or an ounce of caraway-seeds, may supply the place

of all. A cake made with half the quantity of the ingredients must be

baked one hour.

RICE CAKE.

Take six eggs, with their weight in fine sugar, and in butter also,

and half their weight of flour of rice, and half of wheaten flour ; make
the cake as directed for the Madeira or almand cake, but throw in the

rice after the flour : then add the butter in the usual way, and bake the

cake about an hour and ten minutes. Give any flavour tha; is liked.

The butter may be altogether orai'ted. This is a mnderate-sized cake.
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Eggs, in the shell, 6 ; their weight in butter and in sugar ; half aa

much flour of rice, and the same of wheaten flour: 1 hour, 10 minutes.

WHITE CAEE.

Beat half a pound of fresh butter to a cream, add to it an equal weight

«f dried and sifted sugar, the yolks and whites of eight eggs, separately

whisked, two ounces of candied orange-peel, half a teaspoonful of mace,

a glass of brandy, one pound of flour strewed in by degrees, and last of

all a pound and a quarter of currants. Directly it is mixed send tHe

cake to a well-heated oven, and bake it for a couple of hours. Four

ounces of beaten almonds are sometimes added to it.

Butter, i lb. ; sugar, J lb. ; eggs, 8 ; mace, 4 teaspoonful ; brandy, 1

wineglassful ; flour, 1 lb.; candied peel, 2 ozs. ; currants, li lb.: 2
hours.

A GOOD SPONGE CAEE.

Rasp on some lumps of well-refined sugar the rind of a fine sound

lemon, and scrape off the part which has imbibed the essence, or crush

the plums to powder, and add them to as much more as will make up
the weight of eight or ten fresh eggs in the shell; break 'these one by

one, and separate the whites from the yolks ; beat the latter in a large

bowl for ten minutes, then strew in the sugar gradually, and beat them
well together. In the mean time let the whites be -vhisked to a quite

solid froth, add them to the yolks, and when they are well blended sifl;

and stir the flour gently to them, but do not beat it Into the mixture f
pour the cake into a <vell-buttered mould, and bake it an hour and a
quarter in a moderate oven.

Rasped rind, 1 large lemon ; fresh eggs, 8 or 10; their weight of dry,

sifled sugar ; and half their weight of flour : baked, 1^ hour, moderate

oven.

i. 9HAU.ER SPONGE CAEE. (^Very good.)

Five full-sized eggs, the .weight of four in sugar, and of n^ irly three

in flour, will irake an exceedingly good cake : it may be flavoured, like

the preceding one, with lemon-rind, or with bitter almonds, vanilla, er

confected orange-blossoms reduced to powder. An hour will bake it

thoroughly. All the ingredients for sponge cakes should be of goo(?

quality, and the sugar and flour should be dry; they should also be

passed through a fine sieve kept expressly for such purposes. The ex-

cellence of the whole depends much on the manner in which the eggs

are whisked ; this should be done as lightly as possible ; but it is a mis-

take to suppose that they cannot be too long beaten, as after they are

brought to a state of perfect firmness they are injured by a continuation

of the whisking, and will at times curdle, or render a cake heavy from

this cause.

A SPONGE CAKE. {Oooi and quickly made.)

Beat together for between twenty and thirty minutes the yolks of
nine and the whites of five fresh eggs ; then by degrees add three-

quarters of a pound of sugar, and six and a half of flour. Flavour it

or not, at choice, with the grated rind of a lemon, and bake it an hour,

or rather more, in a brisk oven.

A GOOD MADEIKA CAEE.

Wliisk four fresh eggs until they are as light as possible, then, coU"
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timiing still to whisk them, throw in by slow degrees the following in-

gredients in the order in which they are written: six ounces of dry,

pounded, and sifted sugar ; six of flour, also dried and sifted ; four

ounces of butter just dissolved, but not heated ; the rind of a fresh

lemon ; and the instant before the cake is moulded, beat well in the

third of a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda : bake it an hour in a mode-
rate oven. In this, as in all compositions of the same nature, observe

particularly that each portion of butter must be beaten into the mixture

until no appearance of it remains before the next is added ; and if this

be done, and the preparation be kept light by constant and light whisk-

ing, the cake will be as good, if not better, than if the butter were
creamed. Candied citron can be added to the paste, but it is not

needed.

Eggs, 4 ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; flour, 6 ozs. ; butter, 4 ozs. ; rind of 1 lemon,

carhonate of soda, | of teaspoonful : 1 hour, moderate oven.

BANBURY CAKES.

First, mix well together a pound of currants, cleaned with great

nicety and dried, a quarter-pound of beef-suet, finely minced, three

ounces each of candied orange and lemon-rind, shred small, a few
grains of salt, a full quarter-ounce of pounded cinnamon and nutmeg
mixed, and four ounces of macaroons or ratafias rolled to powder. Next,

make a light paste with fourteen ounces pf butter to the pound of flour;

give it an extra turn or two to prevent its rising too much in the oven

;

roll out one half in a very thin square, and spread the mixed firuit and

spice equally upon it ; moisten the edges, lay on the remaining half of

the paste, rolled equally thin, press the edges securely together, mark
the whole with the bfick of a knife in regular divisions of two inches

wide and three in length ; bake the pastry in a well-heated oven from

twenty-five to thirty minutes, and divide it into cakes while it ia still

warm. They may be served as a second-course dish either hot or cold,

and may be glazed at pleasure.

Currants, 1 lb.; beef-suet, 4 ozs.; candied orang? and lemon-rind

each, 3 ozs. ; salt, small pinch ; mixed spices, J oz. ; macaroons or

ratafias, 4 ozs. : baked 25 to 30 minutes.

MERINGUES.

Beat to a very solid froth the whites of six fresh eggs, and have

ready to mix with them half a pound of the best sugar, well driod and
sifted. Lay some squares or long strips of writing-paper closely upon

a board, which ought 'xj be an inch thick to prevent the meringues from

receiving any colour from the bottom of the. oven. When all is ready

for them, stir the sugar to the beaten eggs, and with a table or dessert-

spoon lay the mixture on the paper in the form of a half egg; sift sugar

quickly over, blow ofi" all that does not adhere, and set the meringues

immediately into a moderate oven: the process must be expeditious, or

the sugar melting will cause the meringues to spread, instead if re-

taining their shape. When they are coloured a light brown, and aro

firm to the touch, draw them out, raise them from the paper, and press

back the insides with a teaspoon, or scoop them out so as to leave space

enough to admit some whipped cream or preserve, with which they are

to be filled, when cold, before they are served. Put them again into

She oven to dry gently, and when they are ready for table festen them
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together in the shape of a whole egg, and pile them lightly on a napkin
for the second course.

Whites of fresh eggs, 6 ; sifted sugar, I lb.

Obs.—Four ounces of pounded almonds may be mixed with the egga
and sugar for these cakes, and any flavour ad Jed to them at pleasure.

If well made, they are remarkably good and elegant in appearance.

They must be fastened together with a little white of egg.

THICK, LIGHT GINGERBREAD.

Crumble down very small eight ounces of butter into a couple of
pounds of flour, then add to, and mix thoroughly with them, half a
pound of good brown sugar, two ounces of powdered ginger, and half

an ounce of good caraway-seeds; beat gradually to these, first two
pounds of treacle (molasses), next three well-whisked eggs, and last of
all half an ounce of carbonate of soda, dissolved in a very small cupful

.

of warm water ; stir the whole briskly together, pour the mixture into

very shallow tins, put it immediately into a moderate oven, and bake it

for an hour and a half. The gingerbread made thus will be remark-
ably light and good. For children, part of the spice and butter may be

omitted.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, 8 ozs. ; sugar, J lb. ; powdered ginger, 2 lbs.

;

eggs, 3; carbonate of soda, J oz. ; water, very small cupful : baked li
hour.

06s.—We think that something less than the half ounce of soda

would be sufficient for this gingerbread, for with the whole quantity it

rises in the oven to three times its height, and is apt to run over the

tops of the tins even when they are but half filled with it at first.

GOOD COMMON GINGERBREAD.

Work very smoothly six ounces of fresh butter (or some that has
been well washed from the salt, and wrung dry in a cloth) into one
pound of fiour, and mix with them thoroughly an ounce of ginger in

fine powder, four ounces of brown sugar, and half a teaspoonful of
beaten cloves and mace. Wet these with three-quarters of a pound, or

rather more, if needful, of cold treacle ; roll out the paste, cut the cakes
with a round tin cutter, lay them on a floured or buttered baking tin,

and put them into a very slow oven. Lemon-grate or candied peel can
be added, when it is liked.

Flour, 1 lb. ; butter, 6 ozs. ; sugar, i lb. ; ginger, 1 oz. ; cloves and
mace, ^ tesispoonful ; treacle, J lb. : 4 to | hour.

RICHER GINGERBREAD.

Melt together three-quarters of a pound of treacle and half a pound
of fresh butter pour these hot on a pound of flour mixed with half a
]Mund of sugar and three quarters of an ounce of ginger. When the
paste is quite cold, roll it out with as much flour as will prevent its ad-
hering to the board : bake the cakes in a very gentle oven.

COCOA-NUT GINGERBREAD.

Mix well together ten ounces of fine wheaten flour, and six of
flour of rice (or rice ground to powder), the grated rind of a lemon,
and three-quarters of an ounce of ginger ; pour nearly boiling upon
these a pound of treacle, five ounc !S of fresh butter and five of sugar
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melted together in a saucepan ; beat the mixture, which will be almost

a batter, with a wooden spoon, and when quite smooth leave it till it is

perfectly cold, then add to it five ounces of grated cocoa-nut, and when
it is thoroughly blended with the other ingredients, lay the paste iu

small heaps upon a buttered tin, and bake them in a very slack oven
from half to three-quarters of an hour.

Flour, 10 ozs. ; ground rice, 6 ozs. ; rind of one lemon; ginger, j
oz. ; treacle, 1 lb. ; sugar, 5 ozs. ; butter, 5 ozs. ; cocoa-nut, 5 ozs. : ^
to j hour.

CHEAP GINGER BISCUITS.

Work into quite small crumbs three ounces of good butter, with two
pounds of flour, then add three ounces of pounded sugar and two of
ginger, in fine powder, and knead them into a stiflF paste, with new
milk. Roll it thin, cut out the biscuits with a cutter, and bake them in

a slow oven until they are crisp quite through, but keep them of a pale

colour. A couple of eggs are sometimes mixed with the milk for them,
but are no material improvement ; an additional ounce of sugar may be
used when a sweeter biscuit is liked. To make good ginger cakes,

increase the butter to six ounces, and the sugar to eight, for each pound
of flour, and wet the ingredients into a paste with eggs : a little lemon-
grate will give it an agreeable flavour.

Biscuits : flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, 3 ozs. ; pounded sugar, 3 ozs. ; ginger,

2 ozs.

Cakes : flour, 1 lb. ; butter, 6 ozs. ; sugar, 8 ozs.
;
ginger, 1 oz. ; 3 to

4 eggs ; rind of ^ lemon.

A GOOD SODA CAKE.

Rub half a pound of good butter into a pound of fine dry flour, and
work it very small ; mix well with these half a pound of sifted sugar,

and pour to them first a quarter of a pint of boiling milk, and next three
well-whisked eggs ; add some grated nutmeg, or fresh lemon-rind, and
eight ounces of currants; beat the whole well and lightly together, and
the instant before the cake is moulded and set into the oven, stir to it a
teaspoonful of carbonate of soda in the finest powder. Bake it from an

^

hour to an hour and a quarter, or divide it in two, and allow from half
to three quarters of an hour for each cake.

Flour, 1 lb. ; butter, 3 ozs. ; sugar, 8 ozs. ; milk, full quarter-pint

;

eggs, 3 ; currants, ^ lb. ; carbonate of soda, 1 teaspoonful ; 1 to IJ hour.

Or, divided, i to j hour, moderate oven.

06s.—This, if well made, resembles a pound-cake, but is much more
wholesome. It is very good with ,two ounces less of butter, and with
caraway-seeds or candied orange or citron substituted for the currants.

CINNAMON, OR LEMON CAKES.

Rub six ounces of good butter into a pound of fine dry flour, and work
it lightly into crumbs, then add three quarters of. a pound of sifted

sugar, a dessertspoonful of pounded cinnamon (or half as much when
only a slight flavour is liked), and make these ingredients into a firm

paste with three eggs, or four, if needed. Roll it, not very thin, and
cut out the cakes with a tin shape. Bake them in a very gentle oven
from fifteen to twenty minutes, or longer, should they not be done quite

through. As soon as they are cold, put them into a clean and dry tin

canister, a precaution which should be observed with all small sugar
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calces, \vWch oug it also to be loosened from the oven-tins while they are

still warm.
Flour, 1 lb. ; butter, 6 ozs. ; sugar, J lb. ; cinnamon, 1 dessertspoonful

(more or less, to the taste) ; eggs, 3 to 4.

Obs.—Lemon cakes can be made by this receipt by substituting for

the cinnamon the rasped or grated rinds of two lemons, and the strained

juice of one, when its acidity is not objected to. More butter, and more
or less of sugar, can be used at will, both foi these and for the cinnamon
cakes.

QUEEN CAKES.

To make these, proceed exactly as for Sutherland puddings (see

Chapter XVII.), but allow ten eggs foi the pound of sugar, butter, and
flour, and when these are all well mixed, throw in half a teaspoonful

of mace, and a pound of clean dry currants. Bake the cakes m small

well-buttered tin pans (heart-shaped ones are asual), in a somewhat
brisk oven, for about twenty minutes.

A GOOD LIGHT BUN.

Break quite small three oun ,es of good butter into a pound and a
quarter of flour, stir into the middle of these a spoonful and a quarter of

solid, well-purifled yeast, mixed with something more than a quarter-

pint of warm milk, and leave it to rise before, but not close to the fire,

for an hour, or longer, should it not then appear extremely light. Add
to three eggs, properly whisked, a few spoonsful of warm milk, strain

and beat them to the bun ; next, mix with it six ounces of pale brown
sugar, six of well-cleaned currants, and the grated rind of a small lemon,

rr some nutmeg, if preferred; or, in lieu of either, slice into it an ounce
and a half of candied urange-rind. Let it again rise for an hour, then

beat it up lightly with a wooden spoon, put it into a buttered pan, and
bake it in a brisk oven for nearly or quite an hour. An additional ounco
of butter will improve it.

Flour, IJ- lb. ; yeast, 1J tablespoonful : 1 hour, or more. Eggs, 3

;

milk, in all not J pint ; sugar, 6 ozs. ; currants, 6 ozs. ; lemon-grate,

nutmeg, or candied orange-rind, at pleasure : 1 hour. Baked nearly or

ouite an hour ; brisk oven.

cocoA-iTOT biscuit; (excellent.)

With a pound of flour mix three ounces of a sound fresh cocoa-nut,

rasped on a fine grater; make a leaven as for the bun in the foregoing

receipt, with a large tablespoonful of good yeast, and about the third of

a pint of warm new milk ; let it stand for an hour, then strew over and
mix well up with it four ounces of pounded sugar ; next, dissolve two
ounces of butter in a very little milk, cool it down with a few spoonsful

of cold milk if needful, and pour it to a couple of well-whisked eggs

;

with these wet the other ingredients into a very light dough, let it stand

from three quarters of an hour to an hour, and bake it about the same
time in a rather quick oven. Two ounces more of sugar, one of butter,

and two of candied orange-rind, sliced thin, will convert this into a good
cake, the cocoa-nut imparting great richness as well as flavour to the

mixture: the proportion of this can also be regulated by the taste, after

(he first trial.

Flour, 1 lb.
;
grated cocoa-nut, 3 ozs.

; yeast, 1 large, tablespoonful;
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milk, J of pint : 1 hour. Pounded sugar, 4 ozs. ; butter, 2 ozs. ; eggs,.

2 ; little milk : | to 1 hour. Or : sugar, 6 ozs. ; bu*ter, 3 ozs. ; canaied
orange-rind, 2 ozs. ; baked nearly or quite an hour.

TRREADNEEDLE STREET BISCUITS.

Mix with a couple of pounds of sifted flour of the very best quality,

Uiree ounces of good butter, and work it into the smallest possible

crumbs ; add four ounces of fine, dry, sifted sugar, and make them into
a firm paste with new milk ; beat this forcibly for some minutes with
the rolling-pin, and when it is extremely smooth roll it the third of an
ipch thick, cut it with a small square cutter, and bake the biscuits in a
very slow oven until they are crisp to the centre : no part of them should
remain soft. Haifa teaspoonful of carbonate of soda is said to improve
them, but we have not put it to the test. Caraway-seeds can be added
when liked.

,

Flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, 3 ozs. ; sugar, 4 ozs. ; new milk, 1 pint, or more

:

biscuits slowly baked till crisp.

A OALETTE,

The galette is a fovourite cake in France, and may be made rich, and
comparatively delicate, or quite common, by using more or less butter

for it, and by augmenting or diminishing the size. Work lightly three
quarters of a pound of good butter into a pound of flour, add a large
saltspoonful of salt, and make these into a paste with the yolks of a
couple of eggs mixed with a small cup of good cream, should it be at

hand ; if not, with water ; roll this into a complete round, three quar-
ters ofan inch thick ; score it in small diamonds, brush yolk of egg over
the top, and bake the galette for about half an hour in a tolerably brisk

oven; it is usually eaten hot, but is served cold also. An ounce of sifted

sugar is sometimes added to it.

A good galette': flour, 1 lb. ; butter, j lb.; salt, 1 saltspoonful; yolks

of eggs, 2; cream, small cupful: baked i hour. Common galette:

flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, | to 1 lb. ; no eggs.

CORNISH HEAVY CAKE.

Mix with a pound and a half of flour, ten ounces of well-cleaned cur
rants, and a small teaspoonful of salt ; make these into a smooth paste

with clotted cream (any which is very thick will do), roll the cake till

it is an inch and a quarter in depth, and bake it thoroughly in a quick

oven, after having scored the top.

Flour, 1^ lb. ; currants, 10 ozs.; salt, small teaspoonful; clotted, or

very thick cream, | to full pint : 35 to 45 minutes, brisk oven.

FLEED OR FLEAD CAKES.

These are very much served as a tea-cake at the tables of the supe-

rior order of Kentish farmers. For the mode of making them, proceed

as for flead-crust (see Chapter XVI.) ; cut the cakes small with a round

cutter, and leave them more than halfan inch thick; if well made, they

will rise much in the oven. Bake them in a moderate but not slow oven.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; flead, 1^ lb. ; butter, 6 ozs. : baked 10 to 15 minutes.

GOeD captain's BISCUITS.

Make some flne white flour into a smooth paste with new milk.

divide it into small balls ; roll, and afterwards pull them with the fin
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gers as thin as possible ; prick them all over, and bake them in a Bume-
what brisk oven from ten to twelve minutes.

THE colonel's BISCUITS.

Mix a slight pinch of salt virith some fine sifted flour; make it into a

very smooth paste with good cream, an'd bake the biscuits gently, after

having prepared them for the oven like those which precede. Store

them as soon as they are cold in a dry canister, to preserve them crisp:

they, are excellent.

AUNT charlotte's BISCUITS.

These biscuits, which are very simple and wholesome, may be made
with the same dough as good white bread, with the addition of from
half to a whole ounce of butter to the pound kneaded into it after it has
risen. Break the butter small, spread out the dough a little, knead it

in well and equally, and leave it for about half an hour ; then roll it a
quarter of an inch thick ; prick it well all over ; cut out the biscuits

;

and bake them in a moderate oven from ten to fifteen minutes : they
should be crisp quite through, but not deeply coloured.

White-bread dough, 2 lbs. ; butter, 1 to 2 ozs. : to rise ^ hour. Baked
in moderate oven 10 to 15 minutes.

Obs.—To make the biscuits by themselves, proceed as for Bordyke
bread ; but use new milk for them, and work three ounces of butter

into two pounds of flour before the yeast is added.

CHAPTER XXrV.

CONFECTIONARY.

TO CLARIFY SUGAR.

It is an economy to use at once the very best sugar for confectionary

in general, for when highly refined it needs little or no clarifying, even
for the most delicate purposes ; and the c&arser kinds lose considerable

weight in the process. Break it into large lumps, and put it into a very

clean preserving-pan ; measure for each pound a pint of spring water if

it be intended for syrup, but less than half that quantity for candying
or making barley-sugar. Beat first apart (but not to a strong froth),

and afterwards with the water, about half the white of an egg fo^

six pounds of sugar, unless it should be very, common, when twice as

much may be used. When they are well mixed, pour them over the

sugar, and let it stand until it is nearly dissolved; then stir the whole
thoroughly, and place it over a gentle fire, but do not disturb it after the

scum begins to gather on the top; let it boil for five minutes, then take

the pan from the fire, and when it has stood a couple of minutes clear

off the scum entirely, with a skimmer; set the pan again over the fire,

and when the sugar begins to boil throw in a little cold water, which
has been reserved for the purpose from the quantity first measured, and
rtipeat the skimming until the syrup is very clear; it may then be

strained through a muslin, or a thin cloth, and put into a clean pan fo'

furtiier boiling.
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For syrup : sugar, 6 lbs. ; water, 3 quarts ; J white of 1 egg. For
candying, &,c. : sugar, 6 lbs. ; water, 2J pints : 5 to 10 minutes.

TO BOIL SUGAR FROM SYRVP TO CANDY, OR TO CARAMEL. ,

The technicalities by which confectioners distinguish the different

degrees of sugar-boiling, seem to us calculated rather to puzzle than to

assist the reader; and we shall, therefore, confine ourselves to such
plain English terms as may sufBce, we hope, to explain them. After
having boiled a certain time, the length of which will in a measure
depend upon the quality of the sugar as well as the quantity of water
added, it becomes a thin syiup, and it will scarcely form a short thread

if a drop be pressed between the thumb and finger and they are then
drawn apart; from five to ten minutes more of rapid boiling will bring

it to a thick syrup, and when this degree is reached the thread may be
drawn fi-om one hand to the other at some length without breaking; but

its appearance in dropping from the skimmer will perhaps best denote

its being at this point, as it hangs in a sort of string as it falls. After

this the sugar will soon begin to whiten, and to form large bubbles in

the pan, when, if it be intended for barley-sugar, or caramel, some
lemon-juice or other acid must be added to it, to prevent its graining
or becoming sugar again ; but if wanted to candy, it must be stirred

without ceasing, until it rises almost to the top of the pan, in one large

white mass, when it must be used immediately or ladled out into paper

cases or on to dishes, with the utmost expedition, as it passes in an
instant almost fi-dm this state to one in which it forms a sort of powder,

which will render it necessary to add water, to stir it until dissolved,

and to reboil it to the proper point. For barley-sugar likewise it must
be constantly stirred, and carefully watched after the lemon-juice is

added. A small quantity should be dropped from time to time into a
large basin of cold water by those who are inexperienced in the pro-

cess ; when in falling into this it makes a bubbling noise, and if taken

out immediately after it snaps clean between the teetli without sticking

to them, it must be poured out instantly: if wanted for sugar-spinning,

the pan must be plunged as quickly as possible into a vessel of cold

water.
BARLET-SrOAR.

Add to three pounds of highly-refined sugar one pint and a quarter

of spring water, with sufficient white of egg to clarify it in the manner
directed in the last receipt but one : pour to it, when it begins to whiten

and to be very thick, a dessertspoonfiil of the strained juice of a fresh

lemon; and boil it quickly till it is at the point which we have indi-

cated above. A few drops of essence of lemon may be added to it, j-ust

as it is taken from the fire. Pour it on to a marble slab, or on to a
shallow dish which has been slightly oiled, or rubbed with a morsel of

fresh butter ; and when it begins to harden at the edges, form it into

sticks, lozenges, balls, or any other shapes at pleasure. While it Js still

liquid it may be used for various purposes, such as Chantilly baskets,

palace bonbons, des croques-en-bouches,* cerises au carnmel, &c. : for

these the vessel containing it must be set into a pan of water, and it

*These are formed of smal) cake? roasted chestnuts, and various nihor thmirs, just
dipped sitiirly into the barlpy-su^'ar, and then arranged in good forui and joined in a
uiould, from which tti'^y ar^ turne^i out for table.

9S
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must again be liquefied with a very gentle degree of heat should it cool

too quickly. As it soon dissolves if exposed to damp, it should be put

into very dry canisters as soon as it is cold, and these should be kept in

a dry place.

Best sugar, 3 lbs. ; water, 1} pint ; white of egg, i of 1 ; lemon-juice,

1 dessertspoonful.

GINGER CANDY.

Break a pound of highly-refined sugar into lumps, put it into a pre>

serving-pan, and pour over it about the third of a pint of spring water;

let it stand until the sugar is nearly dissolved, then set it oyer a per-

ectly clear fire, and boil it until it becomes a tibin syrup. Have ready

in a large cup a teaspoonfhl of the very best ginger in jiowder, mix it

smoothly and gradually with two or three spoonsfiil of the syrup, and
then stir it well into the whole. Watch the mixture carefully, keep it

stirred, and drop it often from a spoon to ascertain the exact' point of

boiling it has reached. When it begins to fell in flakes, throw in the

freshly-grated rind of a very large lemon, or of two small ones, and
work the sugar round quickly as it is added. The candy must now be

stirred constantly until it is done : this will be when it falls in a .nasa

from the spoon, and does not sink when placed in a small heap on a
dish. It must be poured, or laded out, as expeditiously as possible when
ready, or it will fell quite into powder. If this should happen, a little

water must be added to it, and it must be reboiled to the proper point.

The candy, if dropped in cakes upon cold dishes, may be moveid ofl'

without difficulty before it is thoroughly cold, but must not be touched

while quite hot or it will break.

Sugar, highly refined, 1 lb. ; water, ^ of a pint ;
ginger, 1 teaspoon-

fill; rind of 1 large lemon.

ORANGE-FLOWER CANDY.

Beat in three quarters of a pint, or rather more, of water, about the

fourth part of th# white of an esgi and pour it on two pounds of the

best sugar broken into lumps. When it has stood a little time, place it

over a very clear fire, and let it boil for a few minutes, then set it on
one side, until the scum has subsided ; clear it off, and boil the sugar till

it is .very thick, then strew in by degrees three ounces of the petals of

the orange-blossom, weighed afi:er they are picked firom their stems.

Continue to stir the candy until it rises in one white mass in the pan,

then pour it into small paper cases, or on to dishes, and follow for it

precisely the same directions as are given for the ginger-candy in the

preceding receipt. The orange-flowers will turn brown if thrown too

soon into the syrup : it should be more than three parts boiled when they

are added. They must be gathered on the day they are wanted foi

use, as they become soon discoloured firom keeping.

Sugar, 2 lbs.; water, ^ pint; J white of egg; orange-blossoms, 3 oza,

ORANGE-FLOWER CANDY; (^another Receipt.)

The French, who are very fond of the delicious flavour of the orange-

blossom, leave the petals in the candy ; but a more delicate confection,

to English taste, is made as follows :—Throw the orange-flowers into

the syrup when it has boiled about ten minutes, and after they ha,ye

immered in it for five more, pour the who'e out, and leave them to in*
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fttSB' until the following day, or even longer, if more convenient ; then
bring the syrup to the point of boiling, strain it from the blossoms
through a muslin, and finish it by the foregoing receipt

PALACE-BONBONS.

Take some fine fresh candied orange or lemon-peel, take off the sugar
that adheres to it, cut it into inch-squares, stick these singly on the
prong of a silver fork, or on osier-twigs, dip them into liquid barley-
sugar, and place them on a dish rubbed with the smallest possible quan-
tity of very pure salad oil. When cold, put them into tin boxes or
canisters well dried, with paper between each layer.

BVERTON TOPFIE.

Put into a brass skillet, if at hand, three ounces of very fresh butter,

and as soon as it is just melted add a pound of brown sugar of moderate
quality ; keep these stirred gently over a very clear fire for about fifteen

minutes, or until a little of the mixture, dropped into a basin of cold

water, breaks clean between the teeth without sticking to them : when
it is boiled to this point, it must be poured out immediately, or it will

burn. The grated rind of a lemon, added when the tofiie is half done,
improves it much ; or a small teaspoonfiil of povrdered ginger, moistened
with a little of the other ingredients, as soon as the sugar is dissolved,

and then stirred to the whole, will vary it pleasantly to many tastes^.

The real Everton toffie is made, we apprehend, with a much larger

proportion; of butter, but it is the less wholesome on that very account
If dropped upon dishes first rubbed with a buttered paper, the tofiSe when
cold can be raised from them easily.

Butter. 3 ozs. ; sugar, 1 lb. : 1>5 to 18 minutes.

TOFFIE. (another WAY.)

Boil together a pound of sugar and five,ounces of butter for twenty
minutes; then stir in two ounces of almonds blanched, divided, and tho-

roughly dried in a slow oven, or before the fire. Let the toffie boil

after they are added, till it crackles when dropped into cold water, and
Miaps between the teeth without sticking.

Sugar, 1 lb. ; butter, 5 ozs. ; almonds, 2 ozs. : 20 to 30 minutes.

CHAPTER XXV.

DESSERT DISHES.

MELANGE OF FRUIT.

Heap a dessert-dish quite high with alternate layers of fine fresh

». awberries stripped from the stalks, white and red currants, and white

o. red raspberries ; strew each layer plentifully with sifted sugar, and

just before the dish is sent to table, pour equally over the top a glass

and a half of brandy, or, if preferred, the same quantity or rather more

of white wine, mixed with the strained juice of one small, or of half a
large lemon. Currants by themselves are excellent prepiired in lliis
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way, and strawben jes also. The fruit should be gently stirred with a
spoon when it is served. Each variety must be picked with great

nicety from the stalks. The brandy would, we think, be less to the

general taste in this country than the wine.

FRIIIT EN CHEMISE, OR FERLE.

Select for this dish very fine bunches of red and white currants, large

ripe cherries, and gooseberries of different colours, and strawberries or

raspberries very freshly gathered. Beat up the white of an egg with
about half as much cold water, dip the fruit into this mixture, drain it

on a sieve for an instant, and then roll it in fine sifted sugar until it is

covered in every part
;
give it a gentle shake, and lay it on sheets of

white paper to dry. In England, thin gum-water is sometimes used,

we believe, for this dish, instead of the white of egg ; we give, how-
ever, the French method of preparing it. It will dry gradually in a
warm room, or a sunny wfndow, in the course of three or four hours.

PEACH SALAD.

Pare and slice half a dozen fine ripe peaches, arrange them in a dish,

strew them with pounded sugar, and pour over them two or three glasses

of champagne : other wine may be used, but this is best. Persons who
prefer brandy can '.substitute it for wine. The quantity of sugar must
be proportioned to the sweetness of the fruit.

ORANGE SALAD.

Take off the outer rinds, and then strip away entirely the white

inside skin from some fine China oranges; slice them thin, and remove
the pips as this is done ; strew over them plenty of white sifted sugar,

and pour on them a glass or mor^ of brandy : when the. sugar is dis-

solved, serve the oranges. In France, ripe pears of superior quality are

sometimes sliced in with the oranges. Powdered sugar-candy used in-

stead of sugar, is an improvement in this salad ; and the substitution of
port, sherry, or Madeira for the brandy is often considered so. The first

may be used without being pared, and a little cuirasseau or any other

liquor may be added to the brandy ; or this last, when unmixed, may
be burned after it is poured on the oranges.

coMPdTE OF ORANGES ; (a Hebrew dish.)

After having pared and stripped the white inner rind f^om some fine

oranges, pull them into quarters, arrange them neatly in a dish, and
just before they are sent to table pour over them some rich syrup, and
garnish the whole tastefully with preserved citron cut in thin slices.

Haifa pint of syrup will be sufficient for a large number of oranges; it

would be improved, we think, if the rind of one pared very thin were
infused in it for an hour before it is used. This is one of the receipts

which we have not considered it needful to prove.

ORANGES WARMED.

Place them in a Dutch oven at a considerable distance from the fire,

and keep them constantly turned: they should only be just warmed
through. Fold them in a napkin when done, and send them immedi-
ately to table. This mode of treating them is said to improve greatly

the flavour of :he orang'cs.
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NORMANDY PIPPINS.

To one pound of the apples, put one quart of water and six ounces
of sugar ; let them simmer gently for three hours, or more should they

not be perfectly tender. A few strips of fresh lemon-peel and a very
few cloves are by some persons considered agreeable additions to the

syrup.

Dried Normandy pippins, 1 lb. ; water, 1 quart ; sugar, 6 ozs. : 3 U
4 hours.

Obs.—These pippins, if stewed with care, will be converted into a

rich confection : they may be served hot in a border of rice, as a second

course dish.

STEWED PRUNEAUX DE TOURS, OR TOURS DRIED FLDMS.

These plums, which resemble in form small dried Norfolk bifBns,

make a delicious comp6te: they are also excellent served dry. In

France they are stewed till tender in equal parts of water, and of the

light red wine of the country, with about four ounces of sugar to the

pound of fruit : when port wine is used for them a smaller proportion

of it will suffice. The sugar should not be added in stewing any dried

fruits until they are at least half-done, as they will not soften by any
means so easily in syrup as in unsweetened liquid.

Dried plums, 1 lb. ; water, J pint, and light claret, J pint, or water,

J pint, and port wine, J pint : li hour. Sugar, 4 ozs. : 1 hour, or more.

06s.—Common French plums are stewed in the same way with or

without wine. A little experience will teach the cook the exact quan-

tity of liquid and of sugar which they require.

BAKED COMPOTE OP APPLES. (_Our little lady's receipt.")

Put into a wide jar, with a cover, two quarts of golden pippins, or

any small apple which resembles them in appearance, pared and cored,

but without being divided ; strew amongst them some small strips of

very thin ftesh lemon-rind, and throw on them, nearly at the top, half a

pound of very good sugar, and set the jar, with the cover tied on, for

some hours, or for a night, into a very slow oven. The apples *ill be

extremely good, if not too quickly baked : they should remain entire,

but be perfectly tender and clear in appearance. Add a little lemon-

juice when the season is far advanced.

Apples, 2 quarts ; rind, quite small lemon ; sugar, J lb. : 1 night in

slow oven ; or some hours baking in a very gentle one.

Obs.—These apples may be served hot or cold for a second course

dish ; or they will answer admirably to fill Gabrielle's pudding.

TO BAKE PEARS.

Wipe some large sound iron pears, arrange them on a dish with the

stalk end upwards, put them into the oven after the bread is drawn, and

let them remain all night. If well baked, they will be excellent, very

sweet, and juicy, and much finer in flavour than those which aro

stewed or baked with sugar: the bon ckretien pear also is delicious

baked thus.

STEWED PEARS.

Pare, cut in halves, and core a dozen fine iron pears, put them into a

close-shutting stewpan with some thin strips of lemon-rindj half a Dound
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of sugar, in lumps, as much water as will nearly LOVer them, and should

a very bright colour be desired, a dozen grains of cochineal, bruised,

and tied in a muslin ; stew the fruit as gently as possible, from four to

six hours, or longer, should it not be very tender. The Chaumontel

pear, which sometimes fells in large quantities before it is ripe, is ex-

cellent, if first baked until tolerably tender, and then stewed in a thin

•eyrup.

BOHiED CHESTNUTS.

Make a slight incision in the outer skin only of each chestnut, to

prevent its bursting, and when all are done, throw them into plenty of

boiling water, with about a dessertspoonful of salt to the half gallon.

Some chestnuts will require to be boiled nearly or quite an hour, others

little more thain half the time ; the cook should try them occasionally,

and as soon as they are soft through, drain them, wipe them in a coarse

cloth, and send them to table quickly in a hot napkin.

ROASTED CHESTNUTS.

The best mode of preparing these is to roast them, as in Spain, in a
eoffee-roaster, after having first boiled them from five to seven minutes,

and wiped them dry. They should not be allowed to cool, and will re-

quire but from ten to fifteen minutes roasting. They may, when more
convenient, be finished over the fire as usual, or in a Dutch or common
oven, but in all eases the previous boiling will be found an improvement
Never omit to cut the rind of each nut slightly before it is cooked.

Serve the chestnuts very hot in a napkin, and send salt to table with

them.

CHAPTER XXVI.

SYRUPS, LIQUEURS, &c.

STRAWBERRY VINEGAR, OF DELICIOUS FLAVOUR.

Take the stalks from the fruit, which should be of a highly flavoured

sort, quite ripe, fresh from the beds, and gathered in dry weather;
Weigh and put it into large glass jars, or wide-necked bottles, and to

each pound pour about a pint and a half of fine pale white wine vine-
gar, which will answer the purpose better than the entirely colourless
kind sold under the name of distilled vinegar, but which is, we believe,

the pyroUgneous acid greatly diluted. Tie a thick paper over them,
and let the strawberries remain from three to four days ; then pour off

the vinegar and empty them into a jelly-bag, or suspend them in a cloth
that all the liquid may drop from them without pressure ; replace them
with an equal weight of fresh fruit, pour the vinegar upon it, and three
days afterwards repeat the same process, diminishing a little the propor-
tion of strawberries, ofwhich the flavour ought ultimately to overpower
that of. the vinegar. In from two to four days drain off the liquid very
closely, and after having strained it through a linen or a flannel bag,
•weigh it, and mix with it an equal quantity of highly-refined sugar
loughly powdered ; when this is nearly dissolved, stir the syrop over %
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very clear fire until it has boiled five minutes, and skim it thoroughly ,

pour it into a delicately clean stone pitcher, or into large china jugs,

throw a folded cloth over and let it remain until the morrow
; put it

into pint or half'pint bottles, and cork them lightly with new velvet

corks ; for if these be pressed in tightly at first, the bottles would be
liable to burst: in four or five days they may be closely corked, and
stored in a dry and cool place. Damp destroys the colour and iijures

the flavour of these fine fruit-vinegars ; of which a spoonful or two in

a glass of water affords so agreeable a summer beverage, and one
which, in many cases of illness, is so acceptable to invEuids. They
make also most adtnirable sauces for common custard, batter, and various

other simple and sweet light puddings.

Strawberries (stalked), 4 lbs. ; vinegar, 3 quarts : 3 to 4 days. Vine-

gar drained and poured on fresh strawberries, 4 lbs. : }l days. Drained

again on to fresh fruit, 3 to 4 lbs. : 2 to 4 days. To each pound of the

vinegar, 1 lb. of highly-refined sugar: boiled 5 minutes. Lightly

corked, 4 or 5 days.

Obs.—Where there is a garden the fruit may be thrown into the

vinegar as it ripens, within an interval of forty-eight hours, instead ol

being all put to infuse at once, and it must then remain in it a propor-

tionate time : one or two days in addition to that specified will make
no difference to the preparation. The enamelled German stewpans are

the best possible vessels to boil it in ; but it may be simmered in a stone

jar set into a pan of boiling water when there is nothing more appro-

priate at hand ; though the syrup does not usually keep so well when
this last method is adopted.

Raspberries and strawberries mixed will make a vinegar of very

pleasant flavour; black currants also will afibrd an exceedingly useful

syrup of the same kind.

STBAWBEBBT ACID SOYAL.

Dissolve in a quart of spring water two ounces of citric acid, and

pour it on as many quite ripe and richly-flavoured strawberries, stripped

from their stalks, as it will just cover ; in twenty-four hours drain the

liquid closely from the fruit, and pour on it as much more; keep it in a

cool place, and the next day drain it again entirely from the fruit, and

boil it gently for three or four minutes, with its weight of very fine

sugar, which should be dissolved in it before it is placed over the fire.

It should be boiled, if possible, in an enamelled stewpan. When per-

fectly cold put it into small dry bottles for use, and store it in a cool

but not damp place. It is one of.the most delicate and deliciously

flavoured preparations possible, and of beautiful colour. If allowed to

remain longer than the eight-and-forty Iwurs before it is boiled, a brisk

fermentation will commence. It must he well secured from the air

when stored.

Water, 1 quart ; citric acid, 2 ozs. ; strawberries, 2 to 3 lbs. : 24
hours. Same quantity of fruit : 24 hours. Equal weight of sugar and

this liquid : 3 to 4 minutes at the utmost.

VERY FINE RA8PBBBKY VINEOAS.

Fill glass jars, or large wide-necked bottles, with very ripe but per-

fectly sound, freshly gathered raspberries, freed from their stalks, and

cover tiiem with pale white wine vinegar : they may be left to iofiue
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froni neeK to teh days without injury, or the vinegar may be poured
fixjra them in four and five, when more convenient. After it is drained

off, turn the fruit into a sieve placed over a deep dish or bowl, as the

juice will flow slowly from it for many hours; put fresh raspberries into

the bottles, and pour the vinegar back upon them ; two or three days

later change the fruit again, and when it has stood the same space of

time, drain the whole of the vinegar from it, pass it through a jelly-bag,

or thick linen cloth, and boil it gently for four or five minutes with its

weight cf good sugar roughly powdered, or a pound and a quarter to

the exact pint, and be very careful to remove the scum entirely, as it

rises. On the following day bottle the syrup, observing the directions

which we have given for the strawberry vinegar. When the fruit is

Ecarce, it may be changed twice only, and left a few days longer in the

vinegar.

Raspberries, 6 lbs. ; vinegar, 9 pints: 7 to 10 days. Vinegar drained

on to fresh raspberries (6 lbs. of) : 3 to 5 days. Poured again on fresh

raspberries, 6 lbs. : 3 to 5 days. Boiled 5 minutes with its weight of

sugar.

Obs.—When the process of sugar-boiling is well understood, it will

be found an improvement to boil that which is used for raspberry or

strawberry vinegar to candy height before the liquid is mixed with it;

all the scum may then be removed with a couple of minutes simmering,

and the flavour of the fruit will be more perfectly preserved. For more
particular directions as to the mode of proceeding, the chapter on con-

fectionary may be consulted.

OXFORD PUNCH.

Extract the essence from the rinds of three lemons by rubbing them
with sugar in lumps ; put these into a large jug with the peel of two
Seville oranges and of two lemons cut extremely thin, the juice of foiir

Seville oranges and often lemons, and six glasses of calf's feet jelly in

a liquid state. Stir these well together, pour to them two quarts of

boiling water, cover the jug closely, and set it near the fire for a quar-

ter of an hour, then strain the mixture through a sieve into a punch
bowl or jug, sweeten it with a, bottle of capillaire, add half a pint of

white wine, a pint of French brandy, a pint of Jamaica rum, and a bot-

tle of orange shrub; stir the punch as the spirits are poured in. If not

BufBciently sweet, add sugar in small quantities, or a spoonful or two of

capillaire.

Rinds of lemons rubbed with sugar, 3; thin peel of lemons, 2; of

Seville oranges, 2 ;
juice of 4 Seville oranges, and 10 lemons ; calf's

feet jelly, 6 glasses; water, 2 quarts: J hour. Capillaire, 1 bottle;

white wine, | pint; French brandy and Jamaica rum, each 1 pint;

orange shrub, 1 bottle.

OXFOnn RECEIPT FOR BISHOP.

" Make several incisions in the rind of a lemon,* stick nloves in

these, and roast the lemon by a slow fire. Put small but equal quanti-

ties of cinnamon, cloves, mace, and allspice, with a race of ginger, into

a saucepan with half a pint of water : let itboil until it is reduced one
half. Boil one bottle of port wine, burn a portion of th<! spirit out of it

* A Seville orange stuck with cloves, to many tastes i nparta a finer flavour thas
Uk lemon.
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by applying a lighted paper to the saucepan. Put the roasted lemons
and spice into the wine ; stir it up well, and let it stand near the fire

ten minutes. Rub a few knobs of sugar on the rind of a lemon, put the
sugar into a bowl or jug, with the juice of half a lemon (not roasted),

pour the wine into it, grate in some nutmeg, sweeten it to your taste,

and serve it up with the lemon and spice floating in it."

TO HULL vriNE. (_An excellent French receipt.)

Boil in a wineglassful and a half of water a quarter of an ounce of
spice (cinnamon, ginger slightly bruised, and cloves), with three ounces
of fine sugar, until they form a thick syrup, which must not on any
account be allowed to burn. Pour in a pint of port wine, and stir it

gently until it is on the point of boiling only : it should then be served
immediately. The addition of a strip or two of orange-rind cut ex-
tremely thin, gives to this beverage the flavour of bishop. In France
light claret takes the place of port wine in making it, and the better

kinds of vin du pays are very palatable thus prepared.

Water, 1J wineglassful ; spice, J oz., of which fine cloves, 24, and
of remainder, rather more ginger than cinnamon; sugar, 3 ozs. : 1.5 to

20 minutes. Port wine or claret, 1 pint ; orange-rind, if used, to be
boiled with the spice.

06s.—Sherry, or very fine raisin or ginger wine, prepared as above,

and stirred hot to the yolks of four fresh eggs, will be found excellent

A BIRTHDAY SYLLABUB.

Put into a large howl half a pound of sugar broken small, and pour
on it the strained juice of a couple of fresh lemons, stir tliese well to-

gether, and add to them a pint of port wine, a pint of sherry, and half a
pint of brandy ; grate in a fine nutmeg, place the bowl under the cow,
and milk it full. In serving it put a portion of the curd into each glass,

fill it up with whey, and pour a little rich cream on the top. The rind

of a lemon may be rasped with part of the sugar when the flavour is

approved, but it is not usually added.

Juice of lemons, 2; sugar, 4 lb. or raoref port wine, 1 pint; sherry,

I pint; brandy ^ pint; nutmeg, 1; milk from the cow, 2 quarts.

Obs.—We can testify to the excellence of this receipt

cviBASSEAU, OR cuRA^OA. (An excellent and wholesome liqueur.")

Stick into the rind of a very fine China orange of rich flavour from

three to four cloves ; put it into a glass jar, and shower over it half a

pound of good West Indian sugar, not very brown; pour in a quart of

French brandy; tie a couple of bladders over the jar, or stop it with a

cork fitted to its size, and place it in a sunny window, or any other

warm place, for a month ; shake it gently round every day to dissolve

the sugar, or stir it, if needful ; then strain it ofi^ and bottle it It is

sometimes filtered ; but the long exposure to the air which this occa-

sions is better avoided. It is an admirable household stomachic liqueur,

of which we obtained the receipt abroad, from a friend who had it made
yearly in considerable quantity.

1 very fine richly-flavonred China orange, left whole for two small

ones), stuck with 3 or 4 cloves
; good pale brown suga-, J \ ; French

brandy, 1 quart : infuse, 1 month.
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MINT JULEP. {An American Receipt.)

" Strip the tender leaves of mint into a tumbleri and add to them as

much wine, brandy, or any other spirit, as you wish to take. Put some
poimded ice into a second tumbler ; pour this on the mint and brandy,

and continue to pour the mixture from one tumbler to the other until

the whole is sufficiently impregnated with the flavour of the mint,

which is extracted by the particles of the ice coming into brisk contact

when changed from one vessel to the other. Now place the glass in a

larger one, containing pounded ice : on taking it out of which it will be
covered with frost-work."

DELICIOUS MILK LEMONADE.

Dissolve six ounces of loaf sugar in a pint of boiling water, and mix
with them a quarter-pint of lemon-juice, and the same quantity of sherry

;

then add three quarters of a pint of cold milk, stir the whole well to-

gether, and pass it through a jelly-bag till clear. t

EXCELLENT PORTABLE LEMONADE.

Rasp, with a quarter-pound of sugar, the rind of a very fine juicy

lemon, reduce it to powder, and pour on it the strained juice of the

fruit. Press the mixture into a jar, and when wanted for use dissolve

a tablespoonful of it in a glass of water. It will keep a considerable

time. If too sweet for the taste of the drinker, a very small portion of

citric acid may be added when it is taken.

EXCELLENT BARLEY WATER. {PoOT Xury's ReCdpt.)

Wipe very clean, by rolling it in a soft cloth, two tablespoonsful of

pearl barley ; put it into a quart jug, with a lump or two of sugar, a
grain or two of salt, and a strip of lemon-peel, cut thin; fill up the jug

with boiling water and keep the mixture gently stirred for some min-

utes ; then cover it down, and let it stand till perfectly cold. In twelve

hours, or less, it will be fit for use ; but it is better when made over-

night. If these directions be followed, the barley-water will be com-
paratively clear, and very' soft and pleasant to drink. A glass of calf's

feet jelly added to the barley is an infinite improvement ; but as lemon-

rind )s often extremely unpalatable to invalids, their taste should be

consulted before that ingredient is added, as it should be also for the

degree of sweetness that is desired. After the barley-water has been
poured ofi'once, the jug may be filled a second time with boiling water,

and even a third time with advantage.

RAISIN WINE ; (which, if long kept, really resembles foreign.)

First boil the water which is to be used for the wine, and let it again
become perfectly cold ; then put into a sound sweet cask eight pounds
of fine Malaga raisins for each gallon that is to be used, taking out only

the quite large stalks ; the fruit and water may be put in alternately

until the cask lafull, the raisins being well pressed down in.it; lay the

bung lightly over, stir the wine every day or two, and keep it fiiU by
the addition of water that has, like the first, been boiled, but which
must always be quite cold when it is used. So soon as the fermentation

has entirely ceased, which may be in from six to seven weeks, press in

the bung, and leave the wine untouched for twelve months; draw it off

then into a clean cask, and fine it, if necessary, witii isinglass, tied in a
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muslin and suspended in it. We have not ourselves had this receipt
tried ; but we have tasted wine made by it which had been five years
Kept, and which so much resembled a rich foreign wine, that we could
with difficulty believe it was home made.
To each gallon of water (boiled and left till cold) 8 lbs. of fine

Malaga raisms; to stand twelve months; then to be drawn off" and
fined.

Obs.—^The refuse raisms make admirable vinegar if fresh water be
poured to them, and the cask placed in the sun. March is the best
time for making this wine.

EXCELLE14T ELDERBERRY WINE.

Strip the berries, which should be fresh, and gathered on a dry day,
clean from the stalks, and measure them into a tub or large earthen
pan. Pour boiling water on them, in the proportion of two gallons to

three of berries, press them down into the liquor, cover them closely,

and let thto remain until the following day ; then strain the juice from
the fi-uit through a sieve or cloth, and, when this is done, squeeze from
the berries the greater part of the remaining juice, mix it with that

which was first poured off", measure the whole, add to it three pounds
of sugar, three quarters of an ounce of cloves, and one ounce of ginger,

for every gallon, and boil it twenty minutes, keeping it thoroughly

skimmed. Put it, when something more than milk-warm, into a per-

fectly dry and sweet cask (or if but a very small quantity of wine be
made, into large stone bottles, which answer the purpose quite well),

fill this entirely, and set the wine directly, with a large spoonful of new
yeast dropped into the bung-hole, and just stirred round in the liquor, or

with a small toasted crust thickly spread with yeast*

TERT GOOD GIKOER WINE.

Boil together, for half an hour, fourteen quarts of water, twelve
pounds of sugar, a quarter of a pound of the best ginger bruised, and
the thin rinds of six large lemons. Put the whole, when milk-warm, into

a clean dry cask, with the juice of the lemons, and half a pound of sun

raisins ; add one large spoonful of thick yeast,' and stir the wine every

day for ten days. When it has ceased to ferment, add an ounce of isin-

glass, and a pint of brandy ; bung the wine close, and in two months it

will be fit to bottle, but must remain longer in the cask should it be too

sweet. When it can be obtained, substitute for the water in this

receipt cider fresh from the press, which will give a very superior

wine.
Water, 14 quarts ; sugar, 12 pounds ; lemon-rinds, 6 ; ginger, J lb.

;

i hour. Juice of lemons, 6; raisins. ^ lb.; yeast, 1 spoonful; isinglass,

1 oz. ; brandy, 1 pint
EXCELLENT ORANGE WINE.

Take half a chest of Seville oranges, pare off the rinds as thin as

possible, put two thirds of them into six gallons of water, and let them
remain for twenty-four hours. Squeeze the oranges (which ought to

yield seven or eight quarts of juice) through a sieve into a pan, and as

they are done throw them into six gallons more of water; let them

* In from fourteen to twenty days this wine will have fermented sufficiently: in

Mrie inontliB it will be repdy to drink.
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be washed well in it with the hands, and then put into another six gal-

lons of water and left till the following day. For each gallon of wine,

put into the cask three pounds and a quarter of loaf sugar, and the

liquor strained clear from the rinds and pulp. Wash these again and
again, should more liquor be required to fill the cask ; but do not at any
time add raw water. Stir the wine daily until the sugar is perfectly

dissolved, and let it ferment from four to five weeks; add to it two
bottles of brandy, stop it down, and in twelve months it will be fit to

bottle.

06s.—The excellence of all wine depends so much upon the fermen-

tation being properly conducted, that unless the mode of regulating

this be understood by the maker, there will always be great danger of

failure in the operation. There is, we believe, an excellent work upon
the subject by Dr. McCuUoch, which the reader who needs information

upon it will do well to consult: oiir own experience is too slight to

enable us to multiply our receipts.

CURRANT WINE.

Grather the currants when dry, extract the juice, either by mashing
and pressing the fruit, or putting it in a jar, placed in boiling water

;

strain the juice, and for every gallon allow one gallon of water and
three pounds of sugar Dissolve the sugar in the water, and take off

the scum ; let it cool, add it to the currant-juice, and put the mixture
in a keg, but do not close it tightly till it has ceased fermenting, which
will not be under a week. In three or four weeks it may be bottled.

The white of an egg beaten, mixed with a teaspoonfnl of cream of

tartar, and stirred mto the liquid, makes the wine look clear and
bright.

TO CLEAN BOTTLES IN LARQE NUMBERS.

To do this in the best and quickest maner, rinse such amongst them
as may particularly require it ;

put a little hay or a coarse cloth into a
copper, and arrange them in it as compactly as possible ; cover them
with cold water, light the fire, and boil them gently for half an hour;

take them out, let them cool, rinse them well, and when dry they will

be ready for use. One or two may b^ broken in the process, but it is

considered the most advantageous method of proceeding where they are

very extensively used.
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CHAPTER XXVn.

COFFEE, CHOCOLATE, &c.

TO ROAST COFFEE.

Persons who drink coffee habitually, and who are particular about
its flavour and quality, should purchase the best kind in a raw state,

and have it roasted at home. This can be done in very small quanti-

ties by means of the inexpensive apparatus shown above; and the sup-

ply of charcoal needed for it being very trifling indeed. The cylinder

which contains the coflfee should be only half tilled, and it should be
turned rather slowly over the fire, which should never be fierce, until

a strong aromatic smell is emitted; the movement shouM then be
quickened, as the grain is in that case quite heated, and it will become
loo highly coloured before it is roasted through, if slowly finished.

When it is of a fine, light, equal brown, which must be ascertained,

until some little experience has been acquired, by sliding back the

door of the cylinder, and looking at it occasionally towards the end of
the process, spread it quickly upon a large dish, and throw a folded

cloth over it. Let it remain thus until it is quite cold, then put it into

canisters or botfles, and exclude the air carefully from it. Mr. Web-
ster, in his admirable Encyclopaedia of Domestic Economy,* says, "Mr.
Donovan recommends that, instead of roasting the cofiee in an atmo-
sphere of its own steam, it should first be dried in an iron pan, over a

very gentle fire, being constantly stirred until the colour becomes yel-

low ; it is then to be pounded into coarse fragments, by no means too

fine, each grain being divided into four or five parts only : it is then to

be transferred to the roaster, and scorched to the proper degree." This
plan we have not tried, because we have found the other to answer

* This wnrk cnntainn much uBefiil and valuable information on an infinity of sub
KciB connected witli Domestic economy.
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quite well • though Mr. Donovan's might nevertheless prove a very su-
perior one.

TO HAKE COFFEE.

It is more usual at the present day to filter than to boil coffee, but
many persons still prefer the latter mode. The degree of strength
which is to be given must of course depend on the taste of 'those for
whom it is prepared; but it should always be good when served to
strangers, as a preference for weak coffee is very rare, and in a vast
many instances it would be peculiarly disagreeable to the drinkers,
more especially so to those who have resided much abroad, where tliis

beverage is in general much better prepared than it is here.
An ounce of the berries, if recently roasted, and ground at the in-

stant of using them, will make, with the addition of a pint of water,

two breakfast-cupsful of suffi-

ciently good coffee for com-
mon family use. It will be
stronger if slowly filtered in

what is called a percolator, or

cofifee-biggin, than if it be
boiled. Press the powder close-

ly down, measure the proper
.

quantity of water into a com-
mon coffee-pot, or small ket-

tle, pour in sufficient to just

wet the coffee in the first in-

stance, and then' add the re-

mainder slowly, keeping the

water boiling all the time.

Let it run quite through be-

fore the top of the percolator
Patent Percolator with Spirit-Lamp.

jg lifl-gj ^ff^ ^^^ gg^^g it ^g^y
hot with boiling milk or cream, or with both, or with boiling milk and
cold cream. The proportion of coffee, after the first trial, can easily be
increased or diminished at will. To make French breakfast-coffee,

pour only a third as much of water on the powder, fill, the cups two-

thirds with good new boiling milk, then add the coffee, which should be

very strong. For the wfe noir served after dinner in all French fami-

lies put less water still (this is the v^ry essence of coffee, of which,

however, not more than a small cup about two-thirds filled, and highly

sweetened with sugar in lumps, is generally taken by each person), and
serve it without cream or milk, or any accompaniment, except white

sugar-candy in powder, or highly refined sugar in lumps. This is drunk
immediately after the dinner, in families of moderate rank,, generally

before they leave thq table; in more refined life, it is served in the

drawing-rooni the instant dinner is ended ; sometimes with liquors after

it, but not invariably.

To boil coffee and refine It : put the necessary qua,ntity of water into

a pot which it will not fill by some inches ; when it boils, stir in the

coffee ; for unless this is at once moistened, it remains on the top and
is liable to fly over. Give it one or two strong boils, then raise it from

the fire, and simmer it for ten minutes only; pour out a large cupful

twice, hold it high over the coffee-pot and pour it in again, then set it
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on the hob for ten minutes longer. It will be perfectly clear, unless

mismanaged, without any other fining. Should more, however, be

deemed necessary, a very small pinch of isinglass, or a clean egg-shell,

with a little of the white adhering to it, is the best that can be used.

(We cannot recommend the skin of any fish.) If tried, with the same
proportions by both tlie methods we have given, the reader will easily

ascertain that which answers best. Never use mustard to fine coffep

with. It is a barbarous custom of which we have heard foreigners who
have been in England vehemently complain !

Coffee, 2 ozs. ; water, 1 quart. Filtered ; or boiled 10 minutes ; left

to clear 10 minutes.

BURNT COFFEE
',
(in FVonce vulgarly called Gloria.")

Make some coffee as strong and clear as possible, sweeten ii in the

cup with white sugar almost to syrup, then pour brandy on the top

gently over a spoon, set fire to it with a lighted paper, and when the

spirit is in part consumed, blow out the flame and drink the gloria quite

hot

TO MAKE CHOcoiiATE ; (^French Receipt.)

An ounce of chocolate, if good, will be suffi- .

cient for one person. Rasp, and then boil it
[I

from five to ten minutes with about four table- I
spoonsful of water ; when it is extremely smooth |
add nearly a pint of new milk, give it another j^^
boil, stir it well, or mill it, and serve it directly. / "^S

For water-chocolate use three quarters of a pint
J

||r

of water instead of the milk, and send rich hot I \m-^^^^^
cream to table with it. The taste must decide I il(^
whether it shall be made thicker or thinner. I ^_rz7..,'l

||[

Chocolate, 2 ozs. ; water, quarter-pint, or ra-
1 i7i'?rfi^f|l

ther more ; milk, 1J pint : i minute. / ''V'"i-i^-i''lllll

Obs.—The general reader will understand

the use of the chocolate-mill shown in the engraving with the pot ; but

to the uninitiated it may be as well to observe, that it is worked quickly

round between both hands to give a fine froth to the chocolate. It also

serves in lieu of a whisk for working creams, or jellies, to a froth or

whip.

TO MAKE TEA.

Scald the teajmt with boiling water; then put in the tea, allowing

three teaspoonsful to a pint of water—or for every two persons. Pour
on the water. It must be boiling hot, and let the tea steep about ten

minutes.

Black tea is healthier than green. Hyson and Souchong mixed to-

gether, half and lialf, is a pleasanter beverage than either alone, and

safer kr those who drink strong tea, than to trust themselves wholly

with green.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

BREAD.

TO PURIFY YEAST FOR BREAD OR CAKES.

The yeast procured from a public brewery is often so extremely bit-

ter that it can only be rendered fit for use by frequent washings, and
after these even it should be cautiously employed. Mix it, when first

brought in, with a large quantity of cold water, and set it by until the

following morning in a cool pi ce; then drain off the water, and stir

the yeast up well with as much more of fresh ; it must again stand

several hours before the water can be poured clear fi'om it. By changing
this daily in winter, and both night and morning in very hot weather,

the yeast may be preserved fit for use much longer than it would other-

wise be; and should it ferment rather less freely after a time, a small

portion of brown sugar stirred to it before the bread is made will quite

restore its strength.

German yeast, imported in a solid state, is now much sold in London,

and answers, we are told, remarkably well ; but we have not ourselves

had an opportunity of proving it.

THE OVEN.

A brick oven, heated with wood, is fer superior to any other for baking

bread, as well as for most other purposes, the heat of an iron one being

much less easy to regulate ; but those attached to the kitchen ranges

are convenient, for the &cility they affiird at all times of baking in a

small way. They are, however, we should say, far from economical as

regards the proportion of fuel required to heat them ; and the same ob-

jection may be made to the American oven also ; the strong smell, too,

emitted from the iron ones, and difiused often entirely through a house,

is peculiarly unpleasant. A brick oven should be well heated with &g-
got wood, or with a faggot, and two or three solid logs ; and after it is

cleared, the door should be closely shut for quite halfan hour before the

baking commences ; the heat will then be well sustained for a succes-

sion of bread, pies, cakes, and small pastry. The servant who habitually

attends at an oven will soon become acquainted with the precise quan-

tity of fuel which it requires, and all other peculiarities which may be

connected with it. In general more time must be allowed to bake any
thing in an iron than in a brick oven.

TO MAKE BREAD.

Every cook, and we might almost say, every woman, ought to be

perfectly acquainted with the mode of making good household bread

;

and skill in preparing other articles of food is poor compensation for

ignorance upon this one essential point. A very slight degree of atten-

tion, moreover, will enable any person to succeed iq, it, and there is,

consequently, small excuse for those who neglect to render theo^^lvea

properly acquainted with the process.

The best flour will generally be found the cheapest in the end ; it

should be purchased if possible from a miller who can be depended nn

for supplying it good and unadulterated. Let it be stored always in a
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dry place, as damp is very injurious to it; if kept habitually in a chest,

this should be entirely emptied at intervals, cleaned with great nicety,

and not filled again until it is perfectly dry. The kneading trough tub,

or pan, with every thing else indeed used for the bread, or for the oven,

should at all times be kept scrupulously clean.

The yeast of mild home-brewed beer is the best that can be procured,

and requires no purifying ; but it should be strained through a hair-

sieve after it is mixed with a portion of warm milk, or water, before it

is added to the flour.

Very rapid fermentation, which is produced by using more than tlie

necessary quantity of yeast, is by no means advantageous to the bread,

which not only becomes dry and stale from it, but is of less sweet and
pleasant flavour than that which is more slowly fermented. In winter
it should always be placed near the fire, but never sufficiently so to be-

come hot ; nor should it ever be allowed to become perfectly cold. Put
half a bushel (more or less, according to the consumption of the family)

of flour into the kneading tub or trough, and hollow it well in the mid-
dle ; dilute a pint of yeast as it is brought from the brewery, or half

the quantity if it has been washed and rendered solid, with four quarta

jr more of lukewarm milk or water, or a mixture of the two; stir into

It, from the surrounding part, with a wooden spoon, as much flour, aa

will make a thick batter; throw a little over it, and leave this, which is

called the leaven, to rise before proceeding further. In about an hour
it will have swollen considerably, and have burst through the coating

of flour on the top; then pour in as much more warm liquid as wiU
convert the whole, with good kneading, and this should not be spared

into a firm dough, of which the sur&ce should be entirely free from
lumps or crumbs. Throw a cloth over, and let it remain until it haa
risen very much a second time, which will be in an hour, or something
more, if the batch be large. Then work it lightly up, and mould it

into loaves of from two to three pounds weight ; send them directly to

a well-heated oven, and bake them from an hour and a half to an hour
and three quarters.

Flour, ^ bushel ; salt (when it is liked), 4 to 6 ozs. ; yeast, 1 pint

unwashed, or \ pint if purified ; milk, or water, 2 quarts : 1 to 1^ hour.

Additional liquid as needed.

BORDYKE BREAD. (^Author's Receipt.)

Mix with a gallon of flour a large teaspoonful of flne salt, make a
hollow in the centre, and pour in two tablespoonsful of solid, well-

purified yeast, gradually diluted with about two pints and a half of

milk, and work it into a thick batter with the surrounding flour ; dust

a little on the top, and leave it to rise from an hour to an hour and a
half; then knead it up with as much more warm skimmed milk as will

render it quite firm and smooth without being very stiff"; let it rise an-

other hour, and divide it into three loaves
; put them into square tins

slightly buttered, or into round baking pans, and bake them about an
hour a,nd a quarter in a well-heated oveu. The dough can be formed

into household loaves if preferred, and sent to the oven in the usual

way. When a finer and more spongy kind of bread is required for

immediate eating, substitute new milk for skimmed, dissolve in it about

an ounce of butter, leave it more liquid when the spo/igo is set, and let

24
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the whole be lightly kneaded into a lithe dough ; the bread thus made
will be excellent when new, and for a day or so after it is baked, but it

will become dry sooner than the other.

Flour, 1 gallon ; salt, 1 teaspoonful ; skimmed milk, 2| pints : to rise

iirom 1 to 1^ hour. Additional milk, 1 to 2 pints : to rise 1 hour. 3
loaves, baked 1^ hour.

Obs. 1.—A few spoonsful of cream will wonderfully improve either

of the above receipts, and sweet butter-milk substituted for the other

will give to the bread the shortness of a cake ; we would particularly

recommend it for trial when it can be procured.

Obs. 2.—For an invalid, especially when the digestion is impaired,

butter should be altogether omitted from the bread ; and eggs, which
are often added to the finer sorts of rolls, are better avoided also.

Obs. 3.—^We must repeat our caution against milk or water of a
scalding heat being ever mixed with ^e yeast: it should be warm,
father more so than when taken from the cow, but not much.

BROWN BREAD.

Make this by any of the foregoing receipts, with meal, as it is called

(that is to say, the wheat just as it is ground, either separated from the
coarse bran or not, according to the quality of the bread required),

instead of flour. It ferments easily, and does not, therefore, require a
very full proportion of yeast ; and it absorbs more moisture than the
flour ; it also retains it longer, if properly baked. The loaves should be
well soaked in the oven, but not over-dried.

Obs.—The best bread we ever tasted was made in great part with
rye-flour : this was in a provincial town in France.

POTATO BREAD.

One pound of good mealy potatoes, steamed or boiled very dry, in the
ordinary way, or prepared by Captain Rater's receipt (see Chapter
XV.), and rubbed quite hot, flirough a coarse sieve, into a couple of
pounds of flour, with which they should be well mixed, will produce
excellent bread, which will remain moist much longer than wheaten
bread made as usual. The yeast should be added immediately after the
potatoes. An ounce or two of butter, an egg, ^nd some new milk, will

convert this bread into very superior rolls.

DYSPEPSIA BREAD.

This bread is now best known as "Graham bread"—not that Doctor
Graham invented or discovered the manner of its preparation, but that

he has been unwearied and successful in recommending it to the public.

It is an excellent article of diet for the dyspeptic and the costive; and
for most persons of Sedentary habits would be beneficial. It agrees
well with children ; and, in short, I think it should be used in every
lamily, though not to the exclusion of fine bread. The most difficult

point in manufacturing this bread, is to obtain good pure meal. It is

said that much of the bread commonly sold as dyspepsia, is made of the
bran or middlings, fi-om which the fine flour has been separated ; and
that saw-dust is sometimes mixed with the meal. To be certain that it

is good, send good, clean wheat to the mill, have it ground rather

coarsely, and keep the meal in a dry, cool place. Before using it, sift
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il through a common hair-sieve ; tliis will separate the very coarse and
harsh particles.

Take six quarts of this wheat meal, one tea-cup' of good yeast, and
a half a tea-cup of molasses, mix these with a pint of milk-warm water
and tea-spoonful of pearlash or saleeratus. Make a hole in the ilour,

and stir this mixture in the middle of the meal till it is like batter.

Then proceed as with fine flour bread. JMake the dough when suffi-

ciently light into four loaves, which will weigh two pounds per loaf

when baked. It requires a hotter oven than fine flour bread, and must
bake about an hour and a half

RYE AND INDIAN BREAD.

This is a sweet and nourishing diet, and generally acceptable to

children.

It is economical, and when wheat is scarce, is a pretty good substitute

for dyspepsia bread.

There are many different proportions of mixing it—some put one.

third Indian meal with two of rye; others like one-third rye and two
of Indian ; others prefer it half and half.

If you use the largest proportion of rye meal, make your dough stifl?

GO that it will mould into loaves ;—when it is two-thirds Indian, it should

be softer and baked in deep earthen or tin pans after the following

rules.

Take four quarts of sifted Indian meal ; put it into a glazed earthen

pan, sprinkle over it a tablespoonful of fine salt; pour over it about two
quarts of boiling water, stir and work it till every part of the meal is

thoroughly wet ; Indian meal absorbs a great quantity of water. When
it is about milk-warm, work in two quarts of rye meal, half a pint of
lively yeast, mixed with a pint of warm water ; add more warm water
if needed. Work the mixture well with your hands : it should be stiff)

but not firm as flour dough. Have ready a large, deep, well-buttered

pan ;
put in the dough, and smooth the top by putting your hand in

warm water, and then patting down the loaf. Set this to rise in a
warm place in the winter ; in the summer it should not be put by the

fire. When it begins to crack on the top, which will usually be iu

about an hour or an hour and a half, put it into a well-heated oven, and
bake it three or four hours. It is better to let it stand in the oven all

night, unless the weather is warm. Indian meal requires to be well

cooked. The loaf will weigh between seven and eight pounds. Pan-
bread keeps best in large loaves.

Many use milk in mixing bread ;—in the country, where milk is

plentiful, it is a good practice, as bread is certainly richer wet with

sweet milk than with water ; but it will not keep so long in warm
weather.
Baking can vsry well be done in a stove ; during the winter this is

an economical way of cooking—but the stove must be carefully watched,

or there is danger of scorching the bread.

GENEVA ROLLS.

Break down very small three ounces of butter into a couple ofpounds
of flour ; add a little salt, and set the sponge with a large tablespoonfiil

of solid yeast, mixed with a pint of new milk, and a tablespoonful or

more of strong saffron water ; let it rise for a full hour, then stir to »
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couple of well-btaten eggs, as much hot milk as will render them luke-

warm, and wet the rolls with them to a light, lithe dough ; leave it from

half to three quarters of an hour longer, mould it into small rolls, brush

them with beaten yolk of egg, and bake them from twenty minutes to

half an hour. The addition of six ounces of good sugar, three of but-

ter, half a pound or more of currants, the grated rind of a large lemon,

and a couple of ounces of candied orange-rind, will convert these into

excellent buns. When the flavour of the saffron is not liked, omit it

altogether. Only so much should be used at any time as will give a
rich colour to the bread.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, 3 ozs. ; solid yeast 1 l^rge tablespoonful (saffron,

1 teaspoonful ; water, less than a quarter-pint); new milk, 1 pint; 1

hour, or more. 2 eggs, more milk : j hour : baked 20 to 30 minutes.

RUSES.

Break very small, six ounces of butter into a couple of pounds of fine

dry flour, and mix them into a lithe paste, with two tablespoonsfiil of

mild beer-yeast, three well-beaten eggs, and nearly half a pint of warm
new milk. When it has risen to its full height knead it smooth, and
make it into very small loaves or thick cakes, cut with a round cake-

cutter ; place them on a floured tin, and let them stand in a warm place,

to prove, from ten to twenty minutes before they are set into the oven.

Bake them about a quarter of an hour; divide them while they are still

warm, and put them into a very slow oven to dry. When they are crisp

quite through, they are done. Four teaspoonsful of sifl:ed sugar must
be added when sweetened rusks are preferred.

Flour, 2 lbs. ; butter, 6 ozs. ; yeast, 2 tablespoonsful ; eggs, 3 ; new
milk, nearly half a pint ; baked ^ hour.

CKVST8 TO SERVE WITH CHEESE.

Take a half-baked loaf from the oven, and tear it into small rough
bits with a couple of forks ; lay these on a tin, and put them back into

the oven for ten minutes. If a light loaf be made for the purpose, with

a couple of ounces of butter and new milk, they will quite resemble

rusks.

GOOD captains' BISCUITS.

Make some fine white flour into a smooth paste with new milk;
divide it into small balls; roll, and afterwards pull them with the

fingers as thin as possible ; prick them all over, and bake them in a
somewhat brisk oven from eight to twelve minutes. Thin cream may
be used for them on occasion, instead of milk, or a morsel of butter may
be worked into the flour ; but they are very good without this last.

BREAKFAST BATTER-CAKES.

Take one pint of milk, three eggs, a piece of butter as large as an
egg, two spoonsful of yeast, and flour enough to make » stiff batter ; bake
them in tin hoops or on a griddle, let them stand and rise all night, but

not in a very warm place.

TEA CAKES.

Rub into a pound of flour, an ounce of butter, a beaten egg, and half

a teaspoonful of salt; wet it with warmed milk; make the paste rather

stiflj and let it remain before the fire, where it will be kept warm for an
hour or two; then roll it thin and cut it with the top of a tumbler; hake
it quiciL
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Mtiffins are baked on a hot iron plate, and not in an oven. Tc a
quarter of a peck of flout add three-quarters of a pint of yeast, four

ounces of salt, and as much water (or milk) slightly warmed, as is suffi-

cient to form a dough of rather a soft consistency. Small portions of

the dough are then put into holes, previously made in a layer of flour

about two inches thick, placed on a boaj:d, and the whole is covered up
in a blanket, and suffered to stand near a fire, to ceEusc the dough to rise

;

when this is eflfected, they will each exhibit a semi-globular shape;
they are then placed on a heated iron plate, and baked ; when the bot-

toms of the muffins begin to acquire a brownish colour, they are turned,

and baked on the opposite side.

WHEAT MUFFINS.

Melt a small piece of butter into a quart of milk, and set it aside

until cold—beat four eggs very light, and make a batter by adding
alternately and very gradually a little milk and a little flour, until the

batter is of the proper consistence, which is quite thin—then add a
large spoonful of yeast, if you do not use the powders. Bake them
in muffin-rings on a griddle, and butter them before serving—they must
be torn asunder to butter, as cutting them open renders them heavy.

EICE MUFFINS.

Rice muffins are made in the same manner exactly as rice cakes,

except that the batter of the former is thinner—that is, to a quart of
milk and three eggs, you put less rice and less flour.

RICE CAKES.

Boil half a pint of rice until quite soft, setting it aside until perfectly

cool ; beat three eggs very light and pot them with a pint of wheat flour

to the rice, making it into a batter with a quart of milk ; beat it well,

and set it to rise with a spoonful of yeast, or use the yeast powders as

directed in a note at the foot of this page. Bake on a griddle, and but-

ter them before sending them to table.

BUCKWHEAT CAKES.

To a quart of buckwheat meal put a little Indian meal (say a table-

spoonful) and a little salt; make them into a batter with cold water,

taking care to beat it vtry well, as the excellence of buckwheat cakes
depends very much on their being well beaten ; then put in a large

spoonful of good yeast,* and set to rise; when sufficiently risen, bake
them a clear brown on a griddle. They are usually buttered before

being sent to table.

FLANNEL CAKES.

Melt a table-spoonful of butter in a quart of milk, and after stirring it

* Many persons now make use of the yeast powders, and give them a decided pre-

ference. Ttiey certainly possess the advantage of requiring less time, and thereby
enabling you to make muffins, buckwheat cakes, &:c.— which, set with yeast, require

some hours in the preparation—at a quarter of an hour's notice. The ingredients are

(he super-carbonate of soda and tartaric acid, to he used in the following manner :

—

. spoonful of soda, and a spoon two thirds full of tartaric acid, are to be dissolved

st!f>arately in a little water. The soda is to be put into the batter when it is partly

bei^ "^n, taking care that it is perfectly dissolved ; and the acid is to be added when tlie

cook ^ readij to begin baking, as they muet not he allowed to stand of) .'i the elfe'-

vesceu c- takes place. i,
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well, set it away to cool ; then heat four eggs very light, and stir them
into the milk in turn with half a pound of sifted flour; put in a spoon-

ful of yeast, and set it aside. These are baked on a griddle like buck-

wheat cakes, and are always buttered before being sent to table.

YEAST.

It is impossible to have good light bread, unless you have lively,

Evfeet yeast. When common femily beer is well brewed and kept in a
clean cask, the settlings are the best of yeast. If you do not keep beer,

then make common yeast by the following method.

Take two quarts of water, one handful of hops, two of wheat bran

;

boil these together twenty minutes; strain off the water, and while it

is boiling hot, stir in either wheat or rye flour, till it becomes a thick

batter ; let it stand till it is about -blood warm ; then add a half pint of

good smart yeast and a large spoonful of molasses, if you have it, and
stir the whole well. Set it in a cool place in summer and a warm one
in winter. When it becomes perfectly light, it is fit for use. If not

needed immediately, it should, when it becomes cold, be put in a clean

jug or bottle ; do not fill the vessel, and the cork must be left loose till

the next morning, when the yeast will have done working. Then cork

it tightly, and set in' a cool place in the cellar. It will keep ten or

twelve days.

MILE YEAST.

Take one pint of new milk ; one teaspoonful of fine salt, and a large

spoon of flour—stir these well together; set the mixture by the fire,

and keep it just lukewarm ; it will be tit for use in an hour. Twice the

quantity of common yeast is necessary; it will not keep long. Bread
made of this yeast dries very soon ; but in the summer it is sometimes
convenient to make this kind when yeast is needed suddenly.

Never keep yeast in a tin vessel. If you find the old yeast sour,

and have not time to prepare new, put in saleeratus, a teaspoonful to a
pint of yeast, when ready to use it. If it foams up lively, it will raise

the bread ; if it does not, never use it

HARD YEAST.

Boil three ounces of hops in six quarts of water, till only two quarts

remain. Strain it, and stir in while it is boiling hot, wheat or rye

meal till it is thick as batter. When it is about milk-warm add half a
pint of good yeast, and let it stand till it is very light, which will pro-

bably be about three hours. Then work in sifted Indian meal till it is

stift' dough. Roll it out on a board ; cut it in oblong cakes about three

inches by two. They should be about half an inch thick. Lay these

cakes on a smooth board, over which a little flour has been dusted;

prick them with a fork, and set the board in a dry clean chamber or

Btore-room, where the sun and air may be freely admitted. Turn them
every day. They will dry in a fortnight unless the weather is damp.
When the cakes are fully dry, put them into a coarse cotton bag; hang

it up in a cool, dry place. If rightly prepared these cakes will keep a

year, and save the trouble of making new yeast every week.
Two cakes will make yeast sufficient for a peck of flour. B"?ak

them into a pint of lukewarm water and stir in a large spoonful of hour.
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the evening before you bake. Set the mixture where it can be kept
moderately warm. In the morning it will be fit for use.

POTATOE lEAST

Is made of mealy potatoes boiled thoroughly soft—they are then skin-

ned and mashed as smooth as possible, when as much hot water should
be put on them as will make a mash of the consistency of good b.eer

yeast. Add to every pound of potatoes two ounces of treacle, and when
just warm stir in for every pound of potatoes two large spoonsful of
yeast. Keep it warm till it has done fermenting, and in twenty-four
hours it will be fit for use. A pound of potatoes will make nearly a
quart of yeast, and it is said to be equally as good as brewers' yeast.

Tke follomng is Dr. Lettsom's directions for making another

Prepared Yeast.

Thicken two quarts of water with four ounces of flour, boil it for

half an hour, then sweeten it with three of brown sugar ; when almost

cold, pour it along with four spoonsful of bakers' yeast into an earthen
jug, deep enough for the fermentation to go on without running over;

place it for a day near the fire ; then pour off the thin liquor from the

top, shake the remainder, and close it up for use, first straining i<

through a sieve. To preserve it sweet, set it in a cool cellar, or hang
it some depth in a well. Always keep some of this yeast to make the

next quantity that is wanted.]

CHAPTER XXIX.

AMERICAN MODE OF COOKING INDIAN CORN, PUMP-
KINS, &c.

Maize or Indian com has never been extensively used in Great Bri-

tain, and the editor has every reason to believe that this has arisen firom

the almost total ignorance of the English people as to the mode of pre-

paring it for human food. It is, perhaps, the most productive crop that

can be grown, and its nutritious qualities, when properly prepared, are

equal to its productiveness. We are satisfied that it may be grown in

that country, or, at any rate, in the south and eastern parts of it, with

great advantage ; indeed, the experiment has been tried, and with de-

cided success. The late Mr. Cobbett grew an average crop of the dwarf

kind on Bam Elms farm, Surrey, for three or four years.

INDIAN CAKE, OR BANNOCK.

This, as prepared in our own country, is cheap and very nice food.

Take one quart of Indian meal, dressed or sifted, two tablespoonsfiil of

treacle or molasses, two teaspoonsfiil of salt, a bit of "shortening" (but-

ter or lard) half as big as a hen's egg, stirred together; make it pretty

moist with scalding water, put it into a well-greased pan, smooth over

the surface with a spoon, and bake it brown on both sides before a quick

fire. A little stewed pumpkin, scalded with the meal, improves tlie

rake Ifennock split and dipped in butter makes very nice toast
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eREGN INDIAN CORN.

This is a most delicious vegetable. When used as a vegetable, the

cobs, or ears, are plucked about the time that the corn has arrived at a
milky state, or just before it assumes a solid substance. A part of the

leaves or filaments by which the cob, or ear is surrounded, is taken

away, and the cobs boiled from twenty to forty minutes, " according to

its age." When it is done, it is served with cold or melted butter, and

eaten (after being stripped of its remaining leaves) by taking the two
ends of the cob in the hands, and biting off the corn. The editor can

bear testimony to its delicious quality.

INDIAN CORN, OR MAIZE PUDDING, BAKED.

Scald a quart of milk (skimmed milk will do), and stir in seven table-

spoonsful of sifted Indian meal, a teaspoonful of salt, a teacupful of mo-
lasses or treacle, oi coarse moist sugar, and a tablespoonful of powdered
ginger or sifted cinnamon : bake three.or four hours. If whey is wanted,

pour in a little cold milk after it is all mixed.

BOILED MAIZE PUDDING.

Stir Indian meal and warm milk together " pretty stiff;" a little salt

and two or three " great spoonsful" of molasses added ; also a spoonful

of ginger, or any other spice that may be preferred. Boil it in a tight-

covered pan, or in a very thick cloth ; if the water gets in, it will ruin

it Leave plenty of room, for Indian meal swells very much. The
milk with which it is mixed should be merely warmed; if it be scalding

hot, the pudding will break to pieces. Some chop suet very fine, and
warm in the milk; others warm thin slices of apple to be stirred into

the pudding. Water will answer instead of milk.

PUMPKIN AND SQUASH PIE.

The usual way of dressing pumpkins in England in a pie is to cut

them into slices, mixed with apples, and bake them wii\ a top crust

like ordinary pies. A quite different process is pursued in America,

and the editor can testify to the immense superiority of tfie^fenk-ee

method. In England, the pumpkin is grown for show,ratIier than fox

use; nevertheless, when properly dressed, it is a vray delicious vege-

table, and a universal favourite with our New England neighbours.

The following is the Arnerican method of making a pumpkin pie :

—

Take out the seeds, and pare the pumpkin or squash ; but in taking out

the seeds do not scrape the inside of the pumpkin; the part nearest the

seed is the sweetest ; then stew the pumpkin, and strain it through a

sieve or colander. To a quart of milk, for a femily pie, three eggs are

suSicient. Stir in the stewed pumpkin with your milk and beaten-np

eggs till it is as thick as you can stir round rapidly and easily. If the

pie is wanted richer make it thinner, and add another egg or two ; but

even one egg to a quart cf milk makes " very decent pies." Sweeten
with molasses or sugar; add two teaspoonsfulof salt, two tablespoonsful

of sifted cinnamon, and one of powdered ginger; but allspice may be

used, or any other spice that m^y be preferred. The peel of a lemon
grated in gives it a pleasant flavour. The more eggs, says o"ir Ame-
rican authority, the better the pie. Some put one egg to a gill of milk.

Bake about an hour in deep plates, or sliaDow dishes, without in upper

crust, in a warm oven.
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There is another method of making this pie, which we know from
experience, produces an excellent dish : Take out the seeds, and grate
the pumpkin till you come to the outside skin. Sweeten the pulp;
add a little ground allspice, lemon-peel, and lemon-juice; in short,

flavour it to your taste. Bake without an upper crust.

CARROT PIES.

These pies are made like pumpkin pies. The carrots should he
boiled very tender, skinned, and sifted.

AMERICAN CUSTARD PUDDINaS,

Sufficiently good for common use, may be maoe by taking five »ggs
beaten up and mixed with a quart of milk, sweetened with sugar and
spiced with cinnamon, allspice, or nutmeg. It is well to boil your milk
first, and let it get cold before using it. " Boiling milk enriches it sc

much, that boiled skim milk is about as good as new." (We doubt this

assertion ; at any rate, it can only be improved by the evaporation of

the water.) Bake fifteen or twenty minutes.

AMERICAN PLUM PUDDING.

Pound six hard fine biscuits (crackers), soak them for some hours in

milk sufficient to cover the mass; add three pints of milk, beat up six

eggs, and mix ; flavour with lemon-brandy, and a whole nutmeg grated

;

add three-quarters of a pound of stoned raisins, rubbed in flour. Bake
not quite two hours.

AMERICAN APPLE PUDDINGS.

Take your apples, and bore out the core without cutting them in

two. Fill up the holes with washed rice. Tie up each apple very

tight, and separately in the corners of a pudding-bag. Boil an hour, or

an hour and a half

bird's NEST PUDDING.

If you wish to make what is called a bird's nest pudding, prepare

your custard ; take eight or ten pleasant apples, prepare them and take

out the core, but leave them whole ; set them in a pudding-dish, pour

your custard over them, and bake about thirty minutes.

HASTY PUDDING.

Boil water, a quart, three pints, or two quarts, according to the size

of your family ; sift your meal, stir five or six spoonsful of it thoroughly

into a bowl of water ; when the water in the kettle boils, pour into it

the contents of the bowl ; stir it well, and let it boil up thick ; put in

salt to suit your own taste, then stand over the kettle, and sprinkle in

meal, handful after handful, stirring it very thoroughly all the time, and

letting it boil between whiles. When it is so thick that you stir it

, with great difficulty, it is about right. It takes half an hour's cooking.

Eat it with milk or molasses. Either Indian meal or rye meal may be

nsed. If the system is in a restricted state, nothing can be better than

rye hasty pudding and West India molasses. This diet would savo

many a one the horrors of dyspepsia.

DRY BREAD.

As fer as possible, have bits of bread eaten up before they become

hard. Spread those that are n}t eaten, and let them dry, to ne pounded
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fiji jiuddings, or soaked for brewis. Brewis is made of crusts and dry

pieces of bread, soaked a good while in hot milk, mashed up and salted,

and buttered like toast.

ANOTHER SORT OF BREWIS.

The author of Domestic Cookery observes, that a very good meal

may be bestowed on poor people in a thing called brewis, which is thus

made : Cut a very thick upper crust of bread, and put it into the pot

where salt beef is boiling, and nearly ready ; it will attach some of the

fet, and when swelled out, will be no unpalatable dish to those who
rarely taste meat

TO PRESERVE CHEESE.

Cover the cheese carefully with paper, fastened on with paste, so as

totally to exclude the air. In this way cheese may be kept for years.

AMERICAN MINCE MEAT.

Take the good bits of vegetables, and the cold meat left after din-

ner. Mash your vegetables fine, and chop your meat very fine. Warm
it with what remains of gravy, or roast-meat dripping. Two or three

apples, sliced and fried to mix with it, are considered an improvement.

Some like a little sifted sage sprinkled in it. After it is warmed, lay

it upon a large slice of toasted bread. Potatoes should not be used in

the preparation of American mince meat.

AMERICAN SOUSE.

Take pigs' feet, ears, &c. well cleaned, ani* boil or rather simmer
them fof four or five hours, until they are too tender to be taken out

with a fork. When taken from the boiling water, it should be put into

cold water. After it is packed down tight, boil the jelly-like liquor in

which it was cooked with an equal quantity of vinegar ; salt as you
think fit, and add cloves, allspice, and cinnamon.

PORK AND BEANS

Is an economical dish ; but it does not agree with weak stomachs. Put
a quart of beans into two quarts of cold water, and hang them all night

over the fire, to swell. In the morning pour ofi" the water, rinse them
well with t*o or three waters poured over them in a colander. Take
a pound of pork, that is not very fet, score the rind, then again place

the beans just covered with water in the kettle 'and keep them hot

over the fire for an hour or two ; then drain off the water, sprinkle a

little pepper and a teaspoonful of salt over the beans
; place them in a

well-glazed earthen pot, not very wide at the top, put the pork down in

the beans, till the rind only appears ; fill the pot with water till it just

reaches the top of the beans, put it in a brisk oven and bake three or

four hours.

Stewed beans and pork are prepared in the same way, only they are

kept over the fire, and the pork in them three or four hours instead of

Deing in the oven. The beans will not be white or pleasant to the taste

unless they are well soaked and wished—nor are they healthy witliout

this process.
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CHAPTER XXX.

DIRECTIONS FOR CARVING.

OARNI8HINQ, AND SETTING OUT A TABLE.

In preparing meat for the table^ and in laying out the table,, refer

ence ought to be had to the carving department—a very onerous one
to all, and to many a very disagreeable one. The carving-knife of
course ought to be sharp, and if to be used by a lady, in particular, light

and handy ; dexterity and address in the manner of using it being more
required than strength, either in the knife or the carver. When a
lady presides, a seat sufficiently high for her to have a complete com-
mand over the joints should be provided, and the dish should be suffi-

ciently deep and capacious, so as not to endanger the splashing of the

gravy. It should also be placed as near to the carver as possible, leav-

ing room for his or her plate. A knife with a long blade is required for

a large fleshy joint ; for ham or bacon a middling sized, sharp-pointed

one is preferable, and for poultry or game a short knife and sharp-

pointed is best. Some like this knife a little curved. We do not pre-

sume to give any directions as respects the serving of the guests; no
one it is presumed would take the head of the table not acquainted with

the common rules of politeness, which principally consist in endeavour-

ing to please everybody.

FISH.

As fish is the first thing to be carved, or served, we shall first speak

of it. In helping fish, take care not to break the flakes, which in cod

and fine fresh sakaon, and some other sorts, are large. A fish trowel

is necessary, not to say indispensable, in serving many kinds offish, par-

ticularly the larger sort

TORBOT, &c.

The trowel is to be carried flatways from the middle of the fish, and
the carver should bring out as much meat as will lie upon it. The
thick part is the best, and of course most esteemed. When one side is

cleared, the bones ought to be taken away—which done, serve the

under part. The meat on the fins is considered by some a great

delicacy. Halibuts, plaice, and other large fish, are served in a simi-

lar way.
A cod's head and brodlders.

These, perhaps, require more attention in serving than any other. It

is, too, considered a handsome dish. In carving, introduce the trowel

along the back, and take off' a piece quite down to the bone, taking care

not to break the flakes. Put in a spoon and take out the sound, a jeUy-

iike substance, which lies inside the back-bone. A part of this should

be served with every slice of fish. The bones and glutinous parts of a

cod's head are much liked by most people, and are very nourishing.

SALMON.

Cut slices along the back-bone, and also along the flank. The flank

or thin part is the best and richest, and is preferred by all accomplisned

goiirmaods. The back is the most solid and thick. The tail of salmon
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is not so fine as the other parts. The head is seldom used. The liver,

melt, and roe, are generally served, but seldom eaten.

SOLES.

These are easily carved. You have only to cut through the middle

part of the fish, bone and all, and subdivide and serve according to the

size of fish. The thick parts are best ; the roes when well done are

very nice.

MACKEREL.

The trowel should be carried under the meat, horizontally over the

back-bone, so as to raise one side of the meat from the bone. Remove
the bone, and serve the other side of the fish. When firesh, well cleaned,

and well done, the upper end is considered the best. The roes are

much liked.

EELS, WHITING JACK, &C.

These when intended to be firied, are previously cut in pieces of a
suitable size for serving. When they are boiled, cut through them in

the same way as soles. Large jacks will admit of slices being taken
ofi^ with a trowel without the bones. Small fish are served whole.

AITCH BONE OF BEEF.

Cut a slice an inch thick all through. Put this by, and serve in

slices from the remainder. Some persons, however, like outside, an(/

others take off a thinner slice before serving, for the sake of economy.
The rich, delicious, soft fat, which resembles marrow, lies at the back
of the bone : the firm fat is cut in horizontal slices at the edge of the

meat Some prefer one and some the other. The skewer used to keep
the meat together when boiling, should be taken out before coming to

the table, and, if necessary, be replaced by a silver one.

A ROUND, OR BUTTOCK, AND THICK FLANK OF BEEF.

These are carved in horizontal slices, that is, in slices from the top.

Pare and neatly cut all round. Some prefer the silver side.

A BRISKET OF BEEF.

This is cut lengthways, right down to the bone. The soft mellow
fet is found underneath. The upper part is firm, but gristly ; if well
done, they are equally good to our taste.

SIRLOIN OF BEEF,

The glory of the dinner-table, may be commenced carving, either

by beginning at the end, and cutting slices along the bones, or across
the middle ; but this latter mode will drain the gravy from the remain-
der. The inside is very juicy and tender, but the outside is frequently

preferred. The inside fiit is rich and marrowy, and is considered too

much so by many. The inside of a sirloin is frequently dressed (in

various ways) separately.

FILLET OF VEAL

Is the corresponding part to the round in an ox, and is cut in the
same way. If the outside brown be not desired, serve the next slice.

Cut deep into the stuffing, and help a thin slice, as likewise of fat.

A fillet of veal should be cut very smooth and thin.
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BREAST OF VEAL
Answers to the brisket of an ox. It should be cracked lengthways,

across the middle of the bones, to divide the thick gristly part from the
ribs. There is a great difierence in these parts; and as some prefer
the one, and some the other, the best way is to ask to which the prefer-
ence is to be given. The burr, or sweetmeat, is much liked, and a part
should be served with each slice.

NECKS Ain> LOINS

Of all sorts of meat, if properly jointed by the butcher, require
only to be cut through ; but when the joints are too thick for one, cut
a slice between each, that is, cut one slice without bone, and another
with. Some prefer one, and some the other.

calf's head
Afibrds a great variety of excellent meat, differing in texture and

flavour, and therefore requires a judicious and skilful carver properly
to divide it. Cut slices longways under the eye, taking care thai

the knife goes close to the bone. The throat sweetbread or kernel,

lies in the fleshy part, at the neck end, which you should help a slice

of with the other part. The eyes are considered great delicacies by
some. They should be taken out with the point of your knife, and each
cat into two. A piece of the palate (which lies under the head), a slice

of the tongue, with a portion of the brains, should be given to each
guest. On drawing out the jaw-bone, some delicious lean will be
found. The heads of oxen, sheep, lambs, &c., are cut in the same way
as those of calves.

'

A LEG OF MUTTON, &C.

Begin to cut in the midway, between the knuckle and farther

end. The slices should be thin and deep. If the outside is not

fat enough, cut some from the fat on the broad end, in slices. Many
prefer the knuckle, or venison bit, to the middle part; the latter is

the most juicy, the former, in good, well-done mutton, is gelatinous,

and delicately tender. There is some good meat on the back of

the leg, or aitch bone ; this should be cut lengthways. It is, however,
seldom carved when hot. To cut out the cramp bone, take hold of the

shank in your left hand, and steadily cut down to the thigh bone ; then

pass the knife under the cramp bone. Legs of lamb and pork are cut

in the same way.
A SADDLE OR COLLAR OF MUTTON,

Sometimes called the chine, should be cut lengthways, in long slices,

beginning close to the backbone, and thus leaving the ribs bare. The
fet is taken from the outer ends. The inside of the loin is very tender,

and in the opinion of some gourmands, is preferred to the upper part.

It is best, perhaps, to cut the inside lengthways.

SHOULDER OF MUTTON.

To carve this joint (which when properly dressed is very fine eating)

economically for a very small family, the best way is to cut away the

underneath part when hot, and if any more is required, to take it from
the knuckle. This plan leaves all the gravy in the upper part, which
is very nice when cold. The usual way, however, of carving a shoulder
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of mutton, is to cut slices deep to the bone, in the hollow part. The
priiDfl part of the fat lies on the outer edge, and is to be cut in thin

slices. Some good delicate slices of lean may be taken from each siue

of the ridge of the blade-bone. No slices can be cut across the edge of

the blade-bone.

HAUNCH OP VENISON OR MUTTON.

Cut dowii to the bone in circular slices at the narrow end, to let out

the gravy. You may then turn the broad end of the haunch towards

you ; insert the knite in the middle of the cut, and cut thin deep slices

lengthways to the broad end of the haunch. The fat of venison is much
esteemed ; those who help should take care properly to apportion both

Jie fat and gravy.

FORE-QUARTER OF LAMB.

Separate the shoulder from the scovel, or breast and ribs, by passing

the knife under it (the shoulder). The shoulder of grass lamb, which
is generally pretty large, should have a little lemon or Seville orange-

juice squeezed over it, and be sprinkled with a little pepper and salt,

and then placed upon another dish. If the lamb be small, it is usual to

replace the shoulder. The breast and ribs should be cracked across by

the butcher, and be divided. Help either from that, the ribs, or

shoulder, according to choice;

HAM.

The most economical way of cutting a ham, which is seldom or never

eaten at one meal, is to begin to cut at the knuckle end, and proceed

onwards. The usOal way, however, is to begin at the middle, and cut

in long slices through the thick fet. By this means you come at once

to the prime, but you let out the gravy. Another plan is to cut a small

holt on the top of the ham, and with a very sharp knife enlarge the

hole, by cutting thin circular slices. In this latter way you preserve

the gravy, and of course keep the meat moist to be eaten when pold.

TONGUE. •

This much-esteemed relish, which often supplies the place of ham,
should be cut in thin slices across, beginning at the thick middle part.

Serve slices of fat and kernel from the root.

A SUCKING PIG

Is generally slit down the middle in the kitchen, and the cook

garnishes the dish with the jaws and ears. Separate a shoulder from

the carcase on one side, and; then do the same thing with the leg.

Divide the ribs, which are frequently considered the most choice part,

into two or three helpings, presenting an ear or jaw with thern as far as

they will go, and plenty of sauce. Some persons prefer the leg, because

not so rich and luscious as the ribs. The neck end between the

shoulders is also sometimes preferred. The joints may be divided into

two each, or pieces may be cut from them.

A FOWL.

The legs of a boiled fowl are always bent inwards, and tucked

into the belly, but before it is put upon the table, the skewers by
which they are secured ought to be removed. The tbwl should be

laid on the carver's plate, and the Joints as they are cut off placed on
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the dish. In taking off the wing, the joint only must be divided with
the knife, for, by lifting up the pinion of the wing with the fork, and
then drawing it towards the legs, the muscles will separate in a much
better form than you can effect by cutting with a knife. Next place
the knife between the leg and body, and cut to the bone; turn the leg
back with the fork, and the joint will give way, if the fowl be young
and well done. The merrythought is taken out when the legs and
wings are all removed ; the neck bones are taken off by putting in the
knife, and pressing it under the long broad part of the bone, then lift

the neck-bone up and break it off from the part that sticks to the breast.
The breast itself has now to be divided from the carcase, by cutting
through the tender ribs close to the breast, quite down to the tail ; then
lay the back upwards, put your knife into the bone half-way from the
neck to the rump, and on raising the lower end it will readily separate.
The' last thing to be done is to turn the rump from you, and neatly to

take off the two sidesmen. Each part should be neatly arranged on the
dish, but it is almost impossible to give effectual written descriptions

for carving fowls ; the best plan is to observe carefully a good carver,

and then, by a little practice, you will become perfect. The breast and
the wings are considered the best parts.

A PHEASylNT.

Take out the skewers ; fix your fork in the centre of the breast, slice

it down ; remove the leg by cutting in the sideway direction, then take
off the wing, taking care to miss the neck-bone. When the legs and
wings are all taken off, cat off slices of the breast .The merrythought
is separated by passing the knife under it towards the neck ; *he other

parts are cut as before directed in a fowl. The breast, wmgs, and
merrythought, are the favourites, particularly the former, but the leg

has a higher flavour.

PARTRIDGES AND PIGEONS.

Partridges are carved like fowls, but the breast and wings are not

often divided, the bird being small. The wing is the prime bit, par-

ticularly the tip; the other choice parts are the breast and merry-
thought Pigeons may be cut in two, either from one end to the otlier

of the bird, or across.

GOOSE OR DUCK.

Cut off the apron of the goose and pour into the body a large spoon-

ful of gravy, which should be mixed with the stuffing. Some persons

put, instead of the gravy, a glass of port-wine, in which a large tea-

spoonftil of mustard has been previously stirred. Cut as many slices

from the breast as possible, and serve with a portion of the apron to

each- plate. When the breast is all served, and not till then, cut off

the joints ; but observe, the joints of water-fowl are wider spread and

go &rther back than those of land-fowl.

A TURKEY

Should not be divided till the breast is disposed of; but if it bo

thought proper to divide, the same process must be followed as directed

in a fowl. The following is the best mode of serving this delicious

bird : Begin cutting close to the breast-bone, scooping round so as to

leave the mere pinions. Each slice should carry with it a portion a*"

tlie pudding, or force meat, with which the craw is stuffed.
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HARE.

Put the point of the knife under the shoulder, and cut all the way
down to the rump, on the side of the back-bone. By doing the same
on the other side, the hare will be divided into three parts. The back
should be cut into four parts : the shoulder must be taken off in a cir-

cular line. Tne pieces as they are cut should be neatly placed on the

dish; in helping', some pudding and gravy should be given to each
person. The above mode of carving is only ap(>licable to a young
hare ; when the hare is old, it is not practicable to divide it down, but

put the knife between the leg and back, and give it a little turn in-

wards at the joints, which you must endeavour to hit, and flien cut,

and with the fork turn it completely back. When both legs are taken
off, you will find a fine coUop on each side of the back, which back you
may divide into as many pieces as are necessary. Take off the shou

ders, which some persons are very fond ofj and which are called the

sportsman's pieces ; but the legs and back are considered the prime.

When all the guests are served, it is usual to take off the head, and by
putting the knife between the upper and lower jaw, you may divide

them; then lay the upper flat upon your plate, put the point of the

knife into the centre, and cut the head into two; you will thus get at

the brains, which may be served with the ears and tail to those who
like them. Some persons direct the carver to serve with slices, as

much as possible, off the sides of the back-bone, from the shoulder to

the rump.
RABBITS

Are generally cut up in the same way as hares. The back and legs

are considered the best parts. The back should be cut into two pieces.

GARNISHES.

Parsley is the most universal garnish to all kinds of cold meat,

poultry, fish, butter, cheese, and so forth. Horse-radish is the garnish

for roast beef, and for fish in general ; for the latter, slices of lemon are

sometimes laid alternatety with heaps of horse-radish.

Slices of lemon for boiled fowl, turkey, and fish, and for loast veal

and calf's head.

Carrot in slices for boiled beef, hot or cold.

Barberries fresh or preserved for game.
Red beet-root sliced for cold meat, boiled beel^ and salt fish.

Fried smelts as garnish for turbot.

Fried sausages or force meat-balls round roast turkey, capon, or fowl.

Lobster coral and parsley round boiled fish.

Fennel for mackerel and salmon, either fresh or pickled.

Currant jelly for game, also for custard or bread pudding.
Seville orange in slices for wild ducks, widgeons, teal and so forth.

Mint, either with or without parsley, for roast lamb, either hot or cold.

Pickled gherkins, capers, or onions, for some kinds of boiled meat
uid stews.
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, SETTING OUT A TABLE.

A prudent housekeeper, in providing for a family, or for company,
will endeavonr to secure variety, and avoid extravagance, taking care
not to have two dishes alike, or nearly alike, such as ducks and pork,

veal and fowls; and avoiding, when several sorts are required, to have
such things as cannot be eaten cold, or cannot be warmed or re-cooked.

There is a great waste occasioned if these principles are overlooked in

providing for a party. When a table is to be set out, it is usual to

place nearly the whole provisions at once ; but if comfort is the object,

it is better to have each dish and its i accompanying sauces and vege-
tables sent in separately, hot from the kitchen.

For plain family dinners, soup or pudding is placed at the head of
the table, and meat at the lower end ; vegetables on each side of the

middle, and sauce boats in the middle. Boiled meat at the top; roast

meat at bottom ; Soup in the middle ; then the vegetables and sauce

boats at cross corners of the middle dish. Poultry or mutton at bottom

;

boiled poultry at top ; roast poultry, or game, at bottom ; vegetables and
sauces so disposed as to give the appearance of the whole table being
covered without being crowded.

When there are several courses, the first consists of soups, stews,

boiled fish, fricassees; poultry with ham, bacon, tongue, or chine; and
roast or boiled meat.

For second course, birds and game of all sorts, fish fried, pickled, or

potted; pigeon pies, patties, brawn, omelets, oysters stewed or scol-

loped, and lobsters or crabs. Tarts, cheesecakes, and sweet dishes of

all kinds, are sometimes placed with the second course, but more fre-

quently form separate courses by themselves.

The dessert is usually served in another room, which is a great ac-

commodation both to the servants, who can prepare it at leisure, and to

the guests in quitting the smell of a hot dinner. A d'oyley, a finger-

glass, two wine-glasses, a China dessert plate, and silver knife and fork,

and spoon, to each person. Every variety of fruit, fresh and preserved,

is admissible ; and biscuits, and pound-cake, with an epergne or stand

of jellies in the middle. Varieties of wine are generally placed at

each end.

The modern practice of dining late has added importance to the

luncheon, and almost annihilated the supper meal. The following are

suitable for either : soups, sandwiches of ham, tongue, dried sausage, or

beef; anchovy, toast or husks
;
potted beef, lobster, or cheese ; dried

salmon, lobsters, crayfish, or oysters, poached eggs; patties; pigeon-

pies ; sausages ; toast with marrow (served on a water-plate), cheese-

cakes; puffs, mashed or scolloped potatoes, brocoli; asparagus, sea-

kale with toast, creams, jellies, preserved or dried fruits, salad, radishes,

&c. If a more substantial supper is required, it may consist of fish,

poultry, game ; slices of cold meat, pies of chickens, pigeons, or game

;

iamb or mutton chops, cold poultry, broiled with high seasoning, or

fricasseed ; rations or toasted cheese.

25
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RELATIVE DUTIES OF MISTRESS AND MAID.

CfioKiNo is neither a mean, nor a simple art. To make the best and

the most of everything connected with the sustenance of a family, re-

quires not only industry and experience, but also considerable mental
capacity, or at any rate, an aptness to learn.

One of the principal, if not the principal, requisite in a cook, is order

—that faculty by which a person is enabled to keep all things in their

prop* places. Without order there can be no cleanliness, another

indispensable requisite in a cook : to be always cleaning, is not to be

clean. There are some foolish, fussy women, who, with all the disposi-

tion on earth to be clean, not having order, dirty one thing as fast as

they clean another. Nor is order an essential requisite, as regards the

cleanliness of a kitchen, and of kitchen utensils only ; in dressing food,

without order there can be no good cooking.

We have said, that the mistress will take a part in a small family in

the business of cooking. We, perhaps, should have rather said, ought

to take a part ; for we are sorry to say, that there is too much reason to

believe, that good housewifery is much neglected in the educating of

young ladies now-a-days. If a mistress be really not acquainted with

the general principles of cooking, she ought to do one of two things

—

either to make herself acquainted with them as an humble learner, or

to keep out of the kitchen altogether; for her ignorant interference

with a good cook-maid will do no good, but may do a great deal of harm.

And while on this subject we must give a word of friendly advice to the

unfortunate cook, who may happen to fall in with an ignorant, irritable

mistress. Let her take oare to refrain from going into a passion with

her : if the mistress scolds, let the maid be mild ; and above all, let her

not scold again, or answer in an angry or insulting manner. This is a

hard thing to do, we are aware, particularly where a servant feels her-

self injured ; but if she can do it, she will not only gain the victory

over her mistress, but she will also feel a consciousness, a happy con-

sciousness, of having left undone those thiDTs which she ought not to

have done, and of having done those things which she ought to have

done. But if the tempers and habits of the mistress and maid are

t40iM
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incompatible to that good understanding which ought always to subsist

between the employer sind the employed, the best course for the servant

to do is, to give notice and leave. Let not this, however, be done in

aiiger : before giving warning, let her consult her pillow.

It has been well o&erved, that it behoves every person to be extremely
careful whom she takes into her service ; to be very minute in investi-

gating the character she receives, and equally cautious and scrupulously

just in giving one to others. Were this attended to, many bad people

would be incapacitated for doing mischief, by abusing tlie trust reposed

in them. It may be fairly asserted, tliat the robbery, or waste, which
is but a milder epithet for the unfaithfulness of a servant, will be laid

to the charge of that master or mistress, who knowing, or having well-

founded suspicions, of such faults, is prevailed upon by felse pity, or

entreaty, to slide him, or her, into another place. There are, however,

some who are unfortunately capricious, and often refuse to give a cha-

racter, because they are displeased that a servant leaves their service

;

but this is unpardonable, and an absolute robbery ; servants- having no
inheritance, and depending on their fair name for employment. To
raftise countenance to the evil, and to encourage the good servant, are

actions due to society at large; and such as are honest, frugal and
attentive to their duties, should be liberally rewarded, which would
encourage merit, and inspire servants with zeal to acquit themselves

welL
Servants should always recollect that everything is provided for them,

without care and anxiety on their part. They run no risks, are subject

to no losses, and under these circumstances, honesty, industry, civility,

and perseverance, are in the end sure to meet with their reward.

Servants possessing these qualifications, by the blessing of God, must
succeed. Servants should be kind and obliging to their fellow-servants

;

but if they are honest themselves, they will not connive at dishonesty

in others. They who see crimes committed and do not discover them,

are themselves legally and morally guilty. At the same time, however,

well recollect, that tittle-tattling and tale-bearing, for the sake of get-

ting in your mistress's good graces, at the expense of your fellow-

servants, is, to the last degree, detestable. A sensible mistress will

always discourage such practices.

We have known servants imagine, that because their employers are

kind to them, that because they do not command them to do this or that,

but rather solicit them, that, therefore, they cannot do without them,

and instead of repaying their good-nature and humanity by gratitude

and extra attention, give themselves airs, and become idle and neglect-

ful. Such conduct cannot be too much condemned, and those servants

wlio practise it may depend upon it, that, sooner or later, they will

have cause to repent. Let it be remembered, that vice as well as virtue

has its reward, thouffh of a very different character.

We shall conclude this our friendly advice to young cooks, by an

extract from the "Cook's Best Friend," by the fate Dr. Kitchener.

Nothing can be done in perfection, which must be done in a hurry,

(except catching of fleas),—" Therefore," says the Doctor, " if you wish

the dinner to be sent up to please your master and mistress, and do

credit to yourself, be punctual; take care, that as soon as tlie clock

strikes, the dinner-bell rings. This shows the estubiishincnt is orderly
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is extremely gratifying to the master and his guests, and is most praise-

worthy in the attendants. But remember you cannot obtain this desir-

able reputation without good management in every respect ; if you

wish to ensure ease and independence in the latter part of your life,

you must not be unwilling U) pay the price for which only they can be

obtained, and earn them by a diligent and &ithful performance of the

duties of your station in your young days, in which if you steadily per-

severe, you may depend upon ultimately receiving the reward your
services deserve."

All duties are reciprocal ; and if you hope to receive fevour, endea-

vour to deserve it by showing yourself fond of obliging, and grateful

when obliged. Such behaviour will win regard, and maintain -it; en-

force what is right, and excuse what is wrong.

Quiet, steady perseverance, is the only sfn-ing which you can safely

depend upon infellibly to promote your progress on the road to inde-

pendence.

If your employers do not immediately appear to be sensible of your
endeavours to contribute your utmost to tbeir comfort and interests, be

not easily discouraged
;
persevere, and do all in your power to hake

YOURSELF USEFUL.

Endeavour to promote the comfort of every individual in the femily

;

let it be manifest that you are desirous to do rather more than is required

of you, than less than your duty ; they merit little who perform nothing

more than what would be exacted. If you are desired to help in any
business that may not strictly belong to your department, undertake it

cheerfully, patiently and conscientiously.

The foregoing advice has been written with an honest desire to aug-

ment the comfort of those in the fcitchen,»«vho will soon find, that the

ever-cheering reflection of having done their duty to the utmost of their

ability, is in itself, with a Christian spirit, a never-failing source of

comfort in all circumstances and situations, and that

" Virtue is iis own reward."

WHAT MUST ALWAYS BE DONE, AND WHAT MUST
NEVER BE DONE.

1. Keep yourself clean and tidy ; let your hands, in particular, be

always clean whenever it is practicaWo. After a dirty job, always

wash them. A cleanly cook must wash her hands many times in the

course of the day, and will require three or four aprons appropriated to

the work upon which she is employed. Your hair must never be

blowsy, nor your cap dirty.

2. Keep apart things that would injure each other, or destroy their

flavour.

3. Keep every cloth, saucepan and all other utensils to their proper

use, and when done with, put them in their proper places.

4. Keep every copper stewpan and saucepan bright without, and
perfoctly clean within, and take, care that they are always well

tuuicd. Kcip all your dyi-covcrs well dried, and polished; and to
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effect this, it will be necessary to wash them in scalding water as
soon as removed from the table, and when tiiese tilings are done let

them he hung up in their proper places.

5. The gridiron, frying-pan, spit, dripping-pan, &c., must be per-
fectly cleaned of grease and dried before they are put in their proper
places.

6. Attention should be paid to things that do not meet the sight in

the way that tins and copper vessels do. Let, for instance, the pud-
ding-cloth, the dish-cloth, and the dish-tqb, be always kept perfectly

clean. To these may be added, the sieve, the cullender, the jelly-bag,

&c., which ought always to he washed as soon after they are used as

may be practicable.

7. Scour your rolling-pin and paste-board as soon after using as pos-

sible, but without soap, or any gritty substance, such as sand or brick-

dust ; put them away perfectly dry.

8. Scour your pickle and preserve-jars after they are emptied ; dry
them and put them away in a dry place.

9. Wipe your bread and cheese-pan out daily with a dry cloth, and
scald them once a week. Scald your salt-pan when out of use, and
dry it thoroughly. Scour the lid well by which it is covered when in

use.

10. Mind and put all things in their proper places, and then you will

easily find them when they are wanted.

11. You must not poke things out of sight instead of cleaning them,
and such things as onions, garlic, &c., must not be cut with the same
knife as is used in cutting meat, bread, butter, &c. Milk must not be

put in a vessel used for greasy purposes, nor must clear liquids, such as

water, &c., be put into vessels, which have been used for milk, and not

washed ; in short, no vessel must be used for any purpose for which it

is not appropriated.

12. You must not suffer any kind of food to become cold in any metal

vessel, not even in well-tinned iron saucepans, &c., for they will im-

part a more or less unpleasant flavour to it. Above all things you must
not let liquid food, or indeed any other, remain in brass or copper ves-

sels after it is cooked. The rust of copper or brass is absolutely poi-

sonous, and this will be always produced by moisture and exposure to

the air. The deaths of many persons have been occasioned by the

cook not attending to this rule.

13. You must not throw away the fat which, when cold, accumulates

on the top of liquors in which fresh or salt meat has been boiled ; in

short, you ought not to waste fat of any description, or any thing else,

that may be turned to account ; such as marrow-bones, or any other

clean bones from which food may be extracted in the way of soup,

broth, or stock, or in any other way : for if such food will not suit your

table, it will suit the table of the poor. Remember, " Wilful waste

makes woful want." >

14. A very essential requisite in a cook is punctuality : therefore rise

early; and get your orders from your mistress as early as possible,

and make your arrangements accordingly. What can be prepared be-

fore the business of roasting and boiling commences should always bo

prepared.

15. Do not do your dirty work at a dresser set apart frr cleanly pre
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pariitions. Take care to have plenty of kitchen cloths, and mark them
so as a duster may not be mistaken for a pudding-cloth, or a knife-cloth

for a towel.

16. Keep your spit, if you use one, always free from rust and dust,

and your vertical jack clean. ^(; v( r dri' ji' u p your jack with a weight
upon it.

17. Never employ, even if permitted to do so, any knives, spoons,

dishes, cups, or any otlier articles in the kitchen, which are used in the

dining room. Spoons are sure to get scratched, and a knife used for

preparing an onion, takes up its flavour, which two or three cleanings
will not entirely take away.

18. Take great care to prevent all preparations which are delicate

in their nature, such as custards, blancmange, dressed milks, &.C., &c.,

from burning, to which they are very liable. The surest way to effec-

tually hinder this is to boil them as the carpenter heats his glue, that

is, by having an outside vessel filled with water.

19. You ought not to do any thing by halves. What you do, do
well. If you clean, clean thoroughly, having nothing to do with the
" slut's wipe," and the ." lick and a promi.'e."

20. And last, though not least, be teachable : be always desirous to

learn—never be ashamed to ask for information, lest you should appear
to be ignorant ; for be assured, the most ignorant are too frequently the
most self-opinionated and most conceited ; while those who are really

well informed, think humbly of themselves, and regret that they know
BO little.
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Aldennan'9 pudding, 285
A^iunnd, cake, 361

biscuiiH, bluer, 360
cream, for blainunge, 320
miicaniunB, 359
paste, 263
pasie, sandwiches of, 268
paste, tartlets uf, 2t>4
pudding. 284
rocher, 360

Almonds to blanch. 358
in cheesenaked, 267
to pound, 358
to reduce to paste, the quickest and eaeieat
way, 358

Araerican mode of cooking Indian corn, pump-
kins, &;c. 391

American plum pudding, 393
custard. 393
apple, ^3
mincemeat, 394

Anchovies, fried in batter, 83
Apple cake, 262

calfB-feet jelly, 309
Charlotte, or Charlotte de Pommes, 325
marmalade for, 326
custards, 323
dumplings, faahiunable, 281
fritters. 299
hedgehog, or Suedoise, 32L
jelly, 3«
jelly, exceedingly fine, 346
juice, prepared, 305
pudding, 274
pudding, small common, 274
sauce, boiled, 108
baked, 1U9
sauce, brown, 109
suup, 48
snowballs, 282
tart. 263
creamed tart, 263
compote of, 373

Apples, baked compote of, (our little Tody's re-
ceipt), STi

buttered, or Pommta au beurre, 326
Apricots, compote of green, 307

to dry, a quick and easy method, 342
Apricot blamange, 320

frittirB, 299
Artichokes, to boil. 240

to remove the chokes from, 240
Jerusalem, 246
to fry, 247
excellent sauce of, 110

Asparagus, to boil, 234
to serve cold, 234
points, dressed like peas, 334

Aspic, or clear savoury jelly, 91 '

Aroce Doce, or sweet rico a la Portugaise, 328
Arrow-root, to thicken sauces with, 84

to thicken soup with, 39

Bacon, to boil, 195
broiled or fried, 195
Gobbet's receipt for, 190
dressed rashers of, 196
French, for larding, 192
lardoons of, 139
to pickle cheeks of, 102
genuine Yorkshire receipt for curing, 141

0ain-marie, use of, 92

Baked apple-pudding, or custard. 291
apple-pudding, a common, 291
compote of a|)plea, 373
minced beef^ 159
round of spiced beef, 153
beet-root. '•247. 248
brend-puddinge, 279
calf's feet, and head, 137
custard, 324, 325
haddocks, 74
ham, 195
hasty pudding, 295
joints, with potatoes, 137
mackerel, 72
marrow bones, 159
mullet, 75
pike, 77
potatoes, 230
salmon, 64, 137
soles, halibut and carp, 70
soup, 137
Bucfcing-pig, 188
whitings, a la Franeaiae, 71
shad, 76

Baking, directions for, 137
Banburf cakes, 363
Barberries in bunches, to pickle, 356

to preserve, 348
stewed, for dessert, 303

Barberry jam, a good receipt for, 349
jam, second receipt for. 349
jam, very common, 349
jelly, 349.
superior jelly and marmalade, 350
and rice pudding, 293
tart. 263

Barley-sugar, 369
water, poor Xury's receipt, 378

Batter, French, for frying meat and vegeiablrc.
&c.. 113

cods sounds fried in, 68
Batter, spring fruit, fried in, 299

to mix for puddings, 271
Bechamel, 93

common, 94
Beans, French, to boil, 236

and pork, 394
a la Francaise, 236
another excollKnl receipt for, 236
Windsor, to boil, 237

Beef, a la mode, 148
breslaw of, 158
cake nf, very good, 146
to choose, 142
minced collopsof, 155
savoury minced collops of, 156
Scotch minced collopa of. 156
divisions of, 142
Dutch or hung. 152
fillet of, braised, 144
fillet of, roast, 144
hashed, French receipt for, 159
cold, common hash of, 153
cold, excellent hash of, 157
collared, 153
anotbRr recnipt for, 153
Norman hash of, 158
heart, to roast, 157
kidney, to dreas, 157
round, buttock, &i!., to carve, 396
brisket of, to carve, 396
Birloia of. to c&tve, 396

(407)
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Beef, aitch bone of. 3W
,

marrow- bones, to boil. 159
marrow-bifneB, baked, 1S9
palates. Entree, 150
palates, Neapolitan mode, 151
Hamburg pickle for, 152

another, 152

roll, or canellon de hmif. Entree,. 155
round of, miniature. 155
round of, to sail and boil, 151
round of, spiced, 153
round of, roast, 143
rump o^ lo roast, 143
rump of, to stew, 149
tiommoD receipt for salting, 153
shin of, to stew, 148
shin of, for stock, B5
sirloin of, ttf roust. 143
sirloin of, stewed, 149
spiced, good and whulesonie, 154
steak, roast, 144
steak, stewed, 146
steak, stewed in its own gravy, 146
steaks, beet and most tender, 143
steaks, broiled, 144

steaks, broiled, sauces appropriate to, 144
steaks, fried, 146

steaks, a la Francaise, 145
Bleaks, a la Francaiag, another receipt

for, 145
steak, pie, 256
steak jpuddmgs, 272
euod English stew of, 147
German stew, 147
Welsh stew of, 147
tongue potted, 337
tongues, various modes of curing, 156, 157
tongues, to dress, 157
tongues, Suffolk receipt for. 157

Beet-root, to bake, 248
to boil, 247
to stew, 248

Bengal currie. 233
Bermuda witches, 826

Brthday syllabub, 377
E<rd*s nest pudding, 898
fiiBCuits, almond, 860

Aunt Charlotte's, 368
Captain's, 388
CofoDel'sv 368
ginger, cheap, 805
cocoa-nut, 366'

Bishop, Oxford receipt for, 376
Black fish, to boil,B$
Blainange, or blanc manger, apricot, 320

author B receipt, 319
calf's feet, to make, 304
quince, delicious, 320
quince, with almond cream, 320
rich, 313
rubane, or striped, 331
strawberry, extremely guod, 319
strengthening, 328

RIanc, a, 130
Blanch, to, meat, vejgetables, &c. 140
Blanquette, ofsuckmgpig, 189

of vofti or lamh witb-muahrooms, 173
Boiled calf's heaa, 16i

chestnuts, 374
custard. 322
eels, German receipt, 7£t

fowls, 206
leeks, 234
rice, to eeivp with stewed fruit, &c. 382.
rice-pudding, 280
turnip-radishes, 233
breast of veal, 166
fillet of veal, 165
knuckle of veal, 167
loin of veal, 165
winter squash, 240
sturgeon, 70
rock-ftsh, 69
black-fish, 69
eea-basB, 69
haiibpr, 69

Soiled onions, 249
Boiling, tieiieial directions for, 129
Bone to, calf 's head fur brawn, 164

'

calf's head, 162
calf's heiid for mock turtle soup, 49
a fowl ur turkey without openmg it, 200
a fowl or turkey without opening it, an-

other mode, SCO , v

fowjs, for fricasses. curries, and piei, 301
a le^ of mutton, 177
a loin of mutton for pies, 257
a shoulder of veal or mutton, 166
Boning, general directions for, 140

Bon-bons, palace, 371
Bottled fruits, 329

gooseberries, 345
tomatas, or toraata-catsup, 117

Bottles, to clean, in large numbers, 380
Boulettes. 232
Bouilli. 41

French receipt ftir hashed, 159
Bouillon, 41
Brain cakes, 126

calf's, added to soup, 50
Braised fillet of beef, 144
Braising, directions for, 138
Brandy, lemon, for flavouring sweet dishes, 120
Brawn, calf's bead. Author's receipt, 164

Tonbridge, 196
Bread, to make, 384

dyspepsia, ^6
rye and Indian, 387
dry, 393
Bordyke receipt for, 385
brown, 386
crumbs, fried, 1 14
crumbs, to prepare for frying fish, 114
to fry for garnishing, 114
to fry for soups, 40
partridges, served with, 208
potato, 386
puddings, 279. 286
and butter pudding, 286
sauce, 97
sauce with onion, 97
lo purify yeast fur, 384

.

Brewer's, 394
another sort, 394

Brezolles, 169
Broccoli, 240
Brioche paste, 253
Broth, beef. 41

veal, or mutton, 59
Broiled, beef-steak, 144

bacon, 195
cutlets, mutton. 181
cutlets, pork, 190
fowl, 206
oysters, 83
mackerel, 135
salmon, 64
whitings. 135
shad. 76

Broiling, general directions for, 135
Browned, flour for thickening soups and

sauces, 114
Browning, with salamander, 141
Brown, rich, English eravy, 87

gravy, common, 89
caper-sauce, IU6
mushroom sauce, 107
onion-sauce, 109
labbit soup, 51

Buckwheat cakes, 389
Bullaces, jelly of, 343

stewed or compote of, 307
Bun, a good light, 361
Burnt coffee, or gloria, 383
Buttered apples, 326
Butter, burnt, 95

clarified, for storing and for immediate
use, 95

creamed, and otherwise prepared for
cakes, 359

lobster. 79
melted, good common, 94
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Butter, mettod, French, 95

melted, rich, 94
melted, rich, without flour, 95
melted, and parsley, lt)5
melted, white, 95
loio of lamb, Blewed in, 185

Cabbnsre, to boil, 243
slewed, 244
red, to Blew (Flemiali receipt), 248

Cafe noir, atf2

Cake, fine almond, 361
apple, 263
beef or mutton, 146
Cornish, heavy, 367
thick, light gingerbread, 364
a good Madeira, 362
pound, 361
rice, 361
sausase-meat, paine deporc frais, 197
a good sponge, 362
another sponge, good, and quickly made,

a smaller sponge, 362
a good soda, 3oo
veal, good, Bordyke receipt for, 168
white, 362

Cakes. Banbury, 363
cinnamon, or lemon, 365
flead. or fieed, 367
cocoa-nut gingerbread. 364
common gineerbread, 365
meringues, o63
richer gingerbread, 364
queen, 366
very good small rich, 360
soda, 365
batter, breakfast, 38S
tea. 388
buckwheat. 389
flannel, 389
to prepare butler for rich. 359
to whisk eggs for lieht rich, 359

Calf's head, to carve, 867
a taJtfaitre d'Hotel, 163
boiled, 161

boned and rolled, 162
brown, 164
to clear the hair from, 160
hashed. 162
a cheap hash of,^ 162
prepared, the cook's receipt, 1^
soup. 50
The Warder's way, 161

Calf '8 feet jelly, 309.,

jelly, in bariey-waier, 378
to prepare for stock, 304
stewed, 172
Block, 804

to clarify, 304
Calf *8-foot in bouillon, 41
Calf *8-liver, fried. 172

roast, 173
sweetbreads, 171

Candy, ginger, 870
orange-flower, 370
orange-flower, another receipt. 870

Canellon debtetif, 155
Caaelloos, flllecTwith apricot or peach marma-

lade. 800
Caper sauce. 108

for flsh^ 106
Capitlaire m punch, 876
Caramel, to boil sugar to. 860
Carrots, au beurre, S46

to hoi). 245
sweet, for second course, 246

Carrot, soup, common, 47
pies. 893

Carving, directions fbr, 8G5
Catsup, the cook's, or compound, 116

mushroom, 115
mushroom, double, 116
lemon, 117

Catsup, pnntac, for fish, 117
loniatfi, 117
walnui, 116

Cauliflowers, lu boil. 289
French receipt for, 240 '

served with towls, 207
Cayenne vinegar, 119
Celery, boiliid. 248

sauce. 111

Celery, slewed, 248
Chantilty baskets, 310
Charlotte de-pommea, or apple Charlotle, 323

a la Pansienne, 326
Cheese, with maccaroni, 302

with maccaroni. a la Heine, 303
to serve with white and maccaroni
soup, 44

to preserve, 394
Cheese-cakes, cocoa-nut (Jamaica receipt.) 268

lemon (the Christ Church College receipt,)
267

Cherries, compote of Kentish, 807
compote of more la, 307
dried with sugar. 334
dried without, 335
dried, superior receipt, 334

Cherry cheese, 335
jam, 334
paste, 335
pudding, 274

Chestnuts, ooiled, 374
roasted, 874

Chicken, broiled, 207
cutlets, 208
fried, a la Malabar, S06
pie, (common), 256
modern pie, 255

Chickens, boiled, 206
fncaseed, 207

China chilo, of, mutton, 183
Chocolate, custard, 323

to make, 383
Chops, lamb or mutton, broiled 181

mutton, stewed in their own gravy (good),
181

pork, ISO
Chowder, to make, 68
Christopher North s own sauce for many meats,

102

Cocoa-nut biscuit, 366
cheesecakes, 266
milk, flavoured with, for sweet disnes, 806
puddings, 292

Cod-fish, to boil, 66
slices of, fried, 67
slewed, 67
stewed in brown gravy, 67

Cod's sounds, to boil, 68
to fry m baiter, 68
head and shoulders, to carve, 3S5

Coffee, to buil, 8B1

breakfast, French, 382
burnt, 883
to filter, 882
to refinr, 382
strong, clear, to serve after dinner, called

cafe noir, 382
to roast, 381

Cold, calf's head to dress, 162, 163

foWls.dittn, 209. 210
leg of mutton, ditto. 179

maitre d'hotel, sauce, 100
.

meat, excellent sauces to serve with, 101. 104

salmon, to dress. 66
turbot, ditto, 64

Collops mmced, 156

saute pan for frying, 186

Scotch, 191

Compote, of green apricots, 307
ol bullaces, 807
of currants, 307
of green currants, 806
of cherries, 307
of damsons, 807
of grern gooseberries. 806

ofmagnum bonum. or olher large plunu. 807
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Uompote of oranges, 378
apples (our lady's receipts), 873
of peaches, 807
of spring fruit, 806

Conjurer a, its uses, 135
Confectionary, 868
Consommee, 86
Constantiajelty. 813
Corn. Indian, 391

Indian, green, 392
Cottage ChnstmaB pudding, 378
Crabs, Siberian, jelly of, 848
(!!ray-fish. to boif, 79
Cream, Chantilly basket filied with, 316

crust, 252
lemon, made without cream, 317
Nesiselrode, 815
sauce for fish, 98
in soups, 45, 47, 48

Creams, lemon, S17
fruit, 818 p
Italian, 818 n
Meringuee, 817
FatisEjiere, 267

Croquettes i»f rice, 300
tilled with preserve, 301

Crust, butter, tui puddings, 271

cream, 252
flead, 252

French, for hot or cold meat pies, 352
rich short, for tarts, 253
common suet for pies, 253

' very superior ditto, for piea. 353
Buet, for puddings, 271

Crusts, to serve with cheese, 388
Cucumber vinegar, 118

a la creme, 238
a la Poulette, 238
dressed, 237
fried. 238
stewed, 237

Ouriassemt, or curacoa, 379
Currants, to clean for puddings and caices, 269

green, stewed 306
red, stewed, 307
red, stewed, served with sweet pudiliaga,
276

Currant, custard, 333
dumplings, 282
jam, green, 33S
jam, red, delicious, 339
jam, 839
jelly, French, 838
jelly, superlative red, 339
jelly, white, very fine, 839
ditto, tartlets, 268
paste, 839
pudding. 274
wme, 380

Curried eecs. 224
gravy, 225
miiccaninl, 224
oysters, 235
sweetbreads, 224
Currie, Mr. Arnott*B. 222
a Bengal, 322
to boil rice for, 54, 55
common Indian, 223

Curries, remarks on. 222
Sclim's (Capt. White's), 234

CuBlard, baked, 824
the Q;ueen's, 323
veal, 261

Custards, boiled, 822
boiled, rich, £22
chocolate, 338
French, 3-24

American, pudding. 393
Cutlets of fowls, partridges, or pigeons, 308

Iamb, in their own gravy, stewed, 181
lamb, or mutton, with Soubiae sauce, 185
mutton broiled, 18?
of cold mutton, 183
mutton, in their own graw. atewed, 181
pork, 190
veal a lu. S^ancaiae, 170

Cutlets of veal, a la mode de Landrst, oi Lnn
don fashion. 171

veal, fried, 170

of swcatbreads, 171

spare-rib, to roast, 190

Damson, cheese, 343
jam, 843
jelly, 343
solid. 843
pudding, 293

Dried apples, to stew, 873
cherries, with sugar. 334
cherries, without sugar, 333
gooseberries, without sugar, 3^
mushrooms, 120

plums {Pruneaux de Tours), to slew, 373

Dry, to, apricots, a quick and easy method, 341

Mogul plums, 341

peaches or nectarines, 342
bread. S9S

Ducks, to roast, 311

to carve, 899
atuffing for. No. 9, 125

wild, to roast, 219
Dumplings, apple (fashionable), 281

currant, light, 382
lemon. 282
tomata, American, 281

Dutch, or hung beef, 152
custard, 291

flummery, 319

£el8, whiting jack, to carve, 399

boiled, German receipt, 78
Cornish receipt, 78
to fry, 78

Egg balls, 126 , . ,

sauce, for calf *s head, 93

sauce, common. 96

sauce, good. 36

Eggs, curried, 224
forced, for salad, 308
to whisk, for cakes, &c.

Elderberry wine, 379

.

Elegant, the Economist's puddiuf-, 277, 385
English, brown gravy, 87

oyster patties, 280

puff paste. 252

Entremets, apple charlottes, 825
apple calf's feetjelly, 310
apricot blamange, 819

asparagus points, dressed like peas, 334
apple cake, or German tart, 262

a good apple tart, 253
apple, peach, &c., fritters. 299
barberry tart. 263

blanc manger, 819
boiled custards, 333
Bermuda witches, 328
cocoa-nut cheese cakes, 366
cannelons, 800
cocoa-nut flavoured milk, 306
constantia jell](, 313
croquettes of rice, 301
calf's feetjelly. 309
compotes of fruit, 306
creme meringuee. 317
chocolate custard, 323
Common lemon tartlets, 267
custards, 268
fritters of cake and pudding, 399
fanchonneties, 268
French beans. 336
green peas, French fashion, 335
fried potatoes, 231
French custards, 824
fluer do. 801
fahcy jellies, 314
forced eggs. 803
fruit creams, 318
gateau de pomme, 308
green peas with cream, 38B
German puffs, 825
hedgehog^ 821
isiuglass jelly, 311
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Gntremets, lemon sandwiches, 3GS
imperial gooseberry fuol, 822
Kentish Iritters, 398
jaune mant^er, 319
lemon fritiers, 800
lemon calf's feet Jelly, 812
marmalade for the charlotte, 826
mince pies, 365
JVesselrode cream, 315
an nmlette eoufflee, 396
of peaches, 807
orange calf's feet jelly, 311
of mixed fruits, 309
potuto fritters, 300
prepared apple juice, 305
pommes au berre, 326
potato bnuiettes, 332
pudding pies, 266
paBtry eandwicbes, 268
pancakes, 298
queen's custard, 823
quince blamange, 820
small vul-au-venis a la Howitt, 268
Bweel carrots, 246
spinach. French receipt, 233
Bueiloise of peaches, 327
scooped potatoes, 231
strawberry blamange, 319
striped blaman^e, 32]
stewed barberries, 308
strawberry isinplaas jellyi 318
Swiss cream, 316
turnips in whits sauce, 245
to fry Jerusalem artichokes, 247
tart, with royal icing, 262
tartlets of almond paste, 364
the monitor's tart, 265
a vol-au-vent of fruit, 259

a la creme, 359
whipped syllHbut», 818
fricandeau of veal, 168
mutton kidney, French fashion, 184
stewed leg of lamb, with white sauce

185
loin of lamb stewed in butter, 185 .

lamb or mutton cutlets, with Soubise
sauce, 185

veal collops. French fashion, 170
veal cutlets, London fashion, 171

Entrees, sweetbreads, simply stewed, 171
aweelbread cutlets, 171
blanguette of veal, 173
sucking piR, en blanguettes, 189
fowl a la earlsfort, 306
fricasseed fowls or chicken, 307
cutlets of fowls, 308
fried chickens a la Malabar, 2U8
hashed fowl. 209
minced fowl, 209
stewed duck, 21

1

a vol-ao-vent, 258
oyster patties, 260
good cnickeu patties, 260
veal custard, itbl

Tjgaoles, 301
very savoury rissoles, 301
rissoles of fish, 301

Epicurean sauce, 118
JBushalots, to pickle, 355

to serve with venison, 214
Eschalot sauce, mild, 110

vinegar, 119
wine, 119

Espa^nole, or Spanish sauce, 68

Fanchonnettes, 263
Fancy jellies, 314
Fennel sauce, IM
Feuilletage, or fine puff paste. 250

Fillets of mackerel, boiled, 76
in wine, 74
of mackerel, 74
of halibut, &c., 69

Fillet of mutton, 17B

of veal, boiled, 165

of veoli roast, 164

Fish, to coTve, 1195

boiled, to render Sim, 63
brine, fur boihng, 62
to chouse, 60
to clean, 61
to keep, 62
to keep bot for table, 6?
to sweeten when tainted, 62
salt, to boil, 68
salt, a la maitre d'hote!, 68
salt, in potato-pasty, 254

Flcad, or fleed cruat, 252
Flannel cakes, 389
Flavouring, for sweet disees,, 120

lemon brandy for sweet dishes, ISO
Flounders, to boil, and fry, 74
Flour, browned for thickenlntr soups, &c. 114
Flour of potatoes, fecule de pommes de Urre

121

of rice, 121

Fondu, a, 297
Forced eg^s, or eggs en surprise, 303

eggs, for salad, 3U3
Forcemeats, general remarks on, 122

balls for mock turtle, No. 10, 125
Mr. Cooke's, for geese or ducks, No. 9.

125
good common, for veal, turkeys, &c., No.

1, 123
another good common. No. 2, 123
French, an excellent. No. 14, 127
French, called Q.uenelles, No. Ifi, 127
mushroom. No. 7, 134
oyster. No. 5, 124

oyster, finer. No. 6, 124
for raised, and orher cold pies, No % 128
common suet. No. 4, 133
superior suet, No. 3, 123

Fowl, a, 21K)

to broil, 207
a la Carlafort, 206
fried, a la Malabar, 208
hashed, 209
minced, French receipt, 209
roast, French receipt, 209
to roast a, 205
scallops of, au bechamel. 310
to carve, 398
a la maj/onitaise, 210
to bone, 200
boiled, 206
cutlets of, 208
fricasseed, 297
cold, en friture, 210
ditto, grillade of, 210
ditto, the housekeeper's receipt, 310

French batter, for frying, fruit, vegetables, &ft
118

melted butter, 94
crust, for hot or cold pies, 253

French receipt for boiling a ham, 194
maitre d hotel sauce, 99, 100
rice pudding, 287
partiidges, 'i\8

semoulina pudding, S87
salad, 239
salad dressing, 103
thickening, or roux, 92
beans, a la Francaise, 236
beans, an excellent receipt for, 230

French beans, to boil, 236
Fricandeau of veal, 168

Fried anchovies in baiter, 63
bread-crumbs, 114
bread-crumbs for garnishing, 114
canellons. 300
codfish, slices of, 67
mackerel, 72
parsneps, 246
potatoes, 231
fried sturgeoa, 71
trout, 77
onions, 249

Fritters, apple or apricot, 201
cake, 399
Kentish, 398
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FriUere, lemon, 8pf>

mincemeat, very good, 299
orange. 300
plain, common, 298
plum-puddine, 299
potatoe, 300
of spring fruit (rhubarb), 2S9
Venetian, 299

Fruit, to bottle lor winter use, 329
creams. 318
tart, wilh ruyal icing, 2^
en chemiBe, or perle, 372

Frying, general directions tor, 186

Galantine of chicken, 200
Galette. 867
Game, to chooBe. 212

directionB forJieeping, 213
Garlic, 11^

vinegar, recommended in sauces, IGEZ

garnishee, 400
garnishing and setting out a table. 395

Gateau of mixed fruits, 809
de pommes, 808
de ri2, or French rice pudding, 287

Geneva rolls, 887
German puffs, 325

pudding, 276
pudding sauce, deliciouif, ii2

Gherkins, to pickle, 852
Oinger biscuits, 365

oread, 864
candy, 370
wine, excellent, 379

Glaze, to. pastry, 250
to make, 90

Glazing, directions for, 139
Goose, to roast. 204

to carve, 399
to roast a green, 205
to deprive of its sirong odour, 204

GooseberrieB, to bottle, 345
dried, without sugar, 333

Gooseberry jam. 833
pudding, 274
sauce hjr mackerel, 105

Grape jelly. 844
Gravies, tu heighten the colour and flavour of,

84
introductory remarks on, 83
shin of beef stock for. .85

Gravy, good beef or veal, English receipt, 87
common brown, 89
rich brown, 87
cheap, for a fowl, 88
another cheap, 89
curried, 325
Espagnole, highly-flavoured, 88
for a goose, 89
in haste, 88
orange, for wild fovl, 89
veal, rich, deep-coloured, 86
veal, rich, pale, or consommee, 85
for venison, 87
sweet sauce, or gravy, for venison, 88
soup, or slock, clear, pale, 42
soup, another receipt for, 43

Green gamejam, 841

goose, to roast, 205
mint sauce, 106

mint vinegar, 118
peas, a la Francaise, 235
peas, to boil, 235
peas, with cream, 835
peas'soup, cheap, 56
peas, excellent, 55
peas, without meat, 55

Ground rice puddings, 290
in pudding pies, 260

Grouse, salmi of, 219
Guava, English^ 844

strawberry jelly, which resembles, 836
Guinea-fowl, to roast, S06

Haddocks, baked, 74
tp b'jilt 74

Halibut, tn ^oil. 69
Ham, to bake a, 195

to carve, 398
tu boil a, 194
to boil a, aFrench receipc. IM
potted. 226

Hams, Bordyke receipt for, 19S

10 piukte, 192

superior lo Westphalia, 193
genuine Yorkshire receipt for, 191

Hamburgh pickle, fur hams, beef, and tunguea,
152

another, for hams, beef, and tongues, 152
Hare, tu choose, 212

lo carve, 400
to roaat, 315
lard yeaai, ;{gO

Hairicdis blancs, ^247

Hiirriuo, Norman, 169
Hobhed bouUli, 159

calf's head, 162
fowl, 209
venison, 215

Hash, a, of cold beef or mutton, excellent, Ib't
common, of cold beef or mutton, 158
cheap, of calf 'a head, 162
Norman, 158

Hasty pudding, it93

Haunch of mutton, to roast, 176
of venison, lo roast, 213

Icing, for tarts,'&c., 350
Imperatrice plums, lo dry, 345

very fine marmalade of, 327
Imperial gooseberry fool, 322
Imperials, :i60

Indian corn, American mode of cooking, 391
cake, or bannock, 391
corn, green, 39-2

currie, common, 223
pudding, 294
corn, or maize pudding, baked, 393
boiled maize pudding, 392

Irish stew, 183
IsinglsBS to clarify, 305

jelly, orange, 3l2
strawberry, and other cherriep, 313

Italian creams, 318
jollies, 314
modes of dressing maccaroni, 302
pork cheese, 196

Jam, barberry, 349
cherry, ^^
currant, green, 338
currant, red, delicious, 339
currant, white, a beautiful preserre, 339
gooseberry, red, 333
green gooseberry, 332
of mixed fruits, 309
of Mogul plums, 341
peach, or nectarine, 342
raspberry, 337
raspberry, very good, red or white, 337
strawberry, 335

Jaumange, or jaune manger, called also Dutch
flummery, 319

Jellies, calf's leet stock for, 304
to clarify calf's feet stock for, 304
to clarify isinglass tor, 305
meat fur pies and sauces, 90
cheaper meat, 90

Jelly, apple, 345
apple, exceedingly fine, 346
apple, calf's feet, 310
barberry. 349
calf's feet, 309
calf's feet, another receipt for, 310
lemon, caff's feet, 312
orange, calf s feet, 311
orange isinglass, 311
Constantia, 313
black currant, 340
currant, red, 338
currant, red, French, 338
red curraut superlative, Norman receipt
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Jelly, currant, white, very fine, 339
danisoii, 343
greeu goustberry, 332

Katery receipt fur boiling potatoes, 230
Kentish, receipt tor cuttiog up and curing a

piR, 142
rritters, 398

Kidneys, muttun, a Za JfiVancatSB, 163
Kidnuy, beel', lu dreBs, 157

Lady's, the, sauce Toi fish, 99
Lamb, cutkla, 186

lott (it\ with white aauce, 185
ruast luin nf, lti5

luin of, slewed in butter, 185
to roast a quarter of, 181
roast saddle nf, 185
sauce fur, 185
fore quarter, to carve, 398

Lard, to melt, 187
to pruBerve unmelted, for many months, 187
lo, a pheasant, 140

Lurdm?. general directiuos fur, l39
Lardiiic-pins, 139
LarduoCa, >:^

Leults, to bull. ~M
Ltiinunadp., deiicioua. milk, 378

excellent, purtublu, 378
Lemon cakes, 365

cheL'tjBcakes, '.^67

dumplinsB, 'iSi

fritters, 300
jeliv, calf's feet, 313
pickle, or catsup, 117
pudding, an excellent. '-JSl

pudding, another receipt for. 284
suet pudding, !I84

tartlets, 367
Lemons, boiled in mincemeat, 2G5

to pickle, 356
Lettuces, in /Raj/onnaisfi of fowls, 310

Btewed, 2^14

in salads, 339
Limes, to pickle, 356
Lip or ley, for washing pudding clothe, 270

Liver, calf*s fried, 172

to roast. 173

Lobster, to boil, 79
slewed, 79
Cold, 79
bdtiir 79
fncaa^tind, or au bechamel^ 79
polled, 228
sauce. Common, 98
sauce, good, 98

Macaroons, almond, 359
orange- flower, delicious. 359

Uaccaroni, ribbon, to boil, 802
pipe, to boil, 302
a la Reine, 303
dressed, various ways, 303
with gravy, 3(^
soup, 44

Mockurel. to carve, 396
to biike, 73
to boil. 71
broiled whole, 78
fillets of. boiled, 73 , ^„
fillets of, broiled or fned, /2

fillets of. Btewed in wine, 74
fried, French receipt, 72

Madeira cake. 8(S ,, «-,
Madeleine puddings, to serve cold 287

Magnum bonum plumbs, to dry, or preserve,

841
Maitre d'hotel, sniice, cold, 99

aauce, French, 99
. , ^ «.

sauce, sharp, English receipt for, 98

Mandrang, or mandram, Wedt Indian receipt,

237
another receipt for, 23r

Harninlade, aopfe. for Charlotte, 326
barberry, 349
ornn^e, 360
orange, genuine Scutch receipt fur, 351

Marmalade, peach, 342
quince, 347
quince and apple, 348
Scotch, 351

Marrow bones, baked, 159

to boil, 159
clarified, to keep, K9
vegetable, to drnssin Various ways. 340

Mashed carrots, 246
parsnepB, sf^e turnips, 345
polaloea, 331
potatoes, cru»tof, for pasty, 354
turnips, an excellent receipt for, 244

Mayonnaise, a delicious eauco to serve witb
cold meal, &c., 104

'

Meat, jellies for, pies, 90
pies, crust for, 252, 253
puduinee, 272
rulla, 260

Melange of fruit fordespert, 371
Melon, to serve with meat, 238
Melted butter, ^44, 95
Milk, cocua-nut fi-ivoured, for sweet diBhes, 306

milk yeast, 3<iO

lemonade, delicious. 378
Mild eschalot sauce, 110

mustard, 113
Minced, cotlups, 156

fowl, 209
veal, 174
veal, with oysters, 174.

Mincemeat, Auihor^s receipt, 264
superlative, 265
friirere, 299
pudding, 279
American, '394

Mince piea, 265
royal, 2G5

Miniature round of beef, 155
Mint julep, 878

t:auce, 106
MisB Hiemer's pudding, 276
Mock, brawn. 1S6

venison, 178
Modern chicken pie, 255

potato pasty, 354
Monitor's tart, 265
Moor game, to roast and hash, 219
MdultT for French pies, or casseroles of riee^

250
Mufiina, 389

wheal, 389
rice, 389

Mull, to, wine, an excellent receipt, Frenchi

„ 377
Mullagatawny soup, 53
Mullet, grey, to boil. 75

red, to bake, broil, or roast, 76
Mushroom caif^up. 115

catsup, double, 116
forcemeul, 124
powder, 120
sauce, brown, 108
sauce, another, 107
sauce, white, 107
tonst. or croute aux champigTtons, 348

Mutihruiims, au beurre, 242
dried, 130
wiih partridges, 217
in pigeon pie, 256

Mushrooms, pickled, in brine for winter us^
354

to pickle, 354
potted, deliciouB, 243

Mussel-plums, preserves of, 341
Mustard, to make, 118

'

Tartar, 113
horseradish vinegar for ditto, 119

Mutton, broth, 59
to choose, 175
cutlets, with Soitbise sauce, 185
cutletB, to broil, 184
cuilets, Btewed in their own gravy, IBl
fillet of, 179
hiiunch of, to roast, 176
kidneys a la PVancaise, 188
kidiicyd, broiled, 18t
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Mutton, kidncyB, Oxford receipt: for, 184

iiig of, to bull, an excultent recuipi, 179
leg of, boned and furceii, 177
leg of, 397
log of, roast, 177
leg of, roast, superior receipt for, 177
leg of, cold roast, 179
loin of. roast, 180

loin of, Btewed like venison, 180
pie. common, 257
saddle of, to roast, 176
shoulder of. to bake wirh potatoes, 118
shoulder of, to ruast, 180
shoulder uf, forced, 181

shoulder of, spiced, 180
shoulder of, to carve, 897
haunch of, to carve, 398
a- good family stew of, iOSt

stock for soup, 46
saddle or collar of, to carve, 397

Nasturtiums, to pickle, 353
Neck and loins, tu carve, 397
Nesselrode cream, 315

Norman harricot, 169
Normandy pippins, 373
Nuuillos, to make, 40

Old-fashioned boiled custard, 332
Omiette aux 6nes herbes, 206

suufflee, 296
Omiets, observations on, 295
Omiet, common, 296
Onion sauce, brown, 109

sauce, brown, another receipt for, 110
sauce, white, 109
and ease stuffing for ducks and geese, 135
rich white sauce of, or Soubise. ilU

Onions, to pickle, :»56

Onions, stewed, 249
to boil, 249
to fry. 249

Orange-baskets for jelly, 312
calf's feet jplly, 311
conserve, 351
fritters, 299
gravy, 89
isinglass jelly, 811
maimiilnde. 350
salad, 372
snowballs, 281
wine, 379
compote of, 372
warmpd. 372

Orange flower, candy, 370
Oranges, compote of, a Hebrew dish, 372
6lled with jelly, in stripes, 312
warmed, 372

Oven, for baking bread, 384
Oxford receipt for Bishop, 376

punch, 876
Ox-taii, stewed, 151

soup, 58
Ox-tongue, to pickle, 152

potted, S27
Oyi<ter forcemeat, No. 5, 124

patties, 260
sauce, common, 99
sauce, good. 96
sausages, ^
Boup, while, or a la Reine, 51
curried, 225
to feed, 80

Oysters, to fry, 62
scalloped, a la Reine, 82
to scallop, 81

to stew, 81
another mode, 61
broiled. 63
au gratin, 12

Pain de pore frnis, or sausage-meat cake, '07

Ffiindeveau, Bordyke receipt, 168
Palace bonbons, 3^1
Palot.es, hpef, to dress, 150
Panada, 128

Pancakes, 298
Parsley mid butter, 105

to critip, 112

fried, 112

Purs ley-green for culounng Ba„6«^ **

Parsneps lo boil, 2<6
fried, 246

Partridges, to carve. 396
eravy, 88, 89

Partridges, broiled, 218
brodod, French receipt, 218
potted. 226
puddine, 272
soup, 53
boiled, 219
with mushrooms, 217
to roast, 216
salmi, or rich hash nf, 219

Paste, almond. 263
brioche, 253
cherry, French, 835
currant, 839
very good light, 251

English puffs, 252
fine puff, or feuilletegc, 250
quince, 848

Pastry, icing for, 250
general remarks on, 250
sandwiches, 268

Pasty, potato, 254
varieties of. 255

Pate Briaea, or French crust for hot or cold
pii^B, 252

Patties a la Cardinal, 260
good chicken. 260
oyster, 260
sweet boiled, 2B2
tartkns, small vo Is-au-vents, to make, 361

Peach, fritters, 299
jam, or marmalade, 842
mangoes, 354

Peaches, compote of, 807
to dry. an easy and excellent re^^ei^ 849
to pickle, 353
Btewed, receipt for, 808
Sueduise of, 827
vol-au-vent of, 259

Pears, baked, 373
Btewpd, 373

Peas, green, to boil, 235
with cream, 235

Peas soup, commnn. 57
without meat, 58
rich, 57

Perch, t(i boil, 77
to fry, 78

PheasBiit. to carve, 399
salmi of, 219
soup. 52

Pickle, for beef, tonj^ues, and hams, 152
Pickle to, barberries, 356

beet-root, 355
cherries, 352
eschalots, ^55
gherkins, 352
Time!), 356
lemons, 356,
mushrooms in brine, 854
niufhrooms, an excellent receipt, 354
nasturtiums, 353
onions, 'A5G

peaches and peach mangoev 3M
purk.152
walnuts, 355
Siberian crabs, 356

PiCKles, where lobe procured govd. 353
general remarks on, 353

Pie, beefsteak. 256
a common chicken, S56
a modern chicken, 255
pumpkin and squash. 39S
carrot, 393
mutton, common, 257
pigeon. 256

Pies, good crust for, 252
Huet,-crust for, 233
meatjeJly for, 90
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Pies, mince. 26l>

mince royal, 265
puildintr, 266
raisHd, 257

rigooiis, to P«J vp *••

tu boil, 2.^
[o ruust, 212
U> fitew. 212
served witli cresfleR, For second cuurso, 212

Fig, divisioDd uf, 166

to bake a sucking, 1S8

sucking, eft blanijurtu, 189
sucking, to carve, 898
to roust a Buckintf, 188

a la Tartare 189
Pig's cheeks, to pickle, 193

Teet und ears, ui brawn, 196
Pike, to bnke, 77
Pintail, or Sia PheasBnl, (o roost. 220
Pippins, Nunimndy, to stew, 373
Fiquanie, Raucc. 101

Plaice, to bull, 74
to fry, 75

PluTQ'puddiiigB. 278, 279
Plums, compote of, 807
Poelee. ISO
Poniines au beurre, 320
Pontac catsup, 117

Poor author's pudding, 294
Poor man's sauce, 102

Pork, to chooSB. 186
cutlets of, to bniil or fry, 19C
spare ribs, lu inaet, 190

Italian cheese of, 196
obaervatiims on, 186
to pickle, 152, 197
to roast, 189
to roast a paddle of, 190

sansagcs of, 197, 198
and beans. 394

Portable, lemonade, 378
Pot-au-Feu. or st(tck poi, 41

fowlp. &c^ boiled in. 41
Potato-balls. EngliE^h, 232

bi'ulei'es, good, 232
bread, 386
fritters. 300
flour, or fpcule de pommes de terre, 121

pasty, modern, 254
puddiii;:6. 290. 291
rissoles, French. 232
soup, 48
yeasl. 891

Potatoes, a In creme, 233
a la maitre. d'hotel, 232
tu buil, gPDiiiiic Irish rrceipt, 220
ti) boil, a'l'riher way, 230
to buil (Citpiain Kater's receipt), 230
fnud. 231
nia-!hi:d, and moulded in various ways, 231
nt'w, in butter. 230
new. Id boil. 230
to rnaaU or hake, 230
HCooped, 231

Poired chicken, partridge, or pheasant, 227
ham, 226
lobster, 228
meats, various. 2%
mushrooms, 228
ox tongue, 1!27

Poultry, to bonp, 200
to choose, 199
observations on keeping. 199

to lard, 140

Powder, mushroom, 120

of savoury herbs, 121

Prepared applu or quince juicei 305
Prepared caff's head, the cook's receipt, 162
Preserve a, fine, of red currants. :i.'i9

delicious, of white curranin, 339
another good melange, or mixed, 340

Preservf, numery, 340
to, the flavour and colour of fruit, jams,
and jellies, 331

Preservt'9. Frenrh porffliln fiirnncp and etcw-
pan, cuiiveuic'iit for niiikuii^, if2&

Pri'Brrvee, 2onpmI rnJea and diicrticmfi fnr, 330
fruveauz de Tours, or compote of uried

plums, 878
FuddintE, a la Paysanne, 294

baked, ulmonil, 284
apple, or cusiard, 291
common apple, 291
apple and rice, 293
BukewcU, 285
barberry und rice, 293
good breud. 266
rich bread and butter, 286
common bread and butter, 366
damson and rice, 293
the Duchess's, 291
the elegant economist's, 285
Essex, cheap and good. 291
good ground rice, 289
a common ground rice, 290
hasty. 295
Indian, 294
lemon, 284
ao excellent lemon, 284
leinon-BUct, 284
Normandy, 293

Eoor author's, 294
akcd, potato, 290

a richer potato, 290
the primers', 283
the publishers' 275
a common raisin. 294
a richer raisin, 294
laspberry, or Dutch custard, 291
a common rice, 288
a French rice, or Oateau de m, 287
nee, meringue, a89
richer nee, ^88
bird's nest, 893
hasty, 393
sponge cake, 290
vermicelli, 292
common Yorkshire. 293
goitd Yorkshire, 292 *

boiled, a la Scoones, apple, cherry, currant
or any other fresh fruii, 274

a common apple, 274
the author's Chrisimas, 279
common batter, 273
anoiher batter, 273
baiter and fruit. 273
small beefsteak, 272
Ruth Pinch's, or beef-steak pudding, a Im
Dickens, 272

BUperlaiivo beefsteak, 272
bread, 279
brown bread, 280
Bremer's, Miss, 276
coilagt- Chrisimas, 278
common custard, 276
small custard, -275

the elegant economist's, 277
German pudding and snuci', 276
Ingoldflby Christmas piiddiiitrp, 27^)

boiled, ao excellent suiull mincemeau 27V
mutton. 272
partridge, 272
small light plum, 278
another small light plum. 278
vegetable plum, 278
a vi'ry good raisin, :i77

a cheap rice, 2H1
a gooo rice, 2t!0
rolled, 279
a cheap suet, 274
anoiher sutit, 'J74

tomata, 281
Puddings, goneral directions f.)r, bakcci, 28k
to mix batter for, 271
general directions for boiled^ 269
butler cruel for, 271
cloths for, lo wash, 270
euet-crusl, for, 271
to clean cnrranL= for, 270
Indian corn, tt mnjze. baked, 392
boih-ri mam-. 392
cu&taid, Aiuenuaii, 393
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FuddinfT. plum, American, 893
apple, *

'.iH'S

small cocoa-nut, -292

Madeleine, to serve cold, 287
Sutherland, uv uasllB, 287

Puddinff-pies, 266

a common receipt for, 26S
Puff-paBle, canellons of, 300
Puffs, German, :->i5

rugpberry, or other fruit, 235
Punch. Uxfcird, 376
Pumpkins, 891

Pumpkin and squaah pie, 392
sauce for sweet pudding, 111

Purfee ofarnchokea, 110
fine, of unions, or Soubise sauce, 110
of tomatas, 242
of turnips. 110

of vegetable marrow, IIO

duenelles, or French forcemeat, 127
Queen cakes, 366
Q,uren*8 cufltard, 3'i3

Uueen Mub's puddinc, 314
Ctuincp. blamange, 320

blamange, with atmund cream, 3SU
custards, 323
jelly, 847
juice, prepared, 305
marmalade, 347
paste, 348

RiibbitB, to carve, 400
to boil, ^16
to fry. 316
to roast, >215

soup, brown, 51
Rudishfts. mrnip, to boll, 333
Riiisin puddings, 277, 2^4

winp, which resi'mbles foreign, 378
Ramekins a V Ude, 'itiS

Raspberries, to presprve for creams or ices,
* without boiling, 338
Rappberryjam. 337

jfim. red or white, 337
.

jelly, for flavouring creams, 337
jelly, another j^ood, 3)17

"vincfTar, very hue, 375
Red cHbbage, t.i stow, 248
Rhubarb, or sprmii fruit, compote of. 306
Rice, to boil for curries, or mullaguiawny

s«up. 54, 55

Rice boiled, io.-;erve with stewed fruits, &.c., 282
cake, 361,389.
croquettes of. 301

muffins, 389
puddmas, 281, 288. 289, 290
soup, 45
siiup, white, 46

Ricp, sweet, a la Portugaise, 328
flr>ur, to make, 121

Rice flour soup, 46
flour, to thicken soups with, 39

RlS9o|r'S, 301

offiBh, 301
very savimry, Ml

Roasting, pencral directions for, 131
slow method of, 132

Roast beef, see Chapter VIII.
chestnuts, 374
game, see Chapter XIII.
lamb, see Chapter X.

- mutiim, see Chapter X.
pu'tatues, 231

pork, see Chapter XI.
poultry, see Chapter XIl.
veal, see Chapter IX.

Rolled, calf's head, 162

shoulder of mutton, 160, 181

shoulder of veal, 166

ribs of beef, 153

air'oin of beef, 149

Roll beef, or eavellort de bfBvf, 155

Rolls. Geneva' 587

Roux. or French thickening brown, !«
wbiip. S3

Rusks, 3rj8

Sai;o soup, 45
Salad, to diess. 23U

French, 239
oranjie, 372
peac!i,,S72
.^uff.tlk, 239
Yorkshire ploughman's, 238
drfssings, and sauces. 102, 1G6
Salamander tn brown with, 141

Salmi of niuor fowl, pheasunis or partrid|«ii
219

Salmon, to carvp, 395
tu bake, 64, 137'

to boil, 65
to broil, 64
crimped, 6^
a la St. Marcel, 66

( to roasi, 138
Ruck-flah to boil, 69

Salt flsh, to boil, 68
a la mattre d'hotel, 68
to, beef, in various ways, 151, 152
to, limes and lemons, for pickliug, 356

Sauce, baked apple, IU9
boiled apple, 108
brown apple, 109
artichoke, tlO
Bspariigus, for lamb cutlets, 105
bechumeJ, 93
another common bechamel, 94
bread, 97
bread, with onioD, 97
caper, 106
brown caper, 106
caper for fish, 106
celery. III

Christopher North's own, for many meal*,
102

cream, for fish, 99
common cucumber, lOQ
another common cucumber, 107

white cucumber, 107

Dutch, 96
common egg, 96
esg, for calf's head, 98
very good egg, 96

epicurean, 118

mild eschalot. UO
espngniije, 88
leimel. 104
frictiaaee, 97

Genevese, or sauce Oenpvoise., 101

German, for fnciiriscus. 93
gooseherrj, for miickercl, 105
hiirM*'iadish, i-xcellmt. to serve hot or coIiU
with roast beef, 101

hot horse-radish, 102

the lady's, for fish, 100
common lobster, 9S
good lobster, 98
mayonnaise, very fine, to serve with cold
meat, fish, or vegetable*!, 104

maiire d'hotel. or steward's sauce, 100
sharp maiire d'hotel, 99
green mint for roast lamb, 106
brown mushroom, 108
another mushmom, 107
white mu'^hroum, 107
Norfolk, 95
brown onion, 109
another brown onion, 110
white onion, 109
common oyster, 99
good oyster, -98

piquante, 101

poor man's, 102
commtm pudding, 112
delicious), German pudding, IIS
punch, for sweet puddings, llj

swoet pudding sauce, 111
the Rajah's, 114
Roberi, 101

ciimmnn sorrel, 105
Houbide, French receipt, 110
Spanish. 88
cimtni'iii tiimnm, 106

a fiiiur luinaiu, JOS
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auce toumee, or thickened pale gravy, 93
flxcbllunl turnip, 110
very common white, 96
bnelieh white. 96

Saucisses a Toil, or garlic-flavoured sauBages,

Sauctsses aux truffes, or truffled aausages, 199
Sausage-meat, cake of, 197

io chicken pie, 255
to make, 197, 198
boned turkey filled with, 203

Saueages, boiled, 198
and chestnuts, an excellent diah, 198

Scotch marmalade, 851
Sea-pheasaut, or pintail, to roast, 219
Sea-baBs, to boil, 69
Seflon a, or veal custard. 261
Sefton fancies, 268
Shad. Touraine faahion, 76

to take a, 76
to broil a, 76

Sippets, a la Raius, 40
fried, 40

Sirloin of beef, to roast, 143
Btewed, 149

Smelts, Bmall birda to roaat, 219
to fry, 75

Snipes, to roast, Z20
Soda cake. 365
Soles, baked, or au plat, 70

to carve, 896
to choose, 60
fillets of, 69
Btewed io cream, 70

Sorrel sauce, 105
Souffle-pan, 295

rice. 297
Souffles, 296
Sounde. cods*, to boil, 63

to fry in battet, 68
Soup, apple, 48

good caff's head, not expensive, 50
common carrot, 47
gravy, clear, pale, 43
another grav>, 43
cheap, clear, gravy, 44
pigeon, 52
ID nasto, 59
macaroni, 44
mock turtle, or calf ''b head, 49
milk with vermicelli. 59
roultagatawny, 9S
mutton stock for soups, 4S
oxtail, S8
white oyater, or oyBter-soup a la Reine, Si
veal, 48
partridge, 53
common peas, 57
peas, without meat, 58
rich peas, 57
a cheap green peas, 56
an excellent green peas, 55
green peas, without meat, 55
pheasant. 52
potage aux nouUles, or taillerine soup, 45

Eotato, 48
rown rabbit soup, 51

rice, 45
rice flour, 40
while rice. 45
sago, 45
semoulina, or soup a la Semoule, 43
a cheap and good Btew, 59
tapioca, 45
common turnip, 47
a quickly made turnip, 47
vermicelli, or potage au vermtcelte, 44
Westerfield white, 48

Soups, introductory remarks nn, 37

to fry bread to serve with, 40
nouillea to eerve m, 40

to thicken. 89
vegetable vfirmicelii for, 40

souce, AmeriCHn. 394

Spanish Biiure. or Espagnole, W
Spiced beef, 153. IM

Spinach, common English modes, 233
French receipt for, 233
green, for colouring Bweet dishes, &ic., SOS

Steaks, beef, 144
Steaming, general directions for, 133
Slewed, neef-Bteak, 146, 147.

beef-steak, in iu own gravy, 143
beet-root, 248
cabbage, 248
calf's feet, 172
celery, 249
cod fish, 67
cucumber, 237
lamb cutlets, 185
leg of lamb with white sauce, 185
lettuces, 234
oin of lamb, in butter, 185
lobsters, 80
mackerel, in wine, 73
fillets of mackerel, in wine, excellent, 74
mutton cutlets, in their own gravy, IB!
loin of mutton, 180
onions, 249
oxtails, 151

oyBters, 81

tomataa, 241
trout, 76
turnips in butter, 245
turnips in gravy, 245
loin of veal, 165
sirloin of beef, 149
shoulder of veal, 166
shoulder of venison, 214
soles ill cream, 70

Stew, a good English, 147
a good family, 182
a German, 147

an Irish, 183
Spring stew of veal, 169
a Welsh, 147

to, shin of beef^ 148
a rump of beef, 148
sturgeoD, 71

Stewing, general directions for, 138

Stock, clear pale, 42
for white soup, 46
mutton, for soups, 46
ehin of beef, for gravies, 85
veal, for white soups, 42

Store sauces, remarks on, 115

flavouring, for puddings, cakes, and sweet
dishes, 120

Strawberries, to preserve, for flavouring creami,
&c., 336

Strawberry, acid royal, 875
jam, 335
]elly, 336
isinglass jelly, 313
tartfets, 374
vinegar, of delicious flavour, 874

Stufiing for geese and ducks. No. 8, 125

Cook's stuffing for geese and ducks. No. 9.

125
Sturgeon, to boil, 70

lu roast, 70
to stew, 71
to fry, 71

Squash, winter, to boil, 340
tiuedoise of peaches, 337
Sugar, to boil, from syrup to caramel, 369

to clarify, 368
barley, 369

Sweetbreads, to drees, 171

a la maitre d'hotel, 171
ciitlels of, 171

roasted, 171
Syllabub, a birthday, 377
Syllabubs, superior whipped, 318

Table, garnishing and setting nut, 395, 400
Tamarinds, acid, in curries, 231
'I'apioca soup, 45
Tart, barberry, 263
Tartlets, of almond paste, 264

to make, 2t)l

strawberry, 374
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Tartlets, creamed, 325
Tarts, to ice, 350
Tea, to make, 383

- cakes, 388
Tench, to fry, 78
Terrapiiia, U> cook, 80
Toaatine, directioDB for, 141
Toffle, EverloD, 371

another way, 371
Tomata calaup, 117

saucee, 108
Tomataa, forced, 241

puree of, 242
roast, 241
en salade, 341
stewed. 241

Tongue, to boil, 1S7
to cut io Blices, 398

TouTte meringue, or tart with royal icing, SG2
Irifle, an excellent. 315

Swiss, very good, 316
Trout, to stew, a good common receipt, 76

ill wine, 76
to fry, 77

Turbot, to carve, 395
to boil, 63
a la ereme, 64

Turkey, to carve. 399
to boil, 202
boned aud forced, 203
to bone. 200
a la Ftamande^ 204
to roast. 201

Turnip radishes, to boil, 233
soup, 47

Turnips, to boil, 244
to maab^ 244
stewed m butter. 245
in gravy. 245
in white sauce, 245

Vanilla in cream, pudding', &o.. 315
Veal, breast of, boUed, 1^

breast of, roast, 166
cakes, 168
to choose, 160
cutlets, 170

. cutleta, a la Fi-anieaise, 170
cutlets, a la mode de LondreSt or London

fashion, 171
Doiled fillet of. 165
roast fillet of. 164
fricandeau of,468
boiled knuckle of, 167
knuckle oi, en ragout, 167
knuckle or, with nee and green peas, 168
boiled loin of, 165
roast loin of, 165
stewed loin of, 165
minced, 174
fiAet of, to carve, 39S
breast of, to carve, 397
Biinced with oysters, 174

Veal, to bone a shoulder ,of, 166
stewed shoulder of, 166
spring atew of, 169
Sydney, 174

Vegetable marrow, to boil, fry, mash, &e., 84t
vermicelli, for aoupa, 40

Vegetables, brine for boilinfr, 229
to clear from inaBCtB,2'29

to keep fresh, 228
general reniarks on. 223

Veloute, 94
Venetian fritters, 299
Veniaon, to choose, 313

to hash, 314
to keep, 213
mock, 178

^
- to roast a haunch of, 213
sauces for, 87. 88
to stew a shoulder of. 214
haunch of, to carve, 398

Vermicelli pudding, 292
soupi or potage au vermicelle, 44

Vinegar, cayenne, 119
celery, 119

'

cucumber, 119
eschalot, or garlic, 119
horse-raaisb, 119
green mint, 118
raspberry, very fine. 376
strawberry, 374

Vol-au-vents, a, 258
of fruit, 259

Vols-au-vents, small, a la Hotoitt, 968
small, to make, 261

Voi-au-vent, a la creme, 259
paste for, 253

Walnut catsup, 116, 117
Wheat muffina. 389
Whitings, baked, a la Francatae, 71

to boil, 71
Wild ducks, to roast; 219

piggons, 218 *

Wine, currant, 380
elderberry, 379
eschalot, 119
ginger, 379
to mull, an excellent receipt. 377
oranee, 379
raisin, which resennbles foreigo, 318

Woodcocks to roast. 220

Yeast. 390
milk, 390
hard. 390
potdtoe, 391
prepared, Dr. Lettsom's, 391
to purify, for bread or cakea, 384

Yorkshire ploughman's aalad, ^s3Q
pudding, 292. 293

Zest, the doctor's, 121
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